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Introduction

1 Introduction
1.1 The Peopling of the Americas and Archaeological Research
in Beringia
About 200 000 years ago modern humans evolved on the African continent and as early
as 100 000 years ago they began their successful dispersal across the globe. During the
Pleistocene, large parts of Asia, the whole of Europe, and also Australia were settled by
modern humans. With the exception of the Antarctic, which was entered by humans only
in historical times, the Americas were the last continents to be colonized by Pleistocene
hunter-gatherers. Although numerous theories about human global colonization have
been developed by researchers, there is still much debate regarding the processes
involved. This is also the case regarding research on the peopling of the Americas.
To date, the most pursued questions have been those of place and time, i.e. when and
from where first colonizers entered the New World (e.g. Goebel et al. 2008; Waguespack
2007). Due to differing interpretations of data such as radiocarbon dating, environmental
records, and the archaeological record in general, researchers are still discussing these
matters. For a long time, many archaeologists agreed that the first humans who settled
in the New World must have come across the Bering Strait. According to this notion, ice
age hunter-gatherers originating in northeast Asia entered northwestern North America
by crossing the Bering and Chukchi Sea via a land bridge that developed during glacial
times due to low sea levels. Subsequently, they colonized the Americas through an icefree corridor between the Cordilleran and Laurentide ice sheets (e.g. Haynes 1964;
2005). Subsequently, the Western Hemisphere was supposedly settled from north to
south.
Notably, recent research has challenged the idea of a successive settlement of continental
North America via an ice-free corridor. Several scientists have pointed to the possibility
that hunter-gatherers may have specialized on marine resources and colonized the
Americas via a coastal migration route along the Pacific coast (see Fladmark 1979; Gruhn
1994; Mandryk et al. 2001; Dixon 1999; 2001; 2013; Erlandson et al. 2007; Erlandson
and Braje 2011). From these coastal regions they then settled the inner continental
landscapes of the Americas (Dixon 2001). It should be noted that a combination of the
coastal and ice-free corridor routes cannot be excluded.
Meanwhile, on the basis of alleged similarities between the Upper Paleolithic Solutrean
in southwestern Europe and the late Pleistocene archaeological record in continental
North America (including Clovis), an alternative model has been proposed which sees
the migration of hunter-gatherers along the ice masses of the northern Atlantic (Bradley
and Stanford 2004; Stanford and Bradley 2012). Meanwhile, this hypothesis has been
much discussed and convincingly refuted by many researchers (see Clark 2000; Straus
et al. 2005; Westley and Dix 2008; Meltzer 2009:185 ff.; Kornfeld and Tabarev 2009; cf.
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Sellet 1998).
Most archaeologists agree that the origin of the earliest American colonizers must lie
somewhere in northeastern Asia, an assumption that is supported by genetic evidence
(see Schurr 2004a; 2004b; Tamm et al. 2007; Fagundes et al. 2008; Volodko et al. 2008;
Dulik et al. 2012). Nevertheless, recent research has so far failed to clarify the precise
timing of colonization. Some researchers consider an early entry possible, prior to the
Last Glacial Maximum (LGM), i.e. before about 20,000 BP (ca. 24,000 cal BP1; e.g. Gruhn
2005; Madsen 2004; Tamm et al. 2007). Others prefer human entry to the Americas after
ca. 13,000 BP (ca. 16,000 cal BP; e.g. Goebel et al. 2008). Inconsistent dates for the
earliest alleged cultural remains from both North and South America have not allowed
for a unanimous assessment of the first human appearance and a clearly recognizable
unidirectional colonization (see Faught 2008).
Notwithstanding these contradictions in research, a critical region for understanding
the processes and events associated with the early peopling of the Americas lies in
the area referred to as Beringia, a vast landscape stretching from northeastern Asia
to northwestern North America. Archaeological remains from the Pleistocene are still
comparatively scarce in this enormous region, but during the last 30 to 40 years scientists
have gained significant new insights from archaeological, paleoecological, and genetic
research.
Various recent publications have presented updated scenarios of late Pleistocene
human migrations from northeastern Asia to northwestern North America (e.g. Hoffecker
et al. 1993; Dixon 2001; Goebel et al. 2008). Although in many cases subjects like
subsistence strategies, land use, and settlement patterns have been touched upon only
marginally, recent studies on Pleistocene Beringia have considered these topics in a
trans-regional scope (e.g. Yesner 2001b; Hoffecker and Elias 2007). In addition, regional
studies from Alaska have promoted new research perspectives on human behavior and
subsistence strategies of early hunter-gatherers (e.g. Bever 2000; Rasic 2008; Wygal
2009). However, so far there are only few investigations which have featured first-hand
studies of artifact assemblages across a broad geographic scale, encompassing multiple
regions and areas from both sides of the Bering Strait. Some investigations have taken
a step in this direction (e.g. Graf and Goebel 2009), albeit that they are still limited to
examinations and comparisons of individual sites.
The Pleistocene Bering Land Bridge connected two continents that have since been
divided, not only geographically but also politically. The cold war period impeded scientific
collaborations. Although many Russian and American archaeologists have been working
within different research traditions, recent collaborations show that this division is gradually
being overcome. The former political boundary has been crossed and archaeologists from
1
BP / RCYBP = uncalibrated radiocarbon years before present/1950; cal BP / CALBP
= calibrated/calendar years before present/1950. All radiocarbon dates in this study have been
calibrated with CalPal 2007 (Cologne Radiocarbon Calibration & Paleoclimate Research Package
[Weninger et al. 2007], using the CalPal 2007 Hulu calibration curve [Weninger and Jöris 2008]).
2
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both Russia and the US have brought together early prehistoric records from Siberia and
Alaska (e.g. Goebel and Slobodin 1999; Goebel et al. 2010; Vasil’ev 2011). Nonetheless,
as mentioned above, so far only few studies have concentrated on first-hand analyses of
a number of artifact assemblages from both northeastern Asia and northwestern North
America. In addition, few non-Russian and non-American archaeologists have been
involved in research specific to Beringian colonization. A European perspective on this
topic focusing on the systematic analysis of lithic artifacts may be a fruitful endeavor.
Due to preservation conditions within most Beringian sites, stone artifacts are the
primary source of cultural information. This may limit our conclusions about subsistence
strategies. Still, stone artifacts are well suited for investigations that examine crucial
differences among hunter-gatherer camp sites. Even without analyses of organic
(especially faunal) remains, detailed analyses of stone artifacts can ultimately lead to
reconstructions of hunter-gatherer settlement systems. A prerequisite is an appropriate
and consistent approach to stone artifact analysis.

1.2 Changing Perspectives: Functional Variability and
Reconstructing Settlement Systems
Archaeologists have developed approaches for addressing the variability of Pleistocene
hunter-gatherer camp sites in order to incorporate them into broader settlement systems,
i.e. systemic relations of a variety of campsites that show situational differences in
occupations. Initial crucial inputs for such examinations came from ethnography and
ethnoarchaeology (e.g. Lee and DeVore 1968; Binford 1978; 1980; 1982).
Lithic tool typology and varying assemblage diversity may give indications of different
activities undertaken at hunter-gatherer campsites, while raw material compositions of
assemblages may provide insights into raw material procurement and mobility. Recently,
land use patterns and subsistence strategies have been reconstructed for Middle and
Upper Paleolithic sites from different regions in Europe. Noteworthy are reconstructions
of settlement systems for the Magdalenian in western Europe (e.g. Weniger 1982;
Julien 1988; Adouze 2006), the late Magdalenian and final Paleolithic Federmessergroups in Germany (e.g. Baales 2002; Street et al. 2006), the Azilian in the vicinity of
the Pyrenees in southwestern France (Kegler 2007), Neanderthals and early modern
humans in southern Germany (Uthmeier 2004), and for Neanderthal populations of the
Crimean peninsula in Ukraine (Chabai et al. 2005; 2006; 2008). In addition to detailed
investigations of lithic technology, the strength of many of these examinations is that
they also consider faunal remains, which is a substantial source of information for
reconstructing subsistence strategies.
The relatively rich record of Paleolithic sites in certain regions of Europe has opened new
perspectives for analysis. Today’s dense population in Europe has led to the discovery
of many different archaeological sites, resulting in an exceptional increase in available
data. This is not the case in northeastern Asia and northwestern North America and may
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account for the relative lack of single site investigations applying similar methods. For
this reason, few such investigations have been conducted in Beringia, and there have
not been many trans-regional analyses which consider various sites in a systematic
context, thus creating models of land use patterns and settlement systems over space
and time.
In fact, such an approach can give us answers to crucial questions concerning the
earliest human migration to North America. The colonization of Beringia is a complex
cultural process. Late Pleistocene hunter-gatherers in harsh Arctic and sub-Arctic
environments can be expected to have been dependent on an optimized exploitation
of habitat resources. Both natural and social changes can have a great influence upon
economy, settlement patterns, and migrations. So as to better conceive the dispersal
of modern humans across Beringia to North America, it is useful to understand the
settlement patterns and subsistence strategies of these hunter-gatherers under different
climatic and environmental conditions. Questions about the functional characteristics of
different camp sites with varying site activities, potential diachronic changes in settlement
systems, regional differences in the cultural formation processes of assemblages, and
the influence of climatic and environmental changes on settlement systems need to be
addressed. Explanations for migrations and the colonization of new habitats can be
derived from the answers to these questions.
With the results of the above mentioned investigations for different regions in Europe
in mind, combined with the recent pioneering studies in Alaska, the reconstruction of
settlement systems of late Pleistocene hunter-gatherers in Beringia is a worthwhile
endeavor. In this study, this goal will be achieved through systematic analyses of modified
stone artifacts.
The above mentioned successful European studies involve analyses of lithic technologies
and faunal remains, yet the latter are not available for the most of the Beringian record.
However, in spite of this absence, lithic artifacts generally play an essential role in
investigations of settlement systems. Accordingly, with an examination of selected sites in
both northeastern Asia and northwestern North America with special regard to functional
variability, late Pleistocene hunter-gatherer camps can be described within a systematic
context. Finally, a variety of conclusions can be drawn about this early human migration
to North America. Through the reconstruction of land use strategies and human mobility
it can be attempted to explain the colonization process of uninhabited landscapes.

1.3 The Relevance of Climatic Proxies and Paleoenvironmental
Reconstructions
It is expected that Pleistocene hunter-gatherers were responsive to changing habitats
caused by climatic developments, especially rapid climate changes. In order to evaluate
the complicated process of the first settlement of pristine landscapes by late Pleistocene
hunter-gatherers, as it is the case with the colonization of Beringia, it is useful to
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approach the archaeological record within a framework of climatic and environmental
changes. Beringian hunter-gatherers relied on natural resources in an unforgiving Arctic
and Sub-Arctic environment. It is necessary to understand the ecological opportunities
and constraints in order to approach human adaptations in this landscape.
Therefore, appropriate (i.e. at best high-resolution) climatic proxies have to be
examined and, as far as possible, correlated with other paleoenvironmental data such
as local pollen records. Accordingly, it is important to create a proper framework for
the paleoenvironmental developments in the research area for the time period under
consideration, that is – in the present case – Beringia in the late Pleistocene from ca.
20,000 to 10,000 BP (ca. 24,000 to 11,500 cal BP).
The foundations of such a framework can only be constructed from carefully selected
high-resolution climatic proxies that accurately represent global changes as well as
changes in the research area. Global climatic changes detected in high-resolution
proxies can be correlated with other local paleoenvironmental data that may reflect global
climatic developments, even though in many cases not accurately and in some cases
only distorted (e.g. when comparing high-resolution Greenland ice core data to local
pollen records with a much lower resolution). Despite such minor discrepancies, such
a correlated climatic and paleoenvironmental framework is particularly well suited to
gain an understanding of environmental changes that consequently might have affected
human behavior.
The reconstruction of settlement systems has to be approached in the context of
appropriate data on paleoclimatic and paleoenvironmental developments, so as to be
able to assess the effect of changing habitats on late Pleistocene human migrations.

1.4 The Question of Time, and Aims and Limits of the Present
Study
In order to properly place this study in the context of the peopling of the Americas, it
is important to point out recent discussions on the timing of colonization and whether
Beringian archaeology can contribute to this topic. Furthermore, the intrinsic goals of
this study should be clarified, especially when it is considered that Beringian colonization
may be an isolated event with no direct link to the peopling of the American continents.
Timing the colonization of the Americas
As mentioned above, the timing of the initial
entry of humans into the Americas is still subject to debate. Most researchers expect the
traces of the earliest human migration into the Americas to be found in Beringia, even
though sites with the oldest cultural remains seem to lie in South America. Although
late Pleistocene sites are documented in Alaska which predate the earliest well-defined
cultural complex in North America – Clovis – the probable presence of pre-Clovis sites
is already noted for numerous locations not only in North but also in South America (e.g.
Gruhn 1997; 2005; Dixon 1999; Collins 1999; Haynes 2002; Adovasio and Pedler 2004;
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Goodyear 2005; Overstreet 2005; Gilbert et al. 2008; Goebel et al. 2008; Waters et al.
2011a; Waters et al. 2011b). Nevertheless, many of the pre-Clovis remains from both
North and South America have been criticized due to dating issues or doubts about the
anthropogenic origin of artifacts (e.g. Goebel et al. 2008:1499 f.).
An exception is the striking case of Monte Verde in southern Chile (see Dillehay 1989;
1997). Radiocarbon dates as old as 12,600 BP (ca. 15,000 cal BP) for cultural remains
in association with hearths and other features have been widely accepted (e.g. Goebel
et al. 2008:1499; Meltzer et al. 1997; Wheat 2012). Recently, remains of several species
of seaweed were ascertained and subsequently interpreted as further evidence for a
coastal migration route (Dillehay et al. 2008). Most importantly, Monte Verde seems to
speak for human presence prior to 12,000 BP (ca. 14,000 cal BP) at a long distance
from Beringia. Other still disputed sites and new discoveries might push the date of the
earliest human presence in the Americas even farther back (e.g. Waters et al. 2011a).
Such early dates seem to raise elementary questions about archaeologists’ models of the
peopling process. As stated above, the first colonizers of the New World most probably
came from Beringia as indicated by genetic data, regardless of the exact route of initial
entry (coastal vs. ice-free corridor). If northwestern North America was indeed not settled
prior to 12,000 BP (ca. 14,000 cal BP; e.g. Hamilton and Goebel 1999; Holmes 2001;
Hoffecker 2001; Bever 2001a; contradicting e.g. Morlan 2003), where did the huntergatherers of Monte Verde or other potentially older locations originate? In fact, the
statistical overlap of radiocarbon dates may put this evidence of ostensibly early human
presence in perspective: Statistically, many late Pleistocene occupations in the Americas
are indeed of similar age (see Faught 2008).
Questions remain on sites with dates as early as 40,000 or 50,000 BP. Yet, it seems
difficult to explain a supposed peopling of the Americas this early (as suggested by
Gruhn 1994), because western Beringia seems to have been widely unsettled until ca.
20,000 BP (ca. 24,000 cal BP; see Chap. 4, “The Archaeological Record of Western
Beringia – A Uniform (Re)Colonization Process?”). To date, no explanatory suggestions
or convincing models have been established for such an early colonization.
What we do not know but need to know
As Kelly put it in his conclusion after
discussing the candidates for the earliest human presence in North and South America, “we
do know when people arrived in North America, but what this means for understanding the
colonization process is not clear” (Kelly 2003:141). While there is still disagreement about
the earliest human presence in the Americas, Kelly points out the most crucial question
about the peopling of the Americas, which is in fact also applicable to Beringia: We need
to understand how the colonization process proceeded. More recently, Waguespack also
expressed these thoughts in a similar way when she stated that while “the call for more
reliable and consistently collected data is warranted”, it is more important that “theoretical
constructs capable of integrating such data are needed” (Waguespack 2007:72). In this
regard, recent studies examining early Paleoindian subsistence strategies, land use,
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and adaptive settlement patterns of the earliest colonizers of continental North America
are of great importance (e.g. Kelly and Todd 1988; Surovell 2000; Meltzer 2002; 2004a;
Cannon and Meltzer 2008). This study shall be an attempt to shed light on similar aspects
for the Beringian record, based on a systematic artifact analysis from a variety of sites
from different regions.
After all, it is not the aim of this study to identify the earliest human presence in the whole
of America. Instead, the aim is to explain a colonization process that may or may not
be directly linked to the peopling of the Americas. These explanations will be grounded
on reconstructions of settlement systems of Pleistocene hunter-gatherers within a
paleoclimatic and paleoenvironmental context. This can only be done in a useful way
for a region that – according to current research – had been uninhabited immediately
before the appearance of late Pleistocene hunter-gatherers. Therefore, Beringia offers
a unique study area for assessing a peopling process with new approaches. At first,
for this particular investigation it is not of great significance whether humans settled in
other regions of the Americas earlier. Admittedly, it does constitute a contradiction to
the assumption that those late Pleistocene humans crossing the Bering Land Bridge
were the first to enter the Americas, yet the reconstruction of settlement systems in the
changing landscape of this vast region of Beringia during a limited time frame still offers
innovative views on the peopling of a previously uninhabited landscape.
If convincing models for the colonization of other parts of the Americas prove an earlier
human entry than the one through Beringia, the present study will have no place in
the context of the first settlement of North America. However, it is an investigation of
late Pleistocene hunter-gatherer mobility and Pleistocene human migration into the New
World, and therefore hopefully offers new insights into Beringian archaeology.

1.5 Structure of the Study
This study is subdivided into two parts. Part I provides an overview of the current state
of research in Beringian archaeology as it can be derived from available literature and
from recent investigations presented in conference papers. In a first step, the research
area will be defined (see Chap. 2), before a synthesis of research on climatic and
paleoenvironmental conditions in Beringia during the late Pleistocene is presented (see
Chap. 3). Afterwards, the archaeological record from Beringia will be presented in the
light of recent research (see Chap. 4). In this chapter I will also discuss the established
cultural-chronological framework widely applied in Beringian archaeology. I will try to
demonstrate that this framework is not suitable to explain the obvious variability of the
record. It is my aim to show that we need an alternative approach to the archaeological
record. My hypothesis is that functional variability may best explain interassemblage
variability, while cultural-chronological differences have failed to do so. The critical reassessment of the archaeological record from Beringia, including the suggestion that an
origin of Beringian colonization can be found in the Amur River region in the Russian Far
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East, will set the stage for the empirical part of the study.
In Part II I will present a study of modified stone artifacts from various sites in Alaska as
a representative sample of the Eastern Beringian archaeological record, as well as an
investigation of selected assemblages from the Selemdzha River in the Russian Far East
as suitable representatives for the area of origin of Beringian colonization (see Chap. 5
and 6). The investigation of these sites will lead to reconstructions of settlement systems,
on the base of which explanations for the complex process of Beringian colonization will
be formulated (see Chap. 7).
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2 Space and Time: The Concept of Beringia
2.1 The Definition of Beringia
The term Beringia is widely used in various publications, not only concerning
archaeological, but also geological and environmental research. Because a variety of
definitions have been used throughout the scientific literature, it is necessary to define
the limits of the archaeological research area referred to as Beringia in this study (Fig.
2.1).
After the idea of Beringia and the Bering Land Bridge had been established through
the work of Hultén (1937), Hopkins (1967) was the first researcher to broaden the
geographic definition of Beringia to include not only those areas of the Bering and
Chukchi Seas being above sea level during the Pleistocene, but also western Alaska
and parts of Northeast Asia with a western limit along the Kolyma River. Later, in a
paleoenvironmental study conducted by Hopkins et al. (Hopkins et al. 1981 /yearonly),
the eastern limit was extended to the Mackenzie River in Northwest Canada, eventually
pushing the boundary of Eastern Beringia to the margin of the Laurentide ice sheet, which
constituted an impenetrable barrier to plants and terrestrial animals – including humans
– during its maximum extent (Hoffecker and Elias 2007:4). Yurtsev (1986) defined the
western boundary of Beringia along the Kolyma River, coinciding with the western limit
of continental Beringian flora.
In archaeological research the area of Beringia has been extended even farther westwards
as far as the Lena River or the Verkhoyansk Range (West 1981; West 1996b; Hoffecker
et al. 1993). Accordingly, Western Beringia comprises parts of northeastern Yakutia, the
Sea of Okhotsk Coast (Priokhotye), the Indigirka-Kolyma River Basins, Chukotka, and
Kamchatka. This extension seems plausible due to similar technological and typological
characteristics of stone artifact assemblages across vast regions of Northeast Asia. In
addition, there are only few archaeological sites of Pleistocene age in the far northeast
parts of Asia (Goebel and Slobodin 1999; Hoffecker and Elias 2007:77 ff.), thus making
an extension of Beringia more suitable for archaeologists. Still, Goebel and Slobodin
(1999:106) argued that Beringia “has begun to emerge with its own Paleolithic-Mesolithic
archaeological record, and there is less of a need to look further south and west in
Yakutia, central Siberia, or Japan for evidence indicating when humans colonized the
Bering Land Bridge area”. On the one hand, it is surely not useful to extend Beringia too
far into Asia, but on the other hand, there are regions that should not be left aside when
regarding the archaeology of Beringia, most notably because of apparent connections in
the archaeological record. This is especially true for regions farther to the southwest (see
Chap. 4, “In Quest of the Origin of Beringian Colonization”).
The question of a southwestern boundary of Beringia has mostly been ignored, probably
due to the absence of a distinct geographic or environmental limit. West (1996e:1)
places the western boundary of Beringia in the Lena River valley, from where “a line
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drawn generally southeast encompasses the Aldan plateau and the maritime region of
Primorye” (cf. West 1996e:3 Figure 2). This diffuse limitation illustrates the difficulties of
setting a distinct boundary of Beringia in the southwest.
Actually, the Beringian archaeological record can be linked to the Late Upper Paleolithic
of the Russian Far East (Priamurye and Primorye; see Chap. 4, “In Quest of the Origin
of Beringian Colonization”). These regions are again part of a trans-regional settlement
history of the whole of northeastern Asia. Although the Russian Far East – including
the islands of Sakhalin and Hokkaido (Japan) which were connected to the mainland
through a late Pleistocene land connection (Pietsch et al. 2003; Vasilevski 2003; Kuzmin
1995:81; cf. 2006c:16 Fig. 2.3; 2006a:173 Fig 9.5) – by no means constitutes a part of
Beringia, it should at least be regarded as a far southwestern “border region”.
Late Pleistocene stone industries in the Russian Far East and adjacent regions on the
Pacific coast show similar developments that are related not only to each other, but
also to the colonization of Beringia (see Chap. 4, “In Quest of the Origin of Beringian
Colonization”).
Yet, even this archaeological concept of Beringia with a southwestern border region
as derived from the archaeological record does itself also establish the problem of
a distinct limit in the southwest. In the present study, the Amur River constitutes the
southern boundary of the working area, but this limit is arbitrary as well. There are
no geographical or environmental limits. In the end, the southwestern border region of
Beringia also leaves us with a rather diffuse southern limit that seems appropriate from
an archaeological perspective, but cannot clarify the demand for a distinct southwestern
limit of Beringia.
Finally, the research area – as defined here merely for the sake of archaeological
research for the time period between the Last Glacial Maximum and the onset of the
Holocene – stretches from the Russian Far East and its adjacent coastal regions across
Yakutia, Chukotka and Kamchatka to Alaska and the Yukon Territory in Canada (Fig.
2.1), thereby exceeding the actual area of Beringia. The heartland of Beringia is formed
of those regions between the Verkhoyansk Range and the Laurentide ice sheet as
defined elsewhere (e.g. Hoffecker et al. 1993; Goebel and Slobodin 1999). From an
archaeological perspective, however, the border regions in the southwest should be
included when dealing with the colonization of northeastern Asia and northwestern North
America.

2.2 The Geography of Beringia and Adjacent Regions
The vast landscape of Beringia stretches more than 3500 km from west to east (from
the Lena River to the Mackenzie River) and about 2000 km from north to south from
the Chukchi Sea coast to the Bering Sea coast of the late Pleistocene land bridge.
Meanwhile, the distance from the approximate center of Beringia at today’s Bering
Strait to the southwestern border region in the Russian Far East is more than 3500 km.
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Fig. 2.1 Map of Beringia

The wide variety of geographical characteristics of this vast territory is briefly described
in the following regional overview. As it is difficult to characterize the environmentally
diverse regions of this vast research area as a whole, it is divided into three areas: the
southwestern border region, the western Beringian heartland and Eastern Beringia. The
latter two are today separated from each other by the Bering Strait, while the Russian Far
East as Beringia’s southwestern border region is separated from the whole of Siberia by
the Arctic-Pacific watershed line (Kuzmin 2006c:13).

2.2.1 The Southwestern “Border Region”: The Russian Far East
The Russian Far East mainly consists of several mountain ranges being separated by
wide lowlands and plains (Fig. 2.2). The main mountain ranges are (from south to north)
the Sikhote-Alin Ridge (maximum elevation of 2077 m above sea level), the Xiao Khingan
Range (max. el. 1270 m a.s.l.), the Western Sakhalin Range (max. el. 1330 m a.s.l.),
the Eastern Sakhalin Range (max. el. 1609 m a.s.l.), the Bureya Ridge (max. el. 2384 m
a.s.l.), the Tukuringra-Dzhagdy Ridge (max. el. 1694 m a.s.l.), and the Stanovoi Ridge
(max. el. 1463 m a.s.l.), which merges into the Dzhugdzhur mountains in the northeast
(max. el. 1906 m a.s.l.). The main plains are (from south to north) the Khanka-Ussuri
Plain, the Middle Amur Lowland, the Tym-Poronoi Plain (Sakhalin), the Zeya-Bureya
Plain, the Northern Sakhalin Plain, and the Amur-Zeya Plateau. To its north the Stanovoi
Ridge is adjoinded to the Aldan upland (cf. Fig. 2.3). The major river system on the
mainland is the Amur with its tributaries Zeya, Bureya, Ussuri and Amgun. Other major
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mainland rivers are Razdolnaya (Suifun), Partizanskaya (Suchan), Samarga, and Tumin,
while Tym and Poronai are the longest rivers on Sakhalin.
The coastline borders both the Sea of Japan and the Sea of Okhotsk. Its contours are
in most parts quite simple, except in the Peter the Great Gulf of the northwestern Sea of
Japan and southwest of the Shantar Islands in the Sea of Okhotsk, where the shoreline
is indented.
The largest lake of the region is Khanka Lake in the Khanka-Ussuri Plain. Other important
lakes are Evoron, Chukchagirski, Bolon, Udyl, and Kizi.
The Russian Far East and its adjacent areas are part of the East Asian non-tropical
monsoon area, so these regions are exposed to cold and dry air from Siberia in the
winter and to warm and humid air from the Northern Pacific in the summer. There is a
great variety in annual precipitation of about 300-350 mm in the Stanovoi Ridge and
950 mm in the Sikhote-Alin Ridge, while the major portion of the precipitation (about
85-95 %) falls between April and September. The annual mean temperature also shows
a great variety from -6.5 °C in Tynda to +4 °C in Vladivostok and Kholmsk. Except for
most of Primorye, the Middle Amur Lowland, the Zeya-Bureya Plain, and the Zeya-Amur
Plateau, the largest part of the mainland is covered by continuous permafrost (cf. Kuzmin
2006c:14).

2.2.2 Western Beringia: Northeastern Siberia
Western Beringia, that is – roughly speaking – northeastern Siberia, is a complex and
rugged landscape (Fig. 2.3). Included in this region are northeastern Yakutia, the northern
Sea of Okhotsk Coast (Priokhotye), Chukotka, the peninsula of Kamchatka, and several
islands in the East Siberian Sea like the New Siberian Islands and Wrangel Island.
Between the major river basins of Western Beringia – the Lena, the Indigirka and the
Kolyma – there are several steep mountain ranges, but also broad uplands that can
reach heights of up to 2000 m (Brigham-Grette et al. 2004:41). The major mountain
ranges are (from west to east) the Verkhoyansk mountains (max. el. 2480 m a.s.l.), the
Cherskii mountains (max. el. 5147 m a.s.l.), the Kolyma (Gydan-) mountains (max. el.
1962 a.s.l.), the Koryak mountains (max. el. 2562 a.s.l.), and the Anadyr and Chukotskii
mountains (max. el. 1843 m a.s.l.). The largest lowland region is situated north of the
Cherskii mountains, while a major broad upland region is the Anadyr-Plateau northeast
of the Kolyma mountains.
The coastline touches the Sea of Okhotsk and the Bering Sea in the south, and the
Chukchi Sea, the East Siberian Sea and the southeastern part of the Laptev Sea in the
north. It is most indented in the Shelekhov Gulf in the Sea of Okhotsk and the Anadyr
Gulf in the Bering Sea.
Most parts of Western Beringia receive relatively little moisture, although precipitation
varies considerably in amount and seasonal distribution. While some southernmost
regions receive up to 800 mm, the upper reaches of the Indigirka and Kolyma rivers
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Fig. 2.2 Map of the Russian Far East and adjacent regions

receive only 200 mm annual precipitation (Hoffecker and Elias 2007:26).
Mean temperatures show a great variety. While mean January temperatures between -4
and -23 °C along the Pacific coast are characteristic for winter amelioration of maritime
environments, they range from -27 to -37 °C along the northern coast, where sea ice
covers the coastal waters throughout the winter (Hoffecker and Elias 2007:23). In
summer, maritime influence reduces temperatures in the coastal regions. Mean July
temperatures in western Beringia range from 4 °C along the eastern coast of Chukotka to
22 °C in the Shelekhov Gulf (cf. (Hoffecker and Elias 2007:24 Fig. 2.2). As mean annual
temperatures are well below 0 °C, most of western Beringia is covered by continuous
permafrost, except along the southern coastal regions, where permafrost is discontinuous.
Permafrost is sporadic in northern and only seasonal in southern Kamchatka (Hoffecker
and Elias 2007:23 ff.).

2.2.3 Eastern Beringia: Alaska and Yukon Territory
Eastern Beringia consists of three subareas: the northern coastal plain of the North
Slope, the Yukon depression with its mountainous and hill country, and the mountain
range along the Pacific coast (Fig. 2.4). The two major mountain ranges reach maximum
elevations of 2749 m (Brooks Range) and 6194 m above sea level (Alaska Range).
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Fig. 2.3 Map of northeastern Siberia

Fig. 2.4 Map of northwestern North
America

Main river systems in the region include the Yukon and Tanana Rivers in Central Alaska,
the Mackenzie River in the northern Yukon Territory, and the Kuskokwim River in
southwestern Alaska.
The coastline touches the Beaufort Sea and the Chukchi Sea in the north, the Bering
Sea and the Pacific Ocean in the south. It is most indented in western Alaska, where
the Seward Peninsula joins the Alaskan mainland. In southwest Alaska lies the long
Alaska peninsula, at the western end of which the Aleutian Islands start to stretch around
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the Bering Sea. In the southern and southeastern coastal regions there are numerous
islands, especially in southeast Alaska.
As the circulating winds around the Aleutian low bring relatively warm air masses from the
North Pacific to Alaska, winters in the interior and northern regions of eastern Beringia are
not as cold as those of the same latitudes in Siberia. Mean annual temperatures range
between -13 °C (Barrow) to 7 °C (Sitka). Mean annual precipitation is highly variable
with values of 5,800 mm (Little Port Walter, Baranov Island) and 114 mm (Barrow). Most
regions receive 250-400 mm of precipitation per year (Hoffecker and Elias 2007:35 f.).
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3 Beringian Landscapes: Climate and Changing
Environments of Late Pleistocene Beringia
The time frame for the present study is the period between the Last Glacial Maximum
(LGM) and the onset of the Holocene, roughly speaking the time between ca. 24,000 and
11,500 cal BP (ca. 20,000 and 10,000 BP). This period is one of the most significant in
the history of the Earth, as it marks the time of deglaciation at the end of the last ice age
and therefore the advent of the currently prevailing climatic stage, the Holocene. The
colonization of northeast Asia and northwestern North America occured during this time
interval (see Chap. 4) and must be examined in the frame of these drastic environmental
developments.

3.1 Chronostratigraphic Framework on the Basis of HighResolution Climate Proxies
As the availability of climatic and environmental data for late Pleistocene Beringia has
increased over the last decades, archaeologists have started to examine the cultural
changes and migration of humans within a paleoenvironmental framework (e.g. (Hoffecker
and Elias 2007). However, the terms and chronological limits assigned to certain periods
vary in different studies. It is therefore necessary to establish a frame of reference for
certain stages of climatic change and define useful terms for distinct periods.

3.1.1 Difficulties in the Application of Chronostratigraphic Terms
Before a useful chronostratigraphic framework can be established for the purpose of this
study, certain misconceptions with regard to the use of chronostratigraphic terms must
be addressed.
The application of terms like “Meiendorf”, “Bølling” or “Allerød”, as they are still used in
archaeological publications dealing with the late Paleolithic of Europe, should be avoided
for northeast Asia and North America. Their application is actually problematic even for
Europe itself (cf. Björck et al. 1998:285 f.) and has led to contradicting misapplications.
These chronostratigraphic terms represent radiocarbon dated phases and characterize
distinct interstadial biozones derived from pollen records in northern Europe (named
after the sites of Meiendorf in northern Germany, Bøllingsø in Denmark, and Allerød
in Sweden). They could not only be identified in northern Europe, but also in central
Europe, and have subsequently been correlated with other dated climatic archives, e.g.
the Greenland ice cores (cf. Weißmüller 1997; Björck et al. 1998:285 f.; Stebich 1999;
Litt and Stebich 1999; Jöris and Weninger 2000; Litt et al. 2001; Litt et al. 2003; Litt
et al. 2007). Even though the influence of local and regional conditions on terrestrial
sequences complicates trans-regional correlations (Litt et al. 2003:13), they basically
work in an excellent way for central Europe. Consequently, the terms “Meiendorf”,
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“Bølling” and “Allerød” were not only used for distinct biozones, but also as general
chronostratigraphic terms for the Late Glacial. However, the inconsistent use of these
terms even in palynological research (Stebich 1999:75 ff.) was followed by conflicting
applications in archaeological research (for Late Glacial Europe compare, for example,
Fagnart and Coudret 2000:113 f., Baales 2002:36 ff., and Kegler 2007:173 ff.). This being
the case, it should perhaps be considered whether this chronostratigraphic scheme,
derived from radiocarbon dated pollen sequences correlated with other climate proxies,
should be applied at all. They should at least not be applied to regions outside Europe
without prior evidence for the respective distinct biozones.
The application of the term “Younger Dryas” for the last glacial period in northeast Asia
and North America is also problematic. In its original usage it was applied to refer to the
wide appearance of Dryas octopetala and consequently also characterizes a certain
biozone. Meanwhile, the Late Glacial cold stages between the Late Glacial interstadials
in Europe have been named “Oldest Dryas”, “Older Dryas” and “Younger Dryas”,
whereas these terms are also confused in various publications. Therefore, the general
application of these terms, especially for regions outside Europe, should be treated with
considerable caution.
In due consideration of these difficulties, the classificatory scheme for Late Glacial
Europe originally derived from pollen records in correlation with other climate proxies
does not appear suitable for late Pleistocene Beringia. Consequently, a different scheme
is required to describe the climatic and environmental changes of Beringia between
the LGM and the Holocene. For this purpose it is important to select appropriate highresolution climate proxies that can thereafter be correlated, as far as possible, with other
environmental data such as pollen records.

3.1.2 Detecting and Correlating Appropriate Climatic Proxies
Since the establishment of a numbering scheme for marine isotope stages (MIS)
according to the deep sea core V28-238 from the equatorial Pacific (Shackleton and
Opdyke 1973) it has been shown that oxygen isotope ratios in the world’s oceans
changed in response to glacial/interglacial cycles during the Pleistocene. Hence, the
MIS numbering scheme represents a global scheme of glacial/interglacial oscillations
and has accordingly also been applied to the δ18O record of the Greenland ice cores
(Johnsen et al. 1997). According to this scheme the time period between the LGM and
the early Holocene belongs to MIS 2 and the very beginning of MIS 1.
Yet, this rough numbering is not sufficient to clarify the highly variable climatic changes
of the latest Pleistocene. Meanwhile, an appropriate classificatory scheme applicable
for this period in the northern hemisphere has been proposed by Björck et al. (1998).
Their “event stratigraphy” based on the δ18O values in the GRIP ice core comprises the
period between the LGM and the Holocene and can be dated in GRIP ice core years
(converted and corresponding to cal BP in the following) at least until ca. 14,500 cal
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BP by counting annual ice layers from the surface. The isotope profiles from the GRIP
ice core were divided into a series of ‘isotopic events’, following the ‘count-from-top’
procedure. Accordingly, stadials and interstadials were independently numbered as GS
(Greenland Stadial) and GI (Greenland Interstadial), thus leading to a climatic scheme
with two interstadials (GI-1 and GI-2) and two stadials (GS-1 and GS-2) between the
LGM and the Holocene, that can themselves be divided into substages. Björck et al.
(1998:287) point out that there are also alternative stratigraphic chronologies that give
older ages prior to 14,500 cal BP (Bender et al. 1994; Meese et al. 1997; cf. Southon
2002), so that their chronology for the period between the LGM and 14,500 cal BP must
be considered as tentative. Still, in general the late Pleistocene event stratigraphy of the
GRIP ice core has since been adopted as the basic scheme for the Greenland ice cores
(cf. Johnsen et al. 2001) and provides the most adequate climatic framework for the
northern hemisphere (cf. North Greenland Ice Core Project members 2004).
Since the publication of Björck et al. (1998) the Greenland ice core chronology has been
updated and extended. New records of the recent NGRIP ice core, being correlated to
the records of the GRIP, GISP2 and DYE-3 ice cores, allowed for the construction of
a new Greenland time scale – the Greenland Ice Core Chronology 2005 (GICC05) –
at least partially with a one-year accuracy (Rasmussen et al. 2006; Lowe et al. 2008;
Blockley et al. 2012). Variations and inaccuracies occurring in a high resolution scale
between and within the ice core records, as well as estimated maximum counting errors
for those parts below the Late Glacial/Holocene transition (cf. Rasmussen et al. 2006;
Steffensen et al. 2008:683 Table 1), can be considered as insignificant here with regard
to the establishment of a climatic and environmental framework suitable for evaluating
human prehistory within changing paleoenvironments. Finally, the classificatory scheme
of Björck et al. (1998) can now be updated with approximate dates of the latest Greenland
ice core chronology and thus constitutes an accurate chronostratigraphic framework for
the present study (Fig. 3.1; Fig. 3.2).
Accordingly, the immediate period after the onset of the LGM2 is characterized by a
phase of ameliorating climatic conditions that lasted for ca. 600 years (GI-2). Within this
period there are two clear peaks of climatic amelioration around 23,400 and 23,000 cal
BP, being interrupted by a short colder episode in between. The following relatively long
stage of mostly rather cold conditions between ca. 22,900 and 14,650 cal BP (GS-2)
is subdivided into three substages (GS-2a, GS-2b, GS-2c), of which the second one
(GS-2b) between ca. 21,200 and 17,500 cal BP is characterized by warmer oscillations
comparable to the two peaks of GI-2. The most striking climatic change took place at
14,650 cal BP, when the cold period of GS-2 came to an abrupt end with the onset of
the Late Glacial Interstadial Complex. The rapid warming transition of GI-1e with a rise
of temperature of more than ten degrees occurred within only three years (Steffensen
2
It has to be mentioned that – according to the chronology presented here – the onset of
the LGM (after Clark et al. (2009)) is significantly earlier (ca. 4,000 to 6,000 years) than indicated
in many archaeological publications.
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Fig. 3.1 GRIP δ18O record on the GICC05 time scale for the last 30.000 years (cal BP)
indicating climatic stages between the LGM and the Holocene according to the (extended) event
stratigraphy (approximate timing of the LGM after Clark et al. 2009)

et al. 2008:680 f.) and hence marks an outstanding climatic amelioration for the time
period under investigation here. The whole Late Glacial Interstadial Complex is further
characterized by several oscillations, some of which are similarly rapid, even though
lasting somewhat longer than the onset of GI-1e. The warm stages of GI-1e, GI-1c3, GI1c1 and GI-1a were interrupted by three cold periods (GI-1d, GI-1c2 and GI-1b), while
it has to be noted that short-term oscillations may lead to different climatic changes in
different regions, so that the actual effects of these Greenland oscillations may vary from
region to region3. A significant change towards clearly cooler conditions – comparable
to those of the preceding GS-2 – took place at ca. 13,050 cal BP (GI-1b), the so-called
Inner Allerød Cold Period (IACP). After the warming of GI-1a at ca. 12,850 cal BP the
Late Glacial Interstadial Complex ended with a stage of even more severe cool conditions
(GS-1), the period usually referred to as the Younger Dryas. This transition from GI-1a to
GS-1 lasted more than two centuries (Steffensen et al. 2008:681). Although GS-1 marks
an outstanding period of considerably cool climate – especially as it is the last glacial
stage before the onset of the Holocene – the cooling transition itself does not represent
3
The differing effect of GI-1c2 in Europe, for example, led to the subsumption of GI1c3 and the following interstadials for certain regions (e.g. Street et al. (1994:15): 15; Baales
(2002:37)). This led to the use of the term Allerød for the whole period from GI-1c to GI-1b.
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Fig. 3.2 Chronostratigraphic framework for the latest late Pleistocene according to the
(extended) event stratigraphy on the GICC05 time scale with approximate datings (cf. Björck
et al. 1998; Jöris and Weninger 2000; Rasmussen et al. 2006; Steffensen et al. 2008; Lowe
et al. 2008; Blockley et al. 2012). All dates are given in cal BP (calibrated/calendar years
before present/1950 AD) as used throughout this study. Chronostratigraphic terms have been
correlated after Weißmüller (1997), Jöris and Weninger (2000), Litt et al. (2003), and Litt et al.
(2007). Approximate timing of the LGM after Clark et al. (2009)

such a rapid climatic transition as the oscillations of the preceding interstadials. The
whole GS-1 then lasted for ca. 1,200 years, before the warm Holocene began at ca.
11,650 cal BP.
Although the Greenland δ18O changes can be influenced by various variables like
changing site and source temperature and snowfall seasonality, the timing of these
changes is dominated by past air temperature at the ice core site (Steffensen et al.
2008; cf. Masson-Delmotte et al. 2005; Jouzel et al. 2007). Therefore, the periodization
presented here for the time between the LGM and the Holocene provides evidence for
significant changes in temperature.
First and foremost these rapid climate changes can only be detected for Greenland
itself, but as it shall be demonstrated in the following, these records can be adapted for
Beringia as well.
The magnetic susceptibility of loess deposits from Beringia obviously mirror – at
least on a lower-resolution level – global climatic developments derived from oxygen
isotopes (Begét 2001). Other recently studied paleoenvironmental data sets confirm
the correlation of global and Beringian climatic changes (e.g. Wetterich et al. 2008).
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Noteworthy are recent sedimentological, physical, biochemical, and paleoecological
investigations of sediment cores from Lake El’gygytgyn in Chukotka (Brigham-Grette et
al. 2007), which span the last 250,000 years (Nowaczyk et al. 2007; Forman et al. 2007;
but see Lozhkin et al. 20074) and reveal an overall correlation to northern hemisphere
climatic developments from the middle to the late Pleistocene (Brigham-Grette et al.
2007; Nowaczyk et al. 2007; Forman et al. 2007; Lozhkin et al. 2007; Melles et al. 2007;
Minyuk et al. 2007). Sedimentological analyses with a focus on the past 65,000 years
revealed that trends of relative abundance of clays correlate with shifts in magnetic
susceptibility and also reflect global climatic events of the late Pleistocene like the LGM,
the Late Glacial Interstadial Complex (GI-1e – GI-1a), and the Younger Dryas (GS-1)
(Asikainen et al. 2007). The sequence of late Pleistocene climatic stages known from
Greenland ice cores are also reflected in diatom isotope records from Lake El’gygytgyn,
even though a higher-resolution record is still needed (Swann et al. 2010). Therefore, it
becomes obvious that there is a growing body of evidence for links between Beringian
terrestrial records and global climatic developments as reflected in the Greenland ice
cores.
The fact that the Greenland ice core records can be adapted for Beringia is further
confirmed by climatic and palaeoenvironmental proxies from the ice cores themselves.
Investigations of glaciochemical series and dust records in Greenland ice cores –
correlating with the δ18O record – have revealed that the ice core proxies represent
general climatic developments for the latest glacial-interglacial cycle in the whole
northern hemisphere (Mayewski et al. 1997; Biscaye et al. 1997; Svensson et al. 2000).
The dust record even proves a direct link between North Atlantic and East Asian glacial
climate and proves instantaneous feedback (Ruth et al. 2007). The source areas of late
Pleistocene Greenland dust are located in East Asian desert regions (Biscaye et al.
1997; Svensson et al. 2000). Because of the prevailing westerlies that account for Asian
dust in Greenland ice cores (Svensson et al. 2000:4647), the area of Beringia is located
right in the center of this atmospheric and climatic system.
In addition to the δ18O record showing air temperature changes, the glaciochemical series
from the Greenland ice cores allow for the reconstruction of atmospheric circulation. These
ionic series correlate perfectly (Mayewski et al. 1997:26350 Figure 1) and represent a
robust record of environmental change (Mayewski et al. 1997:26361). Increased wind
speed can be derived from increasing sea-salt concentration and a correlated decrease
in temperature which culminated in larger transport distances due to increased land and
sea ice cover (Mayewski et al. 1997:26351). Wind speed also seems to have caused
increased fluxes and larger grain size of Asian dust to the North Pacific and Greenland
(Biscaye et al. 1997:26778 f.). Therefore, besides the information relating to temperature
derived from the δ18O record, the dust and sea-salt records of the Greenland ice cores
allow for the identification of both rather mild and rather inhospitable time periods in high
4
Lozhkin et al. (2007) propose a chronology of the core reaching back to 300,000 years
based on the pollen record.
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resolution even within late Pleistocene Beringia. Accordingly, high amounts of sea-salt
and dust recorded in the Greenland ice cores indicate periods of rough winds blowing
across Beringia, obviously anti-correlated with rise and fall of temperature as derived
from the δ18O record (Mayewski et al. 1997:26350 Figure 1; Svensson et al. 2000:4638
Figure 1; Ruth et al. 2007:3 Figure 2; Figure 3). Thus, using the available high resolution
data from the Greenland ice core records, stages can be identified during which Beringia
would have constituted either a more hospitable (warm and less windy) or inhospitable
(cold and windy) habitat for human settlement (Fig. 3.3).

3.2 The Question of Rise and Fall: The Bering Land Bridge
During glacial periods in the Pleistocene, much of the global water masses were caught
in ice, which led to reduced sea levels worldwide (e.g. Bard et al. 1996; Clark and Mix
2002). As a result, a land connection was created between northeastern Asia and North
America in the area of the Bering Strait. This Bering Land Bridge also included exposed
continental shelves in the Bering and Chukchi Seas. The threshold for the exposure
of this land connection was a drop in sea level of approximately 50 m, the sill depth in
the Bering Strait. As global sea level changed for several times during the Pleistocene,
there were alternating stages of inundation and exposure (Hoffecker and Elias 2007:6
ff.). Although fluctuating sea level of -80 to -55 m between ca. 57,000 and 27,000 BP
would have meant that vast portions of the land connection would have been repeatedly
submerged (Brigham-Grette et al. 2004:37 ff.), it would have been existent during most
of the Pleistocene, as interglacial periods did not appear very often (Hoffecker and Elias
2007).
The exact dating of the last permanent inundation of the Bering Land Bridge is a crucial
question with regard to the settlement of northwestern North America. This subject is not
only of great importance because the land bridge provided a physical connection between
two continents; moreover, it created a bridge between vast landscapes and comprised
a huge potential habitat for various plants, animals, and also humans. Additionally, the
Bering Land Bridge had a significant influence on climatic developments, as it barred
circulation between the Pacific and Arctic oceans. Vast expanses of continental shelf at
the southern end of the Bering Land Bridge cut off Pacific waters and moist air masses,
thus affecting climate and the Beringian biome (Hoffecker and Elias 2007:49).
Until recently it was thought that the Bering Land Bridge had been inundated by ca.
14,000 BP (ca. 17,200 cal BP). McManus and Creager (1984) presented data that
suggested the disappearance of the land bridge between 14,600 and 14,400 BP (ca.
17,800 and 17,700 cal BP). However, more recent analyses of cores from the Bering
and Chukchi Seas for beetles, pollen, and plant macrofossils (Elias et al. 1992; Elias et
al. 1996) have indicated that the Bering Land Bridge was not inundated until 11,000 BP
(ca. 12,900 cal BP). It has to be mentioned here that this date stems from the uppermost
preserved peat in the cores and might only represent a maximum age because of an
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Fig. 3.3 The δ18O record of the GRIP ice core on the GICC05 time scale correlated with the K+
and Na+ ion series of the GISP2 ice core

unknown amount of erosion through marine transgression. Still, a similar age for the
re-submergence of the Bering Strait was postulated by Keigwin et al. (2006), utilizing a
core from Hope Valley, Kotzebue Sound, Alaska. At a depth of 53 m below modern sea
level, an abrupt change in δ18O and δ13C ratios in foraminifera (Elphidium excavatum),
indicating a rapid increase in salinity, and a decreasing sediment size was interpreted
as a transition from estuarine to fully marine conditions. An AMS radiocarbon date of
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10,900 BP (ca. 12,800 cal BP) obtained on Elphidium excavatum from this depth led
to the conclusion that the Bering Strait was inundated at this date. Although this is
consistent with sea level curves derived from corals in Barbados and Tahiti (Keigwin
et al. 2006:863 Fig. 4; cf. Bard et al. 1996), Keigwin et al. (2006:863 Fig. 4) point to an
error range of about 10 m in the Hope Valley sea level record due to uncertainties in the
coral-based sea-level reconstructions and in the foraminiferal data. England and Furze
(2008:61) point out that this could lead to an error of about 500 years (calibrated) based
on the eustatic sea level curve published by Fairbanks (1989).
Contrary to the estimated inundation around 11,000 BP, an earlier submergence of the
Bering Strait before 11,500 BP (ca. 13,400 cal BP) might be derived from the presence of
Cyrtodaria kurriana in molluscan samples from the Canadian Arctic Archipelago (England
and Furze 2008). Alternative sources of this taxon other than the Pacific Ocean, i.e. the
Atlantic Ocean with either a migration through the Canadian Arctic Archipelago itself or a
migration along the northern European and Russian Arctic coasts, have been ruled out
(England and Furze 2008:64 f.). Firstly, ice barred a migration from east to west through
the Canadian Arctic Archipelago at 11,500 BP, and secondly, Cyrtodaria kurriana could
be documented in cores from the Laptev Sea as the only evidence of this taxon from
the Eurasian Arctic coast and postdated its arrival in the Canadian Arctic Archipelago.
Therefore, a migration from the Pacific Ocean seems the most plausible, indicating
that the Bering and Chukchi Seas must have been connected before 11,500 BP (ca.
13,400 cal BP).
In summary, it remains difficult to determine an exact date for the inundation of Bering
Strait. Recent investigations point to a rather later date than the previously assumed
14,600 BP (ca. 17,800 cal BP), but whether inundation occurred as late as 11,500 BP
(ca. 13,400 cal BP) or even later around 11,000 BP (ca. 12,900 cal BP) remains subject
to discussion. The latter would leave the ironic circumstance that the Bering Land Bridge
would have finally been inundated during the last cold stage of the late Pleistocene before
the onset of the Holocene (Hoffecker and Elias 2007:9 f.), i.e. GS-1 (the Younger Dryas).
It remains a fact that – even if the Bering Strait itself did become submerged at a slightly
earlier date than 11,000 BP (ca. 12,900 cal BP) – vast areas of continental shelves would
have remained exposed well into the Holocene (cf. Manley 2002; Hoffecker and Elias
2007:10 Fig. 1.3), and thus provided huge habitats for plants, animals and humans.

3.3 The Reconstruction of Late Pleistocene Beringian
Environments
The Bering Land Bridge did not merely change the image of the late Pleistocene world
through it connecting two continents that seem to differ in so many ways today. Indeed,
its great importance stems from the creation of a large continental area, comparable
in size to the whole of Europe or Australia. Today, this huge Pleistocene landscape no
longer exists and can only be reconstructed on the basis of paleoenvironmental records.
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In order to gain an understanding of late Pleistocene hunter-gatherer settlement
systems, it is essential to have an environmental image of Beringia as it existed
during the late Pleistocene in the context of the highly variable climatic changes of the
northern hemisphere. Climatic and environmental conditions have a great influence
on the availability of resources. Different species of large game – an important prey of
Pleistocene hunter-gatherers – feed on different plant communities (e.g. Guthrie 2001).
The abundance and seasonal availability of prey, in turn, depends on the distribution
of plant species and the structure of plant communities. Consequently, if climatic and
environmental changes affect the availability of resources, hunter-gatherer societies are
expected to adapt to these changes.
As in every field of research there are controversial aspects in the reconstruction of
Beringian environments, but all in all we have learned many valuable details about
Beringian paleoenvironments owing to intense research and a growing body of evidence
(cf. Elias 2001a).
The following synthesis of paleoenvironmental reconstruction for both Beringia itself and
also the southwestern border region focuses on the late Pleistocene, i.e. the time period
between the Last Glacial Maximum (LGM) and the onset of the Holocene. This also
roughly marks the time span for the earliest permanent human settlement according to
the archaeological record (see Chap. 4).

3.3.1 Glaciation
With regard to ice-cover Beringia was an extraordinary late Pleistocene landscape, as
most other high-latitude regions in the northern hemisphere were covered by ice during
glacial periods. Though ice sheets did exist in the form of mountain glaciers during the
LGM, Beringian lowlands remained ice-free. Maximum glacier advances of the midPleistocene had steadily decreased since then (Brigham-Grette et al. 2004; Stauch and
Gualtieri 2008; Briner and Kaufman 2008; Barr and Clark 2011). During the LGM, alpine
and cirque glaciers extended into valleys in Priokhotye and southeastern Chukotka,
but in both Western and Eastern Beringia glaciers were mostly restricted to mountain
ranges and therefore provided a refuge for high-latitude flora and fauna during the late
Pleistocene (Glushkova 2001; Heiser and Roush 2001; Clague et al. 2004; BrighamGrette et al. 2004; Hoffecker and Elias 2007:50; 60). The existence of an ice sheet
on the East Siberian shelf as proposed by Grosswald (1990) has been widely rejected
(Brigham-Grette 2001:18; Felzer 2001).
The largest ice sheet of Beringia was the Cordilleran ice sheet of northwestern North
America. During the LGM, its western part covered the Alaska Range and stretched
to the south from the Alaska Peninsula across the Gulf of Alaska and the northwestern
Pacific coast to Vancouver Island and to the northeast across the northeastern Yukon
Territory to the estuary of the Mackenzie River (cf. Clague et al. 2004:64 Figure 3.1).
Thus, this vast ice sheet constituted a clear eastern limit during its maximum extent in
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the LGM, but it still left large parts of Eastern Beringia ice free.
Similar glacial conditions, i.e. with ice sheets restricted to mountainous regions, are also
suggested for the Russian Far East at the southwestern limit of Beringia (cf. Kuzmin
2006c:17; 16 Figure 2.3). Hence, even during the severely cold LGM the whole of
Beringia and its southwestern border region constituted a vast habitat without large ice
sheets that could have blocked the spread of various floral and faunal species.

3.3.2 Late Pleistocene Climate and Landscapes of the Russian Far
East
The time frame considered here – the period between the LGM and the onset of the
Holocene – is is referred to in the Russian Far East as the Partizansk Glaciation (dated to
ca. 21,000 to 10,000 BP, ca. 25,000 to 11,500 cal BP), which corresponds to the Sartan
Glaciation of Siberia (Kuzmin 2006c:16). As such, it corresponds approximately with the
Late Wisconsin of North America and includes MIS 2 and the beginning of MIS 1 (cf.
West 1996e:2 Fig. 1; Brigham-Grette et al. 2004:41 f.).
Global forcing is thought to be the ultimate cause of past climatic change within the
Russian Far East, though regional processes have also played an important role.
Generally, during warm periods tropical air masses extended into far northern areas,
while maritime influences increased and influenced climate as far west as the Amur-Zeya
Plateau. During cool periods air masses over interior and northern Asia were significantly
colder and drier than today, which changed circulation patterns and intensified continental
climates over the southern Far East. As a result, the Okhotsk and Japanese Sea, which
are currently ice-free during most of the year, were continuously frozen as far south as
northern Honshu, Japan. This extensive sea ice again reduced any moderating maritime
influences in coastal regions (Korotky 2002a:260 f.).
Concerning Pleistocene landscapes of the Russian Far East, pollen data clearly reveal
major vegetation shifts for the Quaternary as a whole and allow for the reconstruction
of a general picture of paleoenvironmental development (Korotky 2002a:261), but on a
smaller scale this seems less clear (see Korotky 2002d; 2002b; 2002c). Also, available
pollen records limit the validity of climatic change and vegetation patterns according
to several factors like topographic complexity, origin of pollen samples, and the lack of
modern analogues to many fossil spectra (Korotky 2002a:261).
Stages of Late Pleistocene climatic changes for the Russian Far East derived from pollen
records (Korotky 2002a:264 Table 5.1) are not securely dated and cannot be correlated
to late Pleistocene climatic events of the northern hemisphere as derived from the
Greenland ice cores. As a result, paleoclimatic and paleoenvironmental reconstructions
of the Russian Far East during the late Pleistocene remain rather coarse with regard to
their temporal resolution (cf. Kuzmin 1996; 2006c).
Still, some general major changes can be observed (cf. Korotky 2002a:264 Table 5.1;
Kuzmin 1996:139 Table 2-7; Kuzmin 2006c:16). The most severe cold episode – the
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Gydan stage, during which the mean annual temperature was at least 8-9 °C lower
than today (Kuzmin 2006c:17) – lasted from ca. 21,000/20,000 to 16,000 BP (ca.
25,000/24,000 to 19,100 cal BP). This period was followed by a relatively warm period
with greater warming in interior regions between ca. 16,000 to 15,000 BP (ca. 19,100 to
18,200 cal BP), thus roughly corresponding to the warmer stage GS-2b of the Greenland
ice core chronology. These almost interstadial conditions were interrupted by a phase
of cool and moist climate between ca. 15,000 and 13,000 BP (18,200 and 15,600 cal
BP) – the so-called Nyapan stage – which roughly correlates with the first half of GS2a. The Late Glacial period began between ca. 13,000 and 12,000 BP (ca. 15,600 and
13,900 cal BP) and lasted until ca. 10,000 BP (ca. 11,500 cal BP). It is characterized by
at least two climatic changes, which cannot be correlated to global climatic events (cf.
Korotky 2002a:264 Table 5.1). In general, the climate gradually became milder during
the second half of the Partizansk stage, beginning at ca. 16,000 BP (ca. 19,100 cal BP)
(Kuzmin 2006c:17). This implies that the rapid climate change of GI-1e according to
the Greenland ice core chronology (Steffensen et al. 2008) cannot be observed in the
Russian Far East. Actually, gradual warming seems to have begun before the radical
temperature change of GI-1e in Greenland.
During the Gydan stage most of the Russian Far East was covered by tundra and open
birch-larch forests. In mountainous regions above 300-400 meters there was low-bush
tundra. Tundra and forest-tundra was present along the Sea of Okhotsk coast and in
the coastal plains of the Sea of Japan and the Okhotsk Sea (today 120-130 meters
below sea level). While intermontane plains and northern Sakhalin were also dominated
by tundra, the Amur-Zeya Plateau was covered by spruce and birch-larch forests (cf.
Kuzmin 1996:141 Figure 2-35; 2006c:16 Figure 2.3).
Already at the end of the Gydan stage with the end of maximum cooling around
17,000 BP (ca. 20,400 cal BP, i.e. during GS-2b), dense coniferous forests and mixed
coniferous-broadleaved forests expanded with components like spruce, fir, cedar and a
slight occurrence of oak, elm and nut trees. Around 15,000 BP (ca. 18,200 cal BP, i.e. the
end of GS-2b) – maybe even as early as 17,000 BP (20,400 cal BP; Kuzmin 1996:141,
citing Korotky et al. 1989; cf.Korotky 2002b, where no such early date appears) –
birch-larch and spruce-birch vegetation replaced tundra and forest-tundra in Primorye
(Kuzmin 1996:141; Kuzmin 2006c:17). At the site of Suvorova 4 in southern Primorye
pollen spectra predominated by birch and hazel have been associated with a date of ca.
15,000 BP (ca. 18,200 cal BP). Isolated cedar and broadleaved forests subsequently
increased in southern Primorye, while fir-spruce forests expanded in northern Primorye
(Kuzmin 1996:141). Between ca. 13,000 and 11,000 BP (ca. 15,600 and 12,900 cal
BP, i.e. GS-2a and GI-1), broadleaved species like oak, elm and hornbeam appeared
in southern Primorye and Sakhalin (Kuzmin 2006c:17). Broadleaved trees increased
during the Pleistocene/Holocene transition, as indicated by single pollen grains of linden
and oak at Suvorovo 3 dated to ca. 10,000 BP (ca. 11,500 cal BP) (Kuzmin 1996:141 f.)5.
5

For pollen records from the Russian Far East see Korotky 2002d; 2002b; 2002c.
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To sum up, during the Gydan stage the landscape was dominated by tundra and open
birch-larch forests. The Amur-Zeya Plateau constituted the only forested area with spruce
and birch-larch forests. Significant warming must have started very early in the Russian
Far East compared to developments in the rest of the northern hemisphere, as dense
coniferous forests but also broadleaved species began to spread as early as 20,000
(calendar) years ago. However, this period of warming does not seem to have taken
place very rapidly, but rather gradually. Tundra vegetation was then replaced by birchlarch and spruce-birch forests around 15,000 BP (ca. 18,200 cal BP). Subsequently,
broadleaved forests began to spread in southern Primorye, and fir-spruce forests grew
in northern Primorye. An increase of broadleaved trees occurred during the Pleistocene/
Holocene transition, thus marking the most striking change of vegetation.

3.3.3 Late Pleistocene Climate and Landscapes of Beringia
The reconstruction of an unambiguous environmental image of Pleistocene Beringia has
been a difficult endeavor, as there have been varying syntheses according to different
interpretations of pollen records on the one hand and remains of large Beringian
mammals on the other. Basically, the argument is whether the full-glacial environment
of Beringia consisted of herb-dominated tundra as advocated by paleobotanists (e.g.
Ritchie and Cwynar 1982; Ager 1982; Anderson and Brubaker 1994), or if it rather
constituted a steppe-environment, also referred to as the “mammoth steppe”, as derived
from investigations of Pleistocene mammals (Guthrie 1968; 1982; 1990; 1996; 2001;
Zimov et al. 1995). This disagreement became known as the “productivity paradox”: A
low-productivity polar desert as favored by paleobotany cannot be sufficient to feed large
grazers that usually depend on a high-productivity steppe environment.
In the end, it must be stated that both of these broad reconstructions of Beringian
environments are actually misleading. An area as large as Beringia could never have
been an ecologically uniform landscape as it has been argued by both sides (Hoffecker
and Elias 2007:53; Elias and Crocker 2008). Instead, Beringia was a mosaic of
landscapes that changed its appearance in both space and time (cf. Bliss and Richards
1982; Schweger 1982; Matthews Jr. 1982; Young 1982; Anderson and Lozhkin 2001;
Berman et al. 2011).
The Pleistocene landscape of Beringia most probably consisted of a mosaic tundrasteppe6 (Giterman et al. 1982; Yurtsev 2001). While cold-adapted steppes, cold- and
dry-adapted herbaceous and prostrate shrub-herbaceous communities grew on dry
watersheds and slopes, dry steppe-meadows and brackish-water moist meadows
occupied depressions and valleys. Meanwhile, the low and flat regions of the Bering
Land Bridge were covered with mesic to moist shrub tundra and may have functioned
as a filter for the migration of many cold- and dry-adapted steppe and montane plants.
Due to the redistribution of moisture and nutrients within landscapes, meadows in valleys
6

For the history of research of the tundra-steppe concept see Hibbert 1982.
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and on slope pediments constituted the most productive areas as pastures for ungulates
(Yurtsev 2001). In comparison with modern moist nonacidic tundra of northern Alaska
and the Taimyr Peninsula in northern Siberia, which is supposedly similar to the assumed
tundra-steppe of Pleistocene Beringia, it becomes obvious that this vegetation has a
high nutrient content, few antiherbivory chemicals, and a high diversity of plants that also
feed a high diversity of animals (Walker et al. 2001). Thus, the tundra-steppe even has
many of the ecosystem properties that are necessary to support the Beringian megafauna of the so-called “mammoth steppe” as proposed by Guthrie (1982; 1990; 2001)
and gives us the most likely picture of how the Pleistocene Beringian environment might
have looked (cf. Walker et al. 2001).
Still, the concept of the mosaic tundra-steppe cannot simply be applied to the whole
of Beringia for every period in the Pleistocene. According to the palynological record,
Western and Eastern Beringia would have been characterized by clearly different
vegetation types (Giterman et al. 1982). Especially the late glacial period between
the LGM and the Holocene was characterized by rapid climate changes with different
environmental responses within this vast landscape.
3.3.3.1 LGM Environments
Although the nature of the full-glacial Beringian environment has been discussed at
great length by paleoenvironmental researchers, there is wide consensus that during the
LGM, Beringia was generally dry and cold with cool summers and that it was covered by
tundra-like vegetation.
Paleotemperatures have been calculated on the basis of fossil beetle assemblages (Elias
et al. 1997; 2001b; Alfimov and Berman 2001). Accordingly, average summer temperatures
in northern Yukon were by as much as 7.5°C cooler than today (Hoffecker and Elias
2007:60; 63 Table 2.2; cf. Elias 2001b). However, this cooling of summer temperatures
was obviously not uniform across the whole of Beringia. On the Seward Peninsula
average temperatures may have been only 2.9°C cooler or even 1.1°C warmer than
modern summer temperature. Generally, most estimates for Eastern Beringia during the
LGM based on fossil beetle assemblages show that mean July temperatures were 3-5°C
cooler than today. The best mean January estimates show that winter temperatures in
the LGM were probably only slightly – a few degrees – cooler than modern mean winter
temperatures. In Western Beringia, according to fossil beetle records from the Kolyma
and Indigirka River Basins, average summer temperatures were basically the same as
today because of greater continentality of regional climates during the Late Pleistocene
(Alfimov and Berman 2001).
The vegetation of Beringia was dominated by dwarf-shrub tundra, prostrate dwarfshrub tundra, and graminoid and forb tundra (Bigelow et al. 2003), though there were
differences between Western, Central, and Eastern Beringia.
Northeastern Siberia was widely covered by herb-dominated tundra. Pollen assemblages
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were dominated by Cyperaceae, Graminae, and Artemisia (sage brush). The most
abundant shrub taxon was Salix (willow). A variety of minor herb taxa are also indicative
of various micro-habitats, ranging from snow-bed communities to xeric, stony slopes
(Lozhkin et al. 1993; Anderson and Lozhkin 1994; Lozhkin and Anderson 1994; Anderson
and Lozhkin 2002:31; Anderson et al. 2002b; Lozhkin et al. 2002a; Lozhkin et al. 2002b;
Anderson et al. 2002b; Andreev et al. 2011; Wetterich et al. 2011). The interpretation
of the pollen records as a discontinuous herbaceous tundra that contained a variety
of micro-habitats is comparable to modern unique pollen spectra from Wrangel Island,
where present vegetation consists of herb-dominated tundra, fell field, and tundra-steppe
(cf. Lozhkin et al. 2001).
According to pollen records from Alaska, Eastern Beringia was also mainly covered
by herb-dominated tundra during the LGM (Ager 1982; Eisner and Colinvaux 1990;
Anderson and Brubaker 1994; Anderson et al. 1994; cf. Clague et al. 2004:70 f. Figure
3.6). However, the vegetation of Eastern Beringia should rather be regarded as a mosaic
(Matthews Jr. 1982) with sedge-Salix (-willow) meadows in floodplains, tundra meadows
and mixed grasslands on terraces, and tundra on pediments and foothills (Schweger
1982; Schweger 1997; Zazula et al. 2003).
Compared to Western and Eastern Beringian LGM environments, Central Beringian
vegetation is less well understood. Different opinions persist as to the type of vegetation
cover and climate. There is disagreement about the existence of a broad mesic vegetation
belt across the Bering Land Bridge. On the one hand, a herbaceous vegetation dominated
by grasses, sedges, Artemisia, and numerous tundra forbs was present in Central
Beringia (Ager and Phillips 2008; Ager 2003). On the other hand, mesic shrub tundra
might also have been wide-spread, though shrubs were only present in small numbers
(Elias et al. 1997; Kuzmina et al. 2011). Meanwhile, the discovery of a preserved surface
buried beneath volcanic ash dated to ca. 18,000 BP (ca. 21,500 cal BP) on northern
Seward Peninsula (the Kitluk surface), has revealed that, under cold and seasonally dry
conditions, vegetation was mainly a dry tundra dominated by graminoids and herbs, at
the same time lacking mesic shrubs (Goetcheus and Birks 2001; Höfle et al. 2000). Two
groups of sites on northern Seward Peninsula with drought-tolerant plant communities
on the one hand and with plants with higher moisture requirements on the other suggest
a differentiation in moisture availability. The overall occurrence of graminoid-dominated
tundra in central upland Beringia contrasts with the lowland mesic shrub tundra of the
central Bering Land Bridge and demonstrates the presence of a mosaic of landscapes in
Central Beringia (cf. Young 1982).
All in all, the landscapes of Beringia during the LGM were dominated by graminoid herb
tundra, while a striking characteristic was also the presence of a mosaic of different
tundra types (cf. Edwards et al. 2000). Also, it has to be mentioned that at the same time
boreal trees and shrubs probably survived the harsh LGM conditions within Beringia,
which accordingly constituted a glacial refugium for these taxa (Brubaker et al. 2005).
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3.3.3.2 Late Glacial Environments
The Late Glacial as referred to in this study comprises the period between the LGM
and the Holocene, i.e. the period between ca. 17,500 and 11,650 cal BP. The two most
striking intervals within this time period are the Late Glacial Interstadial Complex (GI-1e
– GI-1a) and the so-called “Younger Dryas” (GS-1).
The Late Glacial Interstadial Complex
The rapid rise in temperature detected
in the Greenland ice cores for GI-1e do not correlate very well with proxy data for
paleotemperature in Beringia. Hoffecker and Elias (2007:2007: 66) state that – according
to the fossil beetle data from Eastern Beringia – summer temperatures began rising by ca.
13,800 cal BP and were higher than modern levels by 12,800 cal BP. This would indeed
mirror part of the Late Glacial Interstadial Complex (GI-1c3 – GI-1a). However, these
dates are not consistent with the data presented by Elias (2001b:89), who states that
summer temperatures were above the modern level by 12,500 BP (ca. 14,800 cal BP).
In addition, at a site in the Bering Land Bridge National Park that was buried by volcanic
ash around 18,000 BP (21,500 cal BP; Elias 2001b:83), the mean July temperature
was already above the modern level (Elias 2001b:81 Table 1). All in all, the data from
only a few samples from the Late Glacial period do not appear to be sufficient to detect
rapid temperature changes in Beringia during this highly variable time, even less so in
comparison with the high resolution Greenland ice cores. However, a striking change in
temperatures with the onset of the Late Glacial Interstadial Complex can be assumed for
Beringia. In how far temperatures changed in the course of GI-1 remains debatable.
Pollen analyses – among investigations of various other paleoenvironmental proxies
such as lithology, stable isotopes, and insect remains – from both Western and Eastern
Beringia show striking differences between the LGM and the Late Glacial. Between
ca. 12,500 and 12,000 BP (ca. 14,900 and 13,900 cal BP) the widespread dry herb
dominated tundra vegetation of Beringia was replaced by shrub tundra dominated by
Betula ([dwarf] birch). This has been demonstrated in numerous pollen records from both
northeastern Siberia and Alaska (for Siberia see: Lozhkin et al. 1993; Anderson and
Lozhkin 1994; Lozhkin and Anderson 1994; Pisaric et al. 2001; Anderson and Lozhkin
2002; Anderson et al. 2002b; Anderson et al. 2002a; Lozhkin et al. 2002a; Lozhkin et al.
2002b; Shilo et al. 2006; Lozhkin et al. 2007; Kokorowski et al. 2008b; Wetterich et al.
2008; Müller et al. 2009; Müller et al. 2010; Andreev et al. 2011; for Alaska see: Eisner
and Colinvaux 1990; Anderson et al. 1994; Anderson and Brubaker 1994; Oswald et al.
1999; Brubaker et al. 2001; Bigelow and Edwards 2001; Edwards et al. 2001; Mann et
al. 2002; Yu et al. 2008; Abbott et al. 2010). Although the beginning of this birch stage
varies slightly from site to site, and at some sites tends to start relatively early (around
15,000 cal BP), it can be correlated with the abrupt warming of GI-1e7. Several sites
7
Slight inaccuracies in the following correlation of the 14C-dated pollen records and
the Greenland ice core chronology are due to several factors: First, the high resolution data
from the ice cores are in stark contrast to the comparatively coarse chronologies of the
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have even produced very early dates for the change of vegetation from herbaceous
tundra to shrub tundra, e.g. Patricia Lake in Chukotka ca. 16,000 BP (ca. 19,000 cal
BP) (Anderson et al. 2002a:70), Zagoskin Lake on St. Michael Island in Norton Sound,
Alaska, ca. 15,000 BP (ca. 18,200 cal BP) (Ager 2003:26 ff. Figure 5), and some Alaskan
sites belonging to central Beringia ca. 14,000 BP (ca. 17,100 cal BP; see Ager 2003:30
Figure 6). Obviously a change of vegetation started in some areas already during the
relatively warm GS-2b (cf. Hoffecker and Elias 2007:67 Figure 2.25). For Central Beringia
this might be the case due to a zone of mesic vegetation (Guthrie 2001; Yurtsev 2001).
However, in most of the Western and Eastern Beringian pollen records the change from
herbaceous to shrub tundra with a decrease of herbs, grasses, and sedges and a striking
increase in (dwarf) birch occurred contemporaneaous with the onset of GI-1e.
A major and synchronous vegetation change has been documented for Western Beringia
around 12,500 BP (ca. 14,900 cal BP) (Lozhkin et al. 1993:321). Alnus (alder) and
Larix (larch) spread in northeastern Siberia until GI-1a and GS-1, respectively. By ca.
11,000 BP (ca. 12,900 cal BP) Betula-Alnus shrub tundra was common, while open larch
(Larix dahurica) forest or forest-tundra covered much of the Okhotsk drainage and the
upper Kolyma region until 10,000 BP (11,500 cal BP) (Anderson and Lozhkin 2002:31
f.; Lozhkin et al. 1993)8. The spread of high-growth forms of willows as far north as the
shore of the East Siberian Sea at ca. 11,700 BP (ca. 13,600 cal BP) suggests a rapid
climate amelioration from the onset of GI-1 with possible warmer summer temperatures
than at present (Lozhkin et al. 1993:321). Still, Kokorowski et al. (2008b:502) argue –
with regard to northern Priokhotye – that the Late Glacial transition was rather gradual
than abrupt.
According to pollen data from interior and southwestern Alaska (Bigelow and Edwards
2001; Brubaker et al. 2001; Edwards et al. 2001) the transition from herbaceous tundra
to shrub tundra occurred somewhat later in most of Eastern Beringia, ca. 12,000 BP (ca.
13,900 cal BP), i.e. late GI-1e or early GI-1d. In northern Alaska a birch rise can already
be seen as early as ca. 12,500 BP (14,900 cal BP; Mann et al. 2002) or 12,800 BP
(15,400 cal BP; Oswald et al. 1999), and might therefore slightly precede the onset of
GI-1e (cf. Meyer et al. 2010). In addition to temperature, moisture might be the proximate
cause for climate and environmental change in Arctic regions. There is evidence for a
major increase in effective moisture in northern and interior Alaska (see Mann et al.
2002:1012). In interior Alaska there is a subtle vegetation change marked by an increase
of Cyperaceae and/or Salix (willow) around 12,500 cal BP (ca. 14,900 cal BP), pointing
to a slightly increased moisture level that affected the vegetation prior to the birch rise
(Bigelow and Edwards 2001:211). Approximately with the onset of GI-1e water levels at
several lakes in northern an interior Alaska increased considerably (Abbott et al. 2000;
pollen sequences. Second, radiocarbon dates and time ranges given in publications have been
rounded before and after calibration. Also, some calibrated dates have high standard deviations,
thus preventing an accurate correlation.
8
Larch forests do not seem to have reached regions farther to the north in Yakutia until ca.
8500 BP (ca. 9500 cal BP) (Pisaric et al. 2001).
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Bigelow and Edwards 2001:208 ff.; Mann et al. 2002:1002 ff.; Abbott et al. 2010), thus
emphasizing the rapid climate change during that period.
In general, during the first half of the Late Glacial Interstadial Complex a change of
vegetation from herb-dominated to shrub tundra with a striking rise of (dwarf) birch occurred
in Western and Eastern Beringia. In Central Beringia and possibly in southwestern
Chukotka this transition started earlier, most likely in the relatively warm stage of GS-2b.
In northern Alaska it might also have preceded GI-1e. Most paleoenvironmental data
suggest a correlation of climate change in the northern hemisphere and environmental
transition in Beringia during the Late Glacial, the rapid climate change of GI-1e being the
significant driving force.
The Younger Dryas Before the onset of the Holocene, climate in the northern
Hemisphere changed significantly again, from the mild conditions of GI-1 to a cold
stage that lasted for ca. 1200 years – the so-called Younger Dryas (GS-1). While this
climatic cooling can be clearly detected in the Greenland ice cores and in European
paleoenvironmental records, it remains unclear whether it occurred in all parts of Beringia
as well. While there is little evidence for the Younger Dryas in Western Beringia, it has been
detected at several localities in Eastern Beringia. In addition, the effects of the Younger
Dryas were obviously of varying degree in different regions of Beringia (Kokorowski et
al. 2008a; Graf and Bigelow 2011). This seems to point to the beginning of the end of a
“consistent” Beringian landscape, also indicated by the onset of re-submergence of the
Bering Land Bridge.
Pollen sequences from the lower Lena River (Pisaric et al. 2001), the upper Indigirka
region (Anderson et al. 2002b), and the Verkhoyansk mountains (Müller et al. 2009;
Müller et al. 2010) have produced evidence of a decrease in shrub taxa and an increase
in herb taxa between ca. 11,000 and 10,000 BP (12,900 to 11,500 cal BP), thus indicating
a transition to more open vegetation cover dominated by herbaceous tundra during
GS-1. However, such evidence is lacking from most Western Beringian records (e.g.
Kokorowski et al. 2008b). This suggests that shrub tundra could have characterized the
Western Beringian landscape until the Holocene, even during a possible cooling event
in GS-1.
Vegetation in Central Beringia seems to have changed during GS-1, though the pollen
record from St. Michael Island in Norton Sound, Alaska, produced a surprising peak in
Populus (poplar) pollen, accompanied by increases of Salix (willow) and Poaceae and
a decrease of Betula (birch) and Sphagnum (Ager 2003). This transition might have
occurred due to drier, but not necessarily colder conditions at least in parts of Alaska,
perhaps due to a peak in July insolation at 65° N (Ager 2003:28).
In central, southwestern, and northern Alaska some sites show vegetation changes during
GS-1, suggesting an environmental reaction to changing climate conditions. Herbaceous
taxa increased at the cost of Betula (birch) at several localities between ca. 11,000 and
10,000 BP (ca. 12,900 to 11,500 cal BP; Bigelow and Edwards 2001; Brubaker et al.
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2001; Mann et al. 2002). Cooler and/or dryer conditions are suggested by these records.
In contrast, some sites from both central and northern Alaska suggest relatively mild
conditions during the Younger Dryas (Bigelow and Powers 2001; Meyer et al. 2010).
This suggests irregular climate change in different regions within Eastern Beringia. The
onset of the Younger Dryas appears to have been more severe, for example, south of
the Alaska Range under the influence of cooler sea surface temperatures as compared
to regions in central Alaska which were mostly protected from Pacific air by the Alaska
Range (Bigelow and Edwards 2001; Yu et al. 2008; Kaufman et al. 2010).
In sum, while there is comparatively little evidence for a Younger Dryas interval in
Western Beringia, environmental change can be detected in several localities in Central
and Eastern Beringia, reflecting the generally drier and colder conditions of GS-1 in
the northern hemisphere. Still, climatic and environmental change was not ubiquitous
in Eastern Beringia, and in some regions the climate of this period may have been
comparably mild.

3.4 The Late Pleistocene Fauna of Beringia
As previously mentioned with regard to the so-called “productivity paradox”, Pleistocene
Beringia was inhabited by large, diverse megafaunal mammal populations, including
large grazers as well as mixed feeders and browsers. Species such as woolly mammoth
(Mammuthus primigenius), horse (Equus), bison (Bison priscus), caribou (Rangifer
tarandus), musk ox (Bootherium bombifrons), wapiti (Cervus elaphus), moose (Alces
alces), and Dall sheep (Ovis dalli) lived in the wide landscapes of Beringia. Some species
were limited to either Western or Eastern Beringia. The woolly rhinoceros (Coelodonta
antiquitatis), for example, never crossed the Bering Land Bridge and remained a Western
Beringian species (cf. Hoffecker and Elias 2007:56 Table 2.1). All in all, there were fewer
large grazing mammal species in Eastern Beringia than in Western Beringia (5 grazers
out of 21 mammals in Eastern Beringia opposed to 12 out of 24 in Western Beringia).
This can be explained by Western Beringia being part of the large Asiatic steppe region,
while Eastern Beringia was cut off the interior of North America by the large ice shields
(Hoffecker and Elias 2007:55).
Considering the different ecoregions comprising Eastern Beringia, Matheus (2003)
suggested that – regarding the whole late Quaternary period – mammal communities
of northern and central Alaska were not largely different, although some noteworthy
differences can certainly be observed: the “closest approximation” of a presumed
northern Alaskan mammal community would be ca. 35 % bison, ca. 31 % horse, ca.
20 % caribou, ca. 8 % mammoth, and ca. 5 % musk ox, while in central Alaska ratios
would be ca. 50 % bison, 30 % horse, 6 % mammoth, 4 % caribou, and 3 % musk ox.
According to these data there would be a strikingly higher presence of bison in central
Alaska and a strikingly higher presence of caribou in northern Alaska. It should be noted
that populations seem to have been variable in the course of the Pleistocene (see Rasic
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2008:54 Figure 3.5). Furthermore, the distribution of species can be expected to have
varied on a smaller scale, both spatially (e.g. by vegetation area) and temporally (e.g.
by season), as herbivores usually have different habitat preferences according to their
diet (see Guthrie 1982; cf. Bliss and Richards 1982; Martin 1982; Vereshchagin and
Baryshnikov 1982; Olivier 1982). Yet, any such evaluation remains difficult based on the
fossil record alone.
A general change in Beringian fauna can be detected for the onset of GI-1e. While bison
and wapiti boomed during the Late Glacial Interstadial Complex, mammoth and horse
may have become extinct on the Eastern Beringian mainland at ca. 12,000 BP (ca.
13,900 cal BP; Guthrie 2006; Krasinski and Haynes 2010; but see Haile et al. 2009).
Moose appeared for the very first time with the onset of this period (Guthrie 2006). It is
certainly curious that the grazer bison and the mixed feeder wapiti were rare between
the LGM and the Late Glacial Interstadial, but this may be due to the “competitive
advantage” of mammoth and horse during a period of “arid and windy conditions with a
largely treeless, short-grass–sedge–sage sward” (Guthrie 2006:208). In general, it has
to be noted that any reconstruction of population sizes of different animal species must
be treated with caution due to biases in the fossil record (Krasinski and Haynes 2010).
In any case, it appears that it was especially the rapid climate change of GI-1e that
affected the Beringian environment by introducing shrubs to the then moister landscapes
and gradually depriving large grazers of their subsistence – the dry tundra-steppe. In
how far human beings had an impact on the late Pleistocene extinction of certain species
is still debatable and shall not be discussed here.
Of great significance for archaeological research is the fact that a wide variety of prey
species were available for human hunters in Beringia. This is not only shown by the
fossil record, but also by faunal preservation from some archaeological sites in Eastern
Beringia. Especially the site of Broken Mammoth provided evidence for a variety of species,
including large herbivore mammals such as mammoth (Mammuthus primigenius), bison
(Bison priscus), caribou (Rangifer tarandus), wapiti (Cervus elaphus), moose (Alces
alces), and Dall sheep (Ovis dalli); medium sized mammals like hare (lepus sp.), marmot
(Marmota yavescens), and pika (Ochotona collaris), various birds such as swan (Cygnus
columbianus), geese (Anser albifrons, Branta canadensis, Chen hyperborea), and ducks
(Anas acuta, Anas americana, Anas carolinensis, Anas platyrhynchos, Anas strepera),
and even salmonid fish (Yesner 2001b; Yesner 2007). While Broken Mammoth is still an
outstanding example with its unique faunal preservation, a growing body of Pleistocene
sites with faunal preservation confirm the availability of a wide variety of prey species
(see Chap. 4).
Most of these species seem to have been hunted by humans. Mammoth ribs discovered
at Swan Point even suggest the hunting of this animal (Holmes et al. 2012). At most sites
with bone preservation, however, mammoth bones are lacking. Ivory for the production
of tools seems to have been scavenged from dead mammoths (Yesner 2001a).
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4 From Unity to Variability? Reviewing the Late
Pleistocene Archaeology of Beringia
With regard to archaeological remains from the Pleistocene, Beringia for the most part
still appears as a vast empty space. Current ideas about the colonization of northeastern
Asia and northwestern North America are derived from very few sites, particularly
considering the size of the area. However, when addressing such a complex process
as colonization in such a vast area, it appears worthwhile to examine even the scantiest
archaeological record in detail. Beringia can be regarded as the gate to the New World,
and hence it has been the endeavor especially of Russian and American archaeology for
many decades to address the topic of early hunter-gatherer migrations across the Bering
Land Bridge. Notably, many important sites in Beringia were only discovered relatively
late in the 20th century, and especially recent detailed archaeological investigations have
opened totally new perspectives on the early prehistory of this region.
The following chapter shall give an overview on the current state of archaeological
research on Pleistocene Beringia. Although it is not intended here to present a
comprehensive history of research, such an overview has to involve an evaluation of
recent developments and shifts in directions of research, eventually including my own
conclusions derived from the available information.
One of the basic topics to be addressed here is the striking intersite assemblage variability
in Eastern Beringia and its cultural-chronological organization compared to an implied
uniformity in Western Beringia. Also, the question of the place of origin of a colonization
population within Asia will be addressed. It is suggested that based on typology and
technology of stone artifacts, but also with regard to radiocarbon chronology, a link
between the Beringian record and the Late Upper Paleolithic (LUP) in the Russian Far
East can be recognized.
The overview is organized by region, largely working backwards in time. The Pleistocene
archaeology of Eastern Beringia will be discussed first, followed by a discussion of the
late Pleistocene industries in western Beringia and adjacent regions. Eventually, the
discussion of the archaeological record and its interpretations will lead to a chronological
model of colonization, characterized by the diffusion of specific lithic typology and
technology associated with human migration.

4.1 The Highly Variable Archaeological Record of Eastern
Beringia: Lithic Industries in Alaska, Regional Frameworks,
and their Inevitable Decay
Irrelevant as to when exactly first hunter-gatherers came to the Americas, Eastern
Beringia was still the most likely path of entry into the New World (e.g. Goebel et al. 2008).
Therefore, an understanding of the archaeological record of this area is crucial for the
investigation of the peopling of the American continents. However, in the late Pleistocene
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and early Holocene, Alaska and Yukon were – both environmentally and archaeologically
– closer to northeastern Asia than they were to North America. Not surprisingly, the
Eastern Beringian record is better linked to northeastern Asia than to continental North
America (see below, “The Archaeological Record of Western Beringia – A Uniform (Re)
Colonization Process?“ and “In Quest of the Origin of Beringian Colonization”).
In recent years many important discoveries have resulted in a significant re-evaluation
of traditional views. In the following I will present the archaeological record of late
Pleistocene Eastern Beringia with special emphasis on the archaeology of Alaska, where
most of the sites are located (Fig. 4.1). I will review the archaeological record and the
history of research with regard to the more recent attributions to different “complexes”9.
During the discussion of these complexes I will refer mainly to published information, but
will also include observations derived from my own analyses of assemblages included in
this study (see Part II).
Finally, it is my aim to call into question the traditional “detachment” of the Eastern
Beringian archaeological record based on stone artifact typology and technology.
Instead, we shall consider whether a useful chronological framework can be established
for the late Pleistocene of Eastern Beringia independent of stone artifact typology and
technology.
Through survey work and intense archaeological research, the number of archaeological
sites in Alaska and – as a result – our knowledge of first hunter-gatherers inhabiting the
region has increased significantly since the 1970s (e.g. Powers 1978; Hoffecker 1988;
cf. Powers and Hoffecker 1989:264). In these last decades, Alaskan archaeologists have
been involved in a concerted search for reliable and – above all – datable evidence for
earliest human presence in Eastern Beringia (see Bever 2001a). Consequently, newly
discovered sites have culminated in the construction of a new chronological framework,
one which has allowed for the inclusion of both lithic technology and reliable associated
radiocarbon data. Here, central Alaska – in particular the Nenana and Tanana River
Valleys – have played an important role. Northern Alaska has also moved into the focus
of late Pleistocene archaeology and newly available data have revealed the importance
of this region in the peopling of Eastern Beringia.

4.1.1 Central Alaska
4.1.1.1 The Denali Complex
The term “Denali Complex” was coined and first defined by West (1967) based on four
archaeological sites in central Alaska: Donnelly Ridge in the Tanana River Valley, the
Campus Site in Fairbanks, and the sites of Teklanika West and Teklanika East on the
Teklanika River in the Alaska Range. According to West (1967) these assemblages are
9
For a complete overview of archaeological research in Alaska including earlier work
before the 1960s and 70s see Bever (Bever 2001a).
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Fig. 4.1 Distribution of (potential) late Pleistocene sites in Eastern Beringia

characterized by wedge-shaped microblade cores, biconvex bifaces, and distinct forms
of end scrapers and burins, especially so-called Donnelly burins made on thin flakes.
Other diagnostics are microblades, core tablets of microblade cores, and so-called
large blades or blade-like flakes. West saw obvious affiliations of these sites with Asian
assemblages in the Lake Baikal region, Kamchatka, and Hokkaido. The assemblage
from the Campus Site had been linked to Asian industries before (Nelson 1937; Rainey
1940). Subsequently, numerous Pleistocene sites resembling the Denali Complex
assemblages were discovered in northeastern Siberia, especially in Yakutia, along the
Aldan and Lena rivers (Mochanov 1977), thus presenting a clear line of evidence that the
supposed earliest archaeological remains of Eastern Beringia indeed originated in Asia.
Accordingly, West (1967; 1981) inferred that these early hunter-gatherers had arrived in
Eastern Beringia prior to the disappearance of the Bering Land Bridge, i.e. as early as
12,000 BP, albeit that none of the original Denali Complex sites could be precisely dated.
In fact, the exact age of the Denali Complex, apparently originating in Asia, remained a
subject matter of speculation at the time.
In the meantime, investigations of the Akmak assemblage from Onion Portage on the
Kobuk River in northwestern Alaska led to the definition of the Paleoarctic Tradition
(Anderson 1970a; 1970b). This was dated to a period between ca. 7,200 and 8,200 BP
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(ca. 8,000 and 9,200 cal BP; Hamilton and Goebel 1999) and was compared to layer III
at Trail Creek Cave 2 (see below, “Other (Potential) Late Pleistocene / Early Holocene
Sites in Eastern Beringia”) and other undated assemblages from northwestern Alaska.
Anderson (1970a:64 ff.) also suggested “a cultural/historical relationship” between his
Paleoarctic Tradition and West’s Denali Complex. These terms have since been used
alternately, thus broadening the original formulation of these traditions with regard to both
their spatial distribution and their (supposed) dating (e.g. Dumond 1980). In the end, the
finds from northwestern Alaska and their similarities to the Denali Complex as defined by
West seemed to point to the great antiquity of early Alaskan sites, even though the date
ranges initially proposed by West were not yet reached. A secure Pleistocene record
from Alaska was still lacking.
In the 1970s, West conducted work in the Tangle Lakes region on the south side of
the Alaska Range and assigned ten of his 20 discovered “core and blade sites” to the
Denali Complex (West 1975; cf. West 1986)10. The site of Mount Hayes 111, now referred
to as the Phipps Site (West et al. 1996a), and the site of Whitmore Ridge (West et
al. 1996b) are characterized by microblade cores, burins, and bifacial tools and have
since produced radiocarbon dates older than 10,000 BP (ca. 11,500 cal BP; Fig. 4.2;
Table 1; Fig. 4.3). While three of the four dates from Whitmore Ridge Component I are
actually younger than 10,000 BP, the dates from the Phipps Site might confirm a terminal
Pleistocene age for the Denali Complex with its microblade technology.
Nevertheless, problems still remained with respect to both the dating and the typological
structure of the Denali Complex. Indeed, there is a distinct possibility that the four
assemblages originally used to define the Denali Complex resulted from the mixture of
successive occupations over several decades (see West 1996d; West 1996f; Goebel
1996; Mobley 1996; Pearson and Powers 2001). In fact, two of the four original Denali
assemblages – Teklanika West and the Campus site – were later dated to the middle
Holocene rather than to the late Pleistocene / early Holocene period (Goebel 1996;
Pearson and Powers 2001)11. As such, these assemblages could no longer be directly
linked to late Pleistocene assemblages in Asia. In addition, there are numerous Denali
Complex sites with diagnostic types, including wedge-shaped microblade cores, bifaces,
and burins, that are actually dated to relatively recent periods (Mason et al. 2001). For
this reason, some middle to late Holocene assemblages are also referred to as a late
Denali Complex (Dixon 1985); however, it is questionable whether such an extension
of terminology is useful. In the end, an assemblage can only be assigned to the Denali
10
West ((1986)) identified a second group among the Tangle Lakes sites, which he referred
to as the Amphitheater Mountain complex, characterized by bladelet cores, large choppers or
flake cores, large blades, and the supposed presence of Levallois technique. Referring to MüllerBeck ((1966)) West thought that these assemblages would represent the first of two “waves of
culture”. In fact, these sites are undated and are not included in any recent discussion of late
Pleistocene Eastern Beringia.
11
Note that recent investigations at Teklanika West revealed a late Pleistocene occupation
(Coffman (2011); Coffman and Potter (2011).
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Fig. 4.2 Sites (potentially) dated to the late Pleistocene in central Alaska and Yukon Territory. 1
Bull River II, 2 Moose Creek, 3 Walker Road, 4 Panguingue Creek, 5 Dry Creek, 6 Eroadaway
Site, 7 Carlo Creek, 8 Owl Ridge, 9 Teklanika West, 10 FAI-02019, 11 FAI-02043, 12 FAI-02077,
13 Chugwater, 14 Swan Point, 15 Broken Mammoth, 16 Mead, 17 Upward Sun River Site, 18
Bachner Site, 19 Healy Lake, 20 Whitmore Ridge, 21 Phipps Site, 22 Bluefish Cave, 23 Little
John Site

Complex if it was recovered from an unmixed and independently dated context, which
actually disqualifies many potentially late Pleistocene / early Holocene sites in Alaska.
In spite of all the difficulties in defining and dating the Denali Complex, there seemed to
be growing evidence from the Nenana River Valley for a late Pleistocene / early Holocene
age of at least some sites assigned to this complex. The Dry Creek site, which was
discovered in 1973 and eventually became the new “type site” for the Denali Complex,
produced numerous concentrations with “diagnostic” artifacts. The site seemed to
present a well preserved and securely dated hunting camp that had been occupied on
several occasions (Powers et al. 1983; Hoffecker et al. 1996a). Component II of Dry
Creek produced artifacts such as wedge-shaped microblade cores, bifaces, burins, and
end scrapers (Pl. 61-76). Radiocarbon dates obtained from this component span a time
range from ca. 10,700 BP to 9,000 BP (ca. 12,700 to 10,200 cal BP; Appendix 1), thus
providing evidence for a late Pleistocene / early Holocene age determination for the
Denali Complex that was based on a well excavated and stratified site. However, this
component also presents some difficulties. First of all, a calibration of the radiocarbon
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Table 1 Radiocarbon dates from dated components assigned to the Denali Complex used for
calibration (references: Hoffecker et al. 1996a; Pearson 1999; West et al. 1996a; West et al.
1996b; Graf et al. 2012)
Site
Dry Creek

Component /
Level
Component II

Method

Mat.
dated

AA-11733

AMS

charcoal

9340 ±

SI-2329

conv.

charcoal

9340 ± 195

10640 ± 300

Beta-315410

AMS

charcoal

9450 ±

40

10680 ±

AA-11732

AMS

charcoal

9690 ±

75

11030 ± 150 *

AA-11727

AMS

charcoal

10060 ±

75

11610 ± 180 *

AA-11728

AMS

charcoal

10615 ± 100

12560 ± 140 *

SI-1561

conv.

charcoal

10690 ± 250

12510 ± 330

Beta-106040

AMS

charcoal

10500 ±

60

12460 ± 150

conv.

charcoal

10150 ± 280

11860 ± 480

Beta-63672;
CAMS-7659

conv.

charcoal

10230 ±

70

11950 ± 140

Beta-64578;
CAMS-8300

AMS

?

9600 ± 140

10930 ± 200

Beta-70240;
CAMS-11255

AMS

?

9830 ±

60

11260 ±

Beta-62222;
CAMS-6406

AMS

?

9890 ±

70

11370 ± 120

Beta-77286;
CAMS-16834

AMS

charcoal

10270 ±

70

12070 ± 190

Lab Nr

Moose Creek

Component II

Phipps Site

occupation zone UGa-572

Whitmore
Ridge

Component I

RCYBP

CALBP
95

10540 ± 140 *

60

50

dates from reliable (stratigraphic) contexts, i.e. associated with cultural remains, shows
a long time span of at least 2,000 years (Table 1; Fig. 4.3). In addition, in nine of the 14
artifact clusters of Component II there are no microblades or microblade cores present,
usually a key feature of the Denali Complex, which might disqualify these clusters for
an assignment to this industry. Accordingly, if the radiocarbon chronology is regarded
as reliable, Dry Creek Component II might be the result of repeated occupations that
sometimes produced microblade technology and sometimes did not. Alternatively,
the radiocarbon chronology could be regarded as faulty and Dry Creek Component II
could be a single occupation from some point during the late Pleistocene or the early
Holocene, representing a camp with numerous distinct activity areas. Microblade
technology was then only applied when reqired for specific activities. Either way, a
designation of the whole assemblage of Component II from Dry Creek as part of the
Denali Complex is problematic, even though Dry Creek is a largely excavated stratified
late Pleistocene / early Holocene site.
The only supposed Denali assemblage from the Nenana River Valley that has been
securely dated to the Pleistocene is Moose Creek Component II. While the dating of
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Fig. 4.3 Calibrated radiocarbon dates from dated components assigned to the Denali Complex

the lower occupation level was unclear after the first excavations in the 1970s and 80s
(Hoffecker 1996), a division of the assemblage into two separate late Pleistocene cultural
components (I and II) became apparent after re-excavations by Pearson in 1996. The
younger horizons were assigned to an early and late Denali Complex (Pearson 1999).
The older Denali assemblage is characterized by fragments of bifacial projectile points,
larger bifaces, a Donnelly burin, and microblades (see Pearson 1999:338 Fig. 7). A single
radiocarbon date made on charcoal from a hearth feature placed the assemblage around
10,500 BP (ca. 12,500 cal BP) (Table 1; Fig. 4.3).
Finally, it shows that the Denali Complex sensu stricto as defined by West (1967) is for
the most part not a Pleistocene phenomenon. The assignment of Dry Creek Component
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II, with its several non-microblade artifact clusters, to the Denali Complex is not
conclusive. Thus, the only candidate for a Denali Complex assemblage of Pleistocene
age, and displaying the basic diagnostics of West’s original definition, is Moose Creek
Component II (in addition to Swan Point CZ IV; see below, “Shaw Creek and Eroadaway:
The Straightforward Chronology Fails”).
Although West’s initial efforts to detect the earliest human presence in Eastern Beringia
based on typological similarities now appear flawed, i.e. his framework has nothing to
counter criticism of mixed assemblages and too young radiocarbon ages, the term Denali
Complex has survived to the present day.
As we now know, West was certainly correct in proposing that the earliest hunter-gatherers
arrived in Eastern Beringia as early as 12,000 BP (see below, “Climate Proxies and
Radiocarbon Chronology of Eastern Beringia: A Chronological Framework for the Late
Pleistocene / Early Holocene“). Meanwhile, this is testified, for example, at Dry Creek,
where an older cultural component was discovered beneath the Denali component,
and in the lower occupation level of Moose Creek – with its subsequently differentiated
Components I and II – which has since produced a pre-11,000 radiocarbon date. Finally,
mention should be made of excavations by J. Cook at the Healy Lake Village Site, which
marked a significant contribution to prehistory at the time. What followed was another
step in the formulation of a chronological framework for the early settlement of Eastern
Beringia.
4.1.1.2 The Nenana and/or Chindadn Complex
Investigations at the Healy Lake Village Site in the Tanana River Valley and the Dry
Creek and Moose Creek sites in the Nenana River Valley (Fig. 4.2) in the late 1960s and
1970s finally promised to deliver the long awaited secure evidence for human presence
in Alaska as early as 11,000 BP (ca. 12,900 cal BP; Cook 1969; 1996; Powers et al.
1983; Hoffecker et al. 1996a; Hoffecker 1996; Pearson 1997; 1999)12.
The lowest levels of the Healy Lake Village Site have been referred to as the “early
Horizon” (Cook 1969:258), or in various other publications as the “Chindadn Complex”
(cf. Cook 1996)13. This early horizon is characterized by small, thin bifacial points, end
scrapers, and microblade technology (Cook 1969; 1996; Pl. 79-84). The thin teardropshaped bifaces, referred to as Chindadn points or knives, were observed to occur
12
Note that Thorson (2005) postulated the transportation of artifacts from Component II
to Component I of Dry Creek through bioturbation, thus making Component I a derivate of parts
of Component II. So far, this “mixing hypothesis” has been neither negated nor verified. Recent
investigations at Dry Creek could at least recognize separate occupations during the Late Glacial
Interstadial and the early Holocene (Graf et al. 2012).
13
Many authors cite Cook (1996) for the naming and definition of the “Chindadn Complex”,
but in his PhD thesis, Cook – in reference to the lowest horizon at Healy Lake – actually states
that “until more work has been done and more sites found that correspond to this tradition, I think
any naming is premature” (Cook 1996:259). It was not until 1975 that the lower levels of Healy
Lake were referred to as “Chindadn Complex” in a publication by Cook (1975).
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together in typological association with basally thinned and small triangular specimens
(Cook 1975:131; cf. Cook 1996:Figure 6-11; Pl. 79)14. The Healy Lake Village Site and its
Chindadn Complex represented a major advance in research on the earliest prehistory of
Alaska. With a radiocarbon date older than 11,000 BP (ca. 12,900 cal BP) it was the oldest
site in Alaska at the time. Meanwhile, however, it has become obvious that the available
radiocarbon dates from the Chindadn horizon (excavation levels 6 to 10) actually span
some several thousand years, as such absolute dating resolution is far from satisfactory
(Erlandson et al. 1991; Cook 1996; Fig. 4.4). The site itself was excavated in arbitrary
2-inch levels, and the available radiocarbon dates show no correlation with these levels
(Table 2; Appendix 1). Furthermore, individual occupations cannot be discerned based
on the radiocarbon chronology, neither does the excavation in 2-inch levels allow for a
differentiation of geological layers. The Healy Lake record has been subject to much
discussion, and still today it remains unclear whether the stratigraphy is at all reliable due
to possible cryoturbation (Bever 2001a:150; Erlandson et al. 1991:47). In the end, the
assemblage from the lowest horizon of the Healy Lake Village Site can only be treated as
a cultural component that might represent repeated occupations spanning from the late
Pleistocene through the early or even middle Holocene. Unfortunately, the association
of microblades with other diagnostic artifacts remains unresolved (Holmes 2001), and
clarification is still required whether the microblade component can actually be dated to
a period as early as 11,000 BP (ca. 12,900 cal BP).
Such confirmation would have been extremely important with regard to the subsequent
establishment of chronological frameworks for the early prehistory of Alaska following the
discovery and investigations of two important sites in the Nenana Valley – Dry Creek and
Moose Creek. These sites produced assemblages as old as the supposed lower limit of
the Healy Lake Village Site, with radiocarbon dates between 11,100 and 11,200 BP (ca.
13,000 and 13,100 cal BP). In the assemblage of the lower occupation level of Moose
Creek there is a teardrop-shaped Chindadn point (Pl. 31, 1), thus typologically linking
this early occupation with the Healy Lake Chindadn Complex. There are no Chindadn
points in Component I of Dry Creek, but the overall relative abundance of bifaces of
different forms in the early horizons of Healy Lake, Dry Creek, and Moose Creek led
Dixon (1985) to lump together all these components into one chronological tradition,
which he termed Chindadn Complex, following the commonly applied term for the early
horizon at Healy Lake. As only burins and microblades were recovered at Healy Lake
and not at the lower levels of Dry Creek and Moose Creek, Dixon (1985:47) stated that
their relation to the Chindadn Complex remained unclear. Accordingly, Dixon’s Chindadn
Complex was additionally characterized by a “negative” trait: the probable absence of
burins and microblades (Dixon 1985).
This also became an important feature in the subsequent definition of the Nenana
14
Note that I use the term Chindadn point in a very strict sense, i.e. according to Cook’s
original definition (Cook 1975:131). As such, it only includes teardrop-shaped specimens; other
forms like triangular points or lanceolate shaped points are referred to as separate types.
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Table 2 Radiocarbon dates from Healy Lake Village Site used for calibration (references: Cook
1969; Erlandson et al. 1991)

Site
Healy Lake Village Site

Component /
Level
level 6

level 7

Method

Mat.
dated

RCYBP

CALBP

GX-2173

conv.

charcoal

10250 ± 380

11930 ± 560

Beta-76071;
CAMS-15920

AMS

charcoal

10410 ± 60

12350 ± 160

Beta-76067;
CAMS-15918

AMS

charcoal

11100 ± 60

12990 ±

Beta-76064

conv.

charcoal

5110 ± 90

Beta-76060;
CAMS-15914

AMS

charcoal

11410 ± 60

13310 ±

SI-737

conv.

charcoal

10150 ± 210

11850 ± 410

*

GX-2174

conv.

charcoal

9895 ± 210

11450 ± 360

*

GX-2171

conv.

charcoal

8655 ± 280

9740 ± 360

GX-2170

conv.

charcoal

8680 ± 240

9780 ± 300

Beta-76070;
CAMS-15919

AMS

charcoal

8990 ± 60

10100 ± 120

Beta-76066;
CAMS-15917

AMS

charcoal

10290 ± 60

12140 ± 160

Beta-76065;
CAMS-16523

AMS

plant

11550 ± 50

13450 ±

AU-7

conv.

charcoal

Lab Nr

9640 ± 370

70

5850 ± 100
70

80

11100 ± 570

Fig. 4.4 Calibrated radiocarbon dates from Healy Lake Village Site levels 6 to 10 (Chindadn
Complex). Note: One date of 5850 ± 100 cal BP is not shown in the graph
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Complex by Powers and Hoffecker (1989), which included the assemblages from Dry
Creek Component I, Moose Creek (lower occupation)15, and the then newly excavated
lowest level at Walker Road (Component I). All these components have produced
radiocarbon dates older than 11,000 BP (ca. 12,900 cal BP) (Table 3; Appendix 1; Fig.
4.5). According to Powers and Hoffecker (1989) these assemblages are characterized
by bifacial projectile points and high frequencies of end scrapers16. Another significant
trait is the absence of microblade technology and the very rare occurrence of burins17.
Powers and Hoffecker (1989:278) regarded the classification of these apparently distinct
assemblages from the Nenana River as difficult and discussed several alternatives.
They disagreed with Dixon’s chronological scheme, particularly as Nenana sites failed
to produce microblade technology, while it is present in the Chindadn Complex of Healy
Lake. Yet, the apparent connection of the Nenana sites and Healy Lake in the form of
teardrop-shaped Chindadn points appears to have been of less importance to Powers
and Hoffecker (1989) than say the absence of microblade technology. Subsequently,
they excluded the Nenana sites from Dixon’s Chindadn Complex, though their integration
into the apparently younger microblade-bearing Denali Complex was also rejected. This
would have implied that the Nenana assemblages were merely functional variables or
the result of sampling errors. The presence of non-microblade components in younger
(i.e. Denali Complex age) sites in the Nenana River Valley might have supported this
interpretation, e.g. the spatially segregated concentrations with and without microblades
at Dry Creek Component II (Hoffecker 1983a) or the non-microbalde assemblage from
Component I at Carlo Creek (Bowers 1980)18 and Panguingue Creek (Goebel and
Bigelow 1996; Pontti 1997; Hoffecker 2001). Finally, Powers and Hoffecker (1989)
rejected all alternative interpretations and preferred to apply a new local designation - the
“Nenana Complex” – primarily due to stratigraphic and chronological separation at these
sites. This term was initially intended to be applied to pre-11,000 BP components in the
northern foothills of the Alaska Range (Powers and Hoffecker 1989:283), and the only
assemblage outside the Nenana Valley that was suggested to be included in the Nenana
Complex concept was Component I at Owl Ridge, which by now can be dated to a period
older than 11,000 BP (ca. 12,900 cal BP; Table 3; Fig. 4.5). However, the term “Nenana
Complex” has since been used for other components outside the Nenana River Valley
15
Powers and Hoffecker (1989) referred to the lower occupation of Moose Creek as
“Component I”. This component was later separated into “Component I” and “Component II” by
Pearson (1999). So as to not confuse these different labels I refer to Power’s and Hoffecker’s
“Component I” as “lower occupation”.
16
Note that there are actually no end scrapers at all in the Moose Creek collection.
17
During a reanalysis of artifacts from Dry Creek a possible microblade core tablet was
recovered among lithic remains supposedly coming from Component I (Odess and Shirar
2007). So far, this has been a single piece and it should not be overemphasized; however, it
shows that – at least to a limited extent – microblade technology might have occurred in Dry
Creek Component I.
18
Note that Bowers and Reuther (2008) re-dated Component I from Carlo Creek to an
average age of ca. 9,900 cal BP.
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Table 3 Radiocarbon dates from the Nenana Complex components used for calibration
(references: Goebel et al. 1996; Graf and Goebel 2010; Hoffecker et al. 1996a; Hoffecker et al.
1996b; Pearson 1997; 1999)

Site
Dry Creek

Component /
Level
Component I

Lab Nr

Method

Beta-?

AMS

SI-2880

conv.

Mat.
dated
charcoal

RCYBP

CALBP

11520 ±

50

13430 ±

80

charcoal

11120 ±

85

13020 ± 110

60

13120 ±

Moose Creek

Component I

Beta-96627

AMS

charcoal

11190 ±

Walker Road

Component I

AA-1683

AMS

charcoal

11010 ± 230

12970 ± 200

AA-1681

AMS

charcoal

11170 ± 180

13070 ± 180

AA-2264

AMS

charcoal

11300 ± 120

13200 ± 110

Beta-11254

conv.

charcoal

11820 ± 200

13770 ± 250

AA-86969

AMS

charcoal?

11060 ±

12960 ±

B-11209

conv.

charcoal

11340 ± 150

Owl Ridge

Component I

60

80

80

13250 ± 160

and the northern foothills region of the Alaska Range, e.g. Chugwater Component I,
Cultural Zones (CZ) III and IV at Broken Mammoth and CZ III at Swan Point in the Tanana
River Valley (Fig. 4.2; Lively 1996; Yesner 2001b:320; Yesner and Pearson 2002:140 ff.;
Ackerman 2007:154 f.), or the Little John Site in southwestern Yukon (Fig. 4.2; Easton
et al. 2007). As a matter of fact, the regional characteristic of the original definition of the
Nenana Complex has been disregarded entirely and it has now become a term used to
encompass a wide variety of sites and assemblages, especially the clearly younger CZ
III at Broken Mammoth and Swan Point. It may be questioned whether such an extension
of the term is really useful.
Indeed, even with regard to the original definition, it is questionable whether the
establishment of a separate chronological group for the Nenana sites was ever useful.
First, the typological similarities are not as striking as often proposed. The variability
among the bifaces appears to be much too high to recognize distinct morphological
connections between these sites. Further, there are comparably few specimens that
can really be assigned to distinct types. Above all, there are teardrop-shaped Chindadn
points, which appear at Walker Road and Moose Creek, and a single triangular point at
Dry Creek. As previously mentioned, there are no teardrop-shaped Chindadn points at
Dry Creek. At the same time, there are no bifacial triangular points at Moose Creek and
Walker Road. So by applying a strict typology of bifacial point forms (which is inevitable
when following a typological approach in order to chronologically separate assemblages),
there would not even be a reason to see any connection between Dry Creek on the one
hand and Moose Creek and Walker Road on the other. Also, there are teardrop-shaped
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Fig. 4.5 Calibrated radiocarbon dates from the Nenana Complex components

Chindadn points in the Chindadn Complex of Healy Lake in the Tanana River Valley, but
that site was fully excluded from the chronological concept.
The morphology of all other finished bifaces present at Nenana sites is highly variable.
Interestingly, no attempts have been undertaken to create mutually exclusive typological
sub-groups in order to examine intersite similarities. With a critical view on the highly
variable typology of finished bifaces as the only tool class present at these sites that
would qualify for detailed typological separation, there is no reason to combine these
assemblages under a distinct group and separate them from other late Pleistocene sites.
Another supposed similarity among the Nenana Complex sites is the high frequency
of end scrapers. Actually, there are no end scrapers in the Moose Creek collection at
all, which casts doubts upon whether the assemblage qualifies as a Nenana Complex
candidate according to typological attributes. The same appears to be true for Owl Ridge,
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which was tentatively assigned to the Nenana Complex (Hoffecker et al. 1996b; Graf and
Goebel 2010).
In the end, it becomes obvious that with a critical review on the type sites of the Nenana
Complex, there is a high variability within this group in terms of its defining typological
characteristics. Therefore, it is questionable whether these assemblages should really
be regarded as an entity at all. In addition, the absence of certain attributes – like
microblade technology and burins – is not a convincing argument for separating the
Nenana assemblages from other sites. Hunter-gatherer campsites may have distinct
functions and some campsites may exclude certain activities (cf. Binford 1980; 1982).
This implies that on some campsites particular technologies may not have been applied
and certain tool forms may not have been used and/or produced. Accordingly, a lack of
distinct technological traits might not necessarily represent a specific chronological or
cultural trait.
Finally, it has to be generally questioned to what extent regional separations of comparably
few sites in quite close areas are useful at all, especially considering potential huntergatherer habitat sizes in the late Pleistocene.
Regarding a typological comparison of the Nenana and Denali Complexes, there actually
seems to be no good reason to separate these industries either. Denali Complex sites
are characterized by a high variety of bifaces, just like Nenana Complex sites. End
scrapers are also present, even though not necessarily in strikingly high frequencies.
Other “non-diagnostic” tool forms like retouched flakes, scrapers, and cobble tools or
choppers are present in both the Denali and Nenana complexes. In terms of a strict
technological approach based on commonly applied definitions of Upper Paleolithic
industries in Eurasia, there is actually no blade technology in either complex. Available
cores are all flake cores lacking distinct concepts of reduction (see Part II). The only
obvious difference is the presence of microblade technology and an abundant occurrence
of burins in Denali Complex assemblages; put simply: Denali Complex sites appear to
produce more diverse tool assemblages than Nenana Complex sites. With a potential
diversified settlement pattern of hunter-gatherers in mind, a higher richness in tool types
and applied technology of Denali Complex assemblages cannot be an argument to
separate the two, especially considering the numerous similarities at the same time.
The only apparently convincing argument for a separation seems to be one based on
stratigraphy. There is not a single site where – by assignment of the investigators – a
Nenana Complex assemblage overlies a Denali Complex assemblage. Also, according to
radiocarbon dates the two supposed separate complexes do not show any striking overlap
(Fig. 4.6). But this can only be an argument as long as there are no sites with supposed
characteristic attributes of one complex dating to the period of the other. Considering
the already mentioned Holocene sites of Panguingue Creek (Goebel and Bigelow 1996;
Pontti 1997; Hoffecker 2001) or Carlo Creek (Bowers 1980; Bowers and Reuther 2008)
of Denali Complex age, or the separated concentrations with and without microblade
technology at Dry Creek (Hoffecker 1983a), this is actually already the case. There
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Fig. 4.6 Calibrated radiocarbon dates of Nenana and Denali Complex sites in the Nenana River
Valley

are non-microblade components during the “microblade stage”, which was obviously
not an argument for Powers and Hoffecker (1989:278) to leave aside stratigraphic and
chronological evidence of – in fact – only two sites: Dry Creek and Moose Creek. After all,
they state that “[i]f future research establishes the presence of assemblages containing
wedge-shaped cores and microblades […] during the 12,000-10,500 B.P. interval, we will
be compelled to […] reclassify the older Nenana Valley sites as activity subsets of the
Denali Complex” (Powers and Hoffecker 1989:284). Today we know that this is exactly
what has occurred in the Tanana River Valley (Holmes 2001; cf. Hoffecker 2001; see
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below, “Shaw Creek and Eroadaway: The Straightforward Chronology Fails”). This might
actually bring the Chindadn Complex of Healy Lake on the agenda again, even if the
status of its stratigraphy and dating cannot be resolved. The so-called Nenana Complex
may indeed have stronger ties to the so-called Chindadn Complex of Healy Lake, which
means that the connection between the Nenana and Tanana River Valley had always
been established, and the cutting off of the Nenana sites was an unfortunate construct
of archaeological research. In the end, the newly discovered and excavated sites of the
Tanana River Valley, but in fact also the recently re-dated Eroadaway Site in the Nenana
Valley that has not been in the focus of research for a long time, represent the final line
of evidence that the concept of the Nenana and/or Chindadn Complex must be regarded
as history of research and should no longer be applied.
4.1.1.3 Shaw Creek and Eroadaway: The Straightforward Chronology Fails
Since the 1990s the Tanana River Valley has moved into the focus of research. With
the discovery of the so-called Shaw Creek Sites (Swan Point, Broken Mammoth, and
Mead) near the confluence of the Delta and Tanana River (Fig. 4.2), the lower time limit
of the earliest sites in Eastern Beringia was pushed back to ca. 14,000 cal BP (Holmes
et al. 1996; Holmes 1996; 2001; 2011). All three sites yield two Pleistocene components,
referred to as Cultural Zone (CZ) III and IV. Radiocarbon ages from these sites range
between ca. 11,200 to 12,300 BP (ca. 13,100 to 14,500 cal BP) for CZ IV and between
ca. 10,200 to 10,800 BP (ca. 11,900 to 12,700 cal BP) for CZ III (Table 4; Fig. 4.7).
The Pleistocene occupations of the Mead site – dated to a period between ca. 11,200
and 11,600 BP (ca. 13,100 to 13,500 cal BP; Table 4; Fig. 4.7) – have not yet produced
many diagnostic artifacts (Holmes 2001; Potter et al. 2010; Potter et al. 2011a). However,
spatial patterning is recognizable with hearth features and artifact clusters being present
(Potter et al. 2011a). Also, faunal remains – even though highly fragmented in most
cases not identifiable – have provided evidence for a variety of species (bison, wapiti,
waterfowl, bird).
The assemblages from Swan Point and Broken Mammoth are remarkable. Swan Point
CZ IV is characterized by microblade technology including wedge-shaped microblade
cores and core preparation flakes, burins, bifaces including bifacial scrapers, and end
scrapers (Holmes 2001; Holmes 2011; Holmes et al. 1996; Pl. 1-8). Faunal remains
comprise bird bones of species like grouse, ptarmigan and waterfowl (ducks and geese),
horse teeth and mammoth tusk fragments, as well as antler fragments from caribou,
elk, or moose (Holmes 2011:184). Radiocarbon dates range between ca. 11,300 and
12,300 BP (ca. 13,200 to 14,500 cal BP; Table 4; Fig. 4.7).
In contrast to the diverse assemblage at Swan Point there is CZ IV from the nearby
Table 4 (next page) Radiocarbon dates of the Shaw Creek Sites used for calibration
(references: Bever 2006b; Potter et al. 2010; Hoffecker and Elias 2007; Holmes 1996; 1998;
2001; 2011; Holmes et al. 1996; Potter 2008b)
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Site
Broken
Mammoth

Component /
Level

Method

Mat.
dated

CAMS-5357

AMS

charcoal

10290 ±

70

12130 ± 190

WSU-4019

conv.

charcoal

10790 ± 230

12670 ± 280

Cultural Zone IVa UGA-6257D

conv.

charcoal?

11040 ± 260

12990 ± 220

IVb

CAMS-5358

AMS

charcoal?

11420 ±

70

13320 ±

CAMS-8261

AMS

swan bone

11500 ±

80

13410 ± 100

Cultural Zone III

CALBP

80

conv.

charcoal?

11510 ± 120

13410 ± 120

AA-17601

conv. /
AMS?

mammoth
ivory

11540 ± 140

13430 ± 140

WSU-4364

conv.

charcoal?

11770 ± 220

13710 ± 260

WSU-4351

conv.

charcoal?

11770 ± 210

13700 ± 250

CAMS-9898

conv.

ivory
artifact

15830 ±

70

18890 ±

80

Beta-264528

AMS

charcoal

7790 ±

50

8560 ±

60

Beta-264526

AMS

charcoal

10140 ±

50

11800 ± 140

Beta-264527

AMS

charcoal

10160 ±

50

11840 ± 120

Beta-264532

AMS

charcoal

10360 ±

50

12290 ± 160

Beta-59118

AMS

charcoal

10410 ±

80

12340 ± 180

Beta-59119

conv.

charcoal

10460 ± 110

12370 ± 200

WSU-4425

conv.

charcoal

10760 ± 170

12700 ± 190

Beta-264530

AMS

charcoal

11210 ±

60

13140 ±

70

Beta-59121

AMS

charcoal

11560 ±

80

13450 ±

90

Beta-59120

AMS

charcoal

11600 ±

60

13480 ±

80

CAMS-17408

conv.

mammoth
ivory

17370 ±

90

20850 ± 130

Cultural Zone III

Beta-56666;
CAMS-4251

AMS

charcoal

10230 ±

80

11960 ± 170

Cultural Zone IV

unreported

AMS

?

11360 ±

50

13230 ±

80

Beta-71372;
CAMS-12389

AMS

charcoal

11660 ±

60

13550 ±

90

Beta-56667;
CAMS-4252

AMS

charcoal

11660 ±

70

13550 ± 100

AA-19322

AMS

residue on
flake

11770 ± 140

13660 ± 150 *

AA-74249

AMS

dentine
collagen

11950 ± 100

13850 ± 120

Beta-QA-619

AMS

charcoal

12040 ±

13910 ±

AA-74251

AMS

mammoth
ivory

12050 ± 120

14090 ± 260

NSRL-2001;
CAMS-17045

AMS

mammoth
ivory

12060 ±

70

14020 ± 160

Beta-209883

AMS

organic
residue

12100 ±

40

14070 ± 120

Beta-175491

AMS

organic
residue

12110 ±

50

14090 ± 130

AMS

dentine
collagen

12110 ± 120

14190 ± 270

Beta-209884

AMS

organic
residue

12220 ±

40

14300 ± 210

Beta-209882

AMS

charcoal

12290 ±

40

14440 ± 180

AMS

organic
residue

12360 ±

60

14550 ± 210

Cultural Zone III

Cultural Zone IV

Swan Point

RCYBP

WSU-4262

IVc

Mead

Lab Nr

AA-74250

Beta-170457

40

80

* obtained from residue on rejuvenation flake of wedge-shaped microblade core
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Fig. 4.7 Calibrated radiocarbon dates of the Shaw Creek sites. Note: Two old dates on
(scavenged) ivory from Broken Mammoth and Mead CZ IV are not shown in the graph

Broken Mammoth site. This lithic assemblage – comprising just two biface fragments, a
unifacial piece, and laterally modified flakes (Pl. 9-11) – has not yielded any diagnostic
pieces. Microblade technology is absent. Remarkable finds from this site are ivory points
and a tool of unknown function (Holmes 2001:160 Fig. 4). As the lithic inventory is absent
of any typologically diagnostic pieces, the analysis of Broken Mammoth CZ IV has
focused on the unique faunal remains, which are exceptionally well preserved compared
to other Beringian sites. Large game, such as bison, wapiti, caribou, moose, and
mountain sheep, but also small mammals like hare or marmot, and even a whole variety
of birds were among the hunted quarry, which is indicative of high subsistence diversity.
Evidence for seasonality is somewhat ambiguous. While faunal remains point to a spring
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or late summer/fall occupation (Yesner 1994; 2001b; 2007), examinations of teeth from
bison, wapiti, caribou, and moose instead indicate fall-winter seasonality (Yesner 2010).
Radiocarbon dates for this component of Broken Mammoth range between ca. 11,000
and 11,800 BP (ca. 12,900 to 13,700 cal BP; Table 4; Fig. 4.7).
The younger Pleistocene CZ III at both Swan Point and Broken Mammoth show
significant differences to earliest components at these sites. First and foremost, both
assemblages are characterized by small bifacial projectile points, primarily triangular
points (Holmes 2001; Holmes et al. 1996; Holmes 1996; Pl. 52-60). One specimen from
Swan Point CZ III is even teardrop-shaped and may be referred to as a Chindadn point
(Pl. 52, 10). Besides projectile points there are other forms of bifaces and flake tools.
Swan Point CZ III appears as the more diverse tool assemblage, including end scrapers
and, most interestingly, former projectile points reworked into borers/perforators (Holmes
2001; Pl. 52, 14-16)19. Microblades are also present in this younger component at Swan
Point, while they are absent in Broken Mammoth CZ III20. The lithic remains from Broken
Mammoth CZ III are small in number andlittle attention has been paid to them, while
the faunal preservation is exceptional as at CZ IV, it including bone and ivory tools, e.g.
an eyed needle and fragments of a composite point (Yesner 1994; 2001b). Generally
speaking, the analysis of the rich faunal remains has revealed that the same specimens
and relative amounts of remains identified in CZ III are comparable to CZ IV. The only
observable differences are a) the absence of a specialization on birds as attested for CZ
IV, and b) the occurrence of fish remains in CZ III, are totally absent in CZ IV. Altogether,
CZ III is characterized by a high subsistence diversity that is comparable to CZ IV
(Yesner 1994; 2001b; 2007), whereby the site appears to have been occupied during
fall or winter (Yesner 2010). Faunal remains from Swan Point CZ III are basically similar
to Broken Mammoth, but are less abundant: birds and waterfowl (grouse, ptarmigan,
ducks, geese), elk, bison, and fish (Holmes 2011:186). Radiocarbon dates for Broken
Mammoth CZ III range between ca. 10,300 and 10,800 BP (ca. 12,100 and 12,700 cal
BP). Swan Point CZ III is dated to roughly the same period with a single date around
10,200 BP (ca. 11,900 cal BP; Table 4; Fig. 4.7).
Both lithic and faunal remains from the lower cultural zones of Broken Mammoth have
been subject to a detailed spatial analysis (Krasinski 2005; Krasinski and Yesner 2008).
Several activity areas were reconstructed, including localities for butchering, marrow
processing, disposal, transport of animal remains, hearth maintenance, and tool
preparation. These activities and the overall site structure and function do not differ
in CZ III and IV. The site has been interpreted as a semi-permanent base camp that
was presumably used more intensely during CZ III. Although Krasinski’s study was a
worthwhile endeavor, shedding new light on late Pleistocene / early Holocene campsite
19
Holmes (2001) refers to these modifications as graver spurs.
20
The presence of microblades in Broken Mammoth CZ III has been proposed recently
(Krasinski 2005; Krasinski and Yesner 2008), though based on dubious catalog data. Indeed,
there are no microblades in any of the lower cultural components of Broken Mammoth.
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structure in Eastern Beringia, it should be noted that this investigation relied on catalog
data from numerous excavation seasons at Broken Mammoth, which is – unfortunately
– in most cases very dubious. Therefore, the results of the spatial analysis of Broken
Mammoth must be treated with caution.
All in all, the Shaw Creek sites changed our picture of late Pleistocene hunter-gatherers
in Eastern Beringia significantly. First of all, there appeared firm evidence from stratified
sites that humans were present in Eastern Beringia as early as 14,000 cal BP. The
earliest occupation in the Tanana River Valley seems to predate the earliest occupation
in the Nenana River Valley, alneit that there is some obvious chronological overlap (Fig.
4.8). Perhaps most striking is that a microblade component (Swan Point CZ IV) could
now be dated to this earliest horizon of Eastern Beringian colonization, and further it
showed clear links to northeastern Asia. Accordingly, the idea of a pre-microblade stage
in Eastern Beringia could be refuted, thus making a re-evaluation of the chronological
framework essential. Subsequently, Holmes (2001) presented a new cultural chronology
for the Tanana River Valley, using terms like East Beringian Tradition and Denali Complex
(Fig. 4.9). Here “East Beringian Tradition” is used to refer to the lowest occupation
zones at the Shaw Creek sites and the Chindadn Complex of Healy Lake (as the early
dates there span the same period as CZ IV at the Shaw Creek sites). “Denali Complex”
includes all younger assemblages from the late Pleistocene up to the mid-Holocene in
the Tanana River Valley. Additionally, Holmes (2001) differentiated between a Beringian,
Transitional and Early Taiga Period based on environmental changes. Accordingly, the
East Beringian Tradition of the Tanana River Valley and the Nenana Complex sites were
both assigned to the Beringian Period. Sites of the Denali Complex then belong to the
Transitional and Early Taiga Periods.
The new discoveries in the Tanana River Valley and Holmes’ new chronology eventually
showed that the straightforward chronology of the Nenana River Valley is not valid outside
this region. Sure enough Holmes’ new chronological framework represented a step in the
right direction and it clarified some obvious misinterpretations like the microblade/nonmicroblade dichotomy on chronological grounds. Still, it remained a regional chronology.
Even after the new data had been accepted, the different developments in the Nenana
and Tanana River Valleys – two relatively proximous regions – remained unclear (cf.
Hoffecker 2001; Holmes 2001).
Actually, it is not only the presently available data from the Tanana River Valley that
challenges the traditional view on the early settlement in central Alaska and the
straightforward succession of the Nenana and Denali complexes. Even in the Nenana
River Valley itself there are now signs for considerably more complex developments.
Recently, a new radiocarbon date from the Eroadaway Site on the upper Nenana River in
the Alaska Range (Fig. 4.2) was presented (Holmes et al. 2010). This site was discovered
in 1985 and partly excavated in 1987, but very little material was presented until recently.
For a long time, this assemblage had been dated to the early Holocene and assigned to
the Denali Complex, based on a problematic radiocarbon date of 8,640 ± 170 BP (WSU58
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Fig. 4.8 Calibrated radiocarbon dates from the earliest cultural components in the Tanana and
Nenana River Valleys

3683; 9,740 ± 230 cal BP) from a bulk charcoal sample (pers. comm. J. Reuther 2010;
Mason et al. 2001:528 Table 1). Meanwhile, a recently dated charcoal sample from the
same excavated feature produced an AMS date of 10,890 ± 40 BP (12,820 ± 50 cal BP;
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Fig. 4.9 Chronological framework of the Tanana River Valley for the period between ca. 14.000
and 9.000 cal BP (redrawn from Holmes 2001)

Holmes et al. 2010). Hence, the assemblage from the Eroadaway site can be dated
to the late Pleistocene instead of the early Holocene (Fig. 4.10). The tool inventory is
characterized by fragments of thin and rather small bifacial projectile points of different
forms (Pl. 46-51). Flake tools are not an important element and the assemblage is
generally dominated by bifaces. Microblade technology is absent, though this might be
the result of sampling error as only few square meters were excavated.
Regarding its age, the assemblage should probably rather be seen in the context of
sites commonly assigned to the Nenana Complex instead of linking them to younger
assemblages like Dry Creek Component II. But in terms of typology, there are no striking
similarities to late Pleistocene / early Holocene sites in the Nenana River Valley. Some
of the point forms might indeed be similar to specimens from sites commonly assigned
to the Nenana Complex, but all in all there would be no reason to include the Eroadaway
assemblage in this complex. In fact, this assemblage adds even more variability to the
already apparent diverse group of late Pleistocene / early Holocene sites in the Nenana
River Valley.
Even on a larger regional scale, there is no apparent connection to sites in the Tanana
River Valley. The point forms from the Eroadaway Site are quite distinct from those forms
present in the assemblages from the Shaw Creek sites or from Healy Lake.
In the end, the Eroadaway site represents a distinct assemblage that does not fit into a
straightforward chronological framework. In addition to assemblages from the Tanana
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Fig. 4.10 Calibrated radiocarbon date from the Eroadaway Site in the Nenana River Valley

River Valley that do not fit to this concept either, this site presents additional evidence that
cultural developments were much more complicated than is reflected in the traditional
Nenana-Denali succession. It has to be questioned whether the archaeological record
of central Alaska can be divided according to lithic typology and technology at all. Also,
I would doubt if a regional differentiation of comparably close regions like the Nenana
and Tanana River Valleys is useful at all for investigating the late Pleistocene settlement
of Eastern Beringia. In a way, this would somehow prove West right, who had for a long
time suggested a single Beringian Tradition (West 1996c; cf. 1981). However, to lump
together several thousands of years during the Late Glacial in an area like Beringia
does not appear to be useful. This would conceal any kind of development during a
complex colonization process. It is obvious that once we begin to merge all kinds of
different proposed industries or complexes, it becomes increasingly difficult to determine
the limits of this summarization, especially within a highly variable archaeological record
of a certain period.
It is impossible to address the early prehistory of Alaska without a clear framework,
but the frameworks presented for central Alaska so far do not seem sufficient. The
subsumption of the Shaw Creek sites and the East Beringian Tradition in the Tanana
River Valley (Holmes 2001), the concept of the Nenana Complex in the Nenana River
Valley (Powers and Hoffecker 1989), or the idea of a single Beringian Tradition all over
Beringia (West 1996c) are all models that are in stark contradiction to one another. The
approach of Holmes (2001) is probably still the closest to what we actually need, but
it also represents a regional chronology which is not applicable to other regions. As
hunter-gatherers can have huge ranges and habitats, and as we can assume that the
colonizing population of Beringia was highly mobile, we need alternative approaches and
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a chronological framework on a larger scale (see below, “Organizing Late Pleistocene
Eastern Beringia: A Trans-Regional Approach” and “Climate Proxies and Radiocarbon
Chronology of Eastern Beringia: A Chronological Framework for the Late Pleistocene
/ Early Holocene”). However, before an alternative approach is presented, the late
Pleistocene archaeological record of northern Alaska will be considered. Also, other
Pleistocene sites that have not been considered in detail in the context of industries
mentioned above will be presented and discussed.

4.1.2 Northern Alaska
Northern Alaska, basically the Brooks Range and the North Slope, has been in the
focus of archaeological research on the peopling of the Americas for a long time, though
absolute chronological evidence for a Pleistocene settlement has only become available
in the last decade. Most known archaeological sites in the far north are surface sites or
sites at which archaeological remains are hidden just beneath the surface; in the case
of the latter, even where these are stratified they are often very similar in character to
surface sites. In spite of these difficulties Arctic regions have attracted archaeological
research in particular due to numerous finds of lanceolate points, which have often been
referred to as “Paleoindian“ because of their supposed similarities with projectile point
forms in continental North America.
4.1.2.1 Fluted Points, Arctic “Paleoindians”, and Unfulfilled Expectations
The discovery of northern fluted points reminiscent of Clovis points has for a long time
drawn the attention of the archaeological community to northern Alaska. It promptly led
to the assumption of a Clovis progenitor in northern Alaska (Haynes 1964). Accordingly,
Arctic “Paleoindians” supposedly moved south through the ice-free corridor and colonized
mid-continental America. As a matter of fact, most of the northern fluted points have
either not been dated (see Clark 1984; Reanier 1995), or it could be shown that they are
of Holocene or at most of latest Pleistocene date, in the end being younger than Clovis
sites (cf. Waters and Stafford Jr. 2007).
The most famous example of a former potential Clovis progenitor is the Putu site in
the Sagavanirktok River Valley in the eastern Brooks Range (Fig. 4.11). The site
yielded several lanceolate points, including fluted specimens, other bifaces, gravers,
and retouched flake tools (Alexander 1987; Reanier 1996). Originally, a pre-11,000
radiocarbon date was associated with the artifact assemblage (Alexander 1987). It
turned out that the provenience of this sample was confused. The pre-11,000 date in
fact originated from within the gravel zone at or below the bottom of the cultural layer
in a different excavation unit, maybe from a pocket of organic-rich smears within the
gravel zone (Reanier 1996:509). A re-examination of the assemblage showed that the
fluted point component probably belongs to the second of altogether three assumed
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Fig. 4.11 Northern Alaskan sites mentioned in the text: Hilltop. Irwin Sluiceway. Mesa Site. Nat
Pass. Nogahabara. NR-5. Putu Site/Bedwell. Raven Bluff. Serpentine Hot Springs. Trail Creek
Caves. Tuluaq Hill

occupation periods, being dated to ca. 8,500 BP (ca. 9,500 cal BP; Bever 2006a).
The Mesa site, located in the Endicott Mountains in the Brooks Range, produced an
extensive component of lanceolate projectile points, also including some projectile points
that may have been fluted, although they rather appear to be basally thinned and not
purposely fluted. Their exact age is not clear, but they belong either to the late Younger
Dryas or to the early Holocene (see Kunz et al. 2003).
Recently, protein-residue analyses on northern fluted points were thought to provide
an indirect method of dating. Through the identification of animal species it could be
shown that there is an association between fluted points and human predation of large
mammals, including extinct fauna like mammoth. This was interpreted as evidence for
a Pleistocene age of northern fluted points (Loy and Dixon 1998). However, the results
have to be regarded as tentative and in fact protein-residue analyses as they were
conducted at the time do not present clear findings. More recent analyses of some of the
projectile points analyzed by Loy and Dixon could not confirm the results, and several
experiments of residue analyses led to rather confusing and ambiguous results (Leach
and Mauldin 1995; Downs and Lowenstein 1995; Eisele et al. 1995; Reuther et al. 2009).
So far, the only dated fluted points from the Pleistocene come from two recently
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investigated sites: Serpentine Hot Springs and Raven Bluff (Fig. 4.11). Fluted points
from Serpentine Hot Springs in the Bering Land Bridge National Preserve on the Seward
Peninsula were dated to the Pleistocene (Young and Gilbert-Young 2007; Goebel
2010; Younie et al. 2011; Smith and Goebel 2011; 2012). Fragments of fluted points
were discovered on the surface on a large site with at least six distinct concentrations.
During the excavations in 2009 one base fragment was discovered in a cultural layer in
a paleosol about 50 cm below the surface. Radiocarbon dates from 30 to 40 cm below
surface range from ca. 9,500 to 10,200 BP (ca. 10,800 to 11,900 cal BP; Table 5; Fig.
4.12). Interestingly, the assemblage also produced microblades which can be dated to
the Younger Dryas or early Holocene.
Another fluted point dated to the Pleistocene (but still younger than Clovis) comes from
the Raven Bluff site on the Kivalina River about 160 km north of Kotzebue (Fig. 4.11;
Hedman 2010; Hedman et al. 2011). A fluted point base was discovered in an excavated
area about 60 to 70 cm below the surface. According to radiocarbon dates the point can
be dated to a period between ca. 10,100 and 10,700 BP (ca. 11,700 to 12,700 cal BP;
Hedman 2010:6), while the whole series of radiocarbon dates from the lower component
spans a period from ca. 9,800 to 11,050 BP (ca. 11,200 to 13,000 cal BP; Table 5; Fig.
4.12). An additional fluted point preform was discovered during the 2010 field season
(Hedman et al. 2011). It is important to note that the Raven Bluff Site has also produced
microblades, apparently associated with the fluted points.
The Raven Bluff and Serpentine Hot Springs sites are special cases, as they are stratified
sites in the Arctic with a series of radiocarbon dates. Although the sites have immense
potential for the still ongoing investigations, for now it does not offer any evidence for an
Arctic progenitor of mid-continental “Paleoindians”.
In summary, long held expectations of a direct Clovis progenitor with fluted points in
Alaska have not been fulfilled. Although it appears that northern fluted points are
Pleistocene in age, they so far appear to be younger than Clovis sites in mid-continental
North America. There is accordingly no clear evidence for a hunter-gatherer migration
from north to south21. Alternatively, northern fluted points might also have derived from
their obviously older mid-continental counterparts, either by human migration from the
south or by diffusion. Such ideas have already been formulated by Krieger (1954:275)
and Wormington (1957:210).
While the search for a northern Clovis progenitor with fluted points no longer appears to
be a very worthwhile undertaking, some sites have produced industries that – although
lacking fluted points – are still referred to as “Paleoindian”. These assemblages are
21
Note that, besides the topic of northern fluted points, Goebel et al. ((1991)) and Buchanan
and Collard (2008)) postulated that the Nenana and Denali complexes were potential progenitor
of Clovis on the grounds of statistical analyses using frequency of lithic tool types. However, these
studies are based on the premise that assemblage compositions reveal cultural and/or historical
characteristics represented in few or even one specific assemblage, while potential differences
in site activities and occupation histories have no influence on cultural units. Such premises can
certainly be questioned (cf. Rasic 2011:159).
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Table 5 Radiocarbon dates from late Pleistocene / early Holocene fluted point sites in northern
Alaska used for calibration (references: Young and Gilbert-Young 2007; Hedman 2010; Hedman
et al. 2011)
Site
Raven Bluff

Component /
Level

Method

Mat.
dated

RCYBP

CALBP

level 5,
strat. unit III

Beta-248991

AMS

bone

9800

±

60

11220 ±

50

unreported

Beta-292238

AMS

bone

9870

±

60

11310 ±

70

level 7,
strat. unit III

Beta-266924

AMS

bone

9870

±

70

11330 ± 100

unreported

Beta-292236

AMS

bone

10060 ±

50

11590 ± 150

Beta-266923

AMS

bone

10120 ±

70

11730 ± 200

level 11,
strat. unit III

UCI-67492

AMS?

bone

10130 ±

70

11740 ± 190

level 8,
strat. unit III

Beta-248992

AMS

bone

10210 ±

60

11920 ± 120

level 7,
strat. unit III

UCI-67489

AMS?

bone

10250 ±

70

12000 ± 160

level 5,
strat. unit III

UCI-67488

AMS?

bone

10280 ±

80

12100 ± 220

level 10,
strat. unit III

UCI-67491

AMS?

bone

10500 ±

70

12450 ± 170

level 9,
strat. unit III

UCI-67490

AMS?

bone

10530 ±

80

12470 ± 170

level 8,
strat. unit III

Beta-266925

AMS

bone

10720 ±

50

12720 ±

30

unreported

Beta-292235

AMS

bone

11050 ±

50

12950 ±

80

Beta-208369

AMS

charcoal

9480

±

40

10830 ± 160

Beta-208367

AMS

charcoal

10060 ±

40

11590 ± 130

Beta-203830

AMS

charcoal

10250 ±

60

11990 ± 140

Beta-208368

AMS

charcoal

10250 ±

60

11990 ± 140

level 8,
unit III

Serpentine Hot
Springs

Lab Nr

strat.

characterized by distinct lanceolate projectile points comparable to types from the midcontinent. The exact relations of these northern lanceolate point forms, their age, and
their connection to other distinct technologies, above all microblade technology, are
unclear and much debated. Whether these industries are connected to the mid-continent
remains subject to debate as well. Be as it may, they constitute a significant part in the
colonization of Eastern Beringia as a whole, as they represent the earliest settlement of
the Eastern Beringian Arctic, and shall be discussed in the following.
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Fig. 4.12 Calibrated radiocarbon dates from late Pleistocene / early Holocene fluted point sites
in northern Alaska

4.1.2.2 The Mesa Complex
The term “Mesa Complex” was established after the discovery and subsequent
investigations of the Mesa site in the central Brooks Range (Fig. 4.11; Kunz and Reanier
1994; 1995; 1996; Kunz et al. 2003). Originally thought to be a northern Alaskan entity,
it has now become obvious through the discovery of the Spein Mountain site that the
Mesa Complex is apparently not restricted to Arctic regions (Ackerman 1996c; Ackerman
2001; Bever 2000; Bever 2001b). Still, so far most of the sites assigned to this complex
are located in northern Alaska.
The eponymous Mesa site lies on the northern flank of the Endicott Mountains in the
central Brooks Range, on top of a mesa-like ridge about 60 m above the valley floor of
the adjacent Iteriak Creek. It was discovered in 1978 and excavated during numerous
seasons between 1979 and 1999. Although soil development on the mesa is thin like
at many other Arctic sites, there is an exceptional preservation of 40 hearth features
and numerous concentrations with more than 121,000 stone artifacts. The assemblage
contains over 400 formal tools, including 154 characteristic lanceolate projectile points
(“Mesa points”; Pl. 44, 1), other finished bifaces of unknown function, and bifaces from
different manufacturing stages. In addition, there are gravers, scrapers, retouched flakes,
and two flake cores (Kunz et al. 2003:27 ff.).
The Mesa site was interpreted as a hunting lookout and an accumulation of short-term
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activity areas. A related base camp might have existed in the valley, though there is still
no evidence (Kunz et al. 2003:40 f.). More than 50 radiocarbon dates from 28 hearths
show that the site was revisited over a time period of at least several hundred years,
mostly during the younger Dryas and the early Holocene (Table 6; Fig. 4.13; cf. Appendix
1). Different phases of occupation cannot be separated. Two samples from one hearth
feature produced dates of ca. 11,200 and 11,700 BP (ca. 13,100 and 13,600 cal BP). These
dates have been much debated and rejected by some (e.g. Hamilton and Goebel 1999),
as they appear like outliers in the whole series of dates (Bever 2000:119 ff.). However,
there seem to be no convincing arguments for the exclusion of these dates. According to
the field notes the hearth was excavated and materials collected in the standard manner
without anomalies, and the radiocarbon laboratory reported no procedural problems
(Kunz et al. 2003:19 ff.; Bever 2000:119). Several other explanations like contamination,
the old wood effect, or natural fire can also be ruled out (see discussion in Kunz et al.
2003:22 f.; partly contradicting Bever 2000:119 ff.). Accordingly, the two old dates would
indeed represent a very early occupation of the site, approximately 1,000 years earlier
than the main period of occupation. Interesting is the temporal divergence of these dates
of ca. 500 years, even after calibration (Table 6; Fig. 4.13). The same phenomenon can
be observed for younger dates from other hearth features, which might be explained
by the Younger Dryas plateau in the calibration curve (Kunz et al. 2003:19 ff.). Yet, this
cannot be an explanation for the temporal divergence of the pre-11,000 dates, as there
is no plateau in that part of the calibration curve (see Appendix 1). Although it seems
impossible to resolve the problem of the two older dates from the Mesa site, it must be
stated that besides the temporal divergence I see no good reason for the exclusion of
these dates, which suggest an early occupation of the site with a hearth feature and
associated artifacts.
Another interesting and much debated fact about the Mesa site is the presence of a
microblade component. The investigators argue that microblade technology was not part
of the Mesa Complex occupation and instead is the product of a later occupation, maybe
around 3,500 BP like the nearby Lisburne site (Bever 2000:122 ff.; Kunz et al. 2003:38).
Main arguments for the exclusion of the microblade component are raw material and
spatial distribution (Bever 2000:122 ff.; Kunz et al. 2003:35 ff.; Bever 2008).
The investigators postulate a spatial separation of the microblade component from the
Mesa occupation, while they admit that there is spatial overlap of microblade and Mesa
artifacts (see Bever 2000:124; Kunz et al. 2003:36 Figure 25; Bever 2008:138 ff.). The
fact that microblade artifacts only appear in locality A and cluster in sublocality A 1/2 - an
observation that is emphasized (Kunz et al. 2003:35; cf. Bever 2000:124; 2008:137) – is,
however, not necessarily special, considering potential distinct activity areas at hunterTable 6 (next two pages) Radiocarbon dates from Mesa Complex sites used for calibration
(references: Kunz and Reanier 1996; Ackerman 1996c; Kunz et al. 2003; Bever 2006b;
Hoffecker and Elias 2007)
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Site
Mesa Site

Locality
East Ridge

locality A

locality B

Method

Mat.
dated

Beta-120397

conv.

charcoal

8820

± 230

Beta-120400

AMS

charcoal

9740

±

Beta-130577

AMS

charcoal

9780

GX-26567AMS

AMS

charcoal

9930

Beta-125998

AMS

Beta-125997

Lab Nr

RCYBP

CALBP
9900 ±

280

50

11170 ±

50

±

40

11210 ±

30

±

40

11370 ±

90

charcoal

10030 ±

40

11540 ±

130

AMS

charcoal

10080 ±

40

11630 ±

140

Beta-125995

conv.

charcoal

9160

± 140

10370 ±

160

Beta-140199

conv.

charcoal

9500

± 190

10810 ±

270

Beta-96065

AMS

charcoal

9810

± 110

11250 ±

170

Beta-96067

AMS

charcoal

9850

± 150

11350 ±

260

Beta-119100

AMS

charcoal

10000 ±

50

11490 ±

130

Beta-118584

AMS

charcoal

10040 ±

50

11560 ±

140

Beta-118583

AMS

charcoal

10050 ±

50

11580 ±

140

Beta-84650

AMS

charcoal

10080 ±

50

11630 ±

160

Beta-96068

AMS

charcoal

10080 ± 120

11670 ±

250

Beta-95913

AMS

charcoal

10080 ±

60

11640 ±

170

Beta-50428;
ETH-9086

AMS

charcoal

10090 ±

85

11670 ±

220

Beta-96066

AMS

charcoal

10090 ± 110

11680 ±

240

Beta-118582

AMS

charcoal

10100 ±

50

11690 ±

170

Beta-142262

AMS

charcoal

10120 ±

50

11760 ±

160

Beta-118585

AMS

charcoal

10130 ±

50

11780 ±

150

Beta-95914

AMS

charcoal

10130 ±

60

11760 ±

170

Beta-96069

AMS

charcoal

10150 ± 130

11780 ±

280

Beta-118581

AMS

charcoal

10170 ±

50

11860 ±

120

Beta-95600

AMS

charcoal

10230 ±

60

11950 ±

120

Beta-96070

AMS

charcoal

10260 ± 110

12060 ±

270

Beta-69899;
CAMS-11036

AMS

charcoal

9900

±

80

11410 ±

150

Beta-57429;
CAMS-4146

AMS

charcoal

9900

±

70

11390 ±

130

Beta-55284;
CAMS-3570

AMS

charcoal

9930

±

80

11440 ±

150

Beta-84649

AMS

charcoal

9980

±

60

11470 ±

140
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Beta-55285;
CAMS-3571

AMS

charcoal

10000 ±

80

11520 ±

170

Beta-69900;
CAMS-11037

AMS

charcoal

10050 ±

90

11600 ±

200

Beta-55283;
CAMS-3569

AMS

charcoal

10240 ±

80

11990 ±

180

Beta-57430

AMS

charcoal

11190 ±

70

13110 ±

90 *

Beta-55286

AMS

charcoal

11660 ±

80

13550 ±

110 *

Beta-140198

conv.

charcoal

9480

± 710

10920 ± 1010

Beta-36805;
ETH-6570

AMS

charcoal

9730

±

80

11060 ±

160

Beta-120793

AMS

charcoal

9800

±

60

11220 ±

50

Beta-120399

AMS

charcoal

9860

±

50

11280 ±

50

Beta-120389

AMS

charcoal

9920

±

50

11370 ±

100

Beta-133354

AMS

charcoal

9950

±

60

11440 ±

140

Beta-55282;
CAMS-3568

AMS

charcoal

9990

±

80

11510 ±

170

Beta-69898;
CAMS-11035

AMS

charcoal

10070 ±

60

11620 ±

170

Beta-142261

AMS

charcoal

10080 ±

50

11630 ±

160

Beta-133353

AMS

charcoal

10180 ±

60

11870 ±

130

Bedwell

Beta-69895;
CAMS-11032

AMS

charcoal

10490 ±

70

12430 ±

170

Hilltop

CAMS-11034

AMS

charcoal

10360 ±

60

12290 ±

170

Beta-64471;
CAMS-8281

conv.

charcoal

10050 ±

90

11600 ±

200

Mesa Site

locality B

Saddle

Spein
Mountain

O63

* obtained from a split sample

gatherer campsites. Regarding the clear cluster of microblade artifacts in sublocality A 1/2
and the overall spatial overlap of all microblade artifacts with Mesa artifacts, it is important
to point out that some pieces are found in other sublocalities. Most likely the microblade
artifact cluster represents a rather short single event. As such, if it indeed was a short
occupation several millennia later and totally independent of the Mesa occupation, it
seems odd that single pieces found their way to other concentrations of Mesa artifacts. It
should be stressed that a closer examination of the distribution maps presented by Bever
(2008) in fact reveals no clearly recognizable overall spatial separation of the Mesa
occupation and microblade artifacts. In sublocality A 1/2 – the center of argumentation for
a separation of the microblade component – clusters of “Mesa artifacts” and “microblade
artifacts” show clear overlap. In addition, the microblade cluster is less than 2 m away
from the assumed hearth, which is by no means an argument for a spatial separation.
Another reason to exclude the microblade component could be the used raw material
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Fig. 4.13 Calibrated radiocarbon dates from Mesa Complex sites in northern Alaska

types (Kunz et al. 2003:37 f.; cf. Bever 2000:126 ff.; 2008). The raw material composition
of the microblade component does, indeed, appear specific, but as a matter of fact it
supports the inclusion of this component in the Mesa Complex as much as it supposedly
speaks for a separation. The investigators argue for the separation of the microblade
component for several reasons. More than half of the microblades are made from exotic
raw materials that were not used for diagnostic Mesa artifacts. They are probably not
locally available, and the nearest known outcrop of one of these materials is about
100 km to the west. The exotic raw material types were supposedly not used by “the
Paleoindian occupants” (Kunz et al. 2003:37). In addition, there is a finished Mesa biface
within a cluster of artifacts including both Mesa and microblade artifacts. This biface was
reworked into an atypical microblade core, which – according to Kunz et al. (2003:38;
cf. Bever 2000:130 f.; 2008:143 f.) – shows that the microblade component is younger
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than the Mesa occupation, as this biface was supposedly collected and used by later
occupants.
Some interesting facts mentioned by the investigators are worth reviewing here. It
is pointed out that about a third of microblades were made from the same local raw
material as the Mesa artifacts (Kunz et al. 2003:37; Bever 2000:126; 2008:138). This
is a significant overlap in raw material that would not justify a separation, especially
considering the spatial overlap as well.
The cluster of microblade artifacts in sublocality A 1/2 produced small bifacial pressure
flakes of exotic material indicating bifacial reduction (Kunz et al. 2003:37; Bever
2000:128; 2008:140). A separation of these pieces and an assignment to a later
microblade component is problematic here. Bifacial pressure flakes are part of the Mesa
assemblage as well. At the same time, there is the already mentioned overlap of Mesa
and microblade artifacts with respect to both raw material and spatial distribution. It is
not reasonable to separate a group of artifacts of one (exotic) raw material, while another
(local) raw material does not allow such a distinction. The fact that no diagnostic Mesa
artifacts were made from exotic raw materials is not necessarily a reason to exclude
pieces of this material from the Mesa assemblage. Bifaces that were made from exotic
raw materials might have been produced during former stays at distant campsites. They
may have been brought to the Mesa site, where they were further reworked or reduced,
and exported from the site afterwards, thus merely leaving behind flakes from their
reduction.
Finally, the reworked Mesa biface that is supposed to show that this piece was collected
and reworked by later occupants can also be interpreted in an opposite way. It might
show the contemporaneous presence of both Mesa bifacial and microblade technology.
Kunz et al. (2003:38) argue along different lines, as this piece is exceptional and the way
it was reworked is not part of typical Mesa technology. An alternative explanation would
be the generally rare implementation of microblade technology on a hunting campsite
like the Mesa site. This could explain why there are not many but few bifaces that were
reworked into microblade cores.
In the end, the Mesa microblade component leaves much room for interpretation, and a
clarification of the problem seems difficult. However, in my view it should not necessarily
be excluded from the Mesa occupation. The microblade component could well represent
distinct activities on the site. It can also be regarded as a distinct “occupation”, but
it cannot be clarified when exactly this occupation occurred in relation to the “Mesa
Complex occupation” (few minutes or hundreds of years). Thus, it cannot be generally
excluded from a whole “cultural system”. Due to the assumed main function of the site as
a hunting lookout with production and repair of bifacial projectile points, the production
of microblades may have been an exceptional activity. Why exotic raw material was
preferred (but not exclusively used!) cannot be answered. This would actually also remain
unresolved for a supposed late Holocene microblade occupation. Finally, the presence
of microblade technology as part of the technological repertoire of hunter-gatherers that
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left behind the “Mesa Complex” should be accepted. As such, it can appear on any Mesa
Complex site and does not need to be separated.
After the Mesa Complex had been defined based on the assemblage from the Mesa
Site, other sites were assigned to this industry based on the presence of lanceolate
points similar to the Mesa points. Among these are sites like Bedwell and Hilltop, dated
to the late Pleistocene, and the actually undated Mesa occupation at Putu (Fig. 4.11;
Reanier 1995; 1996; Bever 1999; 2000; 2006a22). Numerous undated and unpublished
surface finds can also be assigned to the Mesa Complex (pers. comm. M. Kunz 2009).
All these assemblages are characterized by Mesa lanceolate points, bifaces of different
manufacturing stages, and gravers. They are often referred to as Paleoindian because
of their similarities with Paleoindian assemblages from the mid-continent.
The dating of the Mesa Complex is somewhat difficult to assess. The most complete
series of radiocarbon dates comes from the Mesa site (Appendix 1; Table 6), spanning a
time period from the mid Younger Dryas to the early Holocene (ca. 11,100 to 12,100 cal
BP), while two dates are older than 13,000 cal BP (Fig. 4.13; see discussion above).
Dates from Bedwell and Hilltop are in the range of ca. 12,100 to 12,700 cal BP, thus
slightly older than the cluster of dates from the Mesa site. Obviously, most occupations
assigned to the Mesa Complex are of Younger Dryas age, while the first appearance of
this “industry” seems evident as early as about 13,500 cal BP at the Mesa site.
Based on the pre-11,000 radiocarbon dates Kunz and Reanier (1994) challenged the
idea of a mid-continental origin of Paleoindians. However, given the cluster of dates
in post-Clovis times the “Mesa Paleoindians” do not represent a good candidate for a
northern Paleoindian progenitor. Alternatively, a migration from the south to the north
has been suggested, thus representing an “incredible journey” of bison hunters from the
plains to the Arctic (Hoffecker 2005; cf. Bever 2001a:175).
Originally the Mesa Complex was a northern Alaskan phenomenon, but since the
discovery of the Spein Mountain site (Ackerman 1996c; Bever 2000; Ackerman 2001) it
has become obvious that we can expect to find Mesa Complex sites outside the Arctic.
Although Spein Mountain is still the only example, it challenges the idea of the Mesa
complex being an entity which is confined in its spatial distribution. This raises further
questions as to its relation to other supposed late Pleistocene complexes in Alaska
(see below, ““Large Game Hunters” Versus “Microblade People”? – Late Pleistocene
Complexes in Alaska, Archaeological Mismatch, and Technological Versatility”, and
“Organizing Late Pleistocene Eastern Beringia: A Trans-Regional Approach”).
Yet, according to the striking typological similarities of the Mesa complex assemblages
and their differences to roughly contemporaneous sites, Bever (2000; 2001b)
differentiated the Mesa complex from other late Pleistocene sites in Alaska and regarded
it as a separate entity. Based on a technological investigation of stone artifacts from
the Mesa site, Hilltop, Putu, Bedwell, and Spein Mountain, Bever found variations in
22
Bever (2006a) dates the Mesa occupation at Putu to approximately 10,500 BP with
reference to the dating of the nearby Bedwell site.
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technological organization, especially of biface production and use, and interpreted it
as an adaptive strategy of landscape use. In this sense all Mesa Complex sites that
have been discovered were used as hunting lookouts though it remains questionable
whether they were all situated near points of aggregation for large game or along animal
migration routes. Whatever the case, these sites certainly appear to have been used
for spotting game in the frame of a much broader settlement system. Whilst waiting for
their quarry to appear, important prepatory tasks were undertaken, e.g. projectile point
production and rejuvenation, and the reduction of biface blanks to preforms and finally
finished points. Through Bever’s analysis it became apparent that there is variation in
technological organization. At Hilltop, for example, biface technology was focused on
producing bifacial blanks and tools on local raw material, which were then exported
from the site, while at the Mesa site the main activity seemed to be point production and
rejuvenation (Bever 2000; 2001b). Accordingly, biface organization in the Mesa complex
was flexible. Different stages like raw material procurement and production, use, and
rejuvenation of bifacial tools took place at different points in the landscape. Bifaces were
not just manufactured, used, and discarded at a single site, but were transported from
one site to another during an early stage of reduction. The aim of this strategy was to
provide usable bifaces at all times, so that these hunter-gatherers could cope with a
variety of situations (Bever 2000:376). The patterns of reduction at the sites point to a
certain amount of planning in both reduction and site use. In Bever’s view raw material
was not procured and modified into tools in an opportunistic way. There was rather an
apparent “scheduling in subsistence activities, resource procurement, and patterns of
mobility” (Bever 2000:377). The hunter-gatherers of the Mesa Complex were supposedly
highly mobile and occupied smaller, shorter campsites during their search for quarry. As
the availability of wild animals was unpredictable, this passive method of spotting game
provided time for the completion of tasks other than hunting (Bever 2000:379 ff.). As the
investigated sites were probably used on multiple occasions, these occupations appear
to have been planned and were part of a structured landscape use (Bever 2000:382).
All in all, Bever’s analysis represents a new approach to Alaskan stone artifact
assemblages and has produced numerous valuable insights into late Pleistocene
subsistence patterns. Nevertheless, there remain some unresolved questions. Most
importantly, the sites assigned to the Mesa Complex only represent hunting lookouts,
which means that there must have existed other types of sites, e.g. residential camps,
killing and butchering sites, or raw material procurement sites (Bever 2000:370 f.; Bever
2001b:112). As Bever states, the Mesa Complex sites “probably reflect a very narrow
range of activities in a full system of adaptation” (Bever 2000:371). This being the case,
the organization and definition of the Mesa Complex as an entity and its meaning for
cultural history may be called into question. The crucial point is, how and whether at all
a residential or raw material procurement camp of the so-called Mesa complex might be
recognized. Diagnostic projectile points may have been produced on hunting lookouts
only, which means that different camps with different functions, potentially occupied
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by one and the same group of hunter-gathers but lacking “diagnostic” Mesa artifacts,
might not be recognized as part of one and the same settlement system. Thus, a strict
differentiation of Mesa Complex sites as separate entities deprives archaeology of the
recognizing relations between seemingly different campsites. This bias might also have
influenced the investigators of the Mesa Site to exclude the microblade component
from the assemblage (see discussion above). Consequently, the definition of the Mesa
Complex and its separation from other late Pleistocene and early Holocene sites in Eastern
Beringia can be questioned. The significance and the consequences in interpretation of
such a separation are important. If this means that we will not be able to recognize the
full variability of hunter-gatherer land use patterns, such definitions should be dropped.
4.1.2.3 The Sluiceway Complex
Similar to the Mesa complex, another industry has been defined on the basis of a
diagnostic bifacial projectile point type and its distinct production technology. Named
after the site of Irwin Sluiceway in the Noatak Basin in northwestern Alaska (Fig. 4.11),
a group of 27 stone tool assemblages and eight isolated projectile points have been
referred to as the Sluiceway Complex and have been subject to a detailed analysis
(Rasic 2008; 2011). All these sites are distributed in the western Brooks Range, the
western part of the Arctic Foothills, and the Noatak Basin. Only very few of these sites
have been radiocarbon dated and none have produced a stratigraphic sequence.
Basically, the Sluiceway Complex sites are all surface sites in character, even though
subsurface finds were discovered at some locations. The only sites with radiocarbon
dates are Tuluaq Hill, Irwin Sluiceway, Nat Pass, and NR-5 (Fig. 4.11). Radiocarbon
ages range between ca. 8,000 and 11,200 BP (ca. 8,900 and 13,100 cal BP). The NR-5
site produced Holocene dates from a possible wildfire only, while Irwin Sluiceway and
Nat Pass produced dates from both the terminal Pleistocene and early Holocene. Tuluaq
Hill has produced the earliest dates, between ca. 11,100 and 11,200 BP (ca. 13,000 and
13,100 cal BP). The determination of a date range for the Sluiceway Complex as a whole
remains difficult due to few sites with chronological control. Rasic (2008:81 f.; 2011)
evaluated the radiocarbon dates from the Sluiceway Complex and suggests an overall
date range between ca. 9,850 and 11,350 BP (ca. 11,200 and 13,200 cal BP). Hence, the
Sluiceway Complex is a late Pleistocene / early Holocene phenomenon. Tuluaq Hill and
Irwin Sluiceway thus far represent the only dated late Pleistocene occupations (Table 7;
Fig. 4.14)23, but in general the whole variety of manifestations of Sluiceway technology
as known from various sites can be expected for the late Pleistocene.
Sluiceway Complex sites are characterized by the presence of diagnostic Sluiceway
points, a distinct type of a lanceolate shaped bifacial projectile point (Pl. 33; 85).
23
One sample from Tuluaq Hill produced a date of 7,950 ± 40 BP (8830 ± 120 CALBP),
which was interpreted as the result of a separate later occupation of the site. The younger date
from Irwin Sluiceway has been interpreted as a spurious outlier. The other two closely aligned
dates are considered the most reliable age estimates (Rasic 2008:81).
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Table 7 Radiocarbon dates from Sluiceway Complex sites used for calibration (references:
Rasic and Gal 2000; Rasic 2008)
Site
Irwin
Sluiceway

Method

Mat.
dated

Beta-120696

AMS?

charcoal

9550

±

50

10910 ± 140

Beta-134677

AMS?

charcoal

10050 ±

70

11590 ± 170

Beta-131336

AMS?

charcoal

10060 ±

80

11610 ± 190

Beta-165299

AMS

charcoal

10010 ±

40

11500 ± 120

Beta-165298

AMS

charcoal

9910

±

40

11330 ±

feature C

Beta-133394

conv.

charcoal

7950

±

40

8830 ± 120

hearth D

Beta-122323

conv.

charcoal

11110 ±

80

13000 ± 100

Beta-159913

conv.

charcoal

11120 ±

40

13010 ±

50

Beta-159915

conv.

charcoal

11160 ±

40

13080 ±

80

Beta-122322

conv.

charcoal

11180 ±

80

13090 ± 100

Beta-133393

conv.

charcoal

11200 ±

40

13140 ±

70

Beta-159914

conv.

charcoal

11200 ±

40

13140 ±

70

Feature
hearth

Nat Pass

Tuluaq Hill

above
hearth D

Lab Nr

RCYBP

CALBP

60

Additionally, there are bifaces of all reduction stages, at some sites in high numbers
(Pl. 34-39; 86-88). Flake tools like gravers, end scrapers, unifaces, and simply retouched
flakes are comparably rare (Pl. 40-41; 88, 3-5). Interestingly, some sites also feature
microblades, microblade cores, and microblade core preforms (Pl. 42, 1; 89). Rasic
(2008; 2011) included these pieces in his investigation (as opposed to Bever 2000).
Although the association between microblade technology and other artifacts at Sluiceway
Complex sites can neither be confirmed nor rejected, there appears to be no reason for
a separation. Thus, microblade technology should rather be regarded as a potential part
of Sluiceway technology.
After an initial detailed analysis of lithic technology at the Tuluaq Hill site (Rasic 2000;
Rasic and Gal 2000), a broad investigation of all sites assigned to the Sluiceway
Complex considered both lithic technology and land use (Rasic 2008; 2011). Comparable
to Bever’s analysis of the Mesa Complex, it became apparent that the Sluiceway
sites are characterized by variation in tool production and site use, which has been
interpreted as reflecting aspects of a prehistoric land use strategy (Rasic 2008:275
ff.; 2011). At various sites the relative amounts of tool classes vary significantly and
different stages of the biface reduction sequence are present. Rasic (2008:277) stresses
that the differences among the assemblages are not simply the result of assemblage
size. Rather, the significant differences between small and large assemblages result
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Fig. 4.14 Calibrated radiocarbon dates from Pleistocene occupations of Sluiceway Complex
sites

from different activities conducted at the sites. Rasic’s analysis detected three main
clusters of sites, which represent different functional categories. The first group consists
of very specialized, short term occupations that produced small assemblages with a
primary focus on projectile point repair and few other activities. Group 2 comprises
small assemblages that resulted from brief occupations of small groups or even single
individuals, undertaking bifacial tool production (either opportunistically or with a certain
emphasis), casual cobble testing, flake blank and partly flake tool production, as well
as weapon repair on a small scale.24 The third main cluster is the most distinct group of
assemblages. It includes large assemblages which have produced all presently known
artifact types of the Sluiceway Complex. Rasic (2008:284 f.) could show that the large
assemblages are not simply the result of several occupations, each of which produced a
distinct small assemblage. Instead, “robust patterns are visible in the large assemblages
and differ from the average small assemblage”, which “suggests that the activities
24
In due consideration of a focus on bifacial tool production and the presence of flake and
unifacial tools at some sites, this group was further divided into three sub-groups (Rasic 2008:278
ff.).
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represented in the large assemblages are qualitatively different, both in relation to the
small assemblages, and within the set of large assemblages” (Rasic 2008:285). Also,
possible repeated occupations did not affect the still apparent assemblage character,
thereby not altering site function, which is a crucial point for the analysis of such (surface)
assemblages.
In a further step, Rasic (2008:286 ff.; 2011) incorporates these results into a model of
subsistence, land use, and seasonal mobility. The distribution of sites from the three
(functional) groups in the different ecoregions of the Noatak Basin, the Brooks Range,
and the Arctic Foothills, was correlated with seasonal presence (or aggregation) and
movements of bison and caribou. Rasic concludes that Sluiceway foragers hunted mainly
bison in the Arctic Foothills during the summer, while caribou was intercepted during
the migration period near the Brooks Range in the fall and spring. For the least mobile
winter season, camps were set up south of the Brooks Range. Most strikingly, small
assemblages with a focus on projectile point repair are, above all, distributed in the Arctic
Foothills region, while none of the large group 3 assemblages have been found in this
area. Accordingly, small hunting parties might have been sent out from residential camps
(in the Brooks Range?) on multi-day trips, and after a kill the camps might have been
moved to kill locations, or meat was transported to the base camp (Rasic 2008:290).
Rasic’s investigation presented an innovative approach to late Pleistocene / early
Holocene sites in Alaska, linking lithic technology and site function with land use and
seasonality. Most importantly, a potential bias was clarified from the very beginning.
Rasic (2008:125) states that “[t]he Sluiceway Complex is considered an analytical
category created for the sake of bounding the research topic and facilitating discussion
of the study assemblages” and that the hunter-gatherers represented by this complex
were not “a people or identity-conscious social group in a ethnographic sense […], or
were necessarily distinct from people in other parts of Alaska who produced stone tool
assemblages of a different character”. The Sluiceway Complex, however, represents “a
consistent behavioral pattern”.
Although Rasic’s model appears conclusive, it should be pointed out that – comparable
to the Mesa complex – it is possible, if not probable, that the land use pattern of these
hunter-gatherers consisted of a higher variability of sites than those that are recognized
as part of the so defined Sluiceway Complex. As a result, it is perhaps debatable whether
the definition of the Sluiceway Complex – as for the Mesa Complex – is valid for the
investigation of land use patterns, when at the same time other potentially contemporary
but undated sites, lacking diagnostic Sluiceway points, are (inadvertently) excluded
from such investigations. It appears highly suspect that tool forms like end scrapers are
extremely rare and burins are totally absent in Sluiceway assemblages. There may well
be sites that complete the land use pattern in which the Sluiceway sites are incorporated,
showing the full expected range of activities on late Pleistocene / early Holocene hunter25

Pages 1 to 3 appear twice. Here I am citing the “second” page 1.
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gatherer campsites, i.e. including the full range of Upper Paleolithic tool types. If these
sites are among dozens of non-diagnostic and undated sites discovered during several
surveys in Noatak National Preserve in northern Alaska (pers. comm. J. Rasic 2010),
or if they are located in other distant regions of (Eastern) Beringia remains subject to
discussion. In any case, it is important to note that all Sluiceway assemblages – regardless
of assemblage size – appear to be very specialized regarding the composition of lithic
tools. It is subject to discussion whether these sites actually represent a complete annual
cycle of a hunter-gatherer settlement system. I will return to this topic in Part II.

4.1.3 Other (Potential) Late Pleistocene / Early Holocene Sites in
Eastern Beringia
In the following I would like to present several important (potential) late Pleistocene /
early Holocene sites that have not been discussed in detail in the previous sections but
which must be considered in the context of the colonization of Beringia.
At some of these sites the cultural remains are ambiguous with respect to their context
and dating, or archaeological investigations are still on-going and to date only allow for
preliminary conclusions. Also, attention will be given to some locations that are presumed
to be older than the generally accepted oldest remains from Eastern Beringia.
4.1.3.1 Central Alaska / Yukon
Upward Sun River Site (Formerly Little Delta Dune Site)
One of the most significant
recent finds in Beringian archaeology was made at the Upward Sun River Site in the
Tanana River Valley (Potter et al. 2011b), previously referred to as the Delta Dune Site
(Potter et al. 2008; Fig. 4.2). During the 2010 field season a terminal Pleistocene / early
Holocene cremation of a child in a house structure was discovered, one of the most
spectacular recent discoveries in Eastern Beringian archaeology.
All in all four cultural components could be detected, of which Component I can be
dated to the late Pleistocene. Components II and III have produced dates from the late
Pleistocene and early Holocene (Table 8; Fig. 4.15).
Three radiocarbon dates from a hearth feature in Component I are statistically
contemporaneous and the occupation can be dated to ca. 11,300 BP (ca. 13,200 cal
BP). The lithic assemblage so far only consists of several flakes. In addition, over 300
faunal fragments with a total weight of ca. 18 g were discovered (until 2008; Potter et al.
2008). Identified species include waterfowl, artiodactyls like bison, moose, or wapiti, small
mammals, and a medium sized canid, likely fox. Notable is the discovery of bearberry
seeds. The investigators infer a fall occupation from the presence of bearberries and
waterfowl; waterfowl vulnerability is high during this period of high energy demand, which
is during molt in early fall (Potter et al. 2008:134).
Component I of the Upward Sun River Site adds another late Pleistocene component to
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Table 8 Radiocarbon dates from the Upward Sun River Site Components I to III used for
calibration (reference: Potter et al. 2008; Potter et al. 2011b)
Site
Upward Sun
River Site

Component /
Level
Component I

Component II

Component III

Method

Mat.
dated

Beta-76863

AMS

charcoal

11250 ±

60

13160 ±

60 *

Beta-232394

AMS

charcoal

11300 ±

40

13180 ±

60 *

Beta-233316

AMS

charcoal

11420 ±

60

13320 ±

70

Beta-286266

AMS

charcoal

9220

±

40

10390 ±

80

Beta-288418

AMS

charcoal

9290

±

50

10470 ±

90

Beta-286268

AMS

charcoal

9310

±

40

10510 ±

70

Beta-232393

AMS

charcoal

9670

±

40

11030 ± 140

Beta-288416

AMS

charcoal

9720

±

50

11090 ± 120

Beta-280914

AMS

charcoal

10090 ±

50

11660 ± 160

Beta-286267

AMS

charcoal

10180 ±

50

11880 ± 110

Beta-286265

AMS

charcoal

9030

±

40

10210 ±

Beta-220218

AMS

charcoal

9650

±

60

11000 ± 150

Beta280913

AMS

charcoal

9720

±

50

11090 ± 120

Beta-280584

AMS

charcoal

9920

±

80

11430 ± 150 **

Beta-280585

AMS

charcoal

9990

±

50

11470 ± 130 **

Beta-280586

AMS

charcoal

10020 ±

50

11530 ± 140 **

Beta-280587

AMS

charcoal

10130 ±

50

11780 ± 150

Lab Nr

RCYBP

CALBP

30

* obtained from split sample
** from the cremation pit

the lower cultural zones of Swan Point, Broken Mammoth, and Mead in the Tanana River
Valley. Although the lithic assemblage is as yet too small and non-diagnostic to draw
further conclusions, the present faunal remains already point to similarities with Broken
Mammoth, i.e. a high variety of quarry and an apparent subsistence diversity.
The most significant find, however, came from Component III, one of the terminal
Pleistocene / early Holocene components. During the 2010 excavation a burial and
house structure were identified (Potter et al. 2011b). The burial is the cremation of a
two to three year old child in a pit hearth within a dwelling feature with post molds.
Faunal remains were discovered underneath the cremation. The pit had been used as a
cooking hearth, cooking debris area, and/or cache pit before it was used for the burial.
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Fig. 4.15 Calibrated radiocarbon dates from the Upward Sun River Site Components I to III

There were no grave goods, but two small ochre fragments were found near the human
remains, perhaps representing ritual activities.
The faunal remains are dominated by salmonid fish and small mammals and indicate a
mid-summer occupation. Over 350 lithic artifacts were directly associated with the house
feature. The debitage indicates tool maintenance rather than production. Four tools are
present in this assemblage (three retouched flakes and a biface), while additional bifaces
were discovered in Component III in the main excavation block ca. 10 m west of the
house.
So far, the Upward Sun River Site is one of altogether only two Pleistocene sites with
burials in Beringia, together with Ushki 1 in Kamchatka (see below, “The Archaeological
Record of Western Beringia – A Uniform (Re)Colonization Process?”). Also, these two
sites are the only evidence for residential structures of late Pleistocene / early Holocene
hunter-gatherers in this vast region.
With respect to other roughly contemporaneous sites, the cultural sequence at the
Upward Sun River Site indicates the presence of a single broad technological tradition
with variation in habitat use, seasonality, and mobility. Potter et al. (2011b:1060 f.) merely
refer to Component III, which they relate to the so-called Denali Complex. However,
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regardless of possible cultural affiliations all late Pleistocene / early Holocene cultural
components of the site can be seen in the context of the variable archaeological record
of Eastern Beringia, signifying the high variation of settlement patterns and subsistence
strategies over time and space.
Owl Ridge
The Owl Ridge site is located on the Teklanika River in the north-central
foothills of the Alaska Range (Fig. 4.2). Powers and Hoffecker (1989) included its lowest
component in their original definition of the Nenana Complex as the only site outside the
Nenana River Valley. Since its discovery in 1976 and subsequent excavations in the late
1970s and 80s, the site has been subject to recent excavations to re-evaluate its cultural
sequence (Graf and Goebel 2010).
There are three distinct cultural components with as yet rather small tool assemblages.
Components I and II could be dated to the Pleistocene (Hoffecker et al. 1996b; Graf and
Goebel 2010; Table 9; Fig. 4.16), while Component III is Holocene in age (Hoffecker et
al. 1996b). The lowest (“Nenana”) level – dated to the Late Glacial Interstadial Complex
– is characterized by small bifaces and so far by the absence of microblade technology.
Component II – dated to the Younger Dryas – has produced bifaces, a concave-based
bifacial projectile point, and a microblade fragment (Hoffecker et al. 1996b; Graf et al.
2010; Graf and Goebel 2010).
While investigations are still in progress, the currently available data from Owl Ridge has
proven the presence of two separate Pleistocene components, possibly with different
activity focuses (Graf and Goebel 2010; Graf and Younie 2011).
Teklanika West
Teklanika West is located in the upper Teklanika River Valley in
the central Alaska Range at an elevation of over 750 m above sea level (Fig. 4.2). After
several excavations in the 1960s, 70s, and 90s, the cultural sequence of the site and
its dating remained unclear (West 1996f; Goebel 1996). The most recent investigation
was conducted in 2009 and led to the establishment of a cultural sequence of altogether
five cultural components, spanning the time period from the late Pleistocene to the
Athapaskan tradition (Coffman 2011; Coffman and Potter 2011).
The lowermost Component I could be dated to the end of the Late Glacial Interstadial
(Table 10; Fig. 4.17). Lithic artifacts point to a focus on bifacial tool production.
Bifaces recovered during the 2009 excavation are a mid-stage bifacial knife and the
basal fragment of a projectile point with heavy edge grinding (Coffman 2011:106 f.).
The complete projectile was most probably a lanceolate point. Faunal remains include
two identifiable bison bones: fragments of a tibia and a femur. These two bones were
associated with cultural materials. Radiocarbon dating of the bison bones established a
Pleistocene age for Component I (Coffman 2011:75 ff.).
Chugwater
The site of Chugwater is located in the Tanana River Valley, ca. 35 km
southeast of Fairbanks on Moose Creek Bluff (Fig. 4.2). Surveys and excavations were
conducted between 1976 and 1987, yielding three cultural components. Components I
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Table 9 Radiocarbon dates from Owl Ridge Components I and II used for calibration
(references: Graf and Goebel 2010; Hoffecker et al. 1996b)
Site
Owl Ridge

Component /
Level
Component II

Component I

Method

Mat.
dated

GX-6283

conv.

charcoal

9325

AA-86967

AMS

charcoal?

10120 ±

70

11730 ± 200

UCIAMS71260

AMS

charcoal?

10130 ±

20

11810 ± 110

AA-86966

AMS

charcoal?

10290 ±

80

12130 ± 210

AA-86965

AMS

charcoal?

10290 ±

60

12140 ± 160

AA-86961

AMS

charcoal?

10330 ±

70

12230 ± 180

AA-86963

AMS

charcoal?

10340 ±

70

12250 ± 180

AA-86962

AMS

charcoal?

10350 ±

60

12270 ± 170

AA-86960

AMS

charcoal?

10410 ±

60

12350 ± 160

AA-86964

AMS

charcoal?

10420 ±

60

12350 ± 160

AA-86968

AMS

charcoal?

10440 ±

60

12380 ± 160

UCIAMS-71261 AMS

charcoal?

10490 ±

30

12500 ± 100

AA-86969

AMS

charcoal?

11060 ±

60

12960 ±

B-11209

conv.

charcoal

11340 ± 150

Lab Nr

RCYBP

CALBP

± 305

10610 ± 420

80

13250 ± 160

and II are probably late Pleistocene / early Holocene in age, the lowermost component
being assigned to the so-called Nenana Complex, and Component II to the Denali
Complex. Component I produced only eleven tools, including at least one teardropshaped Chindadn point and several end scrapers (see Lively 1996:310 Figure 6-4).
Component II comprises 20 tools, including small bifaces, gravers, scrapers, point
fragments, and retouched flakes. In addition, microblade technology is present with a
wedge-shaped microblade core and 22 microblades. A series of 23 radiocarbon dates
was obtained from the site (see Appendix 1)26, but dating has been problematic due to
questionable associations of the charcoal samples with stratigraphic units and artifacts.
The site with its shallow sediment has suffered from cryoturbation, root penetration, and
human activity (Lively 1996). The chronology of Chugwater can presently not be clarified
and none of the dated samples can be reliably associated with any of the three cultural
components (Erlandson et al. 1991; Peterson 2010). Regarding typological similarities of
Component I with the so-called Nenana Complex, a Pleistocene age of this assemblage
26
In addition to the 20 dates published by Lively (1996), three charcoal samples were
dated recently, all late Holocene in age (Peterson 2010).
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Fig. 4.16 Calibrated radiocarbon dates from Owl Ridge Components I and II

has been suggested and might be possible, though none of the obtained radiocarbon
dates is Pleistocene in age.
Panguingue Creek
Located in the northern foothills region of the Alaska Range
(Fig. 4.2), the site of Panguingue Creek might represent another terminal Pleistocene
occupation in the Nenana River Valley. Panguingue Creek is a stratified site that yielded
three components. It was discovered in 1976 and excavations were conducted in 1977,
1985, and 1991. The lithic assemblage of the lowermost Component I consists of a
small number of artifacts with only few modified pieces. There are two lanceolate points,
three scrapers, and a (flake?) core (Goebel and Bigelow 1996). The assemblage has
been assigned to the Denail Complex (Goebel and Bigelow 1992), though the small tool
assemblage does not allow for a typological assignment (Goebel and Bigelow 1996).
Radiocarbon dates obtained from Component I range between ca. 10,200 to 8,200 BP
(ca. 11,800 to 9,100 cal BP; Table 11; Fig. 4.18). A Pleistocene occupation of the site may
be possible, but cannot be confirmed by the available radiocarbon dates.
Bull River II The site of Bull River II was discovered during survey work in Denali
National Park in 2007 (Fig. 4.2) and represents one of altogether eleven newly discovered
sites in the area (Wygal 2009; 2010). The site was part of a broader investigation of
the late Pleistocene / early Holocene microblade/non-microblade dichotomy in central
Alaska by Wygal, leading to the conclusion that the presence and absence of microblade
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Table 10 Radiocarbon dates from Teklanika West Component I (reference: Coffman 2011)
Site
Teklanika
West

Component /
Level
Component I

Method

Mat.
dated

Beta-283333

AMS

bone

10920 ±

50

12840 ±

70

Beta-292111

AMS

bone

11080 ±

50

12980 ±

70

Lab Nr

RCYBP

CALBP

Fig. 4.17 Calibrated radiocarbon dates from Teklanika West Component I

technology is the result of seasonality and upland vs. lowland site use (Wygal 2009;
2010). Among the sites included in Wygal’s study Bull River II was the only one that could
be securely dated to the Pleistocene through radiocarbon dating.
Four radiocarbon dates were obtained and place the occupation into the Younger Dryas
(Table 12; Fig. 4.19). Artifacts were discovered in a distinct paleosol with resinous stains,
possibly resulting from bone burning activities in some areas, which led to the conclusion
that an intact occupation surface was preserved at Bull River II (Wygal 2009:101 f.). While
faunal remains were not preserved, there is a fairly rich lithic assemblage. This consists
of almost 600 pieces of debitage and 13 tools, primarily made from local siltstone. The
tool assemblage produced unfinished biface fragments, retouched flakes and a notched
flake. The primary activities conducted at the site were probably lithic procurement and
biface production, presumably during a spring or summer occupation (Wygal 2009;
2010).
Little John Site
The little John Site is located at the very southeastern end of
Beringia, in southwestern Yukon, Canada, only 2 km east of the Alaskan border (Fig.
4.2). Recent excavations produced evidence for several cultural components, two of
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Table 11 Radiocarbon dates from Panguingue Creek Component I used for calibration (reference: Goebel and Bigelow 1992; Goebel and Bigelow 1996)
Site
Panguingue
Creek

Component /
Level
Component I

Method

Mat.
dated

AA-1687

C14

charcoal

8170

± 120

GX-17457

C14

charcoal

9836

±

AA-1686

C14

charcoal

10180 ± 130

Lab Nr

RCYBP

CALBP

62

9130 ± 170
11270 ±

60

11840 ± 290

Fig. 4.18 Calibrated radiocarbon dates from Panguingue Creek Component I

which are late Pleistocene / early Holocene in age (Easton et al. 2007; Yesner et al.
2008; Easton et al. 2009; Easton et al. 2011; Yesner et al. 2011; Easton et al. 2012).
The assemblage from the basal loess layer in the West Lobe includes teardrop-shaped
Chindadn points, bifaces, and a variety of scraper forms and has been assigned to the socalled Chindadn and/or Nenana Complex (Easton et al. 2007; Easton et al. 2009; Easton
et al. 2011). Microblade technology is absent, while a single microblade is interpreted as
intrusive (Easton et al. 2011:295). The overlaying B2 Horizon in the West Lobe contained
an assemblage of bifacial projectile point fragments, other bifaces, scrapers, and burins.
Microblades, microblade core tablets, and irregular microblade core fragments testify
to the presence of microblade technology. This assemblage has been assigned to the
Denali Complex (Easton et al. 2007; Easton et al. 2009; Easton et al. 2011).
The basal loess at the East Lobe has thus far only produced non-diagnostic artifacts,
including a single flake core, hammerstones, and flakes. The overlaying Paleosol
Complex in the East Lobe produced an assemblage with foliate bifaces, retouched
flakes, and a fragment of a probable wedge-shaped microblade core.
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Table 12 Radiocarbon dates from Bull River II (reference: Wygal 2009)
Site
Bull River II

Component /
Level
layer 3

Method

Mat.
dated

Beta-234748

AMS

charcoal

10310 ±

50

12180 ± 150

Beta-234749

AMS

charcoal

10350 ±

50

12260 ± 150

Beta-234746

AMS

charcoal

10460 ±

50

12410 ± 150

Beta-234747

AMS

charcoal

10490 ±

50

12460 ± 140

Lab Nr

RCYBP

CALBP

Fig. 4.19 Calibrated radiocarbon dates from Bull River II

Noteworthy is the rich faunal material from the East Lobe Paleosol Complex. Remains
of bison, elk or wapiti, caribou, moose, hare, swan, and other unidentified birds reveal a
broad-based subsistence strategy focused on large game hunting (Yesner et al. 2008;
Easton et al. 2011; Yesner et al. 2011). Faunal remains from the lower loess are scarce.
During recent excavations a wooden feature was discovered in the “Denali” component
of the East Lobe (Easton et al. 2012). It shows a circle like shape, but the origin is as yet
unknown. A radiocarbon date of 10,840 ± 50 BP (12,790 ± 50 cal BP) was obtained from
a sample of these wooden remains.
Other radiocarbon dates in more reliable association with cultural remains could thus
far be made on bone samples recovered from the Paleosol and from the Loess below
the Paleosol in the East Lobe (Table 13). When the date from the wooden feature is
disregarded, the “Denali” assemblage can be dated to a period between ca. 10,000
and 8,900 BP (ca. 11,500 and 10,000 cal BP) and is thus early Holocene in age. The
underlying horizon produced two divergent dates from GI-1 (Fig. 4.20). No datable
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Table 13 Radiocarbon dates from the Little John Site (East Lobe) used for calibration
(reference: Easton et al. 2009; pers. comm. N. Easton 2011)
Method

Mat.
dated

Paleosol / "Denali"
Little John Site
Beta-182798
component

AMS

bone

8890

±

50

10030 ± 110

Beta-217279

AMS

bone

9530

±

40

10900 ± 140

Beta-218235

AMS

bone

9550

±

50

10910 ± 140

Beta-241522

AMS

bone

9580

±

60

10940 ± 140

Beta-241525

AMS

bone

10000 ±

60

11500 ± 150

UCIAMS-88769

AMS

bone

10960 ±

30

12860 ±

Beta-241523

AMS

bone

12020 ±

70

13920 ± 100

Site

Component /
Level

Loess below
Paleosol

Lab Nr

RCYBP

CALBP

60

Fig. 4.20 Calibrated radiocarbon dates from the Little John Site (East Lobe)

materials have been recovered from the “Chindadn/Nenana” levels in the West Lobe, thus
this assemblage, which includes teardrop-shaped Chindadn points, remains undated.
While originally a culture-chronological Nenana-Denali sequence was recognized,
recently a more tentative re-evaluation has been proposed (Easton et al. 2009; Easton
et al. 2011).
Bluefish Caves and Old Crow Basin
Lithic artifacts and above all faunal remains
from the Bluefish Caves and several localities in the Old Crow Basin in northwestern
Yukon have been the basis for controversial interpretations regarding the earliest human
presence in Eastern Beringia. The three Bluefish Caves are located in a limestone
formation on the Bluefish River, ca. 50 km southwest of the village Old Crow, in
northwestern Yukon, Canada (Fig. 4.1). Excavations inside and immediately outside the
caves between 1977 and 1987 revealed a stratigraphy spanning at least the last 25,000
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years (Cinq-Mars 1990; Cinq-Mars and Morlan 1999). Faunal remains from the lowest
loess layer (Unit B) have testified to the presence of various Pleistocene mammals
referred to as “Mammoth fauna”, including mammoth, bison, horse, sheep, caribou,
moose, wapiti, saiga, muskox, several carnivores, a large variety of smaller mammals,
birds, and fish (Cinq-Mars and Morlan 1999:202; cf. Guthrie 1982). Palynological studies
found a vegetation shift from xeric herbaceous tundra to mesic shrub tundra, which is
supposed to have occurred around 13,500 cal BP (Cinq-Mars 1990; Cinq-Mars and
Morlan 1999). All in all, the lower loess layer comprises a period of approximately 15,000
years, from ca. 25,000 to 10,000 cal BP.
Besides faunal and pollen remains, the Bluefish Caves also yielded stone artifacts,
including microblade cores, microblades, core tablets, burins, and burin spalls. They
correspond to central Alaskan specimens assigned to the Denali Complex. Although the
age of the lithic industry could not be precisely determined, it has been assumed that it
is at least 10,500 years old, if not older (Cinq-Mars 1990; Cinq-Mars and Morlan 1999).
The most noteworthy finds from the Bluefish Caves are bones which are believed to
show signs of human modification. A bone core with a refitted flake (Cinq-Mars and
Morlan 1999:205 Figure 5) and two bone tools have produced dates between ca. 13,600
and 24,300 BP (ca. 16,900 and 29,300 cal BP; see Appendix 1).
In addition to these old dates from Bluefish Caves, numerous modified bones have also
been recovered from unreliable contexts at several locations in the nearby Old Crow
Basin. Radiocarbon dates range from ca. 25,200 to 42,000 BP (over 30,000 to in excess
of 45,000 cal BP; see Appendix 1).
The early human presence in Eastern Beringia as derived from the modified bones from
Bluefish Caves and Old Crow Basin has mostly been rejected for several reasons. First,
some of the unambiguous bone tools have since been re-dated to the late Holocene
(Nelson et al. 1986); second, the human origin of the aforementioned bone modification
is at most tentative, as natural mechanisms may equally account for these breakages.
For this reason, the bone modifications have not been universally accepted (e.g. Guthrie
1984; Dixon 1999:68 ff.; Wilson and Burns 1999; Bever 2001a:171 f.). Third, and finally,
bone modification might also have been made on fossil bones relatively recently (Guthrie
1984:236).
Cinq-Mars and Morlan have recently attempted to dispel any doubts expressed against
the Bluefish Caves and Old Crow finds (Cinq-Mars and Morlan 1999; Morlan 2003). Still,
even though bone flaking technology was part of the whole Eurasian Paleolithic (Morlan
2003:129) and bone modification patterns are supposed to have occurred in North
America in pre-Clovis times (Stanford et al. 2005:322 ff.), most researchers do not include
Bluefish Caves and Old Crow Basin in the group of reliable sites for the investigation of
the colonization of Beringia. An additional reason besides the questionable reliability of
bone modification evidence might be the lack of a clearly associated and dated lithic
industry.
All in all, it is difficult to evaluate the artifacts from Bluefish Caves and Old Crow Basin,
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but based on the serious criticism expressed by numerous researchers, the lack of a
reliably dated archaeological context, and the absence of a clearly associated pre-LGM
lithic industry, it seems justifiable to exclude this ubiquitous archaeological record from
any further considerations of Beringian colonization.
Further recent discoveries and ongoing investigations in central Alaska
In addition to the sites already discussed in this chapter, there are ongoing investigations
which have produced, and still are producing, more and more evidence for the late
Pleistocene occupation of Eastern Beringia. Especially central Alaska has lately become
an extremely promising area for further discoveries. For this reason, I would like to point
out some recently investigated sites that will certainly contribute significantly to Beringian
archaeology and our understanding of late Pleistocene hunter-gatherers in this region
in the near future. Fortunately, the currently available data from these sites, especially
radiocarbon dates, already allow for their incorporation into the broader picture of the late
Pleistocene colonization of Eastern Beringia.
Recently C. Gelvin-Reymiller and J. Reuther have conducted research along the
shores of Quartz Lake in the Tanana Valley and detected human presence throughout
the Holocene (Gelvin-Reymiller and Reuther 2011). One of the newly discovered sites
– the multi-component Bachner Site (Fig. 4.2) – has also produced two Pleistocene
radiocarbon dates, which indicate late Pleistocene occupations at Quartz Lake (Table
14; Fig. 4.21). These dates are associated with paleosols and artifacts in a loess layer
as deep as 165 cm below surface. Apparently, two separate occupations have been
detected, one during GI-1a and one towards the end of GS-1 (Fig. 4.21). So far, the small
test excavations have produced lithic flakes and bone fragments (large mammal and
possibly bird) for the late Pleistocene horizons, but no diagnostic tools (pers. comm. C.
Gelvin-Reymiller 2011). Therefore, the evidence from Quartz Lake adds another site to
the group of late Pleistocene sites in Eastern Beringia and shows that locations close to
lake shores were part of the habitat used by late Pleistocene hunter-gatherers.
Another group of late Pleistocene sites was discovered recently during survey work
conducted in the Tanana Flats by the Center for Environmental Management of Military
Lands, University of Colorado. The Tanana Flats constitute an extremely important
region for the late Pleistocene in Eastern Beringia, considering its location between the
Nenana and Tanana River Valleys with its significant late Pleistocene sites (Fig. 4.1;
Fig. 4.2). However, until now nothing has been known from this area, which is used as a
military training ground. All the more important are the results of the recent investigations
which have produced several Pleistocene sites situated on an alluvial terrace (Gaines et
al. 2011). The Pleistocene age has been verified through radiocarbon dating at three of
these sites (Table 15; Fig. 4.22). Other sites on the landform with deeply buried artifacts
also seem be late Pleistocene in age, although they remain undated. Still, there is firm
evidence for human occupation of the Tanana Flats as early as GI-1c1. The artifact
assemblages of these sites comprise lithics and faunal remains (in the early component
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Table 14 Radiocarbon dates from the Bachner Site (reference: pers. comm. C. Gelvin-Reymiller
2011)
Site
Bachner Site

Component /
Level

Lab Nr

Method

Mat.
dated

RCYBP

CALBP

115 cm bs

AA-92147

AMS

charcoal

10191 ±

56

11890 ± 120

145 cm bs

AA-88637

AMS

charcoal

11029 ±

68

12930 ±

90

Fig. 4.21 Calibrated radiocarbon dates from the Bachner Site

of FAI-02043 remains of hare, goose, and bison were found in association with dated
charcoal). So far, only the youngest (GS-1) occupation (at FAI-02077) has produced
microblades. Although it is certainly too early to draw further conclusions on assemblage
variability, settlement patterns, or subsistence strategies from the currently available data
of these tested sites, the emerging evidence reveals the use of the Tanana Flats region
during the late Pleistocene, contemporary with the occupation of the adjacent Nenana
and Tanana River Valleys. As such, they point to the connection of these areas and their
archaeological record. Even though there is presently no evidence from lithic typology
and technology, it is a significant discovery that there was coeval human occupation in
the Nenana River Valley, the Tanana Flats, and the Tanana River Valley during GI-1 and
GS-1. Thus, it seems reasonable to assume that all these regions belonged to the habitat
of late Pleistocene hunter-gatherer-groups, as such making it necessary to enlarge the
scope when evaluating the archaeological record from the Nenana and Tanana River
Valleys.
Last but not least, renewed investigations at Healy Lake must also be mentioned. These
offer invaluable new insights into the late Pleistocene occupation history of this area.
A newly investigated locality is Linda’s Point, located ca. 2 km southeast of the Village
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Table 15 Radiocarbon dates from FAI-02043, FAI-02019, and FAI-02077 in the Tanana Flats
(reference: Gaines et al. 2011)
Site

Component /
Level

Method

Mat.
dated

Beta-277776

AMS

charcoal

11050 ±

70

12950 ±

90

later comp.

Beta-281235

AMS

charcoal

10730 ±

50

12720 ±

30

early comp.

Beta-283430

AMS

charcoal

11600 ±

50

13490 ±

70

Beta-283435

AMS

charcoal

10130 ±

50

11780 ± 150

FAI-02019
FAI-02043

FAI-02077

Lab Nr

RCYBP

CALBP

Fig. 4.22 Calibrated Radiocarbon dates from FAI-02043, FAI-02019, and FAI-02077 in the
Tanana Flats
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Table 16 Radiocarbon dates from Linda’s Point Site (reference: Sattler et al. 2011)
Site
Linda's Point

Component /
Level
lower
component

Method

Mat.
dated

Beta-293543

AMS

charcoal

11050 ±

60

12950 ±

80

Beta-293544

AMS

charcoal

11150 ±

61

13070 ±

90

Lab Nr

RCYBP

CALBP

Fig. 4.23 Calibrated radiocarbon dates from Linda’s Point Site

Site on three small terraces right above the shoreline of the lake. The site shows both a
stratigraphy and a cultural sequence comparable to the Village Site (Sattler et al. 2011).
In addition, radiocarbon dates obtained from hearth charcoal have provided a GI-1 age
of the lowermost component (Table 16; Fig. 4.23). Investigations at Linda’s Point are still
at an early phase and will continue in the near future, but it can already be stated that
the Healy Lake area was definitely occupied during the late Pleistocene, supporting the
assumption that the so-called Chindadn Complex of the nearby Village Site also stems
from a late Pleistocene occupation.
4.1.3.2 Southwestern Alaska
Lime Hills Cave 1

Located near Lime Village in the Kuskokwim River Drainage in
southwestern Alaska (Fig. 4.1), cave 1 in the Lime Hills produced archaeological remains
from the early Holocene and possibly the Pleistocene. During excavations from 1993 to
1995, a total of 79 artifacts and over 29,000 faunal remains – including mammals, bird,
and fish – were discovered (Ackerman 1996a; Endacott and Ackerman 2006; 2009).
Most of these come from stratum 3, which produced radiocarbon dates of between ca.
9,530 and 8,150 BP (ca. 10,900 to 9,100 cal BP; Appendix 1), thus early Holocene
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in age. Among the lithic artifacts of this assemblage are a possible stone adze head
and a microblade fragment (Ackerman 1996a:471). Besides the scarce lithic remains,
there is the base of an antler point or knife and a side-slotted antler or bone arrowhead,
suitable for the inset of microblades (Ackerman 1996a:472 Figure 10-7). Remarkable
are the numerous faunal remains, which have been subject to comprehensive analyses
(Endacott 2008). Although it could be shown that there is only sparse evidence of human
modification of the faunal remains, the record from Lime Hills Cave 1 indicated that a
broad spectrum of species in a diverse and productive environment was available for
exploitation by early Holocene inhabitants of the cave.
In a lower horizon in the cave three fairly old radiocarbon dates were obtained (Appendix
1). A broken caribou metatarsal with polish was dated to 13,130 ± 180 BP (16,050 ± 400 cal
BP). The polish may be the result of use wear, but could also derive from non-human
agency (Ackerman 1996a:473). A caribou humerus with potential cutmarks and signs
of carnivore gnawing was dated to 15,690 ± 140 BP (18,820 ± 110 cal BP). A date of
27,950 ± 560 BP (32,560 ± 500 cal BP) was obtained from a bison astragalus. Due to
its age Ackerman (1996a:475) suggested that it had been brought into the cave from a
fossil locality.
All in all, the specimens and the obtained dates from the “lower component” of Lime
Hills Cave 1 are difficult to assess. Ackerman (1996a:475) states that there is some
suggestion of a human presence, but also points out that until further data is available a
mere occupation of the cave by carnivores and rodents is equally possible. Accordingly,
only an early Holocene human occupation can be confirmed thus far.
4.1.3.3 North Pacific Littoral
Ground Hog Bay 2
The Ground Hog Bay 2 site is located on the southwestern coast
of Chilkat Peninsula, about 65 km west of Juneau (Fig. 4.1). It was discovered in 1965
and further excavations were conducted between 1971 and 1973. The site was occupied
from the early Holocene until late prehistoric or even historical times (Ackerman 1996b).
The lower component is somewhat difficult to assess. Initially, components III and II
were separated, but excavations in 1973 revealed that a stratigraphic separation is less
obvious (Ackerman 1996b:426). The artifact assemblage from the lower horizons is
generally characterized by microblade cores and fragmented bifacial tools, apparently
in association (Ackerman 1996b:426 ff.). The uncertain stratigraphic context and the
considerable extent of the period spanned by the available radiocarbon dates, however,
renders further interpretations difficult. An initial radiocarbon date of 10,180 ± 800 BP
from component III or layer Va (WSU-412; see Appendix 1) implies a possible late
Pleistocene occupation, but considering its large standard deviation and the fact that
no other pre-10,000 radiocarbon dates could be obtained from the lower component
(Ackerman 1996b; see Appendix 1) indicates that there is no Pleistocene occupation at
Ground Hog Bay. The remaining radiocarbon dates from the lower component(s) span a
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period from ca. 9,200 to 4,150 BP (ca. 10,300 to 4,700 cal BP).
Hidden Falls The multi-component site of Hidden Falls is located on the northeastern
coast of Baranof Island in the Alexander Archipelago, about 30 km northeast of Sitka (Fig.
4.1). It was occupied from the late Pleistocene / early Holocene to the late Holocene.
The lithic assemblage of the lowermost component I (stratigraphic units G to I) consists
of over 600 artifacts including over 140 modified tools and cores. The tool assemblage is
characterized by gravers, scrapers, burins, and choppers or pebble tools. Further, there
are microblades, flake cores of different forms, and microblade cores including wedgeshaped specimens made on flakes (Davis 1996; cf. Davis 1989).
A series of 14 radiocarbon dates were made on 13 wood samples and one charcoal
sample from scattered remains of a hearth; these range from ca. 10,300 to 7,200 BP (ca.
12,300 to 8,000 cal BP; Table 17; Fig. 4.24). All in all, the radiocarbon dates provide an
age estimate for the formation of the paleosol in stratigraphic unit I and the establishment
of mountain hemlock-spruce forest (Davis 1996:421). Only the charcoal sample dated
to 9,060 ± 230 BP (Beta-7440) can directly date human presence at the site, though its
relatively high standard deviation means that it should be treated with some caution.
In summary the late Pleistocene / early Holocene occupation history of Hidden Falls
remains somewhat unclear. Stratigraphic formation processes and associated
radiocarbon ages have failed to provide a secure date either for the late Pleistocene or
the early Holocene. Still, they clearly indicate an occupation at some point during that
period. So far, with the ambiguous record from the relatively proximous site of Ground
Hog Bay 2, Hidden Falls remains the only potential late Pleistocene site from the North
Pacific Littoral. Note, however, that our knowledge about human presence in coastal
regions of northwestern North America in the late Pleistocene will certainly be expended
upon by ongoing archaeological research (see Dixon 2013).
4.1.3.4 Northern Alaska
Trail Creek Caves
The archaeological record from cave 2 and cave 9 on Trail Creek on
the Seward Peninsula (Fig. 4.11) is somewhat problematic with regard to both its context
and age. The Trail Creek Caves were obviously visited repeatedly by both carnivores
and humans. The strikingly large amounts of caribou remains seem to have accumulated
over several millennia and are most probably associated with human occupation of the
caves (Pasda 2012).
Some of the artifacts discovered in the assumed oldest occupation in layer III of cave 2
are of particular note. In addition to a chalcedony biface fragment and microblades there
are seven antler point fragments which show deep grooves along their narrow sides.
The width of these grooves corresponds to the dimensions of the microblades. These
specimens demonstrate very nicely the association of microblades and slotted bone or
antler points (see Larsen 1968; West 1996a).
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Table 17 Radiocarbon dates from Hidden Falls used for calibration (reference: Davis 1996)
Site
Hidden Falls

Component /
Level
Component I

Lab Nr

Method

Mat.
dated

RCYBP

CALBP

SI-3777

conv.

wood
(diluted)

7175

± 155

8010 ± 160 *

SI-4340

conv.

wood

7900

±

90

8780 ± 150 *

SI-4357

conv.

wood

8640

±

70

9640 ±

SI-4356

conv.

wood

8750

±

65

9770 ± 130 *

Beta-7440

conv.

charcoal

9060

± 230

10180 ± 330

SI-4353

conv.

wood

9085

±

70

10280 ±

SI-4358

conv.

wood

9290

±

70

10470 ± 110 *

SI-4355

conv.

wood

9405

±

75

10650 ± 100 *

SI-3778

conv.

wood

9410

±

70

10650 ± 100 *

SI-4359

conv.

wood

9690

±

70

11030 ± 150 *

SI-3776

conv.

wood

9860

±

75

11330 ± 100 *

SI-4352

conv.

wood

10005 ±

75

11520 ± 170 *

SI-4354

conv.

wood

10075 ±

75

11640 ± 190 *

SI-4360

conv.

wood

10345 ±

95

12250 ± 210 *

* not directly dating cultural remains

Fig. 4.24 Calibrated radiocarbon dates from Hidden Falls
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Unfortunately, reliable dating of these artifacts is somewhat problematic. The stratigraphy
had been disturbed by frost action, solifluction, krotovinas, and late prehistoric or
historical human activity, even though it was least disturbed in the front section of cave 2,
where the antler points and microblades were found (Larsen 1968; West 1996a:484). A
radiocarbon date of 9,070 ± 250 BP was obtained from caribou bones from layer III (see
Appendix 1), but apparently from a combined sample. The oldest occupation of cave 2
is thought to have occurred during the early Holocene (see Larsen 1968; West 1996a;
Pasda 2012).
Pleistocene bison and horse bones were discovered in cave 9; these have produced
dates of 13,070 ± 280 and 15,750 ± 350 BP (15,950 ± 520 and 18,980 ± 390 cal BP;
Larsen 1968:61 ff.; West 1996a:484). According to Larsen (1968:62 f.) the bison bone
was probably broken by humans, but as no artifacts were found in association with these
bones, a Pleistocene occupation is difficult to uphold.
In sum, the archaeological record from these sites, especially from Trail Creek Cave 2, is
intriguing, albeit that reliable absolute ages for these records are still pending.
Nogahabara The site of Nogahabara I is located in northwestern Alaska, about 100 km
south of the Arctic Circle in the Nogahabara Sand Dunes (Fig. 4.11). It was discovered in
2001 and excavations were conducted in 2004. Most artifacts, however, were collected
on the surface between 2001 and 2006. As it is typical for northern Alaskan sites, there
is almost no stratigraphic context, hence Nogahabara is a surface site in character. The
assemblage consists of 484 lithic artifacts and 123 bone fragments, which were not
identifiable beyond the designation of bird or mammal (Odess and Rasic 2007).
The lithic assemblage of Nogahabara is a special case in Alaskan prehistory. Odess and
Rasic (2007) argue that it represents a systemic toolkit as opposed to a tool assemblage
from a usual archaeological context, which are simply discarded after use and/or
breakage. Instead, the Nogahabara tool kit seems to have been transported across the
landscape as a coherent entity and was lost due to a hunting accident, tundra fire, hostile
encounter, or some other unexpected event. That the Nogahabara finds represent a
coherent assemblage from a single brief occupation is derived from the composition of
the assemblage and the observed characteristics of the lithic remains.
The assemblage consists of bifaces at all stages of reduction, flake tools, flake cores,
and several pieces proving the presence of microblade technology, such as cores, core
preforms, microblades, and a core tablet. Raw material is very homogenous. Over 90%
is obsidian, originating from Batza Téna, about 140 km east of the site (cf. Clark 1995).
Debitage constitutes less than 50% of the assemblage, which is a strikingly small amount.
Among the tools, more than 80% are complete. Many specimens are hardly used and
are also in early stages of production or use and are not typical of discarded pieces
(Odess and Rasic 2007:696 ff.). Another interesting characteristic of many Nogahabara
tools is what has been interpreted as transport damage. Macroscopically visible surface
damage in the form of linear scratches and ring cracks is found on ridges or arises. It is
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most visible on early stage surfaces of use-phase tools, while it is less developed on later
stage flake scars. It appears that the tools bounced against one another in a container,
e.g. a leather bag, over a certain period of time, before they were subject to further
modification and use (Odess and Rasic 2007:704 ff.).
The dating of Nogahabara is based on two dated bone samples (bird and mammal),
which produced diverging dates of 10,780 ± 70 and 11,815 ± 40 BP and thus do not
directly confirm a single, brief occupation (Table 18; Fig. 4.25). The younger date was
obtained from a combined sample, which might not produce a reliable date. Still, Odess
and Rasic (Odess and Rasic 2007:710 f.) include both dates in their assessment and
conclude that the site was occupied at some point between the two date ranges.
The interpretation of the Nogahabara site and its unique assemblage as a preserved
late Pleistocene systemic toolkit was criticized by Holmes et al. (2008). Their criticism
focused on geology of the site, site formation processes, dating, and spatial patterning.
Indeed, the Nogahabara site lacks clear geological evidence of a site formation process
that would confirm a coherent assemblage derived from a brief occupation. Equally true
is that spatial patterning of the artifacts does not clearly point to a single occupation.
It is possible – as Holmes et al. (2008:782 f.) argue – that in the geological context
of Nogahabara cultural material from multiple occupations accumulated in a single
lag deposit on the surface. Also, artifacts may have been subject to other secondary
dislocation according to spatial patterning of material size and raw material.
However, the presentation of the site by Odess and Rasic (2007) clearly implies that
Nogahabara is a surface site. As such, it is not the geological context but, above all, the
overall characteristics of the lithic assemblage which are crucial for an interpretation
of the site. The most significant characteristic of the Nogahabara assemblage is its
composition of complete, barely used tools from all stages of reduction, basically made
on a single raw material. This contradicts the notion of an assemblage that is the result of
a palimpsest, as argued by Holmes et al. (2008). If it were a mixture derived from several
subsequent occupations, people would have repeatedly occupied one and the same
random spot in the Nogahabara dune field and left behind a set of nearly new obsidian
tools, all of which originated from Batza Téna. This scenario seems very unlikely. Also, the
alternative explanation for the damage on many artifacts being the result of wind abrasion
instead of transport damage (Holmes et al. 2008:786 f.) can be refuted by Odess and
Rasic’s presentation of the artifacts. It could be demonstrated that the irregular damage,
being more intensively developed on ridges and arises of early stage flake scars of usephase tools, unlikely resulted from natural processes, as this would have produced more
evenly developed damage patterns (Odess and Rasic 2007:704 ff.).
As a result, the homogeneity of the lithic assemblage with its distinct characteristics
clearly indicates a coherent set of tools, i.e. the result of a single occupation. In the case of
Nogahabara, a surface site with ambiguous context but with a unique artifact assemblage,
lithic analysis alone can result in well-reasoned conclusions about assemblage formation.
It can also rule out the possibility of a palimpsest, at least to the greatest possible
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Table 18 Radiocarbon dates from Nogahabara (reference: Odess and Rasic 2007)
Site
Nogahabara

Component /
Level

Method

Mat.
dated

CAMS107314

AMS

bone

10780 ±

70

12740 ±

40 *

CAMS112709

AMS

bone

11815 ±

40

13690 ±

60

Lab Nr

RCYBP

CALBP

* obtained from combined sample

Fig. 4.25 Calibrated Radiocarbon dates from Nogahabara.

extent. If we failed to acknowledge the significance of this methodological instrument
of modern lithic analysis, we would be depriving Beringian archaeology of much of its
archaeological record, especially considering its many surface sites with exceptional
artifact assemblages (cf. Rasic 2008).
In the end, the reliability of the dating of Nogahabara has to be addressed. Being a
surface site, the association between the dated bone samples and the lithic remains
cannot be verified. In addition, it is questionable whether the accumulation of bones can
be interpreted as a cultural process. As such, the existing dates should only be considered
tentative indicators for a Pleistocene age of the occupation. Here, the discrepancy
between the dates should, however, not be overemphasized. Seemingly contradictory
long date ranges for evidently brief occupations on a hunter-gatherer campsite have
occurred elsewhere (see Nadel et al. 1995).
By all means, Nogahabara is at best a potential late Pleistocene site. Its real significance
is, however, not its age but the composition of the coherent lithic tool assemblage, which
definitely offers new perspectives in Beringian archaeology. If Nogahabara is indeed
Pleistocene in age, it additionally proves that any straightforward chronology for late
Pleistocene Eastern Beringia based on morphology of stone artifacts alone is inadequate.
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4.1.4 “Large Game Hunters” Versus “Microblade People”? – Late
Pleistocene Complexes in Alaska, Archaeological Mismatch,
and Technological Versatility
Up to today the interpretation of the late Pleistocene archaeological record from Eastern
Beringia has been a major theme in research, with the organization of available data
constituting a major problem. Microblade technology, especially its presence or absence
in various assemblages, has been one of the most crucial points in data analyses,
theoretical assessments, and derived conclusions. Interpretations of the presence or
absence of this distinct technology and reconstructed models have varied from culturalchronological differences (e.g. Goebel et al. 1991; Hamilton and Goebel 1999; Dumond
2001; 2011) to functional or seasonal variations (e.g. Yesner and Pearson 2002; Rasic
2011;Wygal 2011; Potter 2011). It is striking, however, that the recognition of the highly
variable archaeological record in Beringia, together with its apparent need for re-evaluation
and the potential for it to be addressed in various ways, has come up only recently (e.g.
Meltzer 200127; Goebel and Buvit 2011; cf. Shott 2013). Considering recent discussions
in research and numerous publications, the traditional approach of designating separate
“cultural complexes” still seems to be the predominant and preferred way of organizing
late Pleistocene assemblages by many researchers. Interpretations of the actual meaning
behind these “complexes” or “traditions” may vary, but the general continuation of this
approach may be questioned. The archaeological record of late Pleistocene Eastern
Beringia reveals the overall difficulties involved in organizing these assemblages into
separate entities.
Indeed, many assemblages do allow for the recognition of distinct hunting technologies
and characteristic traits in lithic technology, which have served as arguments for separating
assemblages. There is a general agreement among archaeologists that microblades were
primarily used as insets for composite projectile points. On the other hand, large bifacial
projectile points are thought to have been part of spears especially made for large game
hunting. Generally, these two key hunting technologies of Eastern Beringia – composite
projectile points with microblades and spears with large bifacial points – are separated
from on another. The separation of different complexes like the Nenana, Denali, or Mesa
complexes – but also the use of the term “Paleoindian” for certain sites – illustrates this
common step in archaeological research: Denali is microblade; Mesa is non-microblade
or “Paleoindian”, which points to the abundance of lanceolate bifacial points; Nenana, in
contrast, is non-microblade with small bifacial points, supposedly close to “Paleoindian”.
The actual meaning behind these designations has not been clarified.
Sometimes the impression of different “groups” of people, or indeed different identities
and ethnicities is conveyed, at least indirectly. Conclusions are drawn not only about
distinct behaviors like hunting strategies; even cultural-chronological differences in
27
Meltzer (2001) provides an overview in a special issue of Arctic Anthropology (Vol. 23,
No.2, 2001) focusing on the archaeology of Beringia.
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Pleistocene populations are established. The notion of “microblade people” and “nonmicroblade people” has emerged. Interestingly, hunter-gatherers who occupied a site
that was specialized on producing bifacial projectile points are apparently not supposed
to be capable of producing microblades, or at least they have decided not to do it at
any of their campsites. Here it seems surprising, that – as Hoffecker (2005:20) puts
it – “[l]ike mosquitos, microblades tend to attack early Alaskan sites without mercy”,
which expresses that microblade technology, either in form of microblades, cores, or
core preparation and rejuvenation flakes, appears in many Alaskan assemblages
(possibly as single specimens). This raises the question as to why a technology that
appears on a variety of Alaskan sites cannot be part of the whole picture. Why is there
a need to separate “microblade people” from “non-microblade people” (like “large game
hunters” with large bifacial projectile points)? And how can it be seriously justified by the
archaeological record?
A critical review on dated key assemblages as presented in the previous sections of this
chapter shows that it appears inappropriate. It shows that both typology and chronology
do not support strict separations between different complexes or traditions. This reveals
that typology of stone artifacts is an invalid method to organize this archaeological record,
as it does not consider diverse settlement patterns of late Pleistocene hunter-gatherers
with a potential high variability of campsites.
Further attention still has to be given to the significance of technological concepts and
their interpretation. This reveals an additional crux in the theoretical background of
the traditional separations of assemblages, which – besides a typology of diagnostic
tools – focuses on predominant hunting technologies. The differentiation of distinct
hunting implements, though, is not necessarily a valid point of reference for cultural
and/or chronological differentiation. Instead, the application of distinct lithic technological
concepts should be examined. While hunting weapons may vary due to season, region,
or preferred prey, certain concepts of lithic reduction, in contrast, may constitute a
significant marker of cultural and or chronological traits. This can be seen, for example,
in the long-term differences between the Middle Paleolithic Levallois concept and the
Upper Paleolithic blade concept in Europe, or the separate methods of blade production
with distinct ways of core preparation in the course of the European Upper Paleolithic
(Aurignacian, Gravettian, Magdalenian). However, even on a large scale distinct lithic
technologies may vary merely as a function of adaptation to subsistence and land use
(e.g. Kuhn 1995).
In large parts Beringian and northeastern Asian microblade technology was based on
bifacial technology, which is most evident in the form of wedge-shaped microblade
cores (cf. Flenniken 1987; Nakazawa et al. 2005; Gomez Coutouly 2011). Accordingly,
the production of bifacial projectile points and the production of microblades in Eastern
Beringia share the same technological base. A symmetrical, foliate-like biface, as it
appears in numerous late Pleistocene assemblages in Eastern Beringia, constitutes an
invaluable tool with numerous options for further reduction and modification. It can be
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worked into a knife, a projectile point, or a microblade core. If we acknowledge that late
Pleistocene hunter-gatherers were masters of flint knapping, had a great technological
repertoire, and were capable of adjusting their actions to seasonal, daily, and situational
needs, it seems more than obvious that the whole variety of the technological repertoire
is applied not only by one and the same “archaeological tradition”, but also by the same
groups of hunter-gatherers and probably even by one and the same person. Eventually,
there are no (yet recognized) distinct technological concepts in late Pleistocene Eastern
Beringia (except for fluting) that would allow for a cultural or chronological differentiation.
Instead, we can see a variable archaeological record that is most probably the result
of, first, functional variability of campsites and, second, the versatility and/or flexibility of
stone tools as part of the underlying technological repertoire of these hunter-gatherers
(cf. Shott 1986; Rasic and Andrefsky 2001).
In the end, the separation of the Eastern Beringian archaeological record into different
complexes merely illustrates an artificial construct of archaeological research. It obstructs
the view on potential connections between diverse hunter-gatherer campsites in highly
variable settlement systems, which is strongly linked to the complex process of late
Pleistocene hunter-gatherers colonizing northwestern North America.

4.1.5 Organizing Late Pleistocene Eastern Beringia: A TransRegional Approach
If the separation of the archaeological record of late Pleistocene Eastern Beringia
into different entities is regarded as inappropriate on typological, technological, and
theoretical grounds as outlined above, one way to effectively conceptualise variation
among these assemblages is through a trans-regional approach that encompasses the
whole of Eastern Beringia.
The compilation of late Pleistocene (and potential late Pleistocene) sites in Eastern
Beringia has revealed the high variability of lithic assemblages, which prevents an
organization into distinct complexes or traditions as it has been attempted. Actually,
under the same typological premises that were applied for the definition of the traditional
complexes, there are as many if not more arguments for lumping together all the different
sites of late Pleistocene Eastern Beringia. Even distant sites in northern and central
Alaska share some characteristics that may point to trans-regional connections. Regional
separations do not seem to be reasonable, neither on a small nor on a larger scale
It shows that on a regional scale differentiations do not work. Especially the examples
from central Alaska as the best investigated area in Eastern Beringia illustrate this. A
separation of the archaeological record from the Nenana and Tanana River Valleys
leads to an analytical construct that does not seem sufficient to reflect hunter-gatherer
settlement patterns. It could be shown that, first, assemblages assigned to a single
complex are not as coherent as originally supposed, and second, there are clear
indications for connections between assemblages of supposedly different complexes.
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Therefore, a regional differentiation on typological grounds can be ruled out.
In a similar way, this is true for northern Alaska. A clear difference in bifacial technology
between the Mesa and Sluiceway Complexes still has to be shown before a separation
can be justified. Different sizes of the diagnostic, supposedly distinct point forms might
simply depend on quality and availability of raw materials. Also, there is a striking
variability of point morphology within each of these complexes. Bases can be convex,
straight, or concave. Points can be re-sharpened and re-worked, thereby deviating from
the assumed “perfect” norm. In the end, it becomes difficult to draw a clear line in order to
differentiate between two bifacial reduction strategies that are supposedly distinct from
one another. At the same time, there is the element of microblade technology. While it
was refuted as a part of the Pleistocene assemblage by the investigators of the Mesa site,
it would be interesting to include microblade artifacts in the assemblage for the purpose
of analysis and in the light of the conflicting evidence. The same is true for indications of
microblade technology in Sluiceway Complex sites. Here, these artifacts were included in
the original analyses, though without further interpretation of their significance. The point
is that indeed there is no unambiguous evidence for an association between microblade
technology and Sluiceway and Mesa bifacial technology, as most of these sites are
surface sites in character. Nevertheless, there is just as little if not less evidence for a
separation. If all other artifacts are acceptable parts of these assemblages, why should
microblades not be included? The appearance of microblades on northern Alaskan sites,
even though in rather small numbers, may be seen as a connecting element instead of
a disturbing factor. As such, the Mesa and Sluiceway Complexes would share another
element, at least on some sites.
On a larger regional scale, there is no rationale to subsume distinct groups of sites
under certain designations either. On first sight the northern Alaskan assemblages may
appear distinct from their central Alaskan counterparts, as the latter lack a focus on the
production of bifacial projectile points. But instead of regarding them as distinguishable
entities it is equally possible if not even more reasonable to enlarge the scope and
consider them as integrating parts in a potential single system. It is important to note that
microblade technology as well as similar forms of projectile points appear in both northern
and central Alaska during the late Pleistocene (cf. Pl. 33; 44, 1; 46; 53, 1; 61, 1-7; 62, 1;
77, 1-3; 78, 1; 79, 8; 85).
The archaeological record from the late Pleistocene of Eastern Beringia – as it is currently
available – represents the first hunter-gatherers colonizing this vast area from Western
Beringia and the Bering Land Bridge. We can assume that these people were highly
mobile, as indicated by investigations of transport distances for obsidian (Cook 1995;
Reuther et al. 2011). In fact, they may have moved back and forth across the Bering Land
Bridge. Such being the case, it seems reasonable to choose a trans-regional approach to
these assemblages, regarding them as the diverse product of highly variable settlement
patterns of colonizing groups of hunter-gatherers, accumulated in the course of several
centuries.
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As a result, lithic typology has to be neglected to the greatest possible extent for the
structuring of various assemblages. The only valid approach to a possible differentiation
between certain groups of sites is detecting apparent gaps in occupations through a wellcontrolled chronological framework.

4.1.6 Climate Proxies and Radiocarbon Chronology of Eastern
Beringia: A Chronological Framework for the Late Pleistocene /
Early Holocene
At present there are about 37 investigated archaeological sites in Alaska and Yukon that
have produced radiocarbon dates (potentially) associated with cultural remains older
than 10,000 BP (Fig. 4.1). Among these are several multi-component sites, so all in all
there are as many as 44 potential Pleistocene / early Holocene components (Table 19).
With respect to ongoing investigations and intensifying research even in very remote
areas of Arctic and sub-Arctic North America, this number is expected to grow in the near
future.
As the status of some potential Pleistocene sites is not clear, there has been much
debate about reliable evidence of the earliest human presence in Eastern Beringia.
Meanwhile, recent discoveries and a growing number of excavated and dated sites have
revealed new insights into the early prehistory of this area. Although Pleistocene sites
are still noticeably rare with regard to the size of the region, an adequate number of
dated components allows us to determine the time of colonization, at least according to
the present state of research.
In order to adequately approach the chronology of the earliest stage of human prehistory
in Beringia, radiocarbon dates as the most reliable and independent source have to be
considered. The current state of research of Alaskan archaeology reveals that especially
Pleistocene and early to mid Holocene artifact assemblages cannot be reliably dated by
merely assigning them to typologically distinct groups (cf. Bever 2001a). Accordingly, a
potential late Pleistocene / early Holocene component at an eastern Beringian site can
only be dated by methods independent of the archaeological material itself, above all
radiocarbon dating. These data have to be evaluated and calibrated before they can be
used for analysis and interpretation.
The aim here is to identify a potential chronological scheme for the late Pleistocene
archaeological record from Eastern Beringia. The basis for this examination is the
database of radiocarbon dates compiled for this study (see Appendix 1). Dates have
been extracted using different filters in order to arrive at a representative sample of
radiocarbon dates for the late Pleistocene occupation of Eastern Beringia. The applied
filters are based on the recorded information of each date (for methodological details see
Appendix 1).
Table 19 (next page) Archaeological sites in Alaska and Yukon with (potential) cultural remains
older than 10,000 BP based on radiocarbon dating
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Site
Bachner Site

Cultural
Component

age

context

(early occupation)

LGIC

stratified

(later occupation)

YD

stratified

YD

?

Bedwell

- - - - questionable - - - -

Bluefish Cave 1

- - - - questionable - - - -

Bluefish Cave 2
Broken Mammoth

Cultural Zone III

YD

stratified

Cultural Zone IV

LGIC

stratified

Bull River II

YD

stratified

Chugwater

Component I

Pleist.?

stratified

Dry Creek

Component I

LGIC

stratified

Component II

YD - Hol.

stratified

YD

stratified + surface

Eroadaway Site
FAI-02019
FAI-02043

LGIC

stratified

(early occupation)

LGIC

stratified

(later occupation)

YD

stratified

YD

stratified

FAI-02077
Ground Hog Bay Site 2

Component III

term. Pleist.? - Hol.

stratified

Healy Lake - Village Site

Stage III (Chindadn)

term. Pleist. - Hol.

stratified

LGIC

stratified

Healy Lake - Linda's Point lower component
Hidden Falls

Component I

Hilltop
Irwin Sluiceway
Lime Hills Cave 1

"lower component"

Little Delta Dune Site

Component I

Little John Site

Loess below Paleosol

Mead

Cultural Zone III
Cultural Zone IV

Old Crow Basin

stratified

YD

surface in character

term. Pleist. - Hol.

surface in character

questionable

stratified

LGIC

stratified

LGIC ?

stratified

YD

stratified

LGIC

stratified

LGIC? - YD - Hol.

surface in character

Component I

LGIC

stratified

Component II

YD

stratified

Mesa Site
Moose Creek

term. Pleist. - Hol.

- - - - questionable - - - -

several locations

Owl Ridge

Component I

LGIC

stratified

Panguingue Creek

Component I

term. Pleist.? - Hol.

stratified

term. Pleist. - Hol.

stratified

Phipps Site
Putu Site
Raven Bluff

Component 1

Pleist.? - Hol.

surface

YD

stratified

Serpentine Hot Springs

YD

stratified + surface

Spein Mountain

YD

surface in character

Cultural Zone III

YD

stratified

Cultural Zone IV

LGIC

stratified

Component I

LGIC

stratified

LGIC - Hol.?

surface in character

Swan Point

Teklanika West
Tuluaq Hill
Walker Road

Component I

LGIC

stratified

Whitmore Ridge

Component I

term. Pleist. - Hol.

stratified

LGIC: Late Glacial Interstadial Complex (GI-1)
YD: Younger Dryas (GS-1)
Hol.: Holocene
Pleist.: Pleistocene
term. Pleist.: terminal Pleistocene
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At first, dates were strictly filtered according to the reliability of the dated sample and the
association of the sample with cultural remains (see Appendix 1 for evaluation of dates
and cultural association). After elimination of unreliable samples, 223 dates remained
for calibration (Fig. 4.26). These still include some outliers (especially Holocene in age);
however, in line with the consistent approach applied here, each radiocarbon date is
deemed reliable with regard to it representing an archaeological event with the same
probability compared to others. Although certain outliers could have been disregarded, I
have decided to include them in the calibration process for the sake of consistency. As it
turns out they do not distort the emerging picture28.
The earliest human presence in Eastern Beringia can be detected around 14,000 cal
BP, during the early to mid-Late Glacial Interstadial Complex (Fig. 4.26). The relative
probability curve shows two peaks, one between 13,000 and 13,100 cal BP, and another
at around 11,700 cal BP. These peaks alone, though, do not bear any significance as
they are clearly the product of sampling. The Mesa site with over 40 dates, for example,
is solely responsible for the second peak. In general, peaks in the relative probability
curves of calibrated radiocarbon dates have to be regarded and interpreted with caution.
The case presented here includes dates from different sites and cultural components
from a period of at least 3,000 years in a vast region. As such, peaks are not conclusive
at all, as they may randomly display the result of large numbers of dated samples from
certain sites, while other sites might be equally well dated, but only with a comparably
small number of dates.
Accordingly, nadirs or even gaps instead of peaks are highly significant. In fact, there is
an obvious nadir in the curve, between ca. 12,900 and 12,600 cal BP. There is no real
gap of dates in this time period, but it is certainly striking that only few dates fall within this
range. The nadir between two separated groups of dates is obvious. This may certainly
be the result of sampling. Future finds and new dates may well fill this gap, but at the
present time, available data has to be regarded as highly significant.
Climatic proxies considered in relation to these radiocarbon dates may further substantiate
the significance of the described observation. The nadir perfectly correlates with the
onset of GS-1 (the Younger Dryas) at 12,850 cal BP (see Chap. 3). This has already
been noted by Bever (2006b), Potter (2008b), and Wygal (2011), but only Wygal detected
a direct correlation with climate proxies. Considering both terrestrial and atmospheric
proxies from Greenland with their significance and applicability for Beringia, as well
as paleoenvironmental developments associated with climatic changes (see Chap. 3,
“Detecting and Correlating Appropriate Climatic Proxies”), the compilation in this study
confirms Wygal’s observation. It shows a direct correlation of radiocarbon dates from
archaeological sites and environmental changes in Eastern Beringia. Accordingly, two
28
In addition, it has to be noted here that in a separate step I eliminated all dates made on
bone in order to test whether these data led to any distortion. It turned out that this was not the
case; consequently, all dates on all materials have been included in calibrations. See Potter and
Reuther (2012) for an intriguing study of high resolution radiocarbon dating at an early Holocene
Alaskan site.
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Fig. 4.26 Calibrated radiocarbon dates from late Pleistocene occupations in Eastern Beringia.
Note: Two dates on scavenged ivory older than 19.000 cal BP from Broken Mammoth and Mead
CZ IV as well as one date younger than 7,000 cal BP from Healy Lake are outside the time
range shown in the graph

Fig. 4.27 Calibrated radiocarbon dates from late Pleistocene occupations in Eastern Beringia.
including “questionable” dates. Note: Several dates are outside the time range shown in the
graph but included in total numbers of dates: two dates on scavenged ivory older than 18.000
cal BP from Broken Mammoth and Mead CZ IV, 27 dates between ca. 18.000 and 45.000 cal
BP from Bluefish Caves and the Old Crow Basin, and one date younger than 7.000 cal BP from
Healy Lake
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separate chronological groups can be recognized, correlating with GI-1 (the Late Glacial
Interstadial Complex) and GS-1 (the Younger Dryas). This implies that each dated site
may be assigned to a distinct climatic period. Further, it is indicated that there may be
a short period of sparse population or even depopulation in Eastern Beringia during the
onset of GS-1.
However, this result needed to be tested and verified by further investigation. For this
purpose, previously excluded dates, i.e. those from contexts lacking clear associations
with cultural remains, were included in the calibration. In this way, it was analyzed
whether the observed gap in the sequence of filtered dates was the result of prior data
elimination. Finally, 269 dates were used in this calibration, including all dates from
the first calibration plus those dates from uncertain contexts or which were made on
potentially contaminated samples (Fig. 4.27). With the exception that the problematic
dates from Bluefish Cave 1 and the Old Crow Flats in Yukon Territory which suggest
a considerably earlier colonization of Eastern Beringia, the graph of this calibration is
in complete agreement with the first calibration and its striking nadir. Therefore, the
elimination of dates in the first calibration due to unreliable association with cultural
remains or potentially contaminated samples did not affect the general pattern. This
provides further confirmation of a chronological gap.
Compilations of calibrated radiocarbon dates per cultural component in different well
investigated regions can further clarify this pattern (Fig. 4.28; Fig. 4.29; Fig. 4.30). Dated
cultural components in the Tanana River Valley, the Nenana River Valley, and in northern
Alaska all show the apparent chronological division.
Occupations that can be dated to the Late Glacial Interstadial Complex (LGIC) and
thus represent a coherent chronological horizon in Eastern Beringia are Swan Point
CZ IV, Broken Mammoth CZ IV, Mead CZ IV, Upward Sun River Site (Little Delta Dune)
Component I, Walker Road Component I, Moose Creek Component I, Dry Creek
Component I, Owl Ridge Component I, Tuluaq Hill, Nogahabara, and the “old hearth”
at the Mesa site. Components from the Bachner Site at Quartz Lake, from sites in
the Tanana Flats, and from Linda’s Point at Healy Lake can be added to this list. The
Little John Site also seems to have been occupied during the LGIC (see above, “Other
(Potential) Late Pleistocene / Early Holocene Sites in Eastern Beringia”).
Interestingly, the ambiguous dates from the Healy Lake Village Site also show a nadir
around 12,800 cal BP, which might indicate a separate occupation during the LGIC.
Still, the history of occupations at the Healy Lake Village Site cannot be clarified to any
satisfaction.
Meanwhile, a group of cultural components can be dated to GS-1 and the early Holocene,
thus constituting a separate chronological entity; these are Swan Point CZ III, Broken
Mammoth CZ III, Mead CZ III, Dry Creek Component II, Moose Creek Component II,
the Phipps Site, Bedwell, Hilltop, Raven Bluff, Serpentine Hot Springs, Mesa, Irwin
Sluiceway, and possibly Panguingue Creek Component I and Whitmore Ridge. The list
can be complemented with components from the Bachner Site and the Tanana Flats.
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Fig. 4.28 Calibrated radiocarbon dates from sites in the Tanana River Valley
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Fig. 4.29 Calibrated radiocarbon dates from sites in the Nenana River Valley
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Fig. 4.30 Calibrated radiocarbon dates from sites in northern Alaska.
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Some of these sites were obviously still occupied during the early Holocene. Dates
from Dry Creek Component II, Raven Bluff, Serpentine Hot Springs, and Mesa span a
relatively long time range from GS-1 to the early Holocene, which might indicate several
occupations during these periods. In how far sites with dates from GS-1 are related to
other Holocene sites remains unclear. Because continuities in radiocarbon chronology,
lithic technology, subsistence strategy, and land use could be detected from the late
Pleistocene to the early Holocene (see Potter 2008b; Potter 2008a), it seems difficult to
distinguish between GS-1 and early Holocene sites. In general, all sites yielding reliable
dates from GS-1 may be included in the group of GS-1 sites. The establishment of
a separate GS-1 group does not mean, though, that there is no continuation into the
Holocene. The clarification of the apparent chronological continuity between GS-1 and
the early Holocene is beyond the scope of this study.
The most important result here is that two separate chronological groups can be detected
during the Late Pleistocene, and these correlate with climatic and environmental change
(Table 20). The question of cause and effect is a matter of interpretation, but according
to this striking pattern I interpret the decline of dates at the onset of GS-1 as the result of
climatic and environmental change. Also, I regard it as significant that the first evidence of
human colonization of Eastern Beringia can currently not be reliably detected before the
LGIC. Apparently, initial colonization occurred during this period of ameliorated climate.
Hunter-gatherers are highly dependent on their environment and as such have to
react to severe changes in their habitat. Hence, a striking pattern in the chronology
of archaeological sites that correlates to climatic and paleoenvironmental data is
not surprising. It is subject to further investigations if the archaeological record as a
whole shows striking differences between these stages (see Part II). In any case, the
chronological separation according to the radiocarbon chronology in relation to climatic
and environmental data represents an adequate basis for organizing and investigating
the late Pleistocene archaeological record of Eastern Beringia.
Finally, the available radiocarbon dates shall be examined on the scale of cultural
components in the two established chronological stages. For this purpose weighted
means of raw dates were calculated with the CalPal Software (Weninger et al. 2007).
Outliers were eliminated, using the integrated z-test of CalPal. In addition, components
were fully excluded from this examination when the range of associated radiocarbon
dates did not allow elimination of certain dates, making the calculation of mean values
inappropriate. This is the case for Dry Creek Component II, Healy Lake, Panguingue
Creek, the lower occupation zone at the East Lobe of the Little John Site, and Serpentine
Hot Springs, due to a number of aberrant dates.
The Mesa “old hearth”, the site of Nogahabara, and Dry Creek Component I are
exceptions. For each of these potentially coherent occupations two divergent radiocarbon
dates have been obtained. Although the calculation of a mean date from divergent dates
is generally incorrect, this methodological inaccuracy is accepted for the moment (and
for the sake of this chronological model) in order to obtain a point of reference for the
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Table 20 Dated cultural components with assignments to chronological groups in correlation
with climate proxies.
Climate
event

Bachner Site

(early occupation)

GI-1a

warm

Broken Mammoth

Cultural Zone IV

GI-1c1

warm

Dry Creek

Component I

GI-1b/GI-1a

FAI-02019

cold/warm

GI-1a

warm

GI-1c1

warm

FAI-02043

(early occupation)

Little Delta Dune

Component I

Mead

Cultural Zone IV

Mesa

"old hearth"

GI-1c1/GI-1b/GI-1a

warm/cold

Moose Creek

Component I

GI-1c1/GI-1b

warm/cold

Owl Ridge

Component I

GI-1a (GI-1c?)

warm (cold?)

Swan Point

Cultural Zone IV

GI-1e - GI-1b ?

warm/cold

Teklanika West

Component I

GI-1c1/GI-1b
GI-1c1 + GI-1b(?)

GI-1a

Component I

GI-1b

Nogahabara

Eroadaway Site

Bachner Site

(later occupation)

Bedwell
Broken Mammoth

Cultural Zone III

Bull River II
Dry Creek

Component II

FAI-02043

(later occupation)

*

FAI-02077
Hilltop
Irwin Sluiceway
Mead

*
Cultural Zone III

*

Mesa
Moose Creek

Component II

Panguingue Creek

Component I

*

Component I

*

Phipps Site
Raven Bluff

*

Serpentine Hot Springs
Swan Point
Whitmore Ridge

Cultural Zone III
*

cold/warm
cold

warm/cold

GI-1 ?

GI-1a/GS-1

warm/cold

intermediate

* dates are present from both GS-1 and the early Holocene
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warm

GI-1c3 - GS-1 ?

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Walker Road

GI-1b/GI-1a

warm (+cold?)

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - cold - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Tuluaq Hill

warm/cold

GI-1
Late Glacial Interstadial Complex
(14,650 - 12,850 CALBP)

Component

GS-1 - Younger Dryas
(12,850 - 11,650 CALBP)
+ early Holocene

Site

episode
(highest prob.)
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Table 21 Weighted mean radiocarbon dates per cultural component
Site

n dates
eliminated

weighted mean
RCYBP
CALBP

incl.

115 cm bs

1

10191 ± 56

11890 ± 120

-

12130 -

11650

145 cm bs

1

11029 ± 68

12930 ± 90

-

13110 -

12750

1

10490 ±

70

12430 ± 170

-

12770 -

12090

Cultural Zone III

2

10332 ±

67

12240 ± 170

3,8

12580 -

11900

Cultural Zone IV

7

11484 ±

43

13390 ±

70

27,3

13530 -

13250

4

10403 ±

25

12350 ± 140

3,1

12630 -

12070

2

11417 ±

43

13310 ±

60

-

13430 -

13190 *

Eroadaway Site

1

10890 ±

40

12820 ±

50

-

12920 -

12720

FAI-02019

1

11050 ±

70

12950 ±

90

-

13130 -

12770

Bachner Site

Bedwell
Broken
Mammoth

Bull River II
Dry Creek

Component I

prob. [%]

2 ı date range
[CALBP]

Comp. / Level

FAI-02043

upper portion of
basal sands

1

11600 ±

50

13490 ±

70

-

13630 -

13350

FAI-02043

loess/basal sand
contact

1

10730 ±

50

12720 ±

30

-

12780 -

12660

FAI-02077

1

10130 ±

50

11780 ± 150

-

12080 -

11480

Hilltop

1

10360 ±

60

12290 ± 170

-

12630 -

11950

Irwin Sluiceway

2

10054 ±

53

11580 ± 150

92,5

11880 -

11280

Linda's Point

2

11100 ±

42

13000 ±

60

23,9

13120 -

12880

Little Delta Dune Component I

3

11316 ±

29

13200 ±

70

11,2

13340 -

13060

Mead

Cultural Zone III

3

4

10385 ±

40

12320 ± 150

66,6

12620 -

12020

Cultural Zone IV

2

2

11586 ±

48

13480 ±

70

68,9

13620 -

13340

Mesa

"old hearth"

2

11394 ±

53

13290 ±

60

-

13410 -

13170 *

Moose Creek

Component I

1

11190 ±

60

13120 ±

80

-

13280 -

12960

Component II

1

10500 ±

60

12460 ± 150

-

12760 -

12160

2

11560 ±

35

13460 ±

70

-

13600 -

13320 *

Component I

2

11099 ±

56

12990 ±

70

8,3

13130 -

12850

Component II

8

10365 ±

23

12260 ± 110

55,8

12480 -

12040

10225 ±

68

11940 ± 140

78,2

12220 -

11660

10195 ±

31

11910 ±

43,1

12090

11730

10230 ±

80

11960 ± 170

-

12300 -

11620

12072 ±

22

13960 ±

70

54,8

14100 -

13820

11000 ±

35

12900 ±

70

2,4

13040 -

12760

Nogahabara
Owl Ridge

Phipps Site

4

2

Raven Bluff

Component I

10

Swan Point

Cultural Zone III

1

Cultural Zone IV

7

Component I

2

Teklanika West

1

5

7

90

* two divergent dates, respectively, none of which could be justifiably eliminated
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Fig. 4.31 Calibrated weighted mean radiocarbon dates per cultural component. Light gray
shading shows gap of dates, darker gray shading shows nadir in the probability curve

Fig. 4.32 Frequency of dated
cultural components per 250
year intervals during the Late
Glacial period

approximate age of the occupations at these sites.
No mean date was calculated for the younger occupation of the Mesa Site, as this site
was obviously re-occupied on numerous occasions during GS-1 and does not justify a
single mean date for a potential single component. The site of Whitmore Ridge was also
excluded, because the one Pleistocene date appears to be the outlier, thus making this
component a probable Holocene occupation.
Finally, the weighted mean dates of the remaining components were calibrated and
compiled for further analysis (Table 21; Fig. 4.31; Fig. 4.32). It should be noted here
that this procedure does by no means detect single occupations at certain sites with the
exclusion of palimpsests. I try to approximate the most probable period of occupation.
The mean dates are tentative results, as they do not represent the full occupation
period for each component, but simply serve as a point of reference in the center of the
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actual date range. For each site the number of dates included and eliminated should be
considered (Table 21). Also, it is important to keep in mind that especially the GS-1 group
is diminished by the omitted components mentioned above.
Nevertheless, the pattern observed before can be recognized and may even further
clarify the chronological division. According to the mean dates a gap between the LGIC
and the GS-1 groups can be detected between ca. 12,700 and 12,500 cal BP (Fig.
4.31), thus in a slightly younger period than observed in the combined calibration of all
radiocarbon dates (Fig. 4.26). Still, it correlates fairly well with the beginning of GS-1.
The Eroadaway Site appears as the only component that fills a gap between the two date
groups, though it rather seems to belong to the cluster of GI-1 components. However,
as this may simply be the result of the artificial compilation of mean dates, this should
not be over-emphasized. More interesting is the fact that components are almost evenly
distributed on either side of the gap: 16 components in the LGIC (when the Eroadaway
Site is included), and 13 components in GS-1 (Fig. 4.31; Fig. 4.32). We should also keep
in mind that four components of the GS-1 group were not considered here (Dry Creek
Component II, Panguingue Creek, Serpentine Hot Springs, and Mesa), thus decreasing
the number of potential components during this period. Accordingly, instead of only 13
there may have been 17 components in GS-1, or actually even several more considering
probable multiple occupations at the Mesa Site, for example.
Still, if the strict selection and elimination of data is regarded as reliable and taken
seriously, the result should offer some tentative conclusions. Hence, this would indicate
that the apparent pattern may not simply be the result of sampling. The data that is
currently available and suitable for further examination implies that Eastern Beringia
might have been populated with a similar density during both the LGIC and GS-1, maybe
with a slightly higher density during GS-1. At the onset of the strikingly colder Younger
Dryas the population of this vast region seems to have declined significantly for a period
of perhaps a few centuries. If and how the settlement patterns during the two separate
stages of colonization differed is subject to further investigation (see Part II).

4.2 The Archaeological Record of Western Beringia – A
Uniform (Re)Colonization Process?
It is evident that the colonization of Eastern Beringia originated in northeastern Asia.
Considering not only late Pleistocene topography with the Bering Land Bridge connecting
Asia and North America, but also the archaeological record, especially the overall
appearance of microblade technology, there is no doubt that late Pleistocene huntergatherers on both sides of the Bering Land Bridge shared a significant and very distinct
cultural trait (see Kuzmin et al. 2007). As this substantial characteristic appeared earlier
in Asia than in the previously pristine regions of northwestern North America the spread
of material culture can be linked to human “migrations” or “colonization processes”.
Meanwhile, investigations from disciplines other than archaeology, e.g. linguistics and
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genetics, have also affirmed “migrations” from west to east across the Bering Strait.
Although the various models differ in the number of expansions, their dating, and the
temporal extent of these processes, the general pattern seems to be substantiated (for
linguistic studies see Greenberg 1987; 1996; Hill 2004; Vajda 2011a; 2011b; for genetic
studies see Schurr 2004a; 2004b; Tamm et al. 2007; Fagundes et al. 2008; Volodko et
al. 2008; Dulik et al. 2012).
The archaeological record from the area referred to as Western Beringia is similar in
many ways to the one from Eastern Beringia. Just like in Alaska and Yukon, there are
relatively few sites in an extremely vast area that can be dated to the late Pleistocene,
thus complicating the reconstruction of a colonization process. Recent research,
especially since the 1970s, has generated new discoveries and valuable insights into
the early prehistory of northeastern Siberia, which is also comparable to recent work in
Alaska and Yukon. Nevertheless, the archaeological record from northeastern Siberia
appears more difficult to assess, considering the extremely small number of dated late
Pleistocene sites in this vast area (cf. Michael 1984; Kozlowski and Bandi 1984; Larichev
et al. 1992; West 1996b; Slobodin 1999; Slobodin 2001; Slobodin 2006). So far, mainly
sites from the margins of Western Beringia, especially from the Aldan River Valley in
Yakutia, seemed to help to further clarify the colonization of the whole area.
The following discussion of the archaeological record from late Pleistocene Western
Beringia will focus on the relatively few reliable sites, addressing the adequate
organization of these assemblages. At first, the scarce evidence of (potential) Pleistocene
sites from Western Beringia sensu stricto will be discussed, after which the focus will
shift to finds from the Aldan River Valley in Yakutia (the so-called Dyuktai Culture) as
one of the as yet most important points of reference for the Pleistocene colonization of
Western Beringia. After this overview, the question of dating this record and establishing
a suitable chronology shall be addressed.

4.2.1 The Western Beringian Heartland
Western Beringia sensu stricto is generally restricted to areas east of the Verkhoyansk
Range, i.e. parts of northeastern Yakutia, the Sea of Okhotsk Coast (Priokhotye), the
Indigirka-Kolyma River Basins, Chukotka, and Kamchatka (see Chap. 2). The archaeology
of this area suffers from a particularly small number of Pleistocene sites. Several sites
have been assigned to the Pleistocene, including Kukhtuy 3 in Priokhotye, Mayorych in
the Kolyma Mountains, Bolshoi El’gakhchan, Orlovka 2, Kymyneiki, Kym’ynanonvyvaam,
Kus’iuveem, Ioni 10, and Ul’khum-I in Chukotka, as well as Lopatka 4 in Kamchatka (cf.
Goebel and Slobodin 1999). However, this assignment was not based on radiocarbon
dates or stratigraphic context, but merely on typological grounds. Bearing in mind the
difficulties of such an approach in Eastern Beringia, it should be treated with caution
in Western Beringia, too, especially against the background of an even scarcer
archaeological record with chronological control. In fact, it could be shown that critically
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Fig. 4.33 Map of northeastern Siberia with sites mentioned in the text: Avdeikha, Berelekh,
Dyuktai Cave, Ezhantsy, Ikhine, Khaergas, Kheta, Ust’ Mil 2 (UM 2), Uptar, Ushki Lake, Ust’
Timpton (UT), Verkhne Troitskaya, Yana RHS

reviewing potential Pleistocene sites in Western Beringia clarifies the obscure contexts of
many assemblages (Goebel and Slobodin 1999; Goebel 2004b; Slobodin 2006). Also, an
organization of the Western Beringian record into different traditions – like a pebble, nonmicroblade, and microblade tradition – and subsequent dating of sites according to these
separations seems inadequate (cf. Slobodin 1999; 2001; 2006). It follows that it would
be inappropriate to include sites with uncertain context and lacking chronological control
in further investigations. The reconstruction of the colonization of Western Beringia has
to rely on very few sites.
So far, the probably most significant assemblages that can be dated to the Pleistocene
are those from the lower horizons at Ushki Lake in Kamchatka (Fig. 4.33). Other sites
like Berelekh in the Indigirka drainage, or Uptar-1 and Kheta in the Sea of Okhotsk
region (Fig. 4.33) might be additional candidates for late Pleistocene occupations, but
the evidence is still ambiguous (see below, “Other (Potential) Late Pleistocene Sites in
Western Beringia”). Meanwhile, pre-LGM remains were discovered at the Yana RHS
Site on the Yana River close to the Laptev Sea (Pitulko et al. 2004; Basilyan A. E. et
al. 2011; Fig. 4.33). As such, this site represents a strikingly early human occupation in
Arctic Beringia. However, seeing as this is as yet the only pre-LGM site its archaeological
context is difficult to assess.
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4.2.1.1 Ushki Lake
Great Ushki Lake is located in central Kamchatka, east of the Srednie Mountains (Fig.
4.33). It formed as a remnant oxbow lake cut off from the Kamchatka River during the
late Holocene, when the first terrace was deposited and the river channel shifted to the
north. The sites at Ushki Lake are situated on a former point bar on its southern shore
and remained undisturbed throughout the extensive shifts of the river channel (Dikov and
Titov 1984; Goebel and Slobodin 1999; Goebel et al. 2003). Investigations at the Ushki
sites have been conducted since their discovery in 1961 (Dikov 1977; 1996; Goebel
et al. 2003) and in general the stratigraphy with seven cultural layers is thought to be
intact. Archaeological components appear to be unmixed and distinct, which could be
validated by the correlation of archaeological and geological layers and well-defined
tephras (Dikov 1977; Dikov and Titov 1984; 1996; Goebel and Slobodin 1999).
Four of the five sites at Ushki Lake (Ushki 1, 2, 4, and 5) yielded late Pleistocene /
early Holocene remains. These were discovered in layers 6 and 7, while the lowermost
layer is only present at Ushki 1 and 5. Ushki 1 is the most extensively excavated site,
serving as a stratigraphic reference for the other sites. Remarkable are the extraordinary
discoveries from Ushki 1, not only because of its distinct lithic industry but also because
of its unique features in both layers 6 and 7.
Layer 7 at Ushki 1 and 5 yielded a lithic industry characterized by bifacial stemmed
projectile points, bifaces, burins, as well as stone pendants and beads, while microblade
technology is absent (see Goebel and Slobodin 1999:132 Figure 15; Dikov 1979:35 ff.
Ris. 3-6; 1996:249 Figure 4-19; Goebel et al. 2003:504 Fig. 4). Faunal remains have not
been studied and presented in detail.
Features from layer 7 at Ushki 1 include eleven presumed dwelling structures and a
(possible) human burial. The burial pit was circular and 1.8 m in diameter. While traces
of human bones were barely noticeable, it was filled with stones, red ochre, and over
800 small stone beads (Dikov 1968:197 ff.). The dwelling structures are oval-shaped
and range in size from 8 to 10 m² (see Goebel and Slobodin 1999:130 ff.). Some of
these structures yielded hearth features and/or stains of charcoal and red ochre. Two
large features appear to be two-chambered semi-subterranean dwellings, one of which
included six separate hearths.
The younger late Pleistocene layer 6 at Ushki 1 has yielded even more spectacular
discoveries. Over an area of approximately 1,800 m² 41 dwelling structures were
excavated (Dikov 1977; 1979; 1996; Goebel and Slobodin 1999). These were separated
into three different types. Type 1 consists of round semi-subterranean dwellings with
narrow entrance corridors. These structures are between 9 to 44 m² in size, have stonelined hearths in their centers, and seem to have been constructed with wooden posts.
Type 2 structures are round surface dwellings which range in size from 3 to 27 m² and
also have centrally located stone-lined hearths. Type 3 structures are rather indistinct,
irregularly shaped charcoal smears of varying size between 30 and 152 m² (see Goebel
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and Slobodin 1999:140 ff. Table 3). Remarkable is a dog burial in the eastern corner next
to the entrance in one of the type 1 dwellings (see Dikov 1979:58 ff. Ris. 13 and 15).
The lithic industry of layer 6, not only at Ushki 1 but also at Ushki 2, 4, and 5, is characterized
by lanceolate and leaf-shaped bifacial projectile points, bifaces, burins, end scrapers,
side scrapers, chopping tools, and retouched flakes. Microblade technology is present,
including wedge-shaped microblade cores (see Dikov 1979:61 ff. Ris. 16-18; 1996:248
Figure 4-18; Goebel and Slobodin 1999:136 Figure 17; Goebel et al. 2003:504 Fig.
4). In addition, the assemblage from layer 6 at Ushki 1 yields stone pendants, incised
sandstone plates, and a shovel- or paddle-like object made of bison bone (see Dikov
1979:60 f.; 66 Ris. 21-22; 68 Ris. 24).
Faunal remains have not been presented in detail, but remains of domesticated dog,
steppe bison, mountain sheep, lemming, horse, duck, and fish (salmon?) are present
(Goebel and Slobodin 1999:131 ff.).
Apparently, the occupation of layer 6 at Ushki 1 represents a residential camp with
different types of dwellings and a diverse toolkit resulting from various activities. Due to
the stratigraphic position of type 3 structures these may represent an earlier occupation.
Also, multi-layered floors and hearths point to repeated occupations. The semisubterranean dwellings might represent winter huts, while the surface structures may
stem from lighter summer huts, though there are yet no further indications for seasonality
at Ushki 1 (Goebel and Slobodin 1999:135).
Noteworthy is the presence of obsidian artifacts in both components of Ushki Lake.
Obsidian was brought to the site from distant sources of over 100 km and perhaps even
over 200 km away (Kuzmin et al. 2008).
The dating of the late Pleistocene record from the Ushki sites has been subject to debate.
Initially, layer 7 at Ushki 1 was dated to around 14,000 BP (ca. 17,100 cal BP) due to
two dates from the presumed human burial pit (Dikov 1977; Dikov 1979). These dates
were made on charcoal from the sediment that was used to fill the grave and accordingly
might derive from older deposits than the layer 7 occupation (Goebel et al. 2003:505
note 19; Goebel et al. 2010:2645). Indeed, recent reinvestigations of Ushki 1 and 5 have
shown that layer 7 is significantly younger than previously assumed (Goebel et al. 2003;
Goebel et al. 2010). It could be confirmed that the stratigraphy of the Ushki sites is intact
and that layers 6 and 7 are separated by a sterile horizon (Goebel et al. 2003:502).
Meanwhile, the new series of radiocarbon dates, made on samples from the 2000 field
season (Goebel et al. 2003) and on samples originally collected by N. Dikov (Goebel et
al. 2010; Kuzmin et al. 2010), have confirmed that layer 7 is actually about 4,000 years
younger than previously thought (Table 22; contradicting e.g. Kuzmin and Keates 2005).
According to these findings and the subsequent elimination of questionable radiocarbon
dates, it can be stated that the earliest occupation at Ushki occurred after 14,000 cal
BP, most probably around 13,000 cal BP (Fig. 4.34). The two younger Holocene dates
from layer 7 of Ushki 1 may be regarded as outliers (cf. Goebel et al. 2010:2645). At the
same time it becomes obvious that the occupation of layer 6 at both Ushki 1 and 5 most
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Table 22 Radiocarbon dates from Ushki 1 and Ushki 5, components/layers 6 and 7, used for
calibration (references: Goebel et al. 2003; Goebel et al. 2010)
Site
Ushki 1

Component /
Level
Component 6

Component 7

Ushki 5

Component 6

Component 7

Lab Nr

Mat.
dated

Method

RCYBP

CALBP

AA-45713

AMS

charcoal

10040 ± 130

11630 ± 250

AA-45715

AMS

charcoal

10160 ±

75

11810 ± 170

AA-69055

AMS

charcoal

10170 ±

60

11840 ± 140

AA-45720

AMS

charcoal

10230 ±

70

11950 ± 140

MAG-401

conv.

charcoal

10360 ± 220

12130 ± 380

Mo-345

conv.

charcoal

10360 ± 350

12040 ± 520

AA-45719

AMS

charcoal

10385 ±

90

12310 ± 190

AA-45714

AMS

charcoal

10800 ± 150

12790 ± 130

AA-45717

AMS

charcoal

11130 ± 100

13030 ± 130

MAG-637

conv.

charcoal

9750 ± 100

11070 ± 170

LE-3024

conv.

charcoal

9960 ± 100

11490 ± 190

AA-45710

AMS

charcoal

10675 ±

75

12680 ±

50

AA-45708

AMS

charcoal

10810 ±

75

12780 ±

60

AA-45709

AMS

charcoal

10850 ± 320

12680 ± 400

AA-45716

AMS

charcoal

11050 ±

75

12940 ±

90

AA-69057

AMS

charcoal

11070 ±

60

12960 ±

80

LE-3697

conv.

charcoal

11120 ± 500

12970 ± 590

UCIAMS53553

AMS

charcoal

11185 ±

25

13130 ±

70

UCIAMS53555

AMS

charcoal

11205 ±

25

13140 ±

60

UCIAMS53554

AMS

charcoal

11210 ±

25

13140 ±

60

UCIAMS53556

AMS

charcoal

11220 ±

25

13150 ±

60

LE-3695

conv.

charcoal

11360 ± 330

13280 ± 320

MAG-594

conv.

charcoal

11650 ± 100

13540 ± 120

AA-41387

AMS

humates

9485 ± 275

10790 ± 370 *

MAG-215

C14

charcoal

8790 ± 150

9870 ± 220

AA-41386

AMS

charcoal

10240 ±

75

11980 ± 160 *

SR-5811;
AMS
CAMS-74640

charcoal

10460 ±

80

12390 ± 180

AA-41388

AMS

charcoal

11005 ± 115

12920 ± 110 **

AA-41389

AMS

humates

11050 ±

75

12940 ±

90 **

UCIAMS32199

AMS

charcoal

11060 ±

25

12970 ±

60

SR-5810; CAM AMS

charcoal

11330 ±

50

13210 ±

80

* paired sample
** paired sample
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Fig. 4.34 Calibrated radiocarbon dates from Ushki 1 and Ushki 5, components/layers 6 and 7

probably occurred during the Younger Dryas, though there is some chronological overlap
between Ushki 5 layer 7 and Ushki 1 layer 6.
Although newly available data revealed that the earliest occupations at Ushki are
significantly younger than previously thought, they remain significant. In fact, the new
chronology for the Ushki sites with separate occupations during GI-1 and GS-1 fits to
the late Pleistocene chronology in Eastern Beringia. This led to the impression that a
chronological separation between an earlier non-microblade and a subsequent microblade
horizon, that some like to see in the Nenana and Denali Complexes in Alaska, is repeated
in Kamchatka (Goebel and Slobodin 1999:142 ff.; Goebel et al. 2003:504). However, it
seems that this separation is not adequate for Eastern Beringia (see above, “The Highly
Variable Archaeological Record of Eastern Beringia: Lithic Industries in Alaska, Regional
Frameworks, and Their Inevitable Decay”). At least since the discovery of Swan Point
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with its pre-13,000 cal BP microblade technology it has become obvious that we have
to expect and deal with a highly variable archaeological record, not only in Eastern but
indeed for the whole of Beringia (cf. Goebel et al. 2010:2646 f.). A regional or even transregional chronology should not be based on a single site. Also, the current apparent lack
of microblade technology during the late GI-1 should not be overemphasized, especially
considering the extremely small number of dated late Pleistocene sites.
In sum, the Ushki sites represent an extraordinary archaeological record from Pleistocene
Beringia. At first, it is a unique case of an apparent residential camp, including a diverse
tool assemblage, ornaments, dwelling structures, and burials. Furthermore, layer 7 yields
distinct bifacial stemmed projectile points that have so far not been discovered at any
Beringian site dated to the late Pleistocene. As such it lacks any typological correlates.
One assemblage that was seen in connection with Ushki was Bolshoi Elgakhchan 1 on
the Omolon River in Western Interior Chukotka (Kiryak 1996). A diverse lithic assemblage
characterized by bifaces, scrapers, “blade” cores on cobbles, and burins also yielded
four stemmed projectile points. Unfortunately, the site lacks chronological control. Pollen
analyses seem to point to a late Pleistocene / early Holocene age (Kiryak 1996:235),
but there are no radiocarbon dates from Elgakhchan. Dating of the site merely relied on
typological similarities, especially based on the presence of stemmed points.
In addition to these finds, there are so far only surface discoveries of similar stemmed
points from Western Beringia (King and Slobodin 1997; Slobodin 2001; 2010). Further
research has to produce more evidence of other late Pleistocene assemblages with
stemmed points besides those from Ushki Lake.
4.2.1.2 Other (Potential) Late Pleistocene Sites in Western Beringia
Berelekh
Two separate sites are located about 130 m away from each other on the
Berelekh River, a tributary to the Indigirka River, above the Arctic Circle in the IndigirkaKolyma lowlands (Fig. 4.33). Actually, only one of these is an archaeological site, while
the other – referred to as the “Mammoth Cemetery” or “Mammoth Graveyard” – is a
paleontological site without clear signs of human occupation (Pitulko 2011).
The “Mammoth Cemetery” was discovered in 1947. Excavations with the use of pressure
hoses on frozen sediment were conducted between 1970 and 1980 and produced an
extensive faunal assemblage from about 3.5 m below the surface in an area stretching
about 150 m along the river bank. Over 8,800 bones, teeth, and mammoth tusks were
recovered, representing at least 156 individuals of mammoth (Goebel and Slobodin
1999:120; Hoffecker and Elias 2007:105 f.). Among the faunal remains were also
specimens of steppe bison, reindeer, wolverine, cave lion, wooly rhinoceros, bison, and
ptarmigan (Pitulko 2008; 2011). Radiocarbon dates on bone samples, but also dates
on wood samples from sediments right above the bone bed, produced dates between
ca. 10,400 and 42,000 BP (ca. 12,400 and over 45,000 cal BP) most of them clustering
between ca. 12,000 and 13,000 BP (ca. 13,900 to 15,600 cal BP; cf. Appendix 1). The
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processes that were responsible for the accumulation of this strikingly high number of
faunal remains, especially mammoth, are not fully understood and have been subject to
debate. Mochanov (1977) suggested that the dense concentration of mammoth bones
and tusks are a cultural feature and resulted from collapsed bone dwellings. As the
remains were situated in alluvial or possibly lake sediments, they might also have been
concentrated by long-term fluvial activity. Meanwhile, the mammoth mortality profile with
a high amount of prime-age adults points to a possible catastrophic event and the death
of an entire herd (Goebel and Slobodin 1999:120; Hoffecker and Elias 2007:109). In any
case, the area referred to as the “Mammoth Cemetery” is an exclusive paleontological
site. It has not produced any artifacts and should not necessarily be seen in connection
with the actual archaeological site of Berelekh, until further evidence is available (cf.
Pitulko 2008; Pitulko 2011). Yet, it is conceivable that the “Mammoth Cemetery” attracted
humans in in their search for ivory for tool manufacture at a nearby camp site.
The archaeological site of Berelekh is about 130 m downriver from the “Mammoth
Cemetery”. After its discovery in 1970 excavations were conducted from 1971 to 1973 and
in 1981 (Mochanov 1977; Mochanov and Fedoseeva 1996a). Artifacts were discovered
in layer 3, a late to mid-Upper Pleistocene alluvium. The lithic tool assemblage from an
undisturbed context in the cultural layer consists of a biface fragment, a tip fragment
of a bifacial point, a burin, and seven retouched flakes (Mochanov 1977:80 Tabl. 24;
Mochanov and Fedoseeva 1996a:220 Figure 4-2). Microblade technology seems to be
absent, though a wedge-shaped microblade core was collected on the surface near the
site. Also, a bifacial point similar to teardrop-shaped Chindadn points from Alaska was
discovered on the surface (Hoffecker and Elias 2007:110 Figure 4.4; Pitulko 2011:18
Figure 7).
Among the lithic artifacts from the cultural layer are also four pendants with pierced
holes at one end (Mochanov 1977:80 Tabl. 24; Mochanov and Fedoseeva 1996a:220
Figure 4-2). In addition, the artifact assemblage yields an impressive number of faunal
remains including over 1,000 fragments of bone and 49 bone and ivory tools. Attested
species are mammoth, bison or horse, reindeer, hare, partridge, and fish. Partridge,
mammoth and especially hare bones are the most abundant (Mochanov and Fedoseeva
1996a:219). The worked bone and ivory pieces were classified as four mammoth tusk
knives, a spearpoint of mammoth tusk, and two scrapers. Certain mammoth rib fragments
are supposed to have been used as polishers (Mochanov and Fedoseeva 1996a:221).
Some of the bone and ivory tools appear to be engraved (Mochanov and Fedoseeva
1996a:222 Figure 4-3; Mochanov 1977:82 f. Tabl. 25 & 26). In 1965 a tusk fragment
with an engraved image of a mammoth was discovered by local collectors, which is the
first such find in northern Asia (Mochanov and Fedoseeva 1996a:221; 222 Figure 4-3;
Mochanov and Fedoseeva 1996a:84 Tabl. 27). Remarkable is also a large ivory rod
collected by N. K. Vereschagin in 1970 (see Pitulko 2011:17 Figure 6).
All in all, the archaeological record from Berelekh is unfortunately somewhat obscure
and difficult to assess, above all due to contradictions and discrepancies between the
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Table 23 Radiocarbon dates from Berelekh Archaeological Site used for calibration (references:
Pitulko 2008; 2011)
Site
Berelekh
Archaeological Site

Lab Nr

Method

Mat. dated

RCYBP

CALBP

Beta-190085

AMS

bone

11450 ± 150

13350 ± 160

Beta-243755

AMS

ivory

11820 ±

50

13690 ±

70

Beta-243748

AMS

bone

11970 ±

50

13860 ±

70

Beta-216796

AMS

bone

12200 ±

40

14270 ± 200

Beta-243745

AMS

ivory

12410 ±

50

14730 ± 120

Beta-243743

AMS

ivory

18920 ±

80

22780 ± 120

reports of various investigators of the site (see Pitulko 2011). Mochanov (1977) assigned
Berelekh to the Dyuktai Culture, but in general a classification of the small assemblage
on typological grounds seems impossible. Potential diagnostic pieces like the wedgeshaped microblade core or the teardrop-shaped biface come from uncertain contexts on
the surface.
Additionally, the radiocarbon chronology is anything but reliable. In addition to the 28 dates
that were obtained from the “Mammoth Cemetery”, nine samples from the archeological
site were radiocarbon dated (see Appendix 1). Three dates from the archaeological site
were made on wood samples, whose association with the cultural remains has to be
regarded as ambiguous, considering the geologic context of alluvial sediments. The
remaining six dates were made on bone (hare and mammoth) and ivory. While five dates
point to an occupation of the site most probably during GI-1 (Table 23; Fig. 4.35), the
strikingly old date of the ivory rod (18,920 ± 80 BP, i.e. 22,780 ± 120 cal BP) may point to
an older occupation. However, this piece may also testify to the scavenging of old ivory.
In sum, it must be noted that the record from Berelekh remains somewhat shaky. The
coherence of the artifact assemblage is questionable, and dating of the site occupation(s)
is hardly possible.
Uptar and Kheta
The two sites of Uptar and Kheta in the Sea of Okhotsk region (Fig.
4.33) have produced lithic assemblages that are supposed to be Paleolithic in character
and were therefore assigned to the late Pleistocene / early Holocene (Slobodin and King
1996).
The assemblage from Uptar is mainly characterized by bifaces, which constitute over
80 percent of the tools. Among these are lanceolate projectile points and foliate-like
bifaces, apparently from different stages of production (Slobodin and King 1996:239
Figure 4-13). Other tools are retouched flakes, end scrapers, cobble tools, and a possible
burin (Slobodin and King 1996:238 ff.; Goebel and Slobodin 1999:110). Five microblades
point to the presence of this technology.
King and Slobodin (1996) reported a fluted biface from the Uptar site and linked it to
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Fig. 4.35 Calibrated radiocarbon dates from Berelekh Archaeological Site. Note that the date of
the ivory rod is not shown in the graph

Paleoindian technology. However, the flute can rather be regarded as “a fortuitous
technological coincidence” (Meltzer 2009:189) instead of evidence for fluting technology
in Siberia.
The assemblage from the lower, supposedly late Pleistocene / early Holocene horizon of
Kheta appears to be more diverse than the Uptar assemblage. The tool assemblage is
characterized by bifaces, end scrapers, a burin, and a perforator. Further, there are flake
cores and a wedge-shaped microblade core, as well as microblades, a ski-shaped spall,
and a microblade core preform (Slobodin and King 1996:241; 242 Figure 4-15). Two
stone pendants complete the impression of a small, but diverse assemblage.
Both assemblages from the Uptar and Kheta sites were discovered beneath a layer of
tephra identified as the Elikchan tephra that has been dated to a period between ca.
8,800 and 8,500 BP (ca. 9,800 and 9,500 cal BP) in the Okhotsk region. In Uptar, a bulk
charcoal sample from the contact between the cultural layer and the tephra produced a
date of 8,260 ± 330 BP (9,180 ± 410 cal BP). The tephra overlying the cultural remains
serves as a minimum age for the human occupation (Goebel and Slobodin 1999:110 ff.).
Still, the exact dating of Uptar and Kheta remains problematic and a Pleistocene age
is far from certain. In the end, these two assemblages can merely be dated to a period
older than ca. 9,500 cal BP. More evidence is needed to clarify their status as either late
Pleistocene or early Holocene sites.
4.2.1.3 Yana RHS: A Pre-LGM Colonization of Western Beringia?
Until recently, the site of Berelekh was the only Pleistocene site in Western Beringia
located above the Arctic Circle. Meanwhile, the Berelekh site has been joined by the
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newly discovered Yana RHS Site, which is also significant due to it predating the LGM.
The site is situated on the Yana River, about 100 km from the Laptev Sea coast (Fig.
4.33). Archaeological investigations have been conducted at six different locations along
the left bank of the river, referred to as ASN, TUMS 1, NP, Yana B, SP, and Upstream
Point. Well preserved cultural layers were discovered at the three localities of TUMS 1,
NP, and Yana B. In addition to the artifacts from the excavations at these localities,
numerous finds were discovered on the surface (Pitulko et al. 2004; Basilyan A. E. et al.
2011). In 2008, a mass accumulation of mammoth remains was discovered by a group
of local people who started an ivory mine. This accumulation is more commonly referred
to as the Yana mass accumulation of mammoth (YMAM; Basilyan A. E. et al. 2011).
The lithic assemblage from the Yana Site is comparably small and comprises only a few
tools, such as bifacially worked flakes and scrapers. Important are the numerous faunal
remains that were recovered from the cultural layer and were found on the riverbank,
though probably also deriving from the cultural layer. In addition, there are three organic
tools, namely foreshafts with beveled ends, supposedly similar to Clovis foreshafts
(Pitulko et al. 2004). One is made of a wooly rhinoceros horn and two are made of
mammoth ivory. Species represented among the faunal remains are mammoth, horse,
reindeer, bison, Pleistocene hare, wooly rhinoceros, musk ox, wolf, polar fox, brown
bear, Pleistocene lion, wolverine, and unidentified birds. Numerous bones bear traces of
scraping or cut marks (Pitulko et al. 2004; Basilyan A. E. et al. 2011). The most common
species is reindeer, which was apparently the hunters’ main quarry besides horse and
birds (Pitulko et al. 2004:55). As it was originally supposed that mammoth did not play a
major part in the subsistence economy of the occupants, the discovery of the YMAM led
the investigators to suggest the anthropogenic accumulation of mammoth remains close
to the camp site (Basilyan A. E. et al. 2011).
A large series of altogether 54 radiocarbon dates was obtained from samples of bone,
ivory, and other organic remains (see Appendix 1). Fourteen samples were associated
with cultural remains, while seven reliable dates were obtained from bone and plant
samples within the YMAM (Table 24)29. All calibrated dates cluster between ca. 33,000
and 32,000 cal BP, pointing to a human occupation at Yana RHS several thousand
calendar years before the LGM, i.e. in the closing stages of MIS 3, a highly variable
climatic period (Fig. 4.36).
Yana RHS is demonstrably one of the oldest sites in the Arctic, not only in Beringia
but worldwide. Nevertheless, the archaeological record from Arctic regions is more than
scarce, respective both time and space. Yana RHS is dated to around ca. 32,000 cal BP,
followed by Berelekh around 14,000 cal BP and the site of Zhokov with its exceptional
cultural remains that have been dated to the early Holocene (Pitul’ko and Kasparov
1996; Pitul’ko 2001). These three sites by themselves can surely not serve as a basis
for the reconstruction of a colonization process in Arctic Western Beringia. Thus, the
29
Note that three dates with standard deviations ≥ 1000 were omitted from the group
calibration.
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Table 24 Radiocarbon dates from the Yana Site used for calibration (references: Pitulko et al.
2004; Basilyan A. E. et al. 2011)
Site
Yana RHS

provenience
cultural layer

loamy sand
(assoc. artif.)

surface (artif.)

bed 3 (YMAM)

Lab Nr

Method

Mat.
dated

RCYBP

CALBP

Beta-223413

AMS

bone

27250 ± 230

31910 ± 160

Beta-173067

AMS

bone

27300 ± 270

31960 ± 190

Beta-250634

AMS

bone

27670 ± 210

32210 ± 220

Beta-250637

AMS

bone

28060 ± 210

32530 ± 280

Beta-250635

AMS

bone

28210 ± 200

32650 ± 280

Beta-250633

AMS

bone

28250 ± 200

32680 ± 280

Beta-191326

AMS

bone

28500 ± 200

32930 ± 300

Beta-191322

AMS

bone

28570 ± 300

33030 ± 400

GIN-11465

conv.

bone

25800 ± 600

30710 ± 590

GIN-11466

conv.

bone

27400 ± 600

32120 ± 500

GIN-11467

conv.

bone

27600 ± 500

32280 ± 420

GIN-11464

conv.

ivory

27800 ± 500

32430 ± 440

Beta-162233

AMS

bone

27440 ± 210

32040 ± 170

Beta-173064

AMS

ivory

28250 ± 170

32680 ± 270

LE-8650

conv.

bone

27600 ± 600

32300 ± 500

LE-8508

conv.

plant
remains

27740 ± 200

32270 ± 230

LE-8568

conv.

bone

28200 ± 400

32700 ± 420

LE-8565

conv.

bone

28400 ± 430

32890 ± 480

Beta-257535

AMS

bone

28470 ± 210

32900 ± 310

LE-8574

conv.

bone

28600 ± 800

33080 ± 720

LE-8573

conv.

bone

28900 ± 900

33270 ± 770

question remains whether Western Beringia was indeed colonized prior to the LGM.
Before reports on the Yana Site became available, this had been widely discussed and
was subsequently refuted by several researchers, especially on grounds of climatic and
environmental conditions (e.g. Goebel 1999; Goebel 2002; Hoffecker and Elias 2003).
However, it now seems that Western Beringia was indeed inhabited before the LGM, then
abandoned during the LGM, and eventually re-colonized when milder climatic conditions
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Fig. 4.36 Calibrated radiocarbon dates from the Yana Site.
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returned during GI-1. Thus far, the archaeological record is however still too sporadic to
allow for anything other than speculation. The Yana Site shows human presence in Arctic
Western Beringia long before many other sites in the whole of Beringia were occupied,
but indeed there is no clear archaeological link to any other site, which renders the Yana
Site a spatially and chronologically isolated archaeological phenomenon. This is not to
say that this site is deprived of its archaeological significance, but at the present state
of research it does not provide us with information for the Late Glacial colonization of
Beringia, which appears to have been a separate historical process. Future research
may help to fill this gap.
4.2.1.4 A Sparse Archaeological Record and the Difficulties to Reconstruct a
Colonization Process
A recapitulation of the Pleistocene archaeological record in Western Beringia leads to
the underwhelming realization that there are in fact only three localities with securely
dated Pleistocene remains – Ushki Lake, Berelekh, and Yana RHS. Only two of these
– Ushki and Berelekh – can be related to the late Pleistocene colonization process of
Beringia. While at the Ushki sites there are two separate Pleistocene layers dating to
GI-1 and GS-1, respectively, occupation at the site of Berelekh can be assigned to GI-1.
All in all, this record is too meager to permit further conclusions about the colonization of
Western Beringia. Additionally, an integration of the GI-1 sites into other trans-regional
frameworks is impeded by the fact that, first, the assemblages from layer 7 at Ushki
Lake are very distinct from other late Pleistocene sites in Beringia and adjacent regions,
and second, the assemblage from Berelekh is too small and, in a way, too indifferent
for further assessments. Surface finds like the wedge-shaped microblade core and the
teardrop-shaped bifacial point may indicate the actual connection of the Berelekh site to
other Beringian assemblages, but as these artifacts lack a secure context they do not
present any hard evidence and are merely tentative indicators.
To put it simply, the currently available archaeological record from late Pleistocene
Western Beringia is far from adequate for reconstructing the colonization of this vast
area. Although the sites from Ushki Lake and Berelekh do provide invaluable insights into
late Pleistocene settlements in Western Beringia, they are to date only single find spots
on a mostly empty map. Comparisons with other Beringian sites are barely possible, and
even their integration into chronological, cultural or typological frameworks still eludes
us. An exception seems to be Ushki layer 6 with its bifacial and microblade technology,
which indeed reveals typological and technological relations not only to Eastern Beringia
but also to sites subsumed under the term “Dyuktai Culture”, situated at the southwestern
border to Western Beringia sensu stricto.
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4.2.2 At the Gate to Beringia: Yakutia, the “Dyuktai Culture”, and the
Question of Cultural Entity in Western Beringia
After his work in Yakutia, especially along the Aldan River, and the outstanding discoveries
of several Pleistocene sites, Mochanov compiled his findings in a comprehensive
publication that still serves as the primary reference for the late Pleistocene archaeology
of the area (see Mochanov 1977). His main conclusion was that the late Pleistocene
archaeological record from Yakutia represents a single cultural entity. The so-called
Dyuktai Culture, named after the Dyuktai Cave in the Aldan River Valley (Fig. 4.33),
is characterized by a variety of bifacial tools, including foliates and leaf-shaped points,
and by microblade technology, especially wedge-shaped microblade cores. In addition,
there are pebble tools, burins, end scrapers, side scrapers, and various forms of flake
cores (see illustrations in Mochanov 1977:15 ff.). The Dyuktai Culture was compared to
other Pleistocene sites in northern Asia and North America, and eventually linked to the
peopling of the Americas (Mochanov 1977:223 ff.). The radiocarbon dates for Dyuktai
sites presented by Mochanov (1977) range from ca. 35,000 to 10,500 BP (ca. 40,200 to
12,500 cal BP). Hence, Yakutia would have been inhabited by modern humans before
the LGM, making an early entry into the Americas possible.
Mochanov’s work indeed marks a milestone in Beringian archaeology and the sites he
discovered in the Aldan region are an invaluable source of information on the colonization
of Beringia, especially considering limited archaeological record from Western Beringia.
Nevertheless, this new record led to controversial discussions. The chronology of the
Dyuktai Culture founded on a few stratified sites, some of which have also produced
radiocarbon ages. In addition to the eponymous site of Dyuktai Cave, most important
assemblages are those from Ust’ Mil’ 2, Ikhine, Ezhantsy, Verkhne Troitskaya, and Ust’
Timpton (Mochanov 1977; Mochanov and Fedoseeva 1996b; 1996j; 1996d; 1996c;
1996l; 1996k; for a complete list of radiocarbon dates see Appendix 1). Other sites like
Tumulur, Leten Novyy, and Kurung 2 were also assigned to the Dyuktai Culture and dated
to the Pleistocene on typological grounds (Mochanov 1977; Mochanov and Fedoseeva
1996i; 1996g; 1996f). The scope of the Dyuktai Culture was also extended into Western
Beringia by including the sites of Berelekh, Kukhtuy 3, and Mayorych (Mochanov 1977;
Mochanov and Fedoseeva 1996a; 1996e; 1996h; Fig. 4.33). The chronological basis,
however, is formed by the six crucial sites mentioned first. Among these, Ust’ Mil’ 2 and
Ikhine 2 are the only sites with strikingly old dates in excess of 30,000 BP, and as such
supposedly represent an early horizon within the Dyuktai Culture. Especially these old
strata and the associated assumption of a pre-LGM origin of microblade technology in
northern Asia have been subject to debate (Yi and Clark 1985; Ackerman et al. 1985).
While the primary investigators still adhere to the original chronology (see contributions
by Mochanov and Fedoseeva in West 1996b), many archaeologists have rejected the
old dates from Yakutia and a pre-LGM occurrence of microblade technology in northern
Asia (e.g. Vasil’ev 1993; Yi and Clark 1985; Goebel 1999; 2002). Others accepted a pre-
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LGM colonization of Siberia and dates from Yakutia of ca. 20,000 BP, but rejected dates
as old as ca. 30,000 BP (Kuzmin 1994; Kuzmin and Orlova 1998).
Mochanov’s chronology was initially supported by Pleistocene geology and the work
of Tseitlin, who assigned the lower layers of Ust’ Mil’ 2 and Ikhine 2 to the Kargin
Interglacial between ca. 30,000 and 35,000 BP (ca. 40,200 and 34,300 cal BP; Tseitlin
1979:222 ff.). Subsequently, however, Yi and Clark (1985) presented a comprehensive
and extremely valuable critical assessment of Dyuktai chronology, their line of argument
including both geological and archaeological observations. Yi and Clark disagreed with
Mochanov’s and Tseitlin’s chronology and rejected the strikingly old dates from Ust’ Mil’ 2
and Ikhine 2, stating that the supposed old Dyuktai horizon between ca. 35,000 and
19,000 BP (ca. 40,200 and 22,900 cal BP) “is based neither on firm chronometric data
nor on unambiguous stratigraphic relationships” (Yi and Clark 1985:10). At the same
time, they refer to Verkhne-Troitskaya as “the least problematic open-air accumulation
of Paleolithic remains in the Aldan Valley” (Yi and Clark 1985:10) and accept its dating
to ca. 18,300 BP (ca. 22,000 cal BP). While their critical assessment of Ust’ Mil’ 2 and
Ikhine 2 is reasonable, the reliability of Verkhne-Troitskaya is also debatable considering
that all dated materials are wood samples from alluvial sediments. Even though the dates
are in stratigraphic order and the oldest date of 18,300 BP is in stratigraphic association
with the upper limit of cultural stratum 3, a wood sample in an alluvial context should
not be regarded as a reliable source for dating due to possible aggradation of old wood.
In fact, all dates obtained on wood samples from alluvial sediments in Arctic and subArctic environments – where wood may be preserved very well and then re-deposited in
younger sediments – are generally suspect and should be regarded with extreme caution,
if not consistently rejected30. This is not to say that Dyuktai sites may not have appeared
as early as 18,000 BP (ca. 21,500 cal BP), but at present the evidence is too insecure. A
date of 17,150 ± 345 BP obtained on bone from the cultural layer at Ezhantsy has to be
rejected, too, as it is apparently not reliably associated with cultural remains according
to Kuzmin and Orlova (1998:15 Table II) and their rating system for radiocarbon dates
(cf. Kuzmin and Tankersley 1996). The same applies to three bone dates between ca.
16,600 and 26,500 BP from Ikhine and other dates older than 15,000 BP from Avdeikha
and Khaergas in the central Lena River Basin (Kuzmin and Orlova 1998:15 f. Table II; cf.
Kuzmin and Tankersley 1996).
The most reliable stratigraphy for the late Pleistocene at the southwestern border to
Beringia is the sequence from Dyuktai Cave (see Mochanov 1977:6 ff.; Tseitlin 1979:222
ff.; Mochanov and Fedoseeva 1996b). Here, the available radiocarbon dates span a
period from 14,000 to 12,100 BP (ca. 17,200 to 14,200 cal BP; Table 25; Fig. 4.37),
which so far appears to be the lowermost limit not only for the Dyuktai chronology but
also for the colonization of the whole area along the Aldan and Lena Rivers. In fact, the
only other dated site in the region is the multi-layer site of Ust’ Timpton in the Aldan River
30
Exceptions would be wood samples from cultural features, as it is the case at Ust‘
Timpton (see below).
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Table 25 Radiocarbon dates from Dyuktai Cave, layers 7a to 7c, and Ust’ Timpton, layers V to
VII used for calibration (References: Mochanov 1977; Mochanov and Fedoseeva 1996k).
Site
Dyuktai Cave

Ust' Timpton

Component /
Level

Method

Mat.
dated

RCYBP

CALBP

LE-907

conv.

wood

12100 ± 120

14170 ± 270

IM-462

conv.

bone

12520 ± 260

14790 ± 490

LE-860

conv.

charcoal

12690 ± 120

15180 ± 190

LE-784

conv.

charcoal

13070 ±

90

15910 ± 300

GIN-405

conv.

charcoal

13200 ± 250

16120 ± 460

layer 7b

GIN-404

conv.

charcoal

14000 ± 100

17170 ± 110

layer 7c

LE-908

conv.

wood

13110 ±

15970 ± 300

layer V

LE-861

conv.

charcoal

10740 ± 100

12720 ±

layer V-VI

LE-920

conv.

charcoal

10300 ±

50

12160 ± 140 *

layer VIb

LE-898

conv.

wood

10650 ±

80

12660 ±

layer VIII

IM-453

conv.

charcoal

layer 7a

Lab Nr

90

11800 ± 200

60

60

13730 ± 240

* obtained on wood from a dwelling feature

Valley. This sequence has yielded several assemblages spanning the late Pleistocene
to the early Holocene, designated Dyuktai, Sumnagin (cf. Mochanov 1977:98 ff.), and
transitional (Mochanov and Fedoseeva 1996k). Multiple occupations during the Dyuktai
stage seem likely. Noteworthy is the discovery of a rectangular structure of wood from
layer VI, probably the remains of a dwelling, which has been dated to 10,650 ± 80 BP
(Mochanov and Fedoseeva 1996k:204 Figure 3-28).
In the end, the chronological basis for the Dyuktai Culture in southwestern Yakutia is
fairly tenuous. A rigorous evaluation and the elimination of dates as discussed above
leaves only ten dates from the two sites of Dyuktai Cave and Ust’ Timpton as a reliable
chronological frame for this industry (Table 25). It has to be kept in mind, though, that
some sites (e.g. Verkhne Troitskaya, Ikhine, Avdeikha, and Khaergas) may be dated
to a period older than 16,000 BP (ca. 19,100 cal BP). Be this as it may, the Aldan and
Lena Valleys were most probably colonized after the LGM. The occupation(s) at Dyuktai
Cave can be dated to a period between ca. 17,500 and 14,000 cal BP, most probably
around ca. 16,000 cal BP, and therefore prior to the onset of the Late Glacial Interstadial
Complex (GI-1), but definitely after the LGM (Fig. 4.37). The site of Ust’ Timpton is clearly
younger. It may have been occupied during GI-1, while three out of four dates lie between
ca. 13,000 and 11,800 cal BP, perhaps indicating two occupations during the Younger
Dryas (Fig. 4.37).
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Fig. 4.37 Calibrated radiocarbon dates from Dyuktai Cave, layers 7a to 7c, and Ust’ Timpton,
layers V to VII

Re-evaluations of Mochanov’s Dyuktai chronology result in a significantly younger
colonization of Western Beringia than previously assumed (see below, “Radiocarbon
Chronology of Northeastern Siberia and the Difficulties to Date the Colonization of
Western Beringia”, and “The Colonization of Western Beringia as Derived from Available
Data”). In addition to the important question of dating this process, another substantial
issue is the organization of this record. Mochanov (Mochanov 1977:223 ff.) compared
the Dyuktai Culture to industries from other parts of Asia and from North America. The
definition of the cultural entity pooled under the term Dyuktai, however, is still ambiguous.
The defining characteristics of Dyuktai sites are generally bifacial tools and microblade
technology, which is a fairly broad frame for a supposed distinct industry or material
culture. These characteristic traits of lithic technology are distributed all over northeastern
Asia and northwestern North America during the late Glacial (see Kuzmin et al. 2007).
A characterization of the whole late Pleistocene archaeological record of these areas
as a uniform cultural entity, somehow even implicating ethnicity, is certainly far from
satisfactory. Some of the connections to other industries made by Mochanov are merely
based on the presence of bifacial technology, an extremely broad classification. As such,
it may be questioned whether the Dyuktai Culture as proposed by Mochanov is really
a useful category by which to approach the late Pleistocene colonization of Western
Beringia.
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There are indeed striking similarities in lithic assemblages across the whole of Western
Beringia, from the Aldan and Lena Rivers to Kamchatka. Although the record is
extremely scarce, it can be stated that the dated assemblages from Dyuktai Cave and
Ust’ Timpton show a clear resemblance to layer 6 at Ushki Lake, both of which have
produced microblade technology with wedge-shaped microblade cores and bifacial tools.
However, this should not be misinterpreted as evidence for a single late Pleistocene
cultural entity in Western Beringia, particularly as layer 7 at Ushki, dated to the end of
GI-1 and therefore firmly within the chronological frame of the supposed Dyuktai Culture,
has given us a strikingly different and distinct lithic assemblage. This shows that the
archaeological record of Western Beringia should rather not be addressed under the
notion of a uniform lithic industry. Furthermore, if the definition of the Dyuktai Culture
is based on the assemblage of Dyuktai Cave, some assemblages from significant sites
for Mochanov’s framework (e.g. Ust’ Mil 2, Ikhine, Ezhantsy, Mayorych, and Berelekh)
should actually not be attributed to the Dyuktai Culture, as they lack “characteristic”
Dyuktai artifacts, that is with the exception of wedge-shaped microblade cores (Vasil’ev
2001:19). Obviously, the concept of the Dyuktai Culture is in itself ambiguous and as
such inadequate to describe and organize the archaeological record of northeastern
Siberia.
An alternative would be a separation into different “local cultures”, as it has been common
in Russian archaeology (Vasil’ev 2001). Considering the low frequency of sites in Western
Beringia and the highly variable record from Eastern Beringia, together with attempts
made there to distinguish different cultural entities, a division of the limited archaeological
record from Western Beringia seems less than appropriate. This would probably lead to
as many “cultures” as there are sites, which would certainly not help to clarify matters (cf.
Vasil’ev 2001). Instead, an appropriate way to address and organize the late Pleistocene
of Western Beringia is to regard it in a similar way as Eastern Beringia. Obviously, the
hunter-gatherers that colonized the area in the course of the late Pleistocene left behind
a variable record which does not (yet) allow for a differentiation into distinct entities. The
record of Eastern Beringia has revealed that even given a better understanding of the
diversity of assemblages, a grouping of sites is not useful. In fact, in Western Beringia
we are actually just beginning to see an apparent variability in the archaeological record.
However, this record still suffers from a low frequency of dated sites, which significantly
diminishes any conclusions as to the colonization process in the region.
The sites of Dyuktai Cave, Ust’ Timpton, and Berelekh at the one end of Western Beringia,
and Ushki Lake at the other end of this vast region provide evidence for pronounced
variability in hunter-gatherer campsites during the late Pleistocene. Certainly, these
assemblages do not allow for a classification under a single cultural entity or tradition. At
the same time, they cannot be regarded as representatives of different industries. As such,
the late Pleistocene archaeological record from Western Beringia shows that a certain
repertoire of lithic technology including microblade and bifacial technology was present
and appears at several sites in different manifestations. Microblade technology is present
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before GI-1 at Dyuktai Cave, after GI-1 at Ushki Lake layer 6 and at Ust’ Timpton, and
perhaps during GI-1 at Berelekh. On the other hand, it is absent during GI-1 at Ushki Lake
layer 7. Accordingly, it becomes apparent that the presence or absence of microblade
technology did not result from different chronological stages or regional traditions. The
emerging picture is actually similar to the one in Eastern Beringia: microblade technology
is well established during the late Pleistocene, but it does not necessarily appear on
every site. Assemblage variability may well be the result of functional variability of huntergatherer campsites. Certainly, there is no archaeological basis for postulating either a
distinct uniform tradition or a specific chronological or regional pattern.

4.2.3 Radiocarbon Chronology of Northeastern Siberia and the
Difficulties to Date the Colonization of Western Beringia
The above discussion and critical reevaluation of the archaeological record has made
clear that there exists only a small number of dated sites with Pleistocene occupations in
Western Beringia and in its immediate border region in the Aldan and Lena River Valleys.
The dismissal of various sites and radiocarbon data sets from our deliberations means
that the available ages by which the colonization of these regions can be deduced is
drastically diminished. Be as it may, in this section I would like to present calibrated
radiocarbon dates for Western Beringia, which – in spite of their small number – indicate
the timing of the colonization process.
When all ambiguous dates are eliminated, and when the isolated old dates from the
Yana Site and the ivory rod from Berelekh are omitted, 48 dates remain for calibration
(Fig. 4.38). These were made on samples from Dyuktai Cave, Ust’ Timpton, Berlekh
Archaeological Site, Ushki 1, and Ushki 5. However, any interpretations made on the
grounds of the emerging pattern are limited due to the comparably small sample of dates
from a small number of sites. Still, some general observations can be made.
The supposedly earliest human presence in Western Beringia occurred during GS-2
in Dyuktai Cave. Most radiocarbon ages from the other sites in the graph show a clear
focus in GI-1 and GS-1, with a few Holocene outliers from Ushki Lake. A gap in the data
between the LGIC and the Younger Dryas (comparable to the one detected in Eastern
Beringian dates) seems to be present in Western Beringia as well. Thus, the regions
west of the Bering Land Bridge may also have been depopulated during the onset of
the Younger Dryas. However, such conclusions must remain tentative considering the
extremely restricted data set from only very few Western Beringian sites.
When radiocarbon dates from uncertain cultural contexts are included in the calibration,
the graph still shows the same basic pattern (Fig. 4.39). Again most dates cluster in GI-1
and GS-2 with a gap at the onset of the Younger Dryas. In contrast, there now appear
more dates prior to GI-1, i.e. in addition to those from Dyuktai Cave, namely Ikhine 1 and
2, Khaergas, Ust’ Mil’ 2, Verkhne-Troitskaya, and the old dates from the Yana Site and the
ivory rod from Berelekh. These old dates show no sign of clustering (with the exception
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of dates from the Yana Site) and span a prolonged time period of more than 35,000
years. If we are to take these dates at face value, they would indicate human presence
in Western Beringia as early as ca. 41,000 cal BP. However, such an assumption seems
inappropriate, most notably due to the inherent problems associated with these data.
Also, the consideration of these dates in the calibration by no means shows any striking
patterning or clustering which might allow for further reaching conclusions relating to a
pre-LGM colonization of Western Beringia.
At the current state of research it can only be concluded that there is evidence for human
presence in Western Beringia as early as ca. 17,000 cal BP, though this evidence comes
as yet from just one site – Dyuktai Cave, located at the very southwestern edge of
Western Beringia. Earlier colonization is possible, and is indicated at several sites. Yet,
this evidence remains ambiguous in nature, especially as at these sites the dating of
cultural remains is not clear and the association of available radiocarbon dates with
cultural remains is uncertain. The bulk of dates clusters at the end of GI-I and in GS-1,
but this is the result of larger series of dates especially from the Ushki sites.
A further investigation of the radiocarbon chronology of Western Beringia by calculating
weighted mean values – as already undertaken for late Pleistocene components in Eastern
Beringia – is not suitable due to the overall sparse record. Radiocarbon dates from the
sites of Dyuktai Cave and Ust’ Timpton reveal fail to provide evidence for distinguishable
occupation periods (Fig. 4.37). Only the Ushki sites with their excellent archaeological
record and radiocarbon dates indicate distinct clusters and possibly distinct occupation
periods. All in all, the Western Beringian sample of dated sites with the potential to detect
reliable occupation periods is far too small to allow for a comparative analysis and further
insights into the colonization process of the whole of Western Beringia.

4.2.4 The Colonization of Western Beringia as Derived from
Available Data
The critical review of the late Pleistocene archaeological record from Western Beringia
and its immediate vicinity in southwestern Yakutia has revealed the extreme scarcity
of dated sites that are available for investigating the colonization process of this vast
landscape. For the most part, late Pleistocene Western Beringia is a blank map with only
few Pleistocene sites with good chronological control. Until today, the sites from Ushki
Lake still appear as outstanding isolated cases.
The discovery of Dyuktai Cave and other Pleistocene sites in the Aldan River Valley in
the southwest of Western Beringia initially presented additional evidence for earliest
settlement. Investigations and subsequent interpretations of this record gave the
impression of a single cultural entity that spread from Yakutia across the whole of Western
Beringia to Kamchatka, in the form of the so-called Dyuktai Culture. This term became a
common concept and has been broadly used in archaeological research.
According to this notion, Western Beringia was colonized and inhabited by hunter-
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Fig. 4.38 Calibrated radiocarbon dates from late Pleistocene occupations in Western Beringia
/ northeastern Siberia. Note: Dates from the Yana Site and the ivory rod from Berelekh are not
included
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Fig. 4.39 Calibrated radiocarbon dates from late Pleistocene occupations in Western Beringia /
northeastern Siberia including “questionable” dates
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gatherers of distinct “cultural” origin for a comparably long period of time, roughly
between the LGM and the onset of the Holocene, manifesting on every late Pleistocene
site. Considering the apparently variable archaeological record from Eastern Beringia,
this entity fell apart as soon as humans crossed the Bering Land Bridge. The colonization
process of Beringia would therefore surmount to a development from a distinct unity to a
striking variability of material culture.
As discussed in previous chapters, the interpretation of the Western Beringian record
as a single entity is misleading. In fact, it ignores the variability which is apparent even
in the scarce and still emerging archaeological record of the last millennia of the late
Pleistocene. As such, the archaeology of Western Beringia appears similar to Eastern
Beringia. This is not to say, however, that it should be conceived as a subsumption of
different cultural entities.
Instead, the record from Western Beringia should at present be approached with
caution. The available information does not yet fully clarify the situation. The radiocarbon
chronology does not allow for a chronological separation, and the archaeological record
does not (yet) show clear patterns or trends.
All that can be derived from the evidence so far is a very general picture. Apparently,
the first humans entered Western Beringia more than 30,000 years ago, as it is evident
at the Yana Site; however, this record is an isolated case, and in a way it poses more
questions to future research than it can answer at present. If it indeed represents an early
colonization or is simply the result of a single event of human presence in the high Arctic
remains debatable. Whatever the case, we can surely not yet speak of a colonization
process in pre-LGM times.
Broader colonization of Western Beringia becomes evident in the late Pleistocene, albeit
that the record is again limited. Still, some dated sites do span a time period from ca.
17,500 cal BP (GS-2) till the end of the Pleistocene. Some sites in the Aldan River Valley
may also indicate an earlier, pre-LGM human presence in the southwest of Western
Beringia, though the evidence is still inconclusive. At the current state of research, it
can be concluded that Western Beringia was most probably colonized after the LGM.
The assemblages from Dyuktai Cave, Ust’ Timpton, and Ushki layer 6 reveal that a lithic
technology comprising the production of bifacial tools and microblade technology was
dispersed all over Western Beringia by this time, thus indicating widespread technological
traditions between the LGM and the Holocene. At the same time, the outstanding
assemblage from layer 7 at Ushki clearly deviates from this apparent trend. The reasons
for these deviations are still obscure, though we should be wary of a premature attribtion
of these traits to cultural or chronological differences.
Finally, it can be stated that hunter-gatherers all over Western Beringia appear to
have practiced the same repertoire of lithic technology, but as in Eastern Beringia this
technology is not attested at every site. Deviations are part of the pattern, a simple
reflection of the variable human behavior of mobile hunter-gatherers in changing
environments. Furthermore, the available information leads us to the conclusion that
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the lithic technology of Western Beringia is parallel to that found in Eastern Beringia.
While on the one hand it represents its predecessor, this tradition also persists until the
Holocene, thus revealing a continuity of established lithic technology on both sides of the
Bering Land Bridge.

4.3 In Quest of the Origin of Beringian Colonization
In spite of the relative scarcity and extreme variability of archaeological sites, the
overall emerging picture reveals a certain general character of the Beringian record.
The basic repertoire of lithic technology including bifacial and microblade technology
was widespread and represents the defining character of the Beringian late Pleistocene.
While this repertoire is often difficult to recognize, particularly as its characteristic features
are frequently split up and assigned to different chronological and geographical groups
instead of being recognized as different functional characteristics, it may be conceived
as the unifying element of late Pleistocene hunter-gatherers in Beringia.
As these hunter-gatherers were the first humans to colonize the Siberian and North
American sub-Arctic and Arctic, archaeological research has been inclined to search for
the origin of these people. The only method to find a “progenitor” is to look for analogues
in lithic technology and typology that can be dated to periods older than the Beringian
record. Accordingly, as humans colonized Western Beringia at 17,000 cal BP, or
perhaps even as early as ca. 19,000 cal BP on grounds of the current state of research,
potential progenitors for the colonization of Beringia have to be sought in northern and/
or northeastern Asia before at least 17,000 cal BP.
The quest for an origin of Beringian colonization is, however, complicated due to a wide
distribution of similar characteristics in lithic typology and technology on numerous sites
in northern Asia. The most important feature that links Beringia with the Upper Paleolithic
record from northern Asia is microblade technology, especially with wedge-shaped
microblade cores made on bifacial preforms. This characteristic technology, in turn, is
part of a large northern and northeastern Asian record (see Michael 1984; Larichev et al.
1992; Vasil’ev 1993; Derev’anko 1998c; Nelson et al. 2006; Kuzmin et al. 2007), which
makes it difficult to identify any group of sites that can be unambiguously linked to the
Beringian record.
The emergence and spread of microblade technology has played a significant role in
the attempt to locate the origins of Beringian colonization. As this technology obviously
belonged to the technological repertoire of the first hunter-gatherers who settled in
Beringia, its dispersal into this vast region can be conceived as a direct indicator for
human colonization from areas where it had been formerly established. Archaeologists
have been concerned with the origin and spread of microblade technology for several
decades now. To date, a possible origin of microblade technology may be found in the
Altai Mountains in south central Siberia as early as 35,000 BP (ca. 40,200 cal BP; Kuzmin
2007; Keates 2007). From here it might have spread to the Yenisei River Valley and to the
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Lake Baikal and Transbaikal regions, where it may have appeared between ca. 25,000
and 20,000 BP (ca. 29,900 and 23,900 cal BP; Derev’anko 1998c; Kuzmin 2007; Keates
2007). Subsequently it spread to the Russian Far East and Japan between ca. 20,000
and 14,000 BP (ca. 23,900 and 17,100 cal BP; Vasilevski 2003; Derevianko et al. 2006;
Derevianko and Tabarev 2006; Vasilevsky 2006; Sato and Tsutsumi 2007; Sano 2007).
Here it is important to note that the spread of microblade technology in southern Siberia
and adjacent regions of the same latitude is not necessarily linked with human migration,
but may merely be the result of a diffusion of ideas, as these areas were inhabited prior
to its emergence (see Goebel 2004a). In contrast, regions farther in the north were most
probably not widely populated before the LGM (e.g. Graf 2005), except for some isolated
spots such as the Yana Site (Pitulko et al. 2004; Basilyan A. E. et al. 2011) or the Lower
Paleolithic site of Diring Yuriakh (Waters et al. 1997a; 1997b). Therefore, the spread of
microblade technology into northern sub-Arctic and Arctic regions marks the colonization
of pristine landscapes by late Pleistocene hunter-gatherers (cf. Goebel 1999; 2002).
The wide distribution of this characteristic feature of lithic technology in northern Asia
raises the general question whether Beringia was colonized from several areas at once or
from one distinct region in northern Asia. In addition, it is still subject to research whether
only one or rather several colonization “events” occurred, or alternatively whether we
are dealing with a complicated colonization process over a long time period of possibly
several millennia. Against the background of currently available archaeological evidence,
the latter questions are surely difficult to answer.
Basically, all neighboring regions of Beringia with Late Upper Paleolithic remains are
candidates for the origin of Beringian colonization. These are the Yenisei River Valley,
the Lake Baikal region, the Transbaikal region, and the Russian Far East. In all these
areas numerous sites constitute a Late Upper Paleolithic record that is characterized
by microblade and bifacial technology similar to the Beringian record (see Abramova
1979b; 1979a; Derev’anko and Markin 1998; Medvedev 1998; Derev’anko 1998b;
Kirillov and Derev’anko 1998; Vasilevski 2003; Derevianko et al. 2006; Derevianko and
Tabarev 2006; Vasilevsky 2006). In parts, this record is not older than the earliest human
presence in Western Beringia, thus not necessarily qualifying for an origin of Beringian
colonization. Nevertheless, there are by now several candidates that have produced
microblade and bifacial technology with associated radiocarbon dates in excess of
14,000 BP (ca. 17,100 cal BP), such as sites of the so-called Avontova and Kokorevo
Cultures on the Yenisei River (Abramova 1979b; 1979a; Akimova et al. 2005), Studenoe
2 and Ust’ Menza 2 in the Transbaikal area (Goebel et al. 2000), Ust’ Ulma 1 in the Amur
River Basin (Derevianko and Zenin V. N. 1995; Derevianko et al. 2006), and Ogonki 5 on
Sakhalin Island (Vasilevski 2003; Vasilevsky 2006). It is important to note that in these
areas there is an apparent interassemblage variability during the Late Upper Paleolithic,
comparable to the Beringian record, which may well derive from functional variability
within hunter-gatherer settlement patterns instead of cultural-chronological differences
as originally suggested (see the recent studies of Graf 2009; 2010; 2011; cf. Vasil’ev
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Fig. 4.40 Map of the Russian Far East with LUP sites (including “Initial Neolithic” sites):
Chernigovka, Gasya, Goly Mys 4, Goncharka 1, Gromatukha, Khodulikha 2, Khummi, Malyie
Kuruktachi, Novopetrovka, Ogonki 5, Osinovaya Rechka 16, Ust’ Ulma 1 (and other Selemdzha
Sites in close vicinity), Sukhaya Cave, Suvorovo 4, Ustinovka 6

2001).
According to its dating and its comparably short distance to the Aldan River Valley – so
to speak the southwestern gate to Beringia – the record from the Russian Far East
is of particular relevance (Fig. 4.40). This area stretches (from east to west) from the
maritime provinces along the Sea of Japan and Sea of Okhotsk coasts to the Amur-Zeya
Plateau. In the north, where it is bound by the Stanovoy Mountains, it borders on the
Aldan upland, behind which the Aldan River Valley with its remarkable archaeological
sites is situated. In addition to the regional proximity it is the archaeological record itself
which makes the Russian Far East an important area for searching for the origins of
Beringian colonization.
The period during and after the LGM in the Russian Far East is commonly referred
to as the Late Upper Paleolithic (LUP). An important characteristic of the LUP is the
presence of microblade technology, which appears as early as ca. 23,000 cal BP, as
attested at the sites of Ust’ Ulma 1 in the Amur-Zeya Plateau and Ogonki 5 on Sakhalin
Island. Radiocarbon dates range from ca. 19,400 to 17,900 BP (23,300 to 21,400 cal
BP; Derevianko and Zenin V. N. 1995; Vasilevsky 2006; Kuzmin 2006c; see Appendix 1).
The recently investigated site of Khodulika 2 in the Amur River Basin with a radiocarbon
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date of 22,530 ± 320 BP (27,190 ± 490 cal BP) from the lower layer 1 even points to a
possible pre-LGM appearance of microblade technology (Kuzmin et al. 2005; Fig. 4.42).
Associated with the early emergence of microblade technology is bifacial technology and
the presence of diverse bifacial tools, including pointed foliates, such as the specimens
that also appear in the Aldan River Valley. Sites from the Zeya-Bureya Plateau, more
precisely a group of sites along the Selemdzha River, are of particular importance.
Altogether 15 sites31 were excavated between 1982 and 1989 and are referred to as
the so-called Selemdzha Culture, characterized by microblade technology, bifacial tools,
blade and flake cores, and various forms of tools like end scrapers, burins, and pebble
tools. Microblade cores include a variety of forms, most importantly wedge-shaped
specimens, but also boat-shaped pieces (Derevianko and Zenin V. N. 1995; Derevianko
et al. 1998). Four chronological stages could be detected based on the stratigraphic
differentiation of cultural horizons. An important change can be detected in the uppermost
layer, most importantly by the presence of pottery in a still LUP context (Derevianko
1996; Derev’anko 1998b; Derevianko et al. 2006).
However, the chronological sequence should be handled with particular caution. In fact,
the only site that features all four cultural layers is Ust’ Ulma 1, where the geological
layer 2 could be divided into two horizons separated by a sterile layer of large cobbles
(Derevianko and Zenin V. N. 1995). Ust’ Ulma 1 is referred to as the “type site” of the socalled Selemdzha Culture, and the chronological stages of this entity are based solely on
observations from this one site. At most other sites of the Selemdzha group, only the two
uppermost layers were detected (Derevianko et al. 1998). Further, lithic assemblages
from these other sites are completely different to those recovered from Ust’ Ulma 1,
both with respect to assemblage size and typology of tools and cores. The whole range
of (supposedly) typical artifacts is only present at Ust’ Ulma 1, while each of the other
Selemdzha sites yielded a different picture regarding frequency and presence or absence
of certain tool and core forms (cf. Derevianko and Zenin V. N. 1995; Derevianko et al.
1998). Nevertheless, in spite of the apparent variability in the composition of diagnostic
tool and core forms, there is an apparent connection between the sites on the grounds
of a common technology that was upheld over a long period of time.
The dating of the proposed stages of the Selemdzha sites is somewhat problematic,
mainly due to the absence of radiocarbon dates from Selemdzha sites with the exception
of Ust’ Ulma 1. Here, two radiocarbon dates serve as chronological markers. A date
of 19,350 ± 65 BP (23,270 ± 80 cal BP) was made on hearth charcoal from layer 2b,
i.e. the second oldest cultural horizon. According to this date and the presence of
cryogenic features, layer 2b can be dated to the Gydan cold phase at the beginning
of the Partysansk or Sartan stage. Furthermore, it proves a terminus ante quem of at
least 23,000 cal BP for the lowest cultural layer 3, which can most probably be dated to
the warm period before the Partysansk stage due to a lack of cryogenic features (see
31
This number includes the site of Novorybachii on the Zeya River. There are 14 sites on
the Selemdzha River.
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Derevianko 1996). A date of 12,590 ± 80 BP (15,060 ± 150 cal BP) on ceramics from
the uppermost layer 1 presents a chronological marker for the youngest horizon and the
early emergence of pottery in the region (Derevianko et al. 2006). Based on geological
evidence and the radiocarbon dates from Ust’ Ulma 1, the four chronological stages of
the Selemdzha Culture have been assigned rough time ranges: stage 1 from ca. 24,000
to 20,000 BP (ca. 28,800 to 23,800 cal BP), stage 2 from ca. 20,000 to 18,000 BP (ca.
23,800 to 21,500 cal BP), stage 3 from ca. 17,000 to 13,000 BP (ca. 20,400 to 15,600 cal
BP), and stage 4 from ca. 12,000 to 10,500 BP (ca. 13,900 to 12,500 cal BP; Derevianko
et al. 2006). At all remaining Selemdzha sites absolute dating has to rely on stratigraphic
correlations of geological layers with Ust’ Ulma 1. However, as layer 2 could generally
not be differentiated at the other Selemdzha sites, the framework with four stages cannot
be applied to all sites in the group. At these sites, stages 2 and 3 are amalgamated, as
a consequence of which the assemblages from geological layer 2 can only be roughly
dated to a period between ca. 20,000 and 13,000 BP (23,800 and 15,600 cal BP).
An approximation of the age of assemblages from different sites on the grounds of
geological correlations with the stratigraphy of Ust’ Ulma 1 seems plausible, even though
the resolution of the Selemdzha chronology has to remain comparably coarse. Most
importantly, it can be stated that microblade technology with wedge-shaped microblade
cores made on prepared bifaces emerges in the Amur-Zeya Plateau as early as 23,000 cal
BP and potentially even earlier. The Selemdzha sites constitute a unique case in the LUP
of the Russian Far East with a group of 15 sites with principally similar lithic assemblages
and nearly identical stratigraphic conditions in a relatively restricted area.
With regard to lithic typology and technology, the Selemdzha sites are very similar to the
late Pleistocene sites in the Aldan River Valley referred to as the Dyuktai Culture. Both
groups of sites have produced assemblages that are characterized by various forms
of bifaces and microblade technology, including wedge-shaped microblade cores. This
typical Beringian technological repertoire emerges first at the Selemdzha sites before it
appears in the Aldan River Valley, and as such in Beringia as a whole. On the grounds
of their typological and technological character, their age, and their regional proximity to
Western Beringia, the assemblages from the Selemdzha River are of great relevance to
Beringian archaeology and embody a very probable origin of colonization (cf. Derev’anko
1998a). In addition to the archaeological evidence, there are also indications from
mtDNA-analyses (Volodko et al. 2008).
However, the Selemdzha sites are not only interesting due to their potential as a likely
origin of Beringian colonization, they are also of special interest for our expanding
comprehension of the significant changes in material culture that were taking place in the
Russian Far East at the end of the Pleistocene, i.e. shortly prior to – or even contemporary
with – the time when Eastern Beringia was colonized. Distinct cultural changes, presumably
including a shift in subsistence strategies, seem to have taken place at ca. 13,000 to
12,000 BP (ca. 15,600 to 13,900 cal BP), and are marked by the emergence of strikingly
early pottery at sites dated to the late Pleistocene (Zhushchikhovskaya 1997; Kuzmin et
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Table 26 (this and next page) Radiocarbon dates associated with early ceramics in the Russian
Far East (references: Kuzmin et al. 2003; Derevianko et al. 2004; Derevianko et al. 2006)
Site

Component /
Level

Chernigovka
Gasya

Goncharka 1

lower layer

layer 3b

?

Gromatukha

layer 2

layer 3

lower layer

?

Khummi

lower layer

Method

Mat.
dated

AA-20936

conv.

ceramics

10770 ±

75

12740 ±

40

AA-13393

AMS

charcoal

10875 ±

90

12840 ±

80

GEO-1413x

conv.

charcoal

11340 ±

60

13220 ±

80

LE-1781

conv.

charcoal

12960 ± 120

15720 ±

290

GaK-18981

conv.

charcoal

9890

11430 ±

410

AA-25439

AMS

charcoal

10280 ±

70

12100 ±

200

AA-25438

AMS

charcoal

10280 ±

70

12100 ±

200

LLNL-102168

conv.

charcoal

10590 ±

60

12630 ±

60

AA-25437

AMS

charcoal

12055 ±

75

14010 ±

170

LLNL-102169

conv.

charcoal

12500 ±

60

14920 ±

120

SOAN-5761

AMS

charcoal

6175

± 125

7060 ±

150

Beta-205394

AMS

charcoal

10660 ±

40

12690 ±

40

SOAN-5762

AMS

charcoal

11580 ± 190

13480 ±

190

MTC-05938

AMS

charcoal

12300 ±

70

14450 ±

210

MTC-05937

AMS

charcoal

12380 ±

70

14590 ±

220

AA-36447

AMS

charcoal

9895

±

50

11320 ±

70

AA-607665

conv.

charcoal

12120 ±

40

14100 ±

120

AA-36079

AMS

charcoal

12340 ±

60

14510 ±

220

AA-38107

AMS

ceramics

7310

±

45

8110 ±

60

AA-38102

AMS

ceramics

8660

±

90

9690 ±

130

AA-38108

AMS

ceramics

10450 ±

60

12390 ±

160

SNU02-002

AMS

ceramics

11320 ± 150

13230 ±

150

AA-20939

AMS

ceramics

13240 ±

85

16160 ±

330

AA-20940

AMS

ceramics

13310 ± 110

16270 ±

360

GIN-6945

conv.

charcoal

7760

± 120

8610 ±

160

AA-13391

AMS

charcoal

10345 ± 110

12240 ±

240

SOAN-3826

conv.

charcoal

12150 ± 110

14250 ±

260

SOAN-3583

conv.

charcoal

12425 ± 850

14970 ± 1250

AA-13392

AMS

charcoal

13260 ± 100

16190 ±

Lab Nr

145

RCYBP

CALBP

± 230

340
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Novopetrovka 2

Ust-Ulma 1

layer 1

AA-38109

AMS

charcoal

9740 ±

60

11120 ±

100

AA-20937

AMS

ceramics

9765 ±

70

11160 ±

80

AA-20938

AMS

ceramics

10400 ±

70

12330 ±

170

AA-38103

AMS

ceramics

12720 ± 130

15210 ±

190

AA-20935

conv.

ceramics

12590 ±

15060 ±

150

80

al. 1997; Derevianko et al. 2004; Zhushchikhovskaya 2005; Kuzmin 2006a; Kuzmin 2008;
Table 26; Fig. 4.41). This period is referred to as “Initial Neolithic” in Russian archaeology
and is separated from the LUP based on the presence of pottery (Kuzmin 2006c; 2006a).
Nevertheless, lithic assemblages of the “Initial Neolithic” Osipovka Culture in Priamurye
are in fact still LUP in character, featuring a variety of bifacial tools and wedge-shaped
microblade cores (see Derevianko and Medvedev 2006). The designation of these sites
as “Neolithic” is actually misleading, especially with respect to the use of this term in the
context of the Neolithisation in the Near East and Europe, where “Neolithic” is a label for
a whole package of change in material culture and subsistence, basically from hunting
and gathering to sedentarism and agriculture. Consequently, sites assigned to the socalled “Initial Neolithic” should rather be addressed as “LUP with pottery”.
The presence of strikingly early ceramics in a generally still LUP context is outstanding,
especially considering that the Russian Far East can be considered as an area of origin
for the colonization of Beringia. On the one hand, the LUP Russian Far East shows
connections to the Beringian record with respect to lithic technology, the characteristic
features of which emerge here before they spread into Beringia. On the other hand, there
are significant changes at the end of the Pleistocene – reflected in the emergence of
pottery – which cannot be observed in Beringia but take place during the time period of
Eastern Beringian colonization and the emergence of its highly variable record.
In sum, the late Pleistocene archaeological record in the Russian Far East constitutes
a probable progenitor of the Beringian record. The typical “package” of lithic technology
including microblade and bifacial technology emerges before 23,000 cal BP and remains
an important feature until the end of the Pleistocene. Towards the end of the LUP, pottery
appears on some sites, indicating significant but probably not rapid cultural changes that
may be linked to a gradual change in subsistence strategies. Several sites with series
of radiocarbon dates represent this period and illustrate the continuity of settlement
between the LGM and the Holocene (Fig. 4.42).

4.4 Summarizing the Colonization of Beringia
Based on current insights from Beringian archaeology, a general picture of the
colonization of this region can be presented, albeit that many aspects are still a matter
of interpretation. While numerous publications are in general agreement with respect to
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Fig. 4.41 Calibrated radiocarbon dates for the LUP with early ceramics (“Initial Neolithic”) in the
Russian Far East

the chronology of colonization, my review and reassessment of certain sites may deviate
from other archaeologists’ opinions. This is especially the case concerning attempts to
identify an origin of Beringian colonization. My aim is to contribute to ongoing discussions
and at the same time highlight new perspectives on this topic together with implications
for human colonization of an area that may be regarded as the gateway to the Americas.
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Fig. 4.42 Calibrated radiocarbon dates from LUP sites in the Russian Far East (including “Initial
Neolithic” sites with dates of LUP age)

The following summary is based on my conclusions of the current state of research
as well as my own critical review thereof. However, at this point, I refrain from making
more precise statements; I wish to avoid making far-fetched conclusions based solely
on information derived from the literature (more detailed questions shall be addressed in
Part II on grounds of artifact analyses).
In the previous sections of this chapter I stressed that I see no good reasons for
separating some assemblages and assigning them to distinct cultural entities. I also
strongly disagree that separate groups, ethnicities, or any distinct unity can be detected
in the Beringian record. The only unifying element is lithic technology, which is bifacial
and microblade technology subsumed in a single common technological repertoire. The
manifestations of this repertoire are closely linked to subsistence, landscape use, and
situational behavior of hunter-gatherers.
In general, several different stages can be discerned for the initial colonization of Beringia:
1) The emergence of microblade technology in association with bifacial tool production
in northeastern Asia shortly after – or perhaps even prior to – the onset of the LGM,
indicating the origin of Beringian colonization.
It appears that a progenitor of the Beringian archaeological record can be found in the
LUP of the Russian Far East, where microblade technology in association with bifacial
technology – the hallmark of late Pleistocene Beringian hunter-gatherers – appears as
early as 23,000 cal BP (Ust’ Ulma 1, Ogonki 5), or possibly even earlier, i.e. before the
onset of the LGM (Khodulika 2).
2) First human presence in Sub-Arctic and Arctic regions of northeastern Asia, i.e.
Western Beringia, perhaps in the form of single “events” or “visits” during the climatically
highly variable (though generally rather cold) GS-2.
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Humans appear at the southwestern “gate” to Beringia, the Aldan River Valley, at ca.
17,000 cal BP (Dyuktai Cave). The technological repertoire of these hunter-gatherers
was characterized by bifacial and microblade technology. Besides Dyuktai Cave, there
are currently no other late Pleistocene sites in Western Beringia that can be dated to a
period before GI-1, with exception of the Yana Site, which may represent another very
early sporadic presence of (“non-microblade”) hunter-gatherers in Western Beringia in
pre-LGM times. It cannot be ruled out that new discoveries in the future will revise this
picture and finally present evidence for a broad pre-GI-1 colonization.
3) Colonization of Western and Eastern Beringia during the ameliorated climate of GI-1,
connected with the spread of microblade and bifacial technology.
Both Western and Eastern Beringian sites testify to the dispersal of the Beringian lithic
“package” all over Beringia during GI-1, albeit that most parts of Western Beringia in fact
lack dated archaeological finds from this period. Beringian sites – especially in Eastern
Beringia – show a high variability in their artifact composition, indicative of a diversified
settlement pattern of Arctic and Sub-Arctic hunter-gatherers.
The whole process of Beringian colonization is certainly much more complicated than it
appears in such a generalized scheme. First of all, many sites in Beringia and adjacent
regions in northeastern Asia are lacking direct associations with microblades and bifaces,
which is especially the case in Eastern Beringia. As such, the lithic “package” presumably
so typical for Beringia has to be understood as an entity that may fall apart from site to
site due to factors such as seasonality or functional variability. Second, a colonization
model that is regarded as a migration from west to east may be too simple, especially
when the scope is extended both in time and space.
The radiocarbon chronology shows that there may have been a hiatus at the onset of
the Younger Dryas. Humans may have abandoned Beringia, or at least certain parts of
this vast region, for a comparably short time period of one or two centuries. Accordingly,
the Beringian colonization process did not only comprise the earliest periods of human
presence in this region, i.e. GI-1. Instead, it must be regarded as a complicated process
that cannot be simply illustrated by, say, “arrows on a map” for a specific time window.
Hunter-gatherer groups moved back and forth across the landscape over several
millennia, thereby gradually colonizing but also temporarily abandoning new habitats.
In other, more technical words, the developments that took place dring this complicated
process can only be presented at a very low temporal resolution. As such, sites from both
GI-1 and GS-1 have to be considered in any evaluation of the entire process.
In addition, when we look at the colonization of Beringia on a larger geographic scale,
i.e. including the potential area of origin in the Russian Far East, we can see strikingly
different developments. Besides the apparent “migration” of hunter-gatherers from the
Russian Far East to Western and Eastern Beringia, the archaeological record also reveals
the emergence of a cultural boundary between the Russian Far East and Beringia during
the period of Beringian colonization.
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Before GI-1, there were still clear connections between the LUP in the Russian Far
East and the earliest hunter-gatherers at the southwestern edge of Western Beringia,
as revealed at sites along the Selemdzha River and at Dyuktai Cave in Yakutia. In the
course of the early Late Glacial Interstadial, however, these connections ceased; this is
reflected in different cultural developments in these areas. When (Western Beringian)
hunter-gatherers colonized Eastern Beringia during conditions of ameliorated climate
they retained their material culture. In contrast, hunter-gatherers in the Russian Far East
seem to have developed a different subsistence strategy during the same time period.
Although lithic technology does not show overwhelming changes, the appearance of
early pottery in LUP contexts was a significant development. The presence of pottery
actually suggests decreased mobility and may be associated with an increased reliance
on fishing (Zhushchikhovskaya 2005:28 f.). The organization and time needed for the
production of pottery does not fit to a settlement pattern of highly mobile hunter-gatherers,
as it may be assumed for Beringia for the whole of the late Pleistocene. Regardless of
the actual function of the early pottery in the Russian Far East – either for storage or
cooking – its time-consuming production, including the procurement of necessary raw
materials, seems to be more compatible with a semi-sedentary settlement pattern with a
higher number of long-term base camps, thus decreasing overall mobility.
Consequently, the late Pleistocene archaeology of Beringia and adjacent regions not
only provides insights into a complete colonization process from its earliest to its final
stages, in a wider context, it also contrasts a trans-regional migration with a regionally
restricted adaptation.
Presumably, both these processes resulted from climatic and environmental changes in
different areas. That hunter-gatherers in the Russian Far East expanded into uninhabited
regions farther to the north before GI-1 may be due to the climatically unstable conditions
of GS-2. It may also be that other factors like population increase caused the settlement
of new habitats. Social or even religious reasons are equally possible, but such causes
are much more difficult (if not impossible) to detect in the available archaeological data.
Eventually, Eastern Beringia was colonized by hunter-gatherers during the milder
conditions of GI-1. Possible reasons for this colonization will probably remain subject
to speculation, but we can at least state that this process took place during a time of
milder climate and less inhospitable conditions in Sub-Arctic and Arctic regions. A broad
colonization of the whole of Beringia prior to GI-1 may have been hindered due to the
harsh climate and environment. Further, the scarce archaeological record in Western
Beringia may not just reflect the current state of research, but it might in fact indicate
that even Western Beringia was not widely populated before the colonization of Eastern
Beringia. Over a long period of time there may have been single “visits”, but it was not
until GI-1 that a wider colonization may have taken place. Remarkably, this was the exact
same time period when connections between the Russian Far East and Beringia came
to a close. Thus, the colonization of Eastern Beringia is contemporaneous with a local
adaptation in its area of origin.
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To sum up, the archaeological records from the beginning and the end of the colonization
process of Beringia, namely the Russian Far East and Eastern Beringia, can tell us so
much about settlement systems and possible changes in subsistence patterns among
these late Pleistocene hunter-gatherers, who in the end may have laid the foundations
for the peopling of the whole of the American continent.

4.5 Final Remarks: Do We Have to Give It a Name?
The proposed dissolution of the archaeological framework with its different entities
(in particular Dyuktai Culture, Nenana Complex, Denali Complex, Mesa Complex,
Sluiceway Complex) will – if accepted – inevitably lead to calls for new terms by which
the archaeological material can be properly addressed. The most obvious response to
my approach to the Beringian record would probably be to refer to West’s ideas and lump
them all together under one term, e.g. “Beringian tradition”. However, I do not regard
this to be very useful, as it implies a distinct character of assemblages that is supposed
to be found all over Beringia, which is demonstrably not the case. The variability of late
Pleistocene Beringian sites is so high that a single archaeological term – like culture,
tradition, industry, or complex – would be inappropriate. At the same time, I tried to
show in this overview that we should not subsume certain sites and assemblages under
distinct definitions. All these sites appear to be connected somehow and do not represent
distinct entities. We are confronted with a highly variable record that we are unable to
name in the good old fashion of traditional archaeology. I would rather not repeat this
inaccuracy by either reviving old terms or introducing a new nomenclature.
There is a further reason that I choose to reject an archaeological classification for the
late Pleistocene material. Most archaeologists would agree that what we really want to
find out about is human behavior. Therefore, it is inevitable that archaeological material
is organized within distinct and easily referencable frameworks. Yet, I can see a certain
danger in subsuming assemblages in this way: covertly, the significance of initial merely
technical definitions of entities increases, and sooner than intended there may be an
automatism to regard them as representative of distinct groups of people. But when
archaeologists talk about cultures, traditions, industries, or complexes, they are in fact
far away from talking about people, especially in the Paleolithic. They are actually still
referring to the constructs which they themselves have set up, usually without clarifying
what these constructs really mean. These archaeological categories have to be thoroughly
analyzed, before they can even be transferred into the sphere of human behavior. These
steps have far too often been neglected.
As such, if it is our aim to explain the behavior of humans who were involved in an
incredibly complicated colonization process over several millennia, we should a priori talk
about people, and not about constructed entities of material culture. The archaeological
finds serve as the sources of information about hunter-gatherers’ behavior, but the
organization of this material has to rely on non-typological criteria. Here, I have suggested
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and used radiocarbon dates in correlation with climate proxies. In the end, I would simply
refer to the remains of these hunter-gatherers as the late Pleistocene archaeological
record of Beringia without any suggestion of distinct archaeological terms.
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PART II:
Functional Variability and Settlement Systems
in Late Pleistocene Beringia
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5 Approaching Intraassemblage Diversity,
Interassemblage Variability, and Hunter-Gatherer
Settlement Systems
The current state of research in Beringian archaeology, as presented in Part I, reveals
a highly variable archaeological record. With respect to Eastern Beringia, I have argued
for refraining from the traditional archaeological framework and instead using a transregional approach to the archaeological material. Against this background, my further
investigations shall address the crucial question of functional variability and huntergatherer settlement systems.
Assertions on functional differences of sites based on artifact analyses allow for
the reconstruction of settlement patterns and as such may offer explanations for
the colonization of Beringia in many respects. This demands an examination of
interassemblage variability, which in turn can only be based on detailed analyses of
intraassemblage diversity of a variety of sites. Therefore, selected assemblages were
analyzed with regard to their diversity and probable site activities in order to investigate
the functional variability of settlement patterns of late Pleistocene Beringian huntergatherers.
In addition to the examination of Eastern Beringian assemblages, sites from the Russian
Far East – as the potential area of origin of Beringian colonization – were selected
for analysis. As such, the colonization of new habitats can be contrasted with a local
adaptation, which offers further explanations for the complex cultural process of Beringian
colonization.

5.1 Open Research Questions on Settlement Systems
So far, an assessment and interpretation of the currently available published archaeological
data offers insights into space and time dynamics of the Beringian colonization process.
Nevertheless, this complex cultural process still lacks convincing explanations in
many respects. Above all, this concerns large scale human adaptations to changing
environments, in both space and time.
Using published data the Beringian record can be evaluated in quite different ways (see
Part I). For example, the dating of Beringian colonization can be assessed on different
scales, i.e. from the resolution of a single component or event to the trans-regional level.
Also, it is possible – to a certain extent – to re-evaluate the archaeological material and
re-organize it in a trans-regional framework. However, all this does not yet answer most
crucial questions concerning the colonization of Beringia. The conclusions presented in
Part I can only form the basis for further investigations. In order to explain the colonization
process of Beringia, we need to shed light on systemic relations between different late
Pleistocene hunter-gatherer campsites. As such, the following analysis is aimed to
address several so far unanswered questions:
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- Which functional differences can be inferred from artifacts for different site occupations?
Which activities can be determined? What are the differences between certain sites and
regions?
- Are there discernible seasonal patterns? What could these have been and how might
they be reflected in the archaeological record?
- Are there diachronic changes in settlement patterns? Did hunter-gatherers react to
climatic and environmental changes?
In sum, all these questions call for the reconstruction of the larger settlement system,
including systemic relations between different sites. This in turn calls for the development
of a suitable approach to the aforementioned interassemblage variability. In the end, the
question of how and possibly even why hunter-gatherers colonized Beringia may be
approached.

5.2 Methodology: Systematic Analysis of Modified Stone
Artifacts
As is typically the case in Paleolithic research around the world, Beringian archaeology is
also extremely reliant on stone artifacts as a main source of information. Sites with good
bone preservation (like Broken Mammoth) are remarkable exceptions.
The following analysis has two regional foci: first, Alaska, including the Nenana and
Tanana River Valleys as well as certain sites from the western Brooks Range in northern
Alaska; and second, the Selemdzha River Valley in the Russian Far East. The Alaskan
material as the intrinsic Beringian record will be given preference in this study.
As I have tried to demonstrate in Part I, I feel that the Eastern Beringian record should
be investigated using a trans-regional approach. It is my aim to reconstruct land use
patterns of late Pleistocene hunter-gatherers in this vast region. This will be based on a
systematic analysis of selected stone artifact assemblages, which represent the highly
variable archaeological record. The hypothesis is that interassemblage variability is the
result of functional variability of campsites in a potential single settlement system all over
Eastern Beringia during the late Pleistocene.
All artifacts from all selected sites were recorded in a single relational database with
a common set of attributes. In this way all assemblages can be investigated and
compared systematically, thus allowing for the detection of functional variability and the
reconstruction of a settlement system.
The selected assemblages from the Russian Far East shall be analyzed in the same way,
thus permitting the identification of settlement patterns and possible diachronic changes.
The initial occupation and final permanent establishment of settlement in formerly pristine
landscapes of Eastern Beringia shall be contrasted with apparent cultural change and
presumed adaptation in the Russian Far East.
Reasonably, such an analysis should involve a preferably high number of various
assemblages. Owing to the time needed for the accumulation of such amounts of data
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from different inventories, stored at different facilities with different modes of curation,
and always requiring extensive overseas travel, the extent of this investigation had to
be carefully delineated. As such, the analysis is limited to secondarily modified stone
artifacts, which includes all retouched or modified tools and all cores, but excludes, for
example, pieces that only show use wear retouch without any intentional modification.
Although such pieces should also be regarded as tools in a broader sense, they were
excluded for the sake of consistency. In general, all flakes in an assemblage may have
been used as tools, which can in many cases only be clarified by microscopic analysis,
thus significantly extending the effort of investigation (cf. Flanigan 2002). This would not
have been possible without limiting the sample to a small number of assemblages, which
would have been counterproductive to the aims of this study.
Eventually, available modified stone artifacts from all selected sites were recorded in
the database established for this study. In some cases, missing artifacts were included
based on catalog information or available illustrations.
Each artifact was recorded as a single entry in the database, clearly identifiable by site,
cultural component and/or geological layer, artifact ID given by the respective label, and
an additional individual ID used exclusively for this study. While certain attributes were
recorded for every artifact, additional attributes were only recorded for distinct artifact
types. Each attribute was assigned a number, which made it possible to expand the list of
attributes when needed. An overview of all recorded attributes with further explanations
and notes can be found in Appendix 2.
The typology of stone tools and cores used in this study is generally based on common
Paleolithic terminology. Still, the assignment of tools and cores to distinct classes was
accommodated to the needs of this study.
Tools: Morphology and Function
The list of tool types used in this study is kept as
simple as possible. Tools were grouped into “functional-morphological” tool classes.
There is no division of tools into sub-groups (e.g. certain sub-types of end scrapers
or burins). Such divisions may be arbitrary and result in the misleading typological
separation of what are otherwise identical tools. Sub-types are, however, not principally
excluded. In general, and if desired, the additional attributes recorded for certain tool
classes (see Appendix 2) still allow for a division on grounds of recorded data (e.g.
multiple end scrapers or burins).
The only tool class that was divided into sub-types immediately during the process of
recording was the group of bifacial tools. These were assigned to morphological subtypes, including different forms of (projectile) points and other bifaces.
Some notes have to be made with respect to the term “projectile point” as used in this
study. It is generally difficult to prove the actual use of a point as a projectile without
comprehensive use wear and fracture analyses (and even then it can still be difficult to
reach a final consensus on the diagnostic features). In this study, point forms are referred
to as projectiles based on their morphology. This does not mean that they were actually
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used as projectiles, especially as such pieces may have been discarded either prior to
their usage or before completion (e.g. preforms). A usage of these pieces other than as
hunting implements cannot be excluded entirely. But even if projectile points were used
for other tasks during their use lives (cf. Andrefsky 2005:203 f.), it can be assumed that
most of these pieces were used as projectiles as well. The term projectile point as used
in this study should be understood as a rather rough classification that includes all kinds
of hunting implements without trying to clarify the weapon system (thrusting, throwing, or
shooting, using spears, darts, or arrows).
The different forms of projectile points are lanceolate points, fluted points, triangular and
trianguloid points, teardrop-shaped Chindadn points, and indeterminate points. Dixon
(1999:170 f.) has suggested that Chindadn points were actually used as knives instead
of projectiles; however, there are no clear indications on these artifacts that they were
used as hafted knives. According to the reconstruction of Dixon the pointed end of a
Chindadn point would be part of the hafted end. I think it is more likely that symmetrical
and pointed artifacts were used as projectiles. In the end, only use wear analyses can
clarify this question.
Other bifaces with a symmetric outline – or at least an obvious intentional shape –
are referred to as “foliates” or more general as symmetrically shaped bifaces (SSB).
Bifaces without a symmetric outline or any discernible deliberate shape are referred to as
indifferent bifaces, while early stage bifaces or bifacial blanks are recorded as a separate
type. Meanwhile, fragments of bifaces are often merely classified as indeterminate
bifaces.
The function of bifaces is certainly difficult (if not impossible) to determine based solely
on morphology. In this study, the morphological sub-types of bifacial tools are divided into
three basic functional groups:
1) a distinct group of projectile points that were made for hunting;
2) a somewhat indifferent group of symmetrically shaped, indeterminate bifaces which
were probably used for a variety of tasks, or unused bifaces that were discarded during
reduction, e.g. manufacturing rejects. Also, and perhaps most importantly, certain bifaces
were presumably carried across the landscape as blanks in order to modify them just as
needed (e.g. into knives, points, or microblade cores);
3) Early stage bifacial blanks – in most cases manufacture rejects – but which may also
have been used for heavy duty tasks.
All other unifacial tool classes are divided on grounds of morphology and assumed
function. In most cases tool function is subject to speculation. For some common Eurasian
Upper Paleolithic tool types it has been inferred from microscopic use-wear analyses
(e.g.Keeley 1978; Bolus 1992; De Bie and Caspar 2000; Baales 2002; Sano 2009). In
the majority of cases end scrapers were used for scraping soft materials such as hide
(although they may also have been used for working hard materials), while burins were
generally used for working hard materials such as bone, antler, or ivory.
A study conducted on a Beringian assemblage (Walker Road Component I; Flanigan
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2002) does not specify such a relation, but it is stated that the “most conspicuous task
represented in the sample is scraping” and that this “shows a high correlation with the
morphological typology performed on the collection” (Flanigan 2002:84). Most tools in
the collection are end scrapers (see Chap. 6; c.f. Goebel 2011).
For other tool types limited functions might also be assumed. For example, borers or
perforators32 seem to be suitable tools for drilling activities, presumably of rather soft
materials like hide. Chopper and pebble tools would have been used for heavy duty
tasks. Notched pieces with rounded edges seem to have been used as spokeshaves.
Meanwhile, it has also become apparent that many stone tools are multi-functional and
that tool function is often difficult to determine from tool morphology (e.g. Odell 1981; cf.
Andrefsky 2005:202 ff.). However, even detailed use wear analyses become problematic
when stone tools were used for various tasks on manifold materials and when the
potential main use of a tool is almost impossible to recognize. Despite the problems
in determining distinct functions of different stone tools, a rather limited range of tasks
conducted with certain tool types can be assumed. By all means, even though the exact
functions of several tool types cannot be determined with absolute certainty, and even
though some morphologically different tools may have been applied for the same tasks,
it seems obvious that certain tools were produced for distinct ranges of activities. For
example, a chopper was surely not made for making fine cuts on bone or antler, while a
small burin on a flake was surely not made for heavy duty tasks such as breaking bone
for marrow extraction.
At the same time, there are also rather indifferent tool types, first and foremost pieces with
simple lateral modifications (i.e. retouched flakes, cobbles, or chunks). Their indifferent
and variable morphology provides no indication of tool function.
All in all, the list of tool types used in this study is supposed to detect significant functional
differences in the examined assemblages, based on the assumption that different
compositions of tool assemblages reflect different activities. This is not to say that for
each stone tool a distinct function is assumed, but in a broad quantitative study, in which
tool types and a series of attributes from different assemblages from a variety of sites
are recorded, functional characteristics of different assemblages can be detected and
compared (cf. Andrefsky 2005:210 ff.).
Cores
Per definition a core is a modified lithic blank for the purpose of producing
flake or blade blanks for further use and/or modification. There may be pieces where
the difference between a tool and a core is unclear, e.g. a bifacially worked artifact that
appears to have been used as a core in addition to a possible application as a tool. In
effect, such cases are often subject to individual interpretation of the investigator.
32
Different terms appear in the literature for this tool type, e.g. perforator, borer, or graver.
In this study they are all subsumed under one tool type. The additional attributes recorded for
borer/perforator ends refer to a little, elongated modified end that was presumably made for
drilling. In this study I do not distinguish between unifacially or bifacially modified borer/perforator
ends.
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The cores recorded for this study were assigned to distinct types according to the primarily
produced blanks derived from present flake scars: flakes, blades, or microblades. In
general, this allows for the detection of a preferred technology (e.g. flake vs. blade
production).
Blade and flake cores were not divided into sub-types according to their shape. The
additional attributes recorded for theses cores (number of striking platforms, number
of reduction surfaces, and direction of reduction [see Appendix 2]) are regarded as
sufficient here to detect technological characteristics in the preparation of cores and
primary production of blanks. Still, it should be mentioned here that a study of cores
without a full lithic analysis of debitage does not allow for the reconstruction of complete
reduction sequences (chaîne opératoires). This would be a worthwhile endeavor, but it
could not be conducted within this study, mainly due to time and travel constraints.
In contrast to blade and flake cores, microblade cores were assigned to three different
sub-types: wedge-shaped microblade cores, conical microblade cores, and other
microblade cores. The category of wedge-shaped microblade cores was limited to those
specimens that were prepared on bifaces. As such, this term includes a technological
characteristic in addition to shape alone.
Combined Tools and Cores In some cases, tools show more than one distinct type
of modification, e.g. a scraping end and a burin spall. These tools were recorded as
“combined tools” and are listed as separate tool types according to the attested
combination of modifications.
Some specimens were modified (and possibly used) as both tools and cores. These
pieces are listed twice, both as tools and as cores. Therefore, the sum of the total
amounts of tools and cores given in the respective lists may not necessarily amount to
the actual total number of recorded artifacts. Combined modifications are noted in the
text and the respective table captions.

5.2.1 Measuring Assemblage Diversity
Although the characterization of the archaeological record of late Pleistocene Beringia as
highly variable seems reasonable (see Chap. 4), this assumption is so far based solely
on the (visual) observation of different (supposedly diagnostic) tool types in different
assemblages. The systematic investigation of the assemblages selected for this study
allows us to test this assumption by calculating and comparing assemblage diversity
based on a consistent data base.
The diversity of archaeological material, as well as its implications for the reconstruction
of human behavior and settlement systems, has long been of interest to researchers; as
such, it is an area that has been approached in many different ways and using different
statistical methods (see Leonard and Jones 1989; cf. Shott 1989; 2010). Diversity indices
have been used, above all, in ecology (see Odum and Reichholf 1980:56, 204; Bargatzky
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1986:76 ff.; Remmert 1992:230 ff.; Tischler 1993:188 f.; Townsend et al. 2009), though
it has also been demonstrated that they are useful for determining diversity in lithic tool
assemblages (e.g. Shott 1989; 2010; Richter 1990; Uthmeier 2004).
For the purpose of this study, I consider the Simpson-Index of diversity the most
appropriate means for measuring intraassemblage diversity. As a standard feature the
result of this index is between 0 and 1, thus enabling demonstrative comparisons of a
high variety of different assemblages.
The Simpson diversity index used in this study is
D = ∑n(n-1) / N(N-1)
where n is the number of specimens within a single tool class, and N is the total amount
of tools in an assemblage. A low index (close to 0) indicates a high diversity, while a high
index (closer to 1) indicates high specialization33.
Diversity indices for late Magdalenian assemblages calculated by Richter (1990) lie
between 0.19 and 0.48, those calculated for Aurignacian and Gravettian assemblages
by Uthmeier (2004:402 ff.) between 0.08 and 0.38, and those for assemblages from
the late Glacial Federmesser-groups of northwestern Europe lie between 0.16 and 0.34
(Heidenreich 2012:268; cf. Gelhausen 2011:249 ff.). These values give a good reference
for the potential span of diversity indices of Pleistocene lithic assemblages.
The meaning of the diversity index is subject to interpretation. Richter (1990) and Uthmeier
(2004) used the diversity index to identify lengths of occupation at Upper Paleolithic
campsites in Europe. First and foremost, this index should be regarded as a measure
of the diversity of a tool assemblage. Different factors may account for high or low tool
diversity, including various formation processes of assemblages (Shott 2010). Especially
important is the underlying settlement pattern. For example, under the assumption of a
coherent logistical settlement pattern (which might be assumed for the late Magdalenian
in Europe), the diversity index may indeed be a measure of the occupation span. In
such a case longer occupied base camps would yield a significantly higher diversity than
ephemeral hunting camps. On the other hand, a coherent residential settlement pattern
may result in a consistently high diversity of assemblages, although the occupation at
all residential camps may be comparably short (as it may be assumed, for example, for
the Federmesser-groups or Azilian in western Europe [cf. Heidenreich 2008; 2009; 2012;
contradicting Baales 2002]).
Consequently, the diversity index should not be used as a general measure of occupation
span, but assuming a rather limited range of activities for distinct tool types, it can be a
valuable tool for detecting the overall range of activities conducted at a site34. The variety
33
This is why Uthmeier (2004) prefers to call it an index of specialization rather than a
diversity index.
34
Note that such an assumption only applies to the preserved lithic tools. Activities that
may have involved unpreserved tools of bone, antler, or wood will remain undetected.
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of activities, in turn, may indicate site function. This is not to say that the diversity index
is by nature a direct indicator of site function, but it may certainly point to functional
characteristics.
Further, diversity indices of assemblages from different sites and/or periods can be
compared in order to illustrate interassemblage variability. In a comparative analysis
these indices can be used to detect striking differences in tool composition among
a group of sites. Significant variations allow for the detection of different activities,
assumedly resulting from functional characteristics of a site. It is important to note that
in such a comparative analysis the role of assemblage size has to be considered (see
Shott 1989; 2010). Therefore, the significance of varying diversity will be examined for
the assemblages analyzed in this study (see Chap. 6, “Comparative Analyses and the
Reconstruction of a Settlement System for Eastern Beringia”).
In order to detect the range of activities conducted on a site by using the diversity index,
the underlying tool typology is of great importance. Not all tool types distinguished in this
study may be included in the equation as separate classes. Instead, it is more reasonable
to group some tool types in the sense of functional classes.
First, these are all projectile points, including both bifacial and, if present, unifacial
specimens. A second group of subsumed functional tool types consists of all other
bifaces except early stage bifaces. The function of most bifaces cannot be detected
with certainty, and most probably they were used for a variety of tasks. As such, they
represent a functionally indifferent group of technologically similar tools. Early stage
bifaces, by contrast, can be regarded as a category with rather limited functions, i.e.
used in the production of bifacial blanks or perhaps for heavy duty tasks.
All other tool types were treated as separate functional classes, although their use for
similar tasks cannot be totally excluded. Finally, the diversity index was calculated based
on the functional-morphological typology used in this study, with the exception that on
the one hand all projectile points, and on the other that symmetrically shaped, indifferent,
and indeterminate bifaces are summarized.

5.2.2 Deciphering Functional Characteristics of Site Occupation
As mentioned above, the diversity index by itself is, at first, not a direct indicator of
potential site function (especially regarding the problem of potential palimpsests; see
below, “The Question of Single Occupations vs. Palimpsests”). It can only indicate the
degree of specialization. Still, if it is assumed that it constitutes a direct measure of the
range of activities, it certainly allows us to identify functional characteristics of a site.
In any case, before functional characteristics of a site can be deciphered, the activities
conducted on a site will have to be specified. These activities can be deduced from the
assumed functions of different lithic tool types, while the relative frequencies of tools in
an assemblage may point to the intensity of conducted tasks and their importance on a
site in comparison to potential minor activities. The intensity of activities may be further
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clarified by considering use-lives and different reduction stages of distinct tool types.
This, in turn, may also allow for conclusions on the duration of activities.
Kuhn (1995:20) relates stone tools to distinct activity categories and states that most lithic
tools are used for manufacture, maintenance, and processing activities. Although Kuhn’s
study investigates Mousterian lithic technology – a technological system that must be
distinguished from Beringian lithic technology – the general theoretical assumptions made
by Kuhn are significant for any study of lithic technology in a hunter-gatherer context. Yet,
while Kuhn precludes a major function of Mousterian tools in the procurement of food,
this is different in the case of Beringian tools. The Beringian record has produced bifacial
projectile points that were undoubtedly made for hunting, and it can be speculated that
some bifaces served as knives for butchering activities. However, it is often difficult to
differentiate between subsistence and maintenance activities. These activity categories
are closely related and can be indicated by the same category of discarded artifacts
(above all, projectile points, which can signify hunting activities and/or the maintenance
of projectiles by the replacement of points).
Eventually, based on these assumptions, in this study the different activities supposedly
identifiable in lithic tool assemblages are divided into three main categories:
1) Subsistence and maintenance activities: These include basic subsistence activities
like hunting and butchering, as well as tool maintenance. Such activities are indicated
by replaced projectile points, the production or maintenance of projectiles (which also
includes the production of microblades), and possibly bifaces potentially used as knives.
2) Processing activities: These mainly include the time consuming processing of faunal
remains other than meat, such as bone, ivory, antler, and hide. Especially the initial
working of hide is a lengthy process. While the scraping itself may not take very long,
subsequent activities like drying and smoking certainly need several days. Also, the
working of hard materials like bone, ivory, and antler, e.g. for use as composite projectile
points, can be regarded as a more time consuming process compared to the production
of stone tools (Kuhn 1995:21; Knecht 1997:198 ff.; Elston and Brantingham 2002:104
f.). Processing activities are indicated by (end) scrapers, burins, borers/perforators, and
potentially chopper/pebble tools (although the latter may certainly have been used for a
large variety of simple tasks).
3) Tool manufacture: The production or modification of stone tools can be assumed for
almost every site where stone artifacts (including debitage) are present. Therefore, this
category is often of little significance for the interpretation of site function. However, if tool
manufacture is shown to be the main activity on a site, with other activities only being of
minor importance, this category may turn out to be of greater importance.
Against the background of this categorization of derivable activities, we can begin to
decipher functional characteristics of a site occupation, eventually moving on to the
categorization of groups of sites. A very fine division was once introduced by Binford
(1980). He differentiated five distinct categories of site types: residential base, field
camp, location, station, and cache. This seems to be a differentiation with a fairly high
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resolution that may be difficult to recognize in the archaeological record, especially when
the limited visibility of locations, stations, or caches (especially mere meat caches without
the deposition of stone or bone artifacts) is considered. Furthermore, the distinction
between field camps and locations, or even between field camps and residential camps
that were only occupied by a small group for a brief time, can be difficult based on
discarded stone artifacts. This is especially the case for the archaeological record of
Beringia, where tool assemblages are usually rather small and occupation spans may
have been brief. In fact, it appears that so far there are hardly any obvious candidates
for a classical residential base camp as they are known, for example, from the European
Magdalenian (e.g. Gönnersdorf in Germany [Bosinski 198135] or Pincevent IV0 in France
[Bodu et al. 2006]). The exceptions in Beringia are Ushki 1 in Kamchatka, which certainly
looks like an extensive base camp, and the Upward Sun River Site in Central Alaska with
its recently discovered burial in a house structure (see Chap. 4).
In this study, it seems reasonable to adjust the categorization of camp types and their
functional characteristics to be in line with the expected resolution of the archaeological
record. Therefore, in the following only two very basic differentiations shall be made:
1) Residential camps (including potential “field camps” and the like): At such a location a
group of hunter-gatherers is assumed to have stayed for at least several days, conducting
a variety of activities. These involve all the categories mentioned above, including, most
importantly, the time consuming processing activities. Accordingly, the term residential
camp as applied in this study does not just include large base camps; a comparably
short occupation of perhaps only a few days, potentially of a small group, may also be
regarded as a residential camp. This category can certainly comprise a wide variety
of camp sites, but in due consideration of the resolution of the archaeological record I
regard it as reasonable to subsume all these occupations in a single group.
2) Ephemeral camps: At these camps only few distinct activities from the categories
mentioned above were conducted during short occupations. Such occupations may
have lasted only one or two days, or perhaps just a few hours. Ephemeral camps were
potentially occupied by special task groups and the activities undertaken at these sites
are expected to have had a distinct focus. These exact activities can be specified based
on the character of the artifact assemblage, especially based on the present tool types.
When diagnostic stone tools are lacking, the presence of other artifacts and features,
as well as considerations of potential tool import and export may help to clarify the
range of activities. Ephemeral camps may have been occupied overnight, but in general
occupations are expected to have been rather short.
Indications for these two different camp types can be found in both quantitative and
qualitative data of the examined assemblages: on the one hand, the calculated tool
assemblage diversity based on tool type quantities; on the other hand, the on-site
activities derived from both qualitative and quantitative attribute analysis of lithic artifacts
35
Note that there are numerous more recent publications on different aspects of the site of
Gönnersdorf. The one cited here gives a good overview of the site.
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Fig. 5.1 Scheme for deciphering site function based on tool assemblage diversity and
detectable on-site activities

(Fig. 5.). Accordingly, an assemblage is interpreted as the result of a residential camp
occupation when, first, it yields a high diversity (i.e. a low diversity index) and, second,
when the presence of all activity categories is indicated. If the main site activities can be
determined as maintenance or subsistence activities, or as mere tool manufacture, an
assemblage is interpreted as the product of an ephemeral camp, in general regardless of
the calculated diversity index. The most important prerequisite is that the time consuming
processing activities are practically absent. In general, a high diversity index is not
expected for an assemblage of an ephemeral camp. However, this is conceivable, for
example when an ephemeral camp is not set up for a single specific task only. If such
cases are indeed frequent and in how far the diversity index is generally indicative of
functional characteristics of a site will be evaluated in the comparative analyses of the
assemblages included in this study.
Deciphering functional characteristics of a site becomes more complicated when in
a specialized assemblage (i.e. with a high diversity index) all activity categories are
indicated by the presence of the respective tool types. Such a case demands individual
evaluation of the main characteristics of the assemblage in order to find decisive features
which allow for conclusions on functional characteristics. In effect, the low diversity of
such a hypothetical case would already indicate the focus of activities and therefore point
to an ephemeral instead of a residential camp. Yet, it may be that even at a residential
camp some activities were more important than others. Alternatively, processing tools
may have been randomly discarded or lost at an ephemeral camp and the respective
activities may not have taken place on site, or at least they did not constitute an important
part of all conducted activities. Thus, such cases, which are in fact not expected to be
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very frequent, have to be evaluated with due care.
Finally, it is important to note that – in addition to the lithic analysis conducted in this
study – published information on the different sites regarding faunal remains, spatial
artifact distributions, or additional data on the lithic inventories (especially debitage) are
considered in the reconstructions of functional characteristics of site occupations.

5.2.3 The Question of Single Occupations vs. Palimpsests
When the function of hunter-gatherer campsites is investigated on the basis of an analysis
of stone artifacts, the issue of possible palimpsests has to be addressed.
In general, it has to be stated that a palimpsest cannot be ruled out with absolute certainty
for any of the sites analyzed in this study. Multiple occupations of a site may significantly
influence the character of its lithic assemblage and as such weaken its significance for
the reconstruction of functional characteristics. For example, it is conceivable that a site
was used repeatedly with changing activities and changing site functions during separate
occupations. The effect would be that the lithic assemblage might indicate a residential
camp with a variety of site activities although such a campsite may not have existed. In
general, there are probably only very few Paleolithic sites in the world where multiple
occupations can be ruled out with absolute certainty.
Despite this shortcoming of Paleolithic sites and the general skepticism of the context
and formation of assemblages, this study will adhere to the reconstruction of functional
characteristics based on lithic analysis. In the course of this examination, the issue of
assemblage formation will be addressed in the respective sections on “Site Activities and
Occupation History”. For each assemblage it will be briefly discussed whether it could be
the result of a single occupation, the product of repeated occupations, or whether this is
a matter that cannot be resolved at all.
Indeed, some arguments can be put forward which allow for the assumption of assemblage
coherence and likely single occupations, such as horizontal artifact clustering, association
with features (especially hearth features), or refits between different clusters.
In addition, there are certain cases where the character of an assemblage and its
significance with respect to functional variability remains unaffected regardless of
assemblage formation during single or multiple occupations (cf. Binford 1978:483). This
is true, for example, for strikingly small tool assemblages that have been discovered
in large scale excavations (like Broken Mammoth CZ IV). Either the small assemblage
results from a single occupation, or single pieces were discarded during more than one
occupation. The general character of such a site with its restricted tool assemblage
remains the same. Further, the character of certain outstanding large assemblages
which indicate a rather limited range of activities (e.g. Tuluaq Hill) remains unaffected by
either single or multiple occupations. There is hardly any difference in character between
a restricted large tool assemblage discarded during one occupation and a restricted
large assemblage that accumulated during several occupations. The on-site activities
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Fig. 5.2 Location of sites selected for analysis in central Alaska

derived from such an assemblage remain the same.
More difficult to evaluate are medium-sized assemblages from large scale excavations
with distinct spatial patterning, where multiple occupations seem likely (e.g. Dry Creek
Component II with its long range of radiocarbon dates). The significance of such
assemblages for the question of functional variability within a larger group of sites
certainly has to be considered with due care.
The assemblages investigated in this study will be approached with these considerations
in mind. Where possible, they will be tentatively treated as the remains of a single camp
site with a potential single occupation.

5.3 Study Areas, Selection of Assemblages, and General
Characterization of Analyzed Sites
In the following section the areas and sites chosen for this study shall be briefly presented.
I also provide a short explanation as to why precisely these assemblages were selected
for this investigation.
For Eastern Beringia, the study is supposed to be based on a good sample of assemblages
that represent the high variability within the late Pleistocene archaeological record. First
and foremost, assemblages were selected according to their (reliable) dating to the late
Pleistocene. Nevertheless, this study also includes assemblages that are somewhat
problematic regarding their dating. First, this allows for a re-evaluation of sites that
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Fig. 5.3 Location of sites selected for analysis in northern Alaska

have been significant for the history of research and the development of archaeological
frameworks. Second, some of these assemblages with ambiguous chronological control
still offer suitable indications of functional variability, thus making it useful to include them
in this study.
The assemblages from the Selemdzha River in the Russian Far East were selected
as a sample from a distinct region within the presumed area of origin of Beringian
colonization. From the altogether 14 Selemdzha sites, four were selected on grounds
of accessibility, completeness, and overall condition of the collections. The aim here is
to detect functional variability during the time period of presumed cultural change in the
course of the late Pleistocene.

5.3.1 Eastern Beringia
Eastern Beringian assemblages included in this study were selected from two larger
regions: central Alaska including the Tanana and Nenana River Valleys (Fig. 5.2), and
northern Alaska. The northern Alaskan sites selected here are all located in the western
part of the Brooks Range (Fig. 5.3), but can be seen as representatives of the late
Pleistocene / early Holocene archaeological record from the whole northern Alaskan
Arctic environment.
Late Pleistocene / early Holocene sites from central Alaska have primarily been discovered
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in two different ecoregions: in the lowland area along the Tanana River Valley north of
the Alaska Range and in the upland area along the Nenana River Valley, especially in
the foothills of the Alaska Range. Resource availability was probably variable in these
regions. Lowland regions were obviously inhabited by a whole variety of animal species,
as it is evident in faunal remains from archaeological sites in the Tanana River Valley
(see Yesner 2001b; 2007; Holmes 2001; 2011). In contrast, certain species may have
been abundant especially in upland areas. Bison, for example, seems to have preferred
areas of higher altitude (Guthrie 1996), as presumably did Dall sheep and wapiti (Guthrie
1983).
5.3.1.1 Central Alaska: Tanana River Valley
The Tanana River flows in a northwestern direction north of the Alaska Range. Its
headwaters are at the confluence of the Chesana and Nibesne rivers near the AlaskaYukon border and it empties into the Yukon River. Many archaeological sites have been
discovered along the Tanana River, while especially the so-called Shaw Creek sites and
the site of Healy Lake are of great importance for early prehistory (see Chap. 4). These
sites are located in the low land marsh region between the Alaska Range to the south
and the Tanana Hills to the north. They can be characterized as “lowland sites” with
elevations below ca. 500 m asl (cf. Potter 2008b; Graf and Bigelow 2011).
The assemblages selected for this investigation come from the sites of Swan Point,
Broken Mammoth, and Healy Lake (Fig. 5.2).
Swan Point The site of Swan Point is located on the northern side of the Tanana River
Valley on a dome-shaped knoll at the eastern edge of a ridge, which lies at the northern
edge of the Shaw Creek Flats (Fig. 5.2). The area is ca. 100 km southeast of Fairbanks.
In the mostly treeless landscape of the late Pleistocene, the surrounding landscape could
have been observed for several kilometers from the site (Holmes et al. 1996; Holmes
2011).
The stratigraphy of Swan Point consists of up to 1 m loess overlying a pebbly layer,
a coarse aeolian sand layer, and the bedrock (from top to bottom). There are several
paleosols in the lower 80 cm of the loess, while in the upper part a modern sub-Arctic
brown forest soil has developed beneath the sod zone (Holmes et al. 1996; Holmes
2001).
Altogether, five separate Cultural Zones (CZ) could be detected in the stratigraphy,
spanning a time period from the late Pleistocene (CZ IV and III) to the mid (CZ II) and late
Holocene (CZ Ia and Ib). The site has good chronological control through radiocarbon
dates from each cultural layer and due to the fact that major disturbances in the loess
layer through re-deposition, cryoturbation or bioturbation can be excluded (Holmes et al.
1996; Holmes 2001).
The two lower cultural horizons (CZ IV and III) could be dated to GI-1 and GS-1,
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respectively (see Chap. 4). This study includes artifacts from excavations before 2009
from an excavated area of 57 m². Several hearth features were discovered in these
layers (see Holmes 2011).
Due to the composition of strikingly different tool types and the good chronological control
of the site, the assemblages of CZ III and IV were selected for this study. Also, CZ IV of
Swan Point can so far be regarded as the oldest reliably dated occupation in Eastern
Beringia.
Broken Mammoth
The Broken Mammoth site is located only a few kilometers away
from Swan Point (Fig. 5.2). It is adjacent to the confluence of Shaw Creek and the Tanana
River and as such it is situated at the very edge of the wide Tanana River Valley and
the Shaw Creek Flats. It provides a 270° look-out over the surrounding area for several
kilometers.
The stratigraphy is very similar to Swan Point. It comprises a thick loess layer of up to
ca. 2 m on top of sand layers. While there is mid to late Holocene soil development in
the upper part, the lower part of the loess layer is referred to as the “Paleosol Complex”
due to several paleosols detected during the excavations (Holmes 1996; Yesner 2001b).
As at Swan Point a total of five Cultural Zones (CZ) could be identified at Broken
Mammoth, also spanning the time period from the late Pleistocene to the mid and late
Holocene. The oldest CZ IV is associated with the “Lower Paleosol Complex” and could
be dated to GI-1, while CZ III is associated with the “Middle Paleosol Complex” and could
be dated to GS-1 (see Chap. 4; Holmes 1996; Yesner 2001b). While Yesner (2001b:320)
stated that CZ IV “is separated from Cultural Zone 3 by 15-25 cm of loess”, there might
not be a clear separation with a sterile horizon between CZ III and IV across the whole
site (pers. comm. R. Tedor 2010). Still, there is an overall good chronological control
at the site. The radiocarbon chronology certainly justifies a separation into two distinct
occupation periods.
The total excavated area comprises about 520 m² (pers. comm. D. Yesner 2011). Hearth
features were discovered in both CZ III and IV. The provenience of artifacts included
in this study was determined according to catalog data and information from field note
books. Errors in provenience data cannot be excluded in all cases, but in general the
separation of two assemblages from CZ III and IV seems adequate.
Broken Mammoth has become an important site in Beringian archaeology, especially
due to its unique faunal preservation. A comparative lithic analysis, however, has not
been conducted yet. While excavations of the lower cultural layers of Broken Mammoth
have produced numerous faunal remains, the lithic tool assemblages are comparably
small, especially from CZ IV. Considering the high number of faunal remains and the
large excavated area, this is an interesting fact and ascribes a special character to the
Broken Mammoth assemblages in comparison to other late Pleistocene assemblages.
The material included here comprises artifacts discovered in the excavations of 19901993, 1998, 2000, 2002, and 2005.
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Healy Lake Village Site
Healy Lake lies on the northern side of the Tanana River,
about 60 km upstream (southeast) from Broken Mammoth (Fig. 5.2). The Village Site –
one of a dozen sites around Healy Lake – is situated on the tip of a ridge that projects
westwards into the lake (see figures in Cook 1969:21; 1996:324).
Despite some variation in depth of different soil horizons, the stratigraphy has been
described as relatively consistent with the same general pattern (Cook 1969:31;
1996:323). Above the basal bedrock there are three major stratigraphic units, consisting
of (from bottom to top) a layer of coarse sandy silt, a thick layer of loess (ca. 60 to
120 cm), and a humus and sod layer. While the top layer contained historic (Athapaskan)
artifacts, prehistoric finds were discovered in the loess. This layer could be subdivided
into four horizons (A2, B2, A2b, and B2b). The prehistoric layers were excavated in
arbitrary 5 cm (2 inch) spits, because, first, a finer temporal resolution was anticipated
as compared to excavation units by soil horizon, and second, the boundaries of the soil
horizons were diffuse (Cook 1969:38 f.). Eventually, J. Cook states that “[t]he soil profile
is undisturbed across the site” and despite some small “eruptions” linked to frost action
there was “soil movement of no more than about ½ inch and these are not thought to
have contributed to any mixing or diffusion of cultural material” (Cook 1969:40). However,
the radiocarbon chronology of the Healy Lake Village Site does not correspond to site
stratigraphy and does not allow for a good dating of the site (see Chap. 4). So far, this
problem has not been resolved, and it is likely that it never will be (cf. Erlandson et al.
1991; Cook 1996; Holmes 2001). In spite of these discrepancies, Healy Lake has been
a significant site for early Alaskan prehistory. In addition to being the presumably earliest
Eastern Beringian site with a pre-11,000 radiocarbon date at the time of its discovery, the
Healy Lake Village Site with its particular assemblage has played an important role in
the question of microblade/non-microblade dichotomy in the late Pleistocene of Eastern
Beringia (e.g. Holmes 2001). Therefore, it was included in this study, even though its
validity and significance is certainly limited, which has to be kept in mind for the analysis
of this assemblage and derived interpretations.
5.3.1.2 Central Alaska: Nenana River Valley
The Nenana River generally flows in northern direction in the northern part of the Alaska
Range, from the Nenana Glacier to its confluence with the Tanana River in the town of
Nenana, ca. 70 km southwest of Fairbanks. In the Nenana River Valley, especially in its
northern part in the foothills of the Alaska Range, numerous archaeological sites have
been discovered, many of which have played a significant role in research on the late
Pleistocene (see Chap. 4). The archaeological sites in the Nenana River Valley can be
characterized as “upland sites” with elevations above ca. 500 m asl (cf. Potter 2008b;
Graf and Bigelow 2011).
The assemblages selected for analysis here come from the sites of Walker Road,
Dry Creek, Moose Creek, and the Eroadaway Site (Fig. 5.2). These sites have been
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of great importance for archaeological research. They were not only important for the
development of archaeological frameworks (Nenana and Denali Complexes at Walker
Road, Dry Creek, and Moose Creek), but they are also good representatives of the
detectable assemblage variability of late Pleistocene sites, which is becoming more and
more apparent at newly discovered or re-dated sites (e.g. Eroadaway Site).
Walker Road
The Walker Road site is situated on a south-facing bluff on the
eastern edge of the Nenana River Valley (Fig. 5.2). It is about 60 m above the modern
river floodplain and looks out over the confluence of the Nenana River and a small creek
in a side-valley (known locally as Cindy and James Creek; Goebel et al. 1996:356).
The stratigraphy comprises a thick (ca. 1 m) unit of interbedded aeolian silts and sands
(loess) above Healy age (early Wisconsin) glacial outwash. The whole sequence has
been subdivided into 16 different stratigraphic units, some of which have been grouped
together and labeled from bottom to top (Loess 1 to 6, Sand 1 to 4, Paleosol 1 within
Loess 4, Paleosol 2 within Loess 4 and Sand 3)36.
Two separate cultural components have been identified. While the upper component
is situated near the top of the sequence, the lower (late Pleistocene) Component I
is situated in Loess 2 and 1. Due to solifluction processes in some parts of the site,
isolated lithic artifacts were also found in Sand 1 and Loess 3, slightly above the actual
cultural layer of Component I. Their vertical orientations indicate upward movement.
Nevertheless, recent investigations including refitting and spatial distribution as well as
the radiocarbon chronology point to a single cultural component (Higgs 1992; 1994;
Goebel et al. 1996:358). The cultural remains of this component revealed four activity
areas including two hearth features. Altogether, ca. 200 m² have been excavated (Goebel
et al. 1996:356).
The assemblage of Component I from Walker Road has been assigned to the socalled Nenana Complex and has played a major role in archaeological research (see
Chap. 4). Walker Road Component I is included specifically in this study due to its good
chronological control based on stratified cultural remains and associated radiocarbon
dates, as well as a fairly large artifact assemblage with numerous “diagnostic” tool types.
Dry Creek
The site of Dry Creek is located on a south-facing bluff on the western edge
of the Nenana River Valley, on the northern side of Dry Creek, just north of the village of
Healy (Fig. 5.2). The bluff is about 25 m above the present river bed of Dry Creek and
looks out over the surrounding lowlands and the visible segment of the Nenana Valley.
The stratigraphy of the site consists of seven interbedded loess units, four sand units,
and five buried paleosols overlying outwash of the Healy Glaciation, all in all ca. 2 m thick.
These stratigraphic units are continuous across the bluff, except Sand 3 (Thorson and
36
A detailed description of the Walker Road stratigraphy by T. Gillispie based on the 1985
field observation as well as further notes and outlines by other (unknown) researchers are kept
on file at University of Alaska Museum of the North, Fairbanks. Published descriptions of the
stratigraphy can be found in Goebel et al. (1996) and Goebel et al. (1991).
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Hamilton 1977; Powers 1983; Hoffecker et al. 1996a). The Dry Creek stratigraphy has
served as a type section of the Nenana Valley and has been correlated with stratigraphies
from other archaeological sites in the region (see Powers and Hoffecker 1989).
Four cultural components were discovered at the site, two of which are Pleistocene
in age (Components I and II). These cultural components were found in Loess 2 and
3, each separated by a thin, discontinuous sand lense (Sand 1(Thorson and Hamilton
1977; Powers 1983; Hoffecker et al. 1996a). Whereas Component I can be assigned to
GI-1 based on a radiocarbon age, the dating of Component II poses more of a problem,
as radiocarbon dates made on material from this context span a comparably long time
period from GS-1 to the Holocene (see Chap. 4).
Both components have produced several clusters of artifacts, presumably representing
different activity areas (Hoffecker 1983b). While there are three concentrations
in Component I, there are a total of 14 clusters in Component II (Hoffecker 1983a).
Excavations covered an area of 347 m² (Powers et al. 1983).
Dry Creek has played a major role in Alaskan prehistoric research, it being a site with
two stratigraphically separated assemblages assigned to the Nenana and Denali
Complexes. However, more recently, Thorson (2005) observed striking spatial overlap
in concentrations of artifacts, faunal remains, and charcoal between Components I
and II. Notably, the artifact clusters of the non-microblade Component I are all situated
below clusters of Component II that also lack microblades. Thorson (2005:7) further
notes a loss of continuity and distinctiveness of certain geological features. For example,
Paleosol 1 becomes more discontinuous and more difficult to define with increasing
depth and closer to the bluff edge. Sand 1 is also less distinct close to the bluff edge than
farther inland. Eventually, Thorson argues for downward movement of artifacts from C II
to C I due to striking spatial overlap of the archaeological material and the compatibility
of his geological observations and bioturbation processes. At the same time, however,
he admits that at least in parts the C I assemblage should be older than C II due to
stratigraphic evidence.
Although Thorson’s observations are of great importance not only for Dry Creek but also
regarding possible mixture due to similar processes at other sites, he could not resolve
this issue for Dry Creek itself. So far, the evidence at Dry Creek still suggests two distinct
occupation periods, represented by the two older cultural components at the site. As
such, the stratigraphically separated assemblages of C I and II constitute a valuable part
of this study. It has to be noted, however, that C II must be treated with caution due to
its unclear chronology. The assemblage of C II may be the result of multiple occupations
over a long period of time, lasting from the Younger Dryas to the early Holocene.
Moose Creek
Located on a southwest-facing bluff on the northern side of
Moose Creek, a tributary of the Nenana River from the east, the Moose Creek site is
the northernmost late Pleistocene site in the Nenana River Valley (Fig. 5.2). It is situated
about 210 m above the modern flood plain, which makes it the highest site in the region
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(Hoffecker 1996; Pearson 1999). It looks out over the entire surrounding region to the
south.
The stratigraphy at this site comprises seven separate units that thin towards the bluff
edge. Above the basal glacial outwash (Unit 1), a layer of aeolian silt with a buried soil in
its upper section (Unit 2) is separated from a sand layer with a developed paleosol (Unit
4) by a layer of silver sand (Unit 3). The upper part of the stratigraphic sequence consists
of a buried forest soil complex (Unit 6) below modern sandy loam and humic horizons
(Units 6 and 7).
Two late Pleistocene components (Components I and II) and one early Holocene
component (Component III) were identified. The late Pleistocene artifacts were
discovered in Unit 2, which is at most 30 cm thick. Component I is situated in the lower
part of Unit 2, and Component II in the upper section of buried soil within Unit 2. Pearson
(1999) assigned the assemblages to the Nenana and Denali Complexes. The available
radiocarbon dates generally support this chronological division (see Chap. 4).
All in all, an area of 65 m² has been excavated at the site37. The 1996 excavation yielded
hearth features in both late Pleistocene components.
Again, Moose Creek has been selected for this study due to the important role it has
played in the development of a framework for regional prehistory, i.e. as a stratified site
with apparently good chronological control and supposedly distinct stone tool inventories.
However, the reported presence of two separate components should be treated with
some caution. The vertical distribution of tools presented by Pearson (1999:335 Fig. 4)
does in fact reveal the lack of a sterile horizon between the two components. This may
simply be the result of Pearson’s vertical projection of artifacts, considering the thinning
of layers towards the bluff edge. Unfortunately, at present the collection lacks any
documentation and the labels on artifact bags are in many cases insufficient to clarify the
exact stratigraphic provenience. This also prevents further testing of the rather unclear
assumed separation. Only artifacts with labels stating the assignment to a distinct cultural
component can still be assigned to the proposed components. As detailed information
on stratigraphic provenience was not available during the investigation for this study, the
stratigraphic allocation of a comparably large group of specimens remains unresolved.
Therefore, in the frame of this study the analysis of Moose Creek will be conducted in
two different ways: first, the two assemblages dated to GI-1 and GS-1 will be treated as
independent entities, sparing artifacts with questionable stratigraphic provenience; and
second, both components from Unit 2 will be treated as one single assemblage, also
including the previously excluded pieces from ambiguous stratigraphic provenience. In
the latter case, the analysis can hardly contribute to questions of functional variability due
to unresolved problems concerning composition and dating of such an assemblage. It
will therefore only be a very brief description. Meanwhile, the two separate assemblages
are incomplete and should also be treated with due caution.
37

This includes 45 m² excavated during the 1996 excavation by Pearson (1999).
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Eroadaway Site
As opposed to Moose Creek, the Eroadaway Site is the most
southern late Pleistocene site in the Nenana Valley38 (Fig. 5.2). It is located on a flat
terrace directly above the Nenana River to the east without a notable view on the
landscape.
While numerous artifacts were discovered on the surface of the site, subsurface finds
were recovered from very shallow contexts. Accordingly, the Eroadaway Site has to be
treated as a surface site. So far, the total extent of excavations comprises a mere ca.
2.5 m²; artifacts were discovered in two different areas, located some 15 m distance from
one another.
Recently a newly available AMS measurement has led to a reassessment of the age of
the site (Holmes et al. 2010). It now represents an additional late Pleistocene occupation
in the Nenana Valley (see Chap. 4). Even though the whole assemblage is a surface
collection in character, its striking homogeneity is unique. As such, it offers invaluable
insights into site function, especially when compared to other Pleistocene sites.
5.3.1.3 Northern Alaska
The vast area of northern Alaska can be divided into three different ecoregions, following
the differentiation of Rasic (2008; 2011):
1) the Arctic foothills in the north with east-west trending ridges, open terrain, and wide
views, 2) the mountainous area of the Brooks Range with narrow valleys and passes, and
3) main river drainages in the southern parts of the Brooks Range (such as the Noatak
River in northwestern Alaska) with broad valleys and large rivers (Rasic 2011:136 Table
8.4).
During the late Pleistocene availability of resources was presumably variable in these
three ecoregions (see Rasic 2008:70 ff.): Caribou was likely present in the Noatak Basin
during the winter, aggregated in the Brooks Range during migratory periods in early
spring and late summer to fall, and stayed in the Arctic foothills during late spring and
summer. Bison and musk ox were probably prevalent in the Arctic foothills all year round,
while sheep would have been available all year round in the Brooks Range.
The sites from northern Alaska selected for this study are located in each of the three
different ecoregions: The Mesa Site in the Arctic foothills, Tuluaq Hill in the Noatak River
basin, and Caribou Crossing in the Brooks Range.
Mesa Site
The Mesa Site is located 240 km north of the Arctic Circle in the Arctic
foothills, on the northern flank of the Endicott Mountains in the Brooks Range (Fig. 5.3).
It is situated on top of a 240 m long and 100 m wide mesa-like ridge, which lies east of
Iteriak Creek. It is about 60 m high and provides an good view of the entire surrounding
landscape (see Kunz and Reanier 1996; Kunz et al. 2003).
38
Carlo Creek may be another site with a late Pleistocene occupation slightly to the south
of the Eroadaway site, but it is more likely Holocene in age.
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As is common for Arctic environments, there is only shallow soil development between 5
and 35 cm. Nevertheless, the amount of soil on the Mesa can be regarded as relatively
thick in comparison to other similar features in the region (Kunz et al. 2003:12).
Archaeological excavations at the site have exposed a total of 40 hearths with plenty of
associated cultural material. All hearths lie on or slightly within the bedrock debris, on top
of which undisturbed soil has developed. In spite of the near-surface stratigraphy of the
Mesa, it appears to be generally undisturbed (Kunz et al. 2003:12). However, due to the
lack of a stratigraphic sequence and wide range of radiocarbon dates (see Chap. 4) the
site has to be treated as a surface site. Chronological control can be achieved through
radiocarbon dated hearths and associated artifacts.
The Mesa has been divided into four different localities according to its physiographic
areas (from southwest to northeast: locality A, Saddle, locality B, and East Ridge).
According to the radiocarbon chronology, these areas were occupied during the same
time period, the only exception being one hearth feature which has produced pre-11,000
dates that have led to much discussion (see Chap. 4).
As a very important site with evidence of human occupation of Arctic environments in
Eastern Beringia during the late Pleistocene, and as the eponymous site for the so-called
Mesa Complex, the Mesa Site with its unique artifact assemblage was selected for this
study. However, due to the considerable amount of artifacts from numerous hearth features
that represent an unknown number of individual occupations, the investigation of this
assemblage has been restricted to a selected sample. A presumably short occupation that
can be distinguished from all other hearths is the one which has produced the pre-11,000
radiocarbon ages. Therefore, I decided to record artifacts that appear to be associated
with this distinct occupation. In general, the Mesa assemblage is very homogenous and
the recorded sample may – to a certain extent – serve as representative for the whole site.
First and foremost, however, these artifacts are associated with the oldest occupation
period at the site. On the other hand, we should not forget that it is a very small sample;
it comes from one excavation unit of only four square feet, i.e. less than half a square
meter, further it cannot be ruled out that other artifacts from adjacent units, which were
not recorded, may also be part of this occupation. In general, however, it is worthwhile to
include this sample in comparative analyses of late Pleistocene assemblages.
Tuluaq Hill
Tuluaq Hill lies in the DeLong Mountains in the western Brooks Range
(Fig. 5.3). It is situated on a knoll inside of a bend of Wrench Creek, with good views over
the Wrench Creek drainage. A large chert outcrop located close to the site may have
attracted groups to this site (Rasic 2008:93 ff.). The knoll itself, however, is not a very
prominent landmark and provides only restricted space for activities.
The stratigraphy is divided into four different units, consisting of loams of different color
and texture with variable thicknesses of up to 30 to 35 cm (see Rasic 2008:99 Table
4.5). While 32 m² of the site have been excavated, surface finds were also collected
from an additional area of 443 m². A considerable number of artifacts were discovered
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in units II to IV (from bottom to top). The whole assemblage, comprising more than 500
tools and ca. 118,000 pieces of debitage, is strikingly homogenous with respect to raw
material and lithic technology. However, no chronological order can be derived from the
stratigraphic provenience of the buried archaeological material, as frost heaving has
led to dislocation of artifacts; indeed, this might also explain the high number of pieces
occurring in the uppermost stratum and on the surface. Rasic (2008:98 ff.) argues that
artifacts discovered on the surface and from upper levels may result from the same
occupation period as the pieces from stratum II. Several radiocarbon dates from a buried
hearth feature from this layer produced similar results. Accordingly, the whole artifact
inventory can be treated as a single assemblage, though this is not to say that it resulted
from several different occupations. Be this as it may, given the cluster of radiocarbon
dates (see Chap. 4) and the homogeneity of the artifacts with respect to both raw material
and technology, a formation of the assemblage during a comparably short time period
can be presumed39.
Tuluaq Hill has become a prominent site in Beringian research, as it provides evidence
of human presence in the Arctic during GI-1. As such, it has again stimulated discussion
about the validity of the early dates from the Mesa Site. Also, the site is characterized
by an overall good chronological control with radiocarbon dates obtained on hearth
charcoal, in spite of its status as a surface site. Last but not least, it has produced a
comprehensive diagnostic artifact assemblage which represents what Rasic (2008) has
referred to as “Sluiceway technology”. It is one of the most significant discoveries during
the last decades in northern Alaska and it has yielded invaluable information on the late
Pleistocene hunter-gatherers living in Arctic Eastern Beringia.
Caribou Crossing 1
Caribou Crossing is located in the DeLong Mountains in the
western Brooks Range (Fig. 5.3). Two sites are located here, only 60 m apart (Caribou
Crossing 1 and 2), and separated by a small drainage. As these two artifact clusters lie
on distinct landforms and no cultural material has been discovered in the areas between
them, they have been defined as two separate units (Rasic 2008:152 ff.). While the hills
upon which these sites are situated do provide a view of the immediate area, this does
not include the narrow valley of the Nunaviksak Creek.
The stratigraphy at Caribou Crossing is very shallow, consisting of gravelly silt and
sand with an average depth of 25 cm, above a layer of shattered regolith and limestone
bedrock to a depth of ca. 35 cm. Artifacts were discovered both on the surface and in
buried contexts, thogh there is no meaningful vertical patterning in artifact distribution.
The horizontal distribution of artifacts, however, shows clusters of debitage and tools of
distinct raw materials that are indicative of an undisturbed context (Rasic 2008:158 f.).
The size of the area with surface finds at Caribou Crossing 1 is approximately 1600 m²,
39
Another later occupation during the Holocene is suggested by a radiocarbon date of ca.
7,950 ± 40 BP. This possibility does, however, not change the overall character of the assemblage
and does not stop us from treating it as a single unit.
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while excavations were conducted only in an area of 20 m².
Unfortunately, the Caribou Crossing sites remain undated. Due to diagnostic Sluiceway
artifacts, Rasic (2008) included them in his study and assumed a late Pleistocene / early
Holocene age. Such a general assignment seems reasonable, considering several lines
of evidence: 1) the striking typological and technological similarities to other sites in
the region, 2) the radiocarbon dates obtained from some of these sites (see Chap. 4),
and 3) the lack of evidence for a strikingly younger dating (i.e. mid to late Holocene) for
Sluiceway points and bifaces.
Rasic (2008) classifies the inventories as single assemblages due to robust patterns
in horizontal artifact distribution and the technological continuity within the identifiable
biface reduction sequence. Because the results of his further analysis point to the
different characters of Sluiceway sites and their different position in a land use pattern,
the assemblages of Caribou Crossing may – in addition to Tuluaq Hill and despite the lack
of chronological control – serve as an adequate representative of functional variability,
not only in a northern Alaskan context but also in a trans-regional comparison. Therefore,
the larger of the two assemblages – Caribou Crossing 1 – was included in this study.

5.3.2 The Russian Far East: The Selemdzha River Sites
The sites chosen for the comparative analysis from the Russian Far East are located
along the Selemdzha River, a tributary of the Zeya River, which itself is a tributary of
the Amur River (Fig. 4.40). The Selemdzha River flows in a southwesterly direction
through the Zeya-Bureya Plateau, a plains region ca. 200 m above sea level. All sites,
with exception of for Ust’ Ulma 1, 2, and 3, are located on the right bank, i.e. the western
riverside, of the lower reaches of the river. There are numerous rock exposures on
the relatively high western riverbank, while a wide floodplain opens to the east. The
Selemdzha archaeological sites are situated on “terrace-like juts” (Derevianko et al.
1998:113) just above the riverfront40.
Except for Ust’ Ulma 3 and Barkasnaya Sopka 3, where archaeological deposits
accumulated on alluvial sediments, these formed directly on the bedrock at the sites.
Further, the stratigraphic sequence is very similar at each of the sites, and a characteristic
general sequence could be detected in spite of site-specific features (Derevianko and
Zenin V. N. 1995; Derevianko et al. 1998; Derevianko et al. 2006). Above a basal layer of
mixed loam and bedrock debris (or the bedrock itself) and underneath a modern top-soil,
site stratigraphies are mainly comprised of three alluvial layers. These are (from bottom
to top): a dark brown sandy loam with a thickness between 20 and 40 cm, a brown loam
with poorly sorted inclusions of coarse-grained debris with a thickness between 20 and
120 cm, and a light brown loam with a thickness between 10 and 25 cm.
Artifacts were discovered in these alluvial layers and assigned to separate cultural layers

40

See figures in Derevianko et al. (1998:153 ff.), showing the regional settings of the sites.
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(numbered from top to bottom41) on grounds of the stratigraphic sequence. Notably,
ceramics were found in the uppermost cultural layer of some sites, but were generally of
bad quality and thus in a bad state of preservation. In some cases, mixing with younger
(Neolithic or Bronze Age) occupations has occurred (pers. comm. V. Zenin 2010; cf.
Derevianko and Zenin V. N. 1995:97 Ris. 5)42, implying that Neolithic instead of LUP
pottery (so-called “Initial Neolithic”) may be present. Nevertheless, due to the pre-12,000
radiocarbon date on pottery from Ust’ Ulma 1 and the generally established presence
of ceramics in LUP context in the Russian Far East (see Chap. 4), the presence of
ceramics of a similar age can also be assumed for the Selemdzha sites.
The age ranges given for the cultural layers of the Selemdzha sites are based on two
radiocarbon dates from Ust’ Ulma 1, geological evidence, and the correlations between
the stratigraphies (Derevianko and Zenin V. N. 1995; Derevianko 1996; Derev’anko
1998b; Derevianko et al. 1998). In general, the derived ages should only be regarded
as rough estimates, though they do allow for the assignment of assemblages to different
chronological groups. For the time period of primary interest in this study – i.e. the period
directly prior to and during Beringian colonization with a presumed contemporary cultural
change in the course of the later LUP in the Russian Far East – a GS-2 and a GI-1 group
of Selemdzha has been identified. These are the assemblages from the first and second
cultural layers; these provide an adequate basis for a comparative diachronic analysis
with the aim to clarify questions relating to functional variability and settlement patterns
in the later LUP.
Due to time constraints, not all Selemdzha sites could be analyzed. A sample of sites was
selected based on availability, size, and completeness of assemblages. At last, a sample
of four sites was included in the study: Barkasnaya Sopka 1, Vediaginskaya Sopka,
Garskaya Protoka 1, and Zmeinaya Sopka. At each of these sites there are assemblages
from cultural layers 1 and 2, except for Zmeinaya Sopka, where the assemblage from
cultural layer 2 was missing. Assertions on this assemblage have to be based on the
publication by Derevianko et al. (1998).
Generally speaking, the Selemdzha tool and core assemblages recorded for this study are
all comparably small, ranging in size between ca. 25 and 60 pieces in total43. Therefore,
it is very likely that they resulted from a single or at most only few occupations, as
compared with, for example, the extensive assemblages from Ust’ Ulma 1. At this latter
site, hundreds of tools and cores were found in each layer, presumably from numerous
occupations, therefore rendering an analysis of functional variability nearly impossible.
41
Note that in Derevianko (1996) the “Cultural Horizons” are numbered from bottom to top.
42
I discovered boxes with small broken pieces of ceramics while checking and organizing
the Selemdzha assemblages. A typological or chronological assignment of these remains was not
possible.
43
Discrepencies in the numbers of artifacts given by Derevianko et al. (1998) might be
attributable to different classification systems. In any case, their data also reveal that these four
assemblages are comparably small with total counts of less than 100 tools and cores in each
layer.
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The size of excavated areas at the four sites included in this study varies between ca.
100 and over 450 m². At Barkasnaya Sopka 1, Vediaginskaya Sopka, and Garskaya
Protoka 1 they are very similar, ranging from ca. 110 to 125 m², while at Zmeinaya Sopka
an exceptionally large area of 460 m² was excavated.
In the course of analysis, it turned out that, based on figures provided in the publication
by Derevianko et al. (1998), the assemblages were not complete. Subsequently, missing
artifacts were recorded (with limited attributes) based on illustrations. Artifacts that were
not illustrated in the publication but were explicitly labeled, i.e. could be assigned to either
the first or second cultural layer, were however included. Specimens with ambiguous
provenience were consistently excluded.
Finally, it should be noted that there are no data relating to the horizontal distribution of
artifacts and, as such, no statements can be made with regard to on-site features. For
this reason, the question of single vs. multiple occupations cannot be addressed for
Selemdzha assemblages, which of course poses problems for the interpretation of site
activities and functions.
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6 Analysis of Modified Stone Artifacts and the
Reconstruction of Settlement Systems
In the following sections the selected assemblages will be presented and analyzed,
ordered by region and age (see Chap. 4). Comparative analyses with reconstructions
of settlement systems and land use patterns are undertaken in separate steps for
assemblages from Eastern Beringia and the Russian Far East, respectively.
Site activities and occupation histories reconstructed for the different sites are attempts
to explain the archaeological record based on all available information, but first and
foremost the data on lithic artifacts collated in the frame of this study. Many of my
interpretations may deviate from other archaeologists’ interpretations of these records.
It is my belief that archaeological data are never robust and always offer a variety of
interpretations. I have tried to come to reasonable conclusions based on the available
data and my methodological and theoretical considerations, but I am aware that this data
can often be interpreted differently.

6.1 Eastern Beringia – Late Glacial Interstadial Complex (GI-1)
6.1.1 Swan Point Cultural Zone IV
6.1.1.1 General Characteristics
The assemblage recorded here comprises 45 artifacts, all of which were discovered
during excavations conducted before 2009. Of these pieces 29 are modified as tools, five
are burin spalls, and 15 are modified as cores.
The burin spalls carry flake scars of former burin spall removals and therefore represent
fragments of former tools as well; for this reason they have been recorded in this study.
However, these pieces are not included in the general overview of tools, as several burin
spalls may generally come from one piece. Four specimens are combinations of tools
and cores. The raw materials of the modified artifacts are chert, basalt, quartz, and a
green volcanic rock, perhaps a fine basalt.
The presence of microblade cores testifies to the production of this blank type on site.
The debitage lithic assemblage of Swan Point CZ IV also includes microblades.
6.1.1.2 Raw Material
The raw material spectrum of the recorded modified pieces is dominated by a very
characteristic greenish material. This material is a greenish cryptocrystalline stone with a
chert-like appearance. XRF spectra indicate that it is an igneous rock (pers. comm. Ch.
Holmes 2012). In absence of a final designation, in this study this material will be referred
to as “fine green volcanic material” (Table 27). The second largest group of raw material
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is chert. Gray basalt and quartz are only represented by a few pieces. The chert can be
subdivided into two different variants: a dark gray translucent variety and a marble blackgrayish variety.
The marble black-grayish variety, which constitutes about 20 % of the assemblage (ca.
15 % of total weight), bears a close resemblance to a chert variant known from a formation
of Ordovician age near Livengood in central Alaska, ca. 100 km northwest of Fairbanks
(see Chapman et al. 1979; Weber et al. 1992; Frost et al. 2002). The distance between
Swan Point and the outcrop is in excess of 200 km as the crow flies. Thus, this raw
material may have been transported a remarkable distance. It should noted, however,
that an unknown source closer to the site might also exist, especially considering lithologic
similarities to cherts outside the Livengood area, and also given geological stratigraphic
relations in the vast region between the Livengood area and east-central Yukon Territory
(Chapman et al. 1979; Albanese et al. 1985). Nevertheless, it appears reasonable to
assign a trans-regional (i.e. > 20 km44) origin to this chert variant. For purposes of this
analysis this material will be referred to as “Livengood chert”45.
The origin of the gray chert variant and the green volcanic material remain unknown.
Yet, for the green volcanic material a local (< 5 km) or regional (5-20 km) source should
probably be assumed, due both to its high frequency in the assemblage and because
of stream-rolled or otherwise battered cortex on some pieces. Basalt and quartz were
probably procured close to the site, e.g. in Shaw Creek or the Tanana River, where these
materials appear as river cobbles.
A tentative division into local and non-local groups can be made for the raw materials
used for modified pieces at Swan Point (Fig. 6.1). Accordingly, a comparatively high
proportion of artifacts were made on a raw material that had been transported over a
distance greater than a one-day trip. As all pieces in the trans-regional group are made
on Livengood chert, a transport over several days is likely. The majority of raw material
used for tools and cores, however, seems to have been procured in the local or regional
vicinity of the site, although it has to be kept in mind that the origin of the green volcanic
material, which is thought to be locally or regionally available, is still unknown.
Cortex is present on ca. 30 % of the assemblage (Fig. 6.2). On these specimens, however,
the vast majority shows only less than 1/3 of cortex coverage, which indicates that
modified artifacts were made on blanks produced during a later stage of core reduction.
Finally, it can be noted that microblades made of obsidian were subject to chemical
analysis in order to source the material (see Speakman et al. 2007; Reuther et al. 2011).
44
Divisions of raw material distances as used throughout this study follow generally
applied ranges of raw material distances in Paleolithic research (cf. Geneste 1988; Weniger 1991;
Uthmeier et al. 2008; Bataille 2010). The three subgroups are based on the concept of micro and
macro moves. The 20 km range is an approximate maximum limit of the walking distance that can
be covered by hunter-gatherers from a single camp in one day.
45
Note that Chapman et al. (1979) abandoned the term “Livengood Chert” in favor of
“Livengood Dome Chert”. For purposes of this study (with its tentative assignment of some raw
materials) it appears more appropriate to use a – in a geological sense – less specific term,
indicating that this chert variant may not necessarily originate from Livengood Dome.
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Raw Material
Variant

Raw Material
basalt
fine green
volcanic material

dark gray (translucent)
marble black-grayish
(Livengood chert)

chert

subtotal
quartz

Table 27 Swan Point CZ IV:
Raw materials of modified
pieces (weight in g)

undet.
Total

weight 167,2
% 18,94
weight 376,2
% 42,62
weight
55,2
g
%
6,25
weight 131,2
% 14,86
weight 186,4
% 21,12
weight 152,9
% 17,32
weight
%
weight 882,7
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Fig. 6.1 Swan Point CZ IV:
Regional origin of raw
materials of modified pieces
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Fig. 6.2 Swan Point CZ IV:
Cortex Coverage on modified pieces. Note: Burin
spalls and specimens with
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It turned out that these samples belong to the Group H obsidian, the source of which ist
still undetermined. Be this as it may, due to the small number of artifacts made of this
high quality raw material, a regional or more probably trans-regional origin should be
presumed. No microblade cores from which the obsidian microblades could have been
struck have been discovered. Hence, they were either exported from the site or the
obsidian microblades were imported as hafted implements that were replaced on site.
6.1.1.3 Tools
The tool assemblage of Swan Point CZ IV consists of 29 pieces (Table 28). It is
characterized by approximately equal frequencies of burins, bifaces, lateral modifications,
and combined tools. While the respective numbers of these tool classes are relatively
low, they each represent about 20 to 25 % of the total tool assemblage.
Bifaces

In addition to one indeterminate specimen (Pl. 1, 5), six bifaces
are symmetrically shaped and may be referred to as foliates or symmetrically shaped
bifaces (SSB; Table 28; Pl. 1, 1-4; 2). Two of these SSB are finished tools (Pl. 2) which,
ss they show an obvious steep modification of a working end, can be referred to as
bifacial scrapers. The edge of one of these pieces (Pl. 2, 1) is rounded, which may have
resulted from use. The other four foliates can be referred to as (presumably unfinished)
thinned bifaces (Pl. 1, 1-4); they show no macroscopically visible signs of damage or
use. Due to the small size of some of these pieces, they may have been reduced and
then discarded after use.
Four bifaces are made of Livengood chert (Pl. 1, 1-3 & 5), two are made of the green
volcanic material (Pl. 1, 4; 2, 2), and one of basalt (Pl. 2, 1). Accordingly, the larger
part of the bifacial tool kit was probably imported from a former campsite closer to the
Livengood outcrop. Interestingly, all the pieces on Livengood chert appear to be in an
unfinished state of reduction (Table 29). Only the two finished bifacial scrapers (Pl. 2)
and one fragment of a thinned biface (SSB; Pl. 1, 4) appear to have been made from
local or regionally available raw material (basalt and the green volcanic material).
It seems that thinned foliates of trans-regional raw material were imported to the site
from a former camp and were discarded on site, possibly after further reduction as
manufacture rejects or after both use and (finally failed) reduction. The two fairly large
bifacial scrapers made on locally and/or regionally available raw material were most
probably modified and used on site. They were discarded because their modification as
scrapers with steep retouches, as well as their overall shape with a plano-convex cross
section, did not allow for further modification, i.e. into other tool forms. As such, they were
not suitable to be carried to the next camp as bifacial blanks.
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biface: foliate/SSB
biface: indet.

combined tool
(endscraper/burin)
combined tool
(lateral mod./burin)
endscraper
(combined tool)
lateral modification
scraper

6
20,69

chert

n

1

1

%

3,45

3,45

2

%

chopper/pebble tool

TOTAL Tools

2
3
6,90 10,34

undetermined

1
3,45

n

burin

Table 28 Swan Point CZ IV:
Tool types by raw material.
Note: Five burin spalls not included;
two burins are actually microblade
cores that were used as burins;
one end scraper was modified
into a microblade core. the other
one is a refit of five bladelets; one
lateral modification is a retouched
microblade core

n
%

green volcanic material

Tool Type

basalt
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Table 29 Swan Point CZ IV: Reduction stages and raw materials of bifacial tools
Bifacial Tool Type

Reduction Stage

Raw Material Variant

Assumed
Raw Material Distance

n

foliate / SSB

thinned biface

marble black-grayish chert
(Livengood chert)

indet. biface (fragment)

undetermined

marble black-grayish chert
(Livengood chert)

trans-regional (> 20 km)

1

trans-regional (> 20 km)

3

foliate / SSB

thinned biface

green volcanic material

local or regional (ч 20 km)

1

foliate / SSB
(bifacial "scraper")

finished biface / prepared tool

green volcanic material

local or regional ( 20 km)

1

foliate / SSB
(bifacial "scraper")

finished biface / prepared tool

coarse grayish basalt

local ( 5 km)

1

Burins
All in all, twelve of the recorded tools are burins46, five of which are
combined tools (Table 28; Pl. 4-5). In addition, five burin spalls with flake scars of former
burin blows were recorded. In total, attributes of 37 burin blows are included in the study.
In view of the blank types of the twelve burins, it appears that burin blows were struck
with preference on flakes (Fig. 6.3). In two cases, fragments of bifaces were modified
into burins (Pl. 4, 2 & 4). Notable, two other specimens are not burins sensu stricto (Pl.
46
One burin listed in the Swan Point artifact catalog was missing. Attributes could not be
recorded for this specimen.
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4, 5-6). These pieces are microblade cores that show splintered edges typical for used
burins. It is difficult to ascertain whether these pieces were intentionally modified into
burins or whether they merely came into use as burins due to their suitability. Generally
speaking, we can note a striking technological similarity between the modifications of
some burins and the preparation and reduction of microblade cores (cf. Pl. 5, 3-4 and Pl.
6, 1). The technological scheme for removing preparation flakes from both the platform
(ski-shaped spalls) and the actual reduction surface, as it is typical for the reduction of
wedge-shaped microblade cores, was occasionally also applied to burins. From time to
time this led to a change in function of a core to a burin, without additional preparation
being necessary.
A consideration of burin blow attributes reveals some significant characteristic
technological features of the Swan Point burins. Firstly, most burins can be referred
to as multiple burins, as more than one burin blow was struck from most of these tools
(Fig. 6.4). Before burin spalls were removed from a blank, the edges used as burin blow
platforms were preferably prepared with a concave retouch (Fig. 6.5). When a series
of burin spalls was removed, the flake scar of the former spall was often used as an
unprepared platform. Only very few pieces show evidence of other types or lack platform
preparation.
Secondly, burin blows were usually struck transversely, thus creating cutting edges on
the lateral edges of the blanks in most cases (Fig. 6.6). In numerous cases, pieces can
certainly be referred to as dihedral burins with at least two burin blows creating one
cutting edge (Pl. 4-5).
Thirdly, edges from which burin spalls were removed were generally not prepared.
Notches or similar forms of preparation are not in evidence. Eventually, most burin blows
resulted in feathered ends without any kind of lateral modification (Fig. 6.7). The relatively
high frequency (ca. 25 %) of step and hinge terminations is probably indicative of steep
knapping angles, a high striking force, or the condition of the raw material. Perhaps
knapping errors increased after repeated modifications.
It appears that the burins of Swan Point CZ IV were subjected to repeated preparation
and reduction. This was most probably the result of intensive use on site, which is
also indicated by some additional recorded attributes. In about 40 % of all recorded
burin blows the cutting edges are splintered (Fig. 6.8), probably resulting from usage
on hard materials like bone, ivory or antler. If the high amount of undeterminable (i.e.
unpreserved) cutting edges is disregarded, the frequency of splintered edges is even
75 %, which further reveals the consistent intensive use of burins.
In addition to the intensively used cutting edges, most burins also show damage along
their other edges (Fig. 6.9). Six of the twelve burins show additional lateral modification
with damage, potentially resulting from use. Five of these are combined tools (first and
foremost combinations of burins with end scrapers; see below).
Burins (including combined tools) were made of chert and the green volcanic material
(Table 30). A further four specimens can be assigned to a rather indifferent dark gray
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Fig. 6.3 Swan Point CZ IV:
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Fig. 6.5 Swan Point CZ IV:
Platforms of burin blows

translucent chert variant. Three other pieces are made of Livendgood chert. Four
specimens are made of the green volcanic material. Accordingly, burins were modified
on blanks of both local/regional and trans-regional raw materials.
Interestingly, if the combined tools (which are re-modified burins of former different tools)
are disregarded, almost half of the burin tool kit (three out of seven) is made of transregional raw material. Thus, burins were perhaps not only modified on site but were also
transported to the site from a former camp as curated tools.
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Fig. 6.8 Swan Point CZ IV:
State of cutting edges of
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Combined Tools
Five pieces can be referred to as combined tools. Four of these
are combinations of burins and end scrapers, while one specimen is a lateral modification
that was modified into a burin47.
In all cases, an intentionally produced tool was modified into a burin. In four cases, this

47
Two end scrapers also feature combined modifications, albeit that they are not included
in this group of combined tools; this is because they lack modifications which were obviously
made with different tasks in mind (one end scraper was modified into a microblade core, the other
is a refit of five bladelets).
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Fig. 6.9 Swan Point CZ IV:
State of lateral edges of burins
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was an end scraper (Pl. 5, 1-4)48, and in one case a retouched flake (Pl. 5, 5). All these
pieces appear to have been used intensively: All scraping ends are splintered, while the
retouched flake shows marginal use wear retouch on its modified edge. Thus, certain
tools with distinctly modified edges were re-modified and used as burins after they had
been used for other tasks with their primarily modified edges.
End Scrapers
The tool assemblage of Swan Point CZ IV includes six end
scrapers. One end scraper with two scraping ends can be referred to as a double end
scraper (Pl. 5, 4). All end scrapers were re-modified after use with four specimens
modified into burins (Pl. 5, 1-4) and one piece modified into a microblade core (Pl. 3,
4). Another end scraper is made of a refit of five bladelets (Pl. 3, 2). The reason for the
production of a series of bladelets from this piece is unclear, as the rather thick blanks
appear unsuitable for further use.
Most scraping ends show signs of rather intensive use: six are splintered while one
scraping end has marginal use wear retouch. The splintered scraping ends resulted
either from very intensive use or from use on hard materials. It is interesting to note
that most of the scraping ends were part of combined tools which were re-modified
and used as burins, i.e. most probably for the working of bone, ivory, or antler. As such,
the end scrapers of Swan Point may also have been used for working (i.e. scraping)
hard materials, before they were re-modified into burins for cutting activities on these
materials. Therefore, they would have been used in a single continuous succession of
activities in which re-modification would have been an integral part.
Most tools with scraping ends were made of the green volcanic material, and two
specimens were made of dark gray translucent chert. Both the end scraper that was
modified into a microblade core and the specimen that was refitted by the series of
bladelets are made of the green volcanic material. Although the origin of the dark gray
chert and the green volcanic material remains unknown, it appears that scraping ends
were principally modified on pieces of local or regional origin, which indicates that they
48
No. 4 on Pl. 5 is actually not an end scraper sensu stricto, though its steep lateral
modification is very similar to an end scraper. It might also be referred to as a (side) scraper.
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Table 30 Swan Point CZ IV: Raw material of burins

Tool Type

Assumed
Raw Material Distance

Raw Material Variant

n

burin

marble black-grayish chert (Livengood chert)

trans-regional

3

burin

green volcanic material

local/regional

2

burin

dark gray chert (translucent)

unknown

1

burin

undet.

undet.

1

burin / combined tool

dark gray chert (translucent)

unknown

3

burin / combined tool

green volcanic material

local/regional

2

subtotal

total

7

12

were probably modified on or at least close to the site. This is especially interesting in
comparison to burins, some of which were modified on trans-regional raw material and
may even have been imported as modified tools. This may be tentatively excluded for
end scrapers.
Other Tools Besides the tool classes examined in detail above, there are six lateral
modifications (retouched flakes), one chopper/pebble tool, and one scraper. Unfortunately,
four of the six lateral modifications as well as the chopper/pebble tool were missing
when the artifacts were recorded, thus no attributes could be recorded for these pieces.
Because they were listed in the catalog they were included in the list of tools.
The two lateral modifications for which attributes could be recorded were both made
on the green volcanic material and both showed marginal use wear retouches on their
modified edges (Pl. 3, 3; 8, 2). One of these specimens is actually a former microblade
core with additional marginal use wear retouch on its unmodified edge (Pl. 8, 2).
The single scraper from the assemblage is made of basalt. Due to some obvious
similarities, it may be compared to the two bifacial scrapers: It is comparable in size,
is characterized by a very similar steep modification on one edge, and is made of local
raw material. Presumably, it was modified on site and was intended for the same or at
least similar activities as the bifacial scrapers. The only significant difference between
this unifacial scraper and the bifacial scrapers is the technology used in its modification
(unifacial vs. bifacial).
6.1.1.4 Cores
The core assemblage from Swan Point CZ IV considered in this analysis consists of 15
cores (Table 31). One specimen is an indifferent flake core on a quartz cobble, but all
other cores are microblade cores.
Microblade Cores
Microblade cores from Swan Point comprise five wedge-shaped
microblade cores made on bifaces (Pl. 6, 1-3; 7, 1-2), eight microblade cores mostly
made on flakes (Pl. 3, 4; 4, 5-6; 7, 3-5; 8, 1-2), and one microblade core perform on a
flake (Pl. 8, 3).
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Table 31 Swan Point CZ IV: Core
types by raw material.
Note: Four microblade cores were
also used as tools

wedge-shaped
microblade core
other
microblade core
microblade core
preform
TOTAL Raw Mat.

n
%
n
%
n
%
n
%
n
%

1
6,67
3
20,00
5
33,33
1
6,67
9
60,00

2
13,33
3
20,00

5
33,33

1
6,67

TOTAL Cores

quartz

Core Type

chert

green volcanic material
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1
6,67
5
33,33
8
53,33
1
6,67
15
100,00

Some microblade cores could be refitted with their preparation flakes (Pl. 3, 4; 6, 1-2;
7, 4-5), which illustrates the similarity between microblade core reduction at Swan Point
and the so-called Yubetsu method of northeastern Asia (also see Gomez Coutouly
2011:409 ff.; cf. Nakazawa et al. 2005). Platforms were prepared and rejuvenated with
the removal of ski- or boat-shaped spalls, usually along the longitudinal axis of the core
blank. Microblades were produced on the narrow face of the core. At Swan Point, this
concept of core preparation and reduction was not only applied to microblade cores
made on bifaces, but also to specimens made on flakes. Interestingly, after the removal
of ski- or boat-shaped spalls the core platforms generally remained plain, i.e. without
further modification.
In addition to the illustration of the generally applied scheme of core reduction, the refits
also reveal the extent of core reduction (Pl. 6, 1; 7, 5). According to their size, we can
safely presume that some of the microblade cores can be classed as exhausted. Others,
however, seem to be comparably large, presumably in an earlier stage of reduction.
An examination of core length and thickness may help to clarify this observation. As core
length is defined by the knapping direction of the reduction surface, it decreases with
the preparation of the platform. Core thickness, in turn, decreases with the reduction
of the core. Therefore, a sample of cores from different reduction stages which are
prepared and reduced with the same or at least very similar concept of core reduction
(here a concept similar to the Yubetsu method) and for which similar original sizes can be
assumed, should reveal 1) a low variation of the mean length-thickness ratio (detectable
by the coefficient of variation [CV]), and 2) a positive correlation between core length and
thickness. Both these criteria would indicate a regular pattern of core reduction.
At first glance, the microblade cores of Swan Point show a rather diffuse picture with no
salient pattern (Fig 6.10). The mean length-thickness ratio (mean L/T) is 0.87 ± 0.34,
thus resulting in a high CV of 0.39, and the correlation coefficient (r) is - 0.17. However,
if the two groups of cores – wedge-shaped microblade cores made on bifaces and other
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microblade cores mostly made on flakes – are looked at seperately, there is indeed a
significant difference. While the pattern remains diffuse for the other microblade cores
(mean L/T = 0.93 ± 0.37, CV = 0.4, r = - 0.34), the wedge-shaped microblade cores
produce interesting values (mean L/T = 0.66 ± 0.12, CV = 0.18, r = 0.92). The low
length-thickness ratio with a comparably low standard deviation indicates a regular
pattern of core reduction, which is confirmed by the significant correlation of the two
measurements. The steep regression line for wedge-shaped microblade cores (Fig 6.10;
y = 3.74x – 63.12) indicates that larger series of microblades were produced (thereby
reducing core thickness) between platform rejuvenations (thereby reducing core length).
Therefore, the wedge-shaped microblade cores from Swan Point fit a regular pattern of
microblade production with comparably rare platform rejuvenation.
For other microblade cores, the picture is strikingly different and much more diffuse.
Apparently, the reduction sequence of these cores did not follow a strict concept. These
pieces seem to have been modified opportunistically, in most cases on flakes, which
demanded preparation and reduction in accordance with the quality of each individual
piece. Wedge-shaped microblade cores, in contrast, were prepared on larger bifaces
and allowed for a fairly strict succession of work steps during microblade production.
Microblade cores are made of chert and the green volcanic material. Four pieces are
made of Livengood chert, while only one microblade core is made of dark gray translucent
chert. Most pieces are made of the green volcanic material. Under the assumption that
this material is of local or regional origin, the raw material for microblade production was
in most cases collected in the vicinity of the site. Some microblade cores, however, were
modified on trans-regional raw material (Livengood chert).
Interestingly, microblade cores made of the trans-regional Livengood chert tend to be
smaller than those cores made of local or regional material (Fig. 6.11). Mean length
and thickness of cores made of Livengood chert is 27.5 ± 4.5 mm and 32 ± 5.35 mm,
respectively, while the mean length and thickness for cores made of the green volcanic
material is 32.78 ± 6.34 mm and 42.44 ± 12.52 mm, respectively. These differences are
certainly not statistically significant, but especially the tendency of a lower thickness of
cores made of Livengood chert in comparison to the pieces made of the green volcanic
material points to a later stage of reduction of these specimens. When wedge-shaped
microblade cores made on bifaces and other microblade cores are differentiated, the
size continuum can be further illustrated, especially for the wedge-shaped microblade
cores (Fig. 6.12; Fig. 6.13).
Considering the consistent method of reduction of wedge-shaped microblade cores, this
difference is significant. It is indicated that cores made of trans-regional raw material
were imported to the site in an already prepared and partly reduced state. They were
then further reduced and discarded on site. Cores made of local or regional raw material
were not reduced to the small size of the trans-regional cores, perhaps due to the worse
quality of the raw material. The Livengood chert was obviously appreciated by the
flintknappers of Swan Point, which is also apparent in the high frequency of combined
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Fig 6.10 Swan Point CZ IV: Length
and thickness of microblade cores
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modifications on pieces made of this material (two microblade cores used as burins; two
end scrapers and one retouched flake modified into burins). While cores of the transregional Livengood chert were generally re-worked for further use and reduced until total
exhaustion, cores made of local or regional material were discarded much earlier, e.g.
when hinges or steps occurred on the reduction surface.
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6.1.1.5 Site Activities and Occupation History
Given the similar quantities of tools in several tool classes, the tool assemblage of Swan
Point CZ IV conveys the impression of a diverse inventory. In fact, this impression is
confirmed by a strikingly low diversity index for the tool assemblage:
D = 0.16.
This indicates a high variety of activities conducted on site. The different artifact types
testify to the production of blanks (both flakes and microblades), the production of tools,
the use and re-use of tools, and the discard of used tools and exhausted or useless
cores. The different tool types indicate processing, maintenance, and subsistence
activities. Evidence for such a complete sequence of tool production and use along with
the variety of activities that these would suggest, implies that Swan Point CZ IV was a
residential camp (Fig. 6.14). Finally, the diverse faunal remains (see Holmes 2011:184)
are indicative of hunting forays nearby and the processing of fauna on site.
According to the trans-regional raw material imported to and used at the site, a group of
hunter-gatherers may have come from the northwest, or had at least spent some time
in that direction closer to the Livengood chert outcrop. Close to the Tanana River, they
chose a prominent knoll to set up their camp, overlooking the Shaw Creek flats and the
Tanana River Valley. They retained some lithic raw material from a former stay closer
to the Livendgood outcrop, but were also forced to procure raw material in the vicinity
of the site. The flintknappers in the group obviously appreciated the Livendgood chert,
as artifacts of this material were readily re-modified for further use. Maybe this was also
the result of a general scarcity or seasonal availability of good quality raw material. In
addition to the Livengood chert, obsidian is another likely trans-regional raw material
which was brought to the site. Microblade insets of obsidian were either replaced on site,
or obsidian microblade cores were imported, reduced, and eventually exported.
Bifaces of trans-regional raw material were possibly prepared in a symmetrical shape
elsewhere for further reduction and use. Other bifaces were modified and used on locally
or regionally acquired raw material. Broken bifaces were discarded on site. Bifacial
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scrapers were also discarded on site due to their distinct shape that did not allow for
further modification into other tools (or cores). It is difficult to ascertain which activities
were undertaken using the bifacial tools. The two bifacial scrapers might suggest the
scraping of hide. In addition, bifaces were modified into microblade cores. The use of
bifaces as knives before further reduction is also possible, but cannot be verified.
Burins were both imported to the site and produced on site. Although some burins were
very likely in the tool kit of the group when it arrived, most were probably modified and
used on site. Intensive use led to equally intensive re-modification. Other tools or even
cores were re-modified and re-used as burins, emphasizing the need for this special tool
type. Because worked ivory is present in CZ IV of Swan Point, a reasonable conclusion
is that burins were used for this task. Ivory was procured close to the site and required
burins as cutting implements to make ivory tools, presumably projectile points. These
projectile points could have then been furnished with microblade insets produced on site.
End scrapers were probably modified on local or regional raw material only. All scraping
ends are damaged, showing intensive use. Furthermore, all specimens were re-modified
after use, indicating that these tools were used for certain activities and later adapted
for other tasks. In several cases end scrapers were re-modified into burins, indicating
a connection with the activities conducted with the burins. The end scrapers may have
been used for scraping activities (e.g. scraping hide); however, intense damage evident
on the scraping ends may also have resulted from working hard material. Perhaps they
were used for working (scraping?) ivory just before they were re-modified into burins for
cutting this same material.
Other tools like retouched flakes and the chopper/pebble tool were probably used for
miscellaneous activities. The chopper was probably used for heavy duty tasks.
In sum, the activities conducted at Swan Point CZ IV cover a broad range from subsistence
to production and maintenance activities. An important activity seems to have been the
working of ivory and the production of microblades in order to make and/or maintain
projectile points for hunting. Hunting trips could have been easily undertaken from the site
with its extensive outlook situation. Data point to other important maintenance activities
as well, e.g. scraping hides with scrapers and end scrapers. Further on-site activities like
butchering are equally possible, as inferred by faunal evidence, but cannot be verified
by the present tool assemblage. Bifaces may have been used as knives in butchering
before being subjected to further reduction.
The tool and core assemblage from Swan Point CZ IV seems to be the product of a
single event, i.e. a single occupation. This is indicated by several observations. First,
the trans-regional Livengood chert was used for a variety of artifact types (e.g. bifaces,
end scrapers, burins, and cores) and was not brought to the site for any specific activity.
Second, different tool types, such as burins and end scrapers, are linked technologically
and appear to have been used primarily in a single activity continuum. Third, some burins
were prepared the same way as microblade cores, implying a very distinct mode of
burin and core preparation, which further links these different artifact categories. Finally,
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Fig. 6.14 Swan Point CZ IV: Schematic illustration of the occupation

all artifacts were recovered around two hearths with apparent spatial association (see
Holmes 2011:183 Figure 10.4) which points to the assemblage having been formed
during a coherent occupation.
Meanwhile, the long span of radiocarbon dates (see Chap. 4) might also indicate that the
site was revisited repeatedly. However, because dates spanning long time ranges were
obtained from within both hearth features (Holmes 2011:183 Figure 10.4), this would
mean that hunter-gatherer groups re-used the exact same spots for their hearths. Such
a scenario cannot be ruled out but seems less likely, especially with regard to the artifact
assemblage which rather suggests a coherent event.
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6.1.2 Broken Mammoth Cultural Zone IV
6.1.2.1 General Characteristics
The tool and core assemblage of Broken Mammoth CZ IV is strikingly small, consisting of
just ten tools and three cores. As the site was excavated extensively, thereby producing
a large and extraordinary faunal assemblage, the small lithic assemblage is certainly
not the result of sampling error and can be regarded as representative, if not complete.
Although quantitative analyses are hardly possible for this small assemblage, it is in fact
highly significant due to its restricted composition and its general character, especially
in comparison to the contemporary assemblage from the nearby site of Swan Point. It
should be noted that microblade technology is absent from Broken Mammoth CZ IV.
6.1.2.2 Raw Material
With the exception of two pieces, the whole tool and core assemblage comprises
artifacts made of chert and quartz (Pl. 9-11). One specimen is made of basalt (Pl. 11, 1);
another piece is made of an indeterminate material, perhaps quartzite (Pl. 11, 2). Based
on artifact counts, chert makes up over 60 % of the assemblage (Table 32). However,
based on weight, quartz is the dominant raw material with almost 60 %, notably due to a
single large and heavy piece made on a big cobble (Pl. 10, 1).
Although the chert used for artifact production may be tentatively differentiated into
different variants (Table 32), chert of grayish to black color is prevalent; its origin of the
remains unknown.
Quartz and basalt were probably procured locally, as it is present in the vicinity of the site.
In addition, these materials are of rather bad quality and were probably not transported
over long distances. The one piece made of the indeterminate material (quartzite?)
is probably also of local origin. It was made on a river cobble which may have been
collected from Shaw Creek or the Tanana River.
Cortex (or natural surface) is only present on four of the 13 pieces (Fig. 6.15).
Interestingly, three of these are the three larger specimens made of basalt, quartz, and
the indeterminate material (Pl. 10, 1; 11, 1-2). This fits to the assumption that these
materials stem from local sources.
In general, no further assertions can be made about the origins of raw materials. While
quartz, basalt, and the indeterminate material can be regarded as evidence for local raw
material procurement, it cannot be determined whether chert was obtained locally or
procured (trans-) regionally and imported from a different site.
It is important to note, however, that samples of obsidian debitage from the CZ IV lithic
assemblage could be sourced to the Wiki Peak outcrop at the Alaskan-Yukon border,
over 350 km southeast of the site (Reuther et al. 2011). Thus, trans-regional raw material
was evidently worked at Broken Mammoth. The finished products of this high quality
material were then exported from the site.
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Raw Material

Raw Material
Variant

basalt
black
dark gray (translucent)
dark grayish/greenish
chert

dark gray/black
(translucent)
(transl
cent)
gray (translucent)
subtotal

quartz
questionable
Total

weight 184,6
184 6
% 13,41
weight
24,2
%
1,76
weight
46,5
%
3,38
weight
15,5
%
1,13
weight
9,7
%
0,70
0 70
weight
30,4
%
2,21
weight 126,3
%
9,18
weight 798,5
% 58,03
weight 266,7
% 19,38
,
weight 1376,1
% 100,00

n
1
%
7,69
n
1
%
7,69
n
3
% 23,08
n
1
%
7,69
n
2
% 15,38
15 38
n
1
%
7,69
n
8
% 61,54
n
3
% 23,08
n
1
%
7,69
,
n
13
% 100,00

Table 32 Broken Mammoth CZ IV:
Raw materials of modified pieces
(weight in g)

6.1.2.3 Tools
The small tool assemblage of Broken Mammoth CZ IV consists of two indeterminate
biface fragments (Pl. 9, 1-2), six lateral modifications (five retouched flakes and one
retouched cobble; Pl. 9, 4-6; 10), a fragment of a uniface (Pl. 9, 3), and one indeterminate
modification on a small quartz chunk (Table 33).
The two biface fragments are made of dark gray and dark grayish greenish chert. They
appear to be unfinished manufacture rejects. The preserved edges do not show any
macroscopic damage or use wear. Apparently, bifaces were reduced on site, but they
were not discarded after potential use.
The uniface fragment may also be a manufacture reject, in any case, its preserved edges
show no macroscopic signs of damage or use wear.
The small kit of laterally modified artifacts represents the dominant group of tools in the
assemblage. Five of these pieces are retouched chert flakes, while one piece is made
on a fairly large quartz cobble. Interestingly, all these tools show traces of damage or
use, such as marginal use wear retouch, splintered edges, and little breakages along the
edges. It cannot be ascertained with any certainty whether this damage resulted from
use-wear or other processes (e.g. trampling or post-depositional processes). However,
it is remarkable that only the laterally modified pieces show signs of such damage,
which may indicate the on-site use of these tools. Consequently, in contrast to other tool
types, lateral modifications would have been both used and discarded on site. The onsite production of flake blanks for these tools can also be assumed. Flake cores in the
assemblage – as well as the abundance of flakes in the whole lithic assemblage – are
indicative of the on-site production of this blank type. The laterally modified quartz cobble
also fits to this pattern of local raw material procurement, on-site preparation, use, and
discard of laterally modified pieces.
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Fig. 6.15 Broken Mammoth CZ IV:
Cortex Coverage on modified pieces

6.1.2.4 Cores
There are three cores in the assemblage. These pieces can be described as simple flake
cores lacking any clearly recognizable technological concept (Pl. 11); in fact, two of these
specimens are merely chunks of formerly larger cores (Pl. 11, 1 & 3).
The three cores are made of what are now thought to be local raw materials of rather bad
quality: basalt, quartz, and the indeterminate material (perhaps quartzite). The basalt core
chunk and the complete core made of quartzite (?) are characterized by a river cobble
cortex on their surface (< 1/3 and ≥ 1/3 < 2/3, respectively). The blanks for the cores were
probably obtained from the Shaw Creek and/or Tanana River channels. Subsequently,
they were prepared on site in order to produce flake blanks, either for immediate use
(e.g. for cutting) or for the production of flake tools (e.g. lateral modifications).
6.1.2.5 Site Activities and Occupation History
The lithic tool and core assemblage appears as an extremely limited inventory, not only
due to its size but also its composition. The diversity index supports the notion of a
specialized tool assemblage:
D = 0.36.
Even though this extremely restricted assemblage does not allow for broad quantitative
analyses and limits the scope of interpretations on potential site activities, some basic
and significant conclusions can be drawn. Here, it is also important to consider the results
of the faunal analyses, which, in combination with the lithic analysis, help us to make
some tentative statements with regard to occupation span and site function.
The analyses of the faunal remains conducted so far have provided remarkable insights
into late Pleistocene subsistence (see Yesner 1994; 2001b; 2007; 2010). It has become
obvious, that the hunter-gatherers of Broken Mammoth CZ IV hunted a high variety of
prey, including large game such as bison, wapiti, caribou, moose, and mountain sheep,
but also small animals like hare, marmot, and even various kinds of birds. Interestingly,
faunal analyses also indicate different results for seasonality: While initially a spring or
late summer/fall occupation was assumed (Yesner 1994; 2001b; 2007), the subsequent
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n
2
% 20,00
n

1

6

% 50,00 10,00

60,00

uniface (planeconvex)

1

1

% 10,00

10,00

other/indeterminate
modifications

n

1

1

%

10,00

10,00

TOTAL Raw Mat.

n

5

2
20,00

2

10

% 80,00 20,00

n

8

100,00

Table 33 Broken Mammoth CZ IV: Tool types by raw
materials

analysis of teeth from bison, wapiti, caribou, and moose rather point to a fall/winter
occupation (Yesner 2010). Krasinski and Yesner (2008) interpreted Broken Mammoth as
a semi-permanent base camp, which might explain the variations seasonality. However,
in the case of a semi-permanent occupation one would expect a much more diverse lithic
tool assemblage, i.e. one that would be indicative of a base or residential camp49.
Instead, it seems more reasonable to regard Broken Mammoth CZ IV as a palimpsest
of a repeatedly occupied special task camp (Fig. 6.16). This would explain the variations
in seasonality and high subsistence diversity, which may have resulted from several
repeated occupations during different seasons. As such, the contemporaneous activity
areas posited by Krasinski and Yesner (2008) may actually represent separate,
independent occupation zones.
Faunal processing seems to have been the main site activity at each occupation. The
lithic tool kit necessary for these tasks was rather limited, though it was surely not as
limited as the one that was discarded on site and is preserved today. Most tools were in
fact not discarded on site. Bifaces were obviously produced and perhaps also used on
site (e.g. as knives for butchering), but they were not discarded at Broken Mammoth.
Instead, they were transported to the next camp, where they could be re-modified and
re-used. Only useless manufacture rejects were discarded on site.
In contrast, miscellaneous short-lived pieces like laterally modified flakes and cobbles
were not taken to the next camp. These tools were produced and used on site just as
needed for faunal processing (e.g. cutting or scraping). Further activities like scraping
hide or cutting bone, ivory, or antler were not executed at Broken Mammoth. These
activities took place at a nearby residential camp.
In conclusion, Broken Mammoth was visited by hunter-gatherers during GI-1 on different
occasions during different seasons. The location of the site – up the hill just above the
Tanana River Valley – was a convenient spot for processing hunted game from the
surrounding area. As Yesner (2001b:322) stated, “[t]he relatively even distribution of
cranial, axial, and meat-bearing elements of bison and elk, including both forelimbs and
49
Also note the use of partly incorrect catalog data in the study by Krasinski and Yesner
(2008). See Chap. 4.
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Fig. 6.16 Broken Mammoth CZ IV: Schematic illustration of the occupation

hindlimbs, suggests that these animals were not being transported great distances.”50
Accordingly, game that had been hunted down in the valley was transported the short
distance up the hill to the site for processing. In addition, with its unique view across
the whole area, Broken Mammoth probably served as a hunting lookout. This may
explain the presence of ivory artifacts, some of which were deposited in a cache and
are probably hunting implements (see Yesner 1994:155 Figure 1; Holmes 2001:160
Figure 4). The cache may have been left behind for future use during a prospective
occupation of the site. Depending on season, availability of prey, the needs according to
group size, and possible specialization of different groups of hunter-gatherers on certain
prey, the respective occupants may have hunted different species during the separate
occupations. When they were done with the activities planned for their stay (which was
mainly processing prey after hunting in order to prepare meat for transport) they left for
their residential camp. Depending on the distance to the next camp, Broken Mammoth
may not even have been occupied overnight.

50
Yesner (2001b) does not differentiate between CZ III and IV in this statement, so it
appears that this applies to both of these components.
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6.1.3 Walker Road Component I
6.1.3.1 General Characteristics
Among the assemblages examined in this study, but also among late Pleistocene
assemblages in general, the inventory from Walker Road Component I represents a
large and diverse assemblage. All in all, 115 tools, 16 cores, and 2 burin spalls could
be recorded in the frame of this investigation. Nineteen pieces listed in the catalog are
missing. Designations of artifact type and – in three cases – raw material were made on
grounds of the present catalog. No other attributes could be recorded for the missing
pieces. Evidence of microblade technology is absent in the whole Walker Road lithic
assemblage. A comparably high variety of six different raw materials is present.
6.1.3.2 Raw Material
The raw material spectrum of the modified pieces comprises basalt, chalcedony, chert,
obsidian, quartz, rhyolite, and possibly diorite (Table 34). Based on artifact counts, chert
is the dominant material, it making up ca. 40 % of the assemblage, though it represents
less than 8 % of the total weight of artifacts. Basalt and possibly diorite were the second
most important raw materials, comprising over 20 % of the total number of modified
artifacts and more than 50 % of total weight. Less numerous, but definitely not to be
neglected are rhyolite and chalcedony, which represent 6 and 10 % of all modified pieces,
respectively. Single specimens are made of quartz and obsidian. A fairly high number of
pieces had to remain undetermined, which includes 16 specimens that are listed in the
catalog but which could not be found in the collection.
The numbers and the respective totals of weight for each raw material reveal the different
use of certain materials. Chert was used predominantly for modifying tools and cores,
thereby producing a large number of pieces with comparably little weight. The same
holds true, in a way, for chalcedony and rhyolite, but these materials are much less
abundant. The data for basalt, in contrast, shows that few but rather large and heavy
pieces were modified. Thus, the data indicates that certain raw materials were selected
for very specific modifications.
Some raw materials can be divided into sub-groups. The chert can be divided into 19
and the chalcedony into five variants (Table 34). As outcrops are hardly known in the
region (see Graf and Goebel 2009; Goebel 2011), it cannot be determined with absolute
certainty whether these differences represent – at least partly – varieties that originate
from several distinct (unknown) outcrops, or alternatively whether they represent the
variable appearance of one or only few chert and chalcedony variants that occur at few
(also unknown) spots. Nevertheless, the strikingly high variability of these raw materials
with evenly low frequencies within the separate sub-groups rather points to different
dispersed localities in the landscape from which the material was obtained.
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Chert, chalcedony, and rhyolite can be found in the region today, even though they are
rare and difficult to find (Graf and Goebel 2009:61; cf. Goebel 2011). Therefore, it can
be assumed that the occupants of Walker Road procured a substantial amount of these
materials locally and regionally, albeit that the distances involved remain unknown.
Goebel (2011) argues for mainly local raw material procurement due to the occurrence
of these materials in the immediate vicinity of the site.
For basalt and diorite a local origin can also be assumed. First, this is indicated by
the aforementioned ratio of artifact numbers and total weight. Obviously rather large
and heavy pieces of these low quality materials were brought to the site in order to
be modified into comparably few tools, presumably for specific on-site activities. This
indicates rather short transport distances. Second, considering the cortex coverage of
the different raw materials a local origin of basalt and diorite is suggested, thus revealing
the exceptional status of these materials compared to other materials (Table 35). While
in general the amount of artifacts without cortex coverage lies between ca. 70 and 80 %
(for each raw material as well as for the total of artifacts), for pieces made of basalt and
diorite only a relatively small amount of pieces lack cortex (ca. 55 %). In fact, a fairly
high amount of over 30 % of these pieces show more than one third of cortex coverage
on their surfaces. Thus, modified pieces made of basalt and diorite have in many cases
not been subject to intensive reduction, which fits the notion of local low quality raw
materials that were imported as large and heavy cobbles in order to be modified, used,
and discarded on site.
The large number of pieces with cortex coverage among the pieces with undetermined
or questionable raw material is also striking, especially considering that over 50 % of
these specimens have rather high proportions of cortex coverage (Table 35). Several of
these pieces are fairly large and made of low quality raw material (like Pl. 16, 5 & 20, 3).
Some pieces also have a river cobble cortex (e.g. Pl. 16, 5), indicating a local origin in
a nearby creek or riverbed. Therefore, it can be assumed that a high proportion of the
artifacts with cortex coverage of undetermined or questionable raw material were most
probably procured locally.
Finally, the raw materials present in the assemblage of modified artifacts from Walker
Road Component I can be tentatively separated according to assumed raw material
distances (Fig. 6.17). Basalt and diorite are assigned to the group of local raw material.
On the other hand, only single pieces, namely the specimens made of obsidian, can
be assigned with any certainty to the group of trans-regional raw material. Both these
pieces could be sourced to Wiki Peak at the Alaska-Yukon border (pers. comm. J. Rasic
2011). Studies by Reuther et al. (2011) and Goebel (2011) show that several obsidian
artifacts of Group A from an unknown source as well as pieces from Wiki Peak were
discarded at Walker Road. The distance from Wiki Peak to Walker Road is over 450 km.
Table 34 (nest page) Walker Road Component I: Raw materials of modified pieces (weight in g).
Note: Superscript numbers on the far right indicate the respective amount of missing artifacts
with undetermined weight
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Raw Material
Variant

Raw Material
basalt
basalt / diorite ?

brown white
light brown
patchy brown red
chalcedony
patchy multicolored
white
subtotal
blackk
bl
brown (translucent)
brown greenish
dark brown (translucent)
dark gray (translucent)
dark gray / black
(opaque)
dull brown (opaque)
dull brown (translucent)
gray brownish
gray (translucent)
chert

gray greenish
green
greenish brownish
patchy brown
reddish brownish
reddish brownish tan
tan (translucent)
tan brown
white patchy
undet./quest.
subtotal

obsidian
quartz
light
rhyolite
undet.
undet
/quest
undet./quest.
Total

204

weight
%
weight
%
weight
%
weight
g
%
weight
%
weight
%
weight
%

5699,1
48,40
559,3
4,75
1,9
0,02
4,4
,
0,04
4,5
0,04
10,9
0,09
25,0
0,21

weight

46,7

%
0,40
weight
61,4
%
0,52
weight
20,4
%
0,17
weight
70,6
%
0,60
weight
4,8
%
0,04
weight
7,9
%
0,07
weight
2,7
%
0,02
weight
78,5
%
0,67
weight
3,2
%
0,03
weight
13,1
%
0,11
weight
12,8
%
0,11
weight
42,0
%
0,36
weight
143,7
%
1,22
weight
365,3
%
3,10
weight
11,5
%
0,10
weight
13,5
%
0,11
6,8
weight
%
0,06
weight
7,6
%
0,06
weight
1,9
%
0,02
weight
4,2
%
0,04
weight
59,1
%
0,50
g
,
weight
931,0
%
7,91
weight
3,7
%
0,03
weight
64,0
%
0,54
weight
64,6
%
0,55
weight
39,1
%
0,33
weight
4366,3
g
,
%
37,08
weight 11773,8
% 100,00

n
%
n
%
n
%
n
%
n
%
n
%
n
%

25
18,80
5
3,76
1
0,75
1
0,75
2
1,50
1
0,75
3
2,26

n

8

%
6,02
n
4
%
3,01
n
7
%
5,26
n
2
%
1,50
n
1
%
0,75
n
2
%
1,50
n
1
%
0,75
n
1
%
0,75
n
2
%
1,50
n
1
%
0,75
n
3
%
2,26
n
1
%
0,75
n
3
%
2,26
n
2
%
1,50
n
5
%
3,76
n
3
%
2,26
n
2
%
1,50
n
3
%
2,26
n
1
%
0,75
n
1
%
0,75
n
6
%
4,51
n
51
% 38,35
n
2
%
1,50
n
1
%
0,75
n
10
%
7,52
n
2
%
1,50
n
29
% 21,80
n
133
% 100,00

1

2
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Table 35 Walker Road Component I: Cortex Coverage on modified pieces by raw material.
Note: Burin spalls and specimens with undetermined cortex coverage not included

Raw Material
basalt/diorite

chalcedony

chert

rhyolite

others

Total

Cortex Coverage

%
total

n

%
Raw Material

none

15

13,51

55,56

< 1/3

3

2,70

11,11

ш 1/3, < 2/3

7

6,31

25,93

 2/3, < 100%

-

-

-

100%

2

1,80

7,41

none

6

5,41

75,00

< 1/3

1

0,90

12,50

ш 1/3, < 2/3

-

-

-

 2/3, < 100%

1

0,90

12,50

100%

-

-

-

none

40

36,04

81,63

< 1/3

7

6,31

14,29

ш 1/3, < 2/3

1

0,90

2,04

 2/3, < 100%

1

0,90

2,04

100%

-

-

-

none

9

8,11

75,00

< 1/3

3

2,70

25,00

ш 1/3, < 2/3

-

-

-

 2/3, < 100%

-

-

-

100%

-

-

-

none

6

5,41

40,00

< 1/3

1

0,90

6,67

ш 1/3, < 2/3

3

2,70

20,00

 2/3, < 100%

2

1,80

13,33

100%

3

2,70

20,00

none

76

68,47

-

< 1/3

15

13,51

-

ш 1/3, < 2/3

11

9,91

-

 2/3, < 100%

4

3,60

-

100%

5

4,50

-

111

100,00

Chert, chalcedony, and rhyolite presumably originate to a large extent from the local and
regional vicinity of the site, i.e. from distances of up to 20 km. The import of some transregional pieces cannot be excluded but does not seem to constitute a significant amount
(cf. Goebel 2011).
Over 75 % of the raw material used for modified pieces at Walker Road was procured
locally and regionally. The amount of locally and regionally procured material may even
be greater than 75 %, depending on how much of the undetermined group (ca. 20 %)
was actually procured locally.
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60,00

n=133

53,38
,

50,00
40,00
%

30,00
,
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23,31

21,80

20,00
10,00

1,50
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0,00
local
(< 5 km)

mainly local /
regional
( 20km)
(<
20k )

trans-regional
(> 20 km)

undet.

Fig. 6.17 Walker Road Component I:
Regional origin of raw materials of
modified pieces

In sum, it appears that the occupants of Walker Road mainly relied on raw materials
of decent quality like chert, chalcedony, and rhyolite, which they mainly acquired on
short trips to the region around the site. Few pieces were imported from previous stays
at distant camps. Additionally, local low quality raw material was procured for specific
modifications.
6.1.3.3 Tools
The tool assemblage from Walker Road Component I recorded in this study consists of
115 pieces (Table 36). It is dominated by lateral modifications and end scrapers (ca. 42
and 23 % of all tools, respectively). Other important tool types are bifaces (ca. 11 %),
scrapers (ca. 6 %) and chopper/pebble tools (ca. 5 %).
Two burins are included in the list of tools. They are listed in the original catalog, but
could not be found in the collection. Goebel (2011) notes that burin technology is absent
in the Walker Road assemblage. However, two probable burin spalls (with apparent flake
scars from former burin blows) could be identified and recorded in this study.
Bifaces
The biface assemblage discarded at Walker Road (n=13)
comprises three teardrop-shaped Chindadn points, three foliates/SSB, one indifferent
biface, and six indeterminate fragments (Table 36; Pl. 12 & 13, 1). Three of the six
indeterminate fragments are listed in the catalog but could not be found in the collection.
No attributes could be recorded for these specimens. The indifferent biface and one
indeterminate fragment may be part of a single former foliate, but were recorded as
separate pieces as they cannot be refitted (Pl. 13, 1).
Most bifaces (n=8) are made of chert and rhyolite. There is no correlation between
particular bifacial tool types and the raw materials used. Almost all raw materials are
represented by single pieces in each bifacial tool class (Table 36). Notably, this is also
the case with respect to reduction stages and raw materials (Table 37). The bifacial tool
assemblage from Walker Road does not reveal any distinct patterns according to these
attributes, except for the general preference of chert and rhyolite for the production of
bifaces.
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non-bifacial point
(like Chindadn point)

biface: foliate
biface: indiff.
biface: indet.
borer / perforator
burin
chopper/pebble tool
endscraper
lateral modification
scraper
truncation
uniface (planeconvex)
other/indeterminate
modifications
TOTAL Raw Mat.

TOTAL Tools

undetermined

questionable

1
0,87

rhyolite

n
%

quartz

obsidian

chert

chalcedony

basalt

Tool Type
biface:
Chindadn point

basalt? (diorite?)

Table 36 Walker Road Component I: Tool types by raw material. Note: Two burin spalls not
included

1
0,87

1
0,87

3
2,61

n

1

1

%

0,87

0,87

n

1

1

1

3

%

0,87

0,87

0,87

2,61

n

1

1

%

0,87

0,87

n

1

2

3

6

%

0,87

1,74

2,61

5,22

n

1

%
n
%

0,87

1
2
1,74

0,87
2
1,74

n

1

1

2

2

6

%

0,87

0,87

1,74

1,74

5,22

n

3

%

22

2,61 19,13

n

8

2

%

6,96

1,74

1

1

27

0,87

0,87

20

2

6

7

1

48

1,74 17,39

1,74

5,22

6,09

0,87

41,74

2

23,48

n

3

4

7

%

2,61

3,48

6,09

n

1

1

%

0,87

0,87

n

1

1

%

0,87

n

2

2

1

3

8

%

1,74

1,74

0,87

2,61

6,96

n

17

2

% 14,78

1,74

0,87

49

2

4,35 42,61

5

1,74

15

115

0,87 10,43 10,43 13,04

1

12

12

100,00

Three bifaces, the three Chindadn points (Pl. 12, 1-3), were recorded as finished tools.
In addition, there are three unfinished thinned bifaces. The assemblage also features
another three thinned bifaces, all of which appear unfinished, but which may actually
be fully prepared tools (Table 37; Pl. 12, 4-5). At least one of these – an undetermined
fragment made of light rhyolite – shows splintered and somewhat rounded edges. Only
one other specimen – the indifferent biface that may be part of a former foliate (Pl.
13, 1b) – shows damage in form of a splintered edge, however it is unclear whether this
damage resulted from usage or not. All in all, most bifaces have complete, sharp edges
(7 out of 10 for which attributes could be recorded).
An interesting characteristic of the Walker Road bifaces is their homogeneous appearance.
In addition to the standardized small Chindadn points, several other larger bifaces also
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Table 37 Walker Road Component I: Reduction stages and raw materials of bifacial tools

Bifacial Tool Type

Reduction Stage

Raw Material

n

Chindadn point

finished biface / prepared tool

chert

1

Chindadn point

finished biface / prepared tool

rhyolite

1

Chindadn point

finished biface / prepared tool

questionable (rhyolite?)

1

foliate / SSB

thinned biface

chert

1

rhyolite

1

basalt

1

foliate / SSB

questionable
(thinned / finished?)
questionable
(thinned / finished?)

indiff. biface

thinned biface

chert

1

indet. biface

thinned biface

rhyolite

1

indet. biface

questionable
(thinned / finished?)

rhyolite

1

indet. biface

undet.

chert

1

indet. biface

undet.

undet.

3

foliate / SSB

have a teardrop-like shape with a pointed or at least narrow “tip”, a convex base, and a
bi-convex cross section (Pl. 12; 13, 1). Yet, it should be noted that Chindadn points are
certainly the result of a different reduction sequence than other bifaces, as these tools
are made on thin flakes (which is evident for two specimens due to visible rests of the
ventral surface; Pl. 12, 1 & 3).
In sum, the bifacial tool assemblage from Walker Road comprises two groups of bifaces:
1) a small group of rather small projectile points, to which the Chindadn points can be
assigned; and 2) mostly unfinished bifaces of symmetrical and partly even standardized
shape. The preference of chert and rhyolite for these tools may indicate that other raw
materials available to the occupants of Walker Road were insufficient for the production
of standardized bifaces. The materials for most bifaces were probably imported from the
region in the vicinity of the site, i.e. within the range of a one day trip, but perhaps also from
former distant camp sites. Prepared bifaces may have been imported to the site. There is
no evidence for the preparation of bifacial blanks in the form of early stage bifaces. Note,
however, that Goebel (2011) presents evidence for general primary reduction at Walker
Road; which may not have involved the early stage preparation of bifaces. Imported
prepared bifaces were probably further reduced on site and may also have been used
on site. The Chindadn points may have been produced and discarded on site after use,
or they were imported as hafted implements and then replaced.
End Scrapers
With a total of 27 specimens, end scrapers constitute the second
largest group of tools in the assemblage (Pl. 14, 3-9; 15). All end scrapers are made
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of presumably local or regional medium to high quality raw materials. While the vast
majority of these pieces is made of chert, the rest is made of chalcedony and rhyolite
(Table 36). It can be assumed that end scrapers were manufactured on site and were not
imported as prepared tools (cf. Goebel 2011).
Most end scrapers were modified on flakes (n=25), while only two specimens were
modified on blades (Pl. 14, 6; 15, 9). A review of end scraper metrics reveals that these
tools were made on rather thick and wide blanks (Fig. 6.18; Fig. 6.19). While the mean
length-width ratio (L/T) of all end scrapers is 1.14 ± 0.34, the respective values for
incomplete and complete specimens do not deviate significantly (L/Tcomplete = 1.31 ± 0.4;
L/Tincomplete = 1.06 ± 0.29), although it is indicated that end scrapers were originally
modified on somewhat elongated blanks. There is no significant correlation between
length and width (rall = 0.34; rcomplete = 0.3; rincomplete = 0.45). However, a comparison of
the different slopes of the regression lines for complete and incomplete end scrapers
give some indication of the reduction processes and use lives of end scrapers (Fig.
6.19; ycomplete = 0.1925x + 15.439; yincomplete = 0.3501x + 14.885). Completely preserved
specimens show a high decrease in length with comparably little decrease in width. This
probably represents the different reduction stages of end scrapers within a sequence of
use and re-sharpening, which leads to a high decrease of length but leaves width more
or less unaffected. In contrast, incomplete specimens have been damaged and broken
in addition to use and re-sharpening, which affected width all the more. In sum, the data
reflect the whole use lives of end scrapers on site with usage, re-sharpening, and final
discard of both complete (but unusable) and broken or damaged specimens.
Three specimens can be referred to as double end scrapers. In two cases, the scraping
ends are on opposite edges (basal and terminal; Pl. 15, 5 & 12), and in one case they
are on the basal and lateral edges (Pl. 14, 8). Attributes could be recorded for altogether
30 scraping ends.
Scraping ends were consistently modified on terminal edges (n=23). Only few pieces
show scraping ends on basal (n=3) or lateral edges (n=2), including the double end
scrapers51. This reflects the standardized production of this tool type.
As pointed out above, end scrapers appear to have been manufactured, used, and
re-sharpened on site. On-site use is reflected in the state of scraping ends: all 30
specimens show some sort of damage, most probably resulting from usage (Fig. 6.20).
A strikingly high amount displays marginal use wear retouch, which may indicate either
less intensive use or a consistent use on soft materials. Over 30 % of scraping ends
are splintered, possibly resulting from intense usage or from working hard materials.
Therefore, scraping ends were either used on different materials or simply with different
intensity. The opposite edges of scraping ends also show damage and/or modifications
on most pieces, which rather points to general intensive usage (Fig. 6.21). Over 35 %
yield a transverse breakage. Five specimens (ca. 15 %) were modified on the opposite
51

For two specimens, the position of the scraping end could not be determined.
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end and also show traces of damage, presumably resulting from either usage or hafting.
According to these data the Walker Road end scrapers appear to have been intensively
used on site just before they were discarded. The depths of scraping ends confirm this
conclusion. Most Scraping ends yield a low depth value, which means that they are fairly
steep from repeated re-sharpening (Fig. 6.22).
A view on the combination of the states of scraping and opposite ends provides some
additional interesting insights. Splintered scraping ends appear to have a strong correlation
with broken opposite ends (Table 38), presumably resulting from more intensive usage.
In comparison, specimens with marginal use wear retouch on the scraping end tend to
be complete on the opposite end and broke in only few cases. This confirms the notion
of different intensity of usage: Intensively used end scrapers with splintered edges likely
broke at the (hafted?) edge opposite of the modification, which did not happen as much
with less intensively used specimens with marginal use wear retouch.
Summing up, end scrapers were manufactured, used, re-sharpened, and discarded on
site. They were used with different intensity, perhaps due to their employment for different
tasks that may have involved different activities over a longer time period.
Lateral Modifications
Lateral modifications are the by far dominant group of
tools with 48 specimens (Table 36; Pl. 16-18). They are made of almost all raw materials
represented in the tool assemblage. Chert (ca. 42 % of all lateral modifications), basalt (ca.
17 %), and rhyolite (ca. 13 %) were mostly used, thus roughly reflecting the frequencies
of these locally and regionally available raw materials in the whole tool assemblage. This
factor and the observation that lateral modifications are rather informal tools not being
curated, suggests that lateral modifications were manufactured on site.
Most lateral modifications are made on flakes (n=43). Only two pieces are made on
artificial chunks, while two other lateral modifications are made on a cobble and a blade.
One piece is mentioned in the catalog (“unifacial knife”) but could not be found in the
collection. No attributes could be recorded for this piece, though it can be assumed that
it was made on a flake as well.
In general, lateral modifications are a heterogeneous tool class. This is revealed by
length and width measurements of these pieces (Fig. 6.23). The wide scatter shows that
pieces of very different sizes were laterally retouched. This is actually also reflected in
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Table 38 Walker Road Component I: State of scraping and opposite ends

State of Scraping End

State of Opposite End

n

% all

% subgroup

splintered

broken

5

13,51

55,56

splintered

complete

3

8,11

33,33

splintered

undetermined
subtotal

1

2,70

11,11

9

24,32

100,00

marginal use wear retouch

complete

5

13,51

41,67

marginal use wear retouch

modified & damaged

3

8,11

25,00

marginal use wear retouch

broken

2

5,41

16,67

marginal use wear retouch

undetermined

1

2,70

8,33

marginal use wear retouch

marginal use wear retouch

1

2,70

8,33

12

32,43

100,00

subtotal
multiple damage/use wear

broken

3

8,11

42,86

multiple damage/use wear

modified & damaged

2

5,41

28,57

multiple damage/use wear

complete

2

5,41

28,57

7

18,92

100,00

subtotal
broken

broken

1

2,70

-

rounded

complete

1

2,70

-

37

100,00

the different weights and thicknesses of these pieces, showing a wide range from 0.4 to
361.5 g and 2 to 39 mm, respectively (Fig. 6.24). However, two groups become visible
in these graphs, both of which show a dense cluster of small and light artifacts, while
there is a significantly more widely scattered group of bigger pieces. These groups can
be separated along the lines of 50 mm in length and 40 mm in width, and along 15 mm in
thickness and 150 g in weight, respectively. It also appears that the preservation of these
tools does not affect this patterning (cf. Fig. 6.23 & Fig. 6.24).
Instead, this twofold separation is affected by raw material (Fig. 6.25; Fig. 6.26). Larger
and heavier pieces were made on basalt and diorite, while the smaller and lighter pieces
are all made on medium to high quality raw materials (chalcedony, chert, obsidian, and
rhyolite). This indicates a deliberate selection of raw material for laterally modified pieces
of different sizes. It is unclear whether this selection also has functional implications.
Alternatively, artifact size may also have been dictated by nodule size of the respective
raw materials. As such, when larger tools were needed, they simply had to be made of
local low quality raw material, as better raw materials like chert or chalcedony were not
available in large sizes. In any case, the larger pieces may have been used for rougher
scraping activities (e.g. scraping large pieces of fresh hide), while the smaller specimens
seem more suitable for other activities like cutting or finer scraping tasks.
In general, it can be assumed that lateral modifications were opportunistically
manufactured tools for a variety of activities. That the laterally modified pieces from
Walker Road were generally used on site is revealed by damaged edges on the majority
of pieces (Fig. 6.27). The fields of application appear to have been diverse, which can be
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expected for these tools. They may have been used for cutting, scraping, and generally
for working both hard and soft materials.
In sum, the abundance of this unspecific tool type and the informative attributes
presented above indicate a wide range of activities on site. These tools do not represent
specific activities; instead they were manufactured as and when they were required for
miscellaneous tasks.
Scrapers
Seven pieces in the tool assemblage can be assigned to the group of
scrapers due to steep retouches along one longitudinal edge (Table 36; Pl. 19 & 20, 1).
Unfortunately, only three specimens from the collection could be examined, while four
pieces are missing. Thus, attributes could be only recorded for these three pieces.
The raw material of one of the missing pieces is given in the catalog as basalt. Two of the
identified specimens are also made of basalt (Pl. 19, 2 & 20, 1), while one piece is made
of an intrusive volcanic rock which is too weathered to be determined (Pl. 19, 1). The raw
material of the other three missing scrapers remains undetermined.
One specimen (Pl. 19, 2) may actually be a biface blank, as some chips were also
removed from the ventral surface. Perhaps, this piece was originally intended as a biface,
but was then modified into a scraper.
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All three scrapers which could be examined for this study are fairly large and heavy,
with weights ranging from ca. 330 to 800 g. They belong to the heaviest pieces in the
assemblage of modified artifacts and confirm the selection of local low quality raw
material for large tools (as has also been detected for lateral modifications). Scrapers
were most likely manufactured on site for specific tasks.
Scrapers seem to have been used on site as well. While use wear is hardly detectable
on the strongly weathered piece of undetermined volcanic rock, the two other specimens
show signs of damage that potentially results from use. The edge of one piece is
splintered, while the edge of the other shows marginal use wear retouch.
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Chopper/Pebble Tools
There are six choppers or pebble tools in the
assemblage, three of which could not be found in the collection, but are listed in the
catalog as a cobble tool, a pebble tool, and a chopper tool, respectively.
In the catalog, one of the missing specimens is noted as being made of chert. The raw
material of two of the available specimens is questionable, but can be assumed to be of
local origin due to its low quality and the presence of river cobble cortex (Pl. 20, 3). The
third piece is made of basalt (Pl. 20, 2).
It appears that these heavy duty tools were preferably made on local material. Potential
traces of use could not be determined, but it seems likely that chopper and pebble tools
were produced and used on site.
Other Tools In addition to the main tool types discussed above, some other tool
classes are represented in the assemblage by a few pieces.
According to the catalog there should be two burins, which are unfortunately missing,
i.e. could not be identified in the collection; however, the presence of two burin spalls
attests to the manufacture of this tool type on site. One of these specimens is made of
chalcedony, while – a little surprisingly – the other one is made of basalt. Both pieces carry
flake scars of former burin blows. The cutting edge on the specimen made of chalcedony
is splintered, which points to the use of burins on site. All in all, the present data is not
sufficient for further conclusions about burin technology and use at Walker Road. On the
other hand, it can be stated that these tools were manufactured and probably used on
site. Due to their low frequency, prepared burins were either exported from the site, or
they were used in an as yet unexcavated area.
There is one tool in the assemblage that can be designated as a perforator or borer (Pl.
14, 2). It is made on a rhyolite flake. On-site use of this tool is indicated by a splintered
working end with its tip broken off.
The Walker Road tool assemblage also includes a uniface made on a basalt cobble (Pl.
13, 2). This piece has retouched edges which are splintered and show signs of marginal
use wear retouch. This artifact was probably manufactured and used on site, perhaps for
scraping activities.
One tool was determined as a truncation (Pl. 21, 1), although it is certainly not a typical
truncation in terms of Upper Paleolithic terminology. Nevertheless, it has a distinctive
terminal retouch which runs almost straight along the entire edge of the piece. This fairly
large artifact is made on a thick basalt flake. The retouched edge shows marginal use
wear retouch. The tool was likely produced and used on site.
Finally, eight modified pieces are assigned to the group of indeterminate modifications;
these are made of basalt, chert, quartz, and an undetermined raw material (Table 36;
Pl. 21, 2; 22). Three of the pieces included here could not be identified in the collection.
They are listed in the catalog with somewhat indifferent or unreliable descriptions. The
pieces which could be viewed in the frame of this study can hardly be assigned to distinct
tool types, though they certainly show deliberate modifications and were presumably
used for miscellaneous tasks.
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6.1.3.4 Cores
The Walker Road assemblage yielded 16 cores: nine flake cores, four blade cores, and
three undetermined cores that are listed in the catalog but could not be found in the
collection (Table 39; Pl. 23-25). Two blade cores are comparably small, which is why
they could also be referred to as bladelet cores, though they are certainly not microblade
cores. In the following, blade and bladelet cores are assigned to one group of blade
cores.
Most cores are made of basalt and diorite (ca. 60 %), while only a few pieces are made
of chalcedony and chert (25 %)52. This would usually indicate that blanks were mostly
produced from cores of local raw material, but as Goebel (2011) shows, the majority of
all artifacts from Walker Road are made of medium to good quality raw materials from the
region (chalcedony, chert, and rhyolite). It is possible that cores of these materials were
exported due to their rather good quality.
Chalcedony and chert cores tend to be smaller than basalt and diorite cores (Fig. 6.28;
Fig. 6.29). Although the sample size is certainly too small to allow for further reaching
conclusions, this would fit the notion that cores made of good quality material were
exported unless they were exhausted. Notable is the strong correlation of length and
width (r = 0.94) with a mean length-width ratio of 1.13 ± 0.34 (CV = 0.3) for all cores, and
1.11 ± 0.24 (CV = 0.22) for flake cores only, which indicates a certain standardization of
core reduction and blank (especially flake) production. However, this cannot be verified
with respect to length and thickness (Fig. 6.29), which would be expected to show a strong
relation if cores were reduced and prepared with a rather strict concept of core reduction.
Most flake cores were reduced in the uni-polar fashion, i.e. with one reduction surface.
Distinct patterns of preparation and reduction cannot be detected. This is confirmed by
the direction of dorsal flake scars on flakes and blades used for tools (Fig. 6.30).
Interestingly, there is a high correlation between length and thickness of blade cores
(r = 0.95; Fig. 6.31), possibly indicating regular blade production. Due to the small number
of blade cores, however, a standardized blade production would only be testable based
on a comprehensive debitage analysis.
On the other hand, on the grounds of the available specimens, there is no indication
that we are dealing with a typical Upper Paleolithic sophisticated blade technology (Pl.
23, 1 & 2). There is very limited platform preparation characterized by the removal of
comparably large flakes. Additionally, there does not appear to be long series of blade
production. Instead, blade cores are more likely the result of opportunistic blade production.
Cores may have been turned and prepared as required. One specimen provides a good
example of this procedure (Pl. 23, 1): it has two opposite striking platforms and three
reduction surfaces, one of which attests to bi-polar reduction, while from the other two
reduction surfaces blanks were removed uni-polar. Actually, only few flake scars indicate
regular blade production. Three flakes could be refitted to this core, two of which are
52

The raw material of one abesent core is noted in the catalog as chert.
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preparation flakes and show the final attempt to prepare the core with the removal of
large flakes from the platform and the “left” reduction surface. In sum, the core was likely
reduced opportunistically with repeated stages of preparation and reduction.
The other three blade cores in the assemblage are lacking such a complex reduction
sequence, two of these are extremely small and are completely exhausted. One blade
core (Pl. 23, 2) displays uni-polar reduction on one narrow reduction surface, ina way
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reminiscent of a microblade core; however, it is barely prepared, shows considerable
cortex coverage, and has what might be termed a coincidental microblade core-like
shape.
6.1.3.5 Site Activities and Occupation History
On the whole, the Walker Road lithic tool and core assemblage represents a diverse
inventory resulting from a variety of activities. This notion is confirmed by the calculated
diversity index:
D = 0.24.
Lithic analysis shows that a wide range of activities took place on site. The lithic tool
assemblage discarded at the site indicates the preparation of hunting implements
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Fig. 6.32 Walker Road Component I: Schematic illustration of the occupation

(replacement of projectile points, probably in preparation of hunting trips from the
site), butchering with bifacial knifes and large retouched flakes, hide scraping with end
scrapers and (side) scrapers, working of harder materials like bone, antler, or ivory with
burins and possibly also end scrapers, and heavy duty tasks with cobble tools and larger
indeterminate modifications. Some tools were used with different intensity for different
tasks (cf. Flanigan 2002). Blanks for flake tools were produced on site, mainly from simple
flake cores. In sum, it can be stated that processing, maintenance, and subsistence
activities are evident in the assemblage. It can thus be assumed that the site of Walker
Road was occupied as a residential camp for a stay of probably more than just a few
days (Fig. 6.32). The location of the site offered a base for both hunting and raw material
acquisition trips into the surrounding landscape.
While re-occupation and thus a palimpsest cannot be absolutely ruled out, the spatial
patterning of the artifacts with apparent distinct activity areas both with and without
hearth features, as well as refits between these areas make a single contemporaneous
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occupation more likely (Higgs 1992).
It appears that prepared tools were not brought to the site, except for bifaces which may
have been imported in a prepared state. Almost all tools are made of local and regional
raw material which was procured in the close vicinity of the site. The occupants of Walker
Road probably undertook raw material provisioning trips from the camp. Obsidian artifacts
prove that these hunter-gatherers had also spent time in very distant regions, or that
they had at least contact to other hunter-gatherer groups in distant parts through whom
they were able to aquire this high quality raw material. Obsidian artifacts are scarce in
the whole assemblage and especially in the tool assemblage. This indicates that this
material was already depleted and had therefore been in possession of the Walker
Road occupants for quite a while. Most certainly, the hunter gatherers of Walker Road
were in need of good quality raw material. Cores and tools were usually discarded in an
exhausted state, and cores of good quality raw material seem to have been exported
from the site for further use.

6.1.4 Dry Creek Component I
6.1.4.1 General Characteristics
The lithic assemblage from Dry Creek Component I is a fairly small but still diverse
inventory, comprising 36 tools, one of which (a pebble tool) may also have been used
as a core.53 The modified pieces are made of basalt, chalcedony, and chert. Nine tools
are missing and were included based on catalog information. No attributes could be
recorded for these pieces. The raw material of four missing artifacts was determined
based on catalog information.
Microblade technology is absent at Dry Creek Component I; there are no microblade
cores and no microblades in the collection. Meanwhile, a possible microblade core
tablet has been discovered in the assemblage (Odess and Shirar 2007). Nevertheless,
microblade production was certainly not a major on-site activity.
6.1.4.2 Raw Material
Chert is the dominant raw material among the modified pieces constituting over 55 % of
the assemblage, followed by basalt (ca. 20 %) and chalcedony (ca. 10 %; Table 40 ). The
raw material of five missing pieces (ca. 14 %) could not be determined.
53
Note that there are striking discrepancies in the frequency of tools and cores to previous
studies. While, for example, Hoffecker et al. (1996a) list 39 tools and four cores (cf. Powers et al.
1983), Graf and Goebel (2009) list 56 tools and 21 cores. During my study of the collection at the
University of Alaska Museum of the North in Fairbanks, I could only find the pieces analyzed here.
The discrepancies, especially to the study of Graf and Goebel, may be due to a large number
of missing pieces, or of different designations and assignments of artifacts (for example, tools
often referred to as wedges or splintered pieces, and sometimes interpreted as cores, were not
included in this study, as I do not regard them as intentionally modified tools).
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Raw Material

Raw Material
Variant

basalt
chalcedony
black
brown (opaque)
grayish
chert
green
undet.
subtotal

Table 40 Dry Creek Component I:
Raw materials of modified pieces
(weight in g)

undet.
Total

weight 3830,0
% 95,22
weight
8,7
%
0,22
weight
14,6
%
0,36
weight
68,8
%
1,71
weight
94,8
%
2,36
weight
5,5
%
0,14
weight
%
weight 183,7
%
4,57
weight
%
weight 4022,4
% 100,00

n
7
% 19,44
n
4
% 11,11
n
4
% 11,11
n
3
%
8,33
n
9
% 25,00
n
1
%
2,78
n
3
%
8,33
n
20
% 55,56
n
5
% 13,89
n
36
% 100,00

According to weight proportions, basalt dominates the assemblage with 95 %. This
reveals the selection of basalt for large and heavy tools, while small tools were made
of chalcedony and chert. This observation is supported by the metrics of the modified
pieces (Fig. 6.33; Fig. 6.34).
The chert could be divided into four subgroups, primarily based on differences in color
(black, brown opaque, grayish, and green; Table 40). The group of grayish chert comprises
pieces of different varieties, including dark gray translucent (n=5), gray translucent (n=1),
grey greenish (n=1), light gray translucent (n=1), and a gray variant with black inclusions
(n=1). If these variants of gray chert originate from different distinct outcrops or merely
represent the variability of one and the same kind of chert remains unanswered.
The different raw materials of Dry Creek – especially considering the distinguished chert
varieties – reflect the raw material situation of the nearby site of Walker Road. Although
the assemblage of Dry Creek Component I is significantly smaller and the numbers of
artifacts in the respective raw material groups are comparably low, it can be assumed
that the occupants of Dry Creek Component I also procured raw material in the regional
and local vicinity of the site. Basalt, chert, and chalcedony are available in the region
(see Graf and Goebel 2009).
A view on the cortex coverage also reveals striking similarities with the Walker Road
assemblage. While ca. 70 % of all modified pieces, and in excess of 80 % of specimens
made of chert, are void of cortex, the majority of tools made of basalt (over 70 %) carry a
considerable amount of cortex on their surfaces (Table 41). These observations suggest
that basalt cobbles were procured locally and modified into large tools on site.
Eventually, the overall emerging picture of raw material procurement and selection at
Dry Creek Component I is very similar to Walker Road. While basalt is the only locally
procured raw material, chert and chalcedony were most probably won in the local and
regional vicinity of the site (Fig. 6.35). Interestingly, there is no evidence for trans-regional
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raw material (e.g. obsidian) in the tool assemblage (but see Graf and Goebel 2009:64),
though it is possible that some chert or chalcedony is of trans-regional origin. In any
case, raw material acquisition of the occupants of Dry Creek Component I was most
likely focused on local and regional procurement.
6.1.4.3 Tools
The assemblage is dominated by end scrapers (ca. 28 %), bifaces (ca. 22 %), and
lateral modifications (ca. 19 %; Table 42). Other tool types are represented by only few
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Table 41 Dry Creek Component I: Cortex coverage on modified pieces by raw material. Note:
Undetermined (missing) pieces not included

Raw Material
basalt

chalcedony

chert

Total

Cortex Coverage

%
total

n

%
Raw Material

none

2

7,41

28,57

< 1/3

-

-

-
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7,41
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-
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-

-
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-
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-
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-

-
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-

-
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5,88
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-
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1

3,70

-

100%

2

7,41

-

questionable

1

3,70

-

27

100,00

or even single specimens. The four specimens designated as scrapers are pieces that
are now missing from the assemblage but which can be included in the tool list based on
catalog information. Their designation as scrapers is thus tentative. No attributes could
be recorded for these pieces.
Bifaces
Eight bifaces are present in the assemblage: two projectile points
(Pl. 26, 1), three foliates/SSB (Pl. 26, 2-4), one indeterminate fragment, and two missing
pieces which are listed in the catalog and were added to the group of indeterminate
bifaces. No attributes could be recorded for the missing specimens.
All bifaces are made of chert, namely black chert (Pl. 26, 1), brown opaque chert
(Pl. 26, 3), and gray translucent chert (Pl. 26, 2 & 4), thus reflecting the overall variability
of this material in the assemblage. Raw material of good quality was obviously selected
for the production of bifacial tools.
The two projectile points are a small triangular point (Pl. 26, 1) and a tiny (8 mm long
and 23 mm wide) basal fragment of an indeterminate point with a straight base. The
triangular point seems a little imperfect, but may be a finished product, though it shows
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Table 42 Dry Creek Component I:
Tool types by raw material

no signs of damage or traces of use.
The other bifaces are in both finished and unfinished states. Two foliates show retouched
edges as prepared working ends and can thus be regarded as finished bifaces
(Pl. 26 2 & 3). One of these specimens (Pl. 26, 3) even has a marginal use wear retouch.
While the other foliate is a fragment of a thinned, unfinished biface (Pl. 26, 4), the tiny
fragment of an indeterminate bifacial tool can also be referred to as a finished biface, as
it posesses a consistently retouched working edge.
In sum, these observations suggest on-site reduction and use of bifacial tools. Bifaces
may have been brought to the site in a prepared state. There is at least no direct evidence
of initial reduction stages in the tool assemblage. No early stage bifaces are present, and
no cortex is present on any biface.
End Scrapers

The assemblage comprises a total of eleven end scrapers (Table

42; Pl. 27, 1-6), one of which is a combination of an end scraper and a burin (Pl. 27, 6).
For two specimens now missing from the assemblage attributes could not be recorded.
While the vast majority of end scrapers is made of chert, only single specimens are
made of basalt or chalcedony. Good quality raw material was obviously selected for
the production of this tool type. Grayish (n=4) and black cherts (n=3) were the most
commonly used raw materials. This may indicate that blanks suitable for the production
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of end scrapers were obtained from the reduction of distinct chert cores in a comparably
short time period, i.e. single knapping events. However, the small sample certainly makes
it difficult to recognize such patterns.
Almost all end scrapers were modified on flakes, only one specimen was modified on a
biface (Pl. 27, 2). Rather thick blanks were selected for the production of end scrapers
(Fig. 6.36). Scraping ends were usually modified on the terminal end (n=7). The end
scraper on the biface has two scraping ends located on opposing edges. In three cases
the position of the scraping end remains undetermined (which includes the biface with
two scraping ends and a flake with undeterminable knapping direction).
A consideration of length and width measurements of end scrapers shows a somewhat
diffuse picture (Fig. 6.37). The mean length-width ratio (L/W) is characterized by a
strikingly high level of variation (mean L/W = 1.21 ± 0.52; CV = 0.43), albeit that the
comparably small number of end scrapers renders any quantitative analyses difficult.
Although this means that different sub-groups cannot be determined (e.g. on the basis
of different states of preservation as shown in Fig. 6.37), the data on length and width
of all end scrapers still provide some interesting insights. For example, there appears to
be a correlation between length and width (r = 0.72); the regression line shows a slope
with a uniform decrease of length and width (y = 1x – 1.12). This indicates that end
scrapers were in general modified on short blanks. At the same time, there is no obvious
pattern indicative of repeated re-sharpening of end scrapers, as it was detected for the
assemblage from Walker Road.
A comparison of the length-width ratio of end scrapers from Walker Road and Dry
Creek helps to clarify this observation (Fig. 6.38). While the Walker Road assemblage is
characterized by end scrapers at different stages of reduction that were originally made
on elongated banks with a decrease in length through re-sharpening with little concurrent
decrease in width, the Dry Creek specimens show a diffuse picture of end scrapers on
rather wide blanks that were not subject to repeated re-sharpening. As such, the Dry
Creek end scrapers were probably only used for a brief period.
A short use-life of end scrapers is confirmed by the depth of scraping ends (Fig. 6.39);
most scraping ends are still rather deep, indicating little re-sharpening. Again, there is a
clear difference compared to values for end scrapers from Walker Road (Fig. 6.22).
Although end scrapers were only used briefly with little re-sharpening, they still appear to
have been used intensively. Most pieces display splintered scraping ends, which seems
to correlate with damaged opposite ends (Table 43).
Summing up, the end scrapers from Dry Creek Component I were produced on site on
local or regional raw material. They were apparently made on wide blanks that were
obtained from just a few cores. After intensive but brief use they were discarded on site.
The Dry Creek end scrapers were most probably produced for a specific task.
Lateral Modifications
The group of laterally retouched pieces is the third largest
tool class in the assemblage (n=7, ca. 20 % of the tool assemblage; Table 42). All pieces
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Table 43 Dry Creek Component I: State of scraping and opposite ends

State of Scraping End

State of Opposite End

n

%

splintered

broken

5

50,00

splintered

modified & damaged

2

20,00

splintered

undetermined

1

10,00

marginal use wear retouch

complete

1

10,00

multiple damage/use wear

modified & damaged

1

10,00
100,00

10

are made on flakes. Except for one specimen, which is made of basalt (Pl. 28, 2), all
pieces are made of good quality raw material, i.e. chert (Pl. 27, 7; 28, 3) and chalcedony.
Although quantitative analyses are barely possible due to the small number of pieces,
recorded metric values confirm the overall pattern of toolstone selection (Fig. 6.40;
Fig. 6.41): the single specimen made of basalt is by far the largest and heaviest piece
among all retouched flakes. The dorsal surface of the basalt flake also has 100 % cortex
coverage, indicating that this piece was obtained from splitting a large basalt cobble. All
other specimens are void of cortex, which suggests that they were obtained from later
reduction stages of chert and chalcedony cores.
Interestingly, two pieces of chert and two pieces of chalcedony are made of the same raw
material variant (brown opaque chert and white chalcedony, respectively). Therefore, it
is conceivable that the flake blanks on which these specimens were made were actually
produced during single knapping events of two cores.
Finally, four of the seven pieces have damaged edges in the form of splintered edges,
marginal use wear retouch, and breakages, probably resulting from on-site use. The use
lives of these pieces from on-site production to on-site use and discard were probably
rather short.
Other Tools In addition to the three dominant tool classes there are several other tool
types which are represented by only a few specimens (Table 42).
Accordingly, the fourth largest tool class would comprise (side) scrapers, but as previously
mentioned, all these pieces are now missing from the assemblage and have been
included based solely on information obtained from the catalog. For this reason it cannot
be confirmed whether these tools are indeed scrapers or merely retouched flakes.
Interesting to note is the presence of burin technology in the assemblage. A single end
scraper displays a burin blow on one lateral edge and possibly two preceding burin blows
on its basal edge (Pl. 27, 6). The piece was modified into a burin after it had been used
as an end scraper; a part of the scraping end was removed with the burin spall. The
preserved cutting edge of the burin end is splintered, which suggests that it was used for
some kind of cutting or engraving activity on site.
Another important on-site activity seems to have involved large tools, as attested by the
two chopper or pebble tools (Pl. 29, 1) and three specimens that have no distinct working
end but which were obviously modified (Pl. 29, 2; 30). One chopper is missing and was
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included based on catalog information. All pieces are characterized by significant cortex
coverage with river cobble cortex. In addition, they are the largest and heaviest pieces
in the assemblage. These tools were made of locally available basalt cobbles. Due to
their size it can be assumed that they were made for heavy duty tasks, e.g. breaking
bone for marrow extraction. On the other hand, it cannot be determined whether the
chopper or pebble tools and the indeterminate modifications were used for the same
tasks. Although they share some common characteristics, they differ in the modification
of a clearly visible working end, which also warrants a separation of these tool types into
different groups.
Finally, there is a single fairly large uniface made of basalt (Pl. 28, 1). It was most probably
produced and also used on site, perhaps for scraping activities.
6.1.4.4 Site Activities and Occupation History
In spite of the relatively small tool assemblage from Dry Creek Component I, its diversity
is nevertheless indicative of numerous activities being conducted at the site. This is
confirmed by its low diversity index:
D = 0.15.
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Fig. 6.42 Dry Creek Component I: Schematic illustration of the occupation

Notably, if the pieces now missing from the assemblage, recorded as scrapers based
on catalog information, were not listed as a separate tool class, and if the indeterminate
modifications and chopper or pebble tools were subsumed as a single tool class, the
diversity index would indeed be slightly higher, though could still be classed as diverse
(D = 0.2).
A wide spectrum of on-site activities is attested, including the manufacture and repair
of hunting implements, the production and use of various forms of bifaces, as well as
scraping, cutting, and heavy duty tasks with on-site production of the respective tool
forms. Processing, maintenance, and subsistence activities can thus be derived from
the tool assemblage.
While local basalt was used for large and heavy tools, cherts and chalcedonies for bifaces
and smaller flake tools were procured in the regional vicinity of the site. As there is no
evidence for trans-regional raw material, the hunter-gatherers of Dry Creek Component I
may have had a previous campsite in the region before they occupied this bluff.
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Three distinct clusters could be identified in Component I of Dry Creek (Hoffecker 1983a),
but based on tool distribution within these concentrations a reconstruction of distinct
activity areas is not possible. It appears that various activities were conducted in each
of the clusters.
Although the assemblage has many characteristics in common with the residential camp
at Walker Road, the analysis conducted here suggests that Dry Creek Component I was
a briefly occupied camp site (Fig. 6.42). Although it may still be regarded as a residential
camp, it may only have been occupied for a relatively short time. The dominant tools (end
scrapers) were made on flakes that may have been obtained in the course of (a) specific
knapping event(s). Also, end scrapers were not re-sharpened and instead discarded
after a brief period of use.
In spite of the likely brief occupation, a variety of tasks was undertaken using a distinct
set of tools, manufactured on-site. It remains subject to speculation whether such an
assumedly brief stay was planned to be short or if there was some other reason for a
quick departure.
It also remains a matter of debate whether the assemblage formed during a single visit
or during repeated occupations; however; it should be noted that observable patterns
among end scrapers are more suggestive of the former.
Faunal remains of Dall sheep and wapiti indicate that these animals were hunted in
the region; sheep today still use the area during fall and winter (Guthrie 1983), thus
suggesting that the site would have been occupied in these seasons, too. It is unknown
whether whole carcasses or only certain body parts were brought to the site.

6.1.5 Moose Creek Component I
6.1.5.1 General Characteristics
The assemblage of modified artifacts from Component I of Moose Creek comprises 14
tools and two cores. Three pieces – a scraper, an indeterminate modification, and a
flake core – are now missing from the assemblage but have been included based on
catalog information and data from the publication by Pearson (1999). In the catalog the
indeterminate modification is referred to as a flake tool. No attributes could be recorded
for the missing pieces, but the raw material of the core was noted in the catalog (as
basalt).
6.1.5.2 Raw Material
The dominant raw materials of the assemblage are basalt and chert (Table 44). Single
pieces are made of rhyolite and two other indeterminate raw materials. In one case, a
teardrop-shaped Chindadn point (Pl. 31, 1) is made of an indeterminate purplish material
referred to by Pearson (1999) as a non-local red-purplish chert. Although it seems
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Raw Material
Variant

Raw Material

fine black
fine grayish
basalt
undet.
subtotal
black
dark gray translucent
green
chert
tan
undet. (grayish patchy)
subtotal
rhyolite
questionable

Table 44 Moose Creek
Component I: Raw materials of
modified pieces (weight in g)

undet.
Total

weight
%
weight
%
weight
%
weight
%
weight
%
weight
%
weight
%
weight
%
weight
%
weight
%
weight
%
weight
%
weight
%
weight
%

1,1
0,06
477,7
26,17
478,8
26,23
0,2
0,01
0,6
0,03
1,0
0,05
42,4
2,32
371,6
20,36
415,8
22,78
28,7
1,57
7,5
0,41
1825,4
100,00

n
1
%
6,25
n
4
% 25,00
n
1
%
6,25
n
6
% 37,50
n
1
%
6,25
n
1
%
6,25
n
1
%
6,25
n
1
%
6,25
n
1
%
6,25
n
5
% 31,25
n
1
%
6,25
n
2
% 12,50
n
2
% 12,50
n
16
% 100,00

questionable whether the material concerned is indeed a chert, it definitely appears
to be exotic and can certainly be classified as trans-regional. The other indeterminate
material is a fine grained igneous rock, possibly a dark rhyolite variant (Pl. 31, 8). Cortex
is present on a total of four pieces (ca. 30 %; Fig. 6.43).
Notably, the assemblage is characterized by a high variability of chert: the five pieces
made of chert represent five different variants (Table 44). This is reminiscent of the
assemblages of the contemporary components at nearby Walker Road and Dry Creek.
All in all, the raw material spectrum appears very similar to the assemblages from those
two sites. It is very likely that all materials present at Moose Creek also originate from the
region (with the exception of the aformentioned purplish material).
Accordingly, while the Moose Creek occupants obtained almost all of their raw material
in the local and regional vicinity of the site (Fig. 6.44), the exotic material of the Chindadn
point shows that these hunter-gatherers must either have been to a distant region before
they occupied the Moose Creek bluff, or – alternatively – that they had traded this material
from other hunter-gatherer groups in the respective region. Noteworthy is the presence
of two obsidian flakes that could be sourced to Batza Téna and Wiki Peak (Reuther et al.
2011), located over 300 and 450 km, respectively, from Moose Creek. This confirms that
the occupants of Moose Creek also had contact to very distant regions.
Interestingly, the frequencies of chert and basalt in the tool assemblage are almost equal
both in number and total weight. As such, this is not indicative of raw material selection
for specific modifications, e.g. as detected at Walker Road and Dry Creek Component
I where basalt was used for larger and heavier pieces. Nevertheless, the metric data
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show that pieces made of basalt still tend to be larger and heavier than specimens
made of medium to high quality raw materials, i.e. chert, rhyolite, and the indeterminate
materials (possibly also chert and rhyolite; Fig. 6.45 & Fig. 6.46). Hence, a similar raw
material selection like the one detected for Walker Road and Dry Creek may be visible,
even though the Moose Creek assemblage analyzed here lacks extremely large and
heavy artifacts. This may be the case because of the better quality of the basalt used at
Moose Creek. While at other Nenana Valley localities a rather coarse basalt variety was
present, the Moose Creek assemblage exhibits a fine black and a fine grayish variant;
this may have enabled the flintknappers of Moose Creek to produce smaller tools from
this material. Pearson (1999:336) mentions two cobbles but does not state whether they
were modified. There are indeed two fairly large chopper or pebble tools in the Moose
Creek collection, though their assignment to either Component I or II is dubious based
on the available provenience information.
All in all, raw material procurement and selection at Moose Creek Component I show the
usual patterns present at Nenana River Valley sites during GI-1. Nevertheless, there are
certain distinct characteristics, such as the better quality of basalt and the lack of very
large and heavy tools made of coarse grayish basalt.
6.1.5.3 Tools
Despite the small number of tools, the Moose Creek assemblage comprises nine different
tool types (Table 45) and five different functional classes. Bifaces clearly dominate the
inventory. With regard to raw material selection, it is apparent that good quality raw
material was used primarily for bifaces and projectile points (Pl. 31). Basalt was selected
especially for scrapers (Pl. 32, 1-3), but was also used for a biface (Pl. 31, 5) and even
for a non-bifacial projectile point (Pl. 31, 4); this indicates the comparatively high quality
of the fine grained basalt found at the site.
Bifaces
The tool assemblage comprises six bifacial tools: a teardropshaped Chindadn point (Pl. 31, 1), an indeterminate projectile point fragment (Pl. 31, 2),
two foliates/SSB (Pl. 31, 5-6), an indifferent biface (Pl. 31, 7), and an indeterminate
fragment (Pl. 31, 8).
The two projectile points are the only completed bifaces, while all other bifacial tools were
discarded in an unfinished state of reduction. Almost all bifaces are characterized by
complete and sharp edges. Only the indifferent biface (Pl. 31, 7) – certainly an unfinished
piece – has partly rounded and splintered edges. This is probably the result of platform
preparation rather than use.
With the exception of the Chindadn point, all bifaces are made of local and regional raw
material. It appears that unfinished bifaces were reduced on site and were discarded
after breakage without having been used, e.g. as manufacture rejects. Even the
completed foliate (Pl. 31, 5) is actually a refit of six fragments and was thus discarded
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biface:
Chindadn point

n
%

biface:
indet. point

n

1

1

%

7,14

7,14

non-bifacial point
biface: foliate
biface: indiff.
biface: indet.
scraper

1
7,14

1
7,14

n

1

1

2

%

7,14

7,14

14,29

n

1

1

2

%

7,14

7,14

14,29

n

1

1

%

7,14

7,14

n

1

1

%

7,14

7,14

3

1

4

% 21,43

n

7,14

28,57

lateral modification
(possible pt. frag.)

n

1

1

%

7,14

7,14

other/indeterminate
modifications

n

1

1

%

7,14

7,14

2

14

7,14 14,29 14,29

100,00

TOTAL Raw Mat.

n

5

4

% 35,71 28,57

1

2

Table 45 Moose Creek
Component I: Tool types by raw
material

in a fragmentary state. It remains unclear whether an early stage of biface reduction
also took place on site. In fact, the only piece that was certainly imported in a completed
state is the Chindadn point made of the exotic raw material. This point may have been
replaced on site. The replacement (and possibly also production) of hunting implements
is also indicated by the discarded projectile points, including the non-bifacial pieces
(Pl. 31, 1-4).
Other Tools Other miscellaneous tools belonging to the Moose Creek assemblage
are four (side) scrapers (Pl. 32, 1-3), a lateral modification that may also be the fragment
of a projectile point (Pl. 31, 9), and an indeterminate modification now missing from the
assemblage.
One of the scrapers could not be identified in the collection, but it is mentioned (without
illustration) by Pearson (1999:336). The three remaining scrapers are all made of basalt,
two of which still have cortex on their dorsal surface. The pieces were modified on large
flakes removed from locally available basalt cobbles. Basalt was obviously selected for
the modification of this tool type. Two specimens also show splintered edges, which may
have resulted from use. It seems likely that the use-lives of these tools were restricted to
the occupation span of the site. They were thus produced, used, and discarded on site.
6.1.5.4 Cores
There appear to be two cores in the collection from Moose Creek Component I, though
Pearson (1999:336) only mentions one. One of these artifacts is the bi-polar flake core
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described by Pearson (Pl. 32, 4). In addition to this, an empty find bag of another core
was found, labeled “bipolar flake core”, it was excavated from a different quadrant than
the first core. According to the available provenience information it can also be assigned
to Component I. Thus, there may actually be two bi-polar flake cores in this assemblage.
It is interesting to note that the one present core was perhaps even intended to be a
blade core. It was at least prepared with the bi-polar production of elongated blanks from
a single reduction surface in mind. This is an interesting observation regarding the tools
that were discarded on site. Most tools were not made on elongated flake blanks. On the
one hand, such blanks may have been used for the production of small projectile points,
which were used to replace the ones discarded on site (and were therefore exported).
Alternatively, the elongated flake blanks may have been intended for the production
of other tool forms (e.g. end scrapers or burins) which were produced on site but then
exported or discarded in an unexcavated area.
6.1.5.5 Site Activities and Occupation History
At first sight the assemblage from Moose Creek Component I may appear as a rather
specialized inventory dominated by bifaces. However, in spite of the small number of
tools, the assemblage also comprises a comparably high number of different tool types
and functional tool classes. This is reflected in a fairly low diversity index, suggesting a
diverse assemblage:
D = 0.2.
On-site activities were variable. The occupants of Moose Creek produced and possibly
used bifaces, replaced projectile points, produced large side scrapers, and undertook
scraping activities. They probably also produced elongated blanks on site, but the tools
made on these blanks were probably exported (or they were simply discarded in an
unexcavated area). Other activities (e.g. butchering) may also have taken place on
site, though this is not inferred directly from the tool assemblage. All in all, processing,
maintenance, and subsistence activities seem to be evident in the assemblage, signifying
a residential camp (Fig. 6.47).
Even though the on-site activities were certainly not as diverse as at the other
contemporary sites (Swan Point, Walker Road, Dry Creek), the small assemblage of
Moose Creek Component I suggests a much higher diversity of activities than the equally
small assemblage from Broken Mammoth CZ IV.
Moose Creek Component I probably stems from a single occupation, considering that
many tools are associated with a single hearth feature (see Pearson 1999). Due to
the small amount of tools and the concomitant high diversity a rather short occupation
span can be assumed. As such, Moose Creek can be interpreted as a short-term camp.
Alternatively, if the site was occupied over a longer time period, the area must have been
cleaned repeatedly.
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Fig. 6.47 Moose Creek Component I: Schematic illustration of the occupation

6.1.6 Tuluaq Hill
6.1.6.1 General Characteristics
The Tuluaq Hill collection is by far the largest assemblage recorded for this study with
532 modified artifacts. The inventory comprises 519 tools and 14 cores. One biface was
modified into a core54.
The assemblage also features a single microblade core which was found on the surface.
No microblades (or other artifacts indicative of microblade production) are present.
With the exception of one piece, all artifacts are made of chert.
6.1.6.2 Raw Material
While one chopper/pebble tool was modified on a basalt cobble, basically the entire
assemblage consists of chert artifacts. These can be divided into 20 different variants
54
Note that there are some minor discrepancies in artifact numbers compared to the data
presented by Rasic (2008). Salient differences in respective frequencies of different tool types
result from different designations and tool assignments.
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Table 46 Tuluaq Hill: Raw materials of modified pieces (weight in g)

Raw Material

Raw Material
Variant

basalt
black/dark gray
"Tulugak" chert
black
brown opaque
brown with gray
inclusions
brown with green bands
dark gray opaque
dark gray translucent
dark gray/black opaque
dull gray
gray blueish
chert
gray opaque
gray translucent
gray with black inclusions
gray with black spots
gray with white bands
light gray opaque
light gray translucent
tan and gray opaque
white with gray bands
undet./quest.
Total

weight
742,2
%
1,91
weight 30013,0
%
77,41
weight
1552,6
%
4,00
weight
46,5
%
0,12
weight
14,2
%
0,04
weight
31,4
%
0,08
weight
37,4
%
0,10
weight
1024,8
%
2,64
weight
1137,1
%
2,93
weight
251,1
%
0,65
weight
80,1
%
0,21
weight
39,3
%
0,10
weight
2836,3
%
7,32
weight
77,2
%
0,20
weight
66,1
%
0,17
weight
149,1
%
0,38
weight
29,1
%
0,08
weight
27,7
%
0,07
weight
10,4
%
0,03
weight
177,4
%
0,46
weight
426,8
%
1,10
weight 38769,8
% 100,00

n
1
%
0,19
n
409
% 76,88
n
27
%
5,08
n
2
%
0,38
n
1
%
0,19
n
1
%
0,19
n
1
%
0,19
n
11
%
2,07
n
16
%
3,01
n
2
%
0,38
n
2
%
0,38
n
3
%
0,56
n
38
%
7,14
n
1
%
0,19
n
1
%
0,19
n
2
%
0,38
n
2
%
0,38
n
1
%
0,19
n
1
%
0,19
n
4
%
0,75
n
6
%
1,13
n
532
% 100,00

(Table 46). In general, most pieces are made of rather dark, grayish to black chert
variants. The assemblage is dominated by pieces made of a distinct black to dark-gray,
rather coarse chert variety, which most probably originates from the so-called Tulugak
quarry (DEL- 236), a chert outcrop located on Wrench Creek ca. 3 km from the site
(Rasic 2000:32 ff.; see also Malyk-Selivanova et al. 1998, where the Tulugak quarry
is referred to as WC-04, showing a distinct geochemical signature). There is another,
less intensively used quarry close to the site (DEL-237). The material from this source
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is identical to the chert from the Tulugak quarry and it may therefore also have been
the origin of material used at Tuluaq Hill. Nevertheless, Rasic argues that “[t]he DEL237 quarry is less extensive and was less extensively used than the DEL-236 quarry,
therefore although the two cherts may be visually and geologically identical most artifacts
made of this material probably originated at the DEL-236 source” (Rasic 2000:34). In any
case, it can be stated that the distinct black to dark grey chert variety – referred to as
Tulugak chert – is of local origin.
Cortex is present on only 11 % of all modified artifacts, indicating the low frequency
of pieces from early reduction stages (Fig. 6.48). Some specimens show river cobble
cortex, which indicates raw material procurement in rivers and creeks of the region,
possibly even in the adjacent Wrench Creek, where small amounts of good quality chert
are available (Rasic 2008:101). However, a local origin can only be determined with
certainty for the Tulugak chert. The single piece made of basalt is probably also of local
origin. In contrast, the origin of all other chert variants cannot be determined. A local or at
least regional origin seems likely, but some chert varieties may also have been imported
to the site over longer distances. Good quality chert is available in northwestern Alaska
and occurs in the whole Noatak basin (Malyk-Selivanova et al. 1998:684; Rasic 2008:42
f.) Especially due to the high frequency of Tulugak chert in the Tuluaq Hill assemblage, it
is evident that raw material was mostly procured locally (Fig. 6.49). This is also confirmed
by debitage analyses conducted by Rasic (2000:162 ff.; 2008:105 f.). Over 95 % of the
analyzed debitage sample is made of local chert.
Finally, it should be noted that among the debitage from Tuluaq Hill 14 obsidian flakes
were identified, 13 of which could be sourced to the Batza Téna source, which is over
450 km from the site (Rasic 2008:361; Reuther et al. 2011). This shows that the occupants
of Tuluaq Hill had contact to very distant regions.
6.1.6.3 Tools
The tool assemblage of Tuluaq Hill is dominated by bifaces (Table 47). The second
largest group of tools comprises lateral modifications (ca. 5 %). Other tools occur in only
small numbers.
Bifaces
The Tuluaq Hill collection includes 467 bifacial tools which can be
divided into the following morphological types: 103 projectile points, 205 foliates/SSB,
45 indifferent bifaces, 18 early stage bifaces, and 96 indeterminate fragments (Pl. 3339).
Due to time constraints during the process of recording artifacts, data collection was
confined to particular attributes. Only the following attributes were recorded for all
specimens: Raw material, raw material variant, metric data, cortex coverage, tool
preservation, bifacial tool type, segment, reduction stage, and cross section. The latter
two attributes were adopted from Rasic’s comprehensive database (cf. Rasic 2008). The
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adopted data were modified as appropriate for this study55. The complete list of attributes
was recorded for all early stage bifaces, all indifferent bifaces, all indeterminate fragments,
and for representative samples of foliates (n=30) and lanceolate points (n=20)56.
Almost 80 % (n=368) of all bifaces are made of the local Tulugak chert. Interestingly, the
frequency of Tulugak chert among the projectile points is comparably low with only ca.
64 %. Thus, a considerable amount of projectile points (ca. one third) was produced on
possibly non-local, perhaps even trans-regional raw material. Of these specimens made
of non-local material 14 are made of black chert, which is almost 15 % of all projectile
points. Perhaps these pieces denote the selection of distinct raw material for projectile
point production at a former camp, possibly also close to a chert outcrop.
The metric data may reveal a general distinction between local and non-local cherts,
although it shows at best a tendency: pieces made of Tulugak chert tend to be larger,
both among all bifaces in general (Fig. 6.50; Fig. 6.51) and among projectile points in
particular (Fig. 6.52; Fig. 6.53). Other cherts were either imported in a more advanced
55
This affected conflicting and inconsistent data. For example, for indeterminate bifaces
the reduction stage “thinned biface” was consistently recorded unless they showed some kind of
use wear (in accordance with Rasic’s data). In addition, there are some discrepancies regarding
finished lanceolate points, as I detected ground edges on some pieces which appear as unfinished
bifaces in Rasic’s database. All in all, however, the discrepancies to Rasic’s data do not appear to
be significant.
56
For the samples of foliates and lanceolate points I tried to select specimens that represent
the whole variety of these bifaces.
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state of reduction, or the nodules of these materials were simply smaller, which led to the
production of somewhat smaller bifaces.
It has to be noted, however, that the metric data have to be considered with due caution,
as most bifaces are preserved in a fragmentary state. Only 24 pieces are complete,
while the majority of pieces are basal fragments (Fig. 6.54). It should be mentioned that
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Fig. 6.54 Tuluaq Hill: Segments
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bifaces were recorded as basal fragments when the narrow end was not pointed. It may
thus well be that the proportion of basal ends is somewhat exaggerated in this data, as
many bifaces may originally have had a symmetrical longitudinal outline without distinct
basal or terminal ends.
The Tuluaq Hill biface assemblage comprises a high variety of different bifacial tool
types, including early stage bifaces, foliates and indifferent bifaces, as well as different
forms of projectile points (Table 47; Pl. 33-39). Among the projectile points, lanceolate
points (defined as Sluiceway points by Rasic 2008; 2011) are the dominant type (Pl. 33;
34, 1-3). Noteworthy is the presence of two fluted points (Pl. 34, 6-7), although it is
possible that these specimens are not part of the same occupation.
The different (morphological) bifacial tool types obviously correlate to different subsequent
reduction stages, as a cross tabulation can show (Table 48). While foliates and indifferent
bifaces are mostly in an unfinished state (i.e. they have been modified with percussion
flaking), the majority of projectile points are finished tools and preforms (i.e. they have
been modified with pressure flaking and/or show traces of use). It should be noted here
that in many cases the distinction between the morphological tool forms “foliate/SSB” and
“lanceolate point” is somewhat difficult, as there certainly is a continuum in the reduction
sequence (cf. Rasic 2000; 2008; see, for example, Pl. 33, 5 & Pl. 35, 2). Therefore,
there are 15 pieces that I determined as lanceolate points due to their distinct shape,
which are actually still in an unfinished state of reduction. Still, most lanceolate points
were discarded after use; this is indicated by markedly ground edges (resulting from
hafting) on numerous specimens. Twenty-seven pieces can be referred to as preforms
of projectile points due to their distinct but unfinished overall shape and in some cases
markedly modified bases (Pl. 34, 1-3 & 5). Only few foliates can actually be regarded
as finished or used tools, while 17 specimens can be referred to as preforms. They
may have been designed to be knives or other similar tools instead of projectile points
(Pl. 35, 1-2). In general, in many cases it is difficult to ascertain whether a symmetrically
shaped, thinned but obviously unfinished biface was intended as a projectile point, knife,
scraper, or simply as a well-made bifacial blank with different options for further reduction
(Pl. 35, 3-7; 36).
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Table 48 Tuluaq Hill: Cross tabulation of bifacial tool types and reduction stages
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It is obvious that the Tuluaq Hill bifaces represent all reduction stages of bifacial tool
production, from early stage bifaces to finished tools (Fig. 6.55; Pl. 33-39). The majority
of all bifaces (over 80 %) is in an unfinished state of reduction. Even so, the still relatively
high amount of finished (or at least use-phase) tools cannot be ignored (ca. 16 %, n=77).
Preforms represent almost 10 % of the biface assemblage, while early stage bifaces only
occur in relatively low frequencies (ca. 4 %).
As Rasic (2000; 2008) has illustrated, the general scheme of “Sluiceway” bifacial reduction
at Tuluaq Hill was obviously geared towards the production of lanceolate projectile
points. During this process a high frequency of unfinished bifaces was discarded as
manufacture rejects. This conclusion is also supported by the metric data. Although
these data should be handled with caution due to the few completely preserved bifaces
in the assemblage, there appears to be a steady decrease in size from early stage to
finished bifaces (Fig. 6.56; Fig. 6.57; Fig. 6.58; Table 49). Meanwhile, thinned (unfinished)
bifaces cover a wide range of sizes and show a large overlap with bifaces from earlier
and later reduction stages, but they still tend to cover size ranges between these groups.
This fits the impression of a regular reduction sequence aimed at the production of a
distinct tool form, i.e. projectile points. Length-width and width-thickness ratios of thinned
bifaces, preforms, and finished bifaces point to a certain degree of standardization, even
though the standard deviations show a high degree of variability (Table 49). This may
also explain the rather weak correlation of these values (n.b. there is no L/W correlation
for preforms). In general, bifaces were thinned and shaped in a standardized (foliate-like)
form. Preforms usually attained the thinness of a finished tool, though are wider. During
final shaping and reworking, finished and used bifaces were further reduced in width, but
not in thickness. In addition to this apparent standardization the metric data also indicate
a wide range of different sizes of bifacial tools. Extraordinary is a single, extremely large
but very thin foliate (Pl. 37, 6).
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Fig. 6.55 Tuluaq Hill: Reduction stages of bifacial tools

The high variability in size, especially of unfinished bifaces, may also highlight the reverse
side of standardized bifacial technology. It may well be that the bifacial technology applied
at Tuluaq Hill was, on the one hand, well suited for a standardized production of lanceolate
projectile points (which was certainly taken advantage of at Tuluaq Hill), but on the other
hand its main aim may rather have been the production of symmetrical bifaces with the
option of a variety of different modifications, e.g. knives, scrapers, points, flake cores,
or microblade cores. Such bifaces would have been useful blanks to have on journies
across the landscape (see Chap. 4, ““Large Game Hunters” Versus “Microblade People”?
– Late Pleistocene Complexes in Alaska, Archaeological Mismatch, and Technological
Versatility”; cf. Rasic 2000:67 ff; 183 ff.). Therefore, it is difficult to ascertain whether
the production of projectile points was indeed the general aim of a standardized bifacial
reduction. Certainly, the high proportion of projectile points at Tuluaq Hill indicates that
the production and replacement of hunting implements was an important on-site activity,
but at the same time this may simply be the result of a current on-site necessity instead
of a standardized reduction sequence for the production of projectile points.
Other attributes of bifacial tools can further illustrate the concept of bifacial tool production
at Tuluaq Hill. The bases of most bifaces are convex irrelevant of the bifacial tool type
(Fig. 6.59); this points to a standardization in biface production. However, it is also
interesting to note that considerable numbers of bifaces also have straight bases. The
percentage of lanceolate points with straight bases is certainly somewhat too high due to
the fact that this attribute was recorded only for a small sample, but it still points to clear
variation in point shapes. The two indeterminate points (Pl. 34, 4-5) and the two fluted
points (Pl. 34, 6-7) – if considered part of the assemblage – are further examples for the
variability among projectile points. In addition, there are some comparably small foliates/
SSB of distinct triangular shape which may have been designed as small projectile points
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Table 49 Tuluaq Hill: Metric
data for bifaces by reduction
stage

(Pl. 37, 3-5), a point form that is not present among the
projectile points from Tuluaq Hill.
Cross sections of all bifaces provide some additional
insights into bifacial reduction (Fig. 6.60). Most bifaces
are bi-convex in cross section. Early stage bifaces are
mostly flat, which shows that the blanks used for biface
production from the local raw material outcrop also had
a flat shape. Blanks were most probably brought to
the site in the form of large flakes obtained from chert
blocks at the outcrop (see Rasic 2000:87 ff.; 2008:242
f.). A considerable amount of indifferent bifaces have
plano-convex cross sections. This may indicate the
intention to produce distinct bifaces with certain
functions, e.g. scrapers, for which plano-convex cross
sections would be useful. On the other hand, a planoconvex cross section may also be associated with a
distinct stage of reduction: perhaps bifaces passed
through a stage of convex shaping on only one surface
before they were shaped the same way on the opposite
surface, thus forming a foliate/SSB. Given the apparent
strong relation between morphological sub-types and
reduction stages (Table 48), this would be a plausible
explanation. In fact, there are consistent increases
and decreases in different cross sections throughout
the different morphological tool types, and thus also
throughout different reduction stages (Fig. 6.60). While
early stage bifaces are mostly flat, this type of cross
section decreases steadily in the subsequent stages
of reduction, i.e. among indifferent bifaces and foliates.
With respect to the frequencies of plano-convex cross
sections, a similar pattern appears. The only difference
is that few early stage bifaces are plano-convex in
cross section. Eventually, towards the end of the
reduction stage, bifaces with bi-convex cross sections
increase. Thus, a distinct pattern of reduction seems to
be apparent in these data: 1) the reduction of mostly
flat blanks, 2) plano-convex shaping on one surface,
and 3) bi-convex shaping on both surfaces.
In sum, the bifacial technology at Tuluaq Hill can be
characterized as the standardized production of mostly
elongated, bi-convex bifaces with convex bases. Such
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pieces constituted suitable blanks for the production of lanceolate projectile points, which
the occupants of Tuluaq Hill obviously required in order to gear up for hunting. Still,
this more or less strict concept of bifacial reduction also left room for certain variations.
Possibly, the production of lanceolate points was not the principle aim of bifacial
production, but merely the product of the current demand during the occupation of the
site.
The state of the lateral edges of bifacial tools offer insights into the intensity of use
(Fig. 6.61). It shows that most bifaces still have complete and sharp edges, which can
be expected considering the high amount of manufacture rejects during the extensive
reduction sequence of bifacial tools. Additionally, many projectile points still have
complete edges, either because they were never used or because no macroscopically
visible use wear is present along the edges. A high proportion, however, shows rounded
(i.e. ground) edges from hafting. It is interesting to note that to some extent other bifaces
seem to have been used. While splintered edges may actually stem from platform
preparation for further reduction and do not necessarily signify use wear, marginal use
wear retouches on a relatively high amount of specimens, especially foliates, indicates
that these pieces were probably used. Some lanceolate points also show this form of
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edge damage, which may point to the use of these artifacts as knives or similar tools
after having been used as projectile points.
All in all, these data suggest that bifaces, especially foliates and different bifaces of earlier
reduction stages, were probably used for cutting or minor scraping activities on rather soft
materials. In addition, rounded edges appear on some foliates and indifferent bifaces,
perhaps stemming from grinding or polishing activities, e.g. for smoothing foreshafts of
projectile points. The apparent use of these bifaces shows that they were suitable blanks
for a variety of modifications and tasks. In addition, some specimens were used along
their broken edges, as indicated by rounded edges. This shows an opportunistic use of
manufacture rejects.
Lateral Modifications
The tool assemblage from Tuluaq Hill contains 25 laterally
modified pieces. Most of these are made on flakes (n=22), while three specimens are
made on a blade, a small cobble, and an artificial chunk. Tulugak chert is the dominant
raw material (n=21). Four specimens are made of other chert varieties. It thus appears
that lateral modifications were most probably produced on site on blanks of local raw
material.
Eighteen pieces have no cortex coverage. Among the seven pieces with cortex, two
have more than 2/3 and one even 100 % coverage. Thus, flakes from initial stages of
reduction were only used in very few cases.
The metric data recorded for the lateral modifications present an interesting picture. On the
one hand, the length-width ratio fails to reveal any distinct pattern, not even considering
the preservation of the tools (Fig. 6.62). It simply indicates that lateral modifications are
made on blanks with very variable sizes. On the other hand, the thickness-width ratio
does appear to correlate, albeit only weakly (Fig. 6.63; r = 0.63). This might result from
the fact that almost all lateral modifications (except the cobble and the chunk) are made
on blanks derived from a single standardized reduction technology. In the course of this
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reduction process, the flakes removed from the cores became consistently smaller and
thinner. This would actually fit to the bifacial reduction sequence, where rather larger and
wider flakes are removed during early stages of reduction, while flakes become thinner
and smaller towards later stage reduction. Therefore, it is conceivable that the flake
blanks of lateral modifications were mostly derived from the standardized reduction of
bifaces. The variable sizes of bifacial tools would explain the diffuse pattern of length and
width of lateral modifications, while at the same time there is a consistent decrease of
thickness and width. During the reduction of bifaces of variable sizes, the flakes that are
removed are accordingly of variable length and width, but thickness and width decrease
consistently regardless of length and width.
If this assumption holds true, the metric data indicate that lateral modifications were
rather produced on flakes from larger bifaces: minimum length is 23 mm and minimum
thickness is 5 mm. Certainly, the first flakes removed from the (bifacial) cores were
omitted, as indicated by the lack of cortex on most lateral modifications.
Alternatively, lateral modifications may also have been made on flakes obtained from
flake cores. Given the consistent decrease in thickness and width, however, this seems
less likely. A quite different thickness-width ratio would be expected in such a case; if
flakes were removed from variable flake cores with little technological standardization,
thickness-width ratio should be as diffuse as the length-width ratio, or it should show
distinct clusters that would indicate certain reduction strategies. Finally, the pattern with
which we are presented for lateral modifications at Tuluaq Hill best fits to the reduction
of bifaces, although at least some flakes used in this process may certainly have been
obtained from flake cores.
That lateral modifications were mostly used is indicated by the state of the lateral edges
(Fig. 6.64). Only 20 % of the pieces are lacking signs of damage. Many specimens (all
in all 52 %, n=13, including five of the six pieces with multiple damage) show rounded
edges, probably resulting from grinding or smoothing. As mentioned above, some
bifaces also show this kind of edge damage, which points to on-site tasks that required
tools for grinding or polishing. Considering that the production and therefore also the
replacement of hunting implements was an important activity at Tuluaq Hill, it seems
reasonable to link these lateral modifications (like the respective bifacial tools) to the
smoothing of foreshafts. They may also have been used for scraping, though intensive
scraping seems less likely, especially as splintered edges – which typically appear on
end scrapers used for scraping activities – are practically absent on lateral modifications
(only on one piece with multiple damage, but without a rounded edge). Another relatively
frequent form of edge damage is marginal use wear retouch, which may result from other
tasks, perhaps cutting or less intensive scraping.
In sum, it can be concluded that lateral modifications seem to have been produced on
site on flakes stemming from the reduction of large bifaces, mostly made of local chert.
Most of these tools seem to have been used for a specific activity, e.g. the smoothing of
foreshafts. Other activities were also undertaken with these tools as and when required.
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Other Tools In addition to the dominant tool class of bifacial tools and the second
largest tool type of lateral modifications, the Tuluaq Hill assemblage contains a variety
of other, less frequent tools (Table 47). These are seven unifaces (Pl. 40, 1-2), three
end scrapers (Pl. 40, 3-5), two borers/perforators (Pl. 41, 1-2), a chopper/pebble tool
(Pl. 41, 3), a spokeshave, and 13 indeterminate modifications.
Six of the seven unifaces are made of Tulugak chert. One specimen is made of black
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chert and may have been imported to the site. No cortex is present on any of these
tools. All unifaces except one piece are made on flakes. The edges of five pieces show
damage in the form of splintered edges (n=1), marginal use wear retouch (n=3), and
multiple damage with a rounded edge and marginal use wear retouch on the opposite
edge (n=1). Unifaces may have been used for several tasks, which are hard to interpret
from the present data. Due to their morphology they seem to be most suitable for scraping
activities, but this is merely speculation. These tools were mostly produced on site on
local raw material and subsequently used on site as well. The one piece made of black
chert may indicate that these tools were also part of the tool kit that was brought to the
site.
None of the three end scrapers is made of Tulugak chert. Instead, the raw materials used
for these tools are in two cases brown opaque chert, and in one case gray translucent chert
(Pl. 40, 3-5). Especially the brown chert appears exotic in the assemblage. Apparently,
these tools were not modified on site but were imported as part of a mobile tool kit. The
splintered scraping ends and the broken opposite ends on all three specimens indicate
that the end scrapers had all been used – perhaps on site – without further re-sharpening
before they were discarded.
The two borers/perforators are both made on flakes of local Tulugak chert. One specimen
has three modified borer ends on its terminal and lateral edges (Pl. 41, 1), while the
other has the modification on its terminal end (Pl. 41, 2). Two of the modifications on the
triple borer are splintered and one is broken. The modification on the other specimen is
broken. These tools were apparently modified and used on site and are indicative some
kind of drilling activity.
The single chopper/pebble tool in the assemblage is the only piece that is not made of
chert (Pl. 41, 3). It was modified on a coarse grayish basalt cobble with a weight of ca.
750 g, presumably of local origin. It shows two opposing modified working edges, both of
which are rounded, probably from use.
The spokeshave is made on an artificial chunk of Tulugak chert, which may be a fragment
of a biface. The notch is splintered.
Finally, 13 modified artifacts could not be assigned to any of the other tool classes,
although several of these pieces may actually be early stage bifaces. Eight of these
artifacts are made of Tulugak chert, while the other five specimens are made of other
grayish chert variants.
6.1.6.4 Cores
The Tuluaq Hill assemblage comprises 14 cores (Table 50). While most are simple flake
cores (Pl. 43, 1-2), there are two blade cores, one of which may be referred to as a
bladelet core due to its size (Pl. 42, 2-3). Noteworthy is the presence of a wedge-shaped
microblade core made on a biface (Pl. 42, 1).
The two blade cores and two flake cores are made of local Tulugak chert. The other flake
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cores are made of grayish chert varieties which may be
of regional or trans-regional origin. The microblade core
is made of gray translucent chert, a variant that is also
present not only among the other cores, but also in the
whole assemblage.
Core Type
All cores are characterized by uni-polar reduction
n
1
blade core
patterns. Most cores have only one striking platform
%
7,14
n
1
(n=9). Two flake cores have more than one platform:
bladelet core
%
7,14
one with two and one with three platforms.
n
11
flake core
% 78,57
Almost all cores have one or two reduction surfaces.
n
1
wedge-shaped
The larger blade core is an exception, as blades (or
microblade core
%
7,14
n
14
at least elongated flakes) have been removed from all
TOTAL
% 100,00
four lateral sides.
Two cores do not allow for the determination of striking platforms and reduction surfaces.
One is an exhausted flake core, while the other is an opportunistic core on a chunk.
In general, the core technology appears to be rather simple and lacking a distinct pattern.
The cores are of variable sizes (Fig. 6.65), with no observable correlation between
length and thickness of flake and blade cores (r = 0.2) which could be interpreted as
a distinct reduction pattern. It appears that the cores from Tuluaq Hill were modified
opportunistically as and when flake blanks were needed. It is important to note here
that at Tuluaq Hill lateral modifications - tools typically made on flake blanks – were
most probably not modified on flakes obtained from these cores, but instead from flakes
removed during the reduction of bifaces. Therefore, the flakes removed from the blade
and flake cores must have been produced for other flake tools. In addition, the produced
flakes may have been used without further modification.
The single wedge-shaped microblade core shows that the occupants of Tuluaq Hill knew
this technology. There is at least no reason (e.g. exotic raw material or anything alike)
to exclude this piece from the assemblage. As microblades do not appear at Tuluaq Hill,
however, the on-site production of this blank type can be excluded. Thus, the wedgeshaped microblade core was probably part of the tool kit that was brought to the site. It
may have been discarded, because plenty of new bifacial blanks (i.e. foliates) useful for
the production of microblade cores could be exported from the site, or it was simply lost
during the occupation.
chert

Table 50 Tuluaq Hill: Core
types. Note: One flake core
is made on an indeterminate
biface also included in the list
of tools

6.1.6.5 Site Activities and Occupation History
Although the Tuluaq Hill assemblage comprises a variety of different tool types,
presumably with a variety of functions, on-site activities were focused on the production
of bifacial tools. This also finds its expression in a strikingly high diversity index, indicative
of high specialization:
D = 0.49.
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The main activity of the occupants at Tuluaq Hill was the reduction of bifaces mostly made
of local raw material which could have been acquired at the nearby chert source. Bifacial
reduction followed a standardized concept which led to the production of symmetrical,
elongated foliate-like bifaces. Although there is a detectable variability especially with
respect to the size of these bifaces, the applied concept allowed for the serial production
of very similar lanceolate points. The production and replacement of these points was an
important on-site activity. Lanceolate points of non-local raw material were replaced by
specimens of local chert.
At the same time, the variable sizes of bifacial tools indicate that the replacement of
points was not the main focus of bifacial reduction. Instead, it seems to have been
important for the occupants of Tuluaq Hill to produce symmetrically shaped bifaces that
could be exported and which allowed for further reduction and modification according
to the requirements at other camps. The proximity of Tuluaq Hill to an outcrop of good
quality chert provided the perfect opportunity to gear up and prepare the tool kit for the
near future.
Laterally modified pieces as the second largest tool class in the assemblage seem to
have complemented bifacial tool production. They were probably used for the preparation
of hunting implements, e.g. for working the foreshafts of bifacial points.
Other activities played a minor role. It remains questionable whether hunting and
butchering activities also took place at and around the site. The location on the valley
floor with its view over the surrounding area certainly provides good access to hunting
grounds (Rasic 2008:109). Some miscellaneous tasks (such as scraping and perforating)
may have been conducted on site with different unifacial tools. Flake production took
place on site and may have provided the blanks for these tools.
All in all, the Tuluaq Hill site can be creferred to as a workshop (Fig. 6.66). Yet, it is
certainly not a workshop that was limited to the manufacture and maintenance of tools
alone. While certain members of the group were busy with flintknapping and preparing
tools, others may have used the time to undertake miscellaneous other tasks. Due to its
overall intense use, it appears that the site was occupied overnight, maybe even over
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Fig. 6.66 Tuluaq Hill: Schematic illustration of the occupation

several nights. Nevertheless, it can rather be regarded as an ephemeral camp, the main
function being workshop activities.
The number of occupations at Tuluaq Hill is difficult to assess. Available radiocarbon
dates certainly point to a short period of occupation (except for a single date that may
indicate a later occupation; see Chap. 4). It seems likely that hunter-gatherers occupied
this knoll on several occasions during GI-1. Considering that numerous byproducts of
bifacial reduction can accumulate even during single knapping events, the strikingly high
amount of both lithic tools and debitage (almost 120,000 pieces) might also result from
a single intensive occupation. In any case, the function of the site would not change,
only the intensity of use or perhaps the size of the hunter-gatherer group. In the end,
the question of the number of occupations cannot be resolved. Regardless, Tuluaq Hill
can be regarded as an ephemeral workshop site, the basic function of which would not
change in the case of repeated occupation.
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6.1.7 Mesa Site “old hearth”
6.1.7.1 General Characteristics
The sample recorded here comprises eleven modified pieces, ten of which are bifaces.
Two pieces are missing; they are listed in the catalog as biface fragments.
The sample is very restricted, both spatially and with respect to the present tool types.
Characteristic “gravers”, for example, as they occur in the whole Mesa assemblage, are
lacking. Nonetheless, it may be regarded as a representative sample of activities around
a single hearth feature, similar to numerously occurring hearths at the site.
6.1.7.2 Raw Material
Despite the small number of artifacts, three different raw materials could be identified in
the sample. Two pieces are made of basalt (Pl. 45), four are made of chert (Pl. 44, 1-4),
and one is of silicified limestone. Two artifacts are made of indeterminate raw materials
(Pl. 44, 5-6). Cortex is present on only one specimen made of basalt (Pl. 45, 2).
The high variety of raw materials among only few pieces deviates from the rest of the
Mesa assemblage, where 99 % of all lithics are supposedly made of chert (Kunz et al.
2003:40). This may be due to sampling bias of the small assemblage recorded here.
However, rough debitage counts by raw material from the same excavation unit show
that a considerable amount (ca. 20 %) is made of materials other than chert (Table 51).
While chert is still the dominant material, it does not represent the 99 % proclaimed by
Kunz et al. (2003). Either this number is merely a rough estimate which is not based
on respective debitage analyses (the authors at least present no such data) or there is
indeed a significant difference between the “old hearth” feature analyzed here and the
rest of the site. Unfortunately, this cannot be resolved with the available data.
Both the modified artifacts and the debitage made of chert are representative of different
variants, from black and grayish to tan cherts. The origin of the raw materials is difficult
to assess. While basalt and limestone can be regarded as locally procured materials,
the chert can really be of any origin. Chert sources are known in a wide area around
the Mesa site, i.e. along most of the northern flank of the Brooks Range. While the
investigators of the Mesa Site state that raw material was basically procured locally
(Kunz et al. 2003:40), I regard it as equally possible that the present chert varieties
may also have been imported over longer distances. In the end, the question of raw
material origins must remain unresolved. Local, regional, and trans-regional raw material
procurement appear to be equally possible, the proportions of which remain unknown.
6.1.7.3 Tools
Ten of the eleven pieces recorded here are bifaces, while a single fragment of a marginally
retouched flake is the only flake tool (Table 52).
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blade
flake
chip (flake < 10 mm)
chunk
TOTAL Raw Mat.

n
%
n
%
n
%
n
%
n
%

43
3,14
13
0,95

56
4,09

1
0,07
619
45,18
472
34,45
8
0,58
1100
80,29

78
5,69
13
0,95

25
1,82

91
6,64

25
1,82

59
4,31
38
2,77
1
0,07
98
7,15

TOTAL Blanks

undet. / quest.

siltstone / mudstone

(silicified) limestone

Blank Type

chert

basalt

Table 51 Mesa Site “old hearth”: Blank types by raw material of recorded debitage

1
0,07
824
60,15
536
39,12
9
0,66
1370
100,00

Bifaces
Bifaces can be assigned to three sub-types: four lanceolate
points (Pl. 44, 1-4), three foliates/SSB (Pl. 44, 5; 45), and one indeterminate fragment
(Pl. 44, 6). The two missing pieces that were included based on catalog information
cannot be assigned to a morphological type.
While the lanceolate points are all made of chert, two large foliates are made of basalt.
The raw material of the small foliate basal fragment is unknown, while the indeterminate
fragment may also be of basalt.
One lanceolate point is a complete, finished, and obviously used example with ground
edges of what is usually referred to as a Mesa point (Pl. 44, 1). The other apparently
finished specimen (without ground edges) is a fragment with a convex base, which may
exemplify the variability of points with different base shapes at the site (cf. Kunz et al.
2003:28). Indeed, this may actually reflect the situation at the site of Tuluaq Hill, where a
variation of point forms with differently shaped bases is also attested.
The other two lanceolate points are fragments of unfinished preforms (Pl. 44, 3-4). One
is a basal fragment with a straight, slightly oblique base. The other is probably a terminal
fragment with a longitudinal fracture along its left edge. Interestingly, it shows signs of
marginal use wear retouch and appears to have been used after breakage.
The two foliates made of basalt are relatively large (Pl. 45). While one specimen with
a bi-convex to flat cross section (Pl. 45, 1) may be a manufacture reject from a bifacial
reduction sequence that was aimed at the production of a lanceolate point, it seems
unlikely that the other specimen with its indifferent cross section (Pl. 45, 2) was ever
intended as a projectile; though it also seems to be a manufacture reject.
The third foliate – a small basal fragment (Pl. 44, 5) – strongly resembles a point preform,
and also seems to have been discarded after breakage during the manufacture process.
Except for the ground edges of the complete lanceolate point and the apparent postbreakage use wear retouch on the broken preform there are no indications for use of the
bifaces.
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biface:
lanceolate point

n
%
n

biface: foliate

TOTAL Raw Mat.

TOTAL Tools
4
36,36

2

1

3

% 18,18

9,09

27,27

1

%

lateral modification

undetermined

questionable

4
36,36

n

biface: indet.

Table 52 Mesa Site “old
hearth“: Tool types by raw
material

(silicified) limestone

Tool Type

chert

basalt
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2

3

9,09 18,18

27,27

n

1

1

%

9,09

9,09

n

2

4

% 18,18 36,36

2

11

9,09 18,18 18,18

1

2

100,00

In sum, the bifaces in the sample attest to the manufacture of bifaces, above all lanceolate
points, and the replacement of such points. On-site activities were basically restricted to
these tasks.
6.1.7.4 Site Activities and Occupation History
It is somewhat difficult to reconstruct site activities and an occupation history for a small
tool assemblage recovered around a single hearth feature within the context of numerous
adjacent hearth features with similar associated tools. However, as the Mesa Site can
certainly be regarded as a repeatedly occupied site, the sample recorded here may be
separated from the rest of the site based on availabe radiocarbon ages (see Chap. 4).
As this concerns merely a single hearth with a small and restricted lithic assemblage, a
rather short occupation may be assumed. Nonetheless, such a conclusion must be made
with due care, as the two radiocarbon dates obtained from this feature do not overlap.
Although a repeated occupation of the same restricted spot on a spacious landform like
the Mesa seems unlikely, this may have occurred if both dates are indeed correct. In
any case, the function of the occupation would not differ. Even if on-site activities may
have varied to a certain degree during two (or even more?) occupations, the overall
range of activities remained restricted. We can actually assume this pattern for the bulk
of occupations during GS-1, which altogether indicate a focus on bifacial tool production
and the replacement of projectile points (see Kunz et al. 2003:27 ff.).
The assemblage analyzed in this study points to a specialized function of the occupation(s),
with a fairly high diversity index:
D = 0.38.
On-site activities were focused on bifacial production and the replacement of projectile
points. Other miscellaneous activities might have been conducted, as is indicated by
the single lateral modification that was discarded on site, though such activities seem to
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Fig. 6.67 Mesa Site „old hearth”: Schematic illustration of the occupation

have played a minor role. As such, the Mesa Site can be characterized as a specialized
ephemeral camp (Fig. 6.67). Hunter-gatherers occupied this landform for a short time
period in order to prepare for hunting and possibly butchering, which in turn may not
have been conducted at the site; the “old hearth” occupation at least lacks tools that
would indicate such activities. The Mesa is a prominent spot in the landscape and would
have provided a good view over the surrounding landscape; this would have made it an
ideal lookout point for hunters.
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6.2 Eastern Beringia – Intermediate GI-1 / GS-1
6.2.1 Eroadaway Site
6.2.1.1 General Characteristics
The Eroadaway assemblage of modified pieces consists of 57 tools. No cores are present
and microblade technology is absent. The tools are made of five different raw materials.
6.2.1.2 Raw Material
Chert is the dominant raw material of the assemblage, after both weight and number of
artifacts (Table 53). Basalt is the second most frequent raw material, at least based on
the number of artifacts. The low total weight of these pieces indicates that tools made of
basalt are comparably small. Few pieces are made of chalcedony, rhyolite, and siltstone
or mudstone. A single large and heavy chopper/pebble tool made of basalt, siltstone/
mudstone or some similar (probably local) material, accounts for a high total weight
of artifacts made of undetermined material. Cortex is present on only four specimens
(ca. 8 %), three of which show more than one third of cortex coverage (Fig. 6.68).
Conclusions on the origin of raw materials from the site prove a little difficult. Low
quality materials like basalt and siltstone or mudstone were most probably procured
locally. Chalcedony can basically originate from anywhere. The chert artifacts can be
differentiated into six different variants, most of which are grayish in color and to some
degree show a certain similarity. This may suggest chert procurement in a rather restricted
area, probably rather close to the site than in a distant region. As this is speculative, a
compilation of raw material distances can only be very tentative (Fig. 6.69). Still, with
regard to the specialized character of the assemblage, it is reasonable to assume that
the mostly applied raw material (chert) is rather of local or regional origin and was not
transported over long distances for processing at some random spot along the Nenana
River. Less frequent materials like chalcedony and rhyolite stem from stays at former
camp sites, perhaps farther north in the Nenana River Valley.
If the assumptions on raw material distances are true, the occupants of the Eroadaway
Site would have procured most of their stone close to the site, while only few pieces may
have been imported from more distant regions.
6.2.1.3 Tools
The tool assemblage is dominated by bifacial tools, most of which are projectile points
(Table 54). Lateral modifications constitute the second largest tool class. In addition,
there are an end scraper, a scraper, and a chopper/pebble tool.
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Table 53 Eroadaway Site: Raw materials of modified pieces (weight in g)

Raw Material

Raw Material
Variant

basalt
light brown
chalcedony

light brown / dark gray
subtotal
dark gray opaque
dark gray translucent
dark gray / black opaque
dull gray

chert
gray opaque
gray translucent
undet./quest.
subtotal
rhyolite
siltstone / mudstone
undet./quest.
Total

weight
%
weight
%
weight
%

53,5
2,74
0,6
0,03
4,3
0,22

n
%
n
%
n
%

13
22,81
1
1,75
2
3,51

weight

4,9

n

3

%
weight
%
weight
%
weight
%
weight
%
weight
%
weight
%
weight
%
weight
%
weight
%
weight
%
weight
%
weight
%

0,25
69,5
3,57
9,3
0,48
446,4
22,90
13,8
0,71
154,4
7,92
95,3
4,89
18,1
0,93
806,8
41,39
9,0
0,46
32,0
1,64
1042,9
53,51
1949,1
100,00

%
5,26
n
10
% 17,54
n
3
%
5,26
n
3
%
5,26
n
1
%
1,75
n
11
% 19,30
n
7
% 12,28
n
2
%
3,51
n
37
% 64,91
n
1
%
1,75
n
1
%
1,75
n
2
%
3,51
n
57
% 100,00

Bifaces
The bifacial tool assemblage comprises 28 projectile points, six of
which can be designated as lanceolate points (Pl. 46), while the remaining 22 specimens
can only be referred to as indeterminate point forms (Pl. 47; 48, 3-5). In addition, there
are five foliates (Pl. 48, 6-7; 49, 1-2), four indifferent bifaces (Pl. 49, 3-5; 50, 1), and
seven indeterminate fragments. Interestingly, five of the six lanceolate points are made
of basalt, while most other bifacial tools are made of chert (Table 54).
Most notably, none of the projectile points are in what might be termed a finished state;
most were discarded as unfinished preforms (Table 55). The reduction stage of a
relatively high amount of bifaces is uncertain, though it can be stated that these pieces
are not finished products. Thus, the bifacial tool assemblage from the Eroadaway Site
comprises almost only unfinished pieces (Fig. 6.70), above all preforms of projectile
points. The only exception is an indifferent biface (Pl. 50, 1). This piece is a refit of two
fragments with rounded edges, presumably stemming from use. In addition, the two
fragments were reworked after breakage: one was retouched and probably subject to
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further use (as the most recently retouched edges are rounded), and the other was
thinned further. Therefore, this specimen can be referred to as a finished tool.
Yet, this one biface is an exception in the assemblage. The bifaces produced at the
Eroadaway Site were obviously not made for on-site use. Almost all discarded specimens
can be referred to as manufacture rejects. On the other hand, it cannot be excluded that
some projectile points, especially smaller fragments, are indeed finished and are simply
not well made. However, there are hardly any indications that these pieces were ever
used; ground edges are present on only one artifact (Pl. 47, 2).
That the Eroadaway bifaces are mostly manufacture rejects of late stage bifaces and
preforms becomes further apparent in frequencies of segmental preservation (Fig. 6.71).
Although most bifaces are basal fragments, there are relatively high amounts of medial,
terminal, and lateral fragments (altogether over 50 %); this testifies to an expected pattern
of discarded manufacture rejects (as opposed to finished, used, and broken projectiles
which are expected to occur, first and foremost, as basal fragments).
All bifaces seem to be part of a single concept of bifacial reduction. Metrics of all bifacial
tools show consistent decreases without distinct patterns for the different raw materials
(Fig. 6.72; Fig. 6.73). Length and width as well as thickness and width show a degree
of correlation (rL/W = 0.64; rT/W = 0.79). It should be noted, however, that only one piece
is completely preserved (Pl. 47, 3). Still, if only specimens with complete thickness and
width are considered (n=15), these measurements show a highly significant correlation
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biface: indet. point
biface: foliate
biface: indiff.
biface: indet.
chopper/pebble tool
endscraper
lateral modification
scraper
TOTAL Raw Mat.

n
%

5
8,77

TOTAL Tools

questionable

siltstone

rhyolite

chert

basalt

Tool Type
biface:
lanceolate point

chalcedony

Table 54 Eroadaway Site: Tool types by raw material

1
1,75

6
10,53

n

5

3

12

1

1

22

%

8,77

5,26

21,05

1,75

1,75

38,60

n

5

5

%

8,77

8,77

n

1

2

1

4

%
n
%

1,75
1
1,75

3,51
6
10,53

1,75

7,02
7
12,28

n

1

1

%

1,75

1,75

n

1

1

%

1,75

1,75

n

1

9

10

%

1,75

15,79

17,54

n

1

1

%

1,75

1,75

n

13

3

37

1

1

2

57

%

22,81

5,26

64,91

1,75

1,75

3,51

100,00

(r = 0.89). It appears that the Eroadaway bifaces are representative of a consistent
reduction process, the aim of which was to produce rather thin projectile points.
In turn, these projectiles are strikingly variable in their morphology. This is indicated by the
fact that most specimens can only be assigned to the indifferent class of indeterminate
points. Further, this variability is particularly well illustrated by the shape of the bases of
bifaces (Fig. 6.74). Among the determinable pieces, relatively high proportions of bases
are beveled, concave, convex, and straight. Despite the apparent overall standardized
bifacial reduction sequence, the Eroadaway flintknappers wanted to produce a variety
of projectile point forms. If this resulted from personal preference, or if it served special
purposes, must remain unanswered. In any case, the occupants of the Eroadaway Site
were certainly skillful knappers, especially as they paid little attention to raw materials.
All available materials were used for point production; even coarse grained basalt was
modified into well made points, which is in start contrast to other sites in the Nenana Valley
(Walker Road and Dry Creek Component I) where this latter material was preferably
used for large and rather informal tools.
Lateral Modifications
The second largest tool type of the Eroadaway tool
assemblage are laterally modified pieces which number a total of ten artifacts. With the
exception of one specimen made of basalt, all these pieces are made of chert. While
in one case a chert cobble with river cobble cortex was laterally modified, all other
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1

1

foliate / SSB

5

4
5

indet. biface (frag.)

7

lanceolate point

6

indet. point
-

7

22

7
6

15

Total Reduction Stage

Total
Bif. Tool Type

finished bif. /
prepared tool

2

Bifacial Tool Type / Reduction Stage

undet. / quest.

preform

indifferent biface

early stage

thinned biface

Table 55 Eroadaway Site: Cross tabulation of bifacial tool types and reduction stages

1

7

22

14

44

specimens are made on flakes.
The metrics of the large retouched flakes show a rather diffuse pattern (Fig. 6.75; Fig.
6.76). In fact, it cannot be excluded that the blanks used for lateral modifications were
obtained from bifacial reduction (comparable to Tuluaq Hill); at least thickness and width
show some level of correlation (r = 0.66, including an apparent outlier). In any case, this
is a very tentative conclusion due to the limited character of the Eroadaway assemblage.
First, the collection lacks evidence for the full sequence of bifacial reduction, and the
overall variability in the size of bifacial blanks is unknown, as such pieces are not
present in the assemblage (either because they were lost off site, or because they were
discarded in an unexcavated area). Second, the Eroadaway collection also lacks cores,
which makes it impossible to draw any conclusions with respect to flake core reduction.
In general, it can be stated that the laterally retouched flakes are of variable length and
width, while the more consistent pattern visible in the thickness and width ratio indicates
that they resulted from a single reduction sequence, during which the flakes became
smaller and thinner.
Another striking similarity to the lateral modifications from Tuluaq Hill are the detectable
edge damages. Seven of the ten artifacts display rounded edges, indicating usage for
specific tasks. Perhaps these specimens can also be seen in the context of working (i.e.
smoothing) foreshafts. Considering the distinct character of the Eroadaway assemblage,
i.e. the lack of finished and used lithic projectile points, this would point to the exclusive
production of hunting implements without on-site maintenance.
Other Tools Three miscellaneous tool types are represented by single artifacts: an
end scraper (Pl. 51, 1), a (side) scraper (Pl. 50, 2), and a chopper/pebble tool. These
pieces may indicate that other, less important activities were also conducted on site.
The end scraper has two opposing scraping ends, one of which is splintered while the
other shows marginal use wear retouch. The piece is made on a chunk, perhaps a
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Fig. 6.70 Eroadaway Site:
Reduction stages of bifacial tools
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fragment of a former core. After breaking at both ends it was further modified before it
was finally discarded.
The side scraper also has a splintered retouched edge, while the opposite edge, which
is mostly unmodified, is rounded, possibly from hafting.
The chopper/pebble tool has neither detectable edge damage nor macroscopically
visible use wear.
6.2.1.4 Site Activities and Occupation History
All in all, the Eroadaway assemblage reveals a focus on the production of bifacial
projectile points, while only few other tools indicate less intense on-site activity. This is
reflected in a comparably high diversity index that is indicative of specialization:
D = 0.34.
Only tentative conclusions can be made as to the function of the site and its occupation
history. The assemblage is basically a surface collection, including subsurface finds.
Further investigations will have to determine whether further activity areas exist at the
site.
The homogeneity of the assemblage, especially due to the large number of projectile
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point preforms, so far suggests that the collection is a coherent assemblage that was
formed during a single occupation.
The occupants of the Eroadaway site probably procured almost all of their raw material
in the local and regional vicinity of the site. The main on-site activity was the production
of hunting implements, as indicated by numerous preforms of projectile points, as well as
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retouched flakes with rounded edges which may have been used for working (smoothing)
bone, antler, or ivory used for foreshafts. Other activities (like scraping) played a minor
role, if any.
The hunter-gatherer group that conducted these activities at the Eroadaway Site only
probably stayed for a short time, as there is too little evidence for any activities other
than the production of hunting implements. Although this may be the result of sampling
bias, for the moment it is reasonable to assume that – based on the present evidence –
the Eroadaway Site was an ephemeral camp that was occupied for a special task (Fig.
6.77). As the location of the site is not a prominent spot, the group had no reason to set
up a camp after they had finished their activities. It may be assumed that the site was not
occupied over night.

6.3 Eastern Beringia – Younger Dryas (GS-1) / Early Holocene
6.3.1 Swan Point Cultural Zone III
6.3.1.1 General Characteristics
The tool assemblage from Cultural Zone III of Swan Point that was recorded for this
study consists of 50 artifacts. It is characterized by a relatively high variety of tools and
raw materials.
One piece (a lateral modification; Pl. 56, 4) is a flake that seems to have been used as a
core for the production of bladelets. There are no other cores present in the assemblage
(but see Holmes [2011:186], stating that two chert fragments “suggestive of wedgeshaped core form” have been recovered). As microblades are present in the debitage
assemblage, the on-site production of these blanks can be assumed.
6.3.1.2 Raw Material
Six different raw materials are present in the assemblage: basalt, chalcedony, chert,
quartz, rhyolite, and the indeterminate fine green volcanic material already known from
CZ IV (Table 56). Cortex is absent on most pieces (n=45; 90 %; Fig. 6.78). Chert is the
dominant material and can be divided into 12 different variants, though most of these
are grayish cherts with a certain level of similarity. The same can be said with regard
to the chalcedony: while four pieces can be assigned to four different variants, they all
belong to brownish varieties. Still, with respect to the overall raw material spectrum,
including the different chert and chalcedony varieties, stone was most probably procured
throughout the landscape and not from specific sources. It seems likely that chert and
chalcedony were collected in the local and regional vicinity of the site, although a transregional origin would be equally possible. While the origin of the rhyolite artifacts must
also remain unresolved, a local origin can be assumed for the low quality materials
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Table 56 Swan Point CZ III: Raw materials of modified pieces (weight in g)

Raw Material

Raw Material
Variant
weight
%
weight
%

basalt
fine green
volcanic material
brown white
light brown
chalcedony

white brownish
white with brown
inclusions
subtotal
black
black opaque
brown translucent
dark gray translucent
dark gray/black opaque
dark grayish greenish
gray translucent

chert
gray with black spots
light gray opaque
light gray translucent
marble black-grayish
(Livengood chert)
patchy black and white
undet.
subtotal
quartz
rhyolite
quest.
Total

268

12,4
4,60
1,8
0,67

3,0
weight
%
1,11
weight
2,8
%
1,04
weight
1,4
%
0,52
weight
2,0
%
0,74
weight
9,2
%
3 42
3,42
weight
48,0
% 17,82
weight
4,9
%
1,82
weight
31,7
% 11,77
weight
11,7
%
4,34
weight
i ht
6,6
66
%
2,45
weight
25,1
%
9,32
weight
39,0
% 14,48
weight
5,0
%
1,86
6,2
weight
%
2,30
weight
0,6
%
0,22
weight
15,7
%
5,83
weight
3,4
%
1,26
weight
3,7
%
1 37
1,37
weight 201,6
% 74,86
weight
7,2
%
2,67
weight
26,7
%
9,91
weight 10,4
%
3,86
weight
i ht 269
269,3
3
% 100,00

n
%
n
%

3
6,00
1
2,00

n
1
%
2,00
n
1
%
2,00
n
1
%
2,00
n
1
%
2,00
n
4
%
8 00
8,00
n
4
%
8,00
n
1
%
2,00
n
1
%
2,00
n
1
%
2,00
n
1
%
2,00
n
1
%
2,00
n
14
% 28,00
n
1
%
2,00
n
2
%
4,00
n
1
%
2,00
n
1
%
2,00
n
1
%
2,00
n
2
%
4 00
4,00
n
31
% 62,00
n
2
%
4,00
n
5
% 10,00
n
4
%
8,00
n
50
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basalt and quartz. Finally, any compilation of raw material distances must remain diffuse
(Fig. 6.79).
Obsidian is present among the debitage. Two pieces could be sourced to Batza Téna,
over 400 km from the site (Reuther et al. 2011). This suggests that the occupants of
Swan Point CZ III had contact to very distant regions.
6.3.1.3 Tools
The tool assemblage of Swan Point CZ III is dominated by 27 bifacial tools, to which
three combined tools of bifaces and borers/perforators can be added (Table 57). The
second and third most abundant tool classes are lateral modifications and end scrapers.
In addition, there is an indeterminate modification, which may be a tiny biface fragment.
Bifaces
The bifacial tool assemblage is dominated by projectile points: a
small, teardrop-shaped (Chindadn) point (Pl. 52, 10); three triangular points, including a
combined tool (Pl. 52, 1; 4; 14); two trianguloid points (Pl. 52, 2-3); and ten indeterminate
points (Pl. 52, 5-9; 11-13; 53, 1). One specimen (Pl. 53, 1) is a reworked former lanceolate
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TOTAL Tools

questionable

rhyolite

quartz

chert

Tool Type

chalcedony

basalt

green volcanic material

Table 57 Swan Point CZ III: Tool types by raw material. Note: The combined tools (biface/borer)
are on a triangular projectile point and on two foliates, which may be projectile point fragments;
these pieces are not included in the numbers of the respective bifacial tool types

biface:
Chindadn point

n
%

biface:
triangular point

n

1

1

2

%

2,00

2,00

4,00

biface:
trianguloid point

n

1

1

2

%

2,00

2,00

4,00

biface:
indet point
indet.

n

1

5

1

1

2

10

%

2 00
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10 00
10,00

2 00
2,00

2 00
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4 00
4,00

20 00
20,00

biface: foliate
biface: indet.
combined tool:
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1
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n

1
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%
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3
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%
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3

%
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2
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1
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%

4,00
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14,00

2

7

1
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2,00
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n

1

%

2,00

n

1

1

%

2,00

2,00

n

3

1

%

6,00

2,00

4

31

8,00 62,00

5

4

50

4,00 10,00

2

8,00

100,00

point with ground edges57. In addition, there are ten foliates/SSB, including two combined
tools (Pl. 52, 15-16; 53, 2-3; 54), and four indeterminate fragments (Pl. 55, 1-2). Most
bifaces are made of chert, while a smaller number of pieces are made of other materials
(Table 57).
While for most artifacts the original blank type used in their production cannot be
determined with any certainty, one specimen was definitely made on a flake (Pl. 52, 15).
This piece is a retouched flake that was bifacially worked into a fairly thin triangular tool,
perhaps a preform of a triangular point, before it was modified into a borer/perforator. It
has a splintered right edge, perhaps from usage. This specimen may indicate that other
small and thin bifaces in the assemblage, first and foremost the projectile points, were
also made on flakes.
All projectile points appear to be finished bifaces (Table 58), except for one preform
(Pl. 52, 3). Several pieces have ground edges, most probably from hafting. In addition,
57
As this piece was excavated from an area with disturbed sediments, it may actually have
been re-deposited into CZ III (pers. comm. Ch. Holmes 2011).
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most bifaces are basal fragments, further implying that tips of hafted tools broke during
use (Fig. 6.80). Meanwhile, most foliates/SSB were discarded in an unfinished state of
reduction. Three SSB can be regarded as finished tools: the two combined tools with
borer ends, and a comparably large but thin foliate that shows marginal use wear retouch
along its edges (Pl. 53, 2).
All in all, bifaces represent two stages of reduction: bifacial thinning and finished tools
(projectile points; Fig. 6.81). Only two preforms, representing the intermediate reduction
stage, occur in the assemblage.
It is possible that the bifaces are not the result of a single concept of bifacial reduction,
especially considering that the projectiles may have been produced on flakes instead of
prepared bifacial blanks. The metric data show that bifaces of different reduction stages
do not follow each other in ideal order according to their size (note, however, that most
pieces are in a fragmentary state of preservation; Fig. 6.82; Fig. 6.83). The altogether
diffuse picture with a striking overlap of bifaces from different reduction stages fails to
reflect a consistent reduction sequence. It appears more reasonable to assume two
different concepts of bifacial reduction: one that is based on bifacial blanks used to
produce foliates/SSB, and another that uses flakes for the production of small projectile
points. In turn, these flakes may have been obtained during bifacial reduction of the SSB.
The low frequency of preforms implies that either there were hardly any knapping errors
in this late stage of reduction, or projectile points were simply not produced but merely
replaced on site. The discarded projectile points could have been replaced by points that
had been produced elsewhere, i.e. before Swan Point was occupied. In such a scenario,
on-site bifacial reduction would have focused on bifacial thinning of larger symmetrical
bifaces. An alternative explanation would be the on-site production but off-site discard
(i.e. subsequent export) of projectile preforms, which seems less likely.
In any case, the bifacial tool assemblage is characterized by an incomplete reduction
sequence. Most bifaces are either replaced projectile points or thinned SSB, apparently
from different reduction sequences.
The shape of the bases of the Swan Point CZ III bifaces provides some further insights
into the morphology of these tools. The majority of all bifaces has a convex base, but
the differentiation into projectiles and non-projectiles reveals an interesting pattern (Fig.
6.84). While all determinable bases of non-projectiles are convex, projectile points show
almost equal frequencies of convex, concave, and straight bases. Apparently, the bifacial
reduction of bifacial blanks was aimed at the production of more or less standardized,
symmetrical bifaces with convex bases, while the small and thin projectile points are
characterized by a striking morphological variety.
Summing up, the bifacial tool assemblage from Swan Point CZ III points to certain onsite activities: 1) reduction of symmetrical bifaces, the blanks of which were probably
imported, as there is no evidence of early stage bifacial reduction; 2) the replacement of
small projectile points, which seem to have been modified on flakes and thus stem from a
different concept of bifacial tool production. Due to the absence of earlier reduction stages
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Table 58 Swan Point CZ III: Cross tabulation of bifacial tool types and reduction stages
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1

1
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3

3

1

2

10

10

trianguloid point

1

indet. proj. point
-

Total Reduction Stage

7

2

18

3

30

and only few discarded preforms, projectile points may not have been produced on site,
but may have been imported in a finished state before they replaced the specimens that
were discarded on site.
End Scrapers
The seven end scrapers are made of chalcedony, chert and an
indeterminate material which may be chert (Pl. 55, 3-9). Interestingly, four specimens
are made of gray translucent chert. All specimens are made on flakes, only one of which
shows a little amount of cortex (Pl. 55, 4). Scraping ends are consistently modified on the
terminal ends (for two specimens the position of the modification could not be determined).
Only one specimen is completely preserved (Pl. 55, 6). Despite the fragmentary state
of most pieces, it can be stated that the end scrapers were of variable sizes (Fig. 6.85;
Fig. 6.86). The flake blanks used for end scrapers appear to have been produced as and
when reqired. With respect to the fact that four pieces are made of gray chert, which is a
relatively abundant raw material variant in the assemblage, it may be assumed that end
scrapers were at least partly produced on site.
That these tools were also used on site is indicated by the fact that none of the scraping
ends is still complete. Four specimens are splintered, one shows marginal use wear
retouch, and two display multiple damage. This suggests intensive use, which may be
further confirmed by the apparently high level of fragmentation: Five pieces are broken
transversely along the edges opposite the modifications, probably resulting from pressure
on the hafted implements during use. It is difficult to ascertain whether scraping ends
were re-sharpened, as most pieces are characterized by indifferent depth values (Fig.
6.87). No tendency can be identified, though this may be an issue of small sample size.
In sum, the end scrapers of Swan Point CZ III indicate the opportunistic production and
use of these tools on site. On th other hand, it is possible that some pieces were also
imported. The end scrapers seem to have been used intensively, which led to breakage
and finally discard.
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Lateral Modifications
Retouched flakes are the second largest group of tools in
the assemblage (Table 57; Pl. 56) These pieces are made of all raw materials represented
in the inventory, although most specimens are made of chert. While grayish variants
dominate, some pieces are also made of black to blackish-gray cherts. Four pieces still
have cortex on their dorsal surfaces, which is an interesting observation considering that
only six artifacts with cortex are noted for the entire assemblage.
The metric data convey the impression that the flake blanks were obtained during different
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stages of flake core reduction without a distinct pattern (Fig. 6.88; Fig. 6.89), though the
fragmentary state of all specimens has to be considered.
Five of the twelve specimens show different kinds of edge damage that may have
resulted from use.
All in all, the lateral modifications appear as a tool form that was produced and used
opportunistically on site. The flake blanks used for lateral modifications seem to have
been obtained from opportunistic flake core reduction.
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Combined Tools
As mentioned above, the assemblage also includes three
combined tools, all of which are bifaces that were modified into borers/perforators (Pl.
52, 14-16). One specimen (Pl. 52, 14) has two borer ends. Interestingly, none of these
modifications shows obvious macroscopic damage. It is thus questionable whether these
artifacts were indeed used on site for drilling or similar tasks. It may well be, however,
that they were used only briefly and/or only very lightly which did not result in any signs
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of damage. In any case, the re-working of bifaces into borers (regardless whether on site
or not) indicates the need of these tools in the tool kit.
6.3.1.4 Site Activities and Occupation History
Although the Swan Point CZ III assemblage is characterized by bifaces, especially small
and thin projectile points, the presence of several other tool types accounts for a rather
diverse character of the inventory. This is reflected in the fairly low diversity index:
D = 0.21.
On-site activities involved the reduction of most probably imported prepared bifaces, the
replacement of projectile points in preparation of hunting trips, as well as the production
and use of end scrapers and retouched flakes. Finished projectile points seem to have
been imported to the site in order to replace the ones that were discarded on site. In sum,
processing, maintenance, and subsistence activities are evident in the assemblage,
pointing to a residential camp occupation.
Some raw material was certainly procured in the local vicinity of the site, while most of
the material is of unknown (perhaps local) origin.
As projectile point production does not appear to have taken place on site, the points
discarded at Swan Point must have been produced on a site at which the same materials
were used. If cherts and chalcedonies were indeed procured in the region, the occupants
must have stayed in the region before they camped at the site.
The frequency of occupations is somewhat difficult to assess. The site was definitely
used intensely, with at least four hearth features being present (Holmes 2011). Multiple
occupations are therefore certainly possible. Nevertheless, it appears that – even if this
were the case – it would not have influenced the function of the site and the validity of
the lithic assemblage. Artifacts are scattered across the excavated area without distinct
patterning (pers. comm. Ch. Holmes 2011; cf. Holmes 2011:188 Figure 10.8), which
suggests that even under the premise of repeated occupations, the different activity
areas were used similarly.
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Fig. 6.90 Swan Point CZ III: Schematic illustration of the occupation

Regardless of whether a single or multiple occupations occurred, Swan Point CZ III
conveys the impression of a rather briefly occupied camp. The bifacial reduction sequence
is too incomplete for a long-term residential camp. On the other hand, miscellaneous
tools provide evidence for a variety of tasks that were conducted on site, which would
contradict the notion of an ephemeral special task camp. In addition, the diverse faunal
remains that were discovered at the site (see Holmes 2011:186) suggest hunting trips
from the site with possible butchering activities on site (for which bifacial knives may
have been used). In conclusion, Swan Point CZ III may be best characterized as a briefly
occupied residential camp (Fig. 6.90).

6.3.2 Broken Mammoth Cultural Zone III
6.3.2.1 General Characteristics
The assemblage of modified pieces from Broken Mammoth CZ III consists of 18 artifacts:
16 tools and two cores. The raw material spectrum comprises basalt, chert, and quartz.
Microblade technology is absent.
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6.3.2.2 Raw Material
According to artifact counts, chert and quartz are the dominant materials, while only two
pieces are made of basalt (Table 59). The weight of the different raw materials shows
that the pieces made of quartz are exceptionally heavy, representing over 90 % of total
weight. The metric data confirm this finding, showing that strikingly large and heavy
pieces (as compared to the other modified artifacts) are made of quartz (Fig. 6.91; Fig.
6.92).
Cortex is present on seven specimens (ca. 40 %; Fig. 6.93), all of which are made of
basalt (n=1) and quartz (n=6).
The chert pieces are made of different variants, though most of these are fairly similar,
ranging from black to grayish cherts. It is conceivable that some artifacts of seemingly
different variants may simply represent a variable spectrum within a single distinct chert
type. In general, the origin of the chert used at Broken Mammoth is unknown. Meanwhile,
a local origin can be assumed for the low quality raw materials basalt and quartz, which
would also explain the high frequency of cortex on these pieces. Thus, at least 50 %
(n=9) of raw materials was most probably acquired locally (Fig. 6.94).
The high frequency of low quality raw material in the tool and core assemblage may result
from raw material shortage. This would also explain the low number of modified pieces,
especially when the large excavated area and the rich faunal remains are considered
(e.g. Yesner 2001b).
6.3.2.3 Tools
The tool assemblage is dominated by bifaces and lateral modifications (Table 60). In
addition, there is a borer/perforator and an indeterminate modification.
Bifaces
The bifacial tool assemblage consists of two triangular points
(Pl. 57, 1-2), two indeterminate points (Pl. 57, 3-4), three foliates (Pl. 57, 5-7), one
indifferent biface (Pl. 58, 1), and an indeterminate fragment. While the indifferent biface
is made of quartz, all other bifaces are made of chert.
All projectile points can be referred to as finished specimens, two of which have ground
edges (Pl. 57, 2 & 4). Differing general outlines of the projectile points used at the site,
as well as the different shapes of their bases, indicate that these tools are characterized
by a of variable morphology. The blanks of the projectiles are unknown, though they may
have been made on flakes or on intensively reduced bifacial blanks.
The three foliates are all fairly thin and may actually have been intended for modification
into projectile points as well. Due to the small number of bifaces, however, there is very
little information available pertaining to the reduction sequence. A single continuous
reduction sequence from foliates/SSB to small bifacial projectile points may be present
(as opposed to the findings for similar point forms from Swan Point CZ III). However, this
remains open to speculation.
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Table 59 Broken Mammoth CZ III: Raw materials of modified pieces (weight in g)

Raw Material

Raw Material
Variant

basalt
black
dark gray translucent

chert

dark gray/black
translucent
gray translucent
light gray translucent
subtotal

quartz
Total

weight
93,7
%
3,49
weight
5,3
%
0,20
weight
25,4
%
0,94
weight
5,1
%
0,19
weight
16,4
%
0,61
weight
5,8
%
0,22
weight
58,0
%
2,16
weight 2536,4
% 94,36
weight 2688,1
% 100,00

n
2
% 11,11
n
2
% 11,11
n
1
%
5,56
n
1
%
5,56
n
4
% 22,22
n
1
%
5,56
n
9
% 50,00
n
7
% 38,89
n
18
% 100,00

One foliate (Pl. 57, 5) is a manufacture reject that was reworked along its basal breakage
and shows marginal use wear retouch on the distal part of the right edge. This indicates
that bifaces were also used for other tasks on site and that not all pieces were necessarily
worked into projectile points.
The large indifferent biface made of quartz suggests the different use of this raw material.
This piece was either intended as a large tool, presumably for heavy duty tasks (like
a hammer or a chopping tool), or it was used as a flake core; however, this is difficult
to ascertain, particularly as this particular artifact is lacking macroscopic edge damage
which might have resulted from use wear.
In sum, even though the bifacial tool assemblage is very small, it may be regarded as
representative for occupation of the site, which has been largely excavated. In general,
it can be assumed that bifacial reduction took place on site, and perhaps included the
production of bifacial projectile points which were used to replace specimens discarded
on site. As there is no evidence for early stage bifacial reduction, prepared bifaces
made of chert appear to have been imported to the site. These may have been reduced
and modified into small projectile points in a continuous reduction sequence, though
separated reduction sequences are also possible (as appear to have been the case
at Swan Point CZ III). Symmetrical bifaces may also have been used as tools (e.g.
knives) instead of being modified into projectiles. Locally procured quartz was used for
heavy duty tools (albeit indicated by just one piece). The overall small number of bifaces
suggests that some pieces were exported from the site. It further seems to reflect an
apparent shortage of good quality raw material.
Lateral Modifications
All lateral modifications are made on local raw material, i.e.
basalt (n=2) and quartz (n=3). In almost all cases the lateral modifications are made on
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flake blanks (Pl. 59, 2), only one specimen is made on a quartz cobble (Pl. 59, 3). Three
of the five specimens have cortex coverage. Two lateral modifications show marginal
use wear retouch.
Lateral modifications were obviously produced and used on site. Blanks of low quality
local raw material were selected, while chert was omitted.
Other Tools Miscellaneous tool types of the assemblage include a single borer/
perforator (Pl. 59, 1) and an indeterminate modification on a large quartz piece (Pl. 58, 2).
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The borer/perforator is actually difficult to determine. It is a retouched chert flake with a
slightly pointed end that is splintered and shows marginal use wear retouch, probably
from use (drilling?).
The indeterminate modification is a modified quartz piece, perhaps a ventifact, the
function of which is difficult to ascertain. It may have been unifacially worked on its whole
“dorsal” surface in order to be used (e.g. as a scraper), but this interpretation is open to
speculation; it may also have served as a core for flake production.
6.3.2.4 Cores
The assemblage contains two cores made of quartz (Pl. 60). Both specimens are large
uni-polar flake cores with one platform. They were obviously intended to produce relatively
large flakes. As no modified flake tools made of quartz are present in the assemblage,
quartz flakes (which occur in the debitage assemblage) were possibly used without
further modification. Alternatively, flake tools made of quartz may have been exported
from the site (which seems less likely due to the low quality of this material) or they were
subject to cleaning activities. The quartz cores were discarded when they were still fairly
large and certainly usable, signaling that the occupants decided not to export these
pieces of low quality raw material. In contrast, the lack of cores made of chert in the
assemblage suggests that pieces of good quality raw material were certainly exported.
6.3.2.5 Site Activities and Occupation History
On the whole, the assemblage of Broken Mammoth CZ III appears very similar to the
contemporary inventory from Swan Point. It is dominated by bifaces, yet it also comprises
different tool types that are indicative of various activities, such as the production and
use of bifacial and unifacial tools and the replacement of projectile points. This is also
reflected in a similarly low diversity index for this site, indicating a variety of different
tasks:
D = 0.22.
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n
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n
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2
12,50
2
12,50

2
12,50
2
12,50

n

3

3

%

18,75

18,75

n
%

1

1

6,25

6,25

n

1

1

%

6,25

6,25

n

1

1

%

6,25

6,25

2

3

5

% 12,50

n

18,75

31,25

n

1

1

%

6,25

6,25

5

16

% 12,50 56,25 31,25

100,00

n

2

9

Table 60 Broken Mammoth CZ III: Tool
types by raw material

The rich faunal assemblage discovered at the site points to extensive processing of faunal
remains (e.g. Yesner 2001b). Based on the repertoire of likely on-site tasks, apparently
including processing, maintenance, and subsistence activities, Broken Mammoth CZ III
might be classified as a residential camp, similar to Swan Point. Yet, processing activities
may also have been limited to butchering (similar to Broken Mammoth CZ IV). After all, the
lithic tool assemblage does not provide any clear evidence for time consuming processing
activities indicative of a residential camp. Accordingly, Broken Mammoth CZ III may also
have been an ephemeral camp with a comparably diverse tool assemblage (Fig. 6.95).
In spite of the striking similarity to Swan Point CZ III, a distinct difference between these
two occupations is assemblage size. The Broken Mammoth assemblage is strikingly
small, especially with regard to the excavated area and the numerous faunal remains. As
such, it is peculiar that only very few tools were discarded on an apparently extensively
occupied camp site. An explanation could be a rather brief occupation that did not
lead to a high amount of modified pieces and after which many tools and cores were
exported from the site (e.g. due to raw material shortage). Alternatively, the opposite
could be the case: During a rather long occupation span the site may have been subject
to repeated cleaning, which may have affected, above all, the occurrence of usable tools
and cores, but not so much miscellaneous debris like lithic debitage and bones. As such,
the discarded stone tools and cores would represent only small sections of an all in all
comprehensive range of activities.
In any case, a striking characteristic of the Broken Mammoth assemblage is the apparent
shortage of good quality raw material, which is not the case at Swan Point.
In conclusion, it can be stated that Broken Mammoth CZ III may represent either a
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Fig. 6.95 Broken Mammoth CZ III: Schematic illustration of the occupation

residential or an ephemeral camp. The occupation span remains open to speculation.
The comparably small tool and core assemblage may be the result of a single occupation,
showing distinct behavior especially with respect to raw material selection and parsimony.
However, multiple occupations are also possible. The site was probably occupied during
fall or winter as indicated by faunal remains (Yesner 2010).

6.3.3 Dry Creek Component II
6.3.3.1 General Characteristics
The tool and core assemblage from Dry Creek Component II is relatively large and
appears very diverse. It comprises a total of 163 artifacts, of which 127 are tools and 45
pieces were modified into cores. Nine specimens are combinations of tools and cores.
Twenty-eight pieces are actually missing and could only be recorded based on catalog
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information. Although most attributes could not be recorded for these specimens, the raw
materials for 15 pieces artifacts could be copied from the catalog. The whole tool and
core assemblage comprises at least nine different raw materials.
Microblade technology is present, as it is evident not only by the presence of microblade
cores, but also in numerous microblades in the debitage assemblage (Hoffecker et al.
1996a; Graf and Goebel 2009).
6.3.3.2 Raw Material
Tools and cores of the Dry Creek Component II assemblage are made of a variety of
different raw materials: basalt, possibly diorite, chalcedony, chert, obsidian, pumice,
quartzite, rhyolite, shale, and siltstone/mudstone (Table 61). Based on artifact counts,
the dominant materials are basalt, chalcedony, chert, and rhyolite. With respect to total
weight, basalt and diorite constitute almost 90 % of the assemblage, suggesting that
pieces made of basalt are fairly large and heavy; this is an observation that is confirmed
by the metric data (Fig. 6.96; Fig. 6.97). Artifacts made of basalt and diorite tend to be
strikingly large and heavy as compared to other raw material groups, especially the good
quality materials (chalcedony, chert, obsidian, rhyolite). This may reflect a selection of
raw material for specific modifications.
A view on the cortex coverage differentiated by raw material quality can further show
the different treatment of materials (Fig. 6.98). The mostly large and heavy pieces of low
quality materials (basalt, diorite, pumice, quartzite, shale, and siltstone/mudstone) show
a comparably high amount of cortex (34 %) as they were not reduced very intensively. In
contrast, pieces of medium to good quality raw materials were more intensively worked
and are therefore characterized by a significantly lower frequency of cortex coverage
(ca. 16 %).
Several variants of chalcedony and chert can be defined (Table 61). Most chalcedony
pieces are made of a patchy brown variant. Black and dark gray translucent variants are
dominant among the chert artifacts. All in all, however, there appears a high variability
among these materials, suggesting that the occupants of the site procured them in the
landscape and not from a specific outcrop.
The spectrum of the predominantly used materials is very similar to the earlier occupations
in the Nenana Valley – Components I of Walker Road and Dry Creek. Therefore, it
appears reasonable to assume similar raw material origins (cf. Graf and Goebel 2009).
While the majority of the medium to high quality raw materials chalcedony, chert, and
rhyolite were likely procured in the local and regional vicinity of the site, a local origin can
be assumed for the low quality materials basalt, diorite, pumice, quartzite, shale, and
siltstone/mudstone. The two recorded pieces of obsidian are definitely of trans-regional
origin; both could be sourced to Batza Téna (pers. comm. J. Rasic 2010), over 300 km
northwest of Dry Creek. It should be noted here that an analysis of altogether 47 obsidian
artifacts from the Dry Creek Component II collection was conducted in the study by
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Table 61 Dry Creek Component II: Raw materials of modified pieces (weight in g). Note:
Superscript numbers on the far right indicate the respective amount of missing artifacts with
undetermined weight
Raw Material
Variant

Raw Material
basalt
basalt / diorite ?

light brown / dark gray
patchy brown
patchy brown red
patchy multicolored
chalcedony

tan
white brownish
undet.
subtotal
black
black opaque
brown opaque
dark gray translucent
dark gray / black opaque
gray translucent

chert

green
greenish brownish
patchy brown
patchy dull brown
reddish brownish
undet./quest.
subtotal

obsidian
pumice
quartzite
rhyolite
shale
siltstone/mudstone
undet./quest.
Total
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weight
%
weight
%
weight
%
weight
%
weight
%
weight
%
weight
%
weight
%

13050,5
70,82
3215,9
17,45
15,5
0,08
348,3
1,89
10,3
0,06
31,1
0,17
12,6
0,07
3,3
0,02

n
%
n
%
n
%
n
%
n
%
n
%
n
%
n
%

40
24,54
7
4,29
1
0,61
20
12,27
1
0,61
1
0,61
1
0,61
1
0,61

2

3

weight

0,0

n

3

%

0,00

%

1,84

weight

421,1

n

28

%
2,29
weight
156,1
%
0,85
weight
13,9
%
0,08
weight
16,0
%
0,09
weight
192,5
%
1,04
weight
28,3
%
0,15
weight
239,5
%
1,30
weight
7,4
%
0,04
weight
4,2
%
0,02
weight
7,0
%
0,04
weight
25,1
%
0,14
weight
22,5
%
0,12
weight
252,7
%
1,37
weight
965,2
%
5,24
weight
8,1
%
0,04
weight
18,5
%
0,10
weight
53,5
%
0,29
weight
133,1
%
0,72
weight
132,4
%
0,72
weight
44,6
%
0,24
weight
384,6
%
2,09
weight 18427,5
% 100,00

% 17,18
n
7
%
4,29
n
1
%
0,61
n
1
%
0,61
n
12
%
7,36
n
1
%
0,61
n
4
%
2,45
n
1
%
0,61
n
1
%
0,61
n
1
%
0,61
n
1
%
0,61
n
2
%
1,23
n
12
%
7,36
n
44
% 26,99
n
2
%
1,23
n
1
%
0,61
n
1
%
0,61
n
19
% 11,66
n
2
%
1,23
n
1
%
0,61
n
18
% 11,04
n
163
% 100,00

5

1

4

13
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Reuther et al. (2011). It shows that the occupants of the site had acquired obsidian not
only from Batza Téna, but also from the as yet unknown source of Group K obsidian.
In sum, the compilation of probable raw material origins shows that the occupants of Dry
Creek Component II procured most of their material in the local and regional vicinity of
the site (Fig. 6.99). A considerable amount (over 30 %) of the modified pieces is made
of local material.
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6.3.3.3 Tools
The tool assemblage comprises a variety of different tool types (Table 62). Bifacial tools
and lateral modifications are the dominant tool classes. Also important, though less
numerous, are burins, end scrapers, combined tools of burins and end scrapers, and
(side) scrapers.
Basalt, chert, chalcedony, and rhyolite were the preferred raw materials for tool production.
Bifaces
The bifacial tool assemblage consists of eight lanceolate points
(Pl. 61, 1-7; 62, 1), six indeterminate points (Pl. 61, 8-9), 17 foliates/SSB (Pl. 62, 2-7;
63, 1 & 3), ten indifferent bifaces (Pl. 63, 2 & 4; 64), eleven early stage bifaces (Pl. 65),
and 16 indeterminate bifaces (twelve of which are now missing from the assemblage).
Some indeterminate projectile point fragments may actually also have been lanceolate
points. Most bifaces (n=31; ca. 45 %) are made of basalt, which is the only material that
is represented in all morphological subtypes.
Bifaces from all reduction stages are present in the assemblage (Fig. 6.100). It is interesting
to note that all early stage bifaces are made of basalt (except for an indeterminate
modification made of chert that may be an early stage biface; Pl. 66, 1). Three of these
are modified on cobbles, presumably from a nearby creek or river bed. This initial stage of
bifacial reduction cannot be detected on site for any other raw material type. Accordingly,
it would appear that prepared bifacial blanks made of other raw materials were imported
to the site.
The different morphological types reveal a correlation with successive reduction stages
(Table 63). While most projectile points appear to be finished (indicated by ground edges
presumably from hafting on some specimens), symmetrical and other indifferent bifaces
appear mostly in an unfinished state of reduction. It is unresolved whether these pieces
were actually used, though the vast majority is lacking potential macroscopic use wear
in the form of edge damage. Meanwhile, some pieces of early reduction stages can be
referred to as finished tools: a large terminal fragment of an obviously finished (pressure
flaked) foliate; an indifferent biface that broke during manufacture but shows a retouched
terminal edge with marginal use wear retouch (Pl. 64, 2); and an early stage biface
that was modified along its “terminal” edge with a steep retouch, similar to a scraper
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biface:
lanceolate point
biface:
indet. projectile point
biface: foliate
biface: indiff.
biface: early stage /
blank
biface: indet.
burin
chopper/pebble tool
combined tool
(endscraper/burin)
endscraper
lateral modification
scraper
spokeshave
truncation
uniface (planeconvex)
other/indeterminate
modifications
TOTAL Raw Mat.

n
3
%
2,36
n
3
%
2,36
n
10
%
7,87
n
3
%
2,36
n
11
%
8,66
n
1
%
0,79
n
%
n
1
%
0,79
n
%
n
%
n
3
%
2,36
n
2
%
1,57
n
%
n
%
n
%
n
1
%
0,79
n
38
% 29,92

1
0,79

1
0,79
3
2,36

5
3,94
1
0,79

2
1,57
1
0,79

1
0,79
1
0,79
1
0,79

2
1,57
3
2,36
5
3,94

3
2,36

1
0,79

1
0,79

1
0,79

1
0,79

7
5,51

2
1,57

4
3,15

1
0,79
1
0,79

1
0,79

1
0,79

2
1,57

1
0,79

1
0,79

1
0,79
1
0,79

1
0,79
1
0,79

3
4
2,36
3,15
7
15
33
5,51 11,81 25,98

2
1,57

1
0,79

1
0,79

1
0,79
1
0,79
11
8,66

2
1,57

1
0,79

4
3,15

1
0,79
1
0,79

2
1,57
12
9,45

TOTAL Tools

undetermined

questionable

siltstone

shale

rhyolite

quartzite

pumice

obsidian

4
3,15

3
2,36
2
1,57
4
3,15
2
1,57

1
0,79

1
0,79

chert

chalcedony

basalt? (diorite?)

Tool Type

basalt

Table 62 Dry Creek Component II: Tool types by raw material. Note: Five bifaces (two foliates.
two indifferent bifaces. and one indeterminate biface) were modified into microblade core
preforms; one burin was modified into a microblade core; two end scrapers were modified into
a bladelet core and a microblade core; one end scraper was modified on a wedge-shaped
microblade core, apparently during reduction

8
6,30
6
4,72
17
13,39
10
7,87
11
8,66
16
12,60
5
3,94
3
2,36
7
5,51
5
3,94
20
15,75
4
3,15
2
1,57
1
0,79
1
0,79
11
8,66
127
100,00

(Pl. 65, 1). While in general there certainly appears a correlation between bifacial tool
types and reduction stages – which demonstrates that bifaces were hardly finished and/
or used unless they were modified into projectiles – the sporadic use of different bifacial
tool forms from earlier reduction stages is also suggested by these observations.
Meanwhile, the metric data may indicate a continuous reduction sequence (Fig. 6.101;
Fig. 6.102; Table 64). Bifaces become consistently smaller and lighter with progressing
reduction stages and remain mostly unfinished and/or unused before they reach the size
and shape of a projectile point. Although it has to be considered that most bifaces (n=49)
are not completely preserved, the impression of a consistent reduction sequence can be
verified by strong correlations between length and width as well as width and thickness
of completely preserved specimens (n=19; rL/W = 0.85; rW/T = 0.91). As most finished
bifaces are projectile points, the production of hunting implements appears as the main
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aim of bifacial reduction.
At the same time, however, it becomes apparent that thinned bifaces of this intermediate
reduction stage are of variable sizes (Table 64). This is expressed in the correlation
coefficients: there is only a weak correlation of length and width (r = 0.59) and no
correlation at all for width and thickness (r = 0.39). This implies that a whole variety of
thinned bifaces was produced during bifacial reduction, not all of which were suitable and
probably not even made for modification into projectile points.
A certain variation in the reduction of bifaces is further reflected in the cross sections
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early stage biface / blank

10

indifferent biface
foliate / SSB
indet. biface (frag.)

Total
Bif. Tool Type

undet.

finished bif. /
prepared tool

preform

thinned biface

Bifacial Tool Type / Reduction Stage

early stage

Table 63 Dry Creek Component II: Cross tabulation of bifacial tool types and reduction stages

1

11

9

1

10

16

1

17

4

12

16

lanceolate point

2

6

8

indet. point

2

4

6

4

13

Total Reduction Stage

10

29

12

68

of bifaces (Fig. 6.103). On the one hand there appears a consistent pattern of bifacial
reduction among the different morphological types from early stage bifaces with indifferent
cross sections to indifferent bifaces, foliates/SSB, and projectile points with mostly biconvex cross sections. On the other hand, some symmetrical bifaces of the intermediate
reduction stage also display plano-convex cross sections, indicating that these pieces
were modified into tools with other functions than projectiles.
The projectile points, in turn, show an interesting pattern with regard to the shape of
their bases (Fig. 6.104). While in general most bifaces have convex bases, a strikingly
high amount of projectiles has a straight base. This would somewhat disturb the notion
that all bifaces discarded on site were manufactured following a coherent concept of
reduction of prepared bifaces with convex bases which finally leads to the production
of similarly shaped, standardized projectile points. Perhaps, most of the projectiles that
were replaced at Dry Creek and possibly manufactured at a different site were produced
following a somewhat different concept which aimed at modifying rather straight edges.
An alternative explanation could be repeated re-sharpening and re-working, as it is
indicated by some pieces (Pl. 61, 4, 5, 7). These re-modifications may have affected
point bases.
In sum, it can be stated that the bifaces from Dry Creek Component II are illustrative of
a complete bifacial reduction sequence. On-site bifacial reduction commenced with the
initial modification of cobbles, continued with bifacial thinning of symmetrically shaped
pieces, and finally led to the production of mostly lanceolate projectile points. Although the
reduction sequence appears to be standardized to a certain degree, several pieces also
demonstrate the present variability within this apparently continuous bifacial reduction.
Thinned bifaces of the intermediate reduction stage show a significant variability, pointing
to the production of bifacial tools for purposes other than projectiles. Further, finished
points do not fit uniformly to the apparently consistent pattern of bifacial reduction. This
may be due to re-modification.
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is missing and was included based on catalog information.
In addition, there are seven combined tools with burin
modifications (Pl. 67, 6-9; 68, 1-3), one of which is a burin
spall with flake scars of four preceding burin spalls and part of
a scraping end (Pl. 68, 3). One burin (Pl. 67, 5) was modified
like a microblade core. It may actually not even have been
intended for modification into a burin, though was used for
this purpose, as is suggested by its splintered cutting edges.
Four of the burins are made on flakes of chalcedony (Table
62); according to catalog information the missing burin is
made of chert. The combined tools with burin blows are
also made of chalcedony, chert and rhyolite. Materials of
decent quality were obviously preferred for the modification
of burins.
Altogether 28 burin blows could be recorded on all burins
and combined tools (n=12). Burin blows were preferably
struck from the lateral and terminal edges (Fig. 6.105). In
some cases this produced dihedral burins. In most cases,
however, burin blows were repeatedly removed along a
single edge. Dihedral burins appear to be a random byproduct of a generally rather opportunistic removal of burin
blows. Most artifacts with burin modifications can be referred

n

Burins
The tool assemblage from Dry Creek
Component II includes five burins (Pl. 67, 2-5), one of which

Table 64 Dry Creek
Component II: Metric
data for bifaces by
reduction stage

Reduction Stage

Finally, the bifacial technology present at Dry Creek
Component II may best be described as a distinct
concept which on the one hand aimed at the production
of (lanceolate) projectile points, but on the other hand also
included bifacial tool forms of variable sizes from earlier
reduction stages, which in turn allowed for the production
of bifacial tools for various purposes. In fact, this reduction
sequence is similar to the one observed at Tuluaq Hill, even
though it is less apparent due to limited sample size and raw
material variability. The scarcity of good quality raw material
is obvious in the extensive use of low quality raw material
(basalt) for bifacial tool production. In addition, the absence
of early stage bifaces made of good quality materials implies
that prepared pieces from former camps were imported.
Extensive on-site bifacial reduction had to draw on locally
available raw material.
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Fig. 6.103 Dry Creek Component II:
Cross sections of bifacial tools,
differentiated by bifacial tool type
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Fig. 6.104 Dry Creek
Component II:
Shape of bases of
indifferent bifaces,
foliates, and projectile
points

to as multiple burins, but over 50 % of the pieces show only one or two burin blows (Fig.
6.106). While the platform cannot be determined for most pieces, seven specimens show
that previous burin blows served as platforms, resulting from repeated re-modification
on different edges without intermediate preparation. It is interesting to note that in a
considerable number of cases the burin blows terminated in hinges or steps (Fig. 6.107).
Apparently, knapping errors occurred after repeated burin blow removal.
Most cutting edges produced by burin blows appear to have been used, as the vast
majority of determinable specimens have splintered edges (Fig. 6.108). This suggests
on-site use – presumably for cutting or engraving hard material like bone, antler, or ivory
– before they were discarded.
All in all, the burin technology at Dry Creek Component II reveals that these tools were
subject to repeated re-modification. This is indicated, at first, by the fact that seven of the
altogether twelve specimens with burin modifications are combinations of burins and end
scrapers, and second by the repeated removal of burin blows. The occupants of the site
obviously wanted to save good quality raw material and decided to re-modify these flake
tools instead of using additional flakes.
End Scrapers
Five end scrapers are present in the assemblage, plus the seven
combined tools with scraping ends (Pl. 67, 6-9; 68, 1-3), one of which is a burin spall
with parts of a former scraping end (Pl. 68, 3). Three end scrapers are combinations with
cores: two specimens were modified into a bladelet (Pl. 68, 6) and a microblade core
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(Pl. 68, 5), respectively, while another piece is a modified wedge-shaped microblade
core (Pl. 68, 4). All other end scrapers are made on flakes.
Blanks made of good quality raw material – chert and chalcedony – were selected for the
modification of end scrapers. When the combined tools are considered, rhyolite can also
be added to the list of materials.
There seems to be no distinct blank production and selection for the modification of end
scrapers. Pieces with scraping ends are of variable sizes and do not appear to be the
products of a very regular reduction sequence (Fig. 6.109). Length and width of both
complete and incomplete pieces show only weak correlations (r = 0.6 for each group).
However, the mean length-width ratio of 1.2 ± 0.33 for the four complete specimens may
imply that rather short blanks were preferred (depending on the intensity of potential resharpening which may have altered size ratios). Thickness of pieces with scraping ends
suggests that rather thick pieces were selected (Fig. 6.110). Still, the overall impression is
that suitable blanks for end scrapers were preferably selected among available artifacts
instead of being intentionally produced.
The end scrapers and combined tools yield all in all 14 scraping ends. Two specimens can
thus be referred to as double end scrapers (Pl. 67, 8; 68, 5). Interestingly, most scraping
ends were modified on the lateral edge of the blank (n=7), while only few specimens (n=3)
were modified on terminal ends (the position of one modification remains undetermined).
This further indicates the rather opportunistic modification of scraping ends on suitable
edges of selected blanks.
All end scrapers (including combined tools) were obviously used on site, as all scraping
ends have splintered edges. The depths of scrapings ends show that re-sharpening
obviously culminated in steep working ends (Fig. 6.111).
In sum, the end scrapers from Dry Creek Component II appear to be an opportunistically
produced tool type, for which suitable blanks were selected as needed. The high
frequency of combinations with cores or burins points to a prevailing scarcity of good
quality raw material.
Combined Tools
As mentioned previously, the tool assemblage also comprises
seven combinations of end scrapers and burins, including a burin spall with burin blow
scars that was part of a scraping end (Pl. 67, 6-9; 68, 1-3). Six of these specimens
are end scrapers that were subsequently modified into burins, while in only one case
a burin was modified into an end scraper (Pl. 67, 9). In addition to the obvious scarcity
of good quality raw material, this indicates a general distinct order of activities: first,
suitable blanks – mostly flakes – were modified into end scrapers, only after which they
were re-modified into burins. Accordingly, scraping activities took place on site before the
same (re-modified) tools were used for cutting or engraving activities. This consistent remodification of end scrapers into burins (instead of an equal frequency of re-modification
of burins into end scrapers) actually suggests that these tools are rather the product of a
specific behavior (or particular tasks) during a single occupation.
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Scrapers
Four (side) scrapers are present in the assemblage, two of which are now
missing and whose status as scrapers could not be verified. The two pieces that could
be recorded are made on flakes of basalt (Pl. 69, 1) and an indeterminate material, which
may also be basalt. According to the catalog, one of the missing pieces is also made
of basalt. It therefore appears that pieces of low quality local material were selected for
these tools.
The one present basalt flake shows 100 % cortex coverage of its dorsal surface and
stems from primary reduction on site. This piece also has a partly splintered edge and
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marginal use wear retouch, i.e. indicative of on-site use. The other piece shows no
obvious edge damage.
Lateral Modifications
Laterally modified pieces are the second most frequent
tool class in the assemblage (Pl. 69, 3-5; 70-71). One piece is missing and could not
be identified in the collection – a “knife” made of obsidian according to the catalog. No
attributes could be recorded for this artifact.
Many lateral modifications are actually listed in the original catalog as (side) scrapers, but
in fact this classification is problematic considering the lack of steeply retouched edges
on most specimens. This is not to say that some of these pieces may not have functioned
as scraping tools, but morphologically they should certainly be treated separately from
scrapers sensu stricto.
Lateral modifications are made of all raw materials known from the tool assemblage
except for pumice (Table 62). Most pieces are retouched flakes, while one piece is made
on an artificial chunk (Pl. 69, 4) and another is a retouched blade (Pl. 69, 3).
The metric data reveal that pieces made of low quality raw materials (basalt, diorite,
quartzite, shale, siltstone/mudstone) tend to be larger than pieces made of good quality
raw materials (chalcedony, chert, rhyolite; Fig. 6.112; Fig. 6.113). This reflects either a
deliberate raw material selection or it is simply the result of raw material availability, the
latter appearing reasonable considering the observation of an obvious scarcity of good
quality material as mentioned above.
It is further indicated by the metric data that lateral modifications are not the product of
a distinct core reduction. Sizes are fairly variable, even when only considering complete
specimens (Fig. 6.114; Fig. 6.115). Mean length-width and thickness-width ratios show a
high variation (mean L/W = 1.17 ± 0.49, CV = 0.42; mean T/W = 4.97 ± 3.06, CV = 0.62).
Moreover, there is no or only a weak correlation, respectively (rL/W = 0.37, rT/W = 0.58).
These values suggest that flakes for lateral modifications were most likely produced from
cores of variable sizes during different stages of reduction.
Over half of lateral modifications show edge damage that may have resulted from
usage (Fig. 6.116). These damages are various, but are dominated by splintered edges.
Laterally modified pieces may have been used with varying intensity and possibly for
different tasks. They were probably used on site.
On the whole, lateral modifications can be regarded as an opportunistically produced
tool class. They are made on suitable blanks, mostly flakes from flake cores of variable
sizes and various raw materials. Large tools are made of low quality raw materials, which
may be due to deliberate selection or scarcity of good quality raw material.
Other Tools Other miscellaneous tool types in the assemblage are spokeshaves/
notched pieces (Pl. 69, 2), a truncation, a uniface (Pl. 66, 3), three chopper/pebble tools,
and indeterminate modifications (Pl. 66, 1-2).
Of the two spokeshaves / notched pieces, one piece is missing but listed in the catalog,
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the other piece is made on a chert flake. The notch shows obvious use wear and it may
actually be that the notch itself was not deliberately modified but is merely the result of
use. The opposite edge is also damaged (marginal use wear retouch).
The truncation and the uniface are the only examples of these tool types in the
assemblage. The uniface has a pointed, foliate-like shape, and resembles a doublesided scraper. Edge damage may be the result of on-site use.
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The three chopper/pebble tools are made of basalt and/or diorite. They are all fairly
large and with high proportions of (river cobble) cortex; they are made on cobbles that
probably originate from a local creek or river bed. Although they are lacking any obvious
edge damage, it may be assumed that they were made for some kind of heavy duty
tasks. They may also have served as cores.
Finally, the assemblage comprises eleven indeterminate modifications, six of which are
missing. One of these pieces may be a scraper, while the other five are (according to
the catalog) fragmented points. As this could not be verified, they were recorded as
indeterminate modifications. The pieces which could be analyzed are characterized by
different indeterminate modifications. Some specimens may actually be bifacial tools.
6.3.3.4 Cores
The assemblage from Dry Creek Component II includes 45 cores (Table 65). Microblade
cores dominate the core assemblage. Other determinable core types are flake cores and
bladelet cores.
The flake cores are made of chalcedony, chert, and basalt. They are mostly uni-polar
cores that were reduced following a simple concept with merely one platform and
one reduction surface (Pl. 76, 1). Only one specimen shows a complicated reduction
sequence with four platforms and two reduction surfaces (Pl. 76, 2). Flake production
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Table 65 Dry Creek
Component II: Core types
by raw material. Note: One
bladelet core is made on an
end scraper; one wedgeshaped microblade core is
made on an end scraper;
two other microblade cores
are made on a burin and
an end scraper; microblade
core preforms are made on
foliates (n=2), indifferent
bifaces (n=2) and an
indeterminate biface

bladelet core
flake core
wedge-shaped
microblade core
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microblade core
microblade core
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TOTAL Raw Mat.
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2
4,44
5
11,11
19
42,22
9
20,00
5
11,11
1
2,22
4
8,89
45
100,00

was both uni-polar and bi-polar. The core was turned repeatedly during reduction in
order to remove flakes at different angles.
Bladelet cores are not very numerous and further conclusions on a potential serial
production of such blanks are impossible based on the present specimens: an end
scraper on a chunk that was modified into a bladelet core (Pl. 68, 6) and an exhausted
specimen that was reduced opportunistically in its final stage of reduction.
Microblade Cores
Three different types of microblade cores can be identified in
the assemblage: 19 wedge-shaped microblade cores on bifaces (Pl. 72; 73, 1-6), five
microblade core preforms on bifaces (Pl. 74; 75), and nine other microblade cores, partly
made on flakes (Pl. 73, 7) and in two cases made on tools (Pl. 67, 5; 68, 5). Three of the
other microblade cores are missing and were recorded based on catalog information,
their exact remains unkown.
All microblade cores are made of good quality raw materials (chalcedony, chert, and
rhyolite). These materials were obviously selected for the production of microblades.
Some microblade cores could be refitted with rejuvenation flakes (Pl. 72, 3-4; 73, 5),
showing the minimum extent of reduction of these cores. In general, the microblade
cores, especially the wedge-shaped specimens on bifaces, convey the impression of
being modified similar to the Yubetsu method of northeastern Asia (cf. Nakazawa et
al. 2005). They are characterized by repeated rejuvenation and also have remarkable
similarities to the microblade cores from Swan Point CZ IV. However, it appears that
– in contrast to Swan Point – the microblade cores from Dry Creek Component II are
not the product of a coherent concept of microblade core reduction with standardized
steps of preparation and rejuvenation. This can be illustrated by metric data (Fig. 6.117).
Core length and thickness show a diffuse pattern without any visible pattern and without
any standardization in reduction (as indicated by core thickness) and preparation or
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Fig. 6.117 Dry Creek Component
II: Length and thickness (in mm) of
microblade cores, differentiated by
microblade core types

rejuvenation (as indicated by core length). The mean length-thickness ratio of all
microblade cores is 1.11 with a high standard deviation of 0.7 and thus a high coefficient
of variation (CV) of 0.63. No correlation is detectable (r = -0.29), even when the two
apparent outliers are omitted (r = 0.28). This observation still holds true when the different
core types are considered. Although wedge-shaped microblade cores appear to have
somewhat standardized dimensions with a mean length-thickness ratio of 0.85 ± 0.18
(CV = 0.21), there is again no correlation between these values (r = 0.24). The other
microblade cores also seem to have been reduced with no coherent scheme (mean
L/T = 1.11 ± 0.66; CV = 0.59; r = 0.42).
Accordingly, the microblade core assemblage of Dry Creek Component II suggests that
cores were prepared, reduced, and rejuvenated rather opportunistically, i.e. lacking any
strict concept. Different factors may have led to this reduction method, e.g. flaws in the
raw material, the size and shape of nodules and as such the core blanks, or repeatedly
occurring knapping errors. Considering the probable scarcity of good quality raw
material apparent from earlier considerations of the tool assemblage, the opportunistic
microblade core reduction at Dry Creek may reflect small sizes of blanks due to small
nodules being available in the landscape and a relatively poor quality of even rather good
quality materials.
As such, the microblade technology of Dry Creek Component II is on the one hand similar
to the typical “Beringian” concept (i.e. the Yubetsu method with the removal of ski- and
boat-shaped spalls from core blanks – above all bifaces – and repeated rejuvenation),
while on the other hand it shows a striking variability in the reduction sequence with
an opportunistic treatment of these cores, which may have been modified on blanks of
rather small size and variable shape.
6.3.3.5 Site Activities and Occupation History
Although the tool assemblage of Dry Creek Component II is dominated by bifaces, it
appears highly diverse due to a variety of other tool types. The calculated diversity index
confirms this impression:
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D = 0.17.
In addition to the high tool diversity, the assemblage consists of a variety of raw materials.
While local materials of rather low quality played a major role in raw material procurement,
the occupants also brought materials of better quality to the site, presumably from the
regional vicinity.
The activities conducted on site are diverse. Bifaces were reduced, starting with initial
preparation of early stage blanks. The reduction sequence continued on site with
the thinning of symmetrical bifaces and the production of bifacial points. This whole
reduction sequence, however, is only evident for pieces of local raw material of low
quality. Pieces made of chalcedony, chert, or rhyolite were most probably imported in
the form of prepared blanks. Once in a while, bifacial tools appear to have been used,
perhaps for scraping or cutting activities, but in general the reduction of bifaces was
aimed at the production of lanceolate points in order to replace used projectiles on site.
As bifaces were also used as blanks for (wedge-shaped) microblade cores, it appears
that bifacial blanks produced during the generally standardized reduction sequence were
also suitable microblade core blanks.
The extensive production of microblades, which were probably used as insets for
composite projectiles, further indicates the on-site maintenance and possible production
of projectiles, most probably in preparation of hunting trips.
Other on-site activities included the production and use of different flake tools for various
activities, such as end scrapers, burins, laterally modified pieces, and spokeshaves. In
addition, there are large modified basalt cobbles, probably chopper/pebble tools used
for heavy duty tasks. Noteworthy are the combined tools, all of which are combinations
of burins and end scrapers. Interestingly, there was a consistent order of re-modification
of end scrapers into burins, suggesting a distinct order of conducted activities during
a single occupation. All in all, processing, maintenance and subsistence activities are
evident in the assemblage, suggesting a residential camp (Fig. 6.118).
Scarcity of good quality material is expressed in the assemblage: While the combination
of different modifications on small flake tools points to parsimony of raw material, the
opportunistic reduction of microblade cores appears to result from a restricted choice
of core blanks of variable sizes. Furthermore, the lack of early stage bifaces of good
quality material shows that the production of “new” bifacial tools was restricted to pieces
of abundantly available material, i.e. local material of poor quality.
In addition to the lithic assemblage, the site has produced some faunal remains, most
probably Dall sheep and steppe bison (Guthrie 1983). These animals probably represent
the quarry hunted by the occupants, indicative of the hunting of large mammals close to
the site. If whole carcasses or only certain body parts were brought to the site remains
unknown. With respect to seasonality, Guthrie (1983) argued for a fall-winter occupation.
Today funneled winds in the Nenana gorge create snow-free pastures, which are used
by sheep during fall and winter. The situation may have been similar during the late
Pleistocene / early Holocene.
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Fig. 6.118 Dry Creek Component II: Schematic illustration of the occupation

All in all, the artifacts from Dry Creek Component II convey the impression of a coherent
assemblage that may have resulted from a single occupation of the site. However, in the
end this question has to remain unresolved; it may well be that the site was occupied
repeatedly. Therefore, the interpretation as a residential camp must remain tentative.
Component II of Dry Creek comprises 14 artifact clusters differentiated by Hoffecker
(1983a). Of the artifacts recorded for this study only 99 pieces can be identified in
Hoffecker’s list (Hoffecker 1983a; Table 66). In some cases only very few or even single
artifacts can be assigned to certain clusters. Therefore, an examination of potentially
different activities conducted at each cluster is hardly possible based on the identified
artifacts examined in this study. Nevertheless, it can be observed that in those clusters
to which a comparably high number of artifacts can be assigned (above all clusters C, F,
G) a variety of tool and core types of various raw materials is present. While it certainly
appears reasonable to assume that some of the smaller clusters represent activity areas
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Table 66 (this and next page) Dry Creek Component II: Artifact clusters as separated by
Hoffecker (1983a) and related tools and cores recorded for this study
Cluster
A

burin

B

bifacial tool

C

D

E

Bifacial
Tool Type

Tool / Core Type

G

n

chert

1

chert

1

combined tool

chert

1

flake core

chert

1

wedge-shaped microblade core

chert

3

indet. biface

bifacial tool

basalt

1

burin

lanceolate point

chalcedony

1

burin

rhyolite

1

combined tool

rhyolite

1

end scraper / bladelet core

chalcedony

1

bladelet core

rhyolite

1

microblade core

chalcedony

1

microblade core

rhyolite

1

undet. core

chalcedony

1

undet. core

undet.

1

wedge-shaped microblade core

chalcedony

2

wedge-shaped microblade core

rhyolite

1

bifacial tool

lanceolate point

obsidian

1

bifacial tool

lanceolate point

rhyolite

1

bifacial tool

early stage biface

basalt

1

bifacial tool

indeterminate point

chalcedony

1

undet.

1

bifacial tool
F

Raw Material

bifacial tool

indet. biface

basalt

1

bifacial tool

indet. biface

chalcedony

1

bifacial tool

indet. biface
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2
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1

bifacial tool
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chert
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2
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1

bifacial tool
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1

bifacial tool / microblade core preform
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chalcedony

1

lateral modification

chalcedony

1

lateral modification

questionable

1

lateral modification

shale

1

lateral modification

siltstone/mudstone

1

undet. core

chalcedony

1

other/indeterminate modifications

chalcedony

1

bifacial tool

foliate / SSB

questionable

1

bifacial tool

indet. biface

chert

1

bifacial tool

indifferent biface

chert

2
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with rather restricted ranges of conducted tasks, the larger clusters show that basically
all artifact types discarded on site appear in association to each other. This underlines
the apparent homogeneity of the assemblage58.
Still, the strikingly long range of radiocarbon dates should be mentioned again (see
Chap. 4). It may well be that the radiocarbon chronology is not entirely reliable. But this
problem cannot be resolved here, and for now Dry Creek Component II should perhaps
at best be addressed as a probable residential camp roughly dated to a time between
GS-1 and the early Holocene.

6.3.4 Moose Creek Component II
6.3.4.1 General Characteristics
Only eight tools could be assigned to Component II of Moose Creek, above all based
on the publication by Pearson (1999). No cores could be identified in the collection,
although Pearson (1999:338) does mention an exhausted core. Two pieces (bifaces) are
missing and were recorded based on the publication.
The debitage assemblage from the 1996 excavation includes 27 microblades of “blue
chert” (Pearson 1999:336), thus attesting to the presence of microblade technology at the
site. Pearson (1999:338) also suggests that the core from which the microblades were
struck had a “wedge-shaped, fluted face”, as indicated by several microblade overshots.
Conclusions drawn from this restricted assemblage are tentative in all regards. It has
to be kept in mind that the stratigraphic allocations of altogether 18 pieces in the whole
Moose Creek collection are questionable (Pl. 78). Some of these pieces may be part of
Component II.
6.3.4.2 Raw Material
The only identifiable raw material in the sample is rhyolite. Three pieces are of
indeterminate materials, two of which are certainly of fair quality (Pl. 77, 1 & 4), while one
is made of a rather poor quality material (Pl. 77, 6). The raw materials of the two missing
pieces remain undetermined.
Little can be said about raw material origins and the distances involved in their
procurement. It can be proposed that the materials originate from the regional and local
vicinity. There is at least no unequivocal evidence of trans-regional material such as
obsidian.

58
Note that Potter (2011:226 ff.) detected similarities between microblade and nonmicroblade clusters from both components of Dry Creek, using the data and tool typology after
Hoffecker (1983a); he also suggested different activity areas.
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%
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1
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%

12,50
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1
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12,50

n

1

1

%

12,50

12,50
2

8

% 37,50 37,50 25,00

n

3

3

100,00

Table 67 Moose Creek Component II: Tool
types by raw material

6.3.4.3 Tools
The tools assignable to this component are mostly bifaces (Table 67): two lanceolate
points (Pl. 77, 1 & 3), two indeterminate points which may also have been lanceolate
points (Pl. 77, 2; Fig. 7 f in Pearson 1999), a foliate/SSB (Pl. 77, 4), and an indifferent
biface (Fig. 7 c in Pearson 1999).
Interestingly, all bifaces seem to be finished tools (with the exception of the missing
indifferent biface whose reduction stage must remain undetermined). Three point
fragments show ground edges, presumably from hafting. The missing terminal fragment
illustrated in G. Pearson’s paper also appears to be the tip of a finished point. The
foliate is a very thin biface with an apparent deliberate somewhat asymmetric shape
and a regularly modified edge. Although visible edge damage cannot be discerned, this
specimen can certainly be regarded as a finished bifacial tool which may have been
intended for use, for example as a knife.
Accordingly, among bifaces assignable to Component II there are no pieces from
intermediate or even early reduction stages. As the whole debitage assemblage from
Moose Creek also consists of mainly small flakes and chips, it is reasonable to assume
that only final reduction and shaping of bifaces took place on site. Projectile points and
other bifacial tools (like the possible “knife”) appear to have been finished at Moose
Creek. Used and broken projectiles were re-placed by newly manufactured specimens.
In addition to the bifaces, only two other tools are assignable to Component II: a burin
(Pl. 77, 5), and an indeterminate modification (Pl. 77, 6). The burin features a single
burin blow struck from the left lateral edge with a concave retouch. The cutting edge is
complete and appears to be unused or at least not intensively used. The indeterminate
modification is an irregularly laterally modified artificial chunk, the potential function of
which remains unknown.
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Fig. 6.119 Moose Creek Component II: Schematic illustration of the occupation

These pieces may suggest additional on-site activities beside the finishing of bifaces
and the replacement of projectile points. The burin may also be seen in the context
of maintenance of composite projectiles, for which the microblades were produced.
Alternatively, these individual tools may merely have been randomly lost as part of a
carried tool kit.
6.3.4.4 Site Activities and Occupation History
As mentioned above, conclusions about the occupation of Moose Creek Component II
can only be very tentative. It appears that on-site activities were rather restricted, namely
finishing of bifaces and replacement of projectile points. However, the calculated diversity
index is surprisingly low, which would indicate a rather diverse assemblage:
D = 0.25.
This is surely the result of the small sample. Four tool categories (as included in the
diversity index equation) are present among only eight artifacts; this results in an index
indicative of a comparably diverse assemblage, even though the tool assemblage is
more suggestive of a restricted set of activities.
Moose Creek Component II conveys the impression of an ephemeral camp which was
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established for a specific range of tasks (Fig. 6.119). Major on-site activities involved the
completion of bifaces and the maintenance of projectiles. Bifacial projectile points were
replaced and microblades were produced, presumably as insets for organic projectiles.
Due to the spatial association of the artifacts with a hearth feature and partial clustering
(Pearson 1999) a single occupation seems most likely.
Considering the high number of artifacts with a questionable stratigraphic provenience, it
may well be that on-site activities were more extensive, which could actually change the
interpretation of site activities and occupation history, possibly towards a (short term?)
residential camp instead of an ephemeral special task camp. However, this remains pure
speculation due to the state of the collection and the lack of any valuable documentation.

6.4 Eastern Beringia: Non-Specific Late Pleistocene / Early
Holocene
6.4.1 Healy Lake Village Site Chindadn Complex (Sample)
6.4.1.1 General Characteristics
The entire tool and core assemblage from the Chindadn Complex of Healy Lake consists
of altogether 232 tools and ten cores. It is important to note that 190 of these pieces
were actually not available for analysis at the time I recorded the assemblage. They are
included in the list of tools based on catalog information. Accordingly, attributes could
only be recorded for a total of 52 artifacts. The missing pieces comprise 16 bifaces
(of undetermined type), four bifacial projectile points (of undetermined type), a bifacial
triangular point, six burins, two chopper/pebble tools, 16 end scrapers, 116 lateral
modifications, twelve indeterminate modifications, ten (side) scrapers, a microblade core
(of undetermined type), and six other cores (of undetermined type).
It follows that this assemblage must be treated with some caution, first due to its
problematic dating (see Chap. 4), and secondly due to its incomplete status. The following
analyses will therefore focus on some fundamental aspects.
Microblade technology is evident in the Chindadn Complex of Healy Lake. Nearly 100
microblades are present in the debitage assemblage (Cook 1996).
6.4.1.2 Raw Material
The 52 pieces for which the raw material could be determined are made of eight different
materials (Table 68). Based on artifact counts, good to medium quality materials such
as chalcedony, chert, and rhyolite dominate the assemblage. Data on weight shows that
some of the pieces made of low quality materials (especially basalt, quartz, and quartzite)
are comparably large and heavy. Cortex is absent from most pieces (Fig. 6.120).
While ten different variants of chert were detected among the artifacts, the rhyolite can
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Table 68 Healy Lake Chindadn Complex: Raw materials of modified pieces (weight in g)

Raw Material
Variant

Raw Material
basalt
chalcedony

redish brown
black
dark gray/black opaque
gray opaque
gray translucent
gray greenish
light gray opaque

chert
light gray translucent
green
patchy brown
tan
undet.
subtotal
crystal
quartz
quartzite
dark
light
rhyolite
undet.
subtotal
siltstone/mudstone
quest.
Total

weight
%
weight
%
weight
%
weight
%
weight
%
weight
%
weight
%
weight
%
weight
%
weight
%
weight
%
weight
%
weight
%
weight
%
weight
%
weight
%
weight
%
weight
%
weight
%
weight
%
weight
%
weight
%
weight
%
weight
%

77,5
6,98
4,0
0,36
4,8
0,43
10,3
0,93
2,2
0,20
71,2
6,41
8,6
0,77
9,8
0,88
17,1
1,54
51,0
4,59
5,9
0,53
19,1
1,72
38,3
3,45
238,3
21,46
3,5
0,32
527,7
47,53
149,3
13,45
37,0
3,33
46,5
4,19
5,9
0,53
89,4
8,05
4,7
0,42
15,9
1,43
1110,3
100,00

n
2
%
3,85
n
1
%
1,92
n
1
%
1,92
n
1
%
1,92
n
1
%
1,92
n
10
% 19,23
n
1
%
1,92
n
1
%
1,92
n
3
%
5,77
n
4
%
7,69
n
2
%
3,85
n
1
%
1,92
n
5
%
9,62
n
30
% 57,69
n
1
%
1,92
n
3
%
5,77
n
1
%
1,92
n
3
%
5,77
n
6
% 11,54
n
1
%
1,92
n
10
% 19,23
n
2
%
3,85
n
2
%
3,85
n
52
% 100,00

be divided into a light and a dark variant. This variation indicates that these materials
probably originate from different spots in the landscape instead of specific outcrops.
Origins of these materials remain unknown. Meanwhile, a local origin can be assumed
for the low quality materials, as a long transport of such pieces seems unlikely. In the
end, little can be said about distances involved in the procurement of the raw materials.
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Fig. 6.120 Healy Lake Chindadn
Complex: Cortex coverage on
modified pieces
n=52

100,00
82,69
80,00
60,00
%
40,00
20,00

17,31

0,00
local
(< 5 km)

undet./quest.

Fig. 6.121 Healy Lake Chindadn
Complex: Regional origin of raw
materials of modified pieces

It can only be stated that probably ca. 17 % of all modified pieces are of local origin (Fig.
6.121).
Seven pieces of debitage from the Healy Lake Chindadn Complex collection are made of
obsidian. Analyses conducted by Reuther et al. (2011) have shown that these belong to
Group H, Batza Téna (over 500 km from the site), and Wiki Peak (over 250 km from the
site). Therefore, the occupants of Healy Lake had obtained raw materials from distant
regions in quite different directions.
6.4.1.3 Tools
The Healy Lake tool assemblage consists of a variety of tool types. Including the missing
pieces, a total of 14 different tool types are present (Table 69); however, even when the
missing pieces are excluded, the assemblage still comprises 13 tool types (Table 70).
According to catalog information, the assemblage is dominated by laterally modified
pieces (in the catalog mostly referred to as retouched flakes) which constitute over 50 %
of the assemblage. Unfortunately, this is a very indistinct tool class, and it could not be
verified whether all these pieces were indeed intentionally modified, or whether a certain
number only shows edge damage, for example, from usage.
Similar problems arise with regard to (side) scrapers. Flakes with simple retouches along
the edge are often referred to as scrapers, though they actually lack a steep retouch
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1
0,43

1
0,43

TOTAL Tools

undetermined

siltstone

questionable

rhyolite

quartz

crystal

Tool Type

chert

basalt

chalcedony

Table 69 Healy Lake Chindadn Complex: Tool types by raw material (including catalog data)

biface:
Chindadn point

n
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biface: triangular
projectile point

n
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0,43

0,86

biface:
indet. projectile point
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1

1

1

4
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%
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0,43
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1,72
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1

%
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2,16

non-bifacial projectile
point
biface: foliate
biface: indiff.
biface: indet.
burin
chopper/pebble tool
endscraper
lateral modification
scraper

4
1,72

6
2,59

1
0,43

n

1

1

%
n
%

0,43

0,43
16
6,90

1
0,43

15
6,47

n

1

6

7

%

0,43

2,59

3,02

n

2

2

%

0,86

0,86

n

1

8

1
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26

%

0,43

3,45

0,43

6,90

11,21

n

1

8

1

4

%

0,43

3,45

0,43

1,72

116

131

0,43 50,00

1

56,47

n

1

1

10

12

%

0,43

0,43

4,31

5,17

uniface (planeconvex)

n

1

1

%

0,43

0,43

other/indeterminate
modifications

n

1

1

13

15

%

0,43

0,43

5,60

6,47

TOTAL Raw Mat.

n

2

%

0,86

29

1

2

10

2

0,43 12,50

1

0,43

0,86

4,31

0,86

183

232

0,86 78,88

2

100,00

which would make it a scraper sensu stricto. Therefore, the number for this tool type may
be too high based on catalog information.
The number for end scrapers – a very distinct tool type – is probably more reliable.
Accordingly, these tools play a major role in the assemblage. Ten specimens could be
identified.
Bifaces are certainly an important component. Several different types could be identified
among the pieces available for analysis; however, according to the catalog the assemblage
originally comprised many more. Be this as it may, the available sample appears to be
representative.
According to the catalog the assemblage includes several burins, though unfortunately
only one specimen could be identified.
In spite of the drawbacks associated with this assemblage, primarily its high number of
missing artifacts, in the following analysis my aim is to determine the main characteristics
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TOTAL Tools
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Table 70 Healy Lake Chindadn Complex: Tool types by raw material (excluding missing pieces)
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%
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%
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%
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%
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n

1

1

2

%
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n

1

1

%
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n

1

%

1
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n

2

%
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1

2
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1

2,04 59,18
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2
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2

2
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4,08 20,41

4,08
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100,00

of the assemblage which, it is hoped, will provide information relating to site function and
occupation history.
Bifaces
The recorded sample includes six teardrop-shaped Chindadn
points (Pl. 79, 1-4; 6-7), a triangular point (Pl. 79, 5), three indeterminate projectile points
(Pl. 79, 8-10), five foliates/SSB (Pl. 80, 2-5), one indifferent biface (Pl. 80, 1), and one
indeterminate bifacial fragment. The indifferent biface is a very special piece, as it looks
very much like a point with two concave bases, both of which are actually rounded and
appear to have been used, perhaps as a spokeshave. This piece may be a reworked
point preform.
Most bifaces are made of good quality raw materials. Interestingly, two points are made
of siltstone/mudstone (Pl. 79, 4 & 9).
Two Chindadn points and one indeterminate point can be referred to as preforms
(Pl. 79, 6-7 & 10), while the other points appear to be finished tools. Two foliates/SSB
are also potential point preforms (Pl. 80, 2 & 4). The other foliates appear to be thinned
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bifaces in an unfinished state.
Four of the six Chindadn points and one indeterminate point still have the remnants of
ventral surfaces and are made on flakes. The bifacial “spokeshave” is also made on a
flake. One foliate (Pl. 80, 5) has a slightly curved longitudinal profile, possibly indicating
that the blank of this biface is a flake, too. Hence, bifaces may not be the result of a
complete continuous bifacial reduction sequence. Instead, rather thin flake blanks seem
to have been produced for bifacial reduction, the final product of which were small and
thin projectile points. However, it is somewhat difficult to recognize such a concept of
reduction. The metric data produce rather diffuse pictures and are difficult to interpret
(Fig. 6.122; Fig. 6.123; Fig. 6.124). On the one hand, the two thinned unfinished bifaces
(both foliates/SSB) are demonstrably larger than preforms and finished points and might
represent earlier reduction stages of a possible coherent concept of bifacial reduction. On
the other hand, length, width, and thickness do not yield strong correlations, neither for
all nor for finished points and preforms (rL/W all = 0.63; rW/T all = 0.49; rL/W finished/preforms = 0.44;
rW/T finished/preforms = 0.54). The results are too vague to conclude that the pieces reflect a
distinct concept of continuous bifacial reduction. This could be explained by variable
sizes of blanks. If indeed only flakes were used as blanks for bifacial reduction, these
flakes were perhaps produced from cores of different sizes, resulting in bifaces of variable
dimensions. Alternatively, if the Healy Lake bifaces reflect different reduction sequences
– i.e. one starting with flake blanks and another one starting with bifacial blanks – this
might account for variable dimensions even among finished points and point preforms.
Ultimately, it is difficult to resolve whether the Healy Lake bifaces represent one or
several coherent concepts of bifacial reduction. It can only be stated that most finished
bifacial points are made on flake blanks. It remains questionable whether other bifaces
were instead produced on bifacial blanks.
The relatively high amount of projectiles (provided that Chindadn points are indeed
projectiles) would usually suggest that an important on-site activity was the replacement
of these points. The problem with the Healy Lake projectiles is, however, that only two
specimens (a Chindadn point and an indeterminate point; Pl. 79, 4 & 8) have ground
edges that appear to result from hafting. None of the other pieces show any clear signs
of hafting, which might indicate that these points had indeed been used. As only one
projectile point is completely preserved (Pl. 79, 5; only a tiny part of the tip is broken off),
it may be that most other projectiles broke during the final shaping process. Alternatively,
they may have broken due to some other cause, perhaps after transport or through
accidental trampling in the camp. Therefore, it is possible that most of the projectiles
discarded at Healy Lake were never used; on the other hand, they may have been hafted
in a way that did not necessarily lead to ground edges.
In sum, site activities are very difficult to deduce based on the bifacial tool assemblage
from Healy Lake. In fact, it even proves difficult to make any conclusive statement
regarding the homogeneity of the assemblage. Interpretations are restricted to general
observations and these remain very tentative:
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Fig. 6.124 Healy Lake Chindadn
Complex: Thickness and width (in
mm) of bifacial tools, differentiated
by reduction stage

It appears that at least some projectile points were replaced on-site. Most points are
probably manufacture rejects due to breakage during the final stage of reduction. Other
bifaces discarded at the site may also have been produced there, but it remains doubtful
whether they were part of the same reduction sequence. With the ambiguous dating of
the site in mind, the different forms of bifaces may represent different occupation periods.
Still, with respect to the high frequency of small pointed forms the biface assemblage
appears to be fairly homogenous.
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End Scrapers
Ten end scrapers could be identified in the collection (Pl. 82) with
altogether 13 scraping ends. Three specimens have two scraping ends (Pl. 82, 4). Eight
end scrapers are made of chert, while one is made of basalt and one is made of rhyolite.
Materials of decent quality were obviously preferred for these tools. All end scrapers are
made on flakes, only two of which still show little remains of cortex. Most scraping ends
were modified at the terminal end of the flake blanks. Two were modified on the basal
ends, and one on the lateral edge.
Only two end scrapers are completely preserved. Nonetheless, the metric data contain
some valuable information. The different states of preservation of the tools do not seem
to influence the length-width relation (Fig. 6.125), which shows a strong correlation for all
specimens (r = 0.84). The mean length-width ratio of 1.01 ± 0.24 (CV = 0.24) indicates
a certain standardized dimension of end scrapers, even though most pieces are broken.
This apparent standardization may result from the selection of distinct (presumably
comparably wide) flakes for the production of end scrapers. Thickness values reveal
that rather thick flakes were preferred (Fig. 6.126). Due to the lack of cortex on most
specimens, these do not appear to stem from primary stages of core reduction.
It appears that the Healy Lake specimens comprise end scrapers from different
stages of use and re-sharpening. The slope of the regression line shown in Fig. 6.125
(y = 0.35x + 16.77) indicates a decrease in length with little decrease in width, which would
fit the notion of repeated re-sharpening of terminal scraping ends on some specimens.
That the depth of most scraping ends is low, i.e. scraping ends are mostly fairly steep,
further implies repeated re-sharpening (Fig. 6.127).
Most Healy Lake end scrapers show damaged scraping ends, presumably from use (Fig.
6.128). The varying forms of damage may either result from different intensities of use or
from use on different materials.
In sum, the end scrapers from Healy Lake convey the impression of belonging to a
homogenous tool kit. They appear to have been manufactured with a certain degree of
standardization. Before they were discarded after use and breakage, they were subject
to repeated re-sharpening.
Lateral Modifications
Laterally modified artifacts are an important tool type in
the Healy Lake collection (Pl. 83). Based on catalog information, the assemblage may
include as many as 131 specimens. Fifteen pieces could be identified and recorded for
this study.
Most lateral modifications are retouched flakes, while one specimen is a retouched
chunk and one is a retouched broken bladelet. Most pieces are made of chert and
rhyolite (Table 70). One other specimen is made of good quality raw material, namely
chalcedony. Two pieces are made of quartz and an indeterminate material of low quality
(possibly mudstone/siltstone or shale), respectively.
The metric data do not reveal any distinct patterns that would allow for further inferences,
e.g. on technology (Fig. 6.129; Fig. 6.130). Length and width of all pieces show a
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weak correlation (r = 0.54) and might indicate that most (flake) blanks used for lateral
modification were obtained from different stages of a continuous reduction of flake cores.
About 50 % (n=7) of lateral modifications have damaged edges. Most of these (n=4)
show marginal use wear retouch on their retouched edges.
In sum, the lateral modifications from Healy Lake may represent opportunistically
produced tools from different stages of continuous flake core reduction, but they may
just as well be the random result of different core reduction sequences during several
occupations. Edge damage on several pieces indicates the on-site use of these informal
tools.
Other Tools In addition to the dominant tool classes, the Healy Lake assemblage
includes some other tool types which are represented by only few specimens: a nonbifacial projectile point (Pl. 81, 2), a burin (Pl. 81, 3), two (side) scrapers (Pl. 81, 4-5), a
uniface (Pl. 81, 1), and two indeterminate modifications.
These pieces add up to an apparent diversity of tool types in the assemblage. Considering
the larger numbers for these respective tool types based on catalog information (cf.
Table 69 and Table 70), the identified pieces recorded here may be representatives of in
fact more comprehensive tool forms.
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3
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1
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Table 71 Healy Lake Chindadn
Complex: Core types by raw material
(including missing specimens)

6.4.1.4 Cores
The Healy Lake assemblage includes ten cores (Table 71). Only three of these were
actually available for analysis: two flake cores made of quartz and quartzite (Pl. 84), and
one small piece that may be a flake core chunk or a rejuvenation flake. The other cores
are listed in the catalog without further specifications. One microblade core also seems
to be part of the assemblage according to the catalog. Cook (1996:325) mentions two
microblade cores, one of which is wedge-shaped.
The two larger flake cores that could be recorded for this study were treated quite
differently. While one piece (Pl. 84, 1) is a bi-polar core with flake production on two
opposite reduction surfaces, the other specimen (Pl. 84, 2) appears to have been reduced
opportunistically with uni-polar flake production on three reduction surfaces.
As most cores were not available for analysis, no further conclusions can be drawn from
the few present specimens.
6.4.1.5 Site Activities and Occupation History
Given the ambiguous dating of the site and the vague conclusions of the artifact analysis
presented here, inferences on site function and occupation history have to remain very
tentative. However, because the analyses of bifaces and end scrapers indicate that
these tool types could be indicative of a homogenous tool assemblage, a reconstruction
of the Healy Lake occupation at some point during the late Pleistocene / early Holocene
shall be attempted.
The overall richness of different tool types implies a certain degree of diversity of the
tool assemblage. The diversity index based on the artifacts recorded for this study would
confirm this impression:
D = 0.19.
Nevertheless, with due regard to the incompleteness of the assemblage this value is
of little significance. Especially when the catalog information of the missing artifacts is
considered, the assemblage appears much more specialized:
D = 0.35.
This value, in turn, does not seem to be very reliable either, as it includes a strikingly high
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amount of unverified lateral modifications (“retouched flakes”, as listed in the catalog), the
actual number of which may be much smaller, which in turn would make the assemblage
rather diverse again.
Accordingly, it appears most reasonable to refer to the Healy Lake collection as a diverse
assemblage with regard to tool type richness. However, based on the incomplete state
of the assemblage recorded for this study this diversity can hardly be measured and
compared to other sites.
On-site activities apparently included the production and replacement of small bifacial
projectile points made on thin flakes. Scraping activities were conducted with standardized
end scrapers, some of which were re-sharpened repeatedly. A variety of different tool
types like laterally modified pieces, burins, (side) scrapers, and a uniface indicate a
variety of tasks being conducted at Healy Lake. Accordingly, processing, maintenance,
and subsistence activities could have taken place at the site. In case the Healy Lake
assemblage is indeed the result of a single occupation, the site could at best be referred
to as a residential camp, but this conclusion remains somewhat speculative.
Raw materials seem to have been procured regionally and locally for the most part.
Debitage of obsidian proves that the occupants of the site also had contact with very
distant regions. Interestingly, the trans-regional obsidian was obtained from different
sources in different directions from the site.

6.4.2 Caribou Crossing 1
6.4.2.1 General Characteristics
The lithic tool and core assemblage from Caribou Crossing 1 is the second largest in this
study, consisting of altogether 225 specimens. 215 pieces were modified as tools, while
11 were used as cores. One specimen is a flake core that was re-modified as a tool. All
artifacts are made of chert.
The presence of microblade technology is evident by preforms of microblade cores and
by microblades in the debitage assemblage (Rasic 2008:168 ff.; 2011:145).
6.4.2.2 Raw Material
In general, the raw material of the whole assemblage is very homogenous with all modified
artifacts being made of chert. Still, a number of different variants can be detected (Table
72). The dominant chert variants are the black/dark gray “Tulugak” chert, dark gray to
black cherts, different gray variants, and a local chert type from the Upper Kugururok
River Quarry, ca. 5 km from Caribou Crossing (Rasic 2008:155). This last variant belongs
to the Etivluk chert group (Malyk-Selivanova et al. 1998:684 ff.) and is a homogenous
variant, usually (dark) gray in color. Towards the exterior parts of the nodules the pieces
show a white and light gray coloring and have a less glassy appearance. It can be
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Table 72 Caribou Crossing 1: Raw materials of modified pieces (weight in g)

Raw Material
Variant

Raw Material

banded gray and white
with black spots
black
black/dark gray
"Tulugak" chert
brown opaque
dark gray opaque
dark gray translucent
dark gray/black opaque
dark gray/black
translucent
"Etivluk" (local)
chert

gray brownish
gray opaque
gray translucent
gray with black bands
gray with black inclusions
light gray opaque with
thin dark bands
light gray translucent
tan
white (patinated?)
undet.

Total

weight
27,4
%
0,24
weight
63,9
%
0,56
weight
398,1
%
3,47
weight
779,9
%
6,81
weight
162,3
%
1,42
weight
1537,2
%
13,42
weight
490,7
%
4,28
weight
32,6
%
0,28
weight
4756,2
%
41,52
weight
21,1
%
0,18
weight
139,9
%
1,22
weight
1532,6
%
13,38
weight
231,4
%
2,02
weight
4,3
%
0,04
weight
27,9
%
0,24
weight
31,2
%
0,27
weight
103,9
%
0,91
weight
29,5
%
0,26
weight
1086,2
%
9,48
weight 11456,3
% 100,00

n
1
%
0,44
n
3
%
1,33
n
11
%
4,89
n
5
%
2,22
n
5
%
2,22
n
29
% 12,89
n
24
% 10,67
n
1
%
0,44
n
54
% 24,00
n
1
%
0,44
n
4
%
1,78
n
51
% 22,67
n
6
%
2,67
n
1
%
0,44
n
1
%
0,44
n
2
%
0,89
n
3
%
1,33
n
1
%
0,44
n
22
%
9,78
n
225
% 100,00

differentiated from other chert types and in the following will be referred to as “local
Etivluk chert”.
With regard to total weight this local chert variant is the dominant raw material in the
tool and core assemblage (Table 72). Based on artifact counts, however, other variants
constitute the larger portion of the assemblage. For most chert variants no origin can be
determined, but in the light of the clear differentiation from the local Etivluk chert a nonlocal origin can be assumed. Meanwhile, the pieces made of Tulugak chert show that
trans-regional material was certainly used. The Wrench Creek quarry is over 50 km as
the crow flies from Caribou Crossing. Ultimately, most pieces are probably of non-local
origin, indicating that a large number of modified pieces were imported to the site from
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distant regions (Fig. 6.131).
The assumed differences in origin become apparent in the amounts of cortex (Fig. 6.132;
Fig. 6.133; Fig. 6.134). While the amount of cortex on all pieces and on those pieces of
non-local origin is below 20 %, over 40 % of artifacts made of local raw material have
cortex remnants on their surfaces. Interestingly, most of these pieces (over 30 %) show
only little amounts of cortex (< 1/3). This indicates that most specimens are in a later
stage of reduction and may have been prepared off-site.
The metric data also indicate differences of local and non-local raw materials and thus
confirm the assumed separation (Fig. 6.135; Fig. 6.136). Pieces of local chert tend to be
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larger and heavier than artifacts made of non-local material. This is most probably the
result of on-site preparation and reduction of the locally procured material, while artifacts
of non-local chert – which is the majority of the assemblage – were imported to the site
in already prepared states.
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The tool assemblage from Caribou Crossing 1 is clearly
dominated by bifaces (Table 73). Other tool types are
represented by only a few specimens, with the exception
of lateral modifications which constitute almost 8 % of
the assemblage.

Table 73 Caribou Crossing 1:
Tool types. Note: One
indeterminate modification is
on a flake core

Tool Type
biface:
lanceolate point
biface: foliate

Bifaces
The bifacial tool assemblage includes
117 lanceolate points, 43 foliates/SSB, 18 indifferent
bifaces, three early stage bifaces, and eleven
indeterminate biface fragments (Pl. 85-88).

chert

6.4.2.3 Tools

biface: indiff.
biface: early stage /
blank
biface: indet.

n
%

117
54,42

n

43

%

20,00

n

18

%

8,37

n

3

%

1,40

n

11

As the available time for recording the artifacts from
%
5,12
n
1
Caribou Crossing was limited, data collection was
chopper/pebble tool
%
0,47
restricted to only certain attributes. For the large group
n
1
combined tool
(borer/lanc. point)
%
0,47
of lanceolate points, as well as for the indeterminate
n
1
endscraper
fragments only the following attributes were recorded:
%
0,47
raw material, raw material variant, metric data, cortex
n
17
lateral modification
%
7,91
coverage, tool preservation, bifacial tool type, and
n
1
truncation
segment. While the reduction stages and cross sections
%
0,47
of all lanceolate points were adopted from Rasic’s
n
2
other/indeterminate
modifications
%
0,93
database (cf. Rasic 2008) and modified as appropriate
n
215
for this study, the complete list of attributes was recorded
TOTAL Raw Mat.
% 100,00
for a representative sample of 25 lanceolate points.
The Caribou Crossing bifaces are basically made of the full range of chert variants
that are present in the whole tool and core assemblage. The respective frequencies
are very similar: ca. 20 % are made of local Etivluk chert, while ca. 5 % are made
of trans-regional Tulugak chert. The majority is made of non-local (i.e. regional and
possibly trans-regional) chert variants. With respect to the different bifacial tool types,
however, some interesting observations can be made (Fig. 6.137). While foliates/SSB
and other bifaces (i.e. indifferent bifaces and indeterminate fragments) yield relatively
high proportions of local chert, the vast majority of lanceolate points is made of non-local
chert (altogether over 90 % when specimens made of trans-regional “Tulugak” chert
are included). This suggests that lanceolate points were mostly imported to the site in
a prepared and probably used state (see below). Most specimens do not seem to have
been manufactured on-site.
The metric data provide some further interesting insights with respect to the different raw
material (Fig. 6.138; Fig. 6.139; Fig. 6.140). The graphs show that in general bifaces
made of non-local raw material tend to be smaller than specimens made of local chert.
Moreover, the pieces made of non-local material appear in dense clusters and appear to
have standardized dimensions. This substantiates the assumption that non-local bifaces
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material origin, with regression line
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were imported to the site in a prepared state. It is important to note that most bifaces
are not completely preserved (Fig. 6.141). Only seven bifaces are actually complete.
However, the apparent patterns can be regarded as significant, as the fragmentation
obviously does not lead to diffuse distributions in the graphs, which should be expected
if this were the case.
In fact, all bifaces seem to stem from a single concept of bifacial reduction, even
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though most specimens were probably not produced on site. This is not so apparent
in the length-width ratio, which yields a high variation and only a weak correlation (Fig.
6.138; mean L/W = 1.82 ± 0.68, CV = 0.37, r = 0.58). Here, the high fragmentation has
obviously influenced the data, especially with regard to the length of most pieces. The
width-thickness ratio, in contrast, clearly shows that the Caribou Crossing bifaces fit to
a pattern of a continuous reduction sequence with a regular decrease of thickness and
width (Fig. 6.139; mean W/T = 2.4 ± 0.49; CV = 0.2, r = 0.82).
That the bifacial tool assemblage from Caribou Crossing represents a single concept
of continuous bifacial reduction is further indicated by the reduction stages. Basically,
all reduction stages from early stage bifaces to finished bifaces are present in the
assemblage, although the earliest stage of reduction is represented by only three
specimens (Fig. 6.142). In general, the different morphological tool types correspond to
subsequent reduction stages, reflecting the coherent concept of continuous reduction
during which the bifaces were given a standardized shape (Table 74). Interestingly, there
are hardly any preforms of lanceolate points, although it has to be noted that in some
cases a morphological differentiation between foliates/SSB and lanceolate points is very
difficult and subjective, so that those foliates/SSB recorded as preforms may well be
preforms of projectiles. Still, the overall amount of preforms is comparably low.
Finally, the metric data relating to the different reduction stages fits to the assumption of a
continuous reduction sequence as well. It shows that bifaces of different reduction stages
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Reduction stages of bifacial tools

appear in an almost perfect order, with a steady decline of size from large early stage
bifaces to smaller finished tools, i.e. lanceolate points (Fig. 6.143; Fig. 6.144; Fig. 6.145).
This implies the standardization of the concept of bifacial reduction. Thickness and width
show a steady decrease (Fig. 6.144; Table 75), suggesting that during all reduction stages
bifaces were steadily thinned and reduced in width. During the final stage of reduction,
by contrast, bifaces were primarily worked along their lateral edges. Finished bifaces
and preforms generally show higher length-width ratios and a stronger correlation than
other bifaces (Fig. 6.143; Table 75). This is especially remarkable considering the higher
amount of basal fragments among finished bifaces (ca. 60 %) as compared to thinned
bifaces (ca. 40 %), according to which a lower length-width ratio of finished specimens is
expected. This pattern can probably be ascribed to re-sharpening along lateral margins
of lanceolate points during a longer phase of use. Despite this minor deviation from the
overall pattern of bifacial reduction, the finished bifaces certainly fit into the apparent
standardized concept of continuous reduction. It is important to note, however, that the
bifaces from Caribou Crossing 1 do not stem from the same reduction “event”, as most
finished bifaces are made of non-local chert and were presumably imported as hafted
implements that were replaced on site (see below).
The high degree of standardization is further reflected in the shape of the bases (Fig.
6.146). Most bifaces of different morphological types have convex bases. Given that
bifacial tool types correspond to subsequent reduction stages this signifies the distinct
shaping of bifaces during all phases of reduction. At the same time, however, the
comparably high proportions of other shapes of bases, above all straight bases, indicates
that occasionally the flintknappers of Caribou Crossing deviated from this pattern. It
should be noted here that the frequency of straight bases among lanceolate points may
well be too high due to the small sample for which this attribute was recorded. Because
other point forms as an indicator for a possible variability of projectiles are absent, it can
be stated that all in all the projectile points from Caribou Crossing yield a high degree of
standardization.
Last but not least, the continuous standardization within the bifacial reduction sequence
also becomes apparent in the cross sections of different bifacial tool types (Fig. 6.147).
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Table 74 Caribou Crossing 1: Cross tabulation of bifacial tool types and reduction stages
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18
9

1

43

1

11

1

116

117

10

118

192

The vast majority of formed bifaces have bi-convex cross sections, implying that bifaces
from all reduction stages were reduced and shaped in a regular manner.
Finally, the question of use of the Caribou Crossing bifaces shall be addressed. It has
been mentioned above that most lanceolate points were probably imported as used
implements. This is indicated by the fact that the majority of the sample for which this
attribute was recorded shows rounded (i.e. ground) edges that probably result from
hafting (Fig. 6.148). The frequency of ground edges within this sample is certainly still
far too low. During the process of recording the bifaces from Caribou Crossing I actually
noted ground edges on 97 lanceolate points. In addition, some pieces also show possible
impact fractures. Considering that most lanceolate points are made of non-local raw
material, these observations suggest that these projectiles were brought to the site as
hafted implements that were subsequently replaced on site.
In contrast to these observable regular edge damages on lanceolate points, there is the
observation that the majority of most other bifaces have complete (undamaged) edges
(Fig. 6.148). This certainly attests to the fact that most of these pieces are manufacture
rejects. Meanwhile, some pieces were obviously not discarded directly after breakage.
They show rounded edges, in most cases along breakages, presumably stemming from
use, e.g. grinding, polishing, or maybe even scraping activities.
In sum, it can be concluded that the bifaces from Caribou Crossing 1 are the result of
a highly standardized bifacial reduction sequence. On-site bifacial tool production was
obviously aimed at the production of lanceolate projectile points. These points were
generally of the exact same kind as the ones that were discarded on site, which are
in fact mostly made of non-local chert. These discarded lanceolate points of non-local
material were most probably imported as parts of used and hafted hunting implements
which had to be replaced. Accordingly, bifacial tool production at Caribou Crossing can
be labeled extremely target-oriented. The main aim of the occupants was to ready their
hunting implements for a forthcoming hunting event.
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Lateral Modifications
Laterally modified artifacts are the second largest tool
category in the Caribou Crossing assemblage, even though these are much less
numerous than the dominant bifacial tools (Table 73). Most lateral modifications are
made on flakes (n=14; Pl. 88, 4-5). Three pieces are made on other blanks, namely a
blade, a chunk, and a fragment of a biface which was retouched along the broken edge
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early stage

lanceolate point that was modified into a borer/perforator),
a truncation, a chopper/pebble tool, and two indeterminate
modifications.
The end scraper is a unifacially worked piece made on a flake
of local Etivluk chert. The scraping end was modified on the
terminal end of the flake and is splintered, presumably from
use. The lateral edges also show marginal use wear retouch.
The combined tool is the basal fragment of a lanceolate
point with ground edges that was re-modified into a borer/
perforator. The piece is made of trans-regional Tulugak chert.
The borer end was modified on the terminal end, i.e. on the
broken edge. It is splintered and was apparently used.
The truncation is made on a blade of grey translucent chert.
The retouched edge shows marginal use wear retouch.
The chopper/pebble tool is a rather small modified natural
chunk, mostly covered with cortex. The modified edge is

mean

Other Tools Miscellaneous tools in the Caribou Crossing
collection are an end scraper (Pl. 88, 3), a combined tool (a

n

addition, the measurements provide no clues to the reduction
sequence from which the blanks for lateral modifications were
obtained. Some flakes certainly look like bifacial thinning
flakes, while others may also have been removed from (nonbifacial) flake cores. It appears that lateral modifications were
produced rather opportunistically on material that was at
hand, presumably on site.
All lateral modifications have damaged retouched edges
with different kinds of damage (Fig. 6.151). Most pieces
show marginal use wear retouch, suggesting less intensive
use. Yet, the consistent presence of edge damage indicates
on-site use of these tools. They may have been used for a
variety of tasks.

Table 75 Caribou
Crossing 1: Metric data
for bifaces by reduction
stage

Reduction Stage

(Pl. 87, 5).
Interestingly, only five specimens are made of local Etivluk
chert, while all other pieces are made of other non-local chert
variants. Trans-regional Tulugak chert is not present among
these tools.
The metric data do not reveal any obvious differentiation of
sizes that might suggest a different treatment of the two raw
material groups, though this may be due to the small number
of pieces made of local chert (Fig. 6.149; Fig. 6.150). In
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Fig. 6.146 Caribou Crossing 1:
Shapes of bases of indifferent
bifaces, foliates/SSB, and
lanceolate points (sample)
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Fig. 6.147 Caribou Crossing 1:
Cross sections of indifferent
bifaces, foliates/SSB, and
lanceolate points
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Fig. 6.148 Caribou Crossing 1:
State of lateral edges of indifferent
bifaces, foliates/SSB, and
lanceolate points (sample)

rounded, probably from use.
Finally, one of the indeterminate modifications is is also of special note, as it is a flake
core that was re-modified and obviously used (Pl. 90, 1). It has a steep modification on its
terminal end, similar to a scraping end. Both the basal and re-modified terminal ends are
rounded and splintered. Additionally, the basal edge yields a marginal use wear retouch.
Apparently, this piece was used as a tool after it had been used a core.
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Fig. 6.149 Caribou Crossing 1:
Length and width (in mm) of lateral
modifications, differentiated by raw
material
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Fig. 6.150 Caribou Crossing 1:
Thickness and width (in mm) of
lateral modifications, differentiated
by raw material
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6.4.2.4 Cores
The assemblage of Caribou Crossing 1 includes eight flake cores and three microblade
core preforms59 (Pl. 89-90). Five flake cores and the microblade core preforms are made
of local Etivluk chert, while three flake cores are made of other non-local variants.
The flake cores all show bifacial working, and in many cases it is difficult to tell them
59
Rasic (2008:168; 2011:145) mentions four microblade core preforms. I regard one of
these as a flake core.
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apart from an actual (early stage) biface. The pieces referred to here as cores appear
to have been reduced in order to produce flake blanks and do not seem to have been
reduced and shaped as typical bifaces. Most of these “flake cores” (n=4) show uni-polar
flake production on a single reduction surface. One specimen was re-modified and used
as a tool (Pl. 90, 1). Four other specimens have more than one reduction surface and
platform, respectively, one of which shows signs of bi-polar flake production on one
of its reduction surfaces (Pl. 90, 2). In sum, it can be stated that bifacial blanks were
occasionally used as cores in order to produce small series of flakes, presumably for
further modification into flake tools.
While bifacial technology obviously influenced the preparation of flake cores, this cannot
be noted for the three microblade core preforms (Pl. 89). These pieces are not made on
bifacial blanks. Instead, they were prepared as cores in the first place. The reduction
surfaces were set up on the narrow edge, comparable to microblade cores made on
bifaces. Two of the specimens have step-terminations on their reduction surfaces
(Pl. 89, 1-2), which is probably the reason why they were discarded.
The core preforms from Caribou Crossing 1 are fairly large and might therefore also be
referred to as bladelet or even blade cores. However, it is foreseeable that the serial
removal of elongated blanks and continuing preparation of the platform would have
inevitably led to a smaller core that is generally referred to as a microblade core.
Further direct evidence for the presence of this technology at Caribou Crossing comes
from the debitage collection. Preparation flakes and microblades with pronounced basalterminal curvature made of local chert illustrate the initial phases of the core reduction
sequence. A few microblades of non-local material with little basal-terminal curvature and
parallel lateral margins were probably imported as hafted implements (Rasic 2008:168
ff.).
As no “finished” microblade core is present in the assemblage, it appears that cores of
local material were exported from the site. The occupants of Caribou Crossing prepared
microblade cores on site and seem to have exported these early stage cores for future
use. The replacement of insets played a minor role on site.
6.4.2.5 Site Activities and Occupation History
On the one hand, the assemblage of modified artifacts from Caribou Crossing 1 might be
regarded as a diverse inventory, yielding a variety of tool forms and including microblade
technology. On the other hand, it is clearly dominated by bifaces, especially finished
and used projectiles, while other tool forms appear in only low quantities. Therefore, the
diversity index is strikingly low, indicating the high specialization of the assemblage:
D = 0.41.
On-site activities were rather focused on a limited range of tasks. The primary activity was
the standardized production and replacement of lanceolate projectile points, probably in
preparation for hunting trips. As the non-local origin of most replaced projectiles indicates,
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Fig. 6.152 Caribou Crossing 1: Schematic illustration of the occupation

the occupants of the site came from a distant region. The presence of Tulugak chert even
suggests that at some point in the past they had frequented an area over 50 km away
(under the assumption that they procured this material themselves).
Other activities besides the maintenance of projectiles played a minor role, if any at all.
Only few formal tools were discarded, possibly because they had become unusable or
they were simply lost. Lateral modifications are the only tool category with a comparably
high frequency of artifacts. It shows that these tools were produced opportunistically.
Perhaps, some sort of processing activities was conducted on site. Alternatively, the
laterally modified pieces may also have been used during projectile point maintenance.
Interestingly, composite projectiles with microblade insets were not maintained so much
on site. It appears that microblade cores were rather prepared for export and further use
on future sites.
The assemblage may be the result of a single occupation, but the comprehensive
assemblage – especially with its high amount of used large bifacial projectile points
– rather suggests that the inventory accumulated during several occupation events.
However, this does not seem to have affected site function. The whole assemblage is
very homogenous, and it appears that during every occupation the exact same tasks
were conducted. As the activities were so limited, it is reasonable to assume that the
occupants only stayed for a short time period (perhaps only some hours) until they were
done with maintaining and preparing their hunting gear.
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Eventually, Caribou Crossing 1 can be best characterized as an ephemeral camp, the
main task of which was gearing up for hunting trips (Fig. 6.152). In addition, the occupants
took advantage of the availability of local chert and readied their toolkit for the future.

6.4.3 Moose Creek (Components 1 & 2 Combined)
As mentioned above, the separation of Components I and II of Moose Creek can be
questioned (see Chap. 5, “Study Areas, Selection of Assemblages, and General
Characterization of Analyzed Sites”). Therefore, the complete Moose Creek assemblage
shall also be briefly presented as a potential single assemblage. A detailed examination,
however, is omitted due to the ambiguous coherence of the assemblage and the unclear
indications for site function. Also, the absolute dating of the occupation is inherently
difficult due to the two diverging radiocarbon ages (see Chap. 4). The purpose of the
following brief description is simply to point out those artifacts with uncertain stratigraphic
provenience and to relate the possibility of a single, but only roughly datable occupation.
Generally speaking, certain characteristics such as raw material distances and site
function can be derived from the more detailed analyses of the separate components.
There are altogether 40 tools (Table 76) and three cores in the whole Moose Creek
assemblage (including the specimens already presented above, as well as 18 pieces
with ambiguous stratigraphic provenience). The specimens omitted in the respective
analyses of the separated cultural components are several bifaces (including a burin on
a biface; Pl. 78), two chopper/pebble tools, three lateral modifications, an indeterminate
modification, and a flake core.
In comparison to the analyses of the two separate components the general character of
the whole assemblage does not change significantly. The complete tool assemblage is
similarly diverse (D = 0.2) and the raw material spectrum is basically the same (with the
exception of a single lanceolate point made of pumice).
If this assemblage were indeed the result of a single occupation (or multiple occupations
without a change in functional characteristics of the site) it would suggest a residential
camp comparable to the reconstruction of the Component I occupation (Fig. 6.47). It
could have been occupied at some point during the late Pleistocene.

6.5 Comparative Analyses and the Reconstruction of a
Settlement System for Eastern Beringia
The current state of research of Eastern Beringian archaeology as presented in Part I
shows that hunter-gatherers of the late Pleistocene and early Holocene left behind a
highly variable material record that proves difficult to organize for archaeologists. The
Alaskan assemblages selected for this study confirm this impression of high variability.
It has been attempted to reconstruct the different characteristics of different occupations
such as on-site activities, potential imports and exports of certain artifact types, occupation
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TOTAL Tools

undetermined

questionable

rhyolite

pumice

Tool Type

chert

basalt

Table 76 Moose Creek Components I and II: Tool types by raw material. Note: One burin is
made on an indeterminate biface fragment, which is not additionally listed in the biface category
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history, and site function. A summary on these findings shows that a variety of camp
types with different functions and lengths of occupation existed in the course of the
late Pleistocene (Table 77). Reconstructions of human behavior based on characteristic
features of the assemblages are to a large degree subject to interpretation. However,
I have tried to derive all conclusions from observed patterns in the examined material
record. They should thus constitute a reasonable base for further considerations of
settlement systems and land use strategies.
So far, each assemblage has been considered individually in order to highlight the
potential function of each occupation within a hunter-gatherer settlement system. In the
following, the various occupations shall be evaluated in a comparative analysis. In a first
step, the late Pleistocene record will be considered as a whole without the chronological
separation established in Part I. Following this analytical step, when the basic patterns
in the archaeological record of Eastern Beringa have been examined and settlement
patterns reconstructed, the question of chronological distinctions shall be addressed.
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Table 77 Main features and derived functional characteristics of analyzed Eastern Beringian
assemblages. Note: Undetermined and indeterminate raw materials were subsumed as a single
class for the calculation of raw material diversity
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6.5.1 Tool Assemblage Diversity
For each tool assemblage the diversity has been calculated using Simpson’s diversity
index. The tool assemblages were differentiated into assumed functional classes, so
that the result for this index can be regarded as an approximate indicator for the variety
of activities conducted at a site (cf. Chap. 5). A compilation of the diversity indices of the
assemblages examined in this study illustrates the high variability (Fig. 6.153) and thus
confirms the overall impression of high interassemblage variability in the whole Eastern
Beringian record. While Swan Point CZ IV and both components from Dry Creek are
highly diverse, there are also highly specialized assemblages such as Tuluaq Hill and
Caribou Crossing. Between these extremes there are several assemblages with variable
degrees of diversity. It appears difficult to establish a clear upper limit of the index in
order to assess which assemblage can still be regarded as diverse in contrast to rather
specialized inventories. However, when the indices are arranged from low to high values,
an interruption becomes obvious between 0.25 and 0.34 (Fig. 6.154). Therefore, it seems
reasonable to draw a line between two groups of assemblages which can generally be
referred to as diverse or specialized, respectively.
With the exception of Moose Creek Component II and possibly Broken Mammoth CZ III
all assemblages within the group of diverse inventories have been interpreted as the
likely product of residential camps (Table 77). This is not surprising as the calculated
diversity index is an important indicator for functional characteristics. However, as the
detectable site activities are the main indicator for functional characteristics (see Chap.
5, “Deciphering Functional Characteristics of Site Occupation”) this is an interesting
observation. Moose Creek Component II can be regarded as an exception: Despite the
relatively high diversity calculated for its tool assemblage, the overall artifact analysis
produced evidcence for only very few specialized on-site activities. Broken Mammoth
CZ III, in contrast, is a somewhat obscure case. It may have been a residential camp
which left behind a comparably small tool assemblage, perhaps due to cleaning
activities. Alternatively, it may have been an ephemeral camp with a comparably diverse
assemblage of tools.
In any case, it appears that generally speaking calculated diversity indices show a strong
relation to the range of activities detectable among the different tool classes. In other
words, assemblages with rather low diversity indices usually result from a combination of
subsistence, maintenance, and processing activities. Therefore, it seems that – despite
some exceptions – the diversity of an assemblage can be regarded as an independent
indicator for functional characteristics of a site. Yet, the significance of the calculated
assemblage diversity for the interpretation of site function can be further tested with other
independent data.
Shott (1989; 2010) has pointed to the influence of formation processes and organizational
factors on assemblage diversity (such as occupation span, tool discard rates, and
technological organization) which may not necessarily be related to site function. Most
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Fig. 6.153 Diversity indices of analyzed Eastern Beringian assemblages, in chronological and
regional order (from left to right: Tanana River Valley, Nenana River Valley, and northern Alaska
within GI-1 and GS-1, respectively). Note: Healy Lake is omitted due to inconclusive results of
analysis
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Fig. 6.154 Diversity indices of analyzed Eastern Beringian assemblages, arranged by index
value. Black bars represent central Alaskan assemblages, gray bars northern Alaskan
assemblages. Note: Healy Lake is omitted due to inconclusive results of analysis

importantly, he has demonstrated the significance of the relationship between assemblage
diversity and assemblage size and stated that “valid behavioral inference depends upon
control over size:diversity relationships” (Shott 1989:286).
Accordingly, the potential effect of assemblage size on assemblage diversity should be
considered for the assemblages examined in this study in order to evaluate the validity of
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derived variable human behavior on camp sites with different ranges of activities. Further
– in a similar sense – the extent of the investigated area at each site (both excavated
and surveyed) will be examined in relation to assemblage size and diversity in order to
evaluate the influence of potential sample biases.
In an additional step, during the evaluation of assemblage diversity, the calculated diversity
of raw materials (also using Simpson’s diversity index; Table 77) will be discussed and
raw material use in relation to tool diversity and assemblage size evaluated.
Finally, these comparative investigations will help to clarify the effect of assemblage
size and archaeological sampling on assemblage diversity. Moreover, the examination
of different levels of diversity in the studied assemblages will lay the foundation for
further thoughts and reconstructions of settlement systems and land use patterns by late
Pleistocene hunter-gatherers in Eastern Beringia.
6.5.1.1 Tool Assemblage Diversity and Tool Assemblage Size
A plot of assemblage size and diversity indeed shows a correlation (Fig. 6.155; r = 0.62).
Recalling that a higher diversity index means lower assemblage diversity, this positive
correlation would imply a decrease in diversity with increasing assemblage size. This
would contradict the assumption that larger assemblages show a higher diversity as
demonstrated by Shott (1989; 2010). However, it becomes apparent that especially the
two large northern Alaskan assemblages of Tuluaq Hill and Caribou Crossing – both
interpreted as resulting from specialized camp sites – have a considerable influence
on the overall picture. For this reason, it may be useful to omit these assemblages from
our considerations. If we consider only the central Alaskan assemblages as a test case,
there is in fact no clearly detectable correlation at all, though a trend may be suggested
(r = - 0.19). Be this as it may, the pattern demonstrated by Shott (1989; 2010) – that
diversity is a function of assemblage size – cannot be verified for the central Alaskan
sample of assemblages. Perhaps a larger sample of assemblages would extend the
indicated trend and lead to a negative correlation, however, for now this cannot be
detected in the available data60. In effect, it is conceivable that there is generally no
correlation at all. Aside from this, the strikingly high specialization of the two exceptionally
large assemblages of Tuluaq Hill and Caribou Crossing should not be neglected in
these considerations. These inventories actually show that large assemblages are not
necessarily highly diverse. In turn, the data also show that high diversity can be present
in comparably small assemblages (e.g. Swan Point CZ IV, Dry Creek Component I,
Moose Creek Component I).
All in all, the relation between tool diversity and assemblage size is somewhat diffuse for
the examined Eastern Beringian assemblages. So far, the present data cannot confirm
60
See also the study by Uthmeier (2004:402 ff.) who was neither able to detect a correlation
between tool diversity and assemblage size in early Upper Paleolithic assemblages from Central
and Eastern Europe.
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that diversity is a function of assemblage size. At the same time, it cannot be falsified,
but for the given reasons it appears plausible to assume that tool assemblage diversity
is not overly dependent on assemblage size in the examined sample of assemblages.
Even if such a relationship could be detected, this would not necessarily exclude a
possible connection between varying tool assemblage diversity and different human
behavior, as tool diversity and assemblage size may well increase consistently with more
intensively used campsites (as suggested by Richter 1990). In such a case, diversity
and assemblage size would even be a direct indicator of site activities. This, however,
demands control over the frequency and duration of occupations, because a repeatedly
occupied site with varying on-site activities might look like a base camp although it may
simply be an accumulation of special task camps. In this study the attempt has been
made to take this matter into account; suggestions for occupation span and frequency of
occupations have been made for each site.
Finally, it should be noted that the underlying settlement system and land use pattern, as
well as the composition of the sample of sites are of great importance for the interpretation
of tool diversity and assemblage size. In certain cases a correlation of these variables
is independent of variability in behavior, as Shott could show in his ethnoarchaeological
analyses of !Kung San camp sites where diversity of a number of assemblages appears
as a function of assemblage size with no relation to site activities (Shott 1989:289 ff.;
2010:898 f.). However, this is not necessarily the case if a sample consists of functionally
variable camps. It is a major challenge to clarify this question in an archaeological sample.
Given the findings of the artifact analyses of the respective assemblages in this study,
which indicate different on-site activities independent of calculated tool diversity, it is
implied that tool diversity is indeed a good indicator of site function. Assemblage size, in
contrast, is very variable among both residential and ephemeral occupations (Table 77)
and does not seem to have a significant influence on site function. Neither does it have
a strong influence on tool diversity.
6.5.1.2 Tool Assemblage Diversity and Size of Investigated Area
The investigated areas, i.e. the excavated and surveyed areas on the different sites, are
extremely variable, ranging from less than one to about 1,600 square meters (Table 78).
However, it is obvious that the diversity of the tool assemblages is not dependent on
this sampling effect (Fig. 6.156). If assemblage diversity indeed increased with a larger
investigated area, a negative correlation would be expected. This is demonstrably not
the case (r = 0.42).
Neither does it seem that the size of the investigated area has had any significant effect
on the number of tools in the respective assemblages (Fig. 6.157; r = 0.4). Although it
appears logic that assemblage size increases with larger excavations or surveys, this
apparent logic is not confirmed by the available data.
Finally, these observations further substantiate the significance of tool assemblage
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diversity in the studied assemblages. The composition of assemblages was not
determined by excavation or survey strategies. Instead, past formation processes must
be responsible for different artifact compositions, most probably site use and occupation
history.
6.5.1.3 Raw Material Diversity
The diversity index for raw materials was calculated based on tool counts for different
raw material types61. Different raw material variants are not considered, even though this
is an important distinction especially with regard to different kinds of chert or chalcedony.
However, many raw material variants are fairly similar and separations can be somewhat
arbitrary (e.g. light and dark gray cherts, or different multicolored chalcedonies). Although
such variants may appear different, it cannot be ruled out that they are in fact the same
material. The calculation of diversity indices based on raw material variants would
therefore be too ambiguous and of very little use for comparative analyses.
As such, the examination of raw material diversity is restricted to raw material types. The
separation of raw materials in archaeology is usually based on geological terminology,
thus indicating the different geological formation processes of lithic material. In effect,
various materials differentiated by geology (and hence archaeology) vary in quality, i.e.
suitability for knapping. The diversity index of raw material types therefore indicates the
degree of specialization on raw materials of distinct qualities.
The diversity indices for the studied assemblages show a high level of variability (Fig.
6.158). Most indices fall within a wide range between 0.19 and 0.64. The two assemblages
from Tuluaq Hill and Caribou Crossing are exceptional, as they are made of a single raw
material (chert) and thus yield the highest possible index of 1. These values reflect the
exclusive use of high quality chert at these sites. On the contrary, low values (e.g. for
Walker Road Component I and both components from Dry Creek) reflect the use of a
variety of raw materials of varying quality.
61
Note that cores were omitted from the calculation of the raw material diversity index for
better comparability with tool diversity.
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Site
Broken Mammoth
Caribou Crossing 1

investigated area (m²)
520
1600 (20)

Dry Creek

347

Eroadaway Site

2,5

Mesa Site "old hearth"

0,5

Moose Creek
Swan Point
Tuluaq Hill
Walker Road

45 (65)
57
443 (32)
200

Table 78 Approximate sizes of investigated
areas on Eastern Beringian sites included
in this study. Note: Values in parantheses
for Caribou Crossing and Tuluaq Hill
indicate excavated areas; value for Moose
Creek includes 1996 excavation only, total
excavated area is given in parantheses

Although distinctions between local and non-local materials are not considered in
the calculation of the raw material diversity indices, raw material availability and
procurement strategies certainly affect raw material diversity. When descent material
was not abundantly available, a higher variety of raw materials was collected. This can
be assumed especially for occupations in the Nenana River Valley, where raw material
appears to have been procured opportunistically. In contrast, chert of good quality was
abundantly available in the Brooks Range in northern Alaska, which finds its expression in
the specialized raw material composition of the assemblages of Tuluaq Hill and Caribou
Crossing. Interestingly, the recorded sample from the Mesa Site shows a comparably
high raw material diversity, which may imply that good quality material was not available
in the immediate proximity of the site.
In the following, the dimension of raw material specialization in relation to tool diversity
and assemblage size will be examined. These variables will be checked for possible
correlations. Regional differences are also considered.
A plot of tool diversity and raw material diversity shows a correlation between these
variables (Fig. 6.159; r = 0.78). In a way, this appears reasonable and might even be
expected: if on-site activities were limited – thus demanding distinct tool types – a limited
range of suitable raw materials would have been used for these tools.
The observation of this general pattern holds true even when the obvious outliers of the
three northern Alaskan inventories are omitted. The central Alaskan assemblages show
an even stronger relation (r = 0.8).
When raw material diversity is plotted against the amount of tools, the exceptional
status of Tuluaq Hill and Caribou Crossing becomes obvious (Fig. 6.160). Considering
all assemblages (including these two outliers), there is a positive correlation between
raw material diversity and the amount of tools (r = 0.72). This would indicate that a high
amount of tools is associated with raw material specialization. It is obvious, however, that
this relation needs to be put into perspective by omitting the two outliers. Considering
only the central Alaskan assemblages (thus also omitting the Mesa Site for the sake of
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consistency), there is a negative correlation (r = -0.55). Raw material diversity increases
with the amount of tools, which means that the larger an assemblage, the more diverse
the range of raw materials.
Ultimately, this shows that raw material diversity depends to varying degrees on two
factors of tool assemblage composition: tool diversity and assemblage size. A relation
between raw material diversity and tool diversity seems to apply for the whole of Eastern
Beringia. It appears reasonable to conclude that the range of activities on a site and the
diversity of tools needed for certain tasks had a significant influence on the diversity of
raw materials.
The situation is different with regard to the relation between raw material diversity and
tool assemblage size. It shows that only in central Alaska does raw material diversity
increase with assemblage size. This implies that the raw material diversity indices of
these inventories may not reflect deliberate raw material selection. On the other hand, for
the northern Alaskan assemblages of Tuluaq Hill and Caribou Crossing, it is evident that
the high raw material specialization is in stark contrast to the size of the assemblages.
This highlights the significance of regional differences with respect to availability of raw
materials. In central Alaska, where good quality material was apparently scarce, raw
material procurement seems to have been rather opportunistic. As a result, raw material
diversity increased with time spent for procurement, which finally finds its expression in
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Fig. 6.158 Diversity indices for used raw materials of analyzed Eastern Beringian assemblages,
in chronological and regional order (from left to right: Tanana River Valley, Nenana River Valley,
and northern Alaska within GI-1 and GS-1, respectively; Moose Creek Comp. I+II appended).
Note: Healy Lake is omitted due to inconclusive results of analysis

the composition of discarded tool assemblages because more diverse discarded tool
inventories have supposedly accumulated over a longer time period. In northern Alaska,
in contrast, the abundance of chert allowed for raw material specialization. Regardless
of time spent for procurement, and independent of assemblage size, the diversity of raw
materials remains low.

6.5.2 Technological Organization
The assemblages examined in this study demonstrate that bifacial technology was the
pervasive element in Eastern Beringian lithic technology, with bifaces being part of each
assemblage (Table 77). In addition to bifacial technology, other specific technological
concepts and methods appear in some assemblages. Among these technologies of
secondary reduction are microblade and burin technology. They are not omnipresent
and rather appear to have been applied when and where they were required.
6.5.2.1 Bifacial Technology
As outlined in Part I, bifacial technology seems to have constituted the technological
foundations of assemblages on the basis of which a wide variety of situational needs could
be met. Bifaces not only constituted useful tools themselves, e.g. as knives, scrapers, or
projectile points, but also generated flake blanks for unifacial tool production. In addition,
they could be worked into microblade cores.
Two inventories in the study include extensive assemblages of bifacial tools that serve
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as perfect examples of Eastern Beringian bifacial technology. These are Tuluaq Hill and
Dry Creek Component II. Remarkably, these two sites not only cover the full time span
under investigation here (GI-1 and GS-1/early Holocene), but also the two main different
ecoregions of northern and central Alaska.
Both assemblages show evidence for the complete reduction sequence of bifacial tools.
In general, bifacial reduction was standardized and was aimed at the production of
foliate-like bifaces, which in turn were suitable for the production of projectile points.
Yet, the production of projectiles was not always the only intention of bifacial reduction.
Thinned, unfinished bifaces show a fairly high variability of sizes and outlines. Although
the standardized concept of bifacial reduction was mainly aimed at the production of
elongated, lanceolate forms suitable for the production of projectiles, bifaces of this
standardized shape were also used for the production of other tools, e.g. knives and
scrapers. Also, bifaces were excellent blanks for the production of wedge-shaped
microblade cores.
In sum, Eastern Beringian bifacial technology represents a standardized concept of
lithic reduction which generated tool and core blanks with extremely high flexibility.
Prepared bifaces were part of the tool kit transported between different sites, as could
be demonstrated by attested reduction stages and raw materials of bifacial tools in some
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of the examined assemblages. Ultimately, one might refer to a foliate-like biface as the
Leatherman or the Swiss Army Knife of Beringian hunter-gatherers.
6.5.2.2 Small Projectile Points
A different facet of bifacial reduction is the production of small projectile points such as
tear-drop shaped Chindadn points or triangular points. These bifacially worked points
were usually made on rather thin flakes (as demonstrated by specimens from Swan
Point CZ III and Healy Lake: Pl. 52, 15; 79, 2-4, 7-8) and obviously stem from a different
reduction sequence. Sometimes, such small and thin points were not worked bifacially,
as it is demonstrably the case in the assemblage from Moose Creek Component I
(Pl. 31, 3-4).
Small projectile points made on flakes are not present in every assemblage (Table 77).
Interestingly, while tear-drop shaped Chindadn points appear as a highly standardized
form, there is a high morphological variety among the small projectile points (cf. Pl. 26, 1;
31, 3-4; 52, 1-13; 57, 1-4; 61, 8-9; 79, 5 & 8-10). This actually makes it difficult to
differentiate between distinct types. Although I attempted to do so when recording the
various assemblages, I soon came to realize that this approach was not practical.
The reason for the morphological diversity is difficult to pin down. Different point forms
co-occur in different contemporaneous assemblages. They are further present in
direct association in the assemblage of Swan Point CZ III. Hence, there is certainly no
detectable chronological separation between potentially distinct point types (cf. Chap.
4). Functional differences are also difficult to detect, specifically considering the high
variability within supposedly distinct types (such as triangular points). For this reason,
we may conclude that the morphological diversity among small projectile points is due to
individual preferences, raw material constraints, or repeated re-working.
Regardless of the internal morphological variability, small projectile points were most
likely produced as specialized hunting gear. Perhaps they were used for hunting smaller
prey, as opposed to bifacial lanceolate points which would have been more suitable for
hunting medium to large game. It is even possible that these small points were used with
bow and arrow.
It is interesting to note that small projectile points are constantly related to residential
camps (Table 77). If these points were indeed used for hunting small game (which
seems likely), then this specific hunting strategy (or rather the preparation of this hunting
strategy) was exclusively related to residential camps, while dispatched sub-groups in
ephemeral camps did not prepare gear for hunting of small prey.
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6.5.2.3 Microblade Technology
Microblades were demonstrably produced at six of the studied occupations (Table 77)62.
Of these, only the assemblages of Swan Point CZ IV and Dry Creek Component II
yielded a number of microblade cores that allow us to draw some general conclusions
with regard to microblade reduction strategies.
At Swan Point a distinct concept of core reduction is detectable for wedge-shaped
microblade cores made on bifaces. Cores were reduced following the Yubetsu technique,
with rare platform rejuvenation between long series of microblade production. Pieces of
trans-regional chert obviously had longer use lives than specimens of regional and local
origin.
Microblade cores from Dry Creek, by contrast, were generally reduced rather
opportunistically with no specific reduction concepts for distinct types of microblade
cores or any special treatment of pieces of certain raw materials.
It appears that concepts of microblade core reduction depended, above all, on raw
material availability. While the occupants of Swan Point CZ IV used a comparably high
proportion of trans-regional material, the occupants of Dry Creek Component II had to
rely on opportunistically procured materials in the regional vicinity of the site.
The assemblage from Caribou Crossing provides some further insights in this regard.
At this site microblade cores were prepared on core blanks instead of on bifacial blanks
or flakes. The good availability of raw material apparently allowed for such a reduction
strategy. It was not necessary to draw on prepared blanks produced during reduction
sequences of other concepts of reduction (i.e. bifacial or flake core reduction). This
“direct” way of preparing and reducing microblade cores seems to have been rare.
With mere regard to the presence and absence of microblade technology in the
assemblages examined in this study, it can be stated that there is no clear relationship
between microblade technology and site function. Microblade technology is present at
both residential and ephemeral camps (Table 77). Also, no significant differences can be
detected between microblade and non-microblade sites regarding tool and raw material
diversity, even when the northern Alaskan assemblages with their extreme values are
omitted and only central Alaskan assemblages are considered (Fig. 6.161; Fig. 6.162).
In order to explain the variable occurrence of microblade technology, Wygal (2009:143
ff.) proposed an “Annual Economic Model” with changing land use and subsistence
strategies due to seasonally varying availability of resources (including raw material).
According to this model, hunter-gatherers relied on microblade technology especially
during cold seasons, i.e. between fall and spring. This would have led to high discard
rates of microblade cores, microblades, and preparation flakes during the fall when tool
kits were prepared for the winter. During winter and spring only few microblade artifacts
62
Tuluaq Hill is not included in this number. As only one microblade core and no microblades
are present in the assemblage, microblade production does not seem to have taken place at this
site.
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would have been discarded due to toolstone scarcity and toolstone stress (see Wygal
2009:149 Figure 5.3). Such a seasonal model might be a good explanation for the
variable occurrence of microblade technology on different sites. However, when seasonal
differences in the availability of raw material are assumed, we would expect differences
in raw material compositions of different occupations, at least under the assumption that
the different sites were not occupied during the same season. If it is also assumed that the
presence of microblade technology is generally dependent on the seasonal availability of
resources, we would further expect to detect a relationship between presence or absence
of microblade technology on the one hand and raw material diversity on the other. As
demonstrated in Fig. 6.162, this is not the case for the assemblages examined in this
study. This observation alone cannot falsify the “Annual Economic Model” put forward by
Wygal, but the data generated in this study do not confirm it either. Therefore, it remains
unresolved whether the application of microblade technology did indeed vary gradually
over a restricted time period, i.e. seasonally in the course of a single year as proposed
by Wygal (2009).
Yet, it is certainly conceivable that microblade technology is part of an adaptive strategy
during phases of scarcely available resources. Such phases of resource stress may not
simply have occurred seasonally. Unexpected changes of climate and weather, basically
during any season as it is still common in Arctic and sub-Arctic North America today,
may have led to resource scarcity. Late Pleistocene hunter-gatherers may have been
very vulnerable to such changes. Provision trips around a residential camp may not
have been possible as planned, or a task group may have been forced to stay in the
field for longer than anticipated. Hunter-gatherers were forced to react with appropriate
strategies to such situations. Alternatively, a period of resource stress may also have
been anticipated in certain situations (as it would be the case in the seasonal model):
when a group planned to move into a known region with scarce resource availability
these hunter-gatherers surely planned ahead before the trip and may have geared up for
this specific situation.
Accordingly, the use of microblade technology would not have been part of an annual
cycle, and it is probably not an indicator for the season of site occupation. Instead, it may
indicate site occupations during phases of scarce resources, either due to unexpected
cold weather or due to anticipated resource stress before trips into regions with scarce
resources. Unfortunately, neither the archaeological nor the paleoenvironmental records
are of a resolution high enough to answer this question. However, it is at least possible
to address this question on a larger time scale; therefore, I will return to the topic of
microblade technology as a risk-minimizing strategy (sensu Elston and Brantingham
2002) and discuss changes in the occurrence of microblade technology during the
Younger Dryas further below (see “Chronological Distinctions, Climate Change, and
Human Reactions”).
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6.5.2.4 Burin Technology
Considering the presence of burin technology in the assemblages in this study, it is
interesting to note that burin production only appears in three, perhaps four of the studied
assemblages (Swan Point CZ IV, Dry Creek Component I, Healy Lake, and perhaps
Walker Road). In the three assemblages where burin technology is verifiably present,
microblade technology is also attested (Table 77). Larger numbers of burins were
recorded in just two assemblages – Swan Point CZ IV and Dry Creek Component II –
thus allowing for some general conclusions on burin technology. Several of these pieces
demonstrate that burins were often the product of re-modification. The main impetus
behind this behavior was probably parsimony of good quality raw material. As burin
blows can be struck fairly easily from any kind of flake blank or previously used flake
tool, burins constituted a tool type that was often modified at the end of the use life of a
given artifact.
Yet, it is remarkable that burins only appear in comparably few assemblages. For example,
end scrapers as another highly standardized type of tool modification are, in contrast,
present in altogether nine assemblages, in some of which they constitute considerable
proportions of the tool inventories. On some sites, end scrapers only appear as single
specimens, presumably as randomly discarded or lost tools.
Assuming that burins are a very specific tool type, used for working bone, antler, and
ivory, especially in order to produce slotted projectile points with lateral insets, one might
expect these tools to also appear on a larger number of sites, at least as individually
discarded or lost pieces. However, this is not the case. Perhaps, burins constituted a
tool type that was kept in the tool kit carried from one site to another and was rarely
discarded. While burins may be easily produced on almost any kind of flake blank, the
amount of re-modifications is certainly limited. Due to scarce availability of raw material
and suitable blanks, the production of burins may have been restricted on many sites.
As a result, the use lives of these tools may have been much higher than those of other
tool types, which may have led to a possible under-representation of burins in many
assemblages.
Alternatively, burins may indeed have been an infrequently used tool. If their application
was limited to working bone, antler, or ivory for the production of slotted organic points,
they may not have been needed very often due to the durability of organic projectiles.
These projectile points were maintained by replacing microblade insets and further
modification with burins was not necessary. Accordingly, burins were only needed for the
production, but not for the maintenance of slotted organic projectiles.
In sum, it is indicated that the production of burins as a specific technology of secondary
reduction occurred infrequently. These tools were only produced when the specific
activities for which burins were needed were conducted on site. Burins seem to have
had longer use lives than other tools and were re-modified repeatedly.
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6.5.2.5 Blank Production and the Question of Blade Technology
Finally, the question of primary reduction and general blank production from prepared
cores other than bifaces has to be addressed. All in all, 123 cores were recorded in
all assemblages. Of these, 47 are flake cores, 44 are microblade cores, and nine are
microblade core preforms. Only nine specimens were identified as blade or bladelet
cores. Fourteen pieces are indeterminate core types or core chunks.
Interestingly, there are very few cores that reveal specific preparation for the production
of blades or bladelets. It appears that elongated blanks were required only sporadically.
Perhaps, blade cores were even prepared opportunistically if the respective core blank
was suitable, without the actual initial intention to produce blade blanks. In any case, the
sample of Eastern Beringian cores recorded in this study demonstrates that sophisticated
Upper Paleolithic blade technology with repeated preparation of the platforms and
reduction surfaces to maintain lateral convexity of the core did not play a major role
in lithic technology. In fact, blade technology can be regarded as practically absent
from Eastern Beringian core reduction. Accordingly, blank production was confined to
flake and microblade production. Blades were merely occasional by-products of these
reduction concepts.
6.5.2.6 Conclusions
Finally, the following conclusions can be drawn with respect to technological organization
in Eastern Beringia:
1) Bifacial technology was omnipresent in Eastern Beringia and constituted the basic
technological repertoire. Bifaces presented a variety of reduction and potential remodification strategies. They were used for tool production, blank production, and
modification into wedge-shaped microblade cores.
2) Other reduction strategies were applied only when required and were not a general
part of lithic technology at each site. Small projectile points made on flakes may have
been produced specifically for hunting small prey. Microblade technology may have been
used during phases of resource stress. Flake production for secondary modification and
specific modification of flake blanks, above all burin modification, only occurred when
the respective tools were needed, thereby saving raw material. The different reduction
strategies were interconnected by overlapping reduction or re-modification of different
blank types. In general, the basic technologies can be differentiated into three major
categories: a) an omnipresent bifacial technology, b) a supplementary routine flake
core technology, and c) specific technologies like microblade or burin technologies (Fig.
6.163).
3) Reduction strategies generally depended on raw material availability. Pieces of good
quality raw material were appreciated, had longer use lives, were re-modified repeatedly,
and were carried in the tool kit from one site to another.
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Fig. 6.163 Schematic illustration of technological organization in Eastern Beringia

4) A true Upper Paleolithic blade technology is not present in Eastern Beringia. Unifacial
(flake) tools were generally modified on flakes obtained from opportunistically reduced
flake cores. Occasionally, elongated blanks were obtained as by-products from prepared
cores. Few tools are made on blades or blade-like flakes. In general, there is certainly no
distinct concept of blade technology with deliberate preparation of blade cores in Eastern
Beringia.

6.5.3 Developing a Model of Shifting Land Use
Finally, the results of the systematic analyses conducted in this study are evaluated
in order to draw further conclusions about settlement patterns and land use. We have
come to realize that the assemblages studied here are a good sample of Eastern
Beringian sites representing the often postulated high interassemblage variability. As
outlined in Part I, it is reasonable to assign the late Pleistocene archaeological record of
Eastern Beringia to a single framework. Therefore, it is also reasonable to attribute the
assemblages examined in this study to a coherent settlement system of late Pleistocene
hunter-gatherers. Further, it could be shown that these assemblages appear to be the
result of differing activities conducted during distinct occupations with variable sequences
of technological organization (Table 77). Different camp types with supposedly different
occupation histories can be detected, raising the question as to how these results might
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be reasonably integrated into a model of human land use.
It can be assumed that Eastern Beringian hunter-gatherers anticipated different situational
needs in the harsh (sub-)Arctic environment of the late Pleistocene. An adequate way to
cope with these demands would have been an organized mobility with optimal exploitation
of resources and adaptation to regional, seasonal, and situational conditions.
Note that the following reconstruction of settlement patterns and human land use will
first address the archaeological record as a whole, neglecting chronological differences
between sites. After a general picture for the late Pleistocene has been presented
the chronological differences and potential diachronic developments in the settlement
system will be considered.
6.5.3.1 Regional Distinctions and Varying Land Use in a Broad Settlement System
A striking observation in the analyses conducted here is that all three northern Alaskan
assemblages obviously stem from ephemeral special task camps (Table 77). This stands
in contrast to the central Alaskan inventories and is visible in the diversity indices (Fig.
6.154): while a high interassemblage variability can be detected for central Alaska, no
such variability is detectable in northern Alaska. Admittedly, the northern Alaskan sample
of assemblages is small, but with respect to currently known dated late Pleistocene
sites from this region, there are hardly (if any) candidates which would give reason to
expect a strikingly different pattern (see Chap. 4). It appears that late Pleistocene huntergatherers settling in northern Alaska set up special task camps only. Residential camps
are not yet known, and may not even have existed.
The central Alaskan record, in contrast, shows a variety of assemblages with variable
diversity, obviously resulting from functional variability of the different occupations. These
occupations may well represent complimenting integrated parts of organized technology
and land use strategies (cf. Binford 1977; 1979; 1980; 1982; Shott 1986).
This being the case, the central Alaskan record may be seen as the compilation of
representative assemblages that stem from a coherent settlement pattern including
residential camps and related ephemeral camps set up for different tasks. Such a
settlement pattern cannot be recognized in the northern Alaskan record, which merely
yields ephemeral camps set up for special activities. If we assume that a complete
hunter-gatherer settlement system should include residential camps, then northern
Alaska cannot have been a long-term habitat and the hunter-gatherers who set up their
ephemeral camps in these regions must have come from a different area.
This area may in fact be central Alaska. In addition to typological and technological
connections between assemblages from northern and central Alaska (above all, bifacial
reduction strategies and lanceolate points), another important link between these regions
is common raw material use: it is evident that in both regions late Pleistocene huntergatherers used obsidian which was procured from Batza Téna (Reuther et al. 2011).
It is difficult to ascertain whether obsidian procurement was organized by “trade” and
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passed on from group to group or whether this raw material was acquired by the individual
groups themselves. Here the latter is the most likely. On the other hand, organized trade
is difficult to prove or disprove for prehistoric hunter-gatherers. However, if an organized
trade system of obsidian had indeed existed, we would expect to find higher frequencies
of this material in several assemblages, especially in regions with an apparent scarcity
of high quality material such as the central Alaskan Nenana and Tanana River Valleys.
Moreover, a number of these assemblages should show a distinct pattern of raw material
composition including certain artifact types made of obsidian (e.g. certain prepared
blank types and a relatively high amount of used tools). Yet, in all the tool and core
assemblages included in this study only four obsidian tools could be detected (in Walker
Road and Dry Creek Component II). Cores are not even present at all63. The exact
frequencies of obsidian pieces in most debitage assemblages are unknown, but based
on published information they seem to be astonishingly low (e.g. Graf and Goebel 2009;
Goebel 2011). Therefore, it appears that the few obsidian pieces in the assemblages
are rather remnants of former stays of the respective groups in distant regions and do
not indicate an organized trade system. The farther away the source of a distinct transregional raw material is from a site, the lower is the expected proportion of this material
in the assemblage, becoming extremely low in very distant locations. A missing link in
such a pattern of personal raw material transport over long distances may have been
discovered with the site of Nogahabara (see Chap. 4) where a tool kit made of Batza Téna
obsidian was discarded “only” 140 km away from the source. Besides its unique tool type
composition this assemblage is an extraordinary example of the raw material composition
of a tool kit as it was carried through the landscape comparably close to a preferred raw
material source. The next intermediate step in consistently decreasing proportions of
trans-regional raw material may be represented by the sites of Swan Point and Caribou
Crossing. Transport distances of trans-regional chert are clearly shorter compared to
obsidian in other assemblages (Table 77). At the same time, their proportions in the
tool assemblages are still considerable (Table 27; Table 72). This confirms the notion of
consistently decreasing presence of exotic raw material with increasing distance from
the source. In other words, comparably large amounts of trans-regional material can be
found on sites that are still relatively close to the source.
Hence, it can be stated that raw material distances observed in Eastern Beringian
assemblages are a good reference for the presumed personal high mobility of these
hunter-gatherers64. It can therefore be further assumed that detectable raw material
sources point to areas inhabited by hunter-gatherers, at least for certain time periods.
Accordingly, people from both northern and central Alaska must have been to Batza
Téna. It is conceivable that this obsidian source was not necessarily the specific goal of
63
Note that Graf and Goebel (2009) list two obsidian cores for Dry Creek Component II; I
was unable to identify these in the collection.
64
Human mobility during the late Pleistocene may have been aided by the use of dogs,
e.g. as pack animals. However, the role of dogs among late Pleistocene hunter-gatherers remains
open to speculation based on the current state of research (Shirar et al. 2010).
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long raw material acquisition trips, but was simply taken advantage of during a seasonal
cycle which may have included a change of habitats. Settlement patterns appear to have
been different in central and northern Alaska, though at the same time being connected
through personal transport of the same trans-regional raw material (Fig. 6.164).
In a similar way, such a pattern of habitat change is conceivable within central Alaska,
for the lowland and upland regions of the Tanana and Nenana River Valleys. At sites
in both these regions relatively small amounts of obsidian artifacts from Batza Téna
and Wiki Peak were discarded by hunter-gatherers. Hunter-gatherer groups residing
in these areas may have moved from one region to the other with an intermediate stay
in an area closer to the obsidian sources. This is not to say that direct movements
between the different regions is excluded, but it should not be overlooked that other vast
landscapes outside the archaeologically well known areas were also probably part of
the larger habitat used by the highly mobile hunter-gatherers. Interestingly, there are no
considerable differences to be observed in the composition of camp sites in these two
regions.
With such movements from one region to another the hunter-gatherers adapted their
behavior to the changing situations. Again, this is well illustrated through data relating to
raw material procurement, namely the degree of local raw material use: the proportions
of local raw material in the examined assemblages show fairly consistent frequencies
for the Nenana River Valley, while assemblages from the Tanana River Valley and
northern Alaska show more variable values (Fig. 6.165). Independent of site function and
occupation span, raw material procurement in the Nenana River Valley was constantly
reliant on relatively high ratios of local material. In the Tanana River Valley, this was
not the case. This is probably the result of different procurement strategies, perhaps
dependent of site function. As mentioned before, raw material procurement in the
Nenana River Valley was likely opportunistic. Chert, chalcedony, and rhyolite seem to
have been available in scattered sources in the landscape. If the raw material situation
in the Tanana River Valley was different is hard to say, but the available data on raw
material use point to a different, more variable use of lithic resources. This perhaps
depended on the provenance of the hunter-gatherers who were settling at the respective
sites and the distance they had travelled, which has strong influence on the ratio of nonlocal raw material in an artifact assemblage.
For northern Alaska the situation is difficult to evaluate due to the limited data set.
Yet, the two assemblages from Tuluaq Hill and Caribou Crossing may provide some
indications. Local raw material was used at both locations, though the frequencies of
local and non-local chert are strikingly different. However, here we must recall that at the
ephemeral special task camp of Caribou Crossing the high ratio of non-local material
among modified pieces resulted from the replacement of numerous imported finished
points with locally manufactured specimens. The analysis conducted by Rasic (2008:162
ff.) shows that almost 95 % of the debitage is made of local material, clarifying that the
actual on-site use of local chert seems to have been as intense as at Tuluaq Hill. Thus, it
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Fig. 6.164 Schematic illustration of regional differences regarding camp types and regional
interrelations based on raw material transport in Eastern Beringia

is indicated that the large amount of discarded modified artifacts made of non-local raw
material is a result of site function instead of raw material procurement strategy.
In fact, raw material procurement may generally have been very similar within northern
Alaska and consistently relied on locally available material. Differences in proportions of
local and non-local raw materials merely reflect differences in site function. This stands
in contrast to the central Alaskan record, where different frequencies of raw materials
among modified artifacts are more likely to reflect differences in procurement strategies
regardless of site function.
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Fig. 6.165 Minimum estimated proportions of local raw material in the analyzed Eastern
Beringian assemblages. Assemblages from the Tanana River Valley are in black, Nenana River
Valley in gray, and northern Alaska in light gray. Note: No values could be estimated for Moose
Creek Component II and the Mesa Site sample

Another regional distinction between northern and central Alaska can be derived from tool
assemblage diversity (Fig. 6.154) and the theoretical relationship between mobility and
diversity as derived from an ethnographic analysis conducted by Shott (1986). According
to this model, the diversity of distinct populations of tool assemblages is expected to
increase as mobility declines, where at both ends there are thresholds that cannot be
exceeded (Fig. 6.166 ). The idea behind this is that increasing mobility establishes
constraints on the number of tools that can be carried and therefore leads to a decrease
in tool diversity and an increase of tool flexibility (see Shott 1986:19 ff.). This means
that the highest diversity should be observed among groups of assemblages where
human mobility was low. As previously mentioned, the northern Alaskan assemblages
are special due to the consistently low degree of tool diversity. Their distinct character
becomes particularly apparent when the diversity indices of the studied assemblages are
grouped by region (Fig. 6.167). This should by no means be misunderstood as a general
direct indicator for the degree of mobility, especially with regard to the omnipresent long
raw material distances in all regions which attest to generally long migration distances.
However, the strikingly different diversity of assemblages in central and northern Alaska
may be suggestive of different settlement patterns in different habitats. The distances
traveled between two sites may have been significantly larger in northern Alaska as
opposed to central Alaska. In fact, the obvious overall prevailing presence of bifaces
in northern Alaskan assemblages fits this notion. It makes sense that highly mobile
hunter-gatherer groups whose settlement pattern consisted of ephemerally occupied
camps relied on a flexible technology that offered a variety of options for tool and blank
production according to situational needs.
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Fig. 6.166 Theoretical relationship
between mobility and diversity
(redrawn after Shott 1986:25
Figure 2, with additions)
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of analyzed Eastern Beringian
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Finally, based on the insights from these discussions, the settlement system for Eastern
Beringia can be reconstructed as follows (Fig. 6.168):
Central Alaska appears to be characterized by a high degree of residential mobility over
comparably short distances. Residential camps were used in combination with ephemeral
camps that were set up by dispatched task groups. Further, short-term residential camps
may have been frequented, either by the whole local group or by sub-groups. Such
camps may have served as intermediate encampments between two residential camps
or as field camps for dispatched sub-groups sensu Binford (1980). Both lowland and
upland areas were inhabited, exploiting presumably differently structured resources, in
the sense of both available quarries and lithic raw materials. Yet, despite these regional
differences, the basic settlement pattern did not change.
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Fig. 6.168 Model of a late Pleistocene settlement system with variable land use in Eastern
Beringia

In contrast, a significant change in the settlement pattern can be detected when huntergatherers moved into northern Alaska. Here, the settlement pattern comprised merely
ephemeral camps set up by supposedly small (sub-)groups of hunter-gatherers. Some
of these sites certainly served as overnight camps, which is why they should be divided
into ephemeral camps sensu stricto and ephemeral overnight camps.
On the assumption of a connection between central and northern Alaska – meaning
that both regions are habitats that were potentially used by the same hunter-gatherer
groups – it is further reasonable to assume that only parts of the groups that resided in
central Alaska went up north. As such, regions in central Alaska would have been the
primary habitat, while areas in the Arctic north would only have been visited by parts of
the groups, supposedly only for a limited time period each year, most likely in a certain
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season. Seasonal split-ups of local groups are known from recent and historical northern
hunter-gatherer societies (see Gubser 1965; Watanabe 1968; Balikci 1968; Damas 1968;
Helm and Leacock 1971), albeit that these peoples’ subsistence strategies and land use
patterns as well as the overall distances covered were certainly far removed from what
is assumed here for the settlement system of the late Pleistocene.
The groups dispatched to a seasonal habitat were obviously extremely mobile and
traveled much longer distances between their ephemerally occupied camps than those
parts of the groups which stayed in the primary habitat and maintained a settlement
system comprising residential and related ephemeral special task camps. Raw material
procurement in the seasonal habitat of northern Alaska was mainly reliant on local
materials, the ratios of which could vary in tool assemblages due to site function. By
contrast, in the principal habitat of central Alaska procurement strategies were adapted
to regional and perhaps seasonal conditions, as is detectable in raw material composition
of associated tool assemblages.
It should be mentioned that the dichotomy between northern and central Alaska as
presented here can only be an exemplary section of a broader settlement system.
Central Alaska was certainly not the only principal habitat within Eastern Beringia, and
correspondingly northern Alaskan regions were not the only seasonal habitat. Another
principal habitat may have existed in the upper Tanana River Valley as exemplified by
the Little John Site (Easton et al. 2011; Yesner et al. 2011), and another seasonal habitat
may have been in the southwest of Alaska, exemplified by the “Mesa Complex” site of
Spein Mountain (see Ackerman 1996c; 2001). Similarly, numerous principal and seasonal
habitats (with much shorter distances between them than between the regions examined
in this study) probably existed in different areas of Eastern Beringia. Therefore, the model
of the settlement system and (seasonally) varying land use proposed here (Fig. 6.168)
can be extended to the whole of Eastern Beringia and will have to be tested against a
growing body of data from Pleistocene sites in this region.
6.5.3.2 Seasonality of Shifting Land Use and Subsistence Strategies
Unfortunately, data on seasonality are very scarce for Eastern Beringia. In this study
the season of occupation could be determined for only two sites: Broken Mammoth
and Dry Creek (Table 77). While Dry Creek Components I and II as well as Broken
Mammoth CZ III were most probably occupied during fall or winter, Broken Mammoth
CZ IV appears to have been occupied repeatedly in different seasons (Guthrie 1983;
Yesner 1994; 2001b; 2007; 2010).
Due to scarce faunal remains on Beringian sites and the overall limited data on seasonality
of late Pleistocene sites in Eastern Beringia, little can be said about seasonal patterns
in the settlement system. Still, some indications may be seen in the present data. On
the one hand, it is striking that three of four occupations with evidence for seasonality
seem to be fall or winter camps and are additionally interpreted as remains of residential
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camps in this study. This might lead to the premature conclusion that central Alaska could
have been a habitat merely used during the cold season. However, the faunal remains
from the repeatedly occupied special task camp of Broken Mammoth CZ IV indicate
the year-round presence of hunter-gatherers in the Tanana River Valley. In addition,
the presence of geese at both cultural layers of Swan Point (Holmes 2011) may point
to occupations between spring and fall (cf. Graf and Bigelow 2011). Eventually, even
though the evidence is scarce, it appears that central Alaska, at least the Tanana River
Valley, constituted a year-round habitat for Pleistocene hunter-gatherers.
There is no data available for seasonality on northern Alaskan sites. As such, we can
only guess at seasonal patterns in these Arctic areas of Eastern Beringia. Yet, it is
certainly worth approaching this question keeping in mind some of the important findings
discussed above: first, mere ephemeral campsites with different foci on certain activities
seem to have existed in northern Alaska; second, it has been proposed that subgroups
of hunter-gatherers from year-round occupied principal habitats (such as central Alaska)
settled in temporary habitats (such as northern Alaska) for a limited time period each
year only. Against the background of these interpretations it appears reasonable to
postulate a mere seasonal occupation of the assumedly only temporarily occupied Arctic
environment of Eastern Beringia.
Without doubt, the best season for hunting and gathering in the North American Arctic,
especially farther in the interior, was (and still is, in fact) the summer. Temperatures are
decent and the 24 hour daylight allows for extended activities. Moreover, sophisticated
camps with elaborate shelters are not necessarily required, especially not for small
groups. Small bands of hunter-gatherers using this habitat could therefore range through
the landscape over long distances with only short stops to allow them to undertake
certain tasks. The main quarries (bison, caribou, musk ox) were probably most abundant
between spring and fall (Rasic 2008; 2011), thus making it more likely to encounter
these animals in the summer months. In winter, by contrast, the Arctic regions of Eastern
Beringia were a rather hostile environment, which is why they were probably not used as
a habitat during this season.
The archaeological record certainly conforms to the idea of such a land use pattern
consisting of short-term summer occupations by few highly mobile people. As mentioned
above, there is at least no clear evidence for elaborate residential camps that could have
been occupied during the winter in northern Alaska.
6.5.3.3 Why into the Arctic?
Finally, one question remains to be addressed if the scenario presented here is to be
accepted as realistic: Why should hunter-gatherers have moved into northern Alaska if
central Alaska provided the essential resources for year-round living?
This leads us to question the overall convenience of a year-round subsistence in central
Alaska. To begin with, a comparative view on some informative ethnographic data may
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be useful.
There appears to be a relation between latitude and subsistence. Lee (1968:40 ff.)
pointed out that hunter-gatherers would preferably base their subsistence on reliable
resources, usually plant foods instead of less reliably available medium and large
mammals. In far northern habitats, however, plant resources are not abundant and do
not constitute a reliable resource (e.g. Nelson 1986:40). Although various plant foods
available in northern habitats can contribute to the diet (e.g. Honigmann 1954:32 f.;
Gubser 1965:239 ff.; Mishler and Simeone 2004:71 ff.), Arctic and sub-Arctic peoples
generally depended on animals as the primary food source (e.g. Honigmann 1954;
McKennan 1959; Gubser 1965; Lee 1968; Helm and Leacock 1971; Freeman 1976;
Hoffman 1976; Langdon 2002). It is important to note that this does not only include the
hunting of medium and large mammals, but to a large degree fishing (e.g. Honigmann
1954:42 f; 145; McKennan 1959:62 ff.; Helm and Leacock 1971:346; Freeman 1976;
Hoffman 1976; Nelson 1986:55 ff.; Mishler and Simeone 2004; but also see Gubser
1965:252 ff.). In fact, fish is a more reliable food source compared to land mammals (Lee
1968:41; cf. Nelson 1986:55). Nonetheless, despite the importance of fish in subsistence,
ethnographic records demonstrate that recent and historical northern hunter-gatherers
relied on hunting medium and large mammals as a major food source, especially during
phases when fish was not abundant.
If we compare these observations with the late Pleistocene archaeological record from
Eastern Beringia, we become aware of both an important analogy as well as a significant
difference. The analogy is that during the late Pleistocene scarce vegetation would have
meant that plant resources would have been of likewise little (if any) importance for
subsistence. This implies that late Pleistocene hunter-gatherers would have relied on
animals as their primary food source.
The difference to the ethnographic record is that for the late Pleistocene we have no
clear indication for extensive fishing. This is not to say that fishing should be excluded
as an important food source, especially with regard to discovered fish remains at Broken
Mammoth. Also, the general invisibility of fish in the archaeological record due to poor
preservation should be considered. Nevertheless, the archaeological material does not
provide any indication that fishing contributed significantly to subsistence. If this had
been the case, we should expect to find clear signs for specialized fishing gear in the
archaeological assemblages, e.g. harpoons, potential lithic insets for harpoons (such as
retouched geometric microliths or the like), fish hooks, or net weights.
The lack of such gear may be due to preservation conditions, if such artifacts were made
of organic material. It is also conceivable that fish were hunted with small spears or
perhaps even arrows, for which the known small projectile points may have been used.
Nonetheless, the available archaeological record certainly points to a focus on hunting of
medium and large land mammals. The hunting weaponry we know so far is dominated by
large projectiles, either with bifacial points or with microblade insets. Accordingly, we can
assume that hunting land mammals was the major base of late Pleistocene subsistence.
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Because land mammals are a rather unreliable food source, this means that Eastern
Beringian hunter-gatherers were susceptible to the variable availability of their
subsistence base. This, in turn, must have demanded reactions and adaptations during
phases of stress. The question now is, if such reactions and adaptations are visible in
the archaeological record.
The sites of Broken Mammoth and the Little John Site in Yukon Territory show that huntergatherers relied on a variety of species (Yesner 2001b; Yesner et al. 2011). This indicates
the lack of aggregated prey and possibly the variable availability of animal resources. In
other words, the subsistence diversity detectable in these faunal assemblages can be
conceived as an indicator for a certain degree of subsistence stress. Obviously, central
Alaskan hunter-gatherers had to draw on different quarries according to their availability.
At Broken Mammoth a considerable number of small mammals and birds were hunted,
possibly resulting from a necessary shift in subsistence strategies, e.g. from large game
hunting to the hunting of other available prey.
Another indicator for adaptive subsistence strategies in the archaeological record may
be the variable occurrence of different hunting implements. While bifacial lanceolate
points and organic points with microblade insets were most probably used for hunting
medium and large sized game, small projectile points (like tear-drop shaped Chindadn
points and triangular points) may have been used for hunting small mammals or birds.
Small projectile points are present at several sites but absent on others (Table 77), thus
potentially indicating phases during which the hunter-gatherers adapted their hunting
strategies to resource shortage.
In addition to the varying availability of animal resources, human impact may have
aggravated the situation. If the reconstructed settlement pattern for central Alaska (with
a high residential mobility with rather short distances between residential camps; Fig.
6.168) holds true, then animals may have become scarce around residential sites due
to intensive hunting. Late Pleistocene hunter-gatherers of central Alaska were perhaps
forced to move their residential camps in short time intervals because of decreasing
micro-regional game populations. This, in turn, may have posed potential for conflicts with
neighboring hunter-gatherer groups who were using the landscape equally intensively.
If we consider that Beringia was a patchy environment where some areas were more
hospitable than others, it can be expected that population density – even if generally low
– was highest in these areas, which made it more likely that habitats had to be shared
between different groups.
It is conceivable that central Alaska and other potential principal habitats in Eastern
Beringia were at times not very hospitable. But options for moving into other regions were
limited. To the east, the Cordilleran ice shield constituted an impassable barrier; to the
south, the Alaska Range and its glaciers limited mobility; and to the north are the Brooks
Range and the North Slope, a region which would have certainly represented a harsh
environment during the winter months (as it still is today). Yet, during the summer the
regions of northern Alaska, by all means, must have offered an alternative, i.e. a highly
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attractive habitat for hunter-gatherers with a variety of available resources, including
bison65, musk ox, dall sheep, and moose, but also, notably, chert (Rasic 2008; 2011).
If hunter-gatherer groups in central Alaska split up during the warm period of the year
in order to dispatch parts of the groups to northern Alaska (or other potential seasonal
habitats), they would have relieved stressed situations in principal habitats such as
central Alaska. This may not have happened every year, but perhaps every few years
due to varying regional availability of resources or due to varying group sizes.
The scenario portrayed here relies on several interpretations as premises. Nonetheless,
this model of seasonally shifting land use with changing settlement patterns in different
habitats could explain the nature of the archaeological record. The findings of the study
conducted here certainly conform to such a settlement system, but future research and
further discussion will have to prove or disprove its validity.
6.5.3.4 Chronological Distinctions, Climate Change, and Human Reactions
So far, conclusions relating to settlement patterns and land use have been made for the
late Pleistocene as a whole, disregarding implications of absolute chronological data.
In spite of restrictions imposed by limitations in the availability of radiocarbon ages,
it is apparent that all occupations which can be dated to the Younger Dryas are from
central Alaska (though it should be noted that Dry Creek Component II may also be
of early Holocene age; Table 77). Therefore, a diachronic examination of potentially
changing settlement patterns needs to be restricted, in the first place, to central Alaska.
Considerations for northern Alaska can be made with reference to published information
on some assemblages not included in this study.
It is of special interest to note whether the settlement system and varying land use
patterns reconstructed above can be further differentiated chronologically. According to
radiocarbon dates, there seems to be a brief hiatus during the onset of the Younger Dryas
(GS-1). Eastern Beringia may have been partly depopulated during this period of climatic
change. Therefore, we must ask whether differences in settlement and land use patterns
during the two different climatic and environmental stages of GI-1 and GS-1 can be
detected. Recently, Graf and Bigelow (2011) postulated technological, subsistence, and
land use changes during the Younger Dryas in central Alaska. It will be tested whether
such far-reaching adaptations in human behavior can be detected in the data set of this
study as well. Further, we will examine whether settlement patterns varied between GI-1
and GS-1.
Of the assemblages studied in the frame of this investigation, five central Alaskan
components can be dated to GI-1 (Swan Point CZ IV, Broken Mammoth CZ IV, Walker
Road Component I, Dry Creek Component I, and Moose Creek Component I), while
four components can be dated to GS-1 (Swan Point CZ III, Broken Mammoth CZ III,
65
Bison does not seem to have become extinct in northern Alaska until the Holocene
(Rasic and Matheus 2007).
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Moose Creek Component II, and [tentatively] Dry Creek Component II; Table 77). The
Eroadaway Site cannot be securely assigned to either of the two chronological groups,
but it may indeed have been occupied at the very end of GI-1 (see Chap. 4).
Regardless of the exact chronological position of the Eroadaway Site, the composition
of camp types is similar in both chronological groups of sites and includes evidence for
residential and ephemeral special task camps. This is accompanied by similar diversity
indices in both groups: While the mean value for the GI-1 assemblages is 0.22 ± 0.08
(0.24 ± 0.09 when Eroadaway is included), it is 0.21 ± 0.03 for the GS-1 assemblages.
Accordingly, intersite variability with respect to both tool diversity and site function does not
seem to deviate significantly between GI-1 and GS-1. However, it is certainly interesting
to note the larger variation of diversity indices during GI-1 (CV = 0.36) as compared to
GS-1 (CV = 0.14). Strikingly specialized assemblages like Broken Mammoth CZ IV and
the Eroadaway Site are lacking among the GS-1 sites. This may be a sampling issue, but
perhaps this observation indicates a generally decreasing diversification of camp sites
during the Younger Dryas. In other words, during GS-1 the range of activities may have
been consistently broad at different campsites, thus making the differences of residential
camps and ephemeral camps less clear with regard to the range of conducted activities.
So far this conclusion is purely speculative, especially considering the limitations of
the sample of sites studied here. Changes to the structre of the settlement system are
certainly conceivable, but further evidence from a larger data base is certainly needed to
confirm this assumption.
With regard to maximum distances covered for the procurement of raw material it appears
that distances traveled during GI-1 and GS-1 are similarly high in both periods (Table 77;
cf. Reuther et al. 2011). Neither are there detectable difference in general raw material
procurement.
Accordingly, there seem to be no clear indications in the data set of this study for a
severe change of the overall settlement system. It should be noted, however, that Graf
and Bigelow (2011) have detected the use of sites at higher elevations (above 650 m asl)
during the Younger Dryas, which was obviously not the case before and after this period.
Possibly the most striking difference between GI-1 and GS-1 can be detected in lithic
technology: the occurrence of microblade technology.
While Swan Point is the only central Alaskan microblade site dated to GI-1, this
technology is present on three of the four sites occupied during GS-1 (Table 77). So far,
Swan Point CZ IV is indeed the only known occupation in the whole of Eastern Beringia
with microblade technology during the Late Glacial Interstadial. Although a sampling
bias cannot be excluded and microblade technology may well have been used regularly
during GI-1 (note, for example, the wedge-shaped microblade core at Tuluaq Hill), the
overall emergent pattern appears to be reliable.
The intensified use of microblade technology during GS-1 could also be detected in other
studies (Wygal 2011; Graf and Bigelow 2011). Graf and Bigelow (2011:446) link it to a
focus in hunting strategies and suppose that especially bison and wapiti were hunted
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with composite projectiles made of organic points with microblade insets. However,
the faunal data in the central Alaskan record seem to be too scarce to allow for the
detection of specializations on distinct quarries during certain periods. As mentioned
above, the available data rather suggests continuous subsistence diversity, which is
evident in both Cultural Zones of Broken Mammoth. Even though the frequencies of
remains from different species differ significantly in CZ IV and CZ III (with strikingly high
frequencies of bird remains in CZ IV), it must be considered that the data presented so
far only refer to NISP and not to MNI, which may be problematic especially due to the
high fragmentation of faunal remains at Broken Mammoth (see Yesner 2001b; 2007).
In addition, with the apparent wide availability of large game like bison and caribou in
northern Alaska, it may be assumed that during the late Pleistocene these animals were
hunted with weapon systems containing lanceolate bifacial points (e.g. Rasic 2011). It
thus remains to be explained why during the Younger Dryas a general shift in hunting
strategies for large game should have occurred, especially considering the persistent
use of large lanceolate points during GS-1. Therefore, other explanations are needed for
the intensified use of microblade technology during the Younger Dryas as opposed to the
Late Glacial Interstadial.
Interestingly, the intensified use of microblade technology seems to correlate with cold
climate in general. Wygal (2009; 2011) could show a predominance of microblade
technology during phases of apparent population decline (detected by an estimated
number of site occupations based on radiocarbon dates) and during periods of colder
climate between the late Pleistocene and the mid-Holocene. He suggests that “microblade
industries may have been critical for arctic foragers as they struggled to survive the
rapid onset of cold episodes”; as such, intensified use of microblade technology reflects
“technological fitness” during “unusually distinct climatic and ecologic transitions” (Wygal
2011:242). In this sense, microblade technology is a highly efficient concept of blank
production which is crucial for subsistence. The frugality of raw material during serial
microblade production, as well as the durability and high degree of tissue damage of
microblade inset points, make microblade technology a “risk-minimizing strategy” (Elston
and Brantingham 2002). It is therefore conceivable that the intensification of this distinct
technology reflects the reaction to times of intensified subsistence stress.
Admittedly, our knowledge of the exact effects of the Younger Dryas is limited, especially
considering the variable environmental change across Eastern Beringia (see Chap.
3). Therefore it is also difficult to assess the effects on the availability of various
resources such as prey and lithic raw material. However, even though such potential
significant changes in the hunter-gatherer habitats of Eastern Beringia remain subject to
speculation, we can assume that the overall climatic change in the northern hemisphere
with the onset of GS-1 turned parts of Beringia into inhospitable areas. This is especially
indicated by the sea-salt and dust records in the Greenland ice cores, according to which
Beringia must have been exposed to phases of rough winds during GS-1 (see Chap. 3).
This probably had a significant effect on hunter-gatherers, in particular during a phase of
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generally cooler climate accompanied by environmental change like the Younger Dryas.
At first, this may have led to a temporary population decrease in certain areas of Eastern
Beringia, considering the nadir in the radiocarbon chronology (see Chap. 4, “Climate
Proxies and Radiocarbon Chronology of Eastern Beringia: A Chronological Framework
for the Late Pleistocene / Early Holocene”). In the long run, however, humans adapted
to the harsh environment instead of abandoning their native habitats. In this adaptation
process microblade technology seems to have played a major role as a general reaction
to cope with sudden changes in weather and climate.
It is conceivable that mobility within the principal habitat (here central Alaska) decreased
due to the aggravating conditions during the Younger Dryas. During phases of particularly
strong winds, which also meant severe cold and unpredictable weather changes, huntergatherer groups may have spent more time within and close to their campsites66. This
could, in fact, explain the ostensible overall increased diversification of activities on GS-1
campsites noted above, as fewer ephemeral camps were set up. In addition, if summers
were severely affected by strong and cold winds, hunter-gatherer groups may not have
dispatched sub-groups to their seasonal habitats (as illustrated in Fig. 6.168). The Arctic
regions of Eastern Beringia may have been turned into hostile environments with too
high risks for dispatched small sub-groups. This was perhaps not the case every year,
but it may have happened frequently. In fact, the radiocarbon chronology of the largely
investigated and obviously repeatedly occupied Mesa Site may illustrate the comparably
sparce human presence during GS-1 in northern Alaska: The site was occupied in a
period between the Younger Dryas and the early Holocene, with most radiocarbon dates
correlating with ameliorated climate during the early Holocene (Fig. 4.13). Eventually,
when a larger group stayed together during the summer under already severe climatic
conditions, this probably exacerbated subsistence stress within the principal habitat
during the summer. Moreover, decreased mobility would have led to a poor provision
with lithic raw material needed for the production of frequently used tools.
Such a situation of increased subsistence stress and decreased provision of resources
demanded adaptive strategies. One such strategy seems to have been an adjustment to
the technological organization of lithic tool production, i.e. the intensified use of microblade
technology. Microblades are usually seen in the context of hunting technology as insets
of organic projectiles. Elston and Brantingham (2002:104 f.) contrast the advantages
of stone and organic points and conclude that “the best design features of both are
combined in inset points”. They can be used repeatedly, are durable and easy to repair,
and cause similar tissue damage as stone points. At the same time, the production of inset
points is related to high costs, regarding the time and other tools required. However, as
Elston and Brantingham (2002:105) put it, the payoff “is their performance in situations in
which the cost of failure is catastrophic and/or deadly: when they must be used multiple
times without replacement, when the prey is a key resource that must be taken during
66
Interesting to note in this regard are the accounts of Gubser (1965:233 ff.) on the influence
of weather and especially wind for daily tasks of the Nunamiut in northern Alaska.
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a limited time, […], or when the weapon is used in very cold environments”. Such a risk
situation is in fact very well conceivable for Eastern Beringian hunter-gatherers during the
Younger Dryas, when subsistence stress in their principal habitats was intensified with an
associated decrease in mobility. As a result, the frequent use of microblade technology
reflects an adaptation to severe environmental change which had affected the survival
capability of the habitual settlement system with its shifting land use patterns. In other
words, the focus in the technological organization on microblade technology constituted
a minimization of risk. In effect, such a minimization of risk is not only conceivable on
a larger time scale, i.e. with respect to changing climate between the LGIC and the
Younger Dryas, but also from site to site with regard to appropriate reactions to sudden
weather changes, even during the rather mild conditions of GI-1.
In sum, it can be derived from this line of thought that the model of land use developed
above (Fig. 6.168) applies for both the Late Glacial Interstadial and the Younger Dryas.
But it appears that the exact manifestation of these patterns was likely different in the
Younger Dryas. Cold snaps especially due to rough winds may have led to a decrease
in mobility. Sub-groups may not have been dispatched to seasonal habitats as often
as during milder periods like the Late Glacial Interstadial, which in turn may have led
to an increased subsistence stress in the principal habitats. In the end, this demanded
risk minimization which is reflected in technological organization: the intensified use of
microblade technology.
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6.6 The Selemdzha Sites in the Amur River Basin, Russian Far
East
Due to the less reliable nature of the record from the Selemdzha sites (see Chap. 5, “The
Russian Far East: The Selemdzha River Sites”), the analysis of these assemblages will
be somewhat restricted as compared to the rather detailed examination of the Alaskan
assemblages67. Assertions as to site activities and site function are very tentative and
are no mere than exploratory models. It is impossible to discuss the question of potential
palimpsests based on the available information.
The overall aim is to detect potential differences in detectable site activities and gain
an impression of potential camp site composition during the two chronological stages.
This will lead to the development of hypotheses on the origin of Beringian colonization,
especially with a comparative view on the reconstructed settlement system of the earliest
hunter-gatherers in Eastern Beringia.
It should be mentioned that there are discrepancies between the numbers of artifacts
in this study and the numbers reported by Derevianko et al. (1998). This is due to
different categorizations of artifact types, but also due to the fact that several pieces
could not be identified in the collections. As far as possible I recorded missing artifacts
based on published illustrations, but I omitted pieces that are merely listed in the text
without illustrations. In the end, I am confident that the samples I recorded for this study
are representative of the examined collections. Still, the following analyses should be
considered as tentative given the insecurities of the record.

6.6.1 Introductory Remarks on Raw Material
Due to the highly acidic sediment along the Selemdzha River, a thick patina developed
on many artifacts. This patina is often very rough and has changed the whole surface of
artifacts, including cortex. In general, the surfaces of the patinated pieces are tan or light
brown to grayish in color (Pl. 91-127).
Although the thick patina certainly makes it difficult to recognize the raw material, the
majority of artifacts has a very similar appearance, not only with respect to the often
rough surface but also the low quality of the raw material, which shows inclusions and
obviously uncontrollable break patterns. In addition, the similarity of these artifacts
becomes evident through fractures or sometimes even modified edges that show the
interior of numerous artifacts which is consistently dark gray in color (see, for example,
Pl. 91, 1-3; A 93, 5)68.
67
Note that due to time constraints during my study of the Selemdzha assemblages I was
only able to photograph a limited selection of artifacts. Drawings of many pieces can be found in
the publication by Derevianko et al. (1998).
68
Some of the fractures that reveal the interior of the artifacts appear to be recent. In at
least one case (an early stage biface from Barkasnaya Sopka 1 Cultural Layer 1) this becomes
apparent when the original artifact is compared to the respective illustration in Derevianko et al.
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Most of these artifacts have been determined as liparite (i.e. rhyolite69) in recent studies
of the Selemdzha material (see Derevianko and Zenin V. N. 1995; Derevianko et al.
2006). This material was originally identified by a local geologist, although no petrologic
analyses were conducted. The main source of the liparite or rhyolite was identified about
100 to 150 km upstream from the Selemdzha sites, but it is also available in the form of
river cobbles in the Selemdzha River (pers. comm. V. Zenin 2010).
In fact, a strikingly high amount of artifacts recorded for this study yields cortex coverage
(almost 60 %). On the majority of these pieces the cortex is evidently battered and
stream-rolled, thus demonstrably stemming from a river or creek bed. Eventually, the
liparite / rhyolite present in the Selemdzha assemblages was probably procured locally
in the Selemdzha River. Therefore, rhyolite will be consistently addressed as a local raw
material in the following analysis.
In addition to liparite / rhyolite, basalt is also regarded as a local material. It is of rather
low quality and is not expected to have been transported over long distances.
The crux of the assumption of local raw materials, however, is that it remains unknown to
what extent artifacts of local material were potentially transported from one Selemdzha
site to another. It is conceivable, for example, that rhyolite was procured in the local
vicinity of a site and that tools produced on this site were taken to a different site along
the Selemdzha River. In the local vicinity of that site rhyolite also occurs and it was
probably also procured and modified there, but the imported pieces of this same material
would then – strictly speaking – not be made of local but non-local material. Hence, there
remains a certain degree of uncertainty in the estimation of raw material distances for the
Selemdzha assemblages, which has to be considered in the following analysis.
Last but not least, the origin of other raw materials like chert or chalcedony has to remain
unresolved, although their comparably low frequency may imply a regional or possibly
even trans-regional origin. Alternatively, these materials may have been available less
abundantly in the region.
Ultimately, the separation of local and non-local raw material in the following analyses
has to be regarded as a tentative assumption for the sake of the detection of differences
in site activities and the reconstruction of a settlement system. It must be considered that
many conclusions are based on these assumptions.

(1998:181, No. 5) where no fracture is visible. Yet, there are also some cases in which the interior
is revealed by modified edges instead of presumably recent fractures (e.g. the scraping end on
Pl. 93, 5). I also noticed a laterally modified piece from Garskaya Protoka Cultural Layer 2 with a
fracture that cannot be recent because it was still covered with sediment. Therefore, it is difficult
to explain why certain pieces with the characteristic patina show unpatinated spots.
69
Note that in Russian terminology the term liparite is preferred and rhyolite is regarded as
a variant of liparite, while in English terminology liparite and rhyolite are used as synonyms. I will
therefore address the raw material of the Selemdzha artifacts as liparite / rhyolite.
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6.7 Selemdzha Sites – GS-2
6.7.1 Barkasnaya Sopka 1 Cultural Layer 2
6.7.1.1 General Characteristics
The assemblage from the second cultural layer of Barkasnaya Sopka 1 comprises 42
tools and 11 cores. Raw materials comprise liparite / rhyolite, chert, and basalt.
While no microblade core could be identified in the collection, Derevianko et al. (1998:24)
note 15 microblades and two microblade cores. One microblade core is illustrated in
the publication and was recorded for this study based on the illustration. Microblade
production seems to have taken place on site.
Another missing artifact that was recorded merely based on the illustration was a chopper/
pebble tool.
6.7.1.2 Raw Material
The vast majority of the recorded artifacts are made of rhyolite, with respect to both the
number of pieces and total weight (Table 79). Only six pieces are made of chert. Data
on weight reveals that these artifacts are strikingly small. One large piece (an early
stage biface) is made of basalt, while one lateral modification is made of indeterminate
material (a gray material with little black and light shiny inclusions, which looks heavily
secondarily altered). The raw material of the two missing pieces remains undetermined.
Cortex is present on almost 70 % of the recorded assemblage (Fig. 6.169). Although
most pieces yield less than 1/3 of cortex coverage, a strikingly high proportion of the
modified artifacts (ca. 30 %) still shows more than 1/3 of cortex coverage, some pieces
even between 2/3 and 100 %. The cortex of most pieces is battered and stream-rolled.
It appears that many modified artifacts represent early reduction stages. While bifaces
and cores were discarded in comparably early stages of reduction, unifacial tools were
mostly made on blanks from earlier stages of core reduction.
Assuming a local origin of the rhyolite and the patinated pieces, it appears that the
assemblage is dominated by artifacts made of local raw material (Fig. 6.170).
6.7.1.3 Tools
The tool assemblage consists of altogether 42 pieces and is dominated by bifaces and
lateral modifications (Table 80). Other important tool categories are burins, spokeshaves,
end scrapers, and (side) scrapers.
Bifacial Tools

The bifacial tool assemblage consists of nine foliates/SSB (Pl. 91),

three indifferent bifaces (Pl. 92, 1-2), seven early stage bifaces (Pl. 92, 3), and one
indeterminate fragment. While one early stage biface is made of basalt (Pl. 92, 3), all
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Table 79 Barkasnaya Sopka 1 Cultural Layer 2: Raw materials of modified pieces (weight in g)

Raw Material

Raw Material Variant

basalt
banded tan with dark gray
and brownish bands
dark gray (translucent)
chert

gray (translucent)
undet.
subtotal
dark gray

liparite / rhyolite

undet. - patinated
subtotal

questionable
undet.
Total

weight
%
weight
%
weight
%
weight
%
weight
%
weight
%
weight
%
weight
%
weight
%
weight
%
weight
%
weight
%

301,1
3,96
48,9
0,64
193,0
2,54
1,8
0,02
4,9
0,06
248,6
3,27
4422,5
58,23
2618,9
34,48
7041,4
92,70
4,4
0,06
7595,5
100,00

n
1
%
1,89
n
1
%
1,89
n
2
%
3,77
n
1
%
1,89
n
2
%
3,77
n
6
% 11,32
n
17
% 32,08
n
26
% 49,06
n
43
% 81,13
n
1
%
1,89
n
2
%
3,77
n
53
% 100,00

other bifaces are made of rhyolite. Accordingly, all bifaces are made of local raw material.
The indeterminate biface is a ca. 4 cm long lateral fragment with a retouched edge (see
illustration in Derevianko et al. 1998:191, No. 9). It thus appears to be part of a finished
tool. All other bifaces, in contrast, are unfinished. All foliates/SSB and indifferent bifaces
are thinned bifaces without any edge damage. The early stage bifaces do not show
any damage or potential traces of use either. Accordingly, the bifacial tool assemblage
discarded on site only includes bifaces from earlier stages of bifacial reduction.
The morphology of bifaces from the intermediate reduction stage (i.e. foliates/SSB)
suggests a standardized bifacial reduction. All foliates are bi-convex in cross section and
have convex bases.
The metric data, however, cannot confirm this assumed standardization, perhaps due
to the fact that most bifaces are incomplete. There is no correlation between length and
width (Fig. 6.171; r = 0.31) and only a comparably weak correlation between thickness
and width (Fig. 6.172; r = 0.53). Interestingly, not even the apparently standardized foliates
show any correlations (rL/W = 0.18; rT/W = 0.29). This may be due to the small sample and
the preservation of the bifaces. Six of the nine foliates/SSB are basal fragments of very
different sizes (Pl. 91, 1-3 & 6).
In summary, it is difficult to ascertain whether the present bifaces resulted from a
continuous reduction sequence. While this is indicated by the apparently standardized
shape of thinned bifaces, such a pattern cannot be recognized in the metric data. In
any case, it can be stated that finished tools are – with one exception – absent from the
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Cultural Layer 2: Cortex coverage on
modified pieces
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Fig. 6.170 Barkasnaya Sopka 1
Cultural Layer 2: Regional origin of
raw materials of modified pieces
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assemblage. Thus, the bifacial tool assemblage represents the preparation of bifacial
blanks of local raw material. Used bifaces were not discarded on site.
Burins

Four burins are present in the assemblage (Pl. 93, 1-4). Two pieces are
made of rhyolite (Pl. 93, 2 & 4), while the other two specimens are made of grayish,
slightly patinated chert variants (Pl. 93, 1 & 3). It is possible that the pieces made of
chert were imported to the site as opposed to the two pieces of local material that were
presumably modified on site.
All four burins are made on flakes. Three specimens yield more than one burin blow. Still,
all these burins have just one cutting edge, so they could be referred to as angle burins.
In total, ten burin blows could be recorded. Burin blows were consistently struck from
basal (n=4) or terminal (n=5) ends, except for one case, where the burin spall was
removed from the lateral edge. However, even in this case the purpose was to produce a
cutting edge at the basal end (Pl. 93, 1), thus conforming to the evident pattern of burin
modification.
Two cutting edges are heavily used, one of which is splintered and the other splintered
and rounded (Pl. 93, 2 & 4). The cutting edges of the other two burins are still complete
(Pl. 93, 1 & 3). Interestingly, these are the pieces made of chert.
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biface: foliate
biface: indiff.
biface: early stage /
blank
biface: indet.
burin
chopper/pebble tool
endscraper
lateral modification
scraper
spokeshave
TOTAL Raw Mat.

TOTAL Tools

undetermined

questionable

liparite / rhyolite

Tool Type

chert

basalt

Table 80 Barkasnaya Sopka 1 Cultural Layer 2: Tool types by raw material

n
%

9
21,43

9
21,43

n

3

3

7,14

7,14

%
n

1

6

7

%

2,38

14,29

16,67

n

1

1

%

2,38

2,38

n

2

2

4

%

4,76

4,76

9,52

n

1

1

2

%

2,38

2,38

4,76

n

2

2

%
n
%

4,76
2
6
4,76 14,29

4,76
9
21,43

1
2,38

n

2

2

%

4,76

4,76

n

3

3

%

7,14

7,14

n

1

%

2,38

35

1

1

42

9,52 83,33

4

2,38

2,38

100,00

In sum, the burins convey the impression of a standardized burin assemblage. The
obviously unused burins made of chert may have been imported from a former distant
camp. They were perhaps replaced in the tool kit by specimens made of local material.
Lateral Modifications
The tool assemblage includes nine laterally modified
pieces. Except for one piece made on a thick crested blade, all specimens are modified
on flakes. Most pieces are made of rhyolite. One flake is made of chert and one flake
is made of some indeterminate material, which is grayish, shows little black and light
shiny inclusions, and seems to be secondarily altered. Most lateral modifications were
obviously made on flakes of locally procured material.
Cortex is present on four pieces, i.e. on almost half of all lateral modifications. Thus, in
many cases the blanks of these informal tools seem to have been obtained during earlier
stages of core reduction.
Metric data of lateral modifications show a rather diffuse picture (Fig. 6.173; Fig. 6.174),
though it should be noted that except for one specimen all pieces are fragments. Despite
the correlation between width and thickness (r = 0.65) which might indicate a continuous
reduction sequence, this is not implied by the length and width ratio (r = -0,05). Also, a
differentiation between pieces with and without cortex does not show any patterning.
Interestingly, a piece with 100 % cortex coverage is the smallest among the specimens
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with cortex. It thus appears that lateral modifications were produced opportunistically on
flake blanks obtained during different reduction stages from cores of different sizes.
Only two pieces show macroscopically visible edge damage. The modified edges of both
of these tools are splintered. Most lateral modifications were probably not intensely used
before they were discarded.
Other Tools Two end scrapers are present in the tool assemblage, both of which are
made on the terminal ends of flakes of rhyolite. One piece yields a larger flake scar onto
the modified edge, showing the original dark gray color of the raw material (Pl. 93, 5).
Both end scrapers have splintered modified edges, presumably resulting from use.
The two (side) scrapers from the assemblage are also made on flakes of rhyolite. One
piece has splintered edges (Pl. 93, 6), while on the other specimen the detection of
potential use wear is impossible due to recent damage. In sum, it appears that scraping
tools were modified and used on site.
Three modified flakes made of rhyolite can be referred to as spokeshaves or notched
pieces, one of which has two notches (Pl. 93, 7). On two pieces the notches are splintered,
while on one specimen the notch shows no clear edge damage. As with the scraping
tools, spokeshaves seem to have been modified and used on site. They may have been
used for working shafts or foreshafts.
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Last but not least, the tool assemblage includes two chopper / pebble tools, one of
which is missing and was recorded based on the published illustration (Derevianko et al.
1998:192 No. 6). The one present piece is made of rhyolite and shows a splintered edge
that appears to have been heavily used.
6.7.1.4 Cores
The assemblage from Cultural Layer 2 of Barkasnaya Sopka 1 includes 11 cores (Table
81). Three cores can be referred as blade cores (Pl. 94, 1; 3), one as a bladelet core, and
seven as flake cores (Pl. 94, 2; 4). One piece was recorded as a microblade core based
on the publication (Derevianko et al. 1998:186, No. 5).
Most cores are made of rhyolite, while only two flake cores are made of chert. The
raw material of the microblade core remains undetermined. Most cores show cortex
coverage. Only two specimens are lacking cortex coverage.
All cores show unipolar reduction. Most cores have only one platform and one reduction
surface. Only two flake cores deviate from this simple pattern.
The core assemblage shows that blanks were obtained from locally available cobbles
with least possible effort. Platforms were not prepared very meticulously. Sometimes
they are totally lacking preparation and the natural cortex surface was used as a platform.
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flake core
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Table 81 Barkasnaya Sopka 1 Cultural
Layer 2: Core types by raw material

TOTAL Raw Mat.

n
%

TOTAL Cores

undetermined

chert

Core Type
blade core

liparite / rhyolite
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3
27,27

3
27,27

n

1

1

%

9,09

9,09

4

6

n

2

% 18,18 36,36

54,55

n

1

1

%

9,09

9,09

8

1

11

% 18,18 72,73

n

2

9,09

100,00

Reduction sequences usually remained simple and cores were often discarded in early
stages of reduction. This was probably the case due to abundant availability of the mostly
used rhyolite in the local vicinity of the site.
6.7.1.5 Site Activities
The tool and core assemblage from Cultural Layer 2 of Barkasnaya Sopka 1 implies that
a variety of tasks may have taken place on site. The calculated diversity index confirms
this with a strikingly low index:
D = 0.17.
On-site activities comprise the production of bifacial tools, presumably working bone,
antler, or ivory with burins, scraping activities, heavy duty tasks, and possibly the working
of shafts or foreshafts. Prepared bifacial blanks and/or finished bifaces were probably
exported from the site. Microblade production took place on site, presumably in order to
replace insets of organic projectiles in preparation of hunting trips. Flakes and blades for
unifacial tool production were obtained from cores of local material.
Use wear analyses conducted by Derevianko et al. (1998:25) found that two scrapers
were used for working either hide or meat.
Most of the raw material seems to have been procured from the Selemdzha River. Only
few pieces are made of raw material that may stem from a regional or even trans-regional
source. Two burins may have been imported as part of a tool kit that had been carried by
the hunter-gatherers for a longer time period.
In sum, detectable site activities comprise subsistence, maintenance and processing
activities. Under the premise of a single coherent occupation of the site, the assemblage
might result from a residential camp occupation (Fig. 6.175). Although there are no
potential hunting implements besides microblades, and despite the lack of other direct
evidence for hunting (e.g. faunal remains), it can be assumed that hunting trips were
undertaken from the campsite.
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Fig. 6.175 Barkasnaya Sopka 1 Cultural Layer 2: Schematic illustration of the occupation under
the premise of assemblage coherency

6.7.2 Vediaginskaya Sopka Cultural Layer 2
6.7.2.1 General Characteristics
The tool and core assemblage from Cultural Layer 2 of Vediaginskaya Sopka recorded
for this study includes altogether 26 artifacts. Sixteen of these are tools, while 11 were
modified as cores. One biface was apparently modified into a microblade core preform.
Four pieces (two bifaces, a flake core, and a burin) could not be identified in the collection
and were recorded based on the publication (Derevianko et al. 1998:262: Nos. 8 & 9; 261
No. 4; 262 No. 10). Only two microblades are present in the debitage assemblage (see
Derevianko et al. 1998:40).
The raw material spectrum of all modified pieces includes basalt, chert, chalcedony, and
liparite / rhyolite.
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Table 82 Vediaginskaya Sopka Cultural Layer 2: Raw materials of modified pieces (weight in g)

Raw Material

Raw Material Variant
weight
%
weight
%
weight
%
weight
%
weight
%
weight
%
weight
%
weight
%
weight
%
weight
%
weight
%
weight
%
weight
%
weight
%
weight
%

coarse grayish
fine grayish
basalt
fine tan
subtotal
brown white
chalcedony

reddish brown
subtotal

chert

tan opaque
dark gray
light rhyolite

liparite / rhyolite
undet. - patinated
subtotal
questionable
undet.
Total

1448,6
48,66
137,2
4,61
217,8
7,32
1803,6
60,59
54,0
1,81
37,1
1,25
91,1
3,06
161,3
5,42
341,0
11,46
21,2
0,71
420,9
14,14
783,1
26,31
137,6
4,62
2976,7
100,00

n
4
% 15,38
n
3
% 11,54
n
1
%
3,85
n
8
% 30,77
n
1
%
3,85
n
1
%
3,85
n
2
%
7,69
n
3
% 11,54
n
3
% 11,54
n
1
%
3,85
n
3
% 11,54
n
7
% 26,92
n
2
%
7,69
n
4
% 15,38
n
26
% 100,00

6.7.2.2 Raw Material
The assemblage is dominated by basalt and liparite / rhyolite, each of which constitutes
about 30 % of all modified artifacts (Table 82). With respect to weight, basalt even
constitutes ca. 60 %, which indicates that pieces of this material were used for larger
tools. The basalt can be differentiated into three different variants. However, these
different variants do not seem to have been selected for distinct artifact types.
Chert and chalcedony are represented by comparably few pieces. Still, it is interesting to
note that all three present chert artifacts are made of a tan opaque variant.
For two pieces the raw material could not be determined with absolute certainty. One is a
spokeshave that is made of an opaque material of fine texture which is light gray in color
with darker gray lines and black spots (Pl. 97, 1). The other piece is a flake core made
on a river cobble of some patinated gray material (Pl. 99, 1).
In addition to the locally available liparite / rhyolite, basalt can be regarded as a local
material due to its rather low quality. Therefore, the assumed amount of locally procured
raw material is almost 60 % (Fig. 6.176).
The majority of artifacts shows cortex on their surfaces (Fig. 6.177). Bifaces and cores
were apparently discarded in rather early stages of reduction, while unifacial flake tools
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were produced on blanks from earlier reduction stages.
The metric data of all modified artifacts with special regard to the different raw materials
appear to show a rather diffuse picture (Fig. 6.178; Fig. 6.179; Fig. 6.180). However,
they also reveal some interesting insights. First of all, they show that artifacts made of
basalt are not generally larger and heavier than pieces made of other materials. Pieces
of different sizes are made of basalt and only few larger specimens contribute to the
overall high weight of this material as compared to other raw materials. Most striking is
the apparent pattern of pieces made of liparite / rhyolite. While they seem to cluster in the
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length-width plot, they line up almost perfectly along a straight line in the thickness-width
plot (r = 0.9). Interestingly, five of the seven rhyolite pieces are flake cores. It is indicated
that rhyolite cobbles of similar size ratios were collected in the Selemdzha River for
modification, especially as cores.
6.7.2.3 Tools
The tool assemblage comprises 16 pieces and is dominated by bifaces. Other tool
types are represented by only few specimens, the most frequent ones of which are end
scrapers and burins with three and two pieces, respectively (Table 83). A very striking
feature of the tool assemblage is that most pieces are made of basalt, while only two
artifacts are made of the local rhyolite.
Bifaces
The bifacial tool assemblage consists of seven specimens made of
a variety of raw materials. Two foliates / SSB could not be identified in the collection and
were recorded based on illustrations in the publication (see Derevianko et al. 1998:262,
Nos. 8 & 9). The one indifferent biface is made of chalcedony. The indeterminate biface
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biface: foliate
biface: indiff.
biface: early stage /
blank
biface: indet.
burin
chopper/pebble tool
endscraper
lateral modification
spokeshave
uniface
TOTAL Raw Mat.

TOTAL Tools

undetermined

questionable

liparite / rhyolite

chalcedony

Tool Type

chert

basalt

Table 83 Vediaginskaya Sopka Cultural Layer 2: Tool types by raw material. Note: The
indeterminate biface was modified into a microblade core preform
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7

2

% 43,75 12,50

1

2

6,25 12,50

3

16

6,25 18,75

1

100,00

fragment is made of basalt and was modified into a microblade core preform. Three early
stage bifaces represent the most frequent category in the small biface assemblage, two
of which are made of basalt (Pl. 95, 2) and one of which is made of chert. Interestingly,
the two basalt pieces are made of different variants – a fine and a rather coarse grayish
variant. In a way, this undermines the impression of a high raw material variety among
the bifaces.
If the biface assemblage recorded for this study is complete or can at least be regarded
as representative, then it appears that blanks of a variety of different raw materials were
bifacially modified on site. While the specimens made of basalt are probably worked on
locally procured blanks, the early stage biface made of chert was perhaps imported. The
piece made of chalcedony (Pl. 95, 1) was perhaps imported in an already prepared state
and may have had a longer use life than the pieces made of low quality materials. In fact,
it shows a marginal retouch along the left edge and might even have been used. It further
shows one larger and two smaller flake scars on its medial breakage, probably resulting
from an attempted rejuvenation. Unfortunately, no assertions on raw material, reduction
stage, and potential use wear can be made on the two missing foliates.
In sum, conclusions drawn from the bifacial tool assemblage have to remain very
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tentative, but the raw material composition is certainly striking. Initial and subsequent
rather early stages of bifacial reduction are represented by pieces of basalt and chert.
It is interesting that above all the presumably locally procured basalt was selected for
bifacial tool production instead of the abundant local liparite / rhyolite. Crrently, the origin
of the tan chert is unknown, and it may either have been imported to the site from a
certain distance, or it was also procured in the local vicinity of the site.
Other Tools In addition to the bifaces the tool assemblage includes a variety of other
tool types. Except for end scrapers and burins, however, all of these categories are
represented by only single specimens.
Two of the three end scrapers are made on flakes of basalt (Pl. 96, 3-4), while one
specimen is made on a flake of tan chert (Pl. 96, 5). On all three end scrapers the
working ends yield various forms of edge damage, presumably resulting from use. One
scraping end is splintered, one is rounded, and one is both splintered and rounded.
The piece made of chert is also retouched and splintered along its lateral edges. End
scrapers were apparently used before they were discarded.
The tool assemblage further includes two burins, one of which is missing and could only
be recorded based on the illustration in the publication (see Derevianko et al. 1998:262,
No. 10). The one present specimen is made of basalt. In fact, it may have been intended
as a microblade core. The burin blow on the terminal end could also be a platform
preparation flake; however, it is evidently the latest flake scar. The piece yields altogether
six “burin blow” removals, five of which were struck from the right lateral edge, so that the
assumed cutting edge was at the terminal end. The cutting edge seems to be splintered,
although any signs of potential use are difficult to determine because of the rough nature
of the raw material.
Other present tool types indicate a variety of activities that may have been conducted on
site. The chopper/pebble tool (Pl. 97, 3) may have been used for some heavy duty tasks,
although it may also be a biface blank. The notched flake or spokeshave (Pl. 97, 1) yields
a splintered notch and may have been used for working shafts or foreshafts. A unifacially
worked cobble (Pl. 96, 1) may have been used for scraping activities. Its retouched
edge is splintered and rounded. Last but not least, the assemblage includes a laterally
modified flake (Pl. 97, 2).
6.7.2.4 Cores
While one biface may have been intended for further se as a wedge-shaped microblade
core and can thus be referred to as a microblade core preform, the core assemblage
basically consists of flake cores (Table 84). A striking feature of this core assemblage
is that five of the ten flake cores are made of the local liparite / rhyolite (Pl. 98, 2). The
other specimens are made of basalt (Pl. 98, 1), chalcedony (Pl. 99, 2), chert, and an
indeterminate, probably patinated material (Pl. 99, 1). For one missing specimen the raw
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1
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1
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1
5
2
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Table 84 Vediaginskaya
Sopka Cultural Layer 2: Core
types by raw material

material could not be determined.
All flake cores are unipolar cores. Four of these only have one platform and one reduction
surface, while the other cores have more than one reduction surface and in some cases
also more than one striking platform. In general, flake core reduction seemed to follow a
simple pattern characterized by the removal of flakes in a unipolar direction with little or
no preparation of the reduction surface.
6.7.2.5 Site Activities
Although bifacial tools clearly dominate the small tool assemblage, the variety of present
tool types implies a diverse inventory. The diversity index confirms this and reveals an
almost surprisingly high diversity for this small assemblage:
D = 0.11.
It is difficult to assess whether the different tool types, most of which are represented by
only single specimens, do indeed indicate different activities conducted on site. However,
tools like end scrapers, chopper/pebble tools, and retouched flakes (including simple
lateral modifications and notched flakes) can certainly be regarded as basic tools that
are quickly produced on a site just as needed. As a matter of fact, most of these pieces
are made of local raw material. Therefore, even the single specimens of different tool
types may represent various activities conducted on site, for which distinct tools were
manufactured on locally available raw material. It is also important to consider the overall
small size of the assemblage, which increases the significance of mere presence and
absence of certain tools.
Accordingly, on-site activities included bifacial tool production, probably working bone,
antler, or ivory with burins, scraping tasks, possibly working shafts or foreshafts with a
notched flake, and heavy duty tasks.
Use wear analyses conducted by Derevianko et al. (1998:41) detected the use of two
end scrapers for working hide, while two artifacts referred to as “knives” were used for
working unspecified soft material.
Eventually, maintenance and processing activities would have taken place on site.
Subsistence activities are not directly reflected in the assemblage, but can be assumed
– at least at a hunting camp close to the site – if the occupants conducted lengthy
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Fig. 6.181 Vediaginskaya Sopka Cultural Layer 2: Schematic illustration of the occupation under
the premise of assemblage coherency

processing activities.
In addition to the variety of activities detectable in the tool assemblage, the core
assemblage attests to fairly intensive flake production, mostly from cores made of local
rhyolite. As hardly any tools – and in fact only one tool on a flake – are made of this
material, it appears that the tools presumably made of these rhyolite flakes were exported
from the site. Alternatively, it may also be that all flakes were used and discarded on site
in an unmodified state, but this seems less likely.
The single microblade core preform may indicate the on-site preparation of such cores
on bifaces, while the finished cores may then have been exported from the site. As
microblades are almost absent from the debitage assemblage (except for two specimens;
Derevianko et al. 1998:40), these blanks may not have been produced on site.
Raw material was certainly procured locally. Interestingly, the local rhyolite was almost
exclusively used for flake production from simple flake cores, while (presumably local)
basalt was selected for bifacial and unifacial tool production. Chert and chalcedony may
have been imported to the site.
In summary, if the assemblage is indeed the result of a coherent occupation, the site
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was probably used as a residential camp (Fig. 6.181). The small assemblage may either
result from cleaning activities or from a rather short occupation. Despite direct evidence,
hunting trips were probably undertaken from the site.

6.7.3 Garskaya Protoka 1 Cultural Layer 2
6.7.3.1 General Characteristics
The tool and core assemblage from the second cultural layer of Garskaya Protoka 1
recorded for this study consists of 49 artifacts. Of these, 29 were modified as tools, while
20 were modified as cores. Two artifacts (an early stage biface and a flake core) could
not be identified in the collection and were recorded based on published illustrations (see
Derevianko et al. 1998:244, No. 4; 245, No. 4).
A single wedge-shaped microblade core is present in the assemblage. In addition, there
are two microblades in the debitage assemblage (Derevianko et al. 1998:37).
Present raw materials are chalcedony, chert, and the local liparite / rhyolite.
6.7.3.2 Raw material
Most artifacts of the recorded assemblage are made of liparite / rhyolite (Table 85). The
second largest raw material group is chert. Interestingly, a large variety of variants can be
differentiated, most of which are represented by only single specimens. Data for weight
demonstrates that most chert pieces are comparably small. Chalcedony is represented
by only one piece, while for a fairly large group of artifacts the raw material could not be
identified with absolute certainty, mostly due to patina.
Assuming a local origin of the rhyolite pieces, over 50 % of the raw material was procured
locally (Fig. 6.182). As at least some of the indeterminate pieces might be made of
rhyolite as well, the amount of artifacts made of locally procured material might be higher
(up to 70 %).
Cortex is present on a strikingly high amount of artifacts, namely over 80 % (Fig. 6.183).
Interestingly, the majority of artifacts (ca. 40 %) shows more than 1/3 of cortex coverage,
indicating that most pieces stem from earlier reduction stages. This actually applies to all
the different raw material categories.
Metric data of all artifacts confirm the assumption that chert artifacts are mostly very
small as compared to the whole assemblage (Fig. 6.184; Fig. 6.185; Fig. 6.186). It seems
that the chert used on site occurred in rather small nodules, leading to generally smaller
modified pieces made of this material. Only one piece made of chert (a core) is strikingly
large. Artifacts made of the local liparite / rhyolite span the whole range of sizes. The
same can be said about the pieces made of indeterminate materials, which may imply
that at least some of these artifacts are indeed made of rhyolite as well.
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Table 85 Garskaya Protoka 1 Cultural Layer 2: Raw materials of modified pieces (weight in g)

Raw Material
chalcedony

Raw Material Variant
patchy brown
gray (opaque)
gray (translucent)
gray banded (opaque)
light gray (opaque)

chert
light gray (translucent)
tan
undet.
subtotal
dark gray
liparite / rhyolite

undet. - patinated
subtotal

questionable
undet.
Total

weight
%
weight
%
weight
%
weight
%
weight
%
weight
%
weight
%
weight
%
weight
%
weight
%
weight
%
weight
%
weight
%
weight
%
weight
%

16,5
0,20
22,2
0,27
2,3
0,03
31,7
0,39
10,7
0,13
6,5
0,08
16,1
0,20
871,8
10,72
961,3
11,82
3685,4
45,32
1458,7
17,94
5144,1
63,25
2010,6
24,72
8132,5
100,00

n
1
%
2,04
n
1
%
2,04
n
1
%
2,04
n
1
%
2,04
n
2
%
4,08
n
1
%
2,04
n
1
%
2,04
n
2
%
4,08
n
9
% 18,37
n
17
% 34,69
n
11
% 22,45
n
28
% 57,14
n
9
% 18,37
n
2
%
4,08
n
49
% 100,00

6.7.3.3 Tools
The tool assemblage comprises 29 pieces and is dominated by bifaces, especially early
stage bifaces (Table 86). Lateral modifications are the second largest tool category.
Other tool types are represented by only few specimens.
Bifaces
The bifacial tool assemblages consists of two foliates/SSB
(Pl. 100, 1), an indifferent biface (Pl. 100, 2), two indeterminate bifaces, and seven early
stage bifaces (Pl. 101). The indifferent biface may actually have been a foliate which was
re-modified after breakage, perhaps in order to make a microblade core.
The vast majority of bifaces (nine out of twelve) are made of rhyolite. Initial preparation
of bifacial blanks and the production of symmetrical bifaces are evident. The thinned and
certainly unfinished foliate made of rhyolite (Pl. 100, 1) even shows marginal use wear
retouch and rounded edges on its basal end. All other bifaces seem to have complete
and still sharp edges, which is not surprising considering the high frequency of early
stage bifaces in the assemblage. The single foliate made of chert is a fragment that was
reworked along its medial breakage. This piece was perhaps imported as an already
prepared biface.
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All in all, the bifacial tool assemblage seems to result from intensive on-site preparation
of bifacial blanks. While early stage bifaces clearly dominate the assemblage, later
reduction stages are practically absent. No finished biface is present. The one foliate
with apparent use wear may show the sporadic use of unfinished bifaces. It appears that
most bifaces of later reduction stages (i.e. symmetrical thinned bifaces and potentially
finished tools) were exported from the site.
Lateral Modifications
Eight laterally modified flakes and one laterally modified
blade (Pl. 102, 7) are present in the assemblage. Four of these are made of rhyolite,
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four are made of chert, and one specimen is made of chalcedony. Thus, the lateral
modifications yield a strikingly high frequency of potentially non-local raw material.
Perhaps the blanks of these pieces were imported to the site. Alternatively, they were
obtained from imported cores, which were exported from the site after the occupation, as
flake cores made of chert are practically absent from the assemblage.
Six specimens yield damaged edges, four of which are splintered. Lateral modifications
appear to have been used on site just before discard.
Other Tools

The tool assemblage further yields three burins (Pl. 102, 1-3), an end
scraper (Pl. 102, 4), a notched flake or spokeshave (Pl. 102, 6), a truncated blade
(Pl. 102, 5), and two indeterminate modifications.
The three burins are all mode on flakes. While one specimen is made of chert, one is
made of liparite / rhyolite. The third piece may also be made of patinated rhyolite, or it
may be made of a tan, perhaps even burnt chert variety. Two pieces yield two burin blows
(Pl. 102, 1-2), while one specimen has just one burin blow (Pl. 102, 3). Burin modification
does not show any distinct pattern among the three present burins. It is also difficult
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biface: foliate
biface: indiff.
biface: early stage /
blank
biface: indet.
burin
(combined tool)
endscraper
lateral modification
spokeshave
truncation
other/indeterminate
modifications
TOTAL Raw Mat.

n
%

TOTAL Tools

1
3,45

undetermined

1
3,45

questionable

liparite / rhyolite

Tool Type

chert

chalcedony

Table 86 Garskaya Protoka 1 Cultural Layer 2: Tool types by raw material
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n
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8

16

n
%

1

3
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3,45 27,59 55,17 10,34

3,45

100,00

to assess whether the burins were used just prior to discard. While the cutting edge
is broken on one piece, edge damage cannot be detected with certainty on the other
specimens. Interestingly, all burins have modified lateral edges. On two specimens these
modifications are strikingly steep, almost like a scraping end (Pl. 102, 1-2). On all three
burins the retouched lateral edges are splintered, apparently from use. Thus, if the lateral
edges were not modified for the purpose of hafting but for direct use, the burins could
also be referred to as combined tools. In one case (Pl. 102, 2) the left edge appears to
have been modified after the burin modification.
The end scraper from the assemblage is a chert flake with a scraping end on its right
lateral edge. The piece is a medial fragment with an only partly preserved left edge
(opposite of the scraping end). The scraping end itself is splintered, most probably due
to use.
The one notched flake or spokeshave was modified on a flake of liparite / rhyolite. The
modified notch is splintered, apparently due to use.
The truncated blade possibly made of chert is also splintered along its modified edge and
may have been used on site.
The two indeterminate modifications may be a lateral modification or a flake core on a
flake and a biface or core.
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6.7.3.4 Cores
Twenty cores are present in the assemblage, almost all of which are made of liparite /
rhyolite and an indeterminate material (Table 87). While there is a single wedge-shaped
microblade core (Pl. 103, 1), all other cores are blade (Pl. 103, 2-3; Pl. 104) and flake
cores (Pl. 105).
Blade Cores
Blade core reduction followed a straightforward concept. All blade
cores are unipolar cores and yield only one platform with little preparation. Except for one
specimen with two reduction surfaces (Pl. 104, 4), blades were consistently obtained from
only one reduction surface. It appears that there was no need for repeated preparation of
blade cores in order to save raw material.
The relative high frequency of blade cores in the assemblage points to the significance
of blade production on site. Interestingly, only two of the present tools (the truncation and
a lateral modification) are made on blades. This implies that the tools potentially made
on these blades were exported from the site. Alternatively, blade blanks may have been
used as tools (e.g. for cutting activities) without secondary modification.
Flake Cores
Most flake cores (n=8) are simple cores with unipolar reduction
from a single reduction surface. Only two cores have two reduction surfaces, one of
which also yields two platforms. Yet, both these specimens are still unipolar cores. Only
one flake core actually shows bipolar reduction. In sum, it can be stated that flake core
reduction followed a somewhat generalized simple scheme. Probably due to abundant
local raw material flake cores were not reduced until total exhaustion, but could be
discarded in rather early stages of reduction.
6.7.3.5 Site Activities
The tool assemblage from Cultural Layer 2 of Garskaya Protoka 1 can be referred to as
highly diverse, revealed by a low diversity index:
D = 0.17.
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Fig. 6.187 Garskaya Protoka 1 Cultural Layer 2: Schematic illustration of the occupation under
the premise of assemblage coherency

Detectable on-site activities comprise bifacial tool production, potential working of bone,
antler, or ivory with burins, perhaps scraping activities (implied by a single end scraper),
and the working of shafts or foreshafts (also implied by a single spokeshave). The high
amount of early stage bifaces and the lack of finished bifaces indicate that intensive use
of bifaces with subsequent discard of exhausted tools did not take place on site. Instead,
the focus was on the mere production of bifaces, for which the abundantly available local
liparite / rhyolite was used. Bifaces of later reduction stages were probably exported from
the site.
Flake and blade cores mostly made of local material were reduced on site. Tools made
on blades seem to have been exported. Microblades were probably not produced on
site, at least not intensively. The single wedge-shaped microblade core may have been
lost or randomly discarded.
The lithic assemblage as recorded for this study points to maintenance and processing
activities. Therefore, under the premise of a potential coherent occupation, the site
seems to have been used as a residential camp (Fig. 6.187). Subsistence activities
are not directly reflected in the assemblage, but should have taken place if a certain
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occupation span due to lengthy processing activities is assumed. In fact, use wear
analyses conducted by Derevianko et al. (1998:37) indicate the use of six artifacts for
working soft material like meat.
Raw material was mostly procured locally, although a fair amount of pieces made of
regionally or even trans-regionally procured chert may have been imported to the site.
If the blanks of the tools made of chert were obtained from imported (and then also
exported) cores on site, or if prepared tools were imported remains unknown.

6.7.4 Zmeinaya Sopka Cultural Layer 2
Unfortnately, the assemblage from the second cultural layer of Zmeinaya Sopka could
not be located. Hence, conclusions relating to on site activities derivable from this
assemblage must draw on published information (Derevianko et al. 1998:19) and remain
very tentative.
Derevianko et al. (1998:19) report that the assemblage includes twelve tools and one
core. The core is a unifacial blade core with one reduction surface made on a cobble
(see Derevianko et al. 1998:164 No. 1). The tool assemblage consists of three pebble
tools (referred to as hammerstones in the publication), two (end?) scrapers, two notched
pieces, a retouched elongated flake, and four indeterminate tools with lateral and partly
unifacial modification70. The pebble tools may also be tested cobbles. The diversity of
this assemblage as measured by the diversity index is fairly high: D = 0.17.
The assemblage is strikingly small. It lacks any evidence of bifacial tool production. Flake
production seems to have taken place on site, as flakes are present in the debitage
assemblage (Derevianko et al. 1998:19), but flake cores are absent and may have been
exported.
The investigators note that the pieces are evenly distributed across the large excavation
area (ca. 460 m²; Derevianko et al. 1998:17 ff.), which makes it difficult to assess whether
the few pieces are associated at all. In any case, the site was evidently occupied, and
it is interesting to note that no bifacial technology is present. The site may have been
occupied very briefly, perhaps even repeatedly, for unspecific tasks, during which few
tools or cores were discarded.

70
Note that the designation of tools is made with reference to the tool typology used for this
study, not the original classification as used by Derevianko et al. (1998).
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6.8 Selemdzha Sites – Late Glacial Interstadial Complex (GI-1)
6.8.1 Barkasnaya Sopka 1 Cultural Layer 1
6.8.1.1 General Characteristics
The assemblage of modified pieces recorded from the first cultural layer of Barkasnaya
Sopka 1 consists of altogether 61 artifacts. Of these, 37 were modified as tools and
25 were modified as cores. One biface (a foliate) was modified into a microblade core
preform.
Six pieces could not be identified in the collection and were recorded based on illustrations
in the publication. These are a biface fragment, a flake core, and four microblade cores,
three of which are wedge-shaped cores made on bifaces (see Derevianko et al. 1998:179
Nos. 1-4 & 6; 180 No. 1). The presence of microblade technology is further evident
through 39 microblades in the debitage assemblage (Derevianko et al. 1998:23).
Raw materials used for the modified pieces are basalt, chalcedony, chert, and the local
liparite / rhyolite.
6.8.1.2 Raw Material
The assemblage is dominated by the local liparite / rhyolite, both with respect to the
number of artifacts and weight (Table 88). The other materials basalt, chalcedony,
and chert are represented by only few specimens. Data pertaining to weight reveals
that chalcedony and chert pieces are strikingly small, while the two basalt pieces (an
early stage biface and a core) are fairly large (with a weight of ca. 250 g each). The
raw material of several artifacts could not be determined with any certainty and for the
six missing pieces it could not be determined at all. The indeterminate pieces – three
chopper/pebble tools and three cores – are all patinated and their surfaces so severely
altered that it is extremely difficult to specify the raw material.
Over 60 % of the modified pieces show cortex coverage, the majority even on more than
1/3 of their surface (Fig. 6.188). Assuming the local origin not only of liparite / rhyolite but
also of basalt, it appears that the vast majority of the artifacts are made of locally procured
material (Fig. 6.189). Further, it seems that tools and cores were mainly modified on site.
Blanks of early reduction stages were used, and modified artifacts were discarded in
these early stages of reduction. Rather short use-lives of the tools and cores discarded
on site are indicated.
6.8.1.3 Tools
The tool assemblage is dominated by bifaces and lateral modifications (Table 89).
Interestingly, there is also a strikingly high frequency of notched flakes / spokeshaves.
All other tool types – except for chopper/pebble tools – are represented by only single
specimens.
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Table 88 Barkasnaya Sopka 1 Cultural Layer 1: Raw materials of modified pieces (weight in g).
Note: Weight of undetermined pieces includes only one piece

Raw Material

Raw Material Variant
coarse grayish

basalt

fine grayish
subtotal

chalcedony

light brown
gray (opaque)
gray (translucent)

chert

tan (banded) with dark gray
and brownish bands
undet.
subtotal
dark gray

liparite / rhyolite

undet. - patinated
subtotal

questionable
undet.
Total

weight
%
weight
%
weight
%
weight
%
weight
%
weight
%
weight
%
weight
%
weight
%
weight
%
weight
%
weight
%
weight
%
weight
%
weight
%

256,0
4,19
245,8
4,02
501,8
8,21
59,2
0,97
3,3
0,05
16,2
0,26
1,7
0,03
5,4
0,09
26,6
0,44
2641,4
43,20
1558,8
25,49
4200,2
68,69
1320,2
21,59
6,3
0,10
6114,3
100,00

n
1
%
1,64
n
1
%
1,64
n
2
%
3,28
n
1
%
1,64
n
1
%
1,64
n
2
%
3,28
n
1
%
1,64
n
1
%
1,64
n
5
%
8,20
n
21
% 34,43
n
18
% 29,51
n
39
% 63,93
n
7
% 11,48
n
7
% 11,48
n
61
% 100,00

Bifaces
The bifacial tool assemblage includes altogether three foliates (Pl. 106, 1;
107, 1-2), two indifferent bifaces (Pl. 106, 2), three early stage bifaces (Pl. 108, 1), and two
indeterminate bifaces. Except for one early stage biface made of basalt, all determinable
pieces are made of the local liparite / rhyolite.
One foliate was modified into a microblade core (107, 1). It shows only one flake scar of
a baldelet removal and should therefore be referred to as a preform of a wedge-shaped
microblade core. This piece also has a rounded edge and may have been used before it
was reworked into a core.
Another foliate was reworked into a burin (107, 2), probably after breakage. Potential
edge damage is difficult to determine owing to the thick patina, but it is conceivable that
this piece was also reworked after use.
The third foliate is certainly an unfinished thinned biface (Pl. 106, 1) which may have
been discarded as a manufacture reject.
All in all, the bifacial tool assemblage presents evidence for the whole reduction sequence
of bifacial tool production, including initial preparation of blanks, thinning of bifaces,
probably use, and finally a reworking of bifacial blanks and/or finished tools. Local raw
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Fig. 6.188 Barkasnaya Sopka 1
Cultural Layer 1: Cortex coverage
on modified pieces. Note: One
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Fig. 6.189 Barkasnaya Sopka 1
Cultural Layer 1: Regional origin of
raw materials of modified pieces

material was selected for bifacial tool production. There is no clear indication for the
import of bifaces of potentially non-local material (like chert or chalcedony).
Lateral Modifications
Laterally modified artifacts are the most abundant tool
category in the assemblage (n=11). Most lateral modifications are made of liparite /
rhyolite. Only three flakes are made of chert. These flakes are fairly small compared to
the pieces made of rhyolite (which is the case of chert pieces in general; cf. Table 88).
In most cases (n=7) lateral modifications are made on flakes (four are made of rhyolite,
three are made of chert). Two specimens are made on blades (Pl. 108, 6), two other
pieces are made on artificial chunks.
Most lateral modifications show edge damage potentially resulting from on-site use
(n=9). In most cases the modifications are splintered (n=7), while two modified edges
are rounded.
The flake blanks of the three lateral modifications made of chert may have been imported.
They may also have been produced on site, but flake cores made of chert are absent
from the assemblage.
Spokeshaves
A strikingly high number of notched flakes / spokeshaves is
present in the assemblage (n=7; Pl. 108, 3-5). Except for one piece made of chert, all
specimens are made of the local rhyolite. While one spokeshave is made on a rhyolite
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biface: foliate
biface: indiff.
biface: early stage /
blank
biface: indet.
burin (on biface)
chopper/pebble tool
endscraper
lateral modification
scraper
spokeshave
truncation
other/indeterminate
modifications
TOTAL Raw Mat.

TOTAL Tools

undetermined

questionable

liparite / rhyolite

Tool Type

chert

basalt

Table 89 Barkasnaya Sopka 1 Cultural Layer 1: Tool types by raw material. Note: The one burin
is made on a biface (a foliate which is not additionally included in that category); one other
foliate was modified into a microblade core preform

n
%

2
5,41

2
5,41

n

2

2

5,41

5,41

%
n

1

2

3

%

2,70

5,41

8,11

n

2

2

%

5,41

5,41

n

1

1

%

2,70

2,70

n

1

3

4

%

2,70

8,11

10,81

n

1

1

%
n
%

2,70
3
8
8,11 21,62

2,70
11
29,73

n

1

1

%

2,70

2,70

n

1

%

6

7

2,70 16,22

18,92

n

1

1

%

2,70

2,70

n

1

1

2

%

2,70

2,70

5,41

25

4

2

37

2,70 13,51 67,57 10,81

5,41

100,00

n
%

1

5

blade, all other pieces are made on flakes. Two specimens have two notches. On five
of the seven pieces the modified notches are splintered, most probably resulting from
bi-directional transverse use of the edge. These tools may have been used for working
shafts or foreshafts.
Other tools
In addition to the three dominant tool categories, the assemblage
from Barkasnaya Sopka 1 Cultural Layer 1 includes a variety of other tool types.
With regard to frequency, chopper/pebble tools seem to be a relatively important
component. These pieces are made on fairly large cobbles with weights ranging from
ca. 200 to 400 g. While one specimen is made of liparite / rhyolite, the raw material of
the other pieces is difficult to determine, though they may also be made of the local
rhyolite. Due to macroscopically visible damage it appears that these pieces were used
as hammers or choppers.
Other tool types which are represented by only single specimens are the previously
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mentioned burin on a biface with two subsequent burin blows on the left lateral edge
(Pl. 107, 2), an end scraper with a splintered scraping end (Pl. 108, 2), a (side) scraper
with probably recent edge damage, and a truncated elongated flake which yields a
splintered modified edge. In addition, there are two indeterminate modifications. One
may be a core chunk or a fragment of a biface blank and the other is a unifacially worked
piece with one edge partly worked on the ventral surface. It may be a core or a biface
on a flake.
6.8.1.4 Cores
The assemblage comprises a comparably high number of cores (Table 90). The majority
of these cores can be referred to as simple flake cores with uni-directional blank removal
(Pl. 110). Two blade cores are present (Pl. 109, 2-3), one of which is a bipolar core. In
addition, there are five microblade cores and one microblade core preform. Four pieces
are wedge-shaped microblade cores made on bifaces. Unfortunately, only two microblade
cores (a wedge-shaped core and a preform) could be identified in the collection. The
other specimens were recorded based on illustrations in the publication (Derevianko et
al. 1998:179 Nos. 1, 3, 4 & 6).
Most cores are made of the local liparite / rhyolite (Table 90). The bi-polar blade core
is made of basalt, which is likely of local origin as well (Pl. 109, 3). Only one flake core
made of chalcedony (Pl. 110, 2) may have been imported. Cores made of chert are
absent from the core assemblage.
In sum, the core assemblage shows the dominance of flake production from rather simple
cores prepared on locally procured cobbles. Blade production played only a minor role,
which is also reflected in the low frequency of tools made on blades (n=3). Microblade
production, by contrast, appears to have been important, probably in order to replace
microblade insets of composite tools.
6.8.1.5 Site Activities
The comparably large tool and core assemblage from cultural layer 1 of Barkasnaya
Sopka 1 consists of a variety of tool and core types. Even though the tool assemblage
reveals a focus on certain tool types (bifaces, lateral modifications, spokeshaves)
and even though several tool categories are represented by only few specimens, the
assemblage appears to be rather diverse. The calculated diversity index confirms this
impression:
D = 0.15.
On-site activities comprise bifacial tool production, use, and re-working, working of shafts
or foreshafts, scraping activities, and possibly the working of bone, antler, or ivory.
Use-wear analyses of ten retouched pieces conducted by Derevianko et al. (1998:23)
found traces of working soft material like meat on five tools and traces of working hide on
two specimens. Use wear on three tools could not be specified.
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blade core
flake core

n
%

1
4,00

TOTAL Cores

undetermined

1
4,00

n

1

%

questionable

chalcedony

basalt

Core Type

liparite / rhyolite

Table 90 Barkasnaya Sopka 1 Cultural Layer 1: Core types by raw material. Note: The
microblade core preform is made on a biface (foliate) also included in the list of tools

2
8,00

12

2

1

16

4,00 48,00

8,00

4,00

64,00

wedge-shaped
microblade core

n

1

3

4

%

4,00

12,00

16,00

other
microblade core

n

1

1

%

4,00

4,00

n

1

1

4,00

4,00

microblade core
preform
undetermined
TOTAL Raw Mat.

%
n

1

1

%

4,00

4,00

n

1

%

4,00

6

25

4,00 56,00 12,00 24,00

1

14

3

100,00

Flake and blade production from prepared cores took place in order to produce unifacial
tools. Microblades were produced on site, probably in order to replace insets of composite
projectile points in preparation of hunting trips.
Eventually, subsistence, maintenance, and processing activities appear to have taken
place on site. Under the assumption of a single occupation, the site was most likely used
as a residential camp (Fig. 6.190).
The occupants procured most of their raw material in the local vicinity of the site. Single
pieces like a chalcedony core or some flake blanks of chert may have been imported. It
is possible that chert cores were imported, reduced on site, and then exported. In any
case, the amount of imported pieces discarded on site seems to be very low, indicating
the focus on working locally procured material during the stay.

6.8.2 Vediaginskaya Sopka Cultural Layer 1
6.8.2.1 General Characteristics
The assemblage of modified pieces from Vediaginskaya Sopka Cultural Layer 1 recorded
for this study comprises altogether 28 artifacts. Fifteen pieces were modified as tools and
13 artifacts are cores. Five pieces are missing and were recorded based on published
illustrations. The missing pieces are a biface (foliate; see Derevianko et al. 1998:258,
No. 10), two burins (Derevianko et al. 1998:258, Nos. 6-7), and two microblade cores
(Derevianko et al. 1998:256, Nos. 2-3).
The presence of microblade technology is evident through all in all four microblade cores
and four microblades in the debitage assemblage (Derevianko et al. 1998:39).
Tools and cores are made of basalt, chert, liparite / rhyolite, and shale.
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Fig. 6.190 Barkasnaya Sopka 1 Cultural Layer 1: Schematic illustration of the occupation under
the premise of assemblage coherency

6.8.2.2 Raw Material
Tools and cores in this assemblage are mostly made of basalt, chert, and liparite / rhyolite
(Table 91). With regard to numbers of artifacts, rhyolite is the dominant material. However,
data on weight shows that basalt constitutes ca. 60 % of the assemblage, indicating that
pieces of basalt are rather large and heavy. One piece (a lateral modification) is made
of shale. The raw materials of two flake cores and one lateral modification are difficult
to determine. One of the cores may actually be made of sandstone, while the lateral
modification might be made of a grayish chert variant with black spots. The raw material
of the missing pieces remains undetermined.
Assuming a local origin of basalt and liparite / rhyolite, half of the assemblage is made
of locally procured raw material (Fig. 6.191). Most artifacts show cortex coverage (Fig.
6.192), indicating that these pieces were discarded in early stages of reduction or are
made on blanks obtained during early reduction stages. Interestingly, the proportion of
artifacts with cortex is comparably low among the chert pieces (three out of five), while
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Table 91 Vediaginskaya Sopka Cultural Layer 1: Raw materials of modified pieces (weight in g).
Note: Weight of undetermined pieces includes only one piece

Raw Material

Raw Material Variant
weight
%
weight
%
weight
%
weight
%
weight
%
weight
%
weight
%
weight
%
weight
%
weight
%
weight
%
weight
%
weight
%
weight
%
weight
%

coarse grayish
basalt

fine grayish
subtotal
reddish brownish
tan (opaque)

chert

tan (translucent)
undet.
subtotal
dark gray

liparite / rhyolite

undet. - patinated
subtotal

shale
questionable
undet.
Total

2198,9
58,22
95,0
2,52
2293,9
60,73
219,7
5,82
7,5
0,20
4,5
0,12
148,2
3,92
379,9
10,06
721,3
19,10
79,4
2,10
800,7
21,20
2,6
0,07
293,9
7,78
6,1
0,16
3777,1
100,00

n
4
% 14,29
n
1
%
3,57
n
5
% 17,86
n
1
%
3,57
n
2
%
7,14
n
1
%
3,57
n
1
%
3,57
n
5
% 17,86
n
5
% 17,86
n
4
% 14,29
n
9
% 32,14
n
1
%
3,57
n
2
%
7,14
n
6
% 21,43
n
28
% 100,00

almost all artifacts made of basalt and rhyolite show cortex (only one rhyolite piece has
no cortex). This fits the notion that basalt and liparite / rhyolite were procured locally,
while chert pieces may have been imported to the site in later reduction stages.
Metric data of all artifacts show a rather diffuse picture, but also reveal that artifacts made
of basalt are generally larger than most other pieces (Fig. 6.193; Fig. 6.194; Fig. 6.195).
Artifacts made of chert and rhyolite are rather variable with regard to size proportions.
6.8.2.3 Tools
The tool assemblage consists of four bifaces, two burins, a chopper/pebble tool, and
eight lateral modifications (Table 92).
Bifaces
The bifacial tool assemblage is fairly small. Besides a single foliate
there are merely three early stage bifaces (Pl. 111, 1-2). Little can be said about onsite bifacial tool production, but if this small assemblage is indeed representative it may
indicate that there was a focus on the initial stages of bifacial reduction. Interestingly,
all three early stage bifaces are made of basalt, pointing to the selection of this material
instead of the presumably abundantly available liparite / rhyolite. Unfortunately, the raw
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Cultural Layer 1: Cortex coverage
on modified pieces. Note: Three
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Fig. 6.193 Vediaginskaya Sopka
Cultural Layer 1: Length and width
(in mm) of all modified pieces,
differentiated by raw material

material of the missing foliate remains undetermined, so it is unknown if this piece was
perhaps imported as a prepared tool. Thinned and perhaps finished bifaces potentially
produced on site seem to have been exported.
Lateral Modifications
Altogether eight lateral modifications are part of the tool
assemblage. Four specimens are made on flakes (Pl. 112, 1-3), one is made on a
blade, one is a modified cobble, and two pieces are laterally modified artificial chunks
(Pl. 112, 4). The flakes are made of chert and rhyolite (two each), the blade is made of
an undetermined grayish material with black spots (perhaps chert), the cobble is made of
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basalt, and the artificial chunks are made of basalt and shale. Thus, these informal tools
are made on basically all raw materials present in the assemblage.
As chert and rhyolite cores are present in the assemblage, the flake blanks for the laterally
modified flakes made of these materials could have been obtained from these cores on
site. Interestingly, there are no lateral modifications on basalt flakes. The specimens
made of basalt are made on a cobble and a chunk. As there are no cores made of basalt
either, this indicates that basalt flakes were not produced for tool production at all.
Most pieces (n=5) do not show macroscopically visible edge damage. On two specimens
the modified edges are splintered and on one pieces it is rounded, perhaps resulting
from use.
All in all, the laterally modified artifacts appear to have been modified and potentially
used on site before they were discarded. They were produced opportunistically on all
available raw materials.
Other Tools
The tool assemblage further yields two burins and a chopper/
pebble tool. The burins could not be identified in the collection. According to the
illustrations in the publication (see Derevianko et al. 1998:258, Nos. 6-7) they are angle
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biface: foliate
biface: early stage /
blank
burin
chopper/pebble tool
lateral modification
TOTAL Raw Mat.

n
%
n

TOTAL Tools

undetermined

shale

liparite / rhyolite

Tool Type

chert

basalt

Table 92 Vediaginskaya Sopka Cultural Layer 1: Tool types by raw material

1
6,67

1
6,67

3

3

% 20,00

20,00

n

2

2

%

13,33

13,33

1

1

%
6,67
n
2
2
2
% 13,33 13,33 13,33

1
6,67

1
6,67

6,67
8
53,33

1

4

15

6,67 26,67

100,00

n

n

5

2

3

% 33,33 13,33 20,00

burins with a single cutting edge. While one piece is made on a flake, the other one is
made on an artificial chunk or perhaps a former core.
The chopper/pebble tool (Pl. 111, 3) is made of liparite / rhyolite. It may also be an early
stage biface that has not been worked on both sides.
6.8.2.4 Cores
Thirteen cores are present in the assemblage (Table 93). Nine of these are flake cores
(Pl. 113-115), while four are microblade cores. Two microblade cores could only be
recorded based on illustrations (see Derevianko et al. 1998:256, Nos. 2-3); they might
be exhausted wedge-shaped microblade cores. All cores are made of chert and liparite /
rhyolite, the majority being made of rhyolite.
Most flake cores are simple cores with uni-polar reduction. On two specimens flake
blanks seem to have been obtained from two opposite platforms (Pl. 113, 1). In general,
platform preparation was simple, if present at all (Pl. 113, 1; Pl. 114, 2). Flake core
reduction was rather opportunistic without a distinct scheme of core preparation and
reduction. Cores were discarded in fairly early reduction stages, indicating that raw
material was abundantly available.
6.8.2.5 Site Activities
Even though the tool assemblage from Vediaginskaya Sopka Cultural Layer 1 includes
a variety of different tool types, it is rather restricted in its overall composition. This also
leads to a fairly high diversity index, implying a certain degree of specialization:
D = 0.3.
On-site activities comprised the initialization of bifaces, the production and potentially the
use of laterally modified pieces, and perhaps the working of bone, antler, or ivory. Heavy
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Table 93 Vediaginskaya Sopka
Cultural Layer 1: Core types by raw
material

microblade core
TOTAL Raw Mat.

TOTAL Cores

undetermined

questionable

chert

Core Type
flake core

liparite / rhyolite
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n
2
5
2
% 15,38 38,46 15,38

9
69,23

n

1

1

2

4

%

7,69

7,69

15,38

30,77

n

3

6

2

13

% 23,08 46,15 15,38 15,38

100,00

2

duty tasks may have been conducted as well. In addition, flake blanks for unifacial tool
production were produced. If microblades were also produced on site remains unclear, as
only few microblades were discarded. The microblade cores present in the assemblage
were perhaps imported as part of the tool kit and had already been exhausted. In any
case, the replacement of microblade insets was probably not an important on-site activity.
According to use-wear analysis conducted by Derevianko et al. (Derevianko et al.
1998:40) some artifacts were used for activities connected with subsistence activities.
Three artifacts were used for working meat, while one piece was used as a borer and
one piece was used for some sort of scraping activity.
In sum, it appears that on-site activities were rather restricted. Time consuming processing
activities do not seem to have taken place on site. Most finished tools, especially bifaces,
were probably exported. The site seems to have been used as an ephemeral camp for
subsistence and maintenance activities in preparation of further hunting trips (Fig. 6.196).
A significant part of the tool kit potentially used on site – especially bifaces – seems to
have been exported. Raw material needed for on-site tool production was on the one
hand procured in the local vicinity, on the other hand cores and tools of potentially nonlocal material may have been imported to the site.

6.8.3 Garskaya Protoka 1 Cultural Layer 1
6.8.3.1 General Characteristics
The tool and core assemblage from Garskaya Protoka 1 Cultural Layer 1 recorded for
this study consists of 50 artifacts, 32 of which are tools and 19 of which were modified as
cores. One indifferent biface was modified into a blade core.
Six pieces are missing and were recorded based on published illustrations. These
are a biface (foliate; see Derevianko et al. 1998:240, No. 5), two lateral modifications
(238, Nos. 5 & 13), an end scraper (238, No. 6), a blade core (236, No. 7), and a flake
core (236, No. 2).
The presence of microblade technology is evident through two microblade cores that
could be recorded for this study and 16 microblades in the debitage assemblage as
reported by Derevianko et al. (1998:35).
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Fig. 6.196 Vediaginskaya Sopka Cultural Layer 1: Schematic illustration of the occupation under
the premise of assemblage coherency

Tools and cores are made of a variety of raw materials, including basalt, chalcedony,
chert, liparite / rhyolite, and shale.
6.8.3.2 Raw Material
The assemblage is dominated by liparite / rhyolite, chert, and basalt (Table 94). Few
pieces are made of chalcedony. A fairly large amount of pieces is made of indeterminable
materials. These artifacts are patinated or heavily weathered. They may be made of
chert or rhyolite. The raw material of the missing pieces remains unknown.
With regard to data relating to weight, basalt is clearly the dominant material in the
assemblage.
Almost 80 % of the modified artifacts are covered with cortex, most of which show
considerable cortex coverage on over 1/3 of the surface (Fig. 6.197). This shows that
most pieces were discarded in early stages of reduction or are made on blanks obtained
during early reduction stages of cores.
Based on the assumption that rhyolite and basalt are local raw materials, almost 50 % of
the artifacts are made on blanks of locally procured toolstone (Fig. 6.198).
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Table 94 Garskaya Protoka 1 Cultural Layer 1. Raw materials of modified pieces (weight in g)

Raw Material

Raw Material Variant
coarse grayish
fine grayish

basalt
fine tan
subtotal
brown white
patchy multicolored
chalcedony
reddish brown
subtotal
tan opaque
chert

undet.
subtotal
dark gray

liparite / rhyolite

undet. - patinated
subtotal

shale
questionable
undet.
Total

weight
%
weight
%
weight
%
weight
%
weight
%
weight
%
weight
%
weight
%
weight
%
weight
%
weight
%
weight
%
weight
%
weight
%
weight
%
weight
%
weight
%
weight
%

3052,7
38,32
313,5
3,94
30,6
0,38
3396,8
42,64
5,9
0,07
6,6
0,08
61,7
0,77
74,2
0,93
598,7
7,52
616,2
7,73
1214,9
15,25
1167,9
14,66
641,6
8,05
1809,5
22,71
630
7,91
841,2
10,56
7966,6
100,00

n
5
% 10,00
n
2
%
4,00
n
1
%
2,00
n
8
% 16,00
n
2
%
4,00
n
1
%
2,00
n
1
%
2,00
n
4
%
8,00
n
5
% 10,00
n
4
%
8,00
n
9
% 18,00
n
7
% 14,00
n
8
% 16,00
n
15
% 30,00
n
1
%
2,00
n
7
% 14,00
n
6
% 12,00
n
50
% 100,00

Metric data of all modified artifacts show that pieces made of basalt tend to be larger
than those made of other materials (Fig. 6.199; Fig. 6.200; Fig. 6.201). Chalcedony
pieces are strikingly small, while artifacts made of chert and rhyolite span a wide range
of sizes. While the restricted size of chalcedony artifacts may be the result of either small
nodules or of a longer transport and thus more intensive reduction, pieces of basalt
certainly reflect toolstone selection. Except for one indeterminate modification, basalt
was exclusively used for bifaces.
6.8.3.3 Tools
The tool assemblage consists of a variety of types, including bifaces, burins, a chopper/
pebble tool, end scrapers, lateral modifications, and several indeterminate modifications
(Table 95). Bifaces are the dominant tool category, followed by lateral modifications.
Other tool types are represented by only few or single specimens.
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Fig. 6.197 Garskaya Protoka 1
Cultural Layer 1: Cortex coverage on
modified pieces. Note: Undetermined
piece are not included
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Fig. 6.198 Garskaya Protoka 1
Cultural Layer 1: Regional origin of
raw materials of modified pieces
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Fig. 6.199 Garskaya Protoka 1
Cultural Layer 1: Length and width
(in mm) of all modified pieces,
differentiated by raw material

Bifaces
The bifacial tool assemblage consists of three foliates (Pl. 116, 1),
two indifferent bifaces (Pl. 116, 2-3), an indeterminate biface fragment, and ten early
stage bifaces (Pl. 117). Seven of the altogether 16 bifaces and six of the ten early stage
bifaces are made of basalt. The indifferent biface and two early stage biface are made
of liparite / rhyolite. It appears that local raw materials, especially basalt, were primarily
used for bifacial tool production. The biface fragment made of chalcedony may stem
from an imported bifacial tool.
The high amount of early stage bifaces indicates the focus on bifacial tool production,
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by raw material
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especially the preparation of early stage bifacial blanks. Later stage bifaces and possibly
finished tools (if manufactured on site at all) seem to have been exported from the site.
Interestingly, one early stage biface was retouched along the right edge (Pl. 117, 1),
obviously intended to be a working end. It can thus be referred to as a prepared tool.
Edge damage is not visible on this edge.
Another early stage biface had been worked along one edge only, while the opposite
edge is still covered with cortex (Pl. 117, 2). The modified edge is actually rounded and
splintered, perhaps resulting from use.
All other bifaces can be referred to as unfinished and unused tools. One indifferent biface
(Pl. 116, 3) was reworked into a blade core, apparently after breakage during reduction.
In sum, the bifacial tool assemblage points to a focus on the initialization of bifaces in
order to produce bifacial blanks and possibly finished tools for export. If exported bifacial
tools were also used on site remains unknown. Interestingly, basalt was the preferred
material for bifacial tool production.
Lateral Modifications
Laterally modified pieces are the second largest tool
category in the assemblage (n=6). Four pieces are made on flakes (Pl. 118, 4). One is
made on a blade (Pl. 118, 3) and one is made on a cobble. Two specimens are missing
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biface: indiff.
biface: early stage /
blank
biface: indet.
burin
chopper/pebble tool
endscraper
lateral modification
other/indeterminate
modifications
TOTAL Raw Mat.

TOTAL Tools

undetermined

shale

liparite / rhyolite

1
3,13

questionable

n
%

chert

basalt

Tool Type
biface: foliate

chalcedony

Table 95 Garskaya Protoka 1 Cultural Layer 1. Tool types by raw material. Note: One indifferent
biface was modified into a blade core

1
3,13

1
3,13

3
9,38

n

1

1

2

%

3,13

3,13

6,25

n

6

% 18,75

2

1

1

10

6,25

3,13

3,13

31,25

n

1

1

%

3,13

3,13

n

2

2

%

6,25

6,25

n

1

1

%

3,13

3,13

n

1

%
n
%

1
3,13

3,13
1
3,13

1
3,13

1
3,13

1

2

3,13
2
6,25

6,25
6
18,75

n

1

1

2

1

5

%

3,13

3,13

6,25

3,13

15,63

n

8

6

6

% 25,00

2

6,25 18,75 18,75

4

32

3,13 15,63 12,50

1

5

100,00

and were recorded based on published illustrations.
Different raw materials were used for lateral modifications. While the raw material
remains undetermined for the two missing specimens, the four other pieces are made
of chalcedony, chert, rhyolite, and an indeterminate, light tan and coarse material with
little dark shiny inclusions (Pl. 118, 3), perhaps also rhyolite. It appears that blanks of
different materials were laterally modified just as needed. Two of the four present pieces
show edge damage that may result from use. Lateral modifications seem to have been
produced and used on site opportunistically.
Other Tools

The tool assemblage further includes two burins (Pl. 118, 2), two
end scrapers (Pl. 118, 1), a chopper/pebble tool, and five indeterminate modifications.
Both burins are made of chert flakes. Each specimen yields only one burin blow. While
the cutting edge on one burin is splintered, it is broken on the other specimen. The burins
were perhaps modified on site right before use. As they were not re-modified, they may
not have been used very intensively.
Of the two end scrapers in the assemblage, only one could be identified in the collection.
The other one was recorded based on the published illustration. The present specimen
is made of chert and yields a splintered scraping end.
The chopper/pebble tool is made on a comparably small chert cobble (63 x 48 x 26 mm).
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Its modified edge is splintered and rounded, probably resulting from use.
Some of the indeterminate modifications might be bifaces, cores, or – in one case –
merely a lateral modification. One specimen may simply be a split cobble instead of a
tool.
6.8.3.4 Cores
In addition to a variety of tools the assemblage also includes a comparably high number
of different cores (Table 96). Most cores are flake cores (Pl. 120, 2-3), while six specimens
are blade cores (Pl. 119; 120, 1). In addition, two microblade cores could be recorded
(Pl. 118, 5-6).
Most cores and indeed all blade cores – except for an undetermined missing specimen
– are made of liparite / rhyolite. Three flake cores are made of chert, while two other
specimens are made of heavily altered indeterminate material that may also be rhyolite.
The two microblade cores are made of chalcedony.
While the two microblade cores do not show any morphological similarities at all, this
seems different for blade and flake cores. The vast majority of these cores are unipolar
cores. Most specimens have only one platform and one reduction surface. In some
cases blanks were also obtained from a second reduction surface. Only two specimens
– a flake core and a blade core (Pl. 119, 1) – show bipolar reduction. On one flake
core flakes were removed from a single reduction surface from three different directions
(Pl. 120, 2). All in all, however, the predominant pattern of core preparation and reduction
was a clear structure with a single platform and a single unipolar reduction surface.
Probably due to the abundance of local liparite / rhyolite, these cores could be discarded
in relatively early reduction stages and did not have to be prepared repeatedly.
6.8.3.5 Site Activities
The tool and core assemblage from Garskaya Protoka 1 Cultural Layer 1 implies a variety
of activities that must have taken place on site. The calculated diversity index for the tool
assemblage confirms this notion with a strikingly low value:
D = 0.18.
On-site activities included the production and perhaps use of bifaces, probably the
working of bone, antler, or ivory, scraping activities, and other miscellaneous tasks
conducted with rather informal tools. Flake and blade blanks for unifacial tool production
were obtained from prepared cores. Microblade production seems to have taken place
on site as well, probably in order to replace insets of composite projectile points. In sum,
the range of on-site activities comprised subsistence, maintenance, and processing
activities71. On the assumption of a single coherent occupation, the site was apparently
71
Note that the use-wear analysis of altogether 24 artifacts conducted by Derevianko et al.
(1998:36) did not reveal unambiguous results.
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flake core
microblade core
TOTAL Raw Mat.

n

3

%
n

questionable

5
26,32
5

TOTAL Cores

n
%

undetermined

blade core

liparite / rhyolite

Core Type

chert

chalcedony

Table 96 Garskaya Protoka 1 Cultural Layer 1: Core types by raw material

1
5,26

6
31,58

2

1

11

15,79 26,32 10,53

5,26

57,89

2

2

% 10,53

10,53
2

19

% 10,53 15,79 52,63 10,53 10,53

n

2

3

10

2

100,00

used as a residential camp (Fig. 6.202). It can be assumed that the occupants undertook
hunting trips from the site.
Raw material was mainly procured in the local vicinity of the site. Some materials – like
chalcedony and chert – may also have been imported from a longer distance. Some
pieces made of these materials – like cores or burins – may have been brought to the
site in an already prepared state.

6.8.4 Zmeinaya Sopka Cultural Layer 1
6.8.4.1 General Characteristics
The assemblage of modified artifacts recorded from the first cultural layer of Zmeinaya
Sopka consists of altogether 54 artifacts. Twenty-five of these pieces are tools, while 29
pieces were modified as cores.
Six artifacts could not be identified in the collection and were recorded based on published
illustrations. These are four flake cores (see Derevianko et al. 1998:157 No. 1; 163, Nos.
1-3), a microblade core preform (or possibly a burin; 155, No. 8), and an indeterminate
modification (162, No. 3).
The presence of microblade technology is evident through four microblade cores and
seven microblade core preforms. It is interesting to note, however, that the debitage
assemblage only includes two microblades (Derevianko et al. 1998:18).
The modified pieces are made of four different raw materials: basalt, chalcedony, chert,
and the local liparite / rhyolite.
6.8.4.2 Raw Material
The assemblage is clearly dominated by liparite / rhyolite, regarding both number of
artifacts and total weight (Table 97). A variety of tools and cores is made of this material.
A comparison of data on artifact frequency and weight of the other raw materials reveals
that the only two pieces made of basalt are also fairly large and heavy (both are early
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Fig. 6.202 Garskaya Protoka 1 Cultural Layer 1: Schematic illustration of the occupation under
the premise of assemblage coherency

stage bifaces), while pieces made of chert and chalcedony are rather small. In fact, the
heaviest pieces among the chert artifacts are a biface, a uniface, and a lateral modification
with weights between ca. 60 and 70 g.
Five different variants can be recognized among the altogether seven chert artifacts.
This might point to different origins of these materials.
For five pieces the raw material could not be determined with certainty. They may be
made of the local rhyolite as well, but this is hard to determine due to heavily altered
surfaces. The raw material of the missing pieces remains undetermined.
The vast majority of artifacts still shows rests of cortex the surface (Fig. 6.203). On
almost 50 % of the modified pieces cortex coverage is fairly extensive with over 1/3 of
the surface being covered with cortex. Interestingly, the frequency of pieces with cortex
coverage is fairly high even among the rather small chert pieces (four out of seven).
Accordingly, most modified artifacts in this assemblage were discarded in early reduction
stages, or they were made on blanks obtained from rather early stages of core reduction.
Assuming a local origin for liparite / rhyolite and basalt, over 60 % of the modified pieces
are made of local raw material (Fig. 6.204). For the other pieces the origin remains
unknown, but chert and chalcedony may have been imported to the site from a non-local
source.
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Table 97 Zmeinaya Sopka Cultural Layer 1: Raw materials of modified pieces (weight in g)

Raw Material

Raw Material Variant

basalt

coarse grayish

chalcedony

reddish brown
dark gray (opaque)
dark gray / black
(translucent)
gray (opaque)

chert

gray greenish
tan (translucent)
questionable
subtotal
dark gray

liparite / rhyolite

undet. - patinated
subtotal

questionable
undet.
Total

weight
%
weight
%
weight
%
weight
%
weight
%
weight
%
weight
%
weight
%
weight
%
weight
%
weight
%
weight
%
weight
%
weight
%
weight
%

1111,6
12,75
6,4
0,07
6,5
0,07
67,8
0,78
43,4
0,50
65,1
0,75
24,5
0,28
64,7
0,74
272,0
3,12
1889,4
21,67
2924,8
33,55
4814,2
55,22
2513,7
28,83
8717,9
100,00

n
2
%
3,70
n
1
%
1,85
n
1
%
1,85
n
1
%
1,85
n
1
%
1,85
n
1
%
1,85
n
2
%
3,70
n
1
%
1,85
n
7
% 12,96
n
13
% 24,07
n
20
% 37,04
n
33
% 61,11
n
5
%
9,26
n
6
% 11,11
n
54
% 100,00

6.8.4.3 Tools
The tool assemblage consists of a variety of tools, including bifaces, a chopper/pebble
tool, end scrapers, lateral modifications, a (side) scraper, a notched flake / spokeshave, a
uniface, and indeterminate modifications (Table 98). Yet, most tool types are represented
by only few or single specimens and the assemblage is clearly dominated by lateral
modifications.
Bifaces
Only few bifaces are present in the assemblage, three of which are
early stage bifaces and one of which is a reworked indifferently shaped biface that may
previously have been a foliate (Pl. 121, 1). While this biface is made of a dark gray
to black translucent chert variant, the three early stage bifaces are all made of local
materials (two are made of basalt, one is made of rhyolite).
If this small assemblage of bifaces is indeed representative, it indicates that only early
stages of bifacial reduction took place on site. It appears that bifacial blanks made of local
material were exported from the site. The indifferent biface may have been imported as
a prepared blank or perhaps even a prepared and potentially used tool, before it was
reworked and finally discarded on site.
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Fig. 6.204 Zmeinaya Sopka Cultural
Layer 1: Regional origin of raw
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Lateral Modifications
The tool assemblage includes twelve lateral modifications,
all of which are made on flakes. Three of these retouched flakes are made of chert, while
eight pieces are made of rhyolite.
Metric data indicate that the retouched flakes – especially those made of rhyolite – may
stem from a continuous reduction sequence (Fig. 6.205; Fig. 6.206). Length and width as
well as thickness and width of the rhyolite pieces show correlations (rL/W = 0.7; rT/W = 0.71).
It has to be noted here, though, that only three specimens (two made of rhyolite and one
made of chert) are completely preserved. Still, if these metric data are differentiated by
cortex coverage, the impression of a continuous reduction sequence is confirmed (Fig.
6.207; Fig. 6.208). Specimens without cortex tend to be smaller than pieces with cortex.
In sum, these data may signify that the flake blanks of the lateral modifications stem from
only few coherent knapping events.
Most of the retouched flakes show edge damage that may result from use. On five pieces
the retouched edges are splintered and on two specimens the retouched edges show
additional marginal use wear retouch. It appears that retouched flakes were used on site,
apparently rather intensively or perhaps on hard materials.
Other Tools
Other tool types present in the assemblage, but only represented
by few or single specimens, are three end scrapers (Pl. 122, 1-3), a (side) scraper
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biface: indiff.
biface: early stage /
blank
chopper/pebble tool
endscraper
lateral modification
scraper
spokeshave
uniface
other/indeterminate
modifications
TOTAL Raw Mat.

n
%

TOTAL Tools

undetermined

questionable

liparite / rhyolite

Tool Type

chert

basalt

Table 98 Zmeinaya Sopka Cultural Layer 1: Tool types by raw material

1
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1
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%
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%
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1

%
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1
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1
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%
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1
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%
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4,00

n

1

1

2

%
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4,00

8,00

n
%

3

1

25

8,00 28,00 48,00 12,00

2

7

12

4,00

100,00

(Pl. 123, 1), a notched flake / spokeshave (Pl. 122, 6), a uniface (Pl. 121, 2), a chopper/
pebble tool (Pl. 123, 2), and two indeterminate modifications.
The end scrapers are made of chert, rhyolite, and an indeterminate material that appears
to be some igneous rock. Two specimens are made on flakes (Pl. 122, 1 & 3), while the
chert piece is made on a blade (Pl. 122, 2). The scraping ends of the pieces made of
chert and the indeterminate material are splintered. In addition, these two pieces broke
transversely. This suggests that these tools were used intensively and broke during
use. The rhyolite piece is still complete and does not show any edge damage. This
end scraper was probably manufactured and perhaps also re-sharpened on site. It was
apparently not used just prior to discard. The other two end scrapers may have been
imported to the site in an already prepared state, were perhaps re-sharpened and used
just before they were discarded.
The single (side) scraper in the assemblage is made of a rhyolite flake and was retouched
on both lateral edges. It does not show any edge damage.
The spokeshave is made on a chert flake. The retouched notch does not yield any edge
damage.
The uniface is made on an elongated thick chert flake. It might actually be a microblade
core preform, but lacks any clearly identifiable setup of a potential reduction surface.
The chopper/pebble tool is made of liparite / rhyolite. It shows two larger flake scars on
its “dorsal” surface and an obvious working end. Perhaps it was also intended to be a
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Fig. 6.207 Zmeinaya Sopka Cultural
Layer 1: Length and width (in mm) of
lateral modifications, differentiated by
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core. There is at least no clearly visible edge damage on the modified edge.
The two indeterminate modifications may be early stage bifaces or tested cobbles. They
may also have been used for the production of a few flakes for further modification. One
piece is made of an unidentified patinated material, probably some igneous rock, while
the raw material of the other piece, which is missing, remains undetermined.
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Fig. 6.208 Zmeinaya Sopka Cultural
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6.8.4.4 Cores
The core assemblage comprises a variety of core types (Table 99) and includes microblade
cores (Pl. 124; 125, 1-2), microblade core preforms (Pl. 125, 3-5; 126, 1-3), blade cores
(Pl. 127), and flake cores (Pl. 126, 4). Cores are basically made of liparite / rhyolite,
indicating that unifacial tools which were made of other raw materials were not produced
on site. Alternatively, the cores from which these pieces had been struck could all have
been exported from the site.
Microblade Cores
The four “finished” microblade cores that are present in the
assemblage are of unspecific types. They can certainly not be referred to as wedgeshaped cores made on bifaces. Three specimens are made of rhyolite, while one piece
is made of chalcedony (Pl. 125, 2). Except for one specimen (Pl. 125, 1) all pieces are
obviously exhausted cores. They show flake scars that terminate in hinges or steps that
prevented further reduction. The two larger specimens seem to have been prepared on
cobbles and were discarded after few microblade removals. The smaller piece made of
rhyolite may be referred to as a boat-shaped core.
Five of the seven microblade core preforms can be referred to as preforms of boatshaped microblade cores (Pl. 125, 3 & 5; 126, 1-3). Platforms were prepared by large
flake removals. The lateral margins and the reduction surfaces were then prepared from
these plain platforms.
One missing piece that was recorded based on a published illustration only shows two
flake scars of microblade removals and might also be a burin (see Derevianko et al.
1998:155 No. 8). It seems to have been made on a flake.
Another specimen is similar to the boat-shaped pieces but it is made on a thick flake that
was possibly struck from a biface (Pl. 126, 1). It could accordingly be a boat-shaped spall
that was modified into a microblade core preform.
In sum, the microblade core assemblage indicates a rather standardized strategy of core
preparation that was conducted on site. Because the majority of the microblade cores
are preforms it appears that finished microblade cores were exported from the site. As
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there are also hardly any microblades in the debitage assemblage (Derevianko et al.
1998:18), it can be concluded that microblade production was not very intensive on site.
Those microblades that were produced on site seem to have been exported.
Blade and Flake Cores

Six blade cores are present in the assemblage (Pl. 127).
Except for one specimen made of an indeterminate secondarily altered opaque grayish
material with black spots (Pl. 127, 5) all blade cores are made of liparite / rhyolite.
Blade reduction was obviously very standardized. All cores are unipolar cores with one
reduction surface. Platform preparation was consistently simple by removing larger
flakes and thus creating plain platforms.
In fact, the same can be observed among the eleven flake cores (Pl. 126, 4). Except for
one specimen with bipolar flake removal on a single reduction surface, all specimens are
unipolar cores with simple platform preparation.
The raw material of six flake cores could be identified as liparite / rhyolite. One piece is
made of a indeterminate heavily altered material of tan color, perhaps also rhyolite. The
raw material of four missing pieces recorded based on illustrations remains unknown.
As no tool made of rhyolite is made on a blade, it appears that tools made on blades
were exported from the site. Alternatively, blade blanks may have been used (e.g. as
knives) and discarded without secondary modification.
6.8.4.5 Site Activities
The tool and core assemblage from Zmeinaya Sopka Cultural Layer 1 yields a high
variety of artifact types, potentially signifying diverse activities that were conducted
on site. However, the tool assemblage is clearly dominated by a single tool category
(laterally retouched flakes), while all other tool types are represented by comparably
few or even only single pieces. This is reflected in the diversity index, which indicates a
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Fig. 6.209 Zmeinaya Sopka Cultural Layer 1: Schematic illustration of the occupation under the
premise of assemblage coherency

somewhat diverse, but certainly no highly diverse tool assemblage:
D = 0.24.
On-site activities included the preparation of bifacial blanks, scraping activities,
miscellaneous tasks conducted with retouched flakes, the production of flake and
blade blanks, and the preparation of microblade cores with probably little production of
microblades. Raw material was mainly procured in the local vicinity of the site.
The spokeshave, which is assumedly made of non-local chert and does not show any
obvious use wear, may have been brought to the site as part of a tool kit and was
perhaps randomly discarded without being used on site. The same might be the case
with an end scraper and three lateral modifications made of chert, although most of these
pieces appear to have been used. Meanwhile, tools made on blades obviously produced
on site from prepared blade cores seem to have been exported. Microblades potentially
produced on site were probably exported as well.
Interestingly, use wear analyses conducted by Derevianko et al. (1998:19) detected
merely traces of butchering activities on eight pieces. No other type of use wear was
observed. Carcasses or at least certain body parts of hunted prey were obviously brought
to the site.
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In sum, a certain degree of specialization of on-site activities seems to be indicated by
the available data. Detectable site activities may only have included subsistence and
perhaps maintenance activities. Scraping activities which seem to have taken place on
site may have been related to other material than hide. They may have been used for
maintenance instead of processing activities. The somewhat low diversity index – usually
indicating more diverse activities – may simply result from imported tools or possibly
even tools manufactured on site that were discarded but not necessarily used on site
(like the spokeshave, some retouched flakes, perhaps one of the end scrapers, and the
side scraper).
Thus, the site may have been used as an ephemeral camp, or perhaps as a rather
briefly occupied residential camp (Fig. 6.209). The incomplete reduction sequences of
bifacial and microblade production and the observation that the flake blanks for lateral
modifications may have been obtained from a continuous reduction sequence (i.e. few
knapping events) could indicate a rather brief occupation. The occupants may have
transported hunted prey to the site after a hunting trip for butchering. While part of the
group was busy with this task, others collected local raw material, manufactured bifacial
blanks and perhaps even finished tools for export, and produced blanks for unifacial tool
production.
Yet, such conclusions presume that the assemblage is not the result of a repeated
occupation. These conclusions are therefore very tentative, which is the general crux of
the Selemdzha assemblages.

6.9 Comparative Analyses and the Reconstruction of a
Settlement System for the Selemdzha Sites
The Selemdzha material analyzed in this study conveys the overall impression of a
strikingly high similarity with regards to present tool types, applied technologies, and
raw material procurement (Table 100). Even regarding derivable site activities most
occupations appear to have been rather similar. Only in two cases is the range of
discarded lithic tools rather restricted in contrast to most assemblages. Notably, these
two assemblages can both be dated to GI-1, but this may simply be a coincidence. All
in all, most assemblages seem to reflect a variety of on-site activities. Cultural Layer 2
of Zmeinaya Sopka may be a significant exception compared to the otherwise rather
homogenous artifact compositions. However, as this assemblage could not be analyzed
first-hand for this study and was merely briefly described based on published information,
further conclusions are not possible. Note that for this reason this particular assemblage
is omitted from the following analyses.
All in all, it has to be emphasized that no distinct chronological differences are visible in
the compiled data. The Selemdzha assemblages seem to represent a coherent group,
independent of their chronological position and climatic and environmental changes.
Yet, we must keep in mind that conclusions relating to site activities and reconstructed site
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Table 100 Main characteristics and derived potential site functions of analyzed Selemdzha
assemblages. Note: Undetermined and indeterminate raw materials were subsumed as a single
class for the calculation of raw material diversity
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function are very tentative for the Selemdzha sites, as crucial questions on possible (and
perhaps even probable) palimpsests can hardly be addressed based on the available
information. One way to test the validity of the recorded data is an analysis of the relation
between tool assemblage diversity and assemblage size. Following from this, I will
address the topics of raw material use and technological organization, before a tentative
model of hunter-gatherer land use is proposed for the Selemdzha region. Due to the
overall apparent similarity of the record I will conduct these analyses for all assemblages,
thus disregarding chronological differences. This also increases the sample of sites for
comparative analyses and facilitates the recognition of certain patterns. Still, the crucial
question of potential diachronic changes in the settlement system shall be addressed
when attempting to reconstruct hunter-gatherer land use.

6.9.1 Tool Assemblage Diversity
Most Selemdzha assemblages are highly diverse, while only the two GI-1 assemblages
from Vediaginskaya Sopka and Zmeinaya Sopka are more specialized (Fig. 6.210). These
two assemblages are in fact the only ones that were interpreted as potential indicators
of ephemeral camp occupations. Therefore, this might indicate that a differentiation
can be made between diverse assemblages from residential camps and specialized
assemblages from ephemeral camps among the Selemdzha sites. Yet, this can only be
tested through an examination of the potential effect of assemblage size on tool diversity.
6.9.1.1 Tool Assemblage Diversity and Tool Assemblage Size
A plot of tool assemblage diversity and tool assemblage size indeed reveals an interesting
picture (Fig. 6.211). When all data points are considered there is no correlation between
these two variables (r = -0.35). However, there is a single outlier at the bottom left of the
plot; this is the small but still diverse assemblage from Vediaginskaya Sopka Cultural
Layer 2. If this outlier is disregarded, there is actually a striking correlation between
tool diversity and tool assemblage size (r = -0.9), showing that diversity increases
steadily with assemblage size. This would imply that the calculated diversity indeces of
the examined Selemdzha assemblages may not reveal functional differences, but are
merely the function of the number of tools discovered at a site.
Hence, it cannot be resolved for the Selemdzha assemblages whether the detected
site activities, the variety of which initially seemed to be indicated by calculated tool
diversity, can indeed be used for the reconstruction of camp types. We should remember
this when we come to the (already tentative) conclusions on hunter-gatherer land use.
Yet, it may still be the case that the differences visible in tool diversity are the result
of functional differences, as generally speaking it is logical that more diverse activities
during longer occupation periods produce more diverse and larger assemblages, while
small and rather specialized assemblages can be produced by a small number of tasks
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Fig. 6.210 Diversity indices of analyzed Selemdzha assemblages in chronological order
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conducted during a brief time period. However, it cannot be excluded that the high variety
of site activities detectable at most of the Selemdzha sites simply resulted from repeated
occupations with potentially different activity focuses and the eventual accumulation of
different tool types. Therefore, conclusions on the Selemdzha assemblages can only be
considered tentative and preliminary.
6.9.1.2 Raw Material Diversity
In spite of the aforementioned uncertainties that serve to hamper our attempts to
reconstruct human land use based on the Selemdzha assemblages, a comparative view
on raw material use may provide some valuable insights. Indeed, it is interesting to note
that the calculated raw material diversity (again using Simpson’s diversity index) shows
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a high interassemblage variability (Fig. 6.212). It appears that the occupants of these
sites relied to varying degrees on raw materials of different qualities during the different
occupation periods. Again, the ambiguity of the assemblages (especially concerning the
question of palimpsests) makes it difficult to assess the significance of this observation.
Nonetheless, some further investigations can provide further insights into varying raw
material use visible in the Selemdzha assemblages.
In effect, the diversity indeces of the Selemdzha assemblages reflect the intensity of
local raw material use. A consideration of the frequencies of local raw material shows
that those assemblages with a high raw material specialization are also characterized by
high ratios of local raw material (Fig. 6.213; cf. Fig. 6.212). As the local material group
is clearly dominated by a single material (the local liparite / rhyolite), it is not surprising
that the raw material diversity of discarded tools is related to local raw material frequency
in the assemblages (Fig. 6.214; r = 0.94). In other words, if the amount of local raw
material (above all rhyolite) increases, then the raw material specialization of discarded
tools increases as well. Therefore, raw material diversity among tools in the Selemdzha
assemblages is a direct measure for overall specialization on local raw material. Against
this background it is interesting to observe the marked variation in the intensity of local
raw material use at the different sites. Given the abundant availability of rhyolite in the
Selemdzha River, one would expect a much higher similarity. This may suggest that
raw material composition of the tool assemblages perhaps resulted from the amount
of imported tools made on non-local materials. In addition, it may be dependent on the
occupation span of a site, where longer occupations led to an increase in the frequency
of local raw material. Alternatively, it may merely reflect the intensity of activities, i.e.
tool production and use, independent of occupation span. In any case, it appears that
raw material diversity is indicative of different site use, even though the question of time
depth cannot be addressed based on the available data.
An interesting observation is the relation between the amount of tools and raw material
diversity (Fig. 6.215). The specialization of raw material use clearly increases with tool
assemblage size (r = 0.8). This fits with the previously mentioned notion that raw material
diversity is a reflection of the intensity of site activities and/or occupation span. More
local raw material was used when a larger number of artifacts was discarded, i.e. when
activities were probably more intense and/or took place for a longer time period. It cannot
be ruled out that this observation is biased by potential palimpsests, though the data
might also point to differences in site use.
It is now worthwhile to investigate the relationship between tool diversity and raw
material diversity. Normally, it would be expected that tool diversity is related to raw
material diversity, as it can be assumed that certain raw materials of a suitable quality
were selected for the production of distinct tools used for distinct tasks. Accordingly, a
high specialization in tool types should be related to a specialization in raw material.
Indeed, this could be shown for the Alaskan assemblages included in this study (see
above, “Comparative Analyses and the Reconstruction of a Settlement System for
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Eastern Beringia”). However, for the Selemdzha assemblages the picture is different: If
raw material diversity (as a measure for the use of specialization on local raw material)
indeed reflects differences in site use, i.e. the intensity and/or duration of activities, then
the raw material diversity index should be low (i.e. specialization should be low) while
the tool diversity index should be high (i.e. specialization should be high). The reason for
this is that if a group of hunter-gatherers coming to a site conducts only few activities and
presumably stays for a short time period, then these occupants will to a larger degree
use their imported tools. In the opposite case, if a group of hunter-gatherers coming to a
site conducts a variety of activities and presumably stays for a longer time period, then
local raw material will be primarily used.
Against all theoretical expectations, however, a plot of tool and raw material diversity
shows a diffuse picture which fails to reveal a clear correlation between these two
variables (Fig. 6.216; r = 0.32). This implies that raw material diversity is not related
to the range of activities conducted on a site. Yet, in spite of this, it still cannot be ruled
out that raw material diversity reflects differences in site activities. In a way, this diffuse
picture should perhaps be expected. As already demonstrated, tool diversity shows a
positive correlation to assemblage size (Fig. 6.211), thus indicating that tool diversity
depends on the amount of tools, and that the variety of derivable site activities may
simply result from repeated occupations. Raw material diversity, by contrast, shows an
unexpected negative correlation to assemblage size (Fig. 6.215), indicating that the
amount of different raw material types does not simply increase with the accumulation
of artifacts. Therefore, these varying dependencies on assemblage size may explain the
lacking relation between tool diversity and raw material diversity.
In sum, while the repertoire of site activities is extremely difficult to identify for the
Selemdzha assemblages, the intensity of activities and/or the duration of one or several
repeated occupations can be estimated based on differences in raw material diversity.
As such, it now proves difficult to differentiate between assemblages with diverse and
with specialized raw material use, as there appears a rather gradual increase from
“diverse” to “specialized” assemblages (Fig. 6.217). Still, the greater distance between
the two assemblages from Barkasnaya Sopka 1 and the remaining assemblages
is certainly noticeable. Consequently, the raw material composition of these two tool
assemblages can be regarded as specialized. By contrast, raw material composition of
Garskaya Protoka Cultural Layer 1 and both cultural layers of Vediaginskaya Sopka is
highly diverse, while the remaining two assemblages form an intermediate, somewhat
indifferent group.
All in all, clear differences arise from variations in the intensity of site use. While more
intensive occupations have resulted in a high specialization of local raw material, less
intensive occupations have produced assemblages with a higher diversification in raw
material composition, probably due to a higher frequency of imported discarded tools
and less time spent on procurement of local raw material. However, at the same time,
we should never overlook difficulties associated with potential palimpsests at all of these
sites.
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6.9.2 Technological Organization
Regarding technological organization on the Selemdzha sites, the most striking feature
is the omnipresence of bifacial technology (Table 100). In addition, microblade and burin
technology can also be regarded as omnipresent. Although microblades may not have
been produced on every site, this technology is evident in every assemblage included
in this study. Burin technology is present in all assemblages except for one. Blade core
technology is absent in two assemblages. Therefore, it appears that all basic lithic
technologies were applied on almost every site. Only blade and burin technology seem
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to have been absent on some sites.
Due to the previously mentioned uncertainties in the record from the Selemdzha sites,
only some very basic conclusions can be drawn with respect to the technological
organization of these sites.
First of all, it is very striking that almost all bifacial tool assemblages are dominated by
early stage bifaces. All in all, over 50 % of the Selemdzha bifaces recorded for this study
are early stage bifaces. Even though a number of bifaces are also thinned pieces, there
is a small amount of finished tools. Most interestingly, there are no lanceolate points. At
the site of Ust’ Ulma 1 there are some bifaces that might be referred to as lanceolate
shaped bifaces, perhaps preforms of projectile points (see Derevianko and Zenin V.
N. 1995), thus suggesting that such items may have been part of the hunter’s toolkit.
However, there is practically no direct evidence for the use of this hunting technology. In
fact, the morphology of some apparently finished bifaces from Ust’ Ulma rather points
to the primary use of bifaces as knives instead of projectiles (e.g. Derevianko and Zenin
V. N. 1995:107 Ris. 15). In any case, lanceolate points as they are known from Eastern
Beringia are absent from the Selemdzha sites.
Regardless of the exact function of finished bifaces, bifacial tool production was obviously
focused on early reduction stages, i.e. the initialization of bifacial blanks in order to
export thinned bifaces suitable for further reduction. An exception is the assemblage of
Barkasnaya Sopka 1 Cultural Layer 2, where a comparably large amount of foliates was
discarded. Still, none of these pieces is a finished tool. It can be stated that the general
pattern observable among the Selemdzha sites from both GS-2 and GI-1 shows that
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bifacial reduction mainly served the provision of bifacial blanks for future use.
In fact, the production of blades on prepared blade cores is a common trend among
Selemdzha site assemblages. However, while blades were produced on prepared blade
cores on most sites, they were hardly ever used for the production of unifacial tools.
Under the premise that blades were not merely used as unmodified blanks but were
also modified into retouched tools, it can be concluded that either blade tools or blade
blanks suitable for secondary modification were exported from the sites for future use. As
this pattern is observed at all Selemdzha sites, this suggests that these locations were
primarily used by groups for provisioning with new tools. While a fairly consistent picture
can be drawn for bifacial and blade technologies, things seem to have been different
with microblade technology. Whereas some assemblages seem to present evidence for
microblade production on site, others have merely produced a few randomly discarded
artifacts. The amounts of microblades are fairly low even in those assemblages with the
highest numbers of microblades (the highest number is 39 microblades from Cultural
Layer 1 of Barkasnaya Sopka 1). The extensive production of microblades appears
not to have taken place at the Selemdzha sites. This suggests that organic points with
microblade insets were not consistently produced and/or maintained as part of the
hunting gear. If microblade technology can be conceived as a risk-minimizing strategy
(sensu Elston and Brantingham 2002) the different frequencies of microblade artifacts
might reflect seasonal or perhaps even situational variation.
In sum, the Selemdzha assemblages indicate little variation in technological organization.
Even though differences in site activities may have existed, and certainly are apparent
in raw material use, the complete technological repertoire is found on almost every site.
This may mean that differences in activities at the different sites were not so pronounced.
Alternatively, distinct differences may indeed have existed but are now lost due to
palimpsests.

6.9.3 Hunter-Gatherer Land Use along the Selemdzha River
The analyses of the Selemdzha assemblages have illustrated how extremely difficult it
can be to make far-reaching conclusions on hunter-gatherer settlement systems. This
is especially the case in the face of existing uncertainties with regard to occupation
frequencies at the different sites. Hence, it is unavoidable that conclusions on land use
in this region must remain tentative.
Generally speaking, it can be stated that detectable differences in site activities are not
particularly pronounced. Differences in occupation span and the range and intensity of
activities – as they seem to be manifested in tool assemblage compositions and raw
material use (Table 100) – remain questionable due to the aforementioned uncertainties.
In fact, most striking among the assemblages included in this study is their similarity, with
no significant differences between the two chronological stages. It appears that huntergatherers during both GS-2 and GI-1 came to the Selemdzha River in order to maintain
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and refurnish their tool kits, using the abundantly available local liparite / rhyolite. During
the occupations at the Selemdzha sites a variety of tasks were undertaken, as in most
cases a diverse set of tools was discarded on site, albeit that the focus of these activities
was certainly on tool production. This is best illustrated by the constant focus on the
initialization of bifaces and the production of bifacial blanks. For the most part of the
seasonal round these hunter-gatherers must have stayed in adjacent areas, presumably
in the Zeya-Bureya Plain and on the Amur-Zeya Plateau, where the full range of site
activities would have secured their subsistence requirements. The area along the
Selemdzha River, by contrast, can be described as a special purpose subarea within the
larger habitat (Fig. 6.218).
The high frequency of sites along the Selemdzha River suggests that this area was
revisited continuously. This in addition to the extremely low amounts of potentially nonlocal raw material in the tool and core assemblages further suggests that the distances
these hunter-gatherers traveled between their camp sites was rather short. Their overall
habitat may also have been rather small, allowing them to return frequently to the
Selemdzha River.
As mentioned above, a diachronic view on the Selemdzha assemblages is not suggestive
of any drastic changes. However, we do know from several locations in the Russian Far
East that pottery did start to appear in the late LUP (see Chap. 4, “In Quest of the Origin
of Beringian Colonization”). Ceramics were also discovered at some of the Selemdzha
sites, and at Ust’ Ulma it could even be dated to GI-1. The appearance of pottery most
likely marked a major change in material culture, with significant implications for the
settlement system as a whole. The production of pottery demands a certain degree of
sedentism. This is not to say that a fully sedentary mode of life is required, but there must
have existed residential camps which were occupied for longer time periods in order to
allow for the lengthy process of pottery production. Raw material for ceramics had to be
procured; vessels had to be manufactured and fired.
Meanwhile, lithic technology shows no drastic changes from GS-2 to GI-1, thus
suggestive of a continuation of LUP traditions. Accordingly, the late Pleistocene settlement
system suggested here for the Amur River region (Fig. 6.218) may not have changed
significantly, but probably manifested itself in a different way. The Selemdzha sites were
still occupied for the main purpose of manufacturing tools, but settlement patterns in the
adjacent plains may have been subject to considerable changes. Occupation spans in
residential camps probably increased, leading to a higher demand on resources and to
the dispatching of sub-groups to supply the base camps. Therefore, in GI-1 group sizes
may have increased, groups may have separated more frequently than in GS-2, and
overall mobility of groups may have decreased. Consequently, such changes during GI-I
may have led to a more pronounced regionalization of human groups. In contrast, during
GS-2 groups may still have been highly mobile and may not have separated into smaller
groups so often. In simple terms, the basic difference between settlement systems in
GI-1 and GS-2 is that while residential mobility was probably characteristic for GS-2, in
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GI-1 the settlement system was probably characterized by what might be referred to as
logistical mobility.
Meanwhile, the general role of the Selemdzha sites as special purpose camps for the
provision of new tools did not change, though the groups who occupied these sites, the
range of their activities, and occupation spans may have differed. Be this as it may, this
is difficult to deduce purely on the basis of the available record from the Selemdzha
sites (with all their uncertainties). Nevertheless, the diversity indeces do provide some
importante insights: For example, it appears that in the group of GI-1 occupations
assemblages tend to be more diverse (Fig. 6.219). Although the number of samples is
very low and the slight difference is by no means statistically significant, it is still possible
that the visible trend in the available data is indicative of a change in the prevailing
pattern of mobility. During GI-1, more specialized tool kits may have been discarded
during brief occupations by sub-groups. These sub-groups were perhaps dispatched
from larger groups residing in the plains regions. In contrast, during GS-2 the Selemdzha
sites may have been occupied by hunter-gatherers who moved residential camps and
whole groups from the plains region to the special purpose subarea; consequently, tool
diversity was consistently high.
In sum, the archaeological records from the Selemdzha River from GS-2 and GI-1 may
be explained as an integral part of a wider settlement system. During both periods the
Selemdzha sites mainly served for refurnishing tool kits before the occupants returned
to the presumably primarily inhabited adjacent plains regions. At the same time,
however, a variety of tasks may have been undertaken during the occupations. This
general site function was independent of occupation span (residential vs. ephemeral).
Major differences in land use between GS-2 and GI-1 are in fact extremely difficult if
not impossible to detect in the lithic assemblages, but the appearance of pottery during
GI-1 suggests that quite drastic changes must have taken place. As the Selemdzha sites
apparently represent a group of camps that were occupied for special purposes in an
area with abundant raw material, changes in the wider settlement system may not have
affected the activities at these sites. Eventually, however, the hunter-gatherer settlement
system in the Amur River region may have changed from a residential mobility in GS-2
to a differently organized (logistic?) mobility in GI-1. This would also have triggered
regionalization processes, as groups must have become more sedentary and group sizes
may have increased. Although the size of the general habitat may have been similar in
GS-2 and GI-1, hunter-gatherers may have had a higher residential mobility in GS-2 and
moved between different habitats.
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Fig. 6.218 Model of late Pleistocene land use in the Amur River region, with the sites along the
Selemdzha River as an integral part of a broader settlement system
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7 Conclusions: Settlement Systems, Land Use, and
the Colonization of Beringia
Following the comprehensive overview of Beringian archaeology presented in Part I
and the analyses of representative lithic assemblages with reconstructions of settlement
systems and hunter-gatherer land use, an attempt is now made to incorporate all my
conclusions in one general model. The overall aim is to reconstruct Beringian colonization
based on variable land use of hunter-gatherers in different landscapes and under varying
climatic and environmental conditions. In the following, I will endeavor to outline the
colonization of Beringia based on the findings and interpretations from this study.

7.1 An Attempt to Explain the Colonization of Beringia
Regarding the initial settlement of previously uninhabited regions by Pleistocene huntergatherers a variety of factors need to be considered. Not all of these factors can be
recognized by archaeological research, but three aspects certainly play a major role: 1)
historical connections as they can be established by archaeology, based on similarities
in material culture in different regions; 2) climatic and environmental conditions as they
can be detected in paleoenvironmental records; and 3) hunter-gatherer settlement
systems and land use patterns as they can be reconstructed by broad archaeological
investigations. By summarizing results of recent research by a number of scholars and
by creating a dataset through the study of selected lithic assemblages for this study
I have tried to illuminate these aspects in order to lay the foundation for a tentative
explanation of the colonization of Beringia.
If the assumption is correct that there existed a historical connection between huntergatherers in the Russian Far East and in Beringia – based primarily on similarities in
lithic technology (i.e. microblade technology associated with bifacial technology) and
regional proximity – then hunter-gatherer land use patterns in the Russian Far East and
in Beringia must also be related. Yet, historical relations should only be postulated for the
time period prior to GI-1. Although LUP lithic technology in the Russian Far East shows no
significant changes during GI-1, and is therefore still similar to the Beringian record, the
introduction of pottery marks a major shift. This shift is not merely an additional element
in material culture, but it is one that also very likely had a major impact on subsistence
and mobility. As Pleistocene pottery remains limited to the Russian Far East and does
not spread into Beringia, historical relations based on the material record appear to have
ceased during GI-1.
Unfortunately, the archaeological record from Western Beringia is very sparse and there
are only few dated sites from this period. Still, Dyuktai Cave demonstrates that the
Beringian lithic technology “package” was probably established in the region during GS2. Meanwhile, the earliest record from Eastern Beringia could be dated to GI-1. Therefore,
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it can be assumed that initial colonization of Western Beringia occurred in GS-272.
Subsequently, during GI-1, hunter-gatherers colonized Eastern Beringia. The settlement
system of these people constituted a varying use of principal and seasonal habitats (see
Chap. 6). The settlement system in Western Beringia remains poorly known, though
we might speculate that it was similar if not equivalent to the one observed in Eastern
Beringia, an area very similar with respect to climate and environmental conditions.
Accordingly, the settlement systems reconstructed for the Amur River region and for
Eastern Beringia must have been related. However, although such a connection must
have existed during GS-2, it presumably ceased during GI-1. In fact, the possible change
in land use in the Russian Far East, as has been suggested in this study, may explain why
connections with Beringia ended. Further, it may demonstrate the assumption made at
the beginning of this study, i.e. that a process of regionalization and regional adaptation
can be contrasted with a colonization process in previously uninhabitable regions.

7.1.1 Stay or Leave? – Adaptation and Cultural Change vs.
Colonization of New Habitats
An important question is why LUP hunter-gatherers of the Russian Far East left their
ancestral habitat and moved into Subarctic and Arctic regions of Beringia during GS-2. In
how far social or religious reasons (or perhaps merely curiosity) influenced this decision
can hardly be estimated, but the archaeological and paleoenvironmental records can
certainly provide some valuable insights into other potential factors. It is assumed that
shifts in hunter-gatherer subsistence and land use were correlated with climatic and
environmental changes. The following discussion is an attempt to detect potential push
and pull factors in order to explain the initial colonization of northern habitats. At the
same time, the attempt is made to investigate why traditional habitats were not entirely
abandoned.
During GS-2, climate was highly variable in the entire Northern Hemisphere. Yet, climatic
and environmental changes would also have differed on a regional scale (see Chap.
3). Paleoenvironmental developments in the Russian Far East seem to have been very
special. Even during the LGM, when most areas were covered by tundra, open forests in
the form of spruce and birch-larch forests existed in the Amur-Zeya Plateau. During the
relatively warm phase of GS-2b coniferous and mixed coniferous-broadleaved forests
expanded in the Russian Far East. Accordingly, while tundra certainly dominated the
GS-2 landscape in the Russian Far East, forested areas appear to have increased in the
course of this climatically highly variable period. Around 18,000 cal BP, i.e. approximately
during the early GS-2a, temperatures again dropped for a 2,000 year period, but
72
An earlier colonization may have taken place as indicated by the Yana Site. Due to
the differences of the lithic assemblage compared to later sites it remains questionable whether
the Yana Site represents a separate earlier colonization event or whether it indeed marks the
beginning of continuous human presence in Western Beringia until GS-2.
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apparently this had no effect on the spread of forests (see Chap. 3, “Late Pleistocene
Climate and Landscapes of the Russian Far East”).
Accordingly, hunter-gatherers inhabiting the Russian Far East during GS-2 lived in an
environment that was gradually changing from a tundra-dominated to a forest-dominated
landscape. This must have affected the availability of resources. Consequently, huntergatherers would need to have adapted their subsistence and land use patterns.
Unfortunately, there are practically no faunal remains preserved in archaeological sites
dated to the Pleistocene, which makes it almost impossible to assess any changes in the
availability of wild animal resources.
The only late Pleistocene site with faunal preservation is Geographic Society Cave in
Primorye, which was occupied during the Early Upper Paleolithic between ca. 35,000
and 31,500 BP (ca. 40,000 to 35,500 cal BP; see Appendix 2). Faunal remains comprise
several species, such as mammoth, horse, rhinoceros, roe deer, small deer, red deer,
moose, goral, bison, cave lion or tiger, and brown bear (Derevianko and Tabarev
2006:44). The presence of these species illustrates the mosaic-like landscape of the
Russian Far East during the late Pleistocene. While some species are indicative of
steppe environments (mammoth, horse, bison), others show the presence of forested
areas (deer, moose).
In spite of the lack of any direct evidence, one might speculate that steppe animals
retreated to areas with prevailing steppe environments during the climatic changes of
GS-2 with its gradual increase of forested areas. Such areas could be found farther to
the north in northeastern Siberia. Meanwhile, sedentary game could disperse within the
Russian Far East in a growing number of forested areas. These animals were of smaller
size and did not aggregate in large herds Therefore, the overall availability of biomass
must have decreased in the course of GS-2.
Hunter-gatherers would have been confronted with a gradual decrease in wild animals
which would have required adaptation in subsistence and land use. As these developments
would have been gradual, they prove difficult to identify in the archaeological record.
However, it we might assume that hunter-gatherers had two basic choices: either they a)
expanded their habitats, or b) changed their hunting strategies, e.g. with a shift in focus
to fishing or marine resources.
So far, there has been no direct evidence for fishing or hunting sea mammals during
the LUP. According to the present archaeological record, fishing or the use of marine
resources was probably not established as a main subsistence strategy until the Neolithic
(see Vasil’evskii 1998; Kuzmin 2006b). Still, it has been suggested that fishing may also
have played a major role in subsistence as early as the LUP (between ca. 20,000 and
13,000 cal BP) along the Zerkalnaya River in Primorye (Derevianko and Tabarev 2006:46;
Vasil’evskii 1998:282 ff.). This conclusion was based primarily on the presence of lithic
tools supposedly used for wood working (like “axes, adzes, drills, chisels, gravers, and
scrapers”, presumably used for the making of traps, weirs, and even boats), so-called
“fishing knives”, and “stone representations of fish” (see respective figures in Derevianko
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and Tabarev 2006 and Vasil’evskii 1998). If this interpretation is correct, a hunter-gatherer
economy focused on fishing may have evolved at Primorye between GS-2b and GI-1.
In any case, such a shift to fishing was most likely a regional phenomenon, at least during
GS-2. In other regions, hunter-gatherers may have chosen different adaptations in the
face of environmental changes. For example, in the Amur River region, the Selemdzha
assemblages have provided no indications of a subsistence strategy focused on fishing.
Even though faunal remains are lacking, there are no lithic tools that might be linked to
fishing gear (as might be the case in the Zerkalnaya River region).
Perhaps, these hunter-gatherers reacted to the environmental changes and the decreasing
availability of their traditional prey by expanding their habitats, thereby following the
potential retreat of steppe fauna into northern regions. Yet, the Selemdzha region was
not entirely abandoned during GS-2, indicating that the adjacent regions (where sites
representing the full range of the settlement system are suspected) were not abandoned
either. Accordingly, these hunter-gatherers remained in their traditional habitat, while at
the same time dispersing into other regions. This may provide an explanation for the the
splitting-up of groups in this period: while one part of the group could be sustained in
the traditional habitat, the other settled in the new habitat. Smaller groups were certainly
easier to sustain in the traditional habitat with less abundant resources, and the groups
that left could sustain themselves in different, previously uninhabited areas.
If the settlement system of the hunter-gatherers in the Amur River region was indeed
based on residential mobility (as suggested in Chap. 6), including varying land use with
special subareas like the Selemdzha River region, then it is perfectly conceivable that
by moving into such subareas located at the edge of the general habitat, new potential
habitats could have been easily discovered. Accordingly, the search for new habitats
and the pursuit of retreating steppe fauna by sub-groups of hunter-gatherers from the
Russian Far East could have eventually led to the colonization of Western Beringia (Fig.
7.1).
Once these hunter-gatherer groups had established permanent settlements in the subArctic and Arctic regions of northeastern Siberia, their mobility patterns were probably
adjusted accordingly. As mentioned earlier, details of this settlement system remain
a matter of speculation due to the scarce archaeological record, though it is quite
conceivable that it may have resembled the one reconstructed for Eastern Beringia.
Therefore, we might assume that hunter-gatherers in Western Beringia adopted a twofold settlement pattern with principal and seasonal habitats.
Little can be said about how the vast landscapes of Western Beringia were colonized
and how long it took for the region to become permanently settled. At least with respect
to the currently available archaeological record it appears that hunter-gatherers crossed
the Bering Land Bridge into Eastern Beringia no earlier than GI-1. Whether they ever
really settled on the Land Bridge over a longer time period remains speculative due to
the absence of any archaeological evidence. Whatever the case, settlement in Eastern
Beringia seems to have been established in the course of GI-1. During this period severe
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environmental changes affected the whole of Beringia. In some areas, these changes
even began as early as GS-2b. Generally, the predominant dry herb tundra was replaced
by shrub tundra, characterized by a significant increase in dwarf birch (see Chap. 3). In
how far these environmental changes affected hunter-gatherers is difficult to assess,
especially as both climatic and environmental changes seem to have been variable within
Beringia. However, these changes certainly affected the distribution of available game
in the landscape, and it is especially interesting that the colonization of Eastern Beringia
coincides with this period. Perhaps, herds of large grazers retreated to remaining steppe
regions, upon which they were followed by the human groups.
The hunter-gatherers who colonized Eastern Beringia had probably already established
their settlement system, consisting of principal and seasonal habitats, before they settled
in regions east of the Land Bridge. Accordingly, colonization could have been fairly fast.
Each year these hunter-gatherers may have spotted new potential habitats when subgroups were dispatched to undertake seasonal tasks in the region. In fact, exploratory
settlement of uninhabited areas based on a two-fold settlement system with principal
and seasonal habitats might also explain how the rather inhospitable land bridge with
its mosaic of dry and mesic tundra landscapes was “crossed”. Small and highly mobile
bands of hunter-gatherers that had been dispatched by the main group in search for
suitable seasonal habitats moved through dispersed hospitable regions until they finally
spotted larger contiguous inhabitable regions in Eastern Beringia. In other words,
Eastern Beringia may have been “discovered” by small hunter-gatherer sub-groups
who leapfrogged over inhospitable regions on the Bering Land Bridge. Subsequently,
these hunter-gatherers may have colonized the vast landscapes of Eastern Beringia and
eventually established new networks of principal and seasonal habitats (Fig. 7.2).
Meltzer (2002; Meltzer 2004a) points out that the initial colonization of unknown habitats
involves “landscape learning” and that “competing demands” have to be met. These
demands include “maintaining resource returns”, “minimizing group size”, “maximizing
mobility”, “staying as long as possible in resource-rich habitats”, and “maintaining
contact between dispersed groups”. Meltzer states further that “central to making all
this work are two processes that might actually be detectable archaeologically: high
settlement mobility to maintain contacts with distant groups, and monitor resources and
environmental conditions beyond the social and geographic boundaries of the local
group; and open social networks, which enabled individuals to move easily between and
be readily integrated within distant groups” (Meltzer 2002:36).
In fact, the way Beringian colonization is modeled here, i.e. based primarily on the
concept of a two-fold settlement system as reconstructed from the Eastern Beringian
archaeological record, it adheres to all the processes outlined by Meltzer:
First, the maintenance of resource returns is met by minimizing group sizes through the
fissure of groups during times of subsistence stress. Second, mobility certainly appears to
have increased, especially if we consider the extremely high mobility of northern Alaskan
hunter-gatherers and the long distances involved in raw material (obsidian) procurement
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over the whole of Eastern Beringia. And third, it can be assumed that people stayed in
resource-rich habitats as long as possible; again, northern Alaska as a seasonal habitat
may be the best example; sub-groups presumably used these regions as long as possible
(i.e. between spring and fall). Meanwhile, core groups stayed in the principal habitats
where resources would have been sufficient for the remaining population. Through the
seasonal fissure and re-integration of groups, people maintained an open social network
within a system of high settlement mobility.
Interestingly, the period of the initial colonization of Eastern Beringia and the spread of
highly mobile and widely dispersed groups of hunter-gatherers in the whole of Beringia
marks the separation of historical relations between the Russian Far East and Beringia.
This is basically indicated by the introduction of pottery in the Russian Far East and
probable changes in hunter-gatherer mobility. While hunter-gatherers in Beringia were
still living in vast open landscapes inhabited by large game, people in the Russian Far
East were faced with a remarkable increase in forest and a likely decrease in biomass.
Even though it appears that during GS-2 hunter-gatherers in the Amur River region did
not significantly change their subsistence strategy, as it may have happened in other
regions in the Russian Far East (e.g. the possible fishing economy suggested for LUP
occupations along the Zerkalnaya River), the persistent climatic and environmental
changes that occurred in GI-1 would finally have led to a shift in the settlement system.
How exactly these shifts manifested themselves is very difficult to assess based on the
available archaeological record, though the use of pottery must have brought a significant
decrease in mobility, leading to a regionalization of the prevailing settlement pattern.
Hunter-gatherer groups may have stayed within distinct habitats, no longer moving
into northern regions (Fig. 7.2). Accordingly, the persistent climatic and environmental
change that led to a consistent increase of forested areas finally forced people to adapt
their subsistence and mobility patterns during GI-1.
The situation was different in Beringia, where environmental changes were also
severe, albeit that these changes did not affect the availability of resources. In fact, the
ameliorated climate made it possible for groups to disperse further into the uninhabited
regions of this vast landscape, in the end even facilitating the crossing of the presumably
rather inhospitable Bering Land Bridge. In addition, the two-fold settlement system that
had been established in Beringia was perfectly adapted to this mosaic-like landscape.
Core groups resided in areas where they could sustain themselves all year-round, while
dispatched highly mobile sub-groups could leapfrog to seasonal habitats. Ultimately, a
change in mobility and subsistence patterns did not become necessary until the end of
the ameliorated climate of GI-1 and the cold snap of GS-1, the Younger Dryas.

7.1.2 Taking Hold in the New World
Late Pleistocene Beringian hunter-gatherers adapted to the climate and environment of
Beringia. A two-fold settlement system with principal and seasonal habitats was especially
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Fig. 7.1 Model of the colonization of Beringia stage 1: the exploratory phase during GS-2 with
the colonization of Western Beringia originating in the Russian Far East

well suited to sustain larger groups, even during phases of possible subsistence stress,
with highly mobile sub-groups sustaining themselves away from the principal habitat
during the warm season. In addition, the system of technological organization with
the highly effective bifacial technology at its center would have provided these huntergatherers with an excellent means to cope with the challenges of the harsh sub-Arctic
and Arctic environment of Beringia.
However, Beringian hunter-gatherers seem to have been struck quite severely by the cold
snap of the Younger Dryas, at least for a short time interval. The radiocarbon chronology
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of Eastern Beringia shows that the population must have decreased significantly at the
onset of this period. The same may have been the case in Western Beringia, though the
sparse record allows for very few conclusions. Nevertheless, it seems unlikely that the
whole of Beringia was totally abandoned.
In the long run, even the severe cold snap of the Younger Dryas could not drive out
the Beringian hunter-gatherers. Their settlement system and technological organization
were well suited to bear the brunt of rapid climatic and environmental changes. Even
though the Eastern Beringian population appears to have declined, it quickly stabilized
and Eastern Beringian hunter-gatherers returned to their ancestral habitats. Yet, the
traditional system of seasonally organizing land use required modification. This is
reflected in the intensified use of microblade technology, which seems to have been
the most suitable reaction to cope with a scarcity of resources. Even though the twofold settlement system persisted, it probably faced some major changes. Far northern
regions may not have been accessible and inhabitable during cold and harsh summers
in GS-1, leading to a decrease in mobility and potential subsistence stress in the principal
habitats. This was countered by a strategy of risk-minimization, which is reflected in the
increase of microblade technology.
In addition to these changes in land use due to climatic changes, other major
developments may have taken place. For example, remarkable is the introduction of
fluted point technology during GS-1. It remains unclear whether the appearance of this
specific technology can be linked to a migration of hunter-gatherers, a diffusion of ideas,
or even an independent Eastern Beringian (re)invention (which seems the least likely).
Whatever the case, the spread of fluted point technology would most probably have
ensued through the by then open and inhabitable ice-free corridor which connected
Beringia with the continental regions of North America. If it marks a migration instead of
a diffusion of ideas, further explanations are needed to clarify how this affected Beringian
hunter-gatherers already inhabiting the region.
In sum, it seems that the complex developments that took place during the Younger
Dryas set the course for hunter-gatherers to succeed in the harsh Arctic and sub-Arctic
environment of northwestern North America. They laid the foundations for subsequent
generations of hunter-gatherers and the later prehistory of northwestern North America.
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Fig. 7.2 Model of the colonization of Beringia stage 2: leapfrogging of sub-groups across the
Bering Land Bridge, the colonization of Eastern Beringia, and the separation of the Russian Far
East from Beringia
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7.2 Outlook and Perspectives: Beringia and the Peopling of the
Americas – A Dead End?
In this study I have tried to assemble the currently available information on the late
Pleistocene archaeology of Beringia, compile and discuss recent achievements
but also mismatches in the organization of the archaeological record, and examine
representative samples of this whole record under new approaches and perspectives.
The result is the reconstruction of hunter-gatherer land use in space and time, which in
the end have served as the foundations for an attempt to explain the complex process of
Beringian colonization. This colonization process by itself is an historical event of highest
significance for the history of modern humans, showing how ice age hunter-gatherers
established permanent settlement in one of the most hostile environments in the world.
Nonetheless, Beringia is often reduced to nothing more than the “entry to the Americas”,
from where the colonization of North, Central, and South America might have ensued.
Even though it is way beyond the scope of this study to discuss whether or not Beringia
is a reasonable entry point for the peopling of the Americas, I would like to make some
brief final comments.
The presence of fluted points in Beringia in GS-1 and the contemporary establishment
of the ice-free corridor might be the earliest unequivocal evidence of an archaeological
connection between Beringia and the continent. However, it is still unknown whether
such a connection existed prior to this – during GI-1, i.e. during Clovis or even preClovis times. In the light of recent research this seems to be less likely, on the one hand
due to the viability of the ice-free corridor, and on the other hand due to an absence of
archaeological finds from this area.
Wilson and Burns (1999) have differentiated between the “physical” and the “biotic”
opening of the ice-free corridor. Obviously, even though a comparably narrow corridor
already existed during GI-1, this would have been a rather non-viable environment
(2001:302 ff.; Dixon 2013; cf. Arnold 2002). In addition, no archaeological remains
from the corridor area could be dated to a time period prior to GS-1 (Wilson and Burns
1999; Arnold 2002; Dixon 2013). It therefore appears that – based on the current state
of research – a connection between Beringia and continental North America during
GI-1 is unlikely. However, if Beringian hunter-gatherers are indeed the progenitors of
continental hunter-gatherers, such a connection is an indispensable prerequisite.
Alternative hypotheses for the colonization of the Americas like the coastal route model
(e.g. Dixon 2001; Dixon 2013) may prove to be a valid alternative to the traditional icefree corridor model in the future. However, such a hypothesis would not resolve the still
lacking connection between the archaeological records of Beringia and the continent.
Beringian hunter-gatherers are demonstrably inhabitants of inland regions, and so far
there is no indication that there was a connection to the sea, e.g. through the use of
marine resources. Exceptions to this inland focus are early Holocene sites like Ground
Hog Bay 2 and Hidden Falls, situated on the Pacific coast. All in all, however, it can be
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ruled out that the Beringian hunter-gatherers – at least those that we know of so far in
central and northern Alaska – could have been the progenitors of potential seafarers
migrating along the west coast of North America. If such a migration ever took place, the
Beringian archaeological record from the inland regions of Alaska and Yukon Territory
shows no signs that the two were in any way connected.
Does this now mean that archaeological research in inland Beringia will never be able
to answer questions on the origin of the peopling of the Americas? If researchers agree
that the ice-free corridor route can be ruled out, the answer will probably have to be
yes. Note, however, Meltzer’s remark on ruling out the interior colonization route with
reference to the changing results and interpretations of research over time: “the long
history of this matter makes it clear that over time new evidence can appear that can
change interpretation” (Meltzer 2004b:364).
Even if Beringian colonization is not linked to the peopling of the Americas as a whole,
the colonization of these unique and vast landscapes is an exceptional example of
human dispersal. In addition, even though late Pleistocene Eastern Beringia is more a
part of Eurasia than North America, Alaska and Yukon Territory are still part of the North
American continent. At the end of the day, research on the colonization of Beringia will
always play an important part in the investigation of human dispersal into the Americas
as a whole.
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Summary
The Arctic and sub-Arctic regions of northeastern Asia and northwestern North America
– commonly referred to as Beringia – have often been regarded as the point of entry
for the peopling of the Americas. Therefore, these regions have been in the focus of
intensified archaeological research for several decades. Even though the exact timing
and route of the initial colonization of the Americas are still subject to scientific debate,
Beringia by itself constitutes an optimal archaeological laboratory for the examination
of a human colonization of pristine landscapes during the late Pleistocene. This study
makes an active contribution to Beringian archaeology by attempting to explain this
complex colonization process through an empirical study of altogether 21 assemblages
of secondarily modified lithic artifacts from 14 sites. The selected sites are located in north
and central Alaska (i.e. Eastern Beringia) and in the Amur River region in the Russian Far
East, an area at the southwestern border of Western Beringia.
As it can be assumed that late Pleistocene hunter-gatherers were responsive to their
environment, the study is placed in the context of paleoclimatic and paleoenvironmental
conditions in both space and time. The separate late Pleistocene climatic stages between
the LGM and the Holocene (i.e. the Greenland Stadials and Interstadials GS-2, GI-1, and
GS-1) mark the time frame for the study.
Beringia was a mosaic tundra-steppe landscape during the late Pleistocene, presumably
with varying availability of wild animal resources. A variety of large mammals with
different diets inhabited these regions, e.g. mammoth, bison, horse, caribou, wapiti, and
moose. The Beringian landscape faced a significant change during GI-1 with a wideranging increase in shrub plants (like dwarf birch). In contrast, in parts of the Russian Far
East gradual forestation occurred quite early, already commencing during GS-2. These
environmental changes probably affected the regional structure and availability of prey
for human hunters.
A review of the current state of research in Beringian archaeology (Part I) concludes
that traditionally separated complexes or industries should not be addressed as
representatives of cultural-chronological entities. Instead, the respective assemblages
should be regarded as integrated parts within broadly conceived hunter-gatherer mobility
patterns. According to this notion, lithic tool kits and the typical Beringian “package” of
lithic technology – consisting of bifacial and microblade technology – appear as separate
components in the landscape on different hunter-gatherer camp sites with varying
functions.
The search for potential progenitors of the Beringian colonizers based on similarities
in lithic technology leads to the Late Upper Paleolithic (LUP) of the Russian Far East,
a region relatively close to Beringia where assemblages with bifacial and microblade
technology can be found during and before the period of Beringian colonization.
The empirical part of the study (Part II) begins with the assumption that elements of
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the late Pleistocene archaeological record of Alaska and the Russian Far East testify
to functional variability. Intraassemblage diversity and interassemblage variability are
consulted with the aim to reconstruct site activities and occupation histories of the
respective camp sites and trans-regional hunter-gatherer settlement systems.
The mobility pattern reconstructed for Eastern Beringia in GI-1 and GS-1 is characterized
by a two-fold settlement system comprising principal and seasonal habitats. While central
Alaskan regions like the Nenana and Tanana River Valleys are assigned to the principal
habitats, the Brooks Range and North Slope regions in northern Alaska would have
served as seasonal habitats. Accordingly, hunter-gatherer groups resided in principal
habitats all year-round, while highly mobile sub-groups were dispatched into temporary
habitats during the summer, potentially during phases of subsistence stress in the
principal habitats. The mobility pattern in the principal habitats was characterized by a
high residential mobility with comparably short distances between camps. In addition, a
variety of special task camps were set up in the regional vicinity of the residential camps.
In contrast, the settlement system in the seasonal habitats is characterized by short term
camps with limited ranges of activities, occupied by the rather small and highly mobile
sub-groups dispatched from the principal habitats.
Apparently, this settlement system did not change fundamentally during the cold snap
of the Younger Dryas (GS-1), though hunter-gatherer mobility may have decreased
with the onset of GS-1, occupation spans may have increased in the principal habitats,
and seasonal habitats were probably not frequented as often as during GI-1. The
increased use of microblade technology as a risk-minimizing strategy might also reflect
a technological reaction to this period of more restricted resources.
While the Alaskan record allows for a fairly detailed reconstruction of hunter-gatherer
land use, the assemblages from the Russian Far East included in this study merely allow
for very tentative conclusions on hunter-gatherer land use during GS-2 and GI-1. This
is especially due to a lack of information on the spatial distribution and association of
artifacts, which makes it impossible to assess the effect of potential palimpsests.
The assemblages from the selected sites along the Selemdzha River examined here show
little variation with regard to site activities. They probably represent a special purpose
subarea within a larger habitat. The main purpose of staying at the Selemdzha sites was
the production and maintenance of tools. Diachronic changes in the broader settlement
system cannot be recognized, but the wide-spread introduction of pottery in the Russian
Far East during GI-1 probably marks an overall decrease in mobility. Occupation span
in residential camps may have increased, and groups may have become larger. This
change was probably not sudden, but has its roots in the gradual environmental changes
that started during GS-2, especially the gradually increasing forestation that must have
changed the structure and availability of resources.
In a final step, the land use models reconstructed for Eastern Beringia and the Russian
Far East are considered from a diachronic perspective and the attempt is made to explain
Beringian colonization processes. It is suggested that during GS-2 the initial colonization
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of Western Beringia resulted from exploratory settlement of northern regions by huntergatherers from the Russian Far East in search of new territories due to a shortage of
biomass in their traditional habitats. During GI-1, connections between the Russian Far
East and Beringia ceased, and the process of regionalization in the Russian Far East
can be contrasted with the colonization of new habitats in Eastern Beringia. Accordingly,
the two-fold settlement system reconstructed for the earliest hunter-gatherers residing
in Eastern Beringia may already have been established in Western Beringia prior to
GI-1. As such, the rather inhospitable Bering Land Bridge may have been “crossed” by
leapfrogging hunter-gatherer sub-groups in search of new seasonal habitats, before new
principal and seasonal habitats were established in Eastern Beringia.
The results of this study present an alternative explanation of the archaeological record
by incorporating it into a variable land use pattern by Pleistocene hunter-gatherers under
varying climatic and environmental conditions through space and time. The application
of a functional variability approach can help us model the complex process of Beringian
colonization, and as such makes a further contribution to the broad topic of the peopling
of the Americas.
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Zusammenfassung
Die als Beringia bezeichneten arktischen und subarktischen Regionen Nordostasiens
und Nordwest-Nordamerikas werden oft als Tor zur Erstbesiedlung Amerikas bezeichnet.
Dies führte in den letzten Jahrzehnten zu intensivierter archäologischer Forschungsarbeit.
Auch wenn die genaue Datierung sowie die Migrationsroute der Erstbesiedlung Amerikas
weiterhin Gegenstand wissenschaftlicher Diskussionen sind, so erscheint Beringia
unabhängig davon als ein optimales Arbeitsgebiet zur Untersuchung eines pleistozänen
menschlichen Besiedlungsprozess von zuvor unbewohnten Gebieten. Die vorliegende
Arbeit soll einen wesentlichen Beitrag zur Archäologie Beringias leisten, indem sie
versucht, diesen komplexen Besiedlungsprozess durch eine empirische Studie von
insgesamt 21 Steingeräteinventaren von 14 Fundplätzen zu erklären. Die ausgewählten
Fundplätze liegen in Nord- und Zentralalaska (d.h. Ost-Beringia) sowie in der Amur
Region im Russischen Fernen Osten an der südwestlichen Grenze zu West-Beringia.
Da spätpleistozäne Jäger und Sammler vermutlich auf Veränderungen von Klimaund Umweltbedingungen reagierten, ist die Arbeit eingebettet in den zeitlichen und
räumlichen Kontext dazu vorliegender Daten. Die von der Forschung untergliederten
Klimaperioden des Spätpleistozäns zwischen dem LGM (= Late Glacial Maximum, die Zeit
der spätpleistozänen Maximalvereisung) und dem Beginn des Holozäns – die Grönland
Stadiale und Interstadiale GS-2, GI-1 und GS-1 – kennzeichnen den zeitlichen Rahmen
der Arbeit. Während des Spätpleistozäns war Beringia eine Mosaiklandschaft bestehend
aus einer Steppen-Tundra, in der Jagdbeute vermutlich regional in unterschiedlichem
Maße verfügbar war. Verschiedene Großsäuger mit unterschiedlicher Ernährungsweise
wie Mammut, Bison, Pferd, Karibu, Wapiti-Hirsch und Elch lebten in diesen Regionen. Die
Landschaft Beringias veränderte sich während GI-1 durch die weiträumige Verbreitung
von Strauchpflanzen (wie z.B. die Zwergbirke). In Teilen des Russischen Fernen Osten
setzte hingegen schon recht früh eine Bewaldung ein, die bereits während GS-2 begann.
Diese Umweltveränderungen hatten vermutlich großen Einfluss auf die regionale
Verbreitung und Verfügbarkeit von Jagdbeute für die menschlichen Jäger.
Ein Überblick und die Diskussion des aktuellen Forschungsstandes zur Archäologie
Beringias (Teil I) führt zu der Ansicht, dass die traditionellerweise getrennten Komplexe
bzw. Industrien nicht als Repräsentanten kulturell-chronologisch voneinander zu
trennenden Einheiten angesehen werden sollten. Stattdessen sollten die einzelnen
Inventare als verschiedene Elemente eines breit angelegten Mobilitätsmusters von
Jägern und Sammlern verstanden werden. Demnach finden sich lithische Gerätesets
sowie das gesamte typische „Paket“ lithischer Technologie Beringias – bestehend aus
bifazieller und Mikroklingen-Technologie (die sog. microblade technology) – als separate
Einzelteile in der Landschaft auf Lagerplätzen mit unterschiedlichen Funktionen.
Die Suche nach einem Ursprung der Besiedlung Beringias, basierend auf Ähnlichkeiten
der Steinbearbeitungstechnologie, führt schließlich zum späten Jungpaläolithikum
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des Russischen Fernen Ostens, einer Region relativ nah zu Beringia. Hier finden sich
Inventare mit bifazieller und Mikroklingen-Technologie, die sowohl zeitgleich als auch
älter anzusetzen sind als die Phase der Erstbesiedlung Beringias.
Der empirische Teil der Arbeit (Teil II) basiert auf der Grundannahme, dass sich
funktionale Variabilität in spätpleistozänen archäologischen Funden aus Alaska und
dem Russischen Fernen Osten widerspiegelt. Es wird der Frage von interner Diversität
einzelner Inventare sowie von Variabilität der Inventare untereinander nachgegangen,
um letztendlich Belegungsgeschichten einzelner Begehungen sowie überregionale
Siedlungssysteme der Jäger und Sammler zu rekonstruieren.
Das modellierte Mobilitätsmuster für das östliche Beringia während GI-1 und GS-1
ist charakterisiert durch ein zweiteiliges Siedlungssystem, welches aus Haupt- und
(saisonalen) Nebenhabitaten besteht. Während zentralalaskanische Regionen wie das
Nenana und Tanana Flusstal Haupthabitate repräsentieren, stellen die Brooks Range
und die nördlich gelegene Region des North Slope ein Nebenhabitat dar. Nach diesem
Siedlungsschema siedelten Jäger und Sammler das ganze Jahr in Haupthabitaten. Im
Sommer begaben sich hochmobile Teilgruppen in die Nebenhabitate, möglicherweise
zu Zeiten von Subsistenzstress in den Haupthabitaten. Das Mobilitätsmuster in den
Haupthabitaten war charakterisiert durch eine hohe residential mobility, d.h. häufige
Ortswechsel der Hauptlager über eher kurze Distanzen. In der regionalen Umgebung
der Hauptlager gab es spezielle kurzzeitige Lager von Teilgruppen. In den saisonalen
Nebenhabitaten unterschied sich das Mobilitätsmuster entscheidend: Dort bestand
das Siedlungssystem durchweg aus kurzzeitig belegten Lagerplätzen, auf denen eine
begrenzte Anzahl von Aktivitäten stattfanden. Diese Plätze waren von eher kleinen
hochmobilen Gruppen belegt, die sich als Teilgruppen von den Kerngruppen in den
Haupthabitaten getrennt haben.
Dieses Siedlungssystem hat sich offensichtlich auch während des Kälteeinbruchs der
Jüngeren Dryaszeit (GS-1) nicht prinzipiell verändert, aber es scheint sich auf andere
Art und Weise manifestiert zu haben. Möglicherweise hat sich mit dem Beginn der
Jüngeren Dryaszeit die Mobilität der Jäger und Sammler verringert. Die Belegungsdauer
der Lagerplätze in den Haupthabitaten kann sich verlängert haben und die saisonalen
Nebenhabitate wurden vielleicht nicht mehr so oft aufgesucht wie noch während GI1. Die intensivierte Anwendung der hocheffizienten microblade technology könnte die
technologische Reaktion der Jäger und Sammler auf den Klimawandel sein, da sie
ein Konzept zur Risikominimierung beim Umgang mit begrenzter Verfügbarkeit von
Ressourcen darstellen kann.
Während die archäologischen Funde Alaskas eine ziemlich detaillierte Modellierung
eines Landnutzungssystems von Jägern und Sammlern erlaubt, so können die in dieser
Arbeit analysierten Inventare aus dem Russischen Fernen Osten nur in begrenztem Maße
für die Rekonstruktion eines Siedlungssystems während GS-2 und GI-1 herangezogen
werden. Dies liegt vor allem an Unklarheiten über räumliche Verteilungen und fragliche
Zusammengehörigkeit der Artefakte, was eine Diskussion von möglichen Palimpsesten
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quasi unmöglich macht.
Die für diese Arbeit ausgewählten Inventare von Fundplätzen entlang des Selemdzha
Flusses zeigen eine sehr ähnliche Bandbreite an Aktivitäten an. Wahrscheinlich
repräsentieren die Fundplätze eine Teilregion in einem größeren Habitat, die aus
bestimmten Gründen wiederholt aufgesucht wurde. Der Hauptgrund für die Belegung
der Selemdzha Fundplätze war die Produktion und Reparatur von Geräten. Diachrone
Veränderungen im Siedlungssystem können nicht ausgemacht werden. Allerdings ist das
frühe Auftreten von Keramik im Russischen Fernen Osten während GI-1 ein Anzeichen für
abnehmende Mobilität. Die Belegungsdauer in Hauptlagern dürfte zugenommen haben
und Jäger-Sammler-Gruppen sind vielleicht größer geworden. Diese Entwicklung war
nicht plötzlich, sondern wurzelte vermutlich in der graduellen Veränderung der Umwelt,
die bereits während GS-2 begann. Hier ist die zunehmende Bewaldung hervorzuheben,
die die Struktur und die Verfügbarkeit von Ressourcen beeinflusst haben muss.
Schließlich können die rekonstruierten Landnutzungsmuster Ost-Beringias und des
Russischen Fernen Ostens diachron miteinander verknüpft werden, um den Prozess
der Erstbesiedlung Beringias modellhaft zu erklären. Demnach bildeten explorative
Aufenthalte von Jägern und Sammlern des Russischen Fernen Ostens in nördlichen
Regionen die Grundlage für die Erstbesiedlung West-Beringias. Diese Jäger und
Sammler sahen sich vermutlich bereits während GS-2 mit einem Rückgang von Biomasse
in ihren traditionalen Habitaten konfrontiert, so dass sie neue Habitate mit genügend
Ressourcen ausmachen mussten. Während GI-1 verschwindet diese Verbindung
zwischen dem Russischen Fernen Osten und Beringia. In dieser Zeit kann ein Prozess
der Regionalisierung im Russischen Fernen Osten der Besiedlung neuer Habitate in
Ost-Beringia gegenübergestellt werden. Das zweigliedrige Siedlungssystem, das für die
frühen Jäger und Sammler Ost-Beringias rekonstruiert wurde, hat sich möglicherweise
bereits vor GI-1 in West-Beringia etabliert. Somit könnte die eher unwirtliche Region
der Bering Landbrücke durch Teilgruppen von Jägern und Sammlern, die auf der Suche
nach neuen saisonalen Habitaten waren, bocksprungartig „überquert“ worden sein. In
der Folge wurden schließlich neue Haupt- und Nebenhabitate in Ost-Beringia etabliert.
Schlussendlich zeigen die Ergebnisse dieser Arbeit eine alternative Erklärung
des archäologischen Fundstoffs in Beringia auf, indem er in ein variierendes
Landnutzungssystem von pleistozänen Jägern Sammlern unter unterschiedlichen Klimaund Umweltbedingungen in Raum und Zeit eingegliedert wird. Die Grundannahme
von funktionaler Variabilität ermöglicht es, den komplexen Prozess der Besiedlung
Beringias zu modellieren. Sie stellt einen entscheidenden Aspekt bei Fragen nach der
Erstbesiedlung der amerikanischen Kontinente dar.
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Data collection
The radiocarbon database (Table A 1) compiled for this study includes available dates
from (potential) Pleistocene / early Holocene archaeological sites in Beringia and the
Russian Far East. Dates from a site were recorded when at least one age of 10,000 BP
or older was obtained. Full series of dates from all layers of sites were recorded.
Dates were collected from the published literature, though the database also includes
dates from unpublished studies through the kindness of the respective investigators.
Structure
The following information was recorded for each date:
- Site name, cultural component and/or geological layer
- Laboratory Number, radiocarbon date, standard deviation, dated material, method
(conventional or AMS)
- Feature/area, i.e. any available information on spatial provenience
- Cultural affiliation
- Reliability of dated sample
- Remarks (e.g. specifications of species for dated bones, notes on split or bulk samples,
contradictions between publications, etc.)
- References
Evaluation of reliability of dates and cultural association
The reliability of a dated sample was recorded as “yes” (= reliable), “no” (= unreliable), or
“questionable”. Dates were evaluated on grounds of the following:
- Evaluation of reliability of a date conforms to the investigators’ original assessment,
unless other researchers have demonstrated in secondary publications that a date is
unreliable.
- Bulk samples with unclear context are regarded as unreliable or at least questionable.
- Split samples with divergent dates are regarded as unreliable.
The association of dated samples with cultural remains is noted in the column “Cultural
Affiliation”. Besides cultural-chronological terms used in the literature, cultural association could be noted as “none”, “questionable”, or “uncertain” (i.e. cultural association is
given, but there is no clear assignment to a distinct cultural-chronological term).
Cultural association is evaluated on grounds of the investigators’ original assessment,
unless other researchers demonstrate in secondary publications that cultural association
is not given or is questionable.
Calibration
Dates were calibrated with the “Cologne Radiocarbon Calibration & Paleoclimate Research Package” 2007 software (CalPal 2007; Weninger et al. 2007), using the CalPal
2007 Hulu calibration curve.
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Ground Hog Bay Site 2

IVa

IVa

IVa

II

II

SI-2105

SI-2109

I-7056

SI-2103

SI-2094

SI-2093

Component I

Ground Hog Bay Site 2

II

SI-2097

II

Component I

AA-20939

Gromatukha

Ground Hog Bay Site 2

SNU02-002

Gromatukha

AA-20940

AA-38108

Gromatukha

Gromatukha

AA-38102

AA-36079

Gromatukha

lower layer

Gromatukha

AA-607665

AA-38107

lower layer

Gromatukha

AA-36447

Gromatukha

lower layer

Gromatukha

5360

4180

4155

930

905

570

455

13310

13240

11320

10450

8660

7310

12340

12120

9895

90

65

95

70

95

90

85

110

85

150

60

90

45

60

40

50

AMS

AMS

AMS

AMS

ceramics (organic
temper)

ceramics (organic
temper)

ceramics (organic
temper)

ceramics (organic
temper)

questionable

questionable

questionable

questionable

questionable

questionable

questionable

conv.

conv.

conv.

conv.

conv.

conv.

conv.

AMS

AMS

ceramics (organic
temper)

ceramics (organic
temper)

AMS

conv.

AMS

charcoal

charcoal

charcoal

lower part of excavation wall

lower part of excavation wall

yes

Gromatukha
Culture

uncertain

uncertain

uncertain

uncertain

uncertain

uncertain

uncertain

Gromatukha
Culture

Gromatukha
Culture

Gromatukha
Culture

Gromatukha
Culture

Gromatukha
Culture

questionable

questionable

questionable

questionable

questionable

questionable

questionable

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

Gromatukha
Culture

Gromatukha
Culture

yes

Gromatukha
Culture

Ackerman 1996b

Ackerman 1996b

Ackerman 1996b

no clear stratigraphic separation between comp. II and III
(Ackerman 1996: 426)

no clear stratigraphic separation between comp. II and III
(Ackerman 1996: 426)

no clear stratigraphic separation between comp. II and III
(Ackerman 1996: 426)

Ackerman 1996b

Ackerman 1996b

Ackerman 1996b

Ackerman 1996b

Derevianko et al. 2004

Derevianko et al. 2004

Derevianko et al. 2004

Derevianko et al. 2004

Derevianko et al. 2004

Derevianko et al. 2004

Kuzmin et al. 2003; Derevianko et al.
2004; Kuzmin 2006c; Nesterov et al.
2006

Nesterov et al. 2006

Kuzmin et al. 2003; Derevianko et al.
2004; Kuzmin 2006c
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none

none

none

none

none

Ground Hog Bay Site 2

Ground Hog Bay Site 2

Ground Hog Bay Site 2

Ground Hog Bay Site 2

Component III

Ground Hog Bay Site 2

Ground Hog Bay Site 2

Component III

Ground Hog Bay Site 2

none

Component III

Ground Hog Bay Site 2

Ground Hog Bay Site 2

Component II

Ground Hog Bay Site 2

none

Component II

Ground Hog Bay Site 2

Ground Hog Bay Site 2

Component II

Ground Hog Bay Site 2

none

Component II

Ground Hog Bay Site 2

Ground Hog Bay Site 2

Component II

Ground Hog Bay Site 2
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IIIa?

IIIa?

IIIa?

IIIa?

II

II

II

II

Va

Va

Va

IVa

IVa

IVa

IVa

IVa

WSU-421

WSU-422

SI-2108

I-7055

I-6394

SI-2102

SI-2098

SI-2101

WSU-412

SI-2112

I-6304

I-7057

I-6395

I-7058

SI-2106

SI-2107

2300

2240

1960

1525

345

235

155

135

10180

9220

9130

8880

8230

7545

6755

5770

445

450

65

85

85

60

85

50

800

80

130

125

130

185

110

95

questionable

questionable

questionable

questionable

questionable

questionable

questionable

questionable

questionable

questionable

questionable

questionable

questionable

questionable

questionable

questionable

conv.

conv.

conv.

conv.

conv.

conv.

conv.

conv.

conv.

conv.

conv.

conv.

conv.

conv.

conv.

conv.

none

none

none

none

none

none

none

none

uncertain

uncertain

uncertain

uncertain

uncertain

uncertain

uncertain

uncertain

questionable

questionable

questionable

questionable

questionable

questionable

questionable

questionable

no

questionable

questionable

questionable

questionable

questionable

questionable

questionable

Ackerman 1996b

Ackerman 1996b

Ackerman 1996b

Ackerman 1996b

Ackerman 1996b

Ackerman 1996b

Ackerman 1996b

no clear stratigraphic separation between comp. II and III
(Ackerman 1996: 426)

no clear stratigraphic separation between comp. II and III
(Ackerman 1996: 426)

no clear stratigraphic separation between comp. II and III
(Ackerman 1996: 426)

no clear stratigraphic separation between comp. II and III
(Ackerman 1996: 426)

no clear stratigraphic separation between comp. II and III
(Ackerman 1996: 426)

no clear stratigraphic separation between comp. II and III
(Ackerman 1996: 426)

no clear stratigraphic separation between comp. II and III
(Ackerman 1996: 426)

Ackerman 1996b

Ackerman 1996b

Ackerman 1996b

Ackerman 1996b

Ackerman 1996b

Ackerman 1996b

Ackerman 1996b

Ackerman 1996b

Ackerman 1996b

no clear stratigraphic separation between comp. II and III
(Ackerman 1996: 426)
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IIIa?

level 1

level 1

level 1

level 2

none

none

Stage I
(Athapaskan)

Stage I
(Athapaskan)

Stage I
(Athapaskan)

Stage I
(Athapaskan)

Ground Hog Bay Site 2

Ground Hog Bay Site 2

Healy Lake - Village Site

Healy Lake - Village Site

Healy Lake - Village Site

Healy Lake - Village Site

level 2

level 2

level 2

level 2

level 2

level 2

level 2

level 3

Stage I
(Athapaskan)

Stage I
(Athapaskan)

Stage I
(Athapaskan)

Stage I
(Athapaskan)

Stage I
(Athapaskan)

Stage I
(Athapaskan)

Stage I
(Athapaskan)

Stage I
(Athapaskan)

Healy Lake - Village Site

Healy Lake - Village Site

Healy Lake - Village Site

Healy Lake - Village Site

Healy Lake - Village Site

Healy Lake - Village Site

Healy Lake - Village Site

Healy Lake - Village Site

IIIa?

IIIa?

none

Ground Hog Bay Site 2

IIIa?

none

Ground Hog Bay Site 2

508
50

Beta-76059;
CAMS1790
16522

426

140

140

180

80

90

60

3655

3580

2875

1655

1360

905

4460

Beta-76068

AU-4

GX-2165

GX-2169

GX-2168

Gak-1887

GX-2160

50

Beta-76058;
CAMS380
16521

130

0

100

80

90

75

90

455

0

3750

3670

2970

2575

900

Gak-1886

GX-2166

GX-1945

I-6393

SI-2111

I-7054

SI-2104

plant

plant

charcoal

charcoal

charcoal

charcoal

charcoal

charcoal

plant

charcoal

charcoal

charcoal

questionable

questionable

questionable

questionable

AMS

AMS

conv.

conv.

conv.

conv.

conv.

conv.

AMS

conv.

conv.

conv.

conv.

conv.

conv.

conv.

Athapaskan

Athapaskan

Athapaskan

Athapaskan

Athapaskan

Athapaskan

Athapaskan

Athapaskan

Athapaskan

Athapaskan

Athapaskan

Athapaskan

none

none

none

none

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

no

questionable

questionable

questionable

questionable

same provenience as GX-2165,

modern

Cook 1996

Cook 1996

Cook 1996; Erlandson et al. 1991

Cook 1996; Erlandson et al. 1991

Cook 1996; Erlandson et al. 1991

Cook 1996; Erlandson et al. 1991

Cook 1996; Erlandson et al. 1991

Cook 1996; Erlandson et al. 1991

Cook 1996

Cook 1996; Erlandson et al. 1991

Cook 1996; Erlandson et al. 1991

Cook 1996; Erlandson et al. 1991

Ackerman 1996b

Ackerman 1996b

Ackerman 1996b

Ackerman 1996b
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level 10

level 10

level 10

level 10

level 6

level 6

Stage III
(Chindadn)

Stage III
(Chindadn)

Stage III
(Chindadn)

Stage III
(Chindadn)

Stage III
(Chindadn)

Stage III
(Chindadn)

Healy Lake - Village Site

Healy Lake - Village Site

Healy Lake - Village Site

Healy Lake - Village Site

Healy Lake - Village Site

level 4

Stage II
(Transitional)

Healy Lake - Village Site

Healy Lake - Village Site

level 4

Stage II
(Transitional)

Healy Lake - Village Site

level 5

level 4

Stage II
(Transitional)

Healy Lake - Village Site

Stage II
(Transitional)

level 4

Stage II
(Transitional)

Healy Lake - Village Site

Healy Lake - Village Site

level 3

Stage I
(Athapaskan)

Healy Lake - Village Site

level 5

level 3

Stage I
(Athapaskan)

Healy Lake - Village Site

Stage II
(Transitional)

level 3

Stage I
(Athapaskan)

Healy Lake - Village Site

Healy Lake - Village Site

level 3

Stage I
(Athapaskan)

Healy Lake - Village Site

2680

2660

509
0

8960

4010

Beta-76062

Beta-76064

GX-1944

AU-3

SI-739

GX-2175

7920

5110

10500

10434

10040

8465

Beta-76069;
CAMS5000
16525

GX-2162

GX-1340

GX-2163

90

90

280

279

210

360

60

0

150

110

50

Beta-76063;
CAMS3020
15916

70

80

3710

50

150

100

2150

GX-2161

DICARB3064

Beta-76061;
CAMS3350
15915

DICARB
3065

GX-2176

soil

charcoal

charcoal

charcoal

charcoal

charcoal

plant

charcoal

bone

charcoal

charcoal

charcoal

charcoal

charcoal

charcoal

charcoal

conv.

conv.

conv.

conv.

conv.

conv.

AMS

conv.

conv.

conv.

AMS

conv.

conv.

AMS

conv.

conv.

Chindadn
Complex

Chindadn
Complex

Chindadn
Complex

Chindadn
Complex

Chindadn
Complex

Chindadn
Complex

uncertain

uncertain

uncertain

uncertain

uncertain

uncertain

Athapaskan

Athapaskan

Athapaskan

Athapaskan

no

yes

no

no

no

no

yes

yes

no

yes

yes

no

yes

yes

questionable

yes

run on split portions of the sample (GX-2175, SI-739)

run on split portions of the sample (GX-2175, AU-3)

run on split portions of the sample (SI-739, AU-3); may be
contaminated by recent organics

modern

Cook 1996

Cook 1996

Cook 1996

Cook 1996

Cook 1996

Cook 1996

Cook 1996

Cook 1996; Erlandson et al. 1991

Cook 1996; Erlandson et al. 1991

Cook 1996; Erlandson et al. 1991

Cook 1996

Cook 1996; Erlandson et al. 1991

Erlandson et al. 1991

Cook 1996

Erlandson et al. 1991

Cook 1996; Erlandson et al. 1991
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level 7

level 7

level 7

level 8

level 9

level 9

Stage III
(Chindadn)

Stage III
(Chindadn)

Stage III
(Chindadn)

Stage III
(Chindadn)

Stage III
(Chindadn)

Stage III
(Chindadn)

Healy Lake - Village Site

Healy Lake - Village Site

Healy Lake - Village Site

Healy Lake - Village Site

Healy Lake - Village Site

level 7

Stage III
(Chindadn)

Healy Lake - Village Site

Healy Lake - Village Site

level 7

Stage III
(Chindadn)

Healy Lake - Village Site

level 7

level 7

Stage III
(Chindadn)

Healy Lake - Village Site

Stage III
(Chindadn)

level 7

Stage III
(Chindadn)

Healy Lake - Village Site

Healy Lake - Village Site

level 6

Stage III
(Chindadn)

Healy Lake - Village Site

level 7

level 6

Stage III
(Chindadn)

Healy Lake - Village Site

Stage III
(Chindadn)

level 6

Stage III
(Chindadn)

Healy Lake - Village Site

Healy Lake - Village Site

level 6

Stage III
(Chindadn)

Healy Lake - Village Site

8680

510

SI-738

GX-2159

GX-1341

8210

6645

11090

155

280

170

50

Beta-76065;
CAMS11550
16523

210

210

370

213

60

10150

9895

9640

9245

60

240

280

Beta-76066;
CAMS10290
15917

SI-737

GX-2174

AU-7

AU-1

Beta-76070;
CAMS8990
15919

GX-2170

8655

60

Beta-76060;
CAMS11410
15914

GX-2171

60

Beta-76067;
CAMS11100
15918

380

60

10250

Beta-76071;
CAMS10410
15920

GX-2173

charcoal

charcoal

bone

plant

charcoal

charcoal

charcoal

charcoal

charcoal

charcoal

charcoal

charcoal

charcoal

charcoal

charcoal

charcoal

conv.

conv.

conv.

AMS

AMS

conv.

conv.

conv.

conv.

AMS

conv.

conv.

AMS

AMS

AMS

conv.

Chindadn
Complex

Chindadn
Complex

Chindadn
Complex

Chindadn
Complex

Chindadn
Complex

Chindadn
Complex

Chindadn
Complex

Chindadn
Complex

Chindadn
Complex

Chindadn
Complex

Chindadn
Complex

Chindadn
Complex

Chindadn
Complex

Chindadn
Complex

Chindadn
Complex

Chindadn
Complex

no

no

no

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

questionable

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

run on split portions of the sample (GX-2159, AU-2)

run on split portions of the sample (SI-738, AU-2); may be
contaminated by recent organics

run on split portions of the sample (AU-1, GX-2174)

run on split portions of the sample (AU-1, SI-737)

run on split portions of the sample (GX-2174, SI-737)

Cook 1996

Cook 1996

Cook 1996

Cook 1996

Cook 1996

Cook 1996

Cook 1996

Erlandson et al. 1991

Cook 1996

Cook 1996

Cook 1996

Cook 1996

Cook 1996

Cook 1996

Cook 1996

Cook 1996
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Component I

Component I

Component I

Hidden Falls

Hidden Falls

Hidden Falls

Hilltop

Component I

Component I

Hidden Falls

Hidden Falls

Component I

Hidden Falls

Component I

Component I

Hidden Falls

Hidden Falls

Component I

Hidden Falls

Component I

Component I

Hidden Falls

Hidden Falls

Component I

Hidden Falls

Component I

Component I

Hidden Falls

Hidden Falls

Stage III
(Chindadn)

Healy Lake - Village Site

unit I

unit I

unit I

unit I

unit I

unit I

unit I

unit I

unit I

unit I

unit I

unit H2

unit H2

unit H2

level 9

10345

10360

CAMS11034

10075

10005

9690

9405

9290

9085

8750

8640

7900

7175

9860

9410

9060

9401

SI-4360

SI-4354

SI-4352

SI-4359

SI-4355

SI-4358

SI-4353

SI-4356

SI-4357

SI-4340

SI-3777

SI-3776

SI-3778

Beta-7440

AU-2

60

95

75

75

70

75

70

70

65

70

90

155

75

70

230

528

charcoal

wood

wood

wood

wood

wood

wood

wood

wood

wood

wood

wood/diluted

wood

wood

charcoal

charcoal

AMS

conv.

conv.

conv.

conv.

conv.

conv.

conv.

conv.

conv.

conv.

conv.

conv.

conv.

conv.

conv.

scattered remains of a hearth

uncertain

uncertain

uncertain

uncertain

uncertain

uncertain

uncertain

uncertain

uncertain

uncertain

uncertain

uncertain

uncertain

uncertain

uncertain

Chindadn
Complex

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

no
run on split portions of the sample (GX-2159, SI-738)

Hoffecker and Elias 2007

Davis 1996

Davis 1996

Davis 1996

Davis 1996

Davis 1996

Davis 1996

Davis 1996

Davis 1996

Davis 1996

Davis 1996

Davis 1996

Davis 1996

Davis 1996

Davis 1996

Cook 1996
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Beta-134677 10050

Beta-131336 10060

Irwin Sluiceway

27800

31200

26600

26500

26030

30200

27400

24600

24500

24330

Irwin Sluiceway

IM-206

GIN-1020

IM-201

IM-202

IM-239

GIN-1019

IM-205

IM-155

IM-203

LE-1131

SOAN-3185 20080

Beta-120696 9550

layer 2d

Ikhine 2

16660

SOAN-3186 19695

IM-452

Irwin Sluiceway

layer 2c

layer 2b

Ikhine 2

Ikhine 2

layer 2b

Ikhine 2

layer 2c

layer 2b

Ikhine 2

Ikhine 2

layer 2b

Ikhine 2

layer 2c

layer 2b

Ikhine 2

Ikhine 2

layer ?

Ikhine 2

layer 2c

layer ?

Ikhine 2

Ikhine 2

layer 2

Ikhine 1

80

70

50

500

500

900

540

200

300

800

380

480

200

150

100

270

charcoal

charcoal

charcoal

wood

wood

wood

wood

bone

wood

wood

wood

wood

wood

bone

bone

bone

Sluiceway
Complex
hearth

hearth

hearth

conv.
(AMS?)

conv.
(AMS?)

conv.
(AMS?)

Sluiceway
Complex

Sluiceway
Complex

questionable

questionable

questionable

questionable

questionable

questionable

questionable

questionable

questionable

questionable

questionable

questionable

questionable

conv.

conv.

conv.

conv.

conv.

conv.

conv.

conv.

conv.

conv.

conv.

conv.

conv.

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

Rasic 2008

Rasic 2008

Rasic 2008

Mochanov 1977; Kuzmin and Orlova
1998

Mochanov 1977; Kuzmin and Orlova
1998

Mochanov 1977; Kuzmin and Orlova
1998

Mochanov 1977; Kuzmin and Orlova
1998

Mochanov 1977; Kuzmin and Orlova
1998

Mochanov 1977; Kuzmin and Orlova
1998

Mochanov 1977; Kuzmin and Orlova
1998

Mochanov 1977; Kuzmin and Orlova
1998

Mochanov 1977; Kuzmin and Orlova
1998

Mochanov 1977; Kuzmin and Orlova
1998

Kuzmin and Orlova 1998

Kuzmin and Orlova 1998

Kuzmin and Orlova 1998
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Beta-67670

4/5?

5

6

uncertain - "lower
component"

uncertain - "lower
component"

uncertain - "lower
component"

lower component

Lime Hills Cave 1

Lime Hills Cave 1

Lime Hills Cave 1

Linda's Point

sandy loess

WSU-4504

13130

15690

27950

8480

Beta-293543 11050

Beta-67671

Beta-67669

WSU-4505

8480

60

180

140

560

260

190

80

Beta-67668;
8150
CAMS 9897

100

60

13260

850

110

110

120

170

320

200

Beta-67667;
9530
CAMS-9896

AA-13392

"upper component" 4

lower layer

Khummi

SOAN-3583 12425

Lime Hills Cave 1

lower layer

Khummi

10345

7760

16460

22530

16000

SOAN-3826 12150

"upper component" 4

lower layer

Khummi

AA-13391

Lime Hills Cave 1

lower layer

Khummi

GIN-6945

"upper component" 4

lower layer

Khummi

SNU03-366

Lime Hills Cave 1

layer 2

Khodulikha 2

SNU03-365

"upper component" 3/4?

layer 1

Khodulikha 2

IM-887

Lime Hills Cave 1

layer 6

Khaergas

charcoal

bone

bone

bone

charcoal

charcoal

wood

charcoal

charcoal

charcoal

charcoal

charcoal

charcoal

charcoal

charcoal

bone

AMS

conv.

conv.

conv.

conv.

conv.

AMS

AMS

AMS

conv.

conv.

AMS

conv.

conv.

conv.

conv.

yes

N3E0; N3.87, E0.80, depth 55
uncertain
cm

hearth, unit 17, 40-48 cm bs

uncertain

yes

yes

N3E0; N3.40, E0.27 and
N3.21, E0.14, depth 114-115
cm

questionable

yes

N0E0; N0.51, E0.43 and
questionable
N0.42, E0.24, depth 91-96 cm

yes

yes

N3E0; N3.18, E0.56, depth 60
uncertain
cm

N0E1; N0.35, E1.38, depth 70questionable
77 cm

questionable

N4E2; N4.50, E2.92, depth 64
uncertain
cm

yes

Osipovka Culture yes

Osipovka Culture yes

Osipovka Culture yes

Osipovka Culture yes

Osipovka Culture yes

Upper Palaeolithic yes

N4E2; N4.32-4.30, E3.0, depth
uncertain
48 cm

low

low

middle part

middle part

upper part

yes

Upper Palaeolithic yes

questionable

collagen from broken caribou metapodial used as defleshing tool
[?]

collagen from caribou humerus with butchery cut-marks [?]

collagen from bison astragalus

partially burned wood and wood chips; date raises some
questions, given the depth of an antler tool and other dates

associated with micorblade fragment

Sattler et al. 2011

Ackerman 1996a

Ackerman 1996a

Ackerman 1996a

Ackerman 1996a

Ackerman 1996a

Ackerman 1996a

Ackerman 1996a

Kuzmin and Jull 1997; Kuzmin et al.
2003;Kuzmin 2006c

Kuzmin et al. 2003; Kuzmin 2006c

Kuzmin et al. 2003; Kuzmin 2006c

Kuzmin and Jull 1997; Kuzmin et al.
2003;Kuzmin 2006c

Kuzmin et al. 2003; Kuzmin 2006c

Kuzmin 2006c

Kuzmin 2006c

Kuzmin and Orlova 1998
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none

uncertain

uncertain

Little John Site

Little John Site

Little John Site

Malyie Kuruktachi

none

Little John Site

none

Little John Site

none

Paleosol

"Denali"
component

Little John Site

Little John Site

Paleosol

"Denali"
component

Little John Site

none

Paleosol

"Denali"
component

Little John Site

Little John Site

Paleosol

"Denali"
component

Little John Site

none

Paleosol

"Denali"
component

Little John Site

Little John Site

Paleosol

"Denali"
component

Little John Site

Loess below Paleosol

Loess below Paleosol

Swale Paleosol

Swale Paleosol

Surface

B2-L

B2

B2

sandy loess

lower component

Linda's Point

SOAN-3590 10520

Beta-241523 12020

95

70

30

charcoal

bone

bone

10960

UCIAMS88769

wood

ivory

wood

bone

charred material

wood

bone

bone

bone

bone

bone

charcoal

wood

1460

310

1

40

40

50

60

60

50

40

50

60

Beta-246711 46000

Beta-246741 42480

Beta-231794 38160

Beta-181485 130

Beta-182799 1740

Beta-231795 1620

Beta-303043 10840

Beta-241525 10000

Beta-241522 9580

Beta-218235 9550

Beta-217279 9530

Beta-182798 8890

Beta-293544 11150

conv.

AMS

AMS

AMS

AMS

AMS

AMS

AMS

AMS

AMS

AMS

AMS

AMS

AMS

AMS

AMS

East Lobe, 85 cm bs

East Lobe

Swale

Swale

Road

West lobe

West lobe

East lobe

East Lobe

East Lobe, 84 cm bs

East Lobe, 98 cm bs

East Lobe, 54.5 cm bs

East Lobe, 70 cm bs

East Lobe, 67 cm bs

hearth, unit 17, 40-48 cm bs

yes

yes

Late Upper
Paleolithic

yes

questionable

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

uncertain

uncertain

none

none

none

none

none

none

questionable

Denali Complex

Denali Complex

Denali Complex

Denali Complex

Denali Complex

uncertain

Bison vertebra

wapiti

> 46000

Mammuthus?

bone collagen, rangifer

wooden remains of unknown origin; cultural?

Cervus phalanx

Bison radius

Cygnus femur

Rangifer

Rangifer?

Kuzmin et al. 2003; Kuzmin 2006c

Easton et al. 2009; 2011

pers. comm. Easton 2011

Easton et al. 2009

Easton et al. 2009

Easton et al. 2009

Easton et al. 2011

Easton et al. 2011

Easton et al. 2011

Easton et al. 2012

Easton et al. 2009

Easton et al. 2009

Easton et al. 2009

Easton et al. 2009

Easton et al. 2009

Sattler et al. 2011
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AA-13399

SOAN-3287 14200

Malyie Kuruktachi

Malyie Kuruktachi

Cultural Zone I

Cultural Zone I?

Cultural Zone II

Cultural Zone II

Cultural Zone II

Cultural Zone II?

Cultural Zone II?

Cultural Zone III

Mead

Mead
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Mead

Mead

Mead

Mead

Mead

Mead

loess with paleosols

C1, middle (within B)

C1, middle (within B)

loess, B3 soil horizon

Beta-264528 7790

Beta-264524 6050

Beta-264525 4580

6070

Beta-264531 5530

Beta-264529 4940

bottom of lowest B
horizon

C1, middle (within B)

Beta-264523 770

4050

1420

13815

13310

12485

12010

?

loess, B2 soil horizon,
clay band

AA-13398

Malyie Kuruktachi

loess, B2 soil horizon

AA-17212

Malyie Kuruktachi

Cultural Zone I

AA-23128

Malyie Kuruktachi

Mead

AA-17211

Malyie Kuruktachi

11730

SOAN-3591 11355

Malyie Kuruktachi

50

40

40

170

40

40

40

140

50

130

150

105

80

75

70

370

charcoal

charcoal

bone

?

charcoal

charcoal

bone

?

?

charcoal

charcoal

charcoal

charcoal

charcoal

charcoal

charcoal

AMS

AMS

AMS

conv.

AMS

AMS

AMS

conv.

conv.

conv.

AMS

AMS

AMS

AMS

AMS

conv.

ca. 0.5-0.6 m below surface

ca. 0.4 m below surface

ca. 0.2-0.3 m below surface

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

Late Upper
Paleolithic

Late Upper
Paleolithic

Late Upper
Paleolithic

Late Upper
Paleolithic

Late Upper
Paleolithic

uncertain

questionable

questionable

uncertain

uncertain

uncertain

questionable

uncertain

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

Late Upper
Paleolithic

uncertain

yes

Late Upper
Paleolithic

upper paleosol, top stringer; east block

east block

east block

west block; associated with mb; 25-30 cm bs

east block

associated with scraper

Gilbert and Potter 2011

Gilbert and Potter 2011

Gilbert and Potter 2011

Holmes 2001

Gilbert and Potter 2011

Gilbert and Potter 2011

Gilbert and Potter 2011

Holmes 2001

Holmes 2001

Kuzmin and Jull 1997; Kuzmin et al.
2003; Kuzmin 2006c

Kuzmin and Jull 1997; Kuzmin et al.
2003; Kuzmin 2006c

Kuzmin and Jull 1997; Kuzmin et al.
2003; Kuzmin 2006c

Kuzmin and Jull 1997; Kuzmin et al.
2003; Kuzmin 2006c

Kuzmin et al. 2003; Kuzmin 2006c

Kuzmin and Jull 1997; Kuzmin et al.
2003; Kuzmin 2006c

Kuzmin et al. 2003; Kuzmin 2006c
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East Ridge locality undetermined

East Ridge locality undetermined

East Ridge locality undetermined

East Ridge locality undetermined

Mesa Site

Mesa Site

Mesa Site

lower sands (C5)

loess with paleosols

Mesa Site

loess with paleosols

loess with paleosols

East Ridge locality undetermined

Cultural Zone IV

Mead

loess with paleosols

Mesa Site

Cultural Zone IV

Mead

loess with paleosols

none

Cultural Zone III

Mead

loess with paleosols

Mead

Cultural Zone III

Mead

loess with paleosols

Cultural Zone IV

Cultural Zone III

Mead

loess with paleosols

Mead

Cultural Zone III

Mead

loess with paleosols

Cultural Zone IV

Cultural Zone III

Mead

loess with paleosols

Mead

Cultural Zone III

Mead

10760

10460

10410

17370

CAMS17408

40

GX-26567AMS
9930

40

50

40

230

50

90

60

80

60

170

110

80

50

50

50

Beta-130577 9780

Beta-120400 9740

Beta-125996 9330

Beta-120397 8820

Beta-264522 11460

11600

11560

Beta-59120

Beta-59121

Beta-264530 11210

WSU-4425

Beta-59119

Beta-59118

Beta-264532 10360

Beta-264527 10160

Beta-264526 10140

charcoal

charcoal

charcoal

charcoal

charcoal

charcoal

mammoth ivory

charcoal

charcoal

charcoal

charcoal

charcoal

charcoal

charcoal

charcoal

charcoal

AMS

AMS

AMS

AMS

conv.

AMS

conv.

AMS

AMS

AMS

conv.

conv.

AMS

AMS

AMS

AMS

N255-257/E266-268

N251-253/E266-268

N253-255/E268-270

N253-255/E266-268

N251-255/E268-270

ca. 1.8 m below surface

ca. 1.8 m below surface

ca. 1.6-1.7 m below surface

ca. 1.5 m below surface

ca. 1.5 m below surface

feature 4 (hearth)

Mesa Complex

Mesa Complex

Mesa Complex

Mesa Complex

Mesa Complex

none

uncertain

uncertain

uncertain

uncertain

uncertain

uncertain

uncertain

uncertain

uncertain

uncertain

yes

yes

yes

no

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

contaminated

east block

lower paleosol, bottom stringer; east block

upper paleosol, bottom stringer?; east block

upper paleosol, bottom stringer; east block

upper paleosol, bottom stringer; 96 cm bs; east block

Kunz et al. 2003

Kunz et al. 2003

Kunz et al. 2003

Kunz et al. 2003

Kunz et al. 2003

Gilbert and Potter 2011

Hoffecker and Elias 2007; Holmes 2001

Hoffecker and Elias 2007; Holmes 2001

Hoffecker and Elias 2007; Holmes 2001

Gilbert and Potter 2011

Hoffecker and Elias 2007; Holmes 2001

Hoffecker and Elias 2007; Holmes 2001

Hoffecker and Elias 2007; Holmes 2001

Gilbert and Potter 2011

Gilbert and Potter 2011

Gilbert and Potter 2011
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locality A

locality A

locality A

locality A

locality A

Mesa Site

Mesa Site

Mesa Site

Mesa Site

Mesa Site

locality A

Mesa Site

locality A

locality A

Mesa Site

Mesa Site

locality A

Mesa Site

locality A

locality A

Mesa Site

Mesa Site

locality A

Mesa Site

locality A

East Ridge locality undetermined

Mesa Site

Mesa Site

East Ridge locality undetermined

Mesa Site
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undetermined

undetermined

undetermined

undetermined

undetermined

undetermined

undetermined

undetermined

undetermined

undetermined

undetermined

undetermined

undetermined

East Ridge locality undetermined

Mesa Site

12240

9850

9810

10080

10080

10080

10090

Beta-118582 10100

Beta-96066

Beta-50428;
10090
ETH-9086

Beta-96068

Beta-95913

Beta-84650

Beta-118583 10050

Beta-118584 10040

Beta-119100 10000

Beta-96067

Beta-96065

Beta-140199 9500

Beta-125995 9160

GX-26461

Beta-125997 10080

Beta-125998 10030

50

110

85

120

60

50

50

50

50

150

110

190

140

610

40

40

charcoal

charcoal

charcoal

charcoal

charcoal

charcoal

charcoal

charcoal

charcoal

charcoal

charcoal

charcoal

charcoal

charcoal

charcoal

charcoal

AMS

AMS

AMS

AMS

AMS

AMS

AMS

AMS

AMS

AMS

AMS

conv.

conv.

conv.

AMS

AMS

N1-3/E34-36; hearth

S1-N1/E34-36; hearth

A, S1-5/E16-20, 10-20 cm
below surface; hearth

S1-N1/E34-36; hearth

S27-29/W56-58; hearth

S23-24/W21-22; hearth

N1-3/E34-36; hearth

S1-N1/E34-36; hearth

N1-3/E34-36

S1-N1/E34-36; hearth

S1-N1/E34-36; hearth

S31-33/W86-88

S1-N1/E34-36

N255-257/E266-268

N255-257/E266-268

N255-257/E268-271

Mesa Complex

Mesa Complex

Mesa Complex

Mesa Complex

Mesa Complex

Mesa Complex

Mesa Complex

Mesa Complex

Mesa Complex

Mesa Complex

Mesa Complex

Mesa Complex

Mesa Complex

Mesa Complex

Mesa Complex

Mesa Complex

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

questionable

yes

yes

Kunz et al. 2003

Kunz et al. 2003

Kunz and Reanier 1996

Kunz et al. 2003

Kunz et al. 2003

Kunz et al. 2003

Kunz et al. 2003

Kunz et al. 2003

Kunz et al. 2003

Kunz et al. 2003

Kunz et al. 2003

Kunz et al. 2003

Kunz et al. 2003

Kunz et al. 2003

Kunz et al. 2003

Kunz et al. 2003
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locality B

locality B

locality B

locality B

locality B

Mesa Site

Mesa Site

Mesa Site

Mesa Site

locality B

Mesa Site

Mesa Site

locality A

Mesa Site

locality B

locality A

Mesa Site

Mesa Site

locality A

Mesa Site

locality B

locality A

Mesa Site

Mesa Site

locality A

Mesa Site

locality B

locality A

Mesa Site

Mesa Site

locality A

Mesa Site
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undetermined

undetermined

undetermined

undetermined

undetermined

undetermined

undetermined

undetermined

undetermined

undetermined

undetermined

undetermined

undetermined

undetermined

undetermined

undetermined

10150

10130

80

90

70

80

Beta-69900;
CAMS10050
11037

Beta-52606;
10060
CAMS-2688

Beta-55283;
10240
CAMS-3569

60

Beta-55285;
10000
CAMS-3571

9980

80

Beta-55284;
9930
CAMS-3570

Beta-84649

80

Beta-69899;
CAMS9900
11036

95

110

60

70

7620

10260

10230

50

130

60

50

50

Beta-57429;
9900
CAMS-4146

DIC-1589

Beta-96070

Beta-95600

Beta-118581 10170

Beta-96069

Beta-95914

Beta-118585 10130

Beta-142262 10120

charcoal

charcoal

charcoal

charcoal

charcoal

charcoal

charcoal

charcoal

charcoal

charcoal

charcoal

charcoal

charcoal

charcoal

charcoal

charcoal

AMS

AMS

AMS

AMS

AMS

AMS

AMS

AMS

conv.

AMS

AMS

AMS

AMS

AMS

AMS

AMS

Mesa Complex

Mesa Complex

Mesa Complex

Mesa Complex

N209-211/E184-186, 6-13 cm
Mesa Complex
below surface; hearth

N179-183/E146-150, 6-14 cn
below surface; hearth

N211-215/E182-186, 9-19 cm
Mesa Complex
below surface; hearth

N217-219/E176-178, 5-12 cm
Mesa Complex
below surface; hearth

N230-231/E178-179; hearth

N213-215/E180-182, 6-15 cm
Mesa Complex
below surface; hearth

N211-215/E174-178, 14-20
cm below surface; hearth

N209-211/E176-178, 12-23
cm below surface; hearth

yes

no

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

no

N175-179/E138-142, N175179/E142-146, N179Mesa Complex
183/E146-150, 8-15 cm below
surface; three hearths

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

Mesa Complex

Mesa Complex

Mesa Complex

Mesa Complex

Mesa Complex

Mesa Complex

Mesa Complex

N1-N3/E34-36; hearth

N1-N3/E34-36; hearth

N1-N3/E34-36; hearth

S1-N1/E34-36; hearth

S31-33/W86-88; hearth

S1-N1/E34-36; hearth

S29-33/W84-88

recovered from archived charcoal/soil bulk sample (DIC-1589)

charcoal sample from three hearths

Kunz and Reanier 1996

Kunz and Reanier 1996

Kunz and Reanier 1996

Kunz and Reanier 1996

Kunz et al. 2003

Kunz and Reanier 1996

Kunz and Reanier 1996

Kunz and Reanier 1996

Kunz and Reanier 1995

Kunz et al. 2003

Kunz et al. 2003

Kunz et al. 2003

Kunz et al. 2003

Kunz et al. 2003

Kunz et al. 2003

Kunz et al. 2003
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Saddle locality

Saddle locality

Saddle locality

Component I

Component II

Mesa Site

Mesa Site

Moose Creek

Moose Creek

Saddle locality

Mesa Site

Mesa Site

Saddle locality

Mesa Site

Saddle locality

Saddle locality

Mesa Site

Mesa Site

Saddle locality

Mesa Site

Saddle locality

Saddle locality

Mesa Site

Mesa Site

Saddle locality

Mesa Site

Saddle locality

locality B

Mesa Site

Mesa Site

locality B

Mesa Site
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Unit 2 (upper section)

Unit 2

undetermined

undetermined

undetermined

undetermined

undetermined

undetermined

undetermined

undetermined

undetermined

undetermined

undetermined

undetermined

undetermined

undetermined

60

Beta-69898;
CAMS10070
11035

A-2168

Beta-96627

Beta-50429

8160

11190

10980

Beta-133353 10180

260

60

280

60

50

80

Beta-55282;
9990
CAMS-3568

Beta-142261 10080

60

75

Beta-50430;
9945
ETH-9087

Beta-133354 9950

50

50

60

Beta-120389 9920

Beta-120399 9860

Beta-120793 9800

80

Beta-36805;
9730
ETH-6570

80

70

710

11660

11190

Beta-140198 9480

Beta-55286

Beta-57430

soil organics

charcoal

charcoal

charcoal

charcoal

charcoal

charcoal

charcoal

charcoal

charcoal

charcoal

charcoal

charcoal

charcoal

charcoal

charcoal

conv.

AMS

conv.

AMS

AMS

AMS

AMS

AMS

AMS

AMS

AMS

AMS

AMS

conv.

AMS

AMS

Mesa Complex

Mesa Complex

Mesa Complex

Mesa Complex

Mesa Complex

Mesa Complex

Mesa Complex

no

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

no

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

questionable

yes

Nenana Complex yes

Mesa Complex

N103-107/E94-98, 8-15 cm
below surface; hearth

hearth

Mesa Complex

Mesa Complex

N111-113/E86-88

N121-123/E90-92

N111-115/E98-102, 10-20 cm
Mesa Complex
below surface; hearth

N109-111/E88-90, 8-15 cm
below surface; hearth

N121-123/E90-92

N103-107/E94-98, 8-15 cm
below surface; hearth

N123-125/E82-84

N125-129/E84-86

N117-119/E100-102

N117-121/E96-100, 8-13 cm
below surface

Mesa Complex

yes

N217-219/E180-182, 5-23 cm
Mesa Complex
below surface; hearth

N121-123/E90-92

yes

N217-219/E180-182, 5-23 cm
Mesa Complex
below surface; hearth

split sample, same sourec as Beta-50430

split sample, same source as Beta-50429

split sample, same sourec as Beta-57430

split sample, same source as Beta-55286

Hoffecker 1996

Pearson 1997; 1999

Kunz and Reanier 1995

Kunz et al. 2003

Kunz et al. 2003

Kunz and Reanier 1996

Kunz and Reanier 1996

Kunz et al. 2003

Kunz and Reanier 1996

Kunz et al. 2003

Kunz et al. 2003

Kunz et al. 2003

Kunz and Reanier 1996

Kunz et al. 2003

Kunz and Reanier 1996

Kunz and Reanier 1996
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AA-38109

AA-20937

AA-20938

AA-38103

AA-25434

layer 2b

layer 2b

layer 2b

Novopetrovka 2

Novopetrovka 2

Novopetrovka 2

Novopetrovka 2

Ogonki 5

Ogonki 5

Ogonki 5

19320

18920

12720

10400

9765

9740

11815

Beta-115986 19380

AA-20864

CAMS112709

Nogahabara

190

145

150

130

70

70

60

40

70

10780

40

50

250

CAMS107314

Beta-106041 5680

11730

280

Nogahabara

Unit 5

GX-6281

10640

40

Component III

Moose Creek

Unit 2 (upper section)

I-11227

60

270

Beta-165299 10010

Component II

Moose Creek

Unit 2 (upper section)

Beta-106040 10500

8940

Nat Pass

Component II

Moose Creek

Unit 2 (upper section)

A-2144

Beta-165298 9910

Component II

Moose Creek

Unit 2 (upper section)

Nat Pass

Component II

Moose Creek

AMS

AMS

ceramics (organic
temper)

ceramics (organic
temper)

charcoal

charcoal

conv.

AMS

AMS

AMS

ceramics (organic
temper)

charcoal

AMS

AMS

AMS

AMS

AMS

AMS

conv.

conv.

AMS

conv.

charcoal

bone

bone

charcoal

charcoal

charcoal

soil organics

soil organics

charcoal

soil organics

yes

yes

Upper Paleolithic yes

Upper Paleolithic yes

Upper Paleolithic yes

Novopetrovka
Complex

Novopetrovka
Complex

yes

yes

Novopetrovka
Complex

Novopetrovka
Complex

yes

yes

Novopetrovka
Complex

Novopetrovka
Complex

yes

Test unit 5, N973.65/ E869.28, Sluiceway
11cmbs
Complex

yes

Denali Complex
or similar

yes

yes

yes

yes

questionable

questionable

Denali Complex

yes

Test unit 5, N973.90/ E868.66, Sluiceway
10 cmbs
Complex

hearth

questionable

single piece of mammal bone

five combined samples of bird bone

natural charcoal

Kuzmin 2006c

Kuzmin et al. 1998; Kuzmin 2006c

Kuzmin et al. 1998; Kuzmin 2006c

Derevianko et al. 2004

Derevianko et al. 2004

Derevianko et al. 2004

Derevianko et al. 2004

Odess and Rasic 2007

Odess and Rasic 2007

Rasic 2008

Rasic 2008

Pearson 1999

Hoffecker 1996

Hoffecker 1996

Pearson 1999

Hoffecker 1996
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uncertain

uncertain

uncertain

uncertain

uncertain

uncertain

uncertain

Old Crow Basin CRH-22

Old Crow Basin CRH-4

Old Crow Basin CRH-42

Old Crow Basin CRH-60

Old Crow Basin CRH-60

Old Crow Basin CRH-66

uncertain

Old Crow Basin CRH-20

Old Crow Basin CRH-22

uncertain

Old Crow Basin CRH-14N

uncertain

uncertain

Old Crow Basin CRH-13

Old Crow Basin CRH-20

uncertain

Old Crow Basin CRH-12E

layer 3

Ogonki 5

uncertain

layer 3

Ogonki 5

Old Crow Basin CRH-12

layer 2b

Ogonki 5

521

RIDDL-190

RIDDL-135

RIDDL-132

RIDDL-130

RIDDL-122

RIDDL-129

RIDDL-192

RIDDL-193

RIDDL-191

RIDDL-185

RIDDL-123

RIDDL-131

RIDDL-195

AA-23138

AA-23137

30100

33700

32000

28800

31120

37500

27100

25450

25200

34600

35800

37300

38450

31130

17860

Beta-115987 19440

600

800

600

450

450

1200

800

450

400

900

1000

1000

1400

440

120

140

bone

bone

bone

bone

bone

bone

bone

bone

bone

bone

bone

bone

bone

charcoal?

charcoal

charcoal

conv.

conv.

conv.

conv.

conv.

conv.

conv.

conv.

conv.

conv.

conv.

conv.

conv.

AMS

AMS

conv.

questionable

questionable

questionable

questionable

questionable

questionable

questionable

questionable

questionable

questionable

questionable

questionable

questionable

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

Upper Paleolithic no

Upper Paleolithic yes
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Kuzmin et al. 1998; Kuzmin 2006c
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Hedman et al. 2011
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Reanier 1996; Bever 2006a
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Reanier 1996; Bever 2006a

Reanier 1996; Bever 2006a
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Kuzmin 1994; Kuzmin and Jull 1997;
Kuzmin et al. 2003; Kuzmin 2006c

Kuzmin 2006c

Ackerman 1996c

not completely accepted by principal investigator N. N. Dikov (cited
Kuzmin and Orlova 1998
as pers. comm. 1994 in Kuzmin 2000)
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sample ID DEL402-U1L1; 2008
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Kuzmin et al. 2003; Kuzmin 2006c
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Kuzmin et al. 2003; Kuzmin 2006c
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50

50

40

50

50

98

90

150

100

60

40

40

120

50

40

70

charcoal

bone

bone

bone

bone

charcoal

charcoal

?

charcoal

organic residue

charcoal

residue

dentine collagen

organic residue

residue

mammoth ivory

AMS

AMS

AMS

AMS

AMS

AMS

AMS

conv.

AMS

AMS

AMS

AMS

AMS

AMS

AMS

AMS

uncertain

uncertain

uncertain

uncertain

uncertain

uncertain

uncertain

uncertain

uncertain

uncertain

uncertain

uncertain

uncertain

about 5 cm below Palaeosol 1 uncertain

hearth residue

hearth 2

hearth 2

hearth 2

hearth residue

uncertain

uncertain

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

paleosol charcoal

Bison sp.

Bison sp.

Bison sp.

lower component: I or III?

carbonized fat/grease in sediment matrix

Coffman 2011

Coffman 2011

Coffman 2011

Coffman 2011

Coffman 2011

Goebel 1996

Goebel 1996

West 1996f

Goebel 1996

Bever 2006b; Potter 2008b; Holmes
2011

Holmes 2011

Holmes 2011

carbonized fat/grease with lithic flakes cemented in sediment
matrix

carbonized twig, Populus/Salix group

Holmes 2011

Bever 2006b; Potter 2008b; Holmes
2011

Holmes 2011

mammoth molar plate

carbonized fat/grease in sediment matrix

carbonized fat/gease (possibly associated with hearth 2)

Holmes et al. 1996
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Component III

Component IV

Component IV

Component IV?

Component V

none

Teklanika West

Teklanika West

Teklanika West

Teklanika West

Teklanika West

Teklanika West

530

layer III

lower (clay) layer

none

none

Trail Creek Cave 2

Trail Creek Cave 9

Trail Creek Cave 9

Beta-122323 11110

Beta-159913 11120

Beta-159915 11160

Tuluaq Hill

Tuluaq Hill

Tuluaq Hill

15750

13070

9070

3820

3465

1770

Beta-133394 7950

K-1210

K-1327

K-980

UGa-527

UGa-253

Beta-59592

Beta-283335 1450

Beta-292108 2970

Beta-283336 2440

Beta-292112 2400

Beta-292110 7330

Beta-292107 7030

Tuluaq Hill

lower (clay) layer

loam

loam

A horizon

A horizon

B/Bw horizon

B/Bw horizon

B/Bw horizon

paleosol

paleosol

Teklanika West

Teklanika West

Component III

Teklanika West

40

40

80

40

350

280

250

115

120

70

50

30

40

40

40

40

charcoal

charcoal

charcoal

charcoal

bone

bone

bone

charcoal

charcoal

charcoal

bone

charcoal

bone

bone

bone

charcoal

conv.

conv.

conv.

conv.

conv.

conv.

conv.

conv.

conv.

AMS

AMS

AMS

AMS

AMS

AMS

AMS

hearth D

hearth D

hearth D

feature C

outside south entrance

outside south entrance

near the top of the tephra
band

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

Sluiceway
Complex

Sluiceway
Complex

Sluiceway
Complex

Sluiceway
Complex

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

none

none

questionable

questionable

questionable

none

uncertain

questionable

uncertain

uncertain

uncertain

uncertain

horse

bison

caribou bones

Ovis dalli

Rangifer tarandus

Rangifer tarandus

paleosol charcoal

Hoffecker and Elias 2007; Rasic 2008

Hoffecker and Elias 2007; Rasic 2008

Rasic and Gal 2000; Hoffecker and Elias
2007; Rasic 2008

Rasic and Gal 2000; Hoffecker and Elias
2007; Rasic 2008

West 1996a

West 1996a

West 1996a

West 1996f

West 1996f

Goebel 1996

Coffman 2011

Coffman 2011

Coffman 2011

Coffman 2011

Coffman 2011

Coffman 2011
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Component II

Component II

Component II

Component III

Component III

Component III

Upward Sun River Site /
Little Delta Dune Site

Upward Sun River Site /
Little Delta Dune Site

Upward Sun River Site /
Little Delta Dune Site

Upward Sun River Site /
Little Delta Dune Site

Upward Sun River Site /
Little Delta Dune Site

Upward Sun River Site /
Little Delta Dune Site

Component II

Upward Sun River Site /
Little Delta Dune Site

Component II

Component II

Upward Sun River Site /
Little Delta Dune Site

Upward Sun River Site /
Little Delta Dune Site

Component I

Upward Sun River Site /
Little Delta Dune Site

Component II

Component I

Upward Sun River Site /
Little Delta Dune Site

Upward Sun River Site /
Little Delta Dune Site

AA-76863

Component I

Upward Sun River Site /
Little Delta Dune Site

531

Unit IV

Unit IV

Unit IV

Unit IV silt, Ab
pedocomplex (P1b)

Unit IV

Unit IV

Unit IV

Unit IV

Unit IV

Unit IV

Unit II silt

Unit II silt

Beta-133393 11200

Tuluaq Hill

Beta-280584 9920

Beta280913 9720

Beta-286265 9030

Beta-232393 9670

Beta-286267 10180

Beta-280914 10090

Beta-288416 9720

Beta-286268 9310

Beta-288418 9290

Beta-286266 9220

Beta-233316 11420

Beta-232394 11300

11250

Beta-159914 11200

Tuluaq Hill

Unit II silt

Beta-122322 11180

Tuluaq Hill

80

50

40

40

50

50

50

40

50

40

60

40

60

40

40

80

charcoal

charcoal

charcoal

charcoal

charcoal

charcoal

charcoal

charcoal

charcoal

charcoal

charcoal

charcoal

charcoal

charcoal

charcoal

charcoal

AMS

AMS

AMS

AMS

AMS

AMS

AMS

AMS

AMS

AMS

AMS

AMS

AMS

conv.

conv.

conv.

Feature 4 top of backfill of
cremation pit, H, 80 cm bs

Feature 1 hearth, main block,
100 cm bs

Feature 3 hearth, main block,
100 cm bs

Paleosol 1b, main block, 230
cm bs

Feature 6 hearth, main block,
135 cm bs

Feature 6 hearth, main block,
135 cm bs

Paleosol 1b, H, 115 cm bs

Paleosol 1b, H, 115 cm bs

Paleosol 1b, H, 115 cm bs

Paleosol 1b, main block, 135
cm bs

Feature 2 hearth, main block,
230 cm S

Feature 2 hearth, main block,
230 cm bs

Feature 2 hearth, main block,
230 cm bs

hearth D

above hearth D

hearth D

yes

Sluiceway
Complex

uncertain

uncertain

uncertain

uncertain

uncertain

uncertain

uncertain

uncertain

uncertain

uncertain

uncertain

uncertain

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

Sluiceway
Complex

uncertain

yes

Sluiceway
Complex

Populus/Salix, probably Populus sp.

Populus balsamifera

Populus balsamifera

Populus sp.

Amelanchier sp.

split sample with Beta-286268

split sample with Beta-288416

alkali soluble portion of Beta-288416

Populus sp.

Salix sp.

Salix sp.; split sample with AA-76863

Salix sp.; split sample with Beta-232394

Potter et al. 2011b

Potter et al. 2011b

Potter et al. 2011b

Potter et al. 2008; Potter et al. 2011b

Potter et al. 2011b

Potter et al. 2011b

Potter et al. 2011b

Potter et al. 2011b

Potter et al. 2011b

Potter et al. 2011b

Potter et al. 2008; Potter et al. 2011b

Potter et al. 2008; Potter et al. 2011b

Potter et al. 2008; Potter et al. 2011b

Rasic and Gal 2000; Hoffecker and Elias
2007; Rasic 2008

Hoffecker and Elias 2007; Rasic 2008

Rasic and Gal 2000; Hoffecker and Elias
2007; Rasic 2008
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Component 6

Component 6

Component 6

Component 6

Component 6

Ushki 1

Ushki 1

Ushki 1

Ushki 1

none

Upward Sun River Site /
Little Delta Dune Site

Ushki 1

Component IV

Upward Sun River Site /
Little Delta Dune Site

Component 6

Component IV

Upward Sun River Site /
Little Delta Dune Site

Ushki 1

Component IV

Upward Sun River Site /
Little Delta Dune Site

Component 6

Component III

Upward Sun River Site /
Little Delta Dune Site

Ushki 1

Component III

Upward Sun River Site /
Little Delta Dune Site

Component 6

Component III

Upward Sun River Site /
Little Delta Dune Site

Ushki 1

Component III

Upward Sun River Site /
Little Delta Dune Site

Unit IV

Unit IV silt, Ab (P2)

Unit IV silt, Ab

Unit IV

Unit IV silt, Ab

Unit IV

Unit IV

Unit IV

532

MAG-219

AA-45719

Mo-345

MAG-401

AA-45720

AA-69055

AA-45715

AA-45713

10760

10385

10360

10360

10230

10170

10160

10040

Beta-280581 7600

Beta-232392 8880

Beta-219656 9360

Beta-280582 8850

Beta-220218 9650

Beta-280587 10130

Beta-280586 10020

Beta-280585 9990

110

90

350

220

70

60

75

130

40

40

70

50

60

50

50

50

humates

charcoal

charcoal

charcoal

charcoal

charcoal

charcoal

charcoal

charcoal

charcoal

charcoal

charcoal

charcoal

charcoal

charcoal

charcoal

conv.

AMS

conv.

conv.

AMS

AMS

AMS

AMS

AMS

AMS

AMS

AMS

AMS

AMS

AMS

AMS

uncertain

uncertain

uncertain

central profile

central profile

east profile

east profile

uncertain

uncertain

uncertain

uncertain

uncertain

uncertain

uncertain

uncertain

bottom of B horizon, H, 47 cm
none
bs

Paleosol 2, main block, 78 cm
uncertain
bs

Feature 1 hearth; from test pit,
uncertain
76 cm S

Paleosol 2, H, 57 cm bs

Feature 1 hearth, main block,
100 cm bs

Feature 3 hearth, main block,
100 cm bs

Feature 5 cremation pit, H, 85
uncertain
cm bs

Feature 5 cremation pit, H, 85
uncertain
cm bs

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

Juniperus sp.

Salix sp.

Populus sp., probably P. tremuloides

Salix sp.

Populus balsamifera

Populus balsamifera

Populus balsamifera

Kuzmin and Orlova 1998

Goebel et al. 2003

Kuzmin and Orlova 1998

Kuzmin and Orlova 1998

Goebel et al. 2003

Kuzmin et al. 2010

Goebel et al. 2003

Goebel et al. 2003

Potter et al. 2011b

Potter et al. 2008; Potter et al. 2011b

Potter et al. 2008; Potter et al. 2011b

Potter et al. 2011b

Potter et al. 2008; Potter et al. 2011b

Potter et al. 2011b

Potter et al. 2011b

Potter et al. 2011b
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Component 7

Component 7

Component 7

Component 7

Component 7

Ushki 1

Ushki 1

Ushki 1

Ushki 1

Component 7

Ushki 1

Ushki 1

Component 7

Ushki 1

Component 7

Component 7

Ushki 1

Ushki 1

Component 7

Ushki 1

Component 7

Component 7

Ushki 1

Ushki 1

Component 7

Ushki 1

Component 7

Component 6

Ushki 1

Ushki 1

Component 6

Ushki 1

533
11205

11210

11220

UCIAMS53555

UCIAMS53554

UCIAMS53556

MAG-594

11650

11360

11185

UCIAMS53553

LE-3695

11120

11070

11050

10850

10810

10675

9960

9750

11130

10800

LE-3697

AA-69057

AA-45716

AA-45709

AA-45708

AA-45710

LE-3024

MAG-637

AA-45717

AA-45714

100

330

25

25

25

25

500

60

75

320

75

75

100

100

100

150

charcoal

charcoal

charcoal

charcoal

charcoal

charcoal

charcoal

charcoal

charcoal

charcoal

charcoal

charcoal

charcoal

charcoal

charcoal

charcoal

conv.

conv.

AMS

AMS

AMS

AMS

conv.

AMS

AMS

AMS

AMS

AMS

conv.

conv.

AMS

AMS

uncertain

uncertain

uncertain

uncertain

uncertain

uncertain

uncertain

uncertain

uncertain

uncertain

uncertain

uncertain

uncertain

uncertain

uncertain

sqs. a12, b12, v12 (dwelling 7) uncertain

sqs. m7, m8

hearth in or near dwelling
feature 8

hearth in dwelling feature 11

hearth in dwelling feature 11

hearth in dwelling feature 10

sqs. m(-3), m (-4)

dwelling 10

central profile

east profile

east profile

east profile

hearth, sqs. b13, v13

a12, a13, b12, v13, g12

central profile

east profile

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

Goebel et al. 2010

Goebel et al. 2010

Goebel et al. 2010

Goebel et al. 2010

Goebel et al. 2010

Goebel et al. 2010

Goebel et al. 2010

Kuzmin et al. 2010

Goebel et al. 2003

Goebel et al. 2003

Goebel et al. 2003

Goebel et al. 2003

Goebel et al. 2010

Kuzmin and Orlova 1998; Goebel et al.
2010

Goebel et al. 2003

Goebel et al. 2003
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Component 7

Component 7

Component 7

none

none

none

Ushki 1

Ushki 1

Ushki 1

Ushki 1

Ushki 1

Ushki 1

Component 6

Component 6

Component 6

Component 6

Component 6/7?

Component 7

Component 7

Component 7

Ushki 5

Ushki 5

Ushki 5

Ushki 5

Ushki 5

Ushki 5

Ushki 5

Ushki 5

Ushki 1

Component 7

Ushki 1

below Component 7

below Component 7

below Component 7

534
11320

UCIAMS32198

11050

11060

AA-41389

UCIAMS32199

11005

10460

SR-5811;
CAMS74640

AA-41388

10240

9485

8790

21000

11870

11820

11200

14300

14300

13800

13600

AA-41386

AA-41387

MAG-215

GIN-186

AA-45711

AA-45718

AA-45712

MAG-550

GIN-168

MAG-522

GIN-167

25

75

115

30

80

75

275

150

100

90

100

160

800

200

500

250

charcoal

humates

charcoal

charcoal

charcoal

charcoal

humates

charcoal

charcoal

charcoal

charcoal

charcoal

charcoal

charcoal

charcoal

charcoal

AMS

AMS

AMS

AMS

AMS

AMS

AMS

conv.

conv.

AMS

AMS

AMS

conv.

conv.

conv.

conv.

near hearth, sq. G (-3)

excavation

excavation

test pit profile

excavation

excavation

east profile

central profile

east profile

uncertain

uncertain

uncertain

uncertain

uncertain

uncertain

uncertain

uncertain

questionable

none

none

none

questionable

questionable

questionable

questionable

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

Kuzmin and Orlova 1998

Goebel et al. 2010

some original C14-dates of Ushki conflict with new dates by
Goebel/Waters/Dikova 2003

some original C14-dates of Ushki conflict with new dates by
Goebel/Waters/Dikova 2003

paired sample (AA-41288)

paired sample (AA-41389)

questionable provenience

paired sample (AA-41387)

paired sample (AA-41386)

some original C14-dates of Ushki conflict with new dates by
Goebel/Waters/Dikova 2003

Goebel et al. 2010

some original C14-dates of Ushki conflict with new dates by
Goebel/Waters/Dikova 2003

Goebel et al. 2010

Goebel et al. 2003

Goebel et al. 2003

Goebel et al. 2010

Goebel et al. 2003

Goebel et al. 2003

Goebel et al. 2003

Kuzmin and Orlova 1998

Kuzmin and Orlova 1998

Goebel et al. 2003

Goebel et al. 2003

Goebel et al. 2003

Kuzmin and Orlova 1998

some original C14-dates of Ushki conflict with new dates by
Goebel/Waters/Dikova 2003
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layer C

layer IIIb

layer IIIb

layer IVa

layer IVb

layer V

layer Va

layer Va

Ust-Timpton

Ust-Timpton

Ust-Timpton

Ust-Timpton

Ust-Timpton

Ust-Timpton

Ust-Timpton

layer C

Ust-Mil 2

Ust-Mil 2

layer C

Ust-Mil 2

535

LE-896

IM-456

LE-861

LE-832

LE-895

LE-910

LE-894

LE-954

LE-1000

LE-1001

LE-999

layer B

Ust-Mil 2

9400

8900

10740

9000

7000

6570

6380

35400

33000

30000

23500

12200

LE-953

layer A

Ust-Mil 2

11550

1880

SOAN-3538 11750

AA-45722

Ustinovka 6

Ash 4

11330

GEO-1413

none

Ushki 5

SR-5810;
CAMS74639

Ustinovka 6

Component 7

Ushki 5

90

200

100

110

90

100

80

600

500

500

500

170

620

240

55

50

charcoal

charcoal

charcoal

charcoal

charcoal

charcoal

charcoal

wood

wood

wood

wood

wood

charcoal

charcoal

charcoal

charcoal

conv.

conv.

conv.

conv.

conv.

conv.

conv.

conv.

conv.

conv.

conv.

conv.

conv.

conv.

AMS

AMS

depth 2 m

depth 2 m

depth 2.05 m

depth 1.75 m

depth 1.50 m

depth 1.25 m

depth 1.20 m

base

test pit profile

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

Sumnagin Culture yes

Sumnagin Culture yes

Dyuktai Culture

Sumnagin Culture yes

Sumnagin Culture yes

Sumnagin Culture yes

Sumnagin Culture yes

questionable

questionable

questionable

questionable

questionable

Upper Paleolithic yes

Ustinovka Culture yes

none

uncertain

Mochanov 1977; Kuzmin 1994;
Mochanov and Fedoseeva
1996k;Kuzmin and Tankersley 1996 ;
Kuzmin and Orlova 1998

Mochanov 1977; Kuzmin 1994;
Mochanov and Fedoseeva
1996k;Kuzmin and Tankersley 1996 ;
Kuzmin and Orlova 1998

Mochanov 1977; Kuzmin 1994;
Mochanov and Fedoseeva
1996k;Kuzmin and Tankersley 1996 ;
Kuzmin and Orlova 1998

Mochanov 1977; Kuzmin 1994;
Mochanov and Fedoseeva
1996k;Kuzmin and Tankersley 1996 ;
Kuzmin and Orlova 1998

Mochanov 1977; Kuzmin 1994;
Mochanov and Fedoseeva
1996k;Kuzmin and Tankersley 1996 ;
Kuzmin and Orlova 1998

Mochanov 1977; Kuzmin 1994;
Mochanov and Fedoseeva
1996k;Kuzmin and Tankersley 1996 ;
Kuzmin and Orlova 1998

Mochanov 1977; Kuzmin 1994;
Mochanov and Fedoseeva 1996k

Mochanov 1977; Kuzmin and Orlova
1998

Mochanov 1977; Kuzmin and Orlova
1998

Mochanov 1977; Kuzmin and Orlova
1998

Mochanov 1977; Kuzmin and Orlova
1998

Mochanov 1977; Kuzmin and Orlova
1998

Kuzmin and Jull 1997; Kuzmin et al.
2003; Kuzmin 2006c

Kuzmin et al. 2003; Kuzmin 2006c

Goebel et al. 2003

Goebel et al. 2003
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layer VIII

layer V-VI

layer 1

Ust-Timpton

Ust-Timpton

Ust-Ulma 1

536

layer 6

layer 6

Loess 1

Component I

Component I

Component I

Verkhne-Troitskaya

Verkhne-Troitskaya

Walker Road

Walker Road

Walker Road

Loess 1

Loess 1

layer 6

Verkhne-Troitskaya

layer 6

layer VIb

Ust-Timpton

cultural stratum III

layer VIb

Ust-Timpton

Verkhne-Troitskaya

layer VIa

Ust-Timpton

layer 2b

layer VI

Ust-Timpton

Ust-Ulma 1

layer Vb

Ust-Timpton

12590

10300

11800

10650

10130

10340

11150

9450

AA-2264

AA-1681

AA-1683

LE-906

GIN-626

LE-864

LE-905

11300

11170

11010

17680

15950

14530

18300

SOAN-2619 19350

AA-20935

LE-920

IM-453

LE-898

LE-897

LE-862

IM-454

IM-455

120

180

230

250

250

160

180

65

80

50

200

80

100

140

150

300

charcoal

charcoal

charcoal

wood

wood

wood

wood

charcoal

ceramics

charcoal

charcoal

wood

wood

wood

charcoal

charcoal

AMS

AMS

AMS

conv.

conv.

conv.

conv.

conv.

conv.

conv.

conv.

conv.

conv.

conv.

conv.

conv.

hearth feature 2

hearth feature 1

hearth feature 1

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

Nenana Complex yes

Nenana Complex yes

Nenana Complex yes

none

none

none

questionable

Selemdzha
Culture

yes

Selemdzha
Culture

hearth

yes

uncertain

between layers V and VI,
depth 2.15 m

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

uncertain

Dyuktai Culture

questionable

questionable

none

Sumnagin Culture yes

depth 2.50 m

depth 2.30 m

depth 2.25 m

depth 2.20 m

depth 2.05 m

wood from dwelling feature

wood from dwelling feature ???

wood from dwelling feature ???

Goebel et al. 1996

Goebel et al. 1996

Goebel et al. 1996

Mochanov 1977; Mochanov and
Fedoseeva 1996l

Mochanov 1977; Mochanov and
Fedoseeva 1996l

Mochanov 1977; Mochanov and
Fedoseeva 1996l

Mochanov 1977; Mochanov and
Fedoseeva 1996l; Kuzmin and Orlova
1998

Derevianko and Zenin V. N. 1995

Derevianko et al. 2006

Mochanov 1977; Kuzmin 1994;
Mochanov and Fedoseeva
1996k;Kuzmin and Tankersley 1996 ;
Kuzmin and Orlova 1998

Mochanov 1977; Kuzmin 1994;
Mochanov and Fedoseeva
1996k;Kuzmin and Tankersley 1996

Mochanov 1977; Kuzmin 1994;
Mochanov and Fedoseeva
1996k;Kuzmin and Tankersley 1996

Mochanov 1977; Kuzmin 1994;
Mochanov and Fedoseeva
1996k;Kuzmin and Tankersley 1996

Mochanov 1977; Kuzmin 1994;
Mochanov and Fedoseeva
1996k;Kuzmin and Tankersley 1996

Mochanov 1977; Kuzmin 1994;
Mochanov and Fedoseeva
1996k;Kuzmin and Tankersley 1996

Mochanov 1977; Kuzmin 1994;
Mochanov and Fedoseeva
1996k;Kuzmin and Tankersley 1996 ;
Kuzmin and Orlova 1998
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bed 3 (YMAM)

bed 3 (YMAM)

bed 3 (YMAM)

bed 3 (YMAM)

Yana RHS Site

Yana RHS Site

Yana RHS Site

below Bb

Loess 1, A2b

Loess 1, A2b

Loess 1, A2b

Loess 1, Bb

Loess 1, Bb

Loess 1, Bb

Loess 1, Bb

Palaeosol 2

Palaeosol 2

Palaeosol 1

Loess 1

Yana RHS Site

none

Component I

Whitmore Ridge

Whitmore Ridge

Component I

Whitmore Ridge

Component II

Component I

Whitmore Ridge

Whitmore Ridge

Component I

Whitmore Ridge

Component II

none

Walker Road

Whitmore Ridge

none

Walker Road

Component II

none

Walker Road

Whitmore Ridge

Component I

Walker Road

5480

5080

LE-8508

LE-8650

LE-8572

LE-8644

27740

27600

27200

25100

Beta-77285;
CAMS10630
16833

UGa-530

I-4231

200

600

1200

1000

60

300

130

180

70

Beta-77286;
CAMS10270
16834

3800

70

Beta-62222;
9890
CAMS-6406

Beta-64575

60

Beta-70240;
CAMS9830
11255

95

79

250

200

140

4415

3816

8720

11820

Beta-64578;
9600
CAMS-8300

GX-12875

AA-1693

AA-1692

Beta-11254

plant remains

bone

bone

bone

?

?

?

?

charcoal

?

?

?

charcoal

charcoal

charcoal

charcoal

conv.

conv.

conv.

conv.

AMS

conv.

conv.

conv.

AMS

AMS

AMS

AMS

conv.

AMS

AMS

conv.

YMAM

YMAM

YMAM

YMAM

locus 3

locus 3

hearth feature 1

uncertain

uncertain

uncertain

uncertain

none

uncertain

uncertain

uncertain

Denali Complex

Denali Complex

Denali Complex

Denali Complex

none

none

none

yes

yes

questionable

questionable

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

Nenana Complex yes

plant macro remains/grass

bone collagen from mammoth mandible

bone collagen from mammoth mandible; [large std!]

bone collagen from mammoth mandible; [large std!]

natural charcoal

natural charcoal

natural wood charcoal

Basilyan A. E. et al. 2011

Basilyan A. E. et al. 2011

Basilyan A. E. et al. 2011

Basilyan A. E. et al. 2011

West et al. 1996b

West et al. 1996b

West et al. 1996b

West et al. 1996b

West et al. 1996b

West et al. 1996b

West et al. 1996b

West et al. 1996b

Goebel et al. 1996

Goebel et al. 1996

Goebel et al. 1996

Goebel et al. 1996
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Beta-191322 28570

LE-8480

cultural layer

cultural layer

cultural layer

fill of recent erosional
cuts

Yana RHS Site

Yana RHS Site

Yana RHS Site

4430

Beta-191326 28500

Beta-250633 28250

Beta-250635 28210

Beta-250637 28060

Beta-250634 27670

Yana RHS Site

Beta-191332 27510

Beta-173067 27300

cultural layer

cultural layer

Yana RHS Site

Beta-223413 27250

31200

Yana RHS Site

cultural layer

Yana RHS Site

LE-8569

28900

cultural layer

bed 3 (YMAM)

Yana RHS Site

LE-8573

28600

Yana RHS Site

bed 3 (YMAM)

Yana RHS Site

LE-8574

cultural layer

bed 3 (YMAM)

Yana RHS Site

Beta-257535 28470

28400

Yana RHS Site

bed 3 (YMAM)

Yana RHS Site

LE-8565

28200

cultural layer

bed 3 (YMAM)

Yana RHS Site

LE-8568

Yana RHS Site

bed 3 (YMAM)

Yana RHS Site

60

300

200

200

200

210

210

180

270

230

1200

900

800

210

430

400

wood

bone

bone

bone

bone

bone

bone

plant remains

bone

bone

bone

bone

bone

bone

bone

bone

conv.

AMS

AMS

AMS

AMS

AMS

AMS

AMS

AMS

AMS

conv.

conv.

conv.

AMS

conv.

conv.

top of terrace II

NP

NP

Yana B

Yana B

Yana B

Yana B

none

uncertain

uncertain

uncertain

uncertain

uncertain

uncertain

questionable

uncertain

TUMS 1; 7 m above water
level

NP

uncertain

uncertain

uncertain

uncertain

uncertain

uncertain

uncertain

NP

YMAM

YMAM

YMAM

YMAM

YMAM

YMAM

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

questionable

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

bone collagen from hare humerus

bone collagen from bison phalange

bone collagen from reindeer metacarpal bone

bone collagen from arctic fox mandible

bone collagen from bison metacarpal bone

bone collagen from horse pelvic bone

plant macro remains

horse mandible fragment; primary context; in association with
artifacts and small bone fragments

bone collagen from musk-ox metacarpal bone

bone collagen from mammoth mandible

bone collagen from mammoth mandible

bone collagen from mammoth mandible

bone collagen from bear limb bone

bone collagen from mammoth mandible

bone collagen from mammoth mandible

Basilyan A. E. et al. 2011

Basilyan A. E. et al. 2011

Basilyan A. E. et al. 2011

Basilyan A. E. et al. 2011

Basilyan A. E. et al. 2011

Basilyan A. E. et al. 2011

Basilyan A. E. et al. 2011

Basilyan A. E. et al. 2011

Pitulko et al. 2004

Basilyan A. E. et al. 2011

Basilyan A. E. et al. 2011

Basilyan A. E. et al. 2011

Basilyan A. E. et al. 2011

Basilyan A. E. et al. 2011

Basilyan A. E. et al. 2011

Basilyan A. E. et al. 2011
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LE-5968

fill of recent erosional
cuts

loamy sand

loamy sand

loamy sand

loamy sand

loamy sand

loamy sand

Yana RHS Site

Yana RHS Site

Yana RHS Site

Yana RHS Site

Yana RHS Site

Yana RHS Site

Yana RHS Site

539
3010

4350

4380

6710

organic partings-siltysandy loam alternation LE-6000
strata

organic partings-siltysandy loam alternation LE-6024
strata

organic partings-siltysandy loam alternation LE-6023
strata

organic partings-siltysandy loam alternation LE-6025
strata

reddish brown horizon Beta-250646 27500

reddish brown horizon LE-8471

Yana RHS Site

Yana RHS Site

Yana RHS Site

Yana RHS Site

Yana RHS Site

Yana RHS Site

27500

27800

loamy sand

Yana RHS Site

GIN-11464

loamy sand

27600

27400

26500

25900

25800

22400

18100

17710

15910

Yana RHS Site

GIN-11467

GIN-11466

LE-6443

LE-6444

GIN-11465

LE-6446

LE-6445

LE-5973

fill of recent erosional
cuts

Yana RHS Site

350

210

50

20

30

40

500

500

600

600

750

600

300

340

140

110

bone

bone

plant/wood/peat
material

plant/wood/peat
material

plant/wood/peat
material

plant/wood/peat
material

mammoth ivory

bone

bone

plant remains

plant remains

bone

plant remains

twigs

bone

grass and moss

conv.

AMS

conv.

conv.

conv.

conv.

conv.

conv.

conv.

conv.

conv.

conv.

conv.

conv.

conv.

conv.

yes

between SP and Yana B;
corresponding to stratigraphic questionable
position of cultural layer

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

none

none

none

none

uncertain

uncertain

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

between SP and Yana B;
corresponding to stratigraphic questionable
position of cultural layer

south locality

south locality

uncertain

uncertain

TUMS 1; 6.75 m above water
level

south locality

uncertain

TUMS 1; 7.5 m above water
level

questionable

TUMS 1; 9.6 m above water
level

uncertain

questionable

TUMS 1; 8.3 m above water
level

south locality

none

none

top of terrace II

top of terrace II

Pitulko et al. 2004

Pitulko et al. 2004

Basilyan A. E. et al. 2011

bone collagen from mammoth vertreba

bone collagen from horse mandible

Basilyan A. E. et al. 2011

Basilyan A. E. et al. 2011

Pitulko et al. 2004

Pitulko et al. 2004

Pitulko et al. 2004

Pitulko et al. 2004

small fragment of mammoth tusk; secondary context; bears visible
marks (spots) of gray color that come from the parent material of
Pitulko et al. 2004
cultural layer (fine gray silt); visible heat treatment

Pitulko et al. 2004

Pitulko et al. 2004

small mammoth mandible fragment; secondary context; in
association with artifacts and other bone fragments

horse bone fragment; secondary context; in association with
artifacts, reindeer bone fragments and bird bones; one of the
fragments had a small flake discovered in a gray mud patch
(parent layer material, gray silt) from inside the bone

Pitulko et al. 2004

Pitulko et al. 2004

below Beta-173067

next above Beta-173067

reindeer bone fragments; secondary context; visible traces of
parent layer (spots and small patches of gray silt); bearing
Pitulko et al. 2004
scratches and fractures (possibly cooking, butchering, or utilization
marks)

bone collagen from wooly rhino humerus

Basilyan A. E. et al. 2011
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180

LE-8492

Beta-250677 18750

Beta-250676 20150

LE-8502

Beta-250661 21220

sediments above
YMAM

sediments above
YMAM

sediments above
YMAM

sediments above
YMAM

sediments above
YMAM

Yana RHS Site

Yana RHS Site

Yana RHS Site

Yana RHS Site

Yana RHS Site

540

LE-8509

LE-8510

Beta-250663 22400

Beta-250662 23230

Beta-250640 23330

Beta-250639 23450

LE-8498

sediments above
YMAM

sediments above
YMAM

sediments above
YMAM

sediments above
YMAM

sediments above
YMAM

sediments above
YMAM

sediments below
YMAM

Yana RHS Site

Yana RHS Site

Yana RHS Site

Yana RHS Site

Yana RHS Site

Yana RHS Site

Yana RHS Site

31500

21640

21580

Beta-250664 21570

sediments above
YMAM

Yana RHS Site

21010

18550

160

reddish brown horizon Beta-250636 28030

Yana RHS Site

500

160

150

110

110

250

400

100

100

500

120

100

210

reddish brown horizon Beta-250638 27970

270

Yana RHS Site

27700

reddish brown horizon LE-8808

Yana RHS Site

peat

bone

bone

plant remains

plant remains

plant remains

plant remains

plant remains

plant remains

plant remains

plant remains

plant remains

bone

bone

bone

ivory

conv.

AMS

AMS

AMS

AMS

conv.

conv.

AMS

AMS

conv.

AMS

AMS

conv.

AMS

AMS

conv.

below YMAM

above YMAM

above YMAM

above YMAM

above YMAM

above YMAM

above YMAM

above YMAM

above YMAM

above YMAM

above YMAM

above YMAM

none

none

none

none

none

none

none

none

none

none

none

none

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

between SP and Yana B;
corresponding to stratigraphic questionable
position of cultural layer

none

yes

between SP and Yana B;
corresponding to stratigraphic questionable
position of cultural layer

above YMAM

yes

between SP and Yana B;
corresponding to stratigraphic questionable
position of cultural layer

bone collagen from caribou antler

bone collagen from bison vertebra

plant macro remains/grass

plant macro remains/grass

plant macro remains/grass

plant macro remains/grass

plant macro remains/grass

plant macro remains/grass

plant macro remains/grass

bone collagen from mammoth scapula

bone collagen from reindeer mandible

bone collagen from mammoth rib

Basilyan A. E. et al. 2011

Basilyan A. E. et al. 2011

Basilyan A. E. et al. 2011

Basilyan A. E. et al. 2011

Basilyan A. E. et al. 2011

Basilyan A. E. et al. 2011

Basilyan A. E. et al. 2011

Basilyan A. E. et al. 2011

Basilyan A. E. et al. 2011

Basilyan A. E. et al. 2011

Basilyan A. E. et al. 2011

Basilyan A. E. et al. 2011

Basilyan A. E. et al. 2011

Basilyan A. E. et al. 2011

Basilyan A. E. et al. 2011

Basilyan A. E. et al. 2011
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surface

surface

Yana RHS Site

Yana RHS Site

Beta-173064 28250

Beta-162233 27440

170

210

ivory

bone

AMS

AMS

northern locality

uncertain

uncertain

yes

yes
Pitulko et al. 2004

Pitulko et al. 2004

foreshaft made of wooly rhinoceros horn

foreshaft made of mammoth ivory of white color; in association
with artifacts and different bone fragments
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artifact identification
site
cultural component
layer
artifact ID 1
artifact ID 2

raw material variant

general features
raw material
1
2
3
4
41
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
30
98
99
499
21
2101
22
23
231
232
233
24
241
25
26
27
28
281
282
283
284
285
286
2861
287
288
2801
289
29
201
202
2021
2022
2023
203
204

obsidian
chert
rhyolite
basalt
questionable volcanic material (basalt?)
pumice
quartzite
quartz
chalcedony
sandstone
argillite
siltstone/mudstone
gabbro
(silicified) limestone
shale
crystal
liparite/rhyolite
questionable
undetermined
basalt? (diorite?)
dark gray chert (translucent)
dark gray chert (opaque)
light gray chert (translucent)
black chert
marble black-grayish chert (Livengood chert)
patchy black and white chert
black-dark gray coarse "Tulugak" chert
green chert
dark grayish greenish chert
brown chert (opaque)
white chert (patinated?)
white chert (spotted)
gray chert (translucent)
dull gray chert
opaque spotted gray chert with white spots
gray blueish chert
gray chert with black inclusions
gray chert with black spots
gray chert (opaque)
gray banded chert (opaque)
gray chert with white bands
Etivluk chert
banded gray and white chert with black spots
gray chert with black bands
reddish brownish chert
patchy brown chert
tan chert (translucent)
tan chert (opaque)
tan and gray chert (opaque)
banded tan chert with dark gray and brownish bands
dark gray /black opaque chert
opaque black chert
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length
width
thickness
weight
preservation of blank, length

blank

205
206
207
2071
208
209
210
212
213
214
215
2161
217
218
219
220
221
2211
31
32
33
41
42
43
44
45
81
811
82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89
810
98
99
999
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
50
51
98
99
mm
mm
mm
1/10 g
1
2
complete
basal

patchy dull brown chert
greenish brownish chert
brown chert (translucent)
brown chert with green bands
gray brownish chert
dull brown chert (translucent)
dark brown chert (translucent)
white patchy chert
redish brownish tan chert
tan brown chert
gray greenish chert
brown chert with gray inclusions
brown greenish chert
dull brown chert (opaque)
white chert with gray bands
dark gray/black translucent chert
light gray chert (opaque)
light gray chert (opaque) with thin dark bands
light rhyolite
dark rhyolite
dark gray liparite/rhyolite (mostly patinated)
coarse grayish basalt
fine black basalt
fine grayish basalt
fine tan
fine green volcanic material (basalt?)
white chalcedony
white chalcedony with brown inclusions
patchy brown chalcedony
tan chalcedony
patchy brown red chalcedony
white brownish chalcedony
light brown/dark gray chalcedony
patchy multicolored chalcedony
light brown chalcedony
brown white chalcedony
reddish brown chalcedony
questionable
undetermined
undetermined - patinated
flake
blade
microblade/bladelet
core
chunk (artificial)
biface
fragment of biface
core chunk
burin spall
cobble/pebble
chunk (natural)
chunk (indifferent)
questionable
undetermined
in flaking direction, if undeterminable according to orientation of tool or, if also undeterminable, of maximum extension
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preservation, tool

tool type

dorsal flake scars, No.
dorsal flake scars, direction

thermal impact
cortex cover / natural surface

lateral edges, state

preservation of blank, width/thickness

3
4
99
1
2
3
4
99
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
99
yes/no
1
2
3
4
5
99
n
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
99
1
2
3
4
41
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
90
99
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
98
99
same as ventral surface
alternating
transverse
opposite direction
same as ventral surface and transverse
alternating and transverse
opposite direction and transverse
undetermined
bifacial tool
endscraper
scraper
burin
burin (spall)
borer
lateral modification
truncation
combined tool
point / pointed tool
chopper/pebble tool
spokeshave/notched piece
uniface (plane-convex)
other/indeterminate modifications
none/undetermined
complete
length incomplete
width incomplete
thickness incomplete
length and width incomplete
length and thickness incomplete
width and thickness incomplete
length, width, and thickness incomplete
not modified as tool
undetermined

none
< 1/3
≥ 1/3, < 2/3
≥ 2/3, < 100 %
100%
undetermined

terminal
medial
undetermined
complete
width incomplete
thickness incomplete
width and thickness incomplete
undetermined
complete
splintered
rounded
broken
retouched/modified
multiple damage/use wear
retouched/modified and damage/use wear
marginal use wear retouch
undetermined

minimum (excluding dorsal reduction and modifications); 99 = undetermined

? = possible
if ventral side existent, on dorsal side; otherwise on complete surface

specified in remarks or further features of respective tool
specified in remarks or further features of respective tool

refers to all edges including those being modified, except scraping ends, burin cutting edges, borer ends, and truncations
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end of burin blows

lateral modifications

burin blow, platform

cutting edge, state

burin blows, total No. on artifact
cutting edge, position

burins

scraping end, width
scraping end, depth
scraping end, thickness

opposite end, state

scraping end, state

scraping end, position

endscrapers

n
1
2
3
99
1
2
3
4
5
99
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
99
1
2
3
4
99
1
2
3

1
2
3
99
1
2
3
4
5
6
99
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
99
mm
mm
mm

basal
terminal
lateral
undetermined
complete
splintered
rounded
broken
multiple damage/use wear
undetermined
natural surface/striking platform
unmodified edge
broken edge
straight retouch
oblique retouch
concave retouch
convex retouch
burin blow
other
undetermined
notch
lateral retouch
other
none
undetermined
feathered
hinge/step
notch

basal
terminal
lateral
undetermined
complete
splintered
rounded
broken
multiple damage/use wear
marginal use wear retouch
undetermined
complete
splintered
rounded
broken
multiple use wear
retouched/modified
retouched/modified and use wear
marginal use wear retouch
undetermined

inlcuding any retouches on any egde

in case of two blows for one cutting edge the platform of the latest blow
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base, shape

cross section

segment

reduction stage

bifacial tools
bifacial tool type

borer end, width
borer end, depth
borer end, thickness

opposite end, state

borer end, state

borer end, position

borer/perforator

1
2
3
4
9
11
12
13
14
99
1
2
3
4
98
1
2
3
4
5
99
1
2
3
4
99
1

1
2
3
99
1
2
3
4
5
99
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
99
mm
mm
mm

foliate
lanceolate point
Chindadn point (tear drop shaped)
fluted point
indeterminate point
other indifferent biface
triangular (projectile) point
trianguloid (projectile) point
early stage biface/blank
indeterminate biface (fragment)
early stage biface/prepared blank
thinned biface
preform
finished biface/prepared tool
questionable
complete
basal
medial
terminal
lateral
undetermined
bi-convex
plano-convex
flat
indifferent
undetermined
pointed

basal
terminal
lateral
undetermined
complete
splintered
rounded
broken
multiple damage/use wear
undetermined
complete
splintered
rounded
broken
multiple use wear
retouched/modified
retouched/modified and use wear
marginal use wear retouch
undetermined

4 different
99 undetermined
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striking platforms, No.
reduction surfaces, No.
reduction, direction

cores
core type

lateral edges, state

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
99
n
n
1
2
3
4
99

2
3
4
5
98
99
1
2
3
4
5
6
98
99

one direction
bipolar
alternating
one direction and bipolar
undetermined

blade core
bladelet core
wedge-shaped microblade core (on biface)
conical microblade core
other microblade core
flake core
core chunk
microblade core preform
undetermined

straight
concave
convex
beveled
other
undetermined
complete/still sharp
splintered
rounded
breakage
various damage/use wear
other damage
questionable
undetermined

99 = undetermined
99 = undetermined
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Notes on attributes of recorded artifacts
As my personal educational background is the Upper Paleolithic of the Old World, especially Central Europe, my examination is in many ways influenced by European, above
all German lithic analysis. Some concepts and approaches of European, Russian, and
American lithic analyses are certainly different (cf. Hahn 1982; Auffermann et al. 1990;
Hahn 1991; Andrefsky 2005; 2008). Therefore, some of the recorded attributes listed
above shall be further explained in the following section.
Blank types
In this study the term blank refers to the first detectable state of an artifact before secondary modification. In this sense, a modified tool can be made, for example, on a flake
blank or a blade blank. There are, however, exceptions to this straightforward definition.
For example, when a biface is modified into an end scraper, burin or core, then the biface represents the blank, even though the biface itself is already secondarily modified. In
addition, cores are also an exception. Although cores are secondarily modified, they are
listed in the category of blank types and not tool types in order to clearly separate them
from tools. Also, in this way there is a clear indication for the orientation of the measurements which in the first place refer to the blank type (see below).
Blades, bladelets and microblades
In many lithic studies relatively large groups of flakes are referred to as blades, but the
definition of a blade (especially in contrast to a flake) is often not clarified.
In this study, an elongated flake is referred to as a blade in rather strict terms. A blade is
usually the product of a distinct blade technology, including the deliberate preparation of
blade cores in order to produce whole series of blades. Accordingly, a blade must show
distinct characteristics: In addition to a length-width ratio of 2:1 of the (often estimated)
complete specimen, a blade sensu stricto should also have more or less parallel edges
and at least one dorsal ridge. Further, a blade produced on a prepared blade core should
show signs of preparation on the edge of the dorsal surface and the platform. This feature, however, is not present on every specimen as preparation may not be necessary
before every single strike.
Bladelets in contrast to blades are often referred to as small blades with a width smaller
than 10 mm. In Beringian archaeology, microblades are separated from blades and/or
bladelets as tiny blades, although there is no universal definition for this artifact type.
In fact, differences in the reduction sequences between blade production in contrast to
bladelet/microblade production can only be clarified by comprehensive examinations of
metric data within an assemblage. In this study it turned out that among the recorded
modified artifacts there are no potential bladelets or microblades and only a few actual
blades, which is why this issue is not further addressed here.
However, it is of importance for the designation of certain core types. Microblade cores
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are not referred to as blade cores, as they usually show a different mode of preparation
(often on bifaces) and lead to the serial production of tiny blades referred to as microblades. This separation was used in this study as well, although there is no “objective”
applicable definition of a microblade core in contrast to a blade core. In most cases, there
is wide agreement among archaeologists when these cores are assigned to their respective group. Nonetheless, there may be specimens where further explanation for an
assignment to a distinct group is necessary, which is especially the case for comparably
large microblade core preforms. In the end, it is very much a matter of interpretation.
Length, width, and thickness
Measurements of length, width, and thickness of stone artifacts are common in lithic
studies; however, there are different ways of measuring an artifact.
In this study, the length of an artifact is in the first place oriented along the knapping
direction of the blank, which is in this sense only possible for chipped stone artifacts
with clearly identifiable ventral surfaces. If the knapping direction of a blank cannot be
determined (or the blank itself is undetermined), the length is oriented either along the
long axis of the tool, or if also indeterminable (e.g. an indeterminate modification on a
cobble), length is measured along the longest extent of the specimen. The length of a
core is determined by the knapping direction of its primary reduction surface.
In this study length of artifacts has been measured as a straight axis with maximum extent parallel to the orientation of the artifact. It should be noted here that this method of
measuring may not record the maximum (former) length of a broken artifact (e.g. a biface
with oblique breakage).
Width was measured in the same way but at right angle to the length and parallel to the
ventral surface. If a ventral surface is not present or cannot be recognized, width was
determined according to the orientation of the tool. Thickness was measured at a right
angle to width and length.
The width of a core is defined as the right-angled axis on length that is parallel to the
primary reduction surface. Core thickness is again at a right angle to width and length.
State of lateral edges
The name of this attribute is actually somewhat misleading. In general, it records the
state of all edges of an artifact, not only the actual lateral edges, and includes modifications. However, there are important exceptions. Distinct working ends like end scrapers,
burin cutting edges, borer/perforator ends, and truncations are special cases. For these
tool types this attribute indeed only records the state of unmodified edges besides the
working ends. The state of the working edges is specified in the respective additional
forms for these tool types (except for truncations, for which it is specified in the remarks
section).
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Cortex cover / natural surface
The cover of an artifact with either cortex or natural surface in general was recorded in
one-third steps as a proportion of either the dorsal surface (when present) or the entire
surface (e.g. bifaces, pebble tools, cores).
Number of dorsal flake scars
This number is a minimum of countable flake scars. It excludes dorsal reduction for the
purpose of preparation and modifications. When the number could not be determined,
the code number 99 was recorded.
Measurements of scraping ends (and borer/perforator ends)
The width of a scraping end was measured from one corner of this modified end to the
other. Depth is the measure of the extent of the scraping end onto the dorsal surface in
an axis parallel to the ventral surface. Thickness was measured similar to the thickness
of the blank (i.e. at right a angle to the ventral surface), but only the thickness of the actual modified end was measured.
Measurements of borer/perforator ends are equivalent.
Reduction stage of bifacial tools
In general, this attribute is based on common terminology of bifacial reduction stages
in American archaeology. A difference in my concept may be the definition of a finished
bifacial tool. In American archaeology, the ideal reduction sequence of a biface usually
leads to a the production of a pressure flaked projectile point (or at least a pointed biface). As such, every biface that has not reached the stage of a pressure flaked projectile
point (or pointed biface) is not regarded as finished. There may be cases, however, when
a biface may not have been intended to be a pointed piece, or when it was used as a
tool “on its way” to becoming a “finished” pressure flaked biface or projectile point. In
order to meet the requirements of a potential (and indeed probable) variability in the use
of bifaces, a bifacial tool was recorded as being finished when there were distinct modifications that indicated either use or at least the preparation for use as a tool. Here, the
combination of bifacial tool type and reduction stage is important. For example, even an
early stage biface can in exceptional cases be regarded as a finished or prepared tool,
e.g. when it shows a modified working end and was apparently discarded after use or at
least after being prepared for use.
In some cases it may also be difficult to differentiate between unfinished bifaces (including preforms) and finished points if technological features such as percussion vs.
pressure flaking are not a suitable criterion (as is the case, for example, with small bifacial projectiles often made on flakes). Here, the general shape as compared to other
specimens of the same type; further, the general outline of the piece and the state of
edge working is of importance. Still, in many cases the designation of such projectiles as
either finished or unfinished is subject to personal interpretation, which has to be taken
into account in this study.
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List of raw material types (in alphabetical order)
The following list of raw material types as used in this study draws in a large part on a
manuscript on file at the University of Alaska Museum of the North:
“Sean M. Gryger. Diet geology. A guide to identifying lithic materials for archaeology.”
Basalt (Key 4)
opaque dark gray to black, fine grained mafic igneous rock with visible crystals; a rather
coarse grained variant is most common, but it can also be very fine with conchoidal
fracture
Chalcedony (Key 8)
usually brownish, grayish, reddish, tan or white mineral, but which can be of almost any
color; translucent along its thin edges, with waxy texture; extremely fine-grained; conchoidal fracture; can be very similar to chert
Chert (Key 2)
extremely fine-grained sedimentary rock in a very dense structure, occasionally with
small fossil inclusions, basically of any color; it can have banding or swirly, wavy lines;
both translucent and opaque variants appear; conchoidal fracture
Crystal (Key 15)
translucent colorless variant of quartz
Diorite (Key 499 = basalt/diorite?)
opaque grayish igneous rock with large, angular, light and dark visible crystals
Gabbro (Key 12)
similar to Diorite, but dark feldspars dominate
Limestone (silicified) (Key 13)
opaque monomineral sedimentary rock, basically of calcite but due to the incorporporation of silicate during genesis suitable for knapping, similar to a chert
Obsidian (Key 1)
shiny volcanic glass, which can be translucent, especially along thin edges, and is usually black, dark gray or brownish, though any different number of colors are possible; it has
a variety of textures, including wavy flowing lines or banding; conchoidal fracture
Pumice (Key 5)
rough igneous rock with erratic or oval pores; usually grayish in color
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Quartzite (Key 6)
metamorphosed sandstone almost entirely composed of quartz with a sugary texture
and appearance; the surface is rather rough; it can be of any color, but is usually tan,
beige, brown or gray
Quartz (Key 7)
mineral of white, beige or tan color usually milky or translucent and relatively brittle; can
be shiny or greasy; it has indistinct fracture, sometimes with conchoidal fractures
Rhyolite (Key 3)
usually beige, off-white or gray igneous rock with a chalky appearance; dotted with angular, darker, sometimes lighter crystals that sparkle in the light; it is distinguished in a
light (beige, off-white) and a rather dark (gray) variant, though this may not be distinct in
any case
Sandstone (Key 9)
dull and brittle sedimentary rock of gray or tan, but also orange, red or rust color with
visible individual rounded grains that are identical in shape and size
Shale (Key 14)
usually grayish, but possibly tan, dark purple or reddish sedimentary rock lacking visible
grains; it has a smooth texture and appears flat, dull and earthy; tends to break in plates
or sheets and can be brittle around the edges
Siltstone/Mudstone (Key 11)
gray or tan and sometimes dark purple or reddish sedimentary rock lacking visible grains;
it has a dull appearance and smooth texture
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